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1. 2015

1.1 December

20 million Nintendo NX in 2016 (2015-12-06 13:39)

A much-maligned Digitimes report is actually far from crazy; Nintendo’s historical data suggests that a 20 million
target for NX is plausible
Nintendo

The hefty pinch of salt required alongside any article from Taiwanese news site Digitimes is fairly well known -
and has been regularly mentioned in articles covering the site’s apparent ’scoop’ of manufacturing numbers for the
Nintendo NX console this week. The site does have great sources within Taiwan and China’s extensive manufacturing
industries, and has on occasion released major scoops regarding products from Apple, among others - but it buries
those gems in a torrent of articles that are far more dubious, and its misses are easily as numerous as its hits.

Thanks to this reputation, the Nintendo story has been greeted with outright skepticism - but some of that
skepticism is unfounded, and in reality, Digitimes’ numbers are probably reasonably accurate. The 20 million target
for first-year sales of NX has come in for particular criticism, with many commentators claiming that this is ludicrously
high - but in fact, a look at Nintendo’s historic sales figures suggests that this is almost certainly the right ballpark for
the high end of the company’s internal sales targets.

"With the NX, it stands to reason that Nintendo would be targeting the kind of sales achieved by the Wii, not
the sales of the disappointing Wii U; if you’re not even going to try to match or exceed the sales of your best-selling
products, why bother at all?"

For a start, let’s bear in mind that Nintendo, like most companies, thinks in terms of financial years - so if we
assume a 2016 launch for the NX, as has been widely reported elsewhere, the company’s first-year projections would
include everything up to March 31st, 2017. If the console launches in early 2016, as we’ve seen historically with
the 3DS and the Game Boy Advance - both of which were spring or early summer launches - then the "year one"
prediction will map nicely on to the 2017 financial year; if it launches late in 2016 (as is far more likely, of course),
then the "year one" prediction will include a chunk of FY2017 and the lion’s share of FY2018.

It’s important to think about this in terms of financial years for two reasons - because that’s how Nintendo
thinks (and any internal projections Digitimes may have seen will be done in terms of quarters and financial years,
not calendar years), and because it allows us to go back through the company’s financial records and see how that
20 million figure might stack up with sales of previous consoles. In short - is, as some commentators are claiming, 20
million a ludicrous target for a Nintendo console after its first full financial year on the market?

Let’s look at home consoles first, as the NX is hypothetically positioned as the successor to the company’s fail-
ing Wii U. There’s no doubt that Nintendo has had its struggles in this sector; the Wii U only managed 6.2 million
sales by the end of its first full financial year, fewer even than the GameCube, which sold 9.6 million consoles in that
timeframe. However, in between those two consoles we find the all-conquering Wii, which sold a jaw-dropping 24.5
million consoles by the end of its first full financial year. With the NX, it stands to reason that Nintendo would be
targeting the kind of sales achieved by the Wii, not the sales of the disappointing Wii U; if you’re not even going to
try to match or exceed the sales of your best-selling products, why bother at all?
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Besides, the Wii may look like an aberration among the company’s home console sales figures, but when you
look at Nintendo’s comparable handheld sales, things start to line up far more nicely. By the end of a full financial
year on the market, the GameBoy Advance had racked up 18.2 million unit sales; the Nintendo DS was on 16.7 million
units; and the 3DS, despite a rocky start, hit 17.1 million unit sales by the end of FY2012 (and actually had less time
to reach that figure than its predecessors, thanks to its March launch window).

In other words, while 20million is on the high side (and again, this is a target figure), it’s within the ballpark of four out
of the past six Nintendo console launches. If the company is seeking to recapture its past success, it’s almost exactly
the figure you’d expect it to pick - and it also, incidentally, looks interesting in the context of the much-vaunted
idea that NX will bridge the firm’s handheld and home console efforts. 20 million is a tough figure for a Nintendo
home console to hit, but apparently no sweat for a well-received Nintendo handheld device; if NX is both, and
has a better launch (andmore realistic pricing) than the 3DS did, 20 million in the first full fiscal year is totally credible.

What, then, of the other claim in the Digitimes article - that the company’s suppliers are basing their esti-
mates on 10 to 12 million units instead? Well, that makes sense too, given the company’s recent struggles and the
particularly negative press around the Wii U. The contracts between Nintendo and its suppliers will be flexible and
include a significant element of risk on the supply side; Nintendo doesn’t want to end up with the parts for 20 million
consoles sitting in a warehouse if it only manages to sell half that number. Thus, Nintendo will tell suppliers their
targets, and suppliers will come up with their own estimates based on those targets and their own analysis of the
market in order to balance their supply chains. One downside of this, incidentally, is that if the NX does have Wii-like
levels of demand, it may also face Wii-like supply shortages, since Nintendo’s suppliers (in the scenario outlined by
Digitimes) could end up scrambling to meet their component commitments.

In short, while I’m perfectly happy to take my pinch of salt along with this article (in fact, I set out researching
it with a high degree of skepticism, and was only convinced of its reasonability by the data itself), I think it passes the
face validity test. Assuming, and this is of course the big "if", that Nintendo is ramping up towards a launch some
time in the latter half of 2016, then the targets, projections and timelines Digitimes has outlined are absolutely in
line with what you’d reasonably expect from a company in this position.

"The core appeal of NX must be ’buy this as well as a PS4’, not ’buy this instead of a PS4’"

One interesting thing to take away from this, however, is to think about the potential relative position of NX
against its competition should it meet the targets being laid out. By the time the NX reaches Nintendo’s ambitious
20 million target, or its suppliers’ more conservative 10 to 12 million target, one would expect PS4 to be comfortably
above 50 million (and perhaps closer to 60), and on the current trajectory, the Xbox One should be in or around
40 million. Those figures could change dramatically - there are signs of Xbox One starting to challenge the PS4
more seriously in some markets now - but the ballpark is reasonable; there’ll be somewhere around 100 million
"current-gen" devices from Microsoft and Sony in the market.

I’ve argued before that Nintendo could benefit hugely from a "mid-cycle" launch for the NX; if the console is
different enough from the Xbox and PlayStation offerings, it would be positioned to be the "second console" of a
massive market of existing console owners who have had their system for a few years and are keen to try something
else. It wouldn’t become their primary gaming device, most likely, but would be valued for its unusual features
and its exclusive software, especially if that software included experiences that simply couldn’t be accomplished
on other consoles. These figures, I think, drive home the core of that message; Nintendo will be launching
into a market with a two extremely powerful players, and while some people will of course prefer a Nintendo
console to anything else on the market (my rough back of the envelope based on prior sales figures says this is a mar-
ket of about 3million people), the core appeal of NXmust be "buy this as well as a PS4", not "buy this instead of a PS4".

This also, incidentally, all but shuts down the conversation regarding third-party, cross-platform support. If it
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hits its targets, the NX will be a great market for third parties who want to develop something original and uniquely
suited to the platform - just as the DS, 3DS andWii have been - but it’s going to be a barren wasteland for people who
just want to do a cheap port and add another SKU to their upcoming mega-release. It may well rival the technical
prowess of Sony and Microsoft’s consoles, but it doesn’t matter; the installed base, the friends networks and all the
rest of it will still be on PlayStation and Xbox, and the cost of porting and releasing on NX will be simply unjustifiable
for most games.

Nintendo won’t lose much sleep over that. If they can come close to that 20 million target, they’ll have ex-
actly what they want - a system that’s on a healthy sales trajectory and that provides a solid, high-spending market
for the company’s exclusive first-party releases, with occasional third-party games filling in the gaps. It won’t trouble
Sony’s market share or leaveMicrosoft fearing for their second-place position, at least not for a good while, but these
numbers would put Nintendo back on a sure footing in the home console market - and that would be good news not
just for the House of Mario, but for the industry as a whole.
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http://www.babyliss.in.net/
http://www.iphone5scases.us.com/
http://www.hollister-abercrombie.es/
http://www.ghdhairstraighteners.me.uk/
http://www.chiflatiron.cn.com/
http://www.cheap-nfljersey.in.net/
http://www.baseball-bats.us/
http://www.nikerosherun.net/
http://www.soccer--shoes.net/


[42]canada goose outlet, [43]canada goose, [44]barbour, [45]marc jacobs, [46]doudoune moncler, [47]moncler, [48]gucci,
[49]thomas sabo, [50]juicy couture outlet, [51]canada goose uk, [52]moncler uk, [53]canada goose outlet

1. http://www.converse-allstar.it/
2. http://www.canada--goose.se/
3. http://www.borse-louis-vuitton.it/
4. http://www.converse--shoes.com/
5. http://www.vansscarpe.it/
6. http://www.monclerjackets.us.org/
7. http://www.moncleronline-shop.de/
8. http://www.pandorajewelrys.us.com/
9. http://www.toms--shoes.net/
10. http://www.replica--watches.co.uk/
11. http://www.saclancelpascher.fr/
12. http://www.abercrombiehollister.it/
13. http://www.montrespas-cher.fr/
14. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.jp.net/
15. http://www.swarovski.me.uk/
16. http://www.karenmillen.me.uk/
17. http://www.moncler.co.nl/
18. http://www.ugg--australia.it/
19. http://www.moncler.org.es/
20. http://www.linksoflondon.me.uk/
21. http://www.pandora-jewelry.us.com/
22. http://www.canadagoose.net.co/
23. http://www.louis-vuitton-handbags.co.uk/
24. http://www.bottesugg-pas-cher.fr/
25. http://www.uggs-canada.ca/
26. http://www.supra--shoes.com/
27. http://coachofficialsite.blog.com/
28. http://www.ugg-pas-cher.fr/
29. http://www.moncleroutlet.com.co/
30. http://www.hollister--canada.ca/
31. http://www.pandora--charms.in.net/
32. http://www.canadagooses.co.nl/
33. http://www.ugg-boots-uggs.co.uk/
34. http://www.nikeair-max.it/
35. http://www.louis-vuitton-pas-cher.fr/
36. http://www.swarovski-jewelry.in.net/
37. http://www.rayban--occhiali.it/
38. http://www.cheapweddingdresses.org.uk/
39. http://www.barbour-jackets.org.uk/
40. http://www.canadagoose--jackets.ca/
41. http://www.pandora--charms.org.uk/
42. http://www.canada-goose-outlet.us.com/
43. http://www.canadagoose-paschere.fr/
44. http://www.barbour.us.org/
45. http://www.marcjacobs.us.org/
46. http://www.doudoune-monclerpascher.fr/
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47. http://www.moncler--outlet.it/
48. http://www.borse--gucci.it/
49. http://www.thomas-sabo-uk.org.uk/
50. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.com.co/
51. http://www.canada-goose.me.uk/
52. http://www.moncler.org.uk/
53. http://www.canada-goose-jackets.us.com/

Best Actresses (2015-12-09 19:18)

1

Meryl Streep
1949-06-22

2

Cate Blanchett
1969-05-14

3

Natalie Portman
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1981-06-09

4

Kate Winslet
1975-10-05

5

Julia Roberts
1967-10-28

6

Sigourney Weaver
1949-10-08

7

15



Katharine Hepburn
1907-05-12

8

Audrey Hepburn
1929-05-04

9

Bette Davis
1908-04-05

10

Julianne Moore
1960-12-03

11

16



Judi Dench
1934-12-09

12

Naomi Watts
1968-09-28

13

Maggie Smith
1934-12-28

14

Keira Knightley
1985-03-26

17



15

Frances McDormand
1957-06-23

16

Sandra Bullock
1964-07-26

17

Jodie Foster
1962-11-19

18

Nicole Kidman
1967-06-20

18



19

Susan Sarandon
1946-10-04

20

Helen Mirren
1945-07-26

21

Laura Linney
1964-02-05

22

Scarlett Johansson
1984-11-22

19



23

Kathy Bates
1948-06-28

24

Annette Bening
1958-05-29

25

Marion Cotillard
1975-09-30

26

Olivia de Havilland
1916-07-01

20



27

Emma Thompson
1959-04-15

28

RenÃ©e Zellweger
1969-04-25

29

Joan Crawford
1905-03-23

30

21



Jessica Chastain
1977-03-24

31

Anne Hathaway
1982-11-12

32

Maureen O’Hara
1920-08-17

33

Hilary Swank
1974-07-30

34

22



Cameron Diaz
1972-08-30

35

Jennifer Lawrence
1990-08-15

36

Sissy Spacek
1949-12-25

37

Toni Collette
1972-11-01

23



38

Amy Adams
1974-08-20

39

Uma Thurman
1970-04-29

40

Tilda Swinton
1960-11-05

41

Jennifer Connelly
1970-12-12

24



42

Catherine O’Hara
1954-03-04

43

Marisa Tomei
1964-12-04

44

Charlize Theron
1975-08-07

45

Gwyneth Paltrow
1972-09-27

25



46

Sally Field
1946-11-06

47

Rene Russo
1954-02-17

48

Meg Ryan
1961-11-19

49

Lauren Bacall
1924-09-16

26



50

Michelle Williams
1980-09-09

51

Helena Bonham Carter
1966-05-26

52

Juliette Lewis
1973-06-21

53

Imelda Staunton

27



1956-01-09

54

Ellen Burstyn
1932-12-07

55

Ingrid Bergman
1915-08-29

56

Joan Allen
1956-08-20

57

28



Myrna Loy
1905-08-02

58

Jennifer Aniston
1969-02-11

59

Michelle Pfeiffer
1958-04-29

60

Kristin Scott Thomas
1960-05-24

61

29



Elizabeth Banks
1974-02-10

62

Cloris Leachman
1926-04-30

63

Rachel Weisz
1970-03-07

64

Elizabeth Taylor
1932-02-27

30



65

Diane Keaton
1946-01-05

66

Kirsten Dunst
1982-04-30

67

Helen Hunt
1963-06-15

68

Donna Reed
1921-01-27

31



69

Joan Fontaine
1917-10-22

70

Margo Martindale
1951-07-18

71

Patricia Clarkson
1959-12-29

72

Salma Hayek
1966-09-02

32



73

Angelina Jolie
1975-06-04

74

Catherine Zeta-Jones
1969-09-25

75

Minnie Driver
1970-01-31

33



Best Actors (2015-12-10 19:15)

1 John Wayne 1907-05-26

2 James Stewart 1908-05-20

3 Tom Hanks 1956-07-09

4 Harrison Ford 1942-07-13

5 Clint Eastwood 1930-05-31

6 Cary Grant 1904-01-18

7 Leonardo DiCaprio 1974-11-11

8 Jeff Bridges 1949-12-04

9 Humphrey Bogart 1899-12-25

10 Matt Damon 1970-10-08

11 Brad Pitt 1963-12-18

12 Robert De Niro 1943-08-17

13 Johnny Depp 1963-06-09

14 Tom Cruise 1962-07-03

15 Robert Duvall 1931-01-05

16 Paul Newman 1925-01-26

17 George Clooney 1961-05-06

18 Anthony Hopkins 1937-12-31

19 Bill Murray 1950-09-21

20 Denzel Washington 1954-12-28

21 Tommy Lee Jones 1946-09-15

22 Michael Caine 1933-03-14

23 Gene Hackman 1930-01-30

24 Mel Gibson 1956-01-03
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25 Al Pacino 1940-04-25

26 Christian Bale 1974-01-30

27 Bruce Willis 1955-03-19

28 Viggo Mortensen 1958-10-20

29 Morgan Freeman 1937-06-01

30 Robin Williams 1951-07-21

31 Spencer Tracy 1900-04-05

32 Gary Oldman 1958-03-21

33 Heath Ledger 1979-04-04

34 Liam Neeson 1952-06-07

35 Michael Fassbender 1977-04-02

36 Woody Harrelson 1961-07-23

37 Alan Alda 1936-01-28

38 Will Smith 1968-09-25

39 Kevin Costner 1955-01-18

40 Jack Lemmon 1925-02-08

41 Charles Chaplin 1889-04-16

42 Jack Nicholson 1937-04-22

43 Russell Crowe 1964-04-07

44 Philip Seymour Hoffman 1967-07-23

45 Gary Cooper 1901-05-07

46 Kevin Spacey 1959-07-26

47 Ed Harris 1950-11-28

48 Henry Fonda 1905-05-16

49 Burt Lancaster 1913-11-02

35



50 Kirk Douglas 1916-12-09

51 Javier Bardem 1969-03-01

52 Chris Cooper 1951-07-09

53 Samuel L. Jackson 1948-12-21

54 TomWilkinson 1948-02-05

55 Geoffrey Rush 1951-07-06

56 Dustin Hoffman 1937-08-08

57 Steve Carell 1962-08-16

58 Donald Sutherland 1935-07-17

59 Christopher Plummer 1929-12-13

60 Marlon Brando 1924-04-03

61 Gregory Peck 1916-04-05

62 Don Cheadle 1964-11-29

63 Lionel Barrymore 1878-04-28

64 John Candy 1950-10-31

65 Colin Firth 1960-09-10

66 Christopher Walken 1943-03-31

67 John C. Reilly 1965-05-24

68 Nick Nolte 1941-02-08

69 Sean Penn 1960-08-17

70 Edward Norton 1969-08-18

71 William H. Macy 1950-03-13

72 Patrick Stewart 1940-07-13

73 James Cromwell 1940-01-27

74 Joaquin Phoenix 1974-10-28

36



75 Kevin Kline 1947-10-24

76 Robert Downey Jr. 1965-04-04

77 Jeremy Irons 1948-09-19

78 John Goodman 1952-06-20

79 William Powell 1892-07-29

80 Will Ferrell 1967-07-16

How To Install Linux, nginx, MySQL, PHP (LEMP) stack on Ubuntu (2015-12-11 22:55)

Introduction
The LEMP software stack is a group of software that can be used to serve dynamic web pages and web applications.
This is an acronym that describes a Linux operating system, with an Nginx web server. The backend data is stored in
MySQL and the dynamic processing is handled by PHP.
In this guide, we will demonstrate how to install a LEMP stack on an Ubuntu 14.04 server. The Ubuntu operat-
ing system takes care of the first requirement. Wewill describe how to get the rest of the components up and running.

Note: The LEMP Stack can be installed automatically on your Droplet by adding [1]this script to its User Data when

launching it. Check out [2]this tutorial to learn more about Droplet User Data.

Prerequisites
Before you complete this tutorial, you should have a regular, non-root user account on your server with

sudo

privileges. You can learn how to set up this type of account by completing steps 1-4 in our [3]Ubuntu 14.04 initial

server setup.

Once you have your account available, sign into your server with that username. You are now ready to begin the

steps outlined in this guide.

Step One — Install the Nginx Web Server
In order to display web pages to our site visitors, we are going to employ Nginx, a modern, efficient web server.
All of the software we will be getting for this procedure will come directly from Ubuntu’s default package repositories.
This means we can use the

apt

package management suite to complete the installation.
Since this is our first time using
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apt

for this session, we should start off by updating our local package index. We can then install the server:

sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install nginx

In Ubuntu 14.04, Nginx is configured to start running upon installation.
You can test if the server is up and running by accessing your server’s domain name or public IP address in your web
browser.
If you do not have a domain name pointed at your server and you do not know your server’s public IP address, you
can find it by typing one of the following into your terminal:

ip addr show eth0 | grep inet | awk '{ print $2; }' | sed 's/\/.*$//'

111.111.111.111

fe80::601:17ff:fe61:9801

Or you could try using:

curl http://icanhazip.com

111.111.111.111

Try one of the lines that you receive in your web browser. It should take you to Nginx’s default landing page:

http://
server_domain_name_or_IP
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If you see the above page, you have successfully installed Nginx.

Step Two — Install MySQL to Manage Site Data
Now that we have a web server, we need to install MySQL, a database management system, to store and manage
the data for our site.
You can install this easily by typing:

sudo apt-get install mysql-server

You will be asked to supply a root (administrative) password for use within the MySQL system.
The MySQL database software is now installed, but its configuration is not exactly complete yet.
First, we need to tell MySQL to generate the directory structure it needs to store its databases and information. We
can do this by typing:

sudo mysql_install_db

Next, you’ll want to run a simple security script that will prompt you to modify some insecure defaults. Begin the
script by typing:

sudo mysql_secure_installation

You will need to enter the MySQL root password that you selected during installation.

Next, it will ask if you want to change that password. If you are happy with your MySQL root password, type "N" for

no and hit "ENTER". Afterwards, you will be prompted to remove some test users and databases. You should just hit
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"ENTER" through these prompts to remove the unsafe default settings.

Once the script has been run, MySQL is ready to go.

Step Three — Install PHP for Processing
Now we have Nginx installed to serve our pages and MySQL installed to store and manage our data, but we still need
something to connect these two pieces and to generate dynamic content. We can use PHP for this.
Since Nginx does not contain native PHP processing like some other web servers, we will need to install

php5-fpm

, which stands for "fastCGI process manager". We will tell Nginx to pass PHP requests to this software for processing.
We can install this module and will also grab an additional helper package that will allow PHP to communicate with
our database backend. The installation will pull in the necessary PHP core files. Do this by typing:

sudo apt-get install php5-fpm php5-mysql

Configure the PHP Processor
We now have our PHP components installed, but we need to make a slight configuration change to make our setup
more secure.
Open the main

php5-fpm

configuration file with root privileges:

sudo nano /etc/php5/fpm/php.ini

What we are looking for in this file is the parameter that sets

cgi.fix_pathinfo

. This will be commented out with a semi-colon (;) and set to "1" by default.
This is an extremely insecure setting because it tells PHP to attempt to execute the closest file it can find if a PHP file
does not match exactly. This basically would allow users to craft PHP requests in a way that would allow them to
execute scripts that they shouldn’t be allowed to execute.
We will change both of these conditions by uncommenting the line and setting it to "0" like this:

cgi.fix_pathinfo=0

Save and close the file when you are finished.
Now, we just need to restart our PHP processor by typing:
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sudo service php5-fpm restart

This will implement the change that we made.

Step Four — Configure Nginx to Use our PHP Processor
Now, we have all of the required components installed. The only configuration change we still need to do is tell Nginx
to use our PHP processor for dynamic content.
We do this on the server block level (server blocks are similar to Apache’s virtual hosts). Open the default Nginx
server block configuration file by typing:

sudo nano /etc/nginx/sites-available/default

Currently, with the comments removed, the Nginx default server block file looks like this:

server {
listen 80 default_server;
listen [::]:80 default_server ipv6only=on;

root /usr/share/nginx/html;
index index.html index.htm;

server_name localhost;

location / {
try_files $uri $uri/ =404;

}
}

We need to make some changes to this file for our site.

• First, we need to add an

index.php

option as the first value of our

index

directive to allow PHP index files to be served when a directory is requested.

• We also need to modify the

server_name
41



directive to point to our server’s domain name or public IP address.

• The actual configuration file includes some commented out lines that define error processing routines. We will
uncomment those to include that functionality.

• For the actual PHP processing, we will need to uncomment a portion of another section. We will also need to
add a

try_files

directive to make sure Nginx doesn’t pass bad requests to our PHP processor.

The changes that you need to make are in red in the text below:

server {
listen 80 default_server;
listen [::]:80 default_server ipv6only=on;

root /usr/share/nginx/html;
index

index.php
index.html index.htm;

server_name
server_domain_name_or_IP
;

location / {
try_files $uri $uri/ =404;

}

error_page 404 /404.html;

error_page 500 502 503 504 /50x.html;

location = /50x.html {

root /usr/share/nginx/html;

}

location ~ \.php$ {
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try_files $uri =404;

fastcgi_split_path_info ^(.+\.php)(/.+)$;

fastcgi_pass unix:/var/run/php5-fpm.sock;

fastcgi_index index.php;

fastcgi_param SCRIPT_FILENAME $document_root$fastcgi_script_name;

include fastcgi_params;

}

}

When you’ve made the above changes, you can save and close the file.
Restart Nginx to make the necessary changes:

sudo service nginx restart

Step Five — Create a PHP File to Test Configuration
Your LEMP stack should now be completely set up. We still should test to make sure that Nginx can correctly hand

.php

files off to our PHP processor.
We can do this by creating a test PHP file in our document root. Open a new file called

info.php

within your document root in your text editor:

sudo nano /usr/share/nginx/html/info.php

We can type this into the new file. This is valid PHP code that will return formatted information about our server:
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When you are finished, save and close the file.
Now, you can visit this page in your web browser by visiting your server’s domain name or public IP address followed
by

/info.php

:

http://
server_domain_name_or_IP
/info.php

You should see a web page that has been generated by PHP with information about your server:

If you see a page that looks like this, you’ve set up PHP processing with Nginx successfully.
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After you test this, it’s probably best to remove the file you created as it can actually give unauthorized users some
hints about your configuration that may help them try to break in. You can always regenerate this file if you need it
later.
For now, remove the file by typing:

sudo rm /usr/share/nginx/html/info.php

Conclusion
You should now have a LEMP stack configured on your Ubuntu 14.04 server. This gives you a very flexible foundation
for serving web content to your visitors.

1. http://do.co/1LGk9EC
2. https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/an-introduction-to-droplet-metadata
3. https://www.digitalocean.com/community/articles/initial-server-setup-with-ubuntu-14-04

600 movies you must see before you die (2015-12-12 19:05)

1 The Godfather 9.2 1972
2 The Godfather: Part II 9 1974
3 The Godfather: Part III 7.6 1990
4 Scarface 8.3 1983
5 Carlito’s Way 7.9 1993
6 The Shawshank Redemption 9.3 1994
7 Se7en 8.6 1995
8 A Clockwork Orange 8.4 1971
9 Mr. Nobody 7.9 2009
10 12 Angry Men 8.9 1957
11 Casablanca 8.6 1942
12 Dog Day Afternoon 8.1 1975
13 Jaws 8.1 1975
14 One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest 8.7 1975
15 Network 8.1 1976
16 Taxi Driver 8.4 1976
17 Rocky 8.1 1976
18 Star Wars 8.7 1977
19 Apocalypse Now 8.5 1979
20 Manhattan 8 1979
21 Mad Max 7 1979
22 Kramer vs. Kramer 7.8 1979
23 Alien 8.5 1979
24 Raging Bull 8.3 1980
25 Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back 8.8 1980
26 The Shining 8.4 1980
27 Raiders of the Lost Ark 8.5 1981
28 Gandhi 8.1 1982
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29 E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial 7.9 1982
30 The Thing 8.2 1982
31 Star Wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi 8.4 1983
32 The Terminator 8.1 1984
33 Amadeus 8.3 1984
34 The Quiet Earth 6.9 1985
35 The Color Purple 7.8 1985
36 Brazil 8 1985
37 City of God 8.7 2002
38 The Untouchables 8 1987
39 Die Hard 8.2 1988
40 Rain Man 8 1988
41 The Vanishing 7.8 1988
42 Batman 7.6 1989
43 Edward Scissorhands 8 1990
44 Goodfellas 8.7 1990
45 Terminator 2: Judgment Day 8.5 1991
46 The Silence of the Lambs 8.6 1991
47 Unforgiven 8.3 1992
48 Reservoir Dogs 8.4 1992
49 Schindler’s List 8.9 1993
50 Jurassic Park 8.1 1993
51 Philadelphia 7.7 1993
52 Satantango 8.6 1994
53 Pulp Fiction 8.9 1994
54 Forrest Gump 8.8 1994
55 The Lion King 8.5 1994
56 Four Weddings and a Funeral 7.1 1994
57 Natural Born Killers 7.3 1994
58 Casino 8.2 1995
59 Toy Story 8.3 1995
60 Heat 8.3 1995
61 Scream 7.2 1996
62 Trainspotting 8.2 1996
63 Independence Day 6.9 1996
64 Buffalo ’66 7.5 1998
65 Saving Private Ryan 8.6 1998
66 American Beauty 8.4 1999
67 The Matrix 8.7 1999
68 The Sixth Sense 8.2 1999
69 Fight Club 8.9 1999
70 Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon 7.9 2000
71 Memento 8.5 2000
72 Requiem for a Dream 8.4 2000
73 Gladiator 8.5 2000
74 The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring 8.8 2001
75 The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers 8.7 2002
76 The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King 8.9 2003
77 The Pianist 8.5 2002
78 Kill Bill: Vol. 1 8.1 2003
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79 Kill Bill: Vol. 2 8 2004
80 Pan’s Labyrinth 8.2 2006
81 The Departed 8.5 2006
82 Little Miss Sunshine 7.9 2006
83 No Country for Old Men 8.1 2007
84 The Dark Knight 9 2008
85 Slumdog Millionaire 8 2008
86 The Hangover 7.8 2009
87 The Hangover Part II 6.5 2011
88 Due Date 6.6 2010
89 Avatar 7.9 2009
90 Inglourious Basterds 8.3 2009
91 Black Swan 8 2010
92 The Social Network 7.8 2010
93 Inception 8.8 2010
94 The King’s Speech 8.1 2010
95 The Artist 8 2011
96 Hugo 7.6 2011
97 The Descendants 7.3 2011
98 The Help 8.1 2011
99 Machine Gun Preacher 6.8 2011
100 The Flowers of War 7.6 2011
101 Men in Black 7.3 1997
102 Men in Black II 6.1 2002
103 Yes Man 6.8 2008
104 Cinderella Man 8 2005
105 Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas 7.7 1998
106 Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street 7.4 2007
107 The Rum Diary 6.2 2011
108 Alice in Wonderland 6.5 2010
109 Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl 8.1 2003
110 Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest 7.3 2006
111 Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s End 7.1 2007
112 Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides 6.7 2011
113 Rango 7.3 2011
114 Monsters, Inc. 8.1 2001
115 The Imaginarium of Doctor Parnassus 6.9 2009
116 Corpse Bride 7.4 2005
117 Once Upon a Time in Mexico 6.4 2003
118 Blow 7.6 2001
119 The Ninth Gate 6.7 1999
120 Arizona Dream 7.4 1992
121 Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 6.7 2005
122 Anonymous 6.9 2011
123 About Schmidt 7.2 2002
124 The Way Back 7.3 2010
125 The Good Shepherd 6.7 2006
126 Curse of the Golden Flower 7 2006
127 Ip Man 8.1 2008
128 Insidious 6.8 2010
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129 The Woman in Black 6.4 2012
130 Tilt 7.6 2011
131 The Milk of Sorrow 6.7 2009
132 RRRrrrr!!! 5.7 2004
133 Game of Thrones 9.5 2011
134 High Plains Drifter 7.6 1973
135 RRRrrrr!!! 5.7 2004
136 Ice Age 7.6 2002
137 Ice Age: The Meltdown 6.9 2006
138 Ice Age: Dawn of the Dinosaurs 7 2009
139 Cars 7.2 2006
140 Happy Feet 6.5 2006
141 WALLÂ·E 8.4 2008
142 Kung Fu Panda 7.6 2008
143 Julia’s Eyes 6.6 2010
144 Hellboy 6.8 2004
145 Hellboy II: The Golden Army 7 2008
146 The Devil’s Backbone 7.5 2001
147 Biutiful 7.5 2010
148 Puss in Boots 6.7 2011
149 Megamind 7.3 2010
150 Monster’s Ball 7.1 2001
151 The Green Mile 8.5 1999
152 Life Is Beautiful 8.6 1997
153 The Skin I Live In 7.6 2011
154 Starry Starry Night 6.9 2011
155 A Beautiful Mind 8.2 2001
156 Training Day 7.7 2001
157 I Am Sam 7.6 2001
158 I Am Legend 7.2 2007
159 Ali 6.8 2001
160 Ray 7.8 2004
161 No Man’s Land 8 2001
162 AmÃ©lie 8.4 2001
163 Gangs of New York 7.5 2002
164 Chicago 7.2 2002
165 Adaptation. 7.7 2002
166 Talk to Her 8 2002
167 The Mask of Zorro 6.7 1998
168 Machete 6.7 2010
169 The Aviator 7.5 2004
170 Million Dollar Baby 8.1 2004
171 Finding Neverland 7.8 2004
172 3:10 to Yuma 7.8 2007
173 Sideways 7.6 2004
174 Master and Commander: The Far Side of the World 7.4 2003
175 Hotel Rwanda 8.1 2004
176 Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind 8.4 2004
177 The Passion of the Christ 7.1 2004
178 The Incredibles 8 2004
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179 Shrek 7.9 2001
180 The Sea Inside 8.1 2004
181 8 Mile 7 2002
182 Shrek 2 7.2 2004
183 Shrek the Third 6.1 2007
184 Shrek Forever After 6.4 2010
185 Munich 7.6 2005
186 Hustle & Flow 7.4 2005
187 Capote 7.4 2005
188 Crash 7.9 2004
189 American History X 8.6 1998
190 Syriana 7 2005
191 Babel 7.5 2006
192 Letters from Iwo Jima 7.9 2006
193 The Last King of Scotland 7.7 2006
194 Blood Diamond 8 2006
195 The Pursuit of Happyness 7.9 2006
196 Seven Pounds 7.7 2008
197 The Lives of Others 8.5 2006
198 Children of Men 7.9 2006
199 The Tree of Life 6.7 2011
200 The Bodyguard 6.1 1992
201 Deja Vu 7 2006
202 Pathfinder 5.4 2007
203 The 13th Warrior 6.6 1999
204 Letter to America 7.4 2001
205 Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close 6.9 2011
206 Beauty and the Beast 8 1991
207 The Transporter 6.8 2002
208 LÃ©on: The Professional 8.6 1994
209 We Need to Talk About Kevin 7.5 2011
210 Three... Extremes 7.1 2004
211 J. Edgar 6.6 2011
212 Shutter Island 8.1 2010
213 Superbad 7.6 2007
214 Forgetting Sarah Marshall 7.2 2008
215 Despicable Me 7.7 2010
216 Up 8.3 2009
217 Any Given Sunday 6.8 1999
218 Mirrors 6.2 2008
219 The Adventures of Tintin 7.4 2011
220 Lord of War 7.6 2005
221 Knowing 6.2 2009
222 National Treasure 6.9 2004
223 Grindhouse 7.6 2007
224 Death Proof 7.1 2007
225 Planet Terror 7.2 2007
226 8MM 6.5 1999
227 Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone 7.5 2001
228 Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets 7.4 2002
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229 Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban 7.8 2004
230 Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire 7.6 2005
231 Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix 7.5 2007
232 Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince 7.5 2009
233 Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1 7.7 2010
234 American Psycho 7.6 2000
235 The Prestige 8.5 2006
236 Batman Begins 8.3 2005
237 The Fighter 7.9 2010
238 The Machinist 7.7 2004
239 It’s Kind of a Funny Story 7.2 2010
240 Where the Wild Things Are 6.8 2009
241 Eastern Plays 7.3 2009
242 In Bruges 8 2008
243 Sherlock Holmes 7.6 2009
244 Ratatouille 8 2007
245 How to Train Your Dragon 8.2 2010
246 The Wrestler 7.9 2008
247 Moneyball 7.6 2011
248 The Assassination of Jesse James by the Coward Robert Ford 7.6 2007
249 Ocean’s Eleven 7.8 2001
250 Snatch. 8.3 2000
251 Seven Years in Tibet 7 1997
252 Sleepers 7.5 1996
253 Legends of the Fall 7.5 1994
254 You Don’t Mess with the Zohan 5.5 2008
255 Big Daddy 6.4 1999
256 Click 6.4 2006
257 Johnny English 6.1 2003
258 The Number 23 6.4 2007
259 The Truman Show 8.1 1998
260 Ace Ventura: Pet Detective 6.9 1994
261 Horton Hears a Who! 6.9 2008
262 Lemony Snicket’s A Series of Unfortunate Events 6.8 2004
263 Me, Myself & Irene 6.5 2000
264 How the Grinch Stole Christmas 6 2000
265 Transformers 7.1 2007
266 Above the Rim 6.6 1994
267 He Got Game 6.9 1998
268 Coach Carter 7.2 2005
269 Remember the Titans 7.8 2000
270 Glory Road 7.2 2006
271 American Gangster 7.8 2007
272 American Pie 7 1999
273 American Pie 2 6.4 2001
274 Analyze This 6.7 1999
275 American Wedding 6.3 2003
276 Old School 7.2 2003
277 Analyze That 5.9 2002
278 Stranger Than Fiction 7.6 2006
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279 Blades of Glory 6.3 2007
280 Semi-Pro 5.8 2008
281 Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy 7.2 2004
282 The Other Guys 6.6 2010
283 Everything Must Go 6.4 2010
284 Angel Heart 7.3 1987
285 The Da Vinci Code 6.5 2006
286 ...And Justice for All. 7.4 1979
287 Angels & Demons 6.7 2009
288 Catch Me If You Can 8 2002
289 The Terminal 7.3 2004
290 Charlie Wilson’s War 7.1 2007
291 Cast Away 7.7 2000
292 Road to Perdition 7.7 2002
293 You’ve Got Mail 6.5 1998
294 The Ladykillers 6.2 2004
295 Get Him to the Greek 6.4 2010
296 The Road 7.3 2009
297 Arthur 5.8 2011
298 As Good as It Gets 7.8 1997
299 The Bucket List 7.4 2007
300 The Pledge 6.9 2001
301 Mars Attacks! 6.3 1996
302 A Few Good Men 7.6 1992
303 Ironweed 6.8 1987
304 Broadcast News 7.2 1987
305 Reds 7.5 1981
306 The Postman Always Rings Twice 6.6 1981
307 Bad Boys II 6.5 2003
308 Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me 6.6 1999
309 Austin Powers in Goldmember 6.2 2002
310 Bad Company 5.6 2002
311 The Basketball Diaries 7.3 1995
312 The Beach 6.6 2000
313 Being John Malkovich 7.8 1999
314 Beowulf 6.3 2007
315 A.I. Artificial Intelligence 7.1 2001
316 Hot Fuzz 7.9 2007
317 Blade 7.1 1998
318 Blade II 6.7 2002
319 Blade: Trinity 5.9 2004
320 Body of Lies 7.1 2008
321 Braveheart 8.4 1995
322 A Bronx Tale 7.8 1993
323 Cashback 7.2 2006
324 The Cell 6.3 2000
325 Changeling 7.8 2008
326 Inside Man 7.6 2006
327 The Bank Job 7.3 2008
328 Burn After Reading 7 2008
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329 Pitch Black 7.1 2000
330 The Chronicles of Riddick 6.7 2004
331 The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe 6.9 2005
332 King of California 6.7 2007
333 The City of Lost Children 7.7 1995
334 The City of Lost Children 7.7 1995
335 Constantine 6.9 2005
336 The Core 5.4 2003
337 P.S. I Love You 7.1 2007
338 The Crow 7.6 1994
339 Cube 7.3 1997
340 Dawn of the Dead 7.4 2004
341 Resident Evil 6.7 2002
342 Resident Evil: Apocalypse 6.2 2004
343 Resident Evil: Extinction 6.3 2007
344 The Day After Tomorrow 6.4 2004
345 Demolition Man 6.6 1993
346 Desperado 7.2 1995
347 The Devil’s Advocate 7.5 1997
348 Die Hard 2 7.1 1990
349 Die Hard: With a Vengeance 7.6 1995
350 First Blood 7.7 1982
351 Rambo: First Blood Part II 6.4 1985
352 Rambo III 5.7 1988
353 Rambo 7.1 2008
354 Dogville 8.1 2003
355 Donnie Darko 8.1 2001
356 Downfall 8.3 2004
357 Dracula 7.5 1992
358 Drive 7.8 2011
359 The Experiment 6.4 2010
360 Eyes Wide Shut 7.3 1999
361 The Fifth Element 7.7 1997
362 Finding Forrester 7.3 2000
363 Gattaca 7.8 1997
364 The Fountain 7.3 2006
365 The Gods Must Be Crazy 7.3 1980
366 Interview with the Vampire: The Vampire Chronicles 7.6 1994
367 The Invasion 5.9 2007
368 Kung Fu Hustle 7.8 2004
369 The Longest Yard 6.4 2005
370 Paranormal Activity 6.3 2007
371 Paranormal Activity 2 5.7 2010
372 Paranormal Activity 3 5.9 2011
373 Saw 7.7 2004
374 Saw II 6.6 2005
375 Saw III 6.2 2006
376 Saw IV 5.9 2007
377 Saw V 5.8 2008
378 Saw 3D: The Final Chapter 5.6 2010
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379 Scary Movie 6.2 2000
380 Scary Movie 2 5.2 2001
381 Scary Movie 3 5.4 2003
382 Scary Movie 4 5.1 2006
383 Red Dragon 7.2 2002
384 Hannibal 6.7 2001
385 Hannibal Rising 6.2 2007
386 X-Men 7.4 2000
387 X2 7.5 2003
388 X-Men: The Last Stand 6.8 2006
389 X-Men: First Class 7.8 2011
390 From Hell 6.8 2001
391 In Time 6.7 2011
392 The Game 7.8 1997
393 Ghost Rider 5.2 2007
394 Good Will Hunting 8.3 1997
395 Ju-on: The Grudge 6.7 2002
396 Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle 7.2 2004
397 Harold & Kumar Escape from Guantanamo Bay 6.7 2008
398 A Very Harold & Kumar 3D Christmas 6.3 2011
399 Hide and Seek 5.9 2005
400 Home Alone 7.4 1990
401 Home Alone 2: Lost in New York 6.6 1992
402 House of Wax 5.3 2005
403 Repo Men 6.3 2010
404 Street Kings 6.8 2008
405 Vantage Point 6.6 2008
406 A Little Trip to Heaven 6 2005
407 Panic Room 6.8 2002
408 The Illusionist 7.6 2006
409 Into the Wild 8.2 2007
410 Invictus 7.4 2009
411 RED 7.1 2010
412 Wanted 6.7 2008
413 Lucky Number Slevin 7.8 2006
414 The Island 6.9 2005
415 Jumanji 6.9 1995
416 King Kong 7.3 2005
417 Knocked Up 7 2007
418 Law Abiding Citizen 7.4 2009
419 Limitless 7.4 2011
420 Man on Fire 7.7 2004
421 The Book of Eli 6.9 2010
422 The Great Debaters 7.6 2007
423 Mystic River 8 2003
424 The Next Three Days 7.4 2010
425 The Others 7.6 2001
426 Paul 7 2011
427 Phone Booth 7.1 2002
428 Psycho 8.5 1960
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429 Psycho 4.6 1998
430 Sphere 6 1998
431 Ruby & Quentin 7.1 2003
432 Signs 6.7 2002
433 Sin City 8.1 2005
434 Thank You for Smoking 7.6 2005
435 Troy 7.2 2004
436 V for Vendetta 8.2 2005
437 Watchmen 7.6 2009
438 War of the Worlds 6.5 2005
439 Dorian Gray 6.3 2009
440 Memoirs of a Geisha 7.3 2005
441 Hitch 6.7 2005
442 I, Robot 7.1 2004
443 Enemy of the State 7.3 1998
444 Anna and the King 6.7 1999
445 The Golden Compass 6.1 2007
446 War Horse 7.2 2011
447 Unbreakable 7.2 2000
448 Home Alone 2: Lost in New York 6.6 1992
449 Good Will Hunting 8.3 1997
450 Hide and Seek 5.9 2005
451 Repo Men 6.3 2010
452 Street Kings 6.8 2008
453 Vantage Point 6.6 2008
454 A Little Trip to Heaven 6 2005
455 Panic Room 6.8 2002
456 The Illusionist 7.6 2006
457 Into the Wild 8.2 2007
458 Invictus 7.4 2009
459 RED 7.1 2010
460 Wanted 6.7 2008
461 The Island 6.9 2005
462 King Kong 7.3 2005
463 Knocked Up 7 2007
464 Law Abiding Citizen 7.4 2009
465 Limitless 7.4 2011
466 Man on Fire 7.7 2004
467 The Book of Eli 6.9 2010
468 The Great Debaters 7.6 2007
469 Mystic River 8 2003
470 The Next Three Days 7.4 2010
471 The Others 7.6 2001
472 Paul 7 2011
473 Phone Booth 7.1 2002
474 Psycho 8.5 1960
475 Melancholia 7.1 2011
476 Perfume: The Story of a Murderer 7.5 2006
477 The Mist 7.2 2007
478 Blade Runner 8.2 1982
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479 Dark Shadows 6.2 2012
480 West Side Story 7.6 1961
481 A Time to Kill 7.4 1996
482 The Good German 6.1 2006
483 The Usual Suspects 8.6 1995
484 Green Street Hooligans 7.5 2005
485 Tango & Cash 6.3 1989
486 Stargate 7 1994
487 Tombstone 7.8 1993
488 Detachment 7.7 2011
489 Ocean’s Twelve 6.4 2004
490 Ocean’s Thirteen 6.9 2007
491 Meet Joe Black 7.1 1998
492 The Butterfly Effect 7.7 2004
493 Titanic 7.7 1997
494 Gridiron Gang 6.9 2006
495 Platoon 8.1 1986
496 Armageddon 6.6 1998
497 The Greatest Game Ever Played 7.5 2005
498 To End All Wars 7.1 2001
499 Goin’ South 6.3 1978
500 Bullet 6.5 1996
501 Gridlock’d 7 1997
502 Poetic Justice 5.8 1993
503 How High 6.2 2001
504 Black Irish 7.1 2007
505 Grizzly Man 7.8 2005
506 California Dreamin’ 7.9 2007
507 Big 7.3 1988
508 Open Range 7.5 2003
509 The Count of Monte Cristo 7.7 2002
510 Les MisÃ©rables 7.5 1998
511 Midnight Express 7.7 1978
512 Madame Butterfly 6.9 1995
513 The Golden Child 5.9 1986
514 Even the Rain 7.4 2010
515 Toys in the Attic 6.2 2009
516 The Last Tycoon 6.4 1976
517 Grumpier Old Men 6.6 1995
518 Prince of the City 7.7 1981
519 When Father Was Away on Business 7.9 1985
520 Instinct 6.5 1999
521 The Kid with a Bike 7.4 2011
522 The Great Dictator 8.5 1940
523 Hair 7.6 1979
524 White Chicks 5.4 2004
525 Good Morning, Vietnam 7.3 1987
526 Dreamcatcher 5.5 2003
527 Devils on the Doorstep 8.3 2000
528 Money Talks 6.1 1997
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529 The Money Pit 6.2 1986
530 The Raid: Redemption 7.6 2011
531 Neds 7 2010
532 Tyrannosaur 7.6 2011
533 The Ides of March 7.1 2011
534 Incendies 8.2 2010
535 Precious 7.4 2009
536 You, the Living 7.5 2007
537 The Day of the Jackal 7.8 1973
538 October Sky 7.8 1999
539 A Dangerous Method 6.5 2011
540 The Lorax 6.5 2012
541 Ink 7 2009
542 Before the Devil Knows You’re Dead 7.3 2007
543 There Will Be Blood 8.1 2007
544 Matchstick Men 7.3 2003
545 Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels 8.2 1998
546 Fantastic Mr. Fox 7.8 2009
547 Big Fish 8 2003
548 Coraline 7.7 2009
549 The Nightmare Before Christmas 8 1993
550 Take Shelter 7.4 2011
551 Total Recall 7.5 1990
552 Headhunters 7.6 2011
553 Le Havre 7.2 2011
554 Live Flesh 7.5 1997
555 Polytechnique 7.2 2009
556 Songs from the Second Floor 7.7 2000
557 Water for Elephants 6.9 2011
558 National Lampoon’s Vacation 7.4 1983
559 My Joy 6.9 2010
560 A Separation 8.4 2011
561 Trick ’r Treat 6.8 2007
562 La Haine 8.1 1995
563 The Frighteners 7.2 1996
564 The Raven 6.4 2012
565 Death Sentence 6.8 2007
566 Confessions 7.9 2010
567 The Sacrifice 8.2 1986
568 A City of Sadness 8.1 1989
569 Agora 7.2 2009
570 The Sunset Limited 7.4 2011
571 Venus 7.1 2006
572 Stalker 8.2 1979
573 2001: A Space Odyssey 8.3 1968
574 Planet of the Apes 8 1968
575 Madagascar 6.9 2005
576 Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa 6.7 2008
577 Bee Movie 6.2 2007
578 Over the Hedge 6.8 2006
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579 The Curse of the Were-Rabbit 7.5 2005
580 The Dark Knight Rises 8.5 2012
581 Monsieur Lazhar 7.5 2011
582 Dream House 5.9 2011
583 The Orphanage 7.5 2007
584 Cross of Iron 7.5 1977
585 Dark City 7.7 1998
586 The Sweet Hereafter 7.7 1997
587 The Necessities of Life 7.5 2008
588 Twin Falls Idaho 7.3 1999
589 The Brave 6.5 1997
590 Jeff, Who Lives at Home 6.5 2011
591 The Dictator 6.4 2012
592 CafÃ© de Flore 7.4 2011
593 American Reunion 6.8 2012
594 Thirteen Conversations About One Thing 7.1 2001
595 O Brother, Where Art Thou? 7.8 2000
596 The Dinner Game 7.7 1998
597 Orphan 7 2009
598 Hachi: A Dog’s Tale 8.2 2009
599 Barry Lyndon 8.1 1975
600 The Thin Red Line 7.6 1998
601 Sleepy Hollow 7.4 1999
602 Frankenweenie 7 2012
603 Beetlejuice 7.5 1988
604 Eureka 7.9 2000
605 A Cry in the Dark 6.9 1988
606 A Dry White Season 7 1989
607 A Fish Called Wanda 7.6 1988
608 A Midsummer Night’s Dream 6.5 1999
609 A Mighty Wind 7.3 2003
610 A Room with a View 7.4 1985
611 In the Line of Fire 7.2 1993
612 Almost Famous 7.9 2000
613 Apollo 13 7.6 1995
614 Arlington Road 7.2 1999
615 Backdraft 6.7 1991
616 Before Sunrise 8.1 1995
617 Benny & Joon 7.2 1993
618 Zoolander 6.6 2001
619 With Honors 6.7 1994
620 The Witches of Eastwick 6.5 1987
621 Willow 7.2 1988
622 Wilde 6.9 1997
623 The Madness of King George 7.3 1994
624 Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps 6.3 2010
625 Wall Street 7.4 1987
626 Walkabout 7.7 1971
627 Wag the Dog 7.1 1997
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oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:19:45)
[1]oakley sunglasses, [2]kate spade outlet, [3]jordan shoes, [4]prada handbags, [5]oakley sunglasses, [6]longchamp outlet,
[7]christian louboutin shoes, [8]longchamp outlet, [9]gucci handbags, [10]michael kors outlet, [11]replica watches, [12]louis
vuitton outlet, [13]michael kors outlet online, [14]louis vuitton, [15]tiffany jewelry, [16]burberry handbags, [17]christian
louboutin outlet, [18]nike air max, [19]uggs outlet, [20]oakley sunglasses wholesale, [21]polo ralph lauren outlet online,
[22]nike air max, [23]michael kors outlet, [24]nike outlet, [25]uggs on sale, [26]longchamp outlet, [27]ugg boots, [28]louis
vuitton outlet, [29]oakley sunglasses, [30]prada outlet, [31]tiffany and co, [32]ray ban sunglasses, [33]nike free, [34]louis
vuitton, [35]ugg boots, [36]michael kors outlet online, [37]michael kors outlet online, [38]cheap oakley sunglasses, [39]uggs
outlet, [40]chanel handbags, [41]michael kors outlet online, [42]ray ban sunglasses, [43]christian louboutin, [44]ray ban
sunglasses, [45]louis vuitton outlet, [46]burberry outlet, [47]polo outlet

1. http://www.oakleyvault.us.com/
2. http://www.katespadeoutlets.cc/
3. http://www.air-jordanshoes.net/
4. http://www.prada-handbags.in.net/
5. http://www.oakley--sunglasses.com.co/
6. http://www.longchamphandbagsoutlet.us.com/
7. http://www.christian-louboutin-shoes.in.net/
8. http://www.longchamphandbags.us.com/
9. http://www.guccioutlet-online.us.com/
10. http://www.michaelkors-handbags.in.net/
11. http://www.rolexreplicawatches.us.com/
12. http://www.louisvuittonoutlet-store.us.com/
13. http://www.michael-korsoutlet.in.net/
14. http://www.louisvuitton.ar.com/
15. http://www.tiffanyjewelry.us.com/
16. http://www.burberry-outlet-store.us.com/
17. http://www.redbottoms.in.net/
18. http://www.nikeair-max.net/
19. http://www.uggs-outletboots.in.net/
20. http://www.oakleysunglassesoutlet.us.org/
21. http://www.polo-ralph-lauren.us.com/
22. http://www.nikeairmaxinc.net/
23. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.org/
24. http://www.nike--outlet.com/
25. http://www.uggs-outlet.in.net/
26. http://www.longchamp-outlet.in.net/
27. http://www.cheapuggboots.in.net/
28. http://www.louisvuitton-outlet-online.org/
29. http://www.oakleysunglasses.us.com/
30. http://www.prada-outlet.in.net/
31. http://www.tiffany-and-co.us.com/
32. http://www.ray-ban-sunglass.us.com/
33. http://www.nike-freerun.com/
34. http://www.louis-vuittonhandbags.org/
35. http://www.cheap-uggs.in.net/
36. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-store.us.com/
37. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.com/
38. http://www.oakleysunglasses.com.co/
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39. http://www.uggs.us.com/
40. http://www.chanelhandbags.ar.com/
41. http://www.outletonline-michaelkors.com/
42. http://www.rayban-sunglass.us.com/
43. http://www.christianlouboutin-outlet.in.net/
44. http://www.rayban--sunglasses.org/
45. http://www.louisvuitton-outlets.org/
46. http://www.burberryoutlet-store.us.com/
47. http://www.polo-ralph-lauren-outlet.us.com/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:23:41)
[1]ray ban pas cher, [2]sac vanessa bruno, [3]coach outlet store online, [4]ralph lauren uk, [5]michael kors, [6]coach purses,
[7]hollister pas cher, [8]converse pas cher, [9]nike air max, [10]nike roshe run uk, [11]kate spade, [12]hogan outlet, [13]nike
free run, [14]true religion outlet, [15]ray ban uk, [16]north face, [17]replica handbags, [18]burberry pas cher, [19]coach outlet,
[20]new balance, [21]true religion outlet, [22]nike air max uk, [23]hollister uk, [24]polo lacoste, [25]nike air max uk, [26]nike
free uk, [27]oakley pas cher, [28]air max, [29]true religion outlet, [30]michael kors pas cher, [31]nike air force, [32]michael
kors outlet, [33]nike roshe, [34]jordan pas cher, [35]michael kors, [36]vans pas cher, [37]lululemon canada, [38]nike tn,
[39]timberland pas cher, [40]polo ralph lauren, [41]nike blazer pas cher, [42]abercrombie and fitch uk, [43]louboutin pas cher,
[44]longchamp pas cher, [45]north face uk, [46]sac longchamp pas cher, [47]sac hermes, [48]guess pas cher, [49]mulberry uk,
[50]true religion jeans

1. http://www.lunette-rayban-pas-cher.fr/
2. http://www.sac-vanessa-bruno.fr/
3. http://www.coachoutletstoreonline.jp.net/
4. http://www.ralphlauren-outlet.co.uk/
5. http://www.michaelkorshandbags-uk.org.uk/
6. http://www.coachpurse.in.net/
7. http://www.hollister-abercrombiefitch.fr/
8. http://www.converse-pas-cher.fr/
9. http://www.nike-airmax-pas-cher.fr/
10. http://www.nike-roshe-run.org.uk/
11. http://www.katespade-handbags.in.net/
12. http://www.scarpehogan--outlet.it/
13. http://www.nikefreerun.fr/
14. http://www.truereligionoutlets.in.net/
15. http://www.rayban-sunglasses.me.uk/
16. http://www.the-north-face.fr/
17. http://www.coachfactory-outletonline.in.net/
18. http://www.sac-burberry-pascher.fr/
19. http://www.coachoutlet-online.in.net/
20. http://www.newbalancesoldes.fr/
21. http://www.truereligionsale.in.net/
22. http://www.nikeairmax.org.uk/
23. http://www.hollistersale.org.uk/
24. http://www.polo-lacoste-pascher.fr/
25. http://www.nike--airmax.co.uk/
26. http://www.nike-free-run.org.uk/
27. http://www.lunette-oakley-pascher.fr/
28. http://www.nikeair-max.fr/
29. http://www.true-religion-jeans.in.net/
30. http://www.sac-michaelkors-pascher.fr/
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Console creators now less risk-averse - House (2015-12-16 21:34)

The resurgence of the console market is creatingmore daring developers, according to Sony Computer Entertainment
president and CEO Andrew House. Speaking with [1]The Guardian, the executive said the early success of the current
generation of consoles has helped tamp down some of the risk aversion often associated with the market.
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"With this generation, we launched against a background of considerable media scepticism about the role of consoles
overall," House said. "Peoplewere saying that consoles were dead, and thatmobiles and tablets were the only gaming
platforms around. But what I see in the developer and publisher community is a sense of returned confidence. That
translates into something great for the gamer, because if developers are feeling confident that there’s a fan base that
wants their content, then they will tend to take more creative risks. They will feel more comfortable about launching
brand-new IP, which I think is the life-blood of the industry."
While that’s encouraging news for the AAA market, House also said there are promising opportunities on the indie
front as well. In particular, he felt that the launch of the PlayStation VR headset will give small studios a chance to be
first movers in what could become a mainstream market.
"I tend to see the first phase as providing short-form but very intense experiences - I use the analogy of a theme
park ride," House said. "It’s something you’ll do for 10 or 15 minutes and go, ’Whoa, that was fantastic.’ Even those
short-form experiences, which don’t necessarily have massive development costs, can be very magical and exciting.
So there’s an opportunity for indie developers to be more prominent in the VR life cycle than they are on console."
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[44]longchamp pas cher, [45]north face uk, [46]sac longchamp pas cher, [47]sac hermes, [48]guess pas cher, [49]mulberry uk,
[50]true religion jeans

1. http://www.lunette-rayban-pas-cher.fr/
2. http://www.sac-vanessa-bruno.fr/
3. http://www.coachoutletstoreonline.jp.net/
4. http://www.ralphlauren-outlet.co.uk/
5. http://www.michaelkorshandbags-uk.org.uk/
6. http://www.coachpurse.in.net/
7. http://www.hollister-abercrombiefitch.fr/
8. http://www.converse-pas-cher.fr/
9. http://www.nike-airmax-pas-cher.fr/
10. http://www.nike-roshe-run.org.uk/
11. http://www.katespade-handbags.in.net/
12. http://www.scarpehogan--outlet.it/
13. http://www.nikefreerun.fr/
14. http://www.truereligionoutlets.in.net/
15. http://www.rayban-sunglasses.me.uk/
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http://www.rayban-sunglass.us.com/
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http://www.rayban--sunglasses.org/
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http://www.burberryoutlet-store.us.com/
http://www.polo-ralph-lauren-outlet.us.com/
http://www.lunette-rayban-pas-cher.fr/
http://www.sac-vanessa-bruno.fr/
http://www.coachoutletstoreonline.jp.net/
http://www.ralphlauren-outlet.co.uk/
http://www.michaelkorshandbags-uk.org.uk/
http://www.coachpurse.in.net/
http://www.hollister-abercrombiefitch.fr/
http://www.converse-pas-cher.fr/
http://www.nike-airmax-pas-cher.fr/
http://www.nike-roshe-run.org.uk/
http://www.katespade-handbags.in.net/
http://www.scarpehogan--outlet.it/
http://www.nikefreerun.fr/
http://www.truereligionoutlets.in.net/
http://www.rayban-sunglasses.me.uk/


16. http://www.the-north-face.fr/
17. http://www.coachfactory-outletonline.in.net/
18. http://www.sac-burberry-pascher.fr/
19. http://www.coachoutlet-online.in.net/
20. http://www.newbalancesoldes.fr/
21. http://www.truereligionsale.in.net/
22. http://www.nikeairmax.org.uk/
23. http://www.hollistersale.org.uk/
24. http://www.polo-lacoste-pascher.fr/
25. http://www.nike--airmax.co.uk/
26. http://www.nike-free-run.org.uk/
27. http://www.lunette-oakley-pascher.fr/
28. http://www.nikeair-max.fr/
29. http://www.true-religion-jeans.in.net/
30. http://www.sac-michaelkors-pascher.fr/
31. http://www.nikeair-force.fr/
32. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-canada.ca/
33. http://www.nike-roshe-run.fr/
34. http://www.airjordanpas-cher.fr/
35. http://www.michael--korsoutlet.ca/
36. http://www.vanspas-cher.fr/
37. http://www.lululemon-outlet-canada.ca/
38. http://www.niketnrequin-pascher.fr/
39. http://www.timberland-paschere.fr/
40. http://www.poloralphlauren-pascher.fr/
41. http://www.nikeblazerpaschere.fr/
42. http://www.abercrombie-and-fitch.org.uk/
43. http://www.louboutin-pas-chere.fr/
44. http://www.sac--longchamps.fr/
45. http://www.thenorth--face.co.uk/
46. http://www.sac-longchamp-pas-cher.fr/
47. http://www.sachermes.fr/
48. http://www.sac-guesspascher.fr/
49. http://www.mulberryhandbagsoutlet.co.uk/
50. http://www.truereligioninc.in.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:26:33)
[1]herve leger, [2]hollister clothing, [3]mac cosmetics, [4]instyler, [5]nike trainers uk, [6]lululemon, [7]iphone cases, [8]tim-
berland boots, [9]beats by dre, [10]s6 case, [11]wedding dresses, [12]bottega veneta, [13]p90x workout, [14]reebok outlet,
[15]asics running shoes, [16]ferragamo shoes, [17]iphone 6s plus cases, [18]hermes belt, [19]ipad cases, [20]vans outlet,
[21]north face outlet, [22]iphone 6 plus cases, [23]mcm handbags, [24]iphone 6 cases, [25]jimmy choo outlet, [26]nike air max,
[27]ralph lauren, [28]north face outlet, [29]soccer jerseys, [30]giuseppe zanotti outlet, [31]new balance shoes, [32]mont blanc
pens, [33]celine handbags, [34]iphone 6s cases, [35]oakley, [36]insanity workout, [37]abercrombie and fitch, [38]louboutin,
[39]longchamp uk, [40]nike huaraches, [41]valentino shoes, [42]babyliss, [43]iphone 5s cases, [44]hollister, [45]ghd hair,
[46]chi flat iron, [47]nfl jerseys, [48]baseball bats, [49]nike roshe run, [50]soccer shoes

1. http://www.herveleger.us/
2. http://www.hollister-clothing-store.us.com/
3. http://www.mac-cosmetics.us.com/
4. http://www.instylerionicstyler.us.com/
5. http://www.nike-trainers.org.uk/
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http://www.nikeblazerpaschere.fr/
http://www.abercrombie-and-fitch.org.uk/
http://www.louboutin-pas-chere.fr/
http://www.sac--longchamps.fr/
http://www.thenorth--face.co.uk/
http://www.sac-longchamp-pas-cher.fr/
http://www.sachermes.fr/
http://www.sac-guesspascher.fr/
http://www.mulberryhandbagsoutlet.co.uk/
http://www.truereligioninc.in.net/
http://www.herveleger.us/
http://www.hollister-clothing-store.us.com/
http://www.mac-cosmetics.us.com/
http://www.instylerionicstyler.us.com/
http://www.nike-trainers.org.uk/


6. http://www.lululemonoutlets.in.net/
7. http://www.iphone-cases.in.net/
8. http://www.timberlandboots.ar.com/
9. http://www.beatsbydrdreheadphones.in.net/
10. http://www.samsunggalaxys6cases.us.com/
11. http://www.cheap-wedding-dresses.org/
12. http://www.bottegaveneta-handbagsoutlet.com/
13. http://www.p90x-workout.us.com/
14. http://www.reebok-outlet.in.net/
15. http://www.asicso.com/
16. http://www.ferragamo-shoes.net/
17. http://www.iphone6spluscases.us.com/
18. http://www.hermesbirkinbags.com.co/
19. http://www.ipadcases.us.com/
20. http://www.vans-shoes-outlet.com/
21. http://www.the-northfaceoutlet.us.com/
22. http://www.iphone6pluscases.in.net/
23. http://www.mcmhandbags.org/
24. http://www.iphone6cases.us.com/
25. http://www.jimmychoo-shoes.us.com/
26. http://www.nike-airmax.nl/
27. http://www.ralph--lauren.it/
28. http://www.the-north-face.in.net/
29. http://www.soccerjerseys.com.co/
30. http://www.giuseppe-zanotti.in.net/
31. http://www.newbalance-shoes.in.net/
32. http://www.montblanc-pens.us.com/
33. http://www.celine-handbags.org/
34. http://www.iphone6scases.us.com/
35. http://www.occhiali-oakley.it/
36. http://www.insanityworkout.in.net/
37. http://www.abercrombieand-fitch.us.com/
38. http://www.christian--louboutin.it/
39. http://www.longchampbags.org.uk/
40. http://www.nike-air-huarache.co.uk/
41. http://www.valentino-shoes.us.com/
42. http://www.babyliss.in.net/
43. http://www.iphone5scases.us.com/
44. http://www.hollister-abercrombie.es/
45. http://www.ghdhairstraighteners.me.uk/
46. http://www.chiflatiron.cn.com/
47. http://www.cheap-nfljersey.in.net/
48. http://www.baseball-bats.us/
49. http://www.nikerosherun.net/
50. http://www.soccer--shoes.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:28:28)
[1]converse, [2]canada goose, [3]louis vuitton, [4]converse outlet, [5]vans, [6]moncler outlet, [7]moncler, [8]pandora jewelry,
[9]toms shoes, [10]replica watches, [11]lancel, [12]hollister, [13]montre pas cher, [14]juicy couture outlet, [15]swarovski,
[16]karen millen uk, [17]moncler, [18]ugg,ugg australia,ugg italia, [19]moncler, [20]links of london, [21]pandora jewelry,
[22]canada goose jackets, [23]louis vuitton, [24]ugg pas cher, [25]ugg,uggs,uggs canada, [26]supra shoes, [27]coach outlet,
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http://www.jimmychoo-shoes.us.com/
http://www.nike-airmax.nl/
http://www.ralph--lauren.it/
http://www.the-north-face.in.net/
http://www.soccerjerseys.com.co/
http://www.giuseppe-zanotti.in.net/
http://www.newbalance-shoes.in.net/
http://www.montblanc-pens.us.com/
http://www.celine-handbags.org/
http://www.iphone6scases.us.com/
http://www.occhiali-oakley.it/
http://www.insanityworkout.in.net/
http://www.abercrombieand-fitch.us.com/
http://www.christian--louboutin.it/
http://www.longchampbags.org.uk/
http://www.nike-air-huarache.co.uk/
http://www.valentino-shoes.us.com/
http://www.babyliss.in.net/
http://www.iphone5scases.us.com/
http://www.hollister-abercrombie.es/
http://www.ghdhairstraighteners.me.uk/
http://www.chiflatiron.cn.com/
http://www.cheap-nfljersey.in.net/
http://www.baseball-bats.us/
http://www.nikerosherun.net/
http://www.soccer--shoes.net/


[28]ugg, [29]moncler outlet, [30]hollister, [31]pandora charms, [32]canada goose, [33]ugg uk, [34]nike air max, [35]louis
vuitton, [36]swarovski crystal, [37]ray ban, [38]wedding dresses, [39]barbour uk, [40]canada goose outlet, [41]pandora uk,
[42]canada goose outlet, [43]canada goose, [44]barbour, [45]marc jacobs, [46]doudoune moncler, [47]moncler, [48]gucci,
[49]thomas sabo, [50]juicy couture outlet, [51]canada goose uk, [52]moncler uk, [53]canada goose outlet

1. http://www.converse-allstar.it/
2. http://www.canada--goose.se/
3. http://www.borse-louis-vuitton.it/
4. http://www.converse--shoes.com/
5. http://www.vansscarpe.it/
6. http://www.monclerjackets.us.org/
7. http://www.moncleronline-shop.de/
8. http://www.pandorajewelrys.us.com/
9. http://www.toms--shoes.net/
10. http://www.replica--watches.co.uk/
11. http://www.saclancelpascher.fr/
12. http://www.abercrombiehollister.it/
13. http://www.montrespas-cher.fr/
14. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.jp.net/
15. http://www.swarovski.me.uk/
16. http://www.karenmillen.me.uk/
17. http://www.moncler.co.nl/
18. http://www.ugg--australia.it/
19. http://www.moncler.org.es/
20. http://www.linksoflondon.me.uk/
21. http://www.pandora-jewelry.us.com/
22. http://www.canadagoose.net.co/
23. http://www.louis-vuitton-handbags.co.uk/
24. http://www.bottesugg-pas-cher.fr/
25. http://www.uggs-canada.ca/
26. http://www.supra--shoes.com/
27. http://coachofficialsite.blog.com/
28. http://www.ugg-pas-cher.fr/
29. http://www.moncleroutlet.com.co/
30. http://www.hollister--canada.ca/
31. http://www.pandora--charms.in.net/
32. http://www.canadagooses.co.nl/
33. http://www.ugg-boots-uggs.co.uk/
34. http://www.nikeair-max.it/
35. http://www.louis-vuitton-pas-cher.fr/
36. http://www.swarovski-jewelry.in.net/
37. http://www.rayban--occhiali.it/
38. http://www.cheapweddingdresses.org.uk/
39. http://www.barbour-jackets.org.uk/
40. http://www.canadagoose--jackets.ca/
41. http://www.pandora--charms.org.uk/
42. http://www.canada-goose-outlet.us.com/
43. http://www.canadagoose-paschere.fr/
44. http://www.barbour.us.org/
45. http://www.marcjacobs.us.org/
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46. http://www.doudoune-monclerpascher.fr/
47. http://www.moncler--outlet.it/
48. http://www.borse--gucci.it/
49. http://www.thomas-sabo-uk.org.uk/
50. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.com.co/
51. http://www.canada-goose.me.uk/
52. http://www.moncler.org.uk/
53. http://www.canada-goose-jackets.us.com/

most expensive videogames (2015-12-19 21:56)

My most expensive videogames

1. panzer dragoon saga

2. batsugun Saturn

3. Shining Force III (Saturn)

4. MUSHA Genesis

5. Twinkle Tale Genesis

6. DoDonPachi Saturn

7. Suikoden II (PS1)

8. Valkriye profile (PS1)

9. Ogre Battle (PS1)

10. Tactics Ogre (PS1)

11. Raystorm (PS1)

12. Raycrisis (PS1)

13. Einhanner (PS1)

14. Fire EmblemWii

15. Kirby Collection wii

16. Ibara

17. Haunting Ground

18. Marvel vs. Capcom 2

Most expensive anime boxsets owned by me
Z Gundam (mobile suit z gundam)
$200

Neon Genesis Evangelion complete platinum collection (limited edition holiday special)
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http://www.doudoune-monclerpascher.fr/
http://www.moncler--outlet.it/
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new used
$384.95 $168.56

Mobile Suit Gundam Seed: Complete Collection One2

$139.95
Mobile Suit Gundam Seed: Complete Collection Two
$89.00

Mobile Suit Gundam 00: Season 1

$389.99 —
Mobile Suit GundamWing - Complete Collection 1
$200.00 $73.99

Mobile Suit GundamWing - Complete Collection 2
$200.00 $73.99

Mobile Fighter G-Gundam:
$349.99 $149.84

Mobile Fighter G-Gundam: Complete First Collection
$349.95 $147.62

Dragonball Z Complete Seasons 1-9 Box sets
$289

Dragon Ball Complete Series
$449.32 $189.93

One Piece $196 - 280

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:19:38)
[1]oakley sunglasses, [2]kate spade outlet, [3]jordan shoes, [4]prada handbags, [5]oakley sunglasses, [6]longchamp outlet,
[7]christian louboutin shoes, [8]longchamp outlet, [9]gucci handbags, [10]michael kors outlet, [11]replica watches, [12]louis
vuitton outlet, [13]michael kors outlet online, [14]louis vuitton, [15]tiffany jewelry, [16]burberry handbags, [17]christian
louboutin outlet, [18]nike air max, [19]uggs outlet, [20]oakley sunglasses wholesale, [21]polo ralph lauren outlet online,
[22]nike air max, [23]michael kors outlet, [24]nike outlet, [25]uggs on sale, [26]longchamp outlet, [27]ugg boots, [28]louis
vuitton outlet, [29]oakley sunglasses, [30]prada outlet, [31]tiffany and co, [32]ray ban sunglasses, [33]nike free, [34]louis
vuitton, [35]ugg boots, [36]michael kors outlet online, [37]michael kors outlet online, [38]cheap oakley sunglasses, [39]uggs
outlet, [40]chanel handbags, [41]michael kors outlet online, [42]ray ban sunglasses, [43]christian louboutin, [44]ray ban
sunglasses, [45]louis vuitton outlet, [46]burberry outlet, [47]polo outlet

1. http://www.oakleyvault.us.com/
2. http://www.katespadeoutlets.cc/
3. http://www.air-jordanshoes.net/
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http://www.oakleyvault.us.com/
http://www.katespadeoutlets.cc/
http://www.air-jordanshoes.net/


4. http://www.prada-handbags.in.net/
5. http://www.oakley--sunglasses.com.co/
6. http://www.longchamphandbagsoutlet.us.com/
7. http://www.christian-louboutin-shoes.in.net/
8. http://www.longchamphandbags.us.com/
9. http://www.guccioutlet-online.us.com/
10. http://www.michaelkors-handbags.in.net/
11. http://www.rolexreplicawatches.us.com/
12. http://www.louisvuittonoutlet-store.us.com/
13. http://www.michael-korsoutlet.in.net/
14. http://www.louisvuitton.ar.com/
15. http://www.tiffanyjewelry.us.com/
16. http://www.burberry-outlet-store.us.com/
17. http://www.redbottoms.in.net/
18. http://www.nikeair-max.net/
19. http://www.uggs-outletboots.in.net/
20. http://www.oakleysunglassesoutlet.us.org/
21. http://www.polo-ralph-lauren.us.com/
22. http://www.nikeairmaxinc.net/
23. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.org/
24. http://www.nike--outlet.com/
25. http://www.uggs-outlet.in.net/
26. http://www.longchamp-outlet.in.net/
27. http://www.cheapuggboots.in.net/
28. http://www.louisvuitton-outlet-online.org/
29. http://www.oakleysunglasses.us.com/
30. http://www.prada-outlet.in.net/
31. http://www.tiffany-and-co.us.com/
32. http://www.ray-ban-sunglass.us.com/
33. http://www.nike-freerun.com/
34. http://www.louis-vuittonhandbags.org/
35. http://www.cheap-uggs.in.net/
36. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-store.us.com/
37. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.com/
38. http://www.oakleysunglasses.com.co/
39. http://www.uggs.us.com/
40. http://www.chanelhandbags.ar.com/
41. http://www.outletonline-michaelkors.com/
42. http://www.rayban-sunglass.us.com/
43. http://www.christianlouboutin-outlet.in.net/
44. http://www.rayban--sunglasses.org/
45. http://www.louisvuitton-outlets.org/
46. http://www.burberryoutlet-store.us.com/
47. http://www.polo-ralph-lauren-outlet.us.com/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:23:36)
[1]ray ban pas cher, [2]sac vanessa bruno, [3]coach outlet store online, [4]ralph lauren uk, [5]michael kors, [6]coach purses,
[7]hollister pas cher, [8]converse pas cher, [9]nike air max, [10]nike roshe run uk, [11]kate spade, [12]hogan outlet, [13]nike
free run, [14]true religion outlet, [15]ray ban uk, [16]north face, [17]replica handbags, [18]burberry pas cher, [19]coach outlet,
[20]new balance, [21]true religion outlet, [22]nike air max uk, [23]hollister uk, [24]polo lacoste, [25]nike air max uk, [26]nike
free uk, [27]oakley pas cher, [28]air max, [29]true religion outlet, [30]michael kors pas cher, [31]nike air force, [32]michael
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kors outlet, [33]nike roshe, [34]jordan pas cher, [35]michael kors, [36]vans pas cher, [37]lululemon canada, [38]nike tn,
[39]timberland pas cher, [40]polo ralph lauren, [41]nike blazer pas cher, [42]abercrombie and fitch uk, [43]louboutin pas cher,
[44]longchamp pas cher, [45]north face uk, [46]sac longchamp pas cher, [47]sac hermes, [48]guess pas cher, [49]mulberry uk,
[50]true religion jeans

1. http://www.lunette-rayban-pas-cher.fr/
2. http://www.sac-vanessa-bruno.fr/
3. http://www.coachoutletstoreonline.jp.net/
4. http://www.ralphlauren-outlet.co.uk/
5. http://www.michaelkorshandbags-uk.org.uk/
6. http://www.coachpurse.in.net/
7. http://www.hollister-abercrombiefitch.fr/
8. http://www.converse-pas-cher.fr/
9. http://www.nike-airmax-pas-cher.fr/
10. http://www.nike-roshe-run.org.uk/
11. http://www.katespade-handbags.in.net/
12. http://www.scarpehogan--outlet.it/
13. http://www.nikefreerun.fr/
14. http://www.truereligionoutlets.in.net/
15. http://www.rayban-sunglasses.me.uk/
16. http://www.the-north-face.fr/
17. http://www.coachfactory-outletonline.in.net/
18. http://www.sac-burberry-pascher.fr/
19. http://www.coachoutlet-online.in.net/
20. http://www.newbalancesoldes.fr/
21. http://www.truereligionsale.in.net/
22. http://www.nikeairmax.org.uk/
23. http://www.hollistersale.org.uk/
24. http://www.polo-lacoste-pascher.fr/
25. http://www.nike--airmax.co.uk/
26. http://www.nike-free-run.org.uk/
27. http://www.lunette-oakley-pascher.fr/
28. http://www.nikeair-max.fr/
29. http://www.true-religion-jeans.in.net/
30. http://www.sac-michaelkors-pascher.fr/
31. http://www.nikeair-force.fr/
32. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-canada.ca/
33. http://www.nike-roshe-run.fr/
34. http://www.airjordanpas-cher.fr/
35. http://www.michael--korsoutlet.ca/
36. http://www.vanspas-cher.fr/
37. http://www.lululemon-outlet-canada.ca/
38. http://www.niketnrequin-pascher.fr/
39. http://www.timberland-paschere.fr/
40. http://www.poloralphlauren-pascher.fr/
41. http://www.nikeblazerpaschere.fr/
42. http://www.abercrombie-and-fitch.org.uk/
43. http://www.louboutin-pas-chere.fr/
44. http://www.sac--longchamps.fr/
45. http://www.thenorth--face.co.uk/
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46. http://www.sac-longchamp-pas-cher.fr/
47. http://www.sachermes.fr/
48. http://www.sac-guesspascher.fr/
49. http://www.mulberryhandbagsoutlet.co.uk/
50. http://www.truereligioninc.in.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:26:30)
[1]herve leger, [2]hollister clothing, [3]mac cosmetics, [4]instyler, [5]nike trainers uk, [6]lululemon, [7]iphone cases, [8]tim-
berland boots, [9]beats by dre, [10]s6 case, [11]wedding dresses, [12]bottega veneta, [13]p90x workout, [14]reebok outlet,
[15]asics running shoes, [16]ferragamo shoes, [17]iphone 6s plus cases, [18]hermes belt, [19]ipad cases, [20]vans outlet,
[21]north face outlet, [22]iphone 6 plus cases, [23]mcm handbags, [24]iphone 6 cases, [25]jimmy choo outlet, [26]nike air max,
[27]ralph lauren, [28]north face outlet, [29]soccer jerseys, [30]giuseppe zanotti outlet, [31]new balance shoes, [32]mont blanc
pens, [33]celine handbags, [34]iphone 6s cases, [35]oakley, [36]insanity workout, [37]abercrombie and fitch, [38]louboutin,
[39]longchamp uk, [40]nike huaraches, [41]valentino shoes, [42]babyliss, [43]iphone 5s cases, [44]hollister, [45]ghd hair,
[46]chi flat iron, [47]nfl jerseys, [48]baseball bats, [49]nike roshe run, [50]soccer shoes

1. http://www.herveleger.us/
2. http://www.hollister-clothing-store.us.com/
3. http://www.mac-cosmetics.us.com/
4. http://www.instylerionicstyler.us.com/
5. http://www.nike-trainers.org.uk/
6. http://www.lululemonoutlets.in.net/
7. http://www.iphone-cases.in.net/
8. http://www.timberlandboots.ar.com/
9. http://www.beatsbydrdreheadphones.in.net/
10. http://www.samsunggalaxys6cases.us.com/
11. http://www.cheap-wedding-dresses.org/
12. http://www.bottegaveneta-handbagsoutlet.com/
13. http://www.p90x-workout.us.com/
14. http://www.reebok-outlet.in.net/
15. http://www.asicso.com/
16. http://www.ferragamo-shoes.net/
17. http://www.iphone6spluscases.us.com/
18. http://www.hermesbirkinbags.com.co/
19. http://www.ipadcases.us.com/
20. http://www.vans-shoes-outlet.com/
21. http://www.the-northfaceoutlet.us.com/
22. http://www.iphone6pluscases.in.net/
23. http://www.mcmhandbags.org/
24. http://www.iphone6cases.us.com/
25. http://www.jimmychoo-shoes.us.com/
26. http://www.nike-airmax.nl/
27. http://www.ralph--lauren.it/
28. http://www.the-north-face.in.net/
29. http://www.soccerjerseys.com.co/
30. http://www.giuseppe-zanotti.in.net/
31. http://www.newbalance-shoes.in.net/
32. http://www.montblanc-pens.us.com/
33. http://www.celine-handbags.org/
34. http://www.iphone6scases.us.com/
35. http://www.occhiali-oakley.it/
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36. http://www.insanityworkout.in.net/
37. http://www.abercrombieand-fitch.us.com/
38. http://www.christian--louboutin.it/
39. http://www.longchampbags.org.uk/
40. http://www.nike-air-huarache.co.uk/
41. http://www.valentino-shoes.us.com/
42. http://www.babyliss.in.net/
43. http://www.iphone5scases.us.com/
44. http://www.hollister-abercrombie.es/
45. http://www.ghdhairstraighteners.me.uk/
46. http://www.chiflatiron.cn.com/
47. http://www.cheap-nfljersey.in.net/
48. http://www.baseball-bats.us/
49. http://www.nikerosherun.net/
50. http://www.soccer--shoes.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:28:24)
[1]converse, [2]canada goose, [3]louis vuitton, [4]converse outlet, [5]vans, [6]moncler outlet, [7]moncler, [8]pandora jewelry,
[9]toms shoes, [10]replica watches, [11]lancel, [12]hollister, [13]montre pas cher, [14]juicy couture outlet, [15]swarovski,
[16]karen millen uk, [17]moncler, [18]ugg,ugg australia,ugg italia, [19]moncler, [20]links of london, [21]pandora jewelry,
[22]canada goose jackets, [23]louis vuitton, [24]ugg pas cher, [25]ugg,uggs,uggs canada, [26]supra shoes, [27]coach outlet,
[28]ugg, [29]moncler outlet, [30]hollister, [31]pandora charms, [32]canada goose, [33]ugg uk, [34]nike air max, [35]louis
vuitton, [36]swarovski crystal, [37]ray ban, [38]wedding dresses, [39]barbour uk, [40]canada goose outlet, [41]pandora uk,
[42]canada goose outlet, [43]canada goose, [44]barbour, [45]marc jacobs, [46]doudoune moncler, [47]moncler, [48]gucci,
[49]thomas sabo, [50]juicy couture outlet, [51]canada goose uk, [52]moncler uk, [53]canada goose outlet

1. http://www.converse-allstar.it/
2. http://www.canada--goose.se/
3. http://www.borse-louis-vuitton.it/
4. http://www.converse--shoes.com/
5. http://www.vansscarpe.it/
6. http://www.monclerjackets.us.org/
7. http://www.moncleronline-shop.de/
8. http://www.pandorajewelrys.us.com/
9. http://www.toms--shoes.net/
10. http://www.replica--watches.co.uk/
11. http://www.saclancelpascher.fr/
12. http://www.abercrombiehollister.it/
13. http://www.montrespas-cher.fr/
14. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.jp.net/
15. http://www.swarovski.me.uk/
16. http://www.karenmillen.me.uk/
17. http://www.moncler.co.nl/
18. http://www.ugg--australia.it/
19. http://www.moncler.org.es/
20. http://www.linksoflondon.me.uk/
21. http://www.pandora-jewelry.us.com/
22. http://www.canadagoose.net.co/
23. http://www.louis-vuitton-handbags.co.uk/
24. http://www.bottesugg-pas-cher.fr/
25. http://www.uggs-canada.ca/
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26. http://www.supra--shoes.com/
27. http://coachofficialsite.blog.com/
28. http://www.ugg-pas-cher.fr/
29. http://www.moncleroutlet.com.co/
30. http://www.hollister--canada.ca/
31. http://www.pandora--charms.in.net/
32. http://www.canadagooses.co.nl/
33. http://www.ugg-boots-uggs.co.uk/
34. http://www.nikeair-max.it/
35. http://www.louis-vuitton-pas-cher.fr/
36. http://www.swarovski-jewelry.in.net/
37. http://www.rayban--occhiali.it/
38. http://www.cheapweddingdresses.org.uk/
39. http://www.barbour-jackets.org.uk/
40. http://www.canadagoose--jackets.ca/
41. http://www.pandora--charms.org.uk/
42. http://www.canada-goose-outlet.us.com/
43. http://www.canadagoose-paschere.fr/
44. http://www.barbour.us.org/
45. http://www.marcjacobs.us.org/
46. http://www.doudoune-monclerpascher.fr/
47. http://www.moncler--outlet.it/
48. http://www.borse--gucci.it/
49. http://www.thomas-sabo-uk.org.uk/
50. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.com.co/
51. http://www.canada-goose.me.uk/
52. http://www.moncler.org.uk/
53. http://www.canada-goose-jackets.us.com/

I dislike how mobile games are destroying video game consoles. (2015-12-22 21:25)

The only reason this article exists, is because Nintendo, Square-Enix, Capcom and Namco publish games in America
and are 50 % of sales.

It’s been a hectic and occasionally bizarre year in the gaming market. As the dust settles, it’s also reasonably
certain that it’s been yet another year of growth for a corner of the industry that, despite regular proclamations
of doom from various commentators, has actually been growing strongly for most of the past decade. The overall
market for games in Japan is on track to have doubled in size between 2005 and 2015, and the country still accounts
for something like one fifth of the global spend on games - with the Japanese market somewhere slightly north of
$10 billion being a sizeable chunk of the global market, which is somewhere in the mid- $50 billions range (source:
Kadokawa/Famitsu).
"Japan’s games market has doubled in size in ten years" is a fantastic headline, but it disguises a great deal of
complexity in those figures. There’s actually some truth to what the doom-mongers claim; sales of video game
hardware and software have been on a slow decline since 2007, and despite the reasonable success of the PS4 (which
recently topped two million units sold in Japan), all the figures for the year to date suggest that 2015 saw revenues
from these "traditional" game sectors drop again. Making up the difference, and then some, is revenue from mobile
games and from online game services - with mobile now being by far the biggest revenue sector for games in Japan.
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In fact, mobile in 2015 is worthmore than console gaming has ever beenworth here, even at the peak of its popularity.

"Mobile in 2015 is worth more than console gaming has ever been worth here, even at the peak of its popularity"

That transition explains the two biggest news stories to come out of Japan in 2015 - the shift towards mobile of
two of Japan’s biggest traditional publishers, Konami and Nintendo. The impetus for these companies turning their
attention to mobile gaming may be the same; the way it’s been handled could not be more different. Nintendo struck
a deal with one of Japan’s more established mobile publishers, DeNA, which will see it extending its console network
services to mobile platforms ahead of launching five mobile games, at least some of which will be free-to-play - a
relatively cautious toe in the water that’s clearly aimed at trying to cultivate mobile as a new pillar of its business
rather than abandoning the console space entirely for a mobile-first approach. Despite the failure of the Wii U
(which didn’t do too badly in 2015 in Japan, thanks to Splatoon and Super Mario Maker, but still ranks as the firm’s
worst-selling home console), Nintendo isn’t prepared to upturn its entire business and creative approach in order to
jump onto mobile - not least, I’d imagine, because it knows that success in mobile is elusive and risky.
Konami, on the other hand, has jumped onto the mobile bandwagon with the prowess of an Olympic high-jumper
and the grace of a relapsed alcoholic. Following a few notable successes in the mobile space in Japan, the publisher
decided to double down onmobile - and reportedly exiled staff with lingering affection for the company’s long history
as a leading console publisher to jobs as janitors or service staff in its large network of gyms and fitness centres. That
didn’t stop Konami from having one of the biggest hits of the year in the form of Hideo Kojima’s swansong, Metal
Gear Solid 5: The Phantom Pain, but Kojima’s planned collaboration with acclaimed director Guillermo del Toro
on a relaunch of the Silent Hill franchise was an early casualty of Konami’s transition, while Kojima himself left the
company shortly after MGS5’s launch. Or rather, according to Konami’s hapless PR staff - channeling the spirit of Iraqi
Information Minister Muhammed Saeed al-Sahaf, and unmoved by actual photographs of his leaving party published
by New Yorker writer Simon Parkin in support of his story on the departure - he took a holiday. A few days after he
went on "holiday", Konami confirmed the closure of Kojima Studios’ US office. Kojima, wags on Twitter were quick
to observe, will undoubtedly be very annoyed by this when he gets back from his "holiday".
Konami’s heavy-handed transition towardsmobile is perhaps themost egregious example of badly-handled corporate
communications and PR in 2015, but that’s because of a series of spectacular goofs on Konami’s part, not because the
company’s actions are outside the general trend of the Japanese industry. Every other publisher in Japan is bullish
on mobile, and many are pushing increasingly large amounts of resources into the sector; incidentally, while Square
Enix’ Final Fantasy XV failed to appear this year on consoles, the Yoshinori Kitase produced Mobius Final Fantasy, a
sprawling RPG with a complex plot and battle system, turned up bright and early on mobile devices in June. All of
the traditional publishers are looking jealously (and not a little nervously) at the massive success of mobile upstarts;
Mixi’s Monster Strike overtook GungHo’s Puzzle & Dragons as Japan’s (and the world’s) biggest grossing mobile
game in the middle of this year, and is reportedly making a cool $4 million every single day right now. At the Tokyo
Game Show in September, the largest and most obviously expensive booth wasn’t Sony’s (admittedly impressive)
PlayStation extravaganza - it was the booth for Cygames’ mobile RPG title GranBlue Fantasy, which sported a full-size
fantasy airship floating above the booth, just because they bloody well can.

"[Nintendo is] still very much the dominant game company in Japan... although the PS4 outsells the Wii U on a
week-to-week basis, Nintendo’s worst-selling home console still has a larger installed base than Sony’s juggernaut
here"

All the excitement about mobile does somewhat drive home the fact that the traditional console market in Japan is
in a slow decline, but that’s not to say that consoles aren’t still big business here - especially if your name happens to
be Nintendo. It’s sometimes a little difficult, sitting in Tokyo, to appreciate the extent to which Nintendo’s fortunes
are considered troubled elsewhere in the world, because while the firm has never quite recaptured the magic of the
peak days of the Wii and DS, it’s still very much the dominant game company in Japan. Almost every best-selling
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game in Japan is a 3DS title, and the full-year top ten will almost certainly feature eight or nine 3DS games. As for
home consoles, although the PS4 outsells the Wii U on a week-to-week basis, Nintendo’s worst-selling home console
still has a larger installed base than Sony’s juggernaut here - which probably explains why Wii U exclusive Splatoon
has sold better than any PS4 game in Japan this year.
One of the major things that still supports the console industry in Japan - and which may explain, to some degree,
Nintendo’s dominance of that industry - is the enormous popularity of franchises aimed at children, like Yo-kai Watch.
Perhaps due to concerns over online content or a simple question of cost, it’s still far more common to see young
children sporting 3DS consoles than it is to see them with smartphones, and that’s played perfectly into the hands
of Level 5’s enormous franchise, whose latest instalment, Yo-kai Watch Busters, is set to be the top-selling game of
2015 in Japan (and last year’s chart-topper Yo-kai Watch 2 Shinuchi sold enough additional copies this year to keep
it firmly in the top ten, too). This isn’t to say that adults aren’t playing lots of games too; there’s still a huge market
for nostalgia in Japan that’s being tapped effectively by the likes of the Dragon Quest franchise, while at the time of
writing, the number two game in the annual best-selling chart is Animal Crossing: Happy Home Designer, which I’m
going to go out on a limb and say probably isn’t the latest craze among 12-year-old boys.
Coming back briefly to nostalgia, it’s truly hard to overestimate just what a powerful factor this is in the Japanese
videogame market. Online RPGs have made big inroads in Japan in recent years, but the two most popular games
in the market are both nostalgia-fests - Final Fantasy XIV: A Realm Reborn is laden with homages and references to
the series’ past, more commonly dipping into the NES and SNES eras than the PlayStation era with which western
gamers might be more familiar, while Dragon Quest X is even more heavily shrouded in the trappings of its venerable
franchise. Even on the mobile front, it’s hard to escape the nostalgia - games like Puzzle & Dragons boost their sales
markedly when they do collaborations with other games or manga series which are often two or three decades old,
while the likes of GranBlue Fantasy or Final Fantasy Record Keeper constantly hark back to the conventions and style
of RPGs from the early 1990s.
For many years, there has been a fear that this focus on nostalgia effectively amounts to continuing to milk the
same population of gamers - people now in their late thirties and forties - and failing to cultivate new audiences for
games. Perhaps there was some truth to that; perhaps it explains, to some degree, why so many younger gamers
seem to have adopted smartphones as their gaming platform of choice. Another factor is undoubtedly the extent to
which handheld devices dominate Japan’s gaming market, making the transition to smartphones far less jarring than
it would be in a market where home consoles take the lion’s share. Despite being past its peak, the 3DS is Japan’s
biggest selling console again this year, and will comfortably exceed a 20 million unit installed base by the end of the
year; the PS Vita, practically dead in the water overseas, has sold only a fraction less than the PS4, and is closing in
on a 4.5 million unit installed base, which goes some way to explaining its continuing popularity among Japanese
publishers and developers. If you’re making a Japan-focused title, your addressable market on Vita is more than
twice the size of the PS4 market, after all.
Looking forward to 2016 in the console market, a betting man would probably wager that the momentum of the
PS4 will carry it past the 3DS in the sales charts next year, putting Sony back on top of the pile in its home market
for the first time in many, many years. It’s the top of a shrinking pile, though; absent a huge launch for Nintendo’s
as-yet mysterious NX device, sales of both console hardware and software will likely continue to decline, albeit
slowly, over the coming 12 months. Even if PS4 does beat 3DS in hardware sales next year, it’ll still lag behind in
software sales; this year, while their hardware numbers weren’t terribly far apart, the 3DS has sold three games for
every one sold on the PS4, according toMedia Create’s numbers and a few rough calculations on the back of a napkin.

"The other story of 2016, I suspect, will be what becomes of Japan’s remarkable line-up of game creators as the
landscape of the domestic market increasingly shifts towards mobile"

The really interesting thing to look for in Japan in 2016, though, will be whether the country’s enormously successful
mobile market players can find ways to replicate that success overseas. It’s possible - likely, I’d argue - that the fac-
tors which make Japan’s market so large and profitable are very specific to the region, and the experience and skill
of local game operators here doesn’t translate well abroad; but then again, Japan has a remarkable history of selling
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videogames abroad, and it would be foolish to entirely write off the potential of its mobile titles in other markets.
The other story of 2016, I suspect, will be what becomes of Japan’s remarkable line-up of game creators as the land-
scape of the domestic market increasingly shifts towards mobile. Some of them have pinned their colours to the
mast already - most of Square Enix’ well-known creators seem pretty much at home on mobile, for example - but lots
of others remain status unknown, either making a racket on their way out the door (e.g. Kojima’s lovely holiday) or
simply finishing up projects and quietly slipping from sight. Some have resurfaced at the helm of Kickstarter projects
aimed at reclaiming their glory days, some have founded studios (as Kojima [1]finally was confirmed to have done)
and it will be extremely interesting to see where others wind up over the coming year. Japan still teems with develop-
ment talent, and many of those developers are far better suited to console game creation than the brave new world
of mobile; which companies become the beneficiaries of that talent in the fallout from the mobile transition will be
worth keeping an eye on.
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Christmas (2015-12-25 19:03)

I got a ipad mini 2 for Christmas

Developer[1]Apple Inc.[2]Manufacturer[3]FoxconnProduct family[4]iPadType[5]Tablet computerRelease dateN-
ovember 12, 2013Introductory priceWi-Fi:
16 GB: $399, 32 GB: $499,
64 GB: $599, 128 GB: $699
Wi-Fi + Cellular:
16 GB: $529, 32 GB: $629,
64 GB: $729, 128 GB: $829[6]Operating systemOriginal: [7]iOS 7.0.3
Current: [8]iOS 9.2, released December 8, 2015[9]System-on-chip used[10]Apple A7 with 64-bit architecture
and [11]Apple M7 motion co-processor[12]CPU1.3 GHz dual-core Apple Cyclone[13][1]Memory1GB [14]LPDDR3
[15]DRAM[16][2]Storage16, 32, 64, and 128 GB [17]flash memory (64 and 128 GB discontinued)Display2048×1536
[18]px (326 [19]PPI), 7.9 in (200 mm) diagonal, [20]4:3 [21]LED-backlit [22]IPS LCDGraphics[23]PowerVR [24]G6430
(four cluster@450 MHz)[25][3]Input[26]Multi-touch [27]screen, [28]headset controls, [29]proximity and [30]ambient
light sensors, 3-axis [31]accelerometer, 3-axis [32]gyroscope, [33]digital [34]compassCamera’Front: 1.2 MP, 720p
HD
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Rear: 5.0 MP AF, [35]iSight with Five Element Lens, Hybrid [36]IR filter, video stabilisation, face detection, HDR, ƒ/2.4
apertureConnectivity

[37]Wi-Fi

[38]802.11 [39]a/[40]b/[41]g/[42]n at 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz

[43]Bluetooth 4.0

[44]GSM

[45]UMTS / [46]HSDPA

[47]850, 1700, 1900, 2100 [48]MHz

[49]GSM / [50]EDGE

[51]850, 900, 1800, 1900 MHz

[52]CDMA [53]CDMA/[54]EV-DO Rev. A and B.

[55]800, 1900 MHz

[56]LTE [57]Multiple bands

A1490: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20, 25, 26; A1491: 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 18, 19, 20 and [58]TD-LTE 38, 39, 40

PowerBuilt-in rechargeable [59]Li-Po battery

3.75 V

24.3 W·h (6,471 mA·h),[60][2] 10hr life
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The average age at Linkedin is 44 and those people are in the middle of their careers (2015-12-26 14:42)

[1]

LinkedIn is powerful, profitable, and growing. The only problem? It may be leaving behind the audience that needs
them it most: young adults and recent graduates.

LinkedIn isn’t alone. Plenty of legacy social networks are up against a [2]migration of sorts when it comes to younger
users; however, unlike the Facebooks of the world, LinkedIn has something that demographic desperately needs,
rather than just wants: the tools to help start a career.
For LinkedIn faithful, it might be easy to pin this trend on bad job markets and generational theories on [3]“prolonged
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adolescence.” However, the concerns — and the numbers — are very real.
While a LinkedIn spokesperson told BuzzFeed there are currently more than 20 million students and recent graduates
on the site — a number that has doubled over the past year — the site is dominated by its older, mid-career crowd.
A [4]recent survey of 23 major social networks ranks LinkedIn as the “oldest” social network, with an average age
of 44.2 years old (Tumblr, for example had an average age of 34.6 years). The same study also revealed that a vast
majority (79 %) of LinkedIn users are 35 or older, which seems to corroborate the feeling one gets when they log on to
LinkedIn: that this is a network largely fueled by working professionals in the middle of their careers seeking upward
movement.

Some, like recent Stanford graduate Kevin Jordan, have been vocal about the issue. In a [5]recent post titled “Young
People Hate LinkedIn,” Jordan writes that, for the non-professional crowd, there’s little incentive to engage with a
network that doesn’t seem to cater to or understand them. “If all I see are a bunch of grey hairs that I don’t know,
despite LinkedIn thinking I do, then I lose interest fairly fast. LinkedIn’s version of social is not social to a digital native.
Sorry, older folks,” he wrote.

Similar frustrations led Eyal Grayevsky to create [6]FirstJob, a career site for teens and young adults to mine their
existing social networks for career contacts, rather than start anew with LinkedIn. “Coming out of college I was really
let down by the resources available,” he told BuzzFeed. “The young professional demographic (18-25) don’t have
much professional experience or many connections in the professional world. Given that LinkedIn’s core feature is
around networking and creating new connectionswith professionals, young people simply don’t find it all that useful.”
LinkedIn has taken note: The site recently launched a host of tools for teens and recent graduates, including an
[7]Alumni network. The site’s blog is full of career checklists for students and advice from “LinkedIn Ambassadors”
addressing everything from “The Best Way to Network” to the more existential “What Should I Do With My Life?”
Despite its outreach, this is an issue LinkedIn will be forced to deal with for some time. Social networks work best
if they recreate a familiar space for the user centered around interactions with other, like-minded people. They also
need to be, for lack of a better word, cool. For many younger users, LinkedIn is a place where they’re unlikely find a
familiar face — an alienating club of people who remind them of, if anything, their parents.
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14. http://www.louisvuitton.ar.com/
15. http://www.tiffanyjewelry.us.com/
16. http://www.burberry-outlet-store.us.com/
17. http://www.redbottoms.in.net/
18. http://www.nikeair-max.net/
19. http://www.uggs-outletboots.in.net/
20. http://www.oakleysunglassesoutlet.us.org/
21. http://www.polo-ralph-lauren.us.com/
22. http://www.nikeairmaxinc.net/
23. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.org/
24. http://www.nike--outlet.com/
25. http://www.uggs-outlet.in.net/
26. http://www.longchamp-outlet.in.net/
27. http://www.cheapuggboots.in.net/
28. http://www.louisvuitton-outlet-online.org/
29. http://www.oakleysunglasses.us.com/
30. http://www.prada-outlet.in.net/
31. http://www.tiffany-and-co.us.com/
32. http://www.ray-ban-sunglass.us.com/
33. http://www.nike-freerun.com/
34. http://www.louis-vuittonhandbags.org/
35. http://www.cheap-uggs.in.net/
36. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-store.us.com/
37. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.com/
38. http://www.oakleysunglasses.com.co/
39. http://www.uggs.us.com/
40. http://www.chanelhandbags.ar.com/
41. http://www.outletonline-michaelkors.com/
42. http://www.rayban-sunglass.us.com/
43. http://www.christianlouboutin-outlet.in.net/
44. http://www.rayban--sunglasses.org/
45. http://www.louisvuitton-outlets.org/
46. http://www.burberryoutlet-store.us.com/
47. http://www.polo-ralph-lauren-outlet.us.com/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:21:00)
[1]ray ban pas cher, [2]sac vanessa bruno, [3]coach outlet store online, [4]ralph lauren uk, [5]michael kors, [6]coach purses,
[7]hollister pas cher, [8]converse pas cher, [9]nike air max, [10]nike roshe run uk, [11]kate spade, [12]hogan outlet, [13]nike
free run, [14]true religion outlet, [15]ray ban uk, [16]north face, [17]replica handbags, [18]burberry pas cher, [19]coach outlet,
[20]new balance, [21]true religion outlet, [22]nike air max uk, [23]hollister uk, [24]polo lacoste, [25]nike air max uk, [26]nike
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free uk, [27]oakley pas cher, [28]air max, [29]true religion outlet, [30]michael kors pas cher, [31]nike air force, [32]michael
kors outlet, [33]nike roshe, [34]jordan pas cher, [35]michael kors, [36]vans pas cher, [37]lululemon canada, [38]nike tn,
[39]timberland pas cher, [40]polo ralph lauren, [41]nike blazer pas cher, [42]abercrombie and fitch uk, [43]louboutin pas cher,
[44]longchamp pas cher, [45]north face uk, [46]sac longchamp pas cher, [47]sac hermes, [48]guess pas cher, [49]mulberry uk,
[50]true religion jeans

1. http://www.lunette-rayban-pas-cher.fr/
2. http://www.sac-vanessa-bruno.fr/
3. http://www.coachoutletstoreonline.jp.net/
4. http://www.ralphlauren-outlet.co.uk/
5. http://www.michaelkorshandbags-uk.org.uk/
6. http://www.coachpurse.in.net/
7. http://www.hollister-abercrombiefitch.fr/
8. http://www.converse-pas-cher.fr/
9. http://www.nike-airmax-pas-cher.fr/
10. http://www.nike-roshe-run.org.uk/
11. http://www.katespade-handbags.in.net/
12. http://www.scarpehogan--outlet.it/
13. http://www.nikefreerun.fr/
14. http://www.truereligionoutlets.in.net/
15. http://www.rayban-sunglasses.me.uk/
16. http://www.the-north-face.fr/
17. http://www.coachfactory-outletonline.in.net/
18. http://www.sac-burberry-pascher.fr/
19. http://www.coachoutlet-online.in.net/
20. http://www.newbalancesoldes.fr/
21. http://www.truereligionsale.in.net/
22. http://www.nikeairmax.org.uk/
23. http://www.hollistersale.org.uk/
24. http://www.polo-lacoste-pascher.fr/
25. http://www.nike--airmax.co.uk/
26. http://www.nike-free-run.org.uk/
27. http://www.lunette-oakley-pascher.fr/
28. http://www.nikeair-max.fr/
29. http://www.true-religion-jeans.in.net/
30. http://www.sac-michaelkors-pascher.fr/
31. http://www.nikeair-force.fr/
32. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-canada.ca/
33. http://www.nike-roshe-run.fr/
34. http://www.airjordanpas-cher.fr/
35. http://www.michael--korsoutlet.ca/
36. http://www.vanspas-cher.fr/
37. http://www.lululemon-outlet-canada.ca/
38. http://www.niketnrequin-pascher.fr/
39. http://www.timberland-paschere.fr/
40. http://www.poloralphlauren-pascher.fr/
41. http://www.nikeblazerpaschere.fr/
42. http://www.abercrombie-and-fitch.org.uk/
43. http://www.louboutin-pas-chere.fr/
44. http://www.sac--longchamps.fr/
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45. http://www.thenorth--face.co.uk/
46. http://www.sac-longchamp-pas-cher.fr/
47. http://www.sachermes.fr/
48. http://www.sac-guesspascher.fr/
49. http://www.mulberryhandbagsoutlet.co.uk/
50. http://www.truereligioninc.in.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:26:21)
[1]herve leger, [2]hollister clothing, [3]mac cosmetics, [4]instyler, [5]nike trainers uk, [6]lululemon, [7]iphone cases, [8]tim-
berland boots, [9]beats by dre, [10]s6 case, [11]wedding dresses, [12]bottega veneta, [13]p90x workout, [14]reebok outlet,
[15]asics running shoes, [16]ferragamo shoes, [17]iphone 6s plus cases, [18]hermes belt, [19]ipad cases, [20]vans outlet,
[21]north face outlet, [22]iphone 6 plus cases, [23]mcm handbags, [24]iphone 6 cases, [25]jimmy choo outlet, [26]nike air max,
[27]ralph lauren, [28]north face outlet, [29]soccer jerseys, [30]giuseppe zanotti outlet, [31]new balance shoes, [32]mont blanc
pens, [33]celine handbags, [34]iphone 6s cases, [35]oakley, [36]insanity workout, [37]abercrombie and fitch, [38]louboutin,
[39]longchamp uk, [40]nike huaraches, [41]valentino shoes, [42]babyliss, [43]iphone 5s cases, [44]hollister, [45]ghd hair,
[46]chi flat iron, [47]nfl jerseys, [48]baseball bats, [49]nike roshe run, [50]soccer shoes

1. http://www.herveleger.us/
2. http://www.hollister-clothing-store.us.com/
3. http://www.mac-cosmetics.us.com/
4. http://www.instylerionicstyler.us.com/
5. http://www.nike-trainers.org.uk/
6. http://www.lululemonoutlets.in.net/
7. http://www.iphone-cases.in.net/
8. http://www.timberlandboots.ar.com/
9. http://www.beatsbydrdreheadphones.in.net/
10. http://www.samsunggalaxys6cases.us.com/
11. http://www.cheap-wedding-dresses.org/
12. http://www.bottegaveneta-handbagsoutlet.com/
13. http://www.p90x-workout.us.com/
14. http://www.reebok-outlet.in.net/
15. http://www.asicso.com/
16. http://www.ferragamo-shoes.net/
17. http://www.iphone6spluscases.us.com/
18. http://www.hermesbirkinbags.com.co/
19. http://www.ipadcases.us.com/
20. http://www.vans-shoes-outlet.com/
21. http://www.the-northfaceoutlet.us.com/
22. http://www.iphone6pluscases.in.net/
23. http://www.mcmhandbags.org/
24. http://www.iphone6cases.us.com/
25. http://www.jimmychoo-shoes.us.com/
26. http://www.nike-airmax.nl/
27. http://www.ralph--lauren.it/
28. http://www.the-north-face.in.net/
29. http://www.soccerjerseys.com.co/
30. http://www.giuseppe-zanotti.in.net/
31. http://www.newbalance-shoes.in.net/
32. http://www.montblanc-pens.us.com/
33. http://www.celine-handbags.org/
34. http://www.iphone6scases.us.com/
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35. http://www.occhiali-oakley.it/
36. http://www.insanityworkout.in.net/
37. http://www.abercrombieand-fitch.us.com/
38. http://www.christian--louboutin.it/
39. http://www.longchampbags.org.uk/
40. http://www.nike-air-huarache.co.uk/
41. http://www.valentino-shoes.us.com/
42. http://www.babyliss.in.net/
43. http://www.iphone5scases.us.com/
44. http://www.hollister-abercrombie.es/
45. http://www.ghdhairstraighteners.me.uk/
46. http://www.chiflatiron.cn.com/
47. http://www.cheap-nfljersey.in.net/
48. http://www.baseball-bats.us/
49. http://www.nikerosherun.net/
50. http://www.soccer--shoes.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:28:13)
[1]converse, [2]canada goose, [3]louis vuitton, [4]converse outlet, [5]vans, [6]moncler outlet, [7]moncler, [8]pandora jewelry,
[9]toms shoes, [10]replica watches, [11]lancel, [12]hollister, [13]montre pas cher, [14]juicy couture outlet, [15]swarovski,
[16]karen millen uk, [17]moncler, [18]ugg,ugg australia,ugg italia, [19]moncler, [20]links of london, [21]pandora jewelry,
[22]canada goose jackets, [23]louis vuitton, [24]ugg pas cher, [25]ugg,uggs,uggs canada, [26]supra shoes, [27]coach outlet,
[28]ugg, [29]moncler outlet, [30]hollister, [31]pandora charms, [32]canada goose, [33]ugg uk, [34]nike air max, [35]louis
vuitton, [36]swarovski crystal, [37]ray ban, [38]wedding dresses, [39]barbour uk, [40]canada goose outlet, [41]pandora uk,
[42]canada goose outlet, [43]canada goose, [44]barbour, [45]marc jacobs, [46]doudoune moncler, [47]moncler, [48]gucci,
[49]thomas sabo, [50]juicy couture outlet, [51]canada goose uk, [52]moncler uk, [53]canada goose outlet

1. http://www.converse-allstar.it/
2. http://www.canada--goose.se/
3. http://www.borse-louis-vuitton.it/
4. http://www.converse--shoes.com/
5. http://www.vansscarpe.it/
6. http://www.monclerjackets.us.org/
7. http://www.moncleronline-shop.de/
8. http://www.pandorajewelrys.us.com/
9. http://www.toms--shoes.net/
10. http://www.replica--watches.co.uk/
11. http://www.saclancelpascher.fr/
12. http://www.abercrombiehollister.it/
13. http://www.montrespas-cher.fr/
14. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.jp.net/
15. http://www.swarovski.me.uk/
16. http://www.karenmillen.me.uk/
17. http://www.moncler.co.nl/
18. http://www.ugg--australia.it/
19. http://www.moncler.org.es/
20. http://www.linksoflondon.me.uk/
21. http://www.pandora-jewelry.us.com/
22. http://www.canadagoose.net.co/
23. http://www.louis-vuitton-handbags.co.uk/
24. http://www.bottesugg-pas-cher.fr/
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25. http://www.uggs-canada.ca/
26. http://www.supra--shoes.com/
27. http://coachofficialsite.blog.com/
28. http://www.ugg-pas-cher.fr/
29. http://www.moncleroutlet.com.co/
30. http://www.hollister--canada.ca/
31. http://www.pandora--charms.in.net/
32. http://www.canadagooses.co.nl/
33. http://www.ugg-boots-uggs.co.uk/
34. http://www.nikeair-max.it/
35. http://www.louis-vuitton-pas-cher.fr/
36. http://www.swarovski-jewelry.in.net/
37. http://www.rayban--occhiali.it/
38. http://www.cheapweddingdresses.org.uk/
39. http://www.barbour-jackets.org.uk/
40. http://www.canadagoose--jackets.ca/
41. http://www.pandora--charms.org.uk/
42. http://www.canada-goose-outlet.us.com/
43. http://www.canadagoose-paschere.fr/
44. http://www.barbour.us.org/
45. http://www.marcjacobs.us.org/
46. http://www.doudoune-monclerpascher.fr/
47. http://www.moncler--outlet.it/
48. http://www.borse--gucci.it/
49. http://www.thomas-sabo-uk.org.uk/
50. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.com.co/
51. http://www.canada-goose.me.uk/
52. http://www.moncler.org.uk/
53. http://www.canada-goose-jackets.us.com/

1 out of every 11 funded Kickstarter projects end in failure (2015-12-28 23:40)

About 1 out of every 11 funded Kickstarter projects end in failure, according to [1]a new study from a researcher at
the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania.
In March, the crowdfunding website invited Professor Ethan Mollick to assess how many of the projects on its site
failed to follow through on their promises. While Kickstarter collaborated with Mollick to gather data, all of the pro-
fessor’s analysis was conducted independently, and he was not compensated for his work.
When asked about rewards, 5.2 percent of respondents said they never received them, while another 2 percent re-
ceived a reward, but felt it was not what they had been promised. Mollick limited his definition of failure to those
outcomes, although another 18.8 percent of survey takers said they had not received a reward yet but were still ex-
pecting to get it eventually.
Even though 7.2 percent of respondents said their projects failed, different backers could disagree on whether or not
a specific project fulfilled its reward as promised. To adjust for this, Mollick reported different failure rates depending
on how strict one wanted to interpret the idea of a failed campaign. If the threshold of failure was having a single un-
satisfied backer among the respondents, then Mollick found 9.95 percent of campaigns would be considered failures.
If all responding backers had to consider a project a failure, then the number dropped to 5.6 percent. And if at least
half of backers had to consider a project a failure, then the rate is about 8.6 percent, still low enough for him to deem
it a "relatively rare" occurrence.
He added that there are few commonalities behind projects that end in failure. Those raising under $1,000 tend to
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fail at a slightly higher rate, as do campaigns for food, technology, or film projects. Music was one genre where failure
happened much less frequently.
"The fact that failures seem to be distributed in non-predictable ways should offer some comfort about the underlying
ability of backers to weed out projects that might offer obvious signs of trouble)," Mollick said, adding, "Ultimately,
there does not seem to be a systematic problem associated with failure (or fraud) on Kickstarter, and the vast majority
of projects do seem to deliver."
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Playstation 4 review 2.0 (2016-01-02 16:56)

PS4 – Two Years On
It’s been another good year for Sony. The PS4 has now sold nearly 30 million units over the last two years – way
ahead of the [1]Xbox One at roughly 17 million units – and will only sell more during the run-up to Christmas. The
year’s biggest third-party games, including Fallout 4, The Witcher 3, Call of Duty: Black Ops 3, Assassin’s Creed:
Syndicate and Metal Gear Solid 5, continue to run either more smoothly or at higher resolutions than they do on
Microsoft’s hardware.
Sony played a blinder by moving its European games showcase from GamesCom in August 2015 to the Paris Games
Show in October, and in doing so revealed a slate full of genuinely exciting exclusives.
In other respects, though, 2015 has been a disappointing year. While the PS4 is the best console on which to play
Black Ops 3, The Metal Gear finale or Destiny: The Taken King, Sony has struggled to deliver the killer exclusive that
the console needs. [2]The Order: 1866 was short and uninspired, Bloodborne brilliant but hardly mainstream fare,
while Until Dawn looked staggering but had all the usual failings of an interactive movie.
In October, the Xbox One actually outsold the PS4 in some key territories, including the US, just as it did in April.
Microsoft’s console seems to have found a second wind. Does this mean the PS4 is no longer the console to buy?

[3]
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PS4 – Hardware

Well, it’s still the most stylish, compact and unobtrusive of the two. 275mm wide, 53mm high and 305mm deep, it
looks sleek and futuristic next to the chunky, more PC-like Xbox One. A newmodel has emerged with minor revisions
to the cosmetic design, including an all matte-black finish, physical buttons for power and the disk eject, but the real
news is a quieter hard drive and a new, less power-hungry system board, which makes a quiet console run almost
silently until you’re playing graphically intensive games.
The new model continues to have the same light-up bar running along the top and down the front of the machine,
acting as a giant status indicator to tell you that your PS4 is on or sleeping. Connectivity is the same as well, with two
USB 3.0 ports on the front, another on the rear plus HDMI, Ethernet and optical audio sockets.
Sony really pushed the boat out when speccing-up the PS4. Developers wanted standard x86 architecture and Sony
took that onboard, but where the Xbox One took a custom AMD APU with eight CPU cores and 12 GCN computer
units, Sony gave us 8 and 18. And where Microsoft went for 8GB of 2133MHz of GDDR3 RAM, the PS4 shipped with
the same amount ot 5500MHz GDDR5.
The Xbox One’s APU runs 150MHz faster than the Sony’s 1.6GHz chip, and has 32MB of ESRAM cache to buffer data
moving through, but Sony started this race with a clear speed advantage, which is why we still see AC Syndicate and
Black Ops III running at higher resolutions on Sony’s hardware than they do on Microsoft’s.
This isn’t necessarily something you should base your buying decision on. The third-party developers are getting
really clever with dynamic scaling systems, rendering at lower resolutions or with a reduction in horizontal resolution
then upscaling to 1080p. Look closely and you may see a crisper image or more detail in the distance on the PS4
version, but not everyone will see an obvious difference. Look at Microsoft exclusives like Halo 5, Rise of the Tomb
Raider or Forza Motorsports 6 and there’s no way you could say that they look unimpressive. However, Sony’s slate
of 2016 games promises some amazing cutting-edge visuals, and titles like Uncharted 4: A Thief’s End and Horizon:
Zero Dawn have the potential to widen the graphics gap.

[4]
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PS4 – Controllers and Accessories

If we ignore the distressing way that the rubber ring is wearing off the analogue sticks on our original PS3 pad, the
Dual Shock 4 remains a fantastic controller. The sticks are now precise enough for the most demanding FPS veteran,
the bumpers and triggers feel perfectly moulded, and every button seems to sit in the most natural place. The built-in
headset socket is still a godsend, allowing you to plug in some headphones for quiet gaming without any hassle or
expense.
In a way, some of the pad’s gimmicks now seem like relics of Sony’s thinking when the PS Vita launched. The built-in
speaker has had some moments to shine in GTA 5 and Alien: Isolation, but most of the time it’s just a menace
that blares out when you’re trying to play games quietly at night. It’s hard to remember the last time we used the
central touchpad for anything bar accessing a menu or scrolling around a map. The flashing, colour-changing sensor
bar looks cool, but currently feels as under-used as the PlayStation Camera – currently the most unutilised motion
control accessory I’ve ever had in the house.
If you’re going to mock the camera, or the old Move motion controllers, be warned: the PS4 might yet have the
last laugh. Both have a part to play in Sony’s [5]PlayStation VR (aka Project Morpheus) virtual reality add-on, due
to launch next year, and the addition of VR to the PS4 platform could be telling when next Christmas rolls around.
We’ve been impressed with what we’ve seen so far, though there are warning signs that the initial pricing may be
prohibitively high.

[6]
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Oculus Rift priced $600 (2016-01-03 19:50)

The much anticipated VR headset finally has a retail price [Update: Palmer Luckey says Rift "obscenely cheap"] With
the pre-order program officially now open, Oculus has revealed its price of $599.99 for the Rift headset. The package,
expected to ship inMarch, includes the VR headset, sensor, Oculus Remote, cables, Xbox One Controller, EVE: Valkyrie,
and Lucky’s Tale. Speculation around Rift’s price point has circulated for months. A $600 price tag is likely a surprise
to many, but Oculus founder Palmer Luckey did state last October that the price would come in higher than $350. "I
would say I think people are going to be happywith what they get for the price because I really do think it’s going to be
that best VR headset you can buy," Luckey said at the time. While it’s true that the package includes two games and
a controller, when you factor in the cost of a high-end PC gaming rig, VR becomes a very, very expensive proposition
for most people. We’ll be keeping an eye on reactions to this news. Update: On the Oculus blog, the company has
specified that the first shipments will go out on March 28, with the Rift being "available in limited locations at select
retailers starting in April." For those pre-ordering the Rift, Oculus also noted that by doing so, you’ll be securing your
place in line for Touch pre-orders later this year. Oculus is promising more than 100 titles available by the end of
this year. Oculus Studios itself will be releasing over 20 games exclusively for the Rift this year, including Rockband
VR by Harmonix, Edge of Nowhere by Insomniac, and The Climb by Crytek. Analysts are now starting to weigh in
on the Oculus pricing news. RW Baird’s Colin Sebastian noted that Facebook is quite clearly targeting early adopters
with the $600 price. "[This] seems to validate our ’slow ramp’ VR thesis," he said. "Despite the significant hype and
growth potential for virtual and augmented reality platforms, we continue to believe that Mobile VR platforms (e.g.,
Google Cardboard, Gear VR, etc.) will gain faster momentum, with expensive headsets initially limited to technology
’early adopters.’ For comparison, we note that Oculus Rift is priced well above video game consoles (PS4 and Xbox
One are in the $300 range). As such, we expect the installed base of high-end VR platform to ramp gradually, and
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not penetrate the mass market likely until 2017-18 as price-points fall below $400." SuperData’s Joost van Dreunen
added that "historically a new device enters with a substantial subsidy in order to capture market share early on."
Clearly, Oculus is not taking that approach, and so that "means that the first wave of sales gives us no real sense of
whether average consumers will care enough for this to become a household device," he said. Although many of us
have sticker shock, Wedbush analyst Michael Pachter said he thought $600 ended up being "almost ’affordable’" and
cheaper than he expected. "I think they have a chance to sell 1 million at that price the first year. Content still matters
for the ultimate success of the platform, so we have to wait until we know more," he said. The early crowd hasn’t
been too phased by the price point. The initial allotment of pre-orders has already sold out, and Palmer Luckey took
to Twitter to stress that "we are not making money on Rift hardware. High end VR is expensive, but Rift is obscenely
cheap for what it is."

PS4 sales nearing 36 million (2016-01-06 19:47)

Sony refreshed its PlayStation 4 sales figures today, putting the system’s worldwide installed user base at 35.9 million.
That figure represents a jump of 5.7million systems sold in the busy holiday season (or the six weeks prior to January 3,
to be more precise). That holiday season also stands as the PlayStation 4’s best to date. The 2014 holiday stretch saw
Sonymove 4.1million PS4s, while the system sold through 4.2million units after its debut holiday season in 2013. PS4
games also enjoyed brisk sales, with Sony estimating a total of 35 million software sales through digital and physical
storefronts over the same stretch of time. As one would expect, those software numbers have grown with the PS4’s
installed base. This year’s software total was nearly double last holiday season’s 17.8 million games sold, and up from
9.7 million sold during the launch holiday season. Finally, Sony said PlayStation Plus subscriptions during the holiday
season were up 60 percent year-over-year.
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What if Ted Cruz beats Donald Trump (2016-01-09 19:58)

These days, people on the Right seem to be polarized: Either they think Donald Trump is a brilliant, unstoppable ball
of winning or they believe he’s the classiest, most luxurious demagogue to come along in decades. I have a bit of a
different take.

I’ve read and enjoyed Donald Trump’s books, he was nothing but gracious to me when we met, I have friends
I like and respect a great deal who work for him and I even used a picture of the two of us together on the Christmas
cards I sent out this year.

Moreover, Trump’s willingness to take on issues ignored by the Republican Party, his lack of political correct-
ness and the real genius he has for identifying important issues other candidates aren’t talking about and bringing
them to the forefront are nothing short of amazing. Additionally, no one should underestimate a strong leader
whose name has been synonymous with business success for over a decade, especially when he’d beat the whole
rest of the Democrat and Republican fields combined in the famous, “Who would you want to have a beer with?”
test. As I’ve said before, other Republicans can learn a lot from Trump and anyone who can’t see that is a fool.

However, even though I would certainly vote for Trump if he’s the nominee and would also work hard to get
him elected, I have two major qualms about him. The first is that I question how conservative he’d be if he gets into
office. Given his mixed track record on conservative issues, I doubt if even the most diehard Trump fans would hold
that against me, but the bigger problem is that I just don’t think he can win a general election.

There are a number of reasons for that, but the largest one is that Trump couldn’t be financially competitive.
That may seem bizarre since we’re talking about a man whose name is synonymous with wealth, but even Donald
Trump doesn’t have enough money to self-finance a general election run at the presidency. Keep in mind that Hillary
Clinton and the Super Pacs supporting her will spend north of 3 BILLION DOLLARS. On the other hand, if you take
away the value of his name, Trump’s net worth is probably somewhere in the 3-4 billion dollar range and most of it
is tied up in assets. Ask yourself if Donald Trump is really going to sell Trump Tower, the Trump International Hotel,
his golf courses and his other properties at cut rate prices to pour the money into his political campaign. It may not
even be possible, but even if it is, do you really think Trump would liquidate most of his fortune to run for President?
When you consider that Trump has been so tight-fisted during the primary that he might run the first Presidential
campaign ever to turn a profit, it seems very unlikely.

On top of that, keep in mind that Donald Trump has made the fact that he’s self-funding a central part of his
messaging. If Trump were to win and change his mind, not only would it hurt him with his core supporters, it
probably wouldn’t be all that effective. Trump’s fund raising operation so far has understandably been mediocre and
the Super Pacs that were gearing up to support him were asked to stand down. Those Super Pacs were particularly
important because there are hard limits on what rich supporters can give to campaigns, but not on what they can
give to a Super Pac. Without major help from Super PACs, it’s highly unlikely that Donald Trump could win a general
election.

Imagine a campaign where Hillary and her Super Pacs spend more than 3 billion dollars and Trump barely
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manages to stockpile 500 million in his war chest. In every swing state, Hillary would have a better get out the vote
operation, better staffing and she would be able to blanket the airwaves with her ads while Trump couldn’t compete.
In a race like that, Hillary could win in a walk EVEN IF she goes to prison over her email server.

Getting beyond the money issue, most people would agree that Trump has done so well because he’s been
dominant when it comes to attracting earned media. However, a big part of Trump’s success in that area has been as
a result of relatively friendly blanket coverage from conservative radio hosts and online media. In a general election,
those outlets will be much smaller factors and they definitely wouldn’t be capable of delivering the election to Trump.

Of course, Trump has also gotten plenty of attention from the mainstream media as well, but do you really
think the MSM liberals will allow themselves to be used to beat Hillary in 2016? Sure, they’re happy to run “Can you
believe he said this?” stories about Trump now when they think he’s causing problems for Republicans, but if he
becomes the nominee, every story about Trump will be a straight-up hit piece. If even that doesn’t work, they’ll just
find some excuse to stop covering him altogether if that’s what it takes to beat him. This is why it’s so important for
a Republican to have a huge war chest because you NEVER get a fair shake from the MSM. Even the Left’s favorite
Republican, John McCain, was savaged by the press when he ran for President. In fact, any Republican who hopes to
win a general election by getting his message out to the voters through ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN, MSNBC, theWashington
Post, New York Times, etc. isdoomed before he starts. Unfortunately, that’s the difficult position Donald Trump
would be in during a general election campaign.

On top of all that, you have to look at Trump’s demographic strengths and weaknesses. Trump does extremely well
with blue collar workers and men with high school degrees. There are also some indications that he is particularly
attractive to people who normally don’t vote, but those voters are by their very nature tough to count on in an
election. Trump might also do better than Republicans generally do with black men. However, beyond that, almost
every indicator is negative. Trump does poorly with women, he will guarantee a huge Hispanic turnout for the
Democrats and given the rabid hatred for him in some quarters of the Republican Party, it seems likely he’ll bleed
even more GOP support than he would bring in from the Democrats.

Furthermore, although approval numbers don’t generally mean a lot this early in the game, they are relevant
when someone is as well-known as Trump. Right now, Trump has a 34 % favorable rating and a 57 % unfavorable
rating. Candidates don’t win races with numbers that bad and since Trump is already a known quantity, it’s going to
be EXTREMELY difficult to get his numbers up. Fairly or unfairly, when people know enough about you to form an
opinion and have already decided they don’t like you, it’s very hard to change their minds.

Last but not least, Trump may be the single most gaffe-prone candidate in history, primarily because no other
candidate could survive saying even a fraction of the off-the-wall things that he does. It just goes on and on. McCain’s
not a war hero because he was captured, blood coming out of her “whatever,” “schlonged,” saying we should
shut down part of the Internet, calling for killing the relatives of terrorists, "How stupid are the people of Iowa?,”
incorrectly claiming a group of black pastors was showing up to endorse him when it wasn’t, having his spokesman
express a desire to use nukes on TV, a gazillion tweets calling people “losers” for saying something he didn’t like –
and probably a half dozen other now forgotten mistakes or goofs with a larger point (No, “thousands” of Muslims
in New Jersey didn’t cheer 911 and, yes, Trump could have discussed Mexican criminals coming over the border
without offending people if he’d used better language). As someone who writes about politics for a living, Trump is
extremely entertaining, but most Americans want a sober and serious President, not someone who’s “fun” because
he might say the Pope got “schlonged” or Angela Merkel has blood coming out of her “whatever.” I do think Donald
Trump is qualified to be President, but he’s not “presidential” and you can be certain that if he’s the nominee, there
would be many, many more gaffes before the election in November.

Just to reiterate, not only do I like and respect Donald Trump, but if he does turn out to be our nominee, I
will support him all the way and hope he proves this column wrong. That being said, Hillary is VERY beatable, she’s
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essentially promising to go EVEN FURTHER than Obama and I fear for the future of this country if we throw away
this opportunity. I think Cruz would beat her handily, Christie could probably pull it off and, God help us all, maybe
even Rubio would defeat Hillary Clinton. Since I don’t think Donald Trump can get the job done, regrettably I cannot
support him in the primary.
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25. http://www.uggs-outlet.in.net/
26. http://www.longchamp-outlet.in.net/
27. http://www.cheapuggboots.in.net/
28. http://www.louisvuitton-outlet-online.org/
29. http://www.oakleysunglasses.us.com/
30. http://www.prada-outlet.in.net/
31. http://www.tiffany-and-co.us.com/
32. http://www.ray-ban-sunglass.us.com/
33. http://www.nike-freerun.com/
34. http://www.louis-vuittonhandbags.org/
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35. http://www.cheap-uggs.in.net/
36. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-store.us.com/
37. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.com/
38. http://www.oakleysunglasses.com.co/
39. http://www.uggs.us.com/
40. http://www.chanelhandbags.ar.com/
41. http://www.outletonline-michaelkors.com/
42. http://www.rayban-sunglass.us.com/
43. http://www.christianlouboutin-outlet.in.net/
44. http://www.rayban--sunglasses.org/
45. http://www.louisvuitton-outlets.org/
46. http://www.burberryoutlet-store.us.com/
47. http://www.polo-ralph-lauren-outlet.us.com/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:13:42)
[1]ray ban pas cher, [2]sac vanessa bruno, [3]coach outlet store online, [4]ralph lauren uk, [5]michael kors, [6]coach purses,
[7]hollister pas cher, [8]converse pas cher, [9]nike air max, [10]nike roshe run uk, [11]kate spade, [12]hogan outlet, [13]nike
free run, [14]true religion outlet, [15]ray ban uk, [16]north face, [17]replica handbags, [18]burberry pas cher, [19]coach outlet,
[20]new balance, [21]true religion outlet, [22]nike air max uk, [23]hollister uk, [24]polo lacoste, [25]nike air max uk, [26]nike
free uk, [27]oakley pas cher, [28]air max, [29]true religion outlet, [30]michael kors pas cher, [31]nike air force, [32]michael
kors outlet, [33]nike roshe, [34]jordan pas cher, [35]michael kors, [36]vans pas cher, [37]lululemon canada, [38]nike tn,
[39]timberland pas cher, [40]polo ralph lauren, [41]nike blazer pas cher, [42]abercrombie and fitch uk, [43]louboutin pas cher,
[44]longchamp pas cher, [45]north face uk, [46]sac longchamp pas cher, [47]sac hermes, [48]guess pas cher, [49]mulberry uk,
[50]true religion jeans

1. http://www.lunette-rayban-pas-cher.fr/
2. http://www.sac-vanessa-bruno.fr/
3. http://www.coachoutletstoreonline.jp.net/
4. http://www.ralphlauren-outlet.co.uk/
5. http://www.michaelkorshandbags-uk.org.uk/
6. http://www.coachpurse.in.net/
7. http://www.hollister-abercrombiefitch.fr/
8. http://www.converse-pas-cher.fr/
9. http://www.nike-airmax-pas-cher.fr/
10. http://www.nike-roshe-run.org.uk/
11. http://www.katespade-handbags.in.net/
12. http://www.scarpehogan--outlet.it/
13. http://www.nikefreerun.fr/
14. http://www.truereligionoutlets.in.net/
15. http://www.rayban-sunglasses.me.uk/
16. http://www.the-north-face.fr/
17. http://www.coachfactory-outletonline.in.net/
18. http://www.sac-burberry-pascher.fr/
19. http://www.coachoutlet-online.in.net/
20. http://www.newbalancesoldes.fr/
21. http://www.truereligionsale.in.net/
22. http://www.nikeairmax.org.uk/
23. http://www.hollistersale.org.uk/
24. http://www.polo-lacoste-pascher.fr/
25. http://www.nike--airmax.co.uk/
26. http://www.nike-free-run.org.uk/
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27. http://www.lunette-oakley-pascher.fr/
28. http://www.nikeair-max.fr/
29. http://www.true-religion-jeans.in.net/
30. http://www.sac-michaelkors-pascher.fr/
31. http://www.nikeair-force.fr/
32. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-canada.ca/
33. http://www.nike-roshe-run.fr/
34. http://www.airjordanpas-cher.fr/
35. http://www.michael--korsoutlet.ca/
36. http://www.vanspas-cher.fr/
37. http://www.lululemon-outlet-canada.ca/
38. http://www.niketnrequin-pascher.fr/
39. http://www.timberland-paschere.fr/
40. http://www.poloralphlauren-pascher.fr/
41. http://www.nikeblazerpaschere.fr/
42. http://www.abercrombie-and-fitch.org.uk/
43. http://www.louboutin-pas-chere.fr/
44. http://www.sac--longchamps.fr/
45. http://www.thenorth--face.co.uk/
46. http://www.sac-longchamp-pas-cher.fr/
47. http://www.sachermes.fr/
48. http://www.sac-guesspascher.fr/
49. http://www.mulberryhandbagsoutlet.co.uk/
50. http://www.truereligioninc.in.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:15:19)
[1]herve leger, [2]hollister clothing, [3]mac cosmetics, [4]instyler, [5]nike trainers uk, [6]lululemon, [7]iphone cases, [8]tim-
berland boots, [9]beats by dre, [10]s6 case, [11]wedding dresses, [12]bottega veneta, [13]p90x workout, [14]reebok outlet,
[15]asics running shoes, [16]ferragamo shoes, [17]iphone 6s plus cases, [18]hermes belt, [19]ipad cases, [20]vans outlet,
[21]north face outlet, [22]iphone 6 plus cases, [23]mcm handbags, [24]iphone 6 cases, [25]jimmy choo outlet, [26]nike air max,
[27]ralph lauren, [28]north face outlet, [29]soccer jerseys, [30]giuseppe zanotti outlet, [31]new balance shoes, [32]mont blanc
pens, [33]celine handbags, [34]iphone 6s cases, [35]oakley, [36]insanity workout, [37]abercrombie and fitch, [38]louboutin,
[39]longchamp uk, [40]nike huaraches, [41]valentino shoes, [42]babyliss, [43]iphone 5s cases, [44]hollister, [45]ghd hair,
[46]chi flat iron, [47]nfl jerseys, [48]baseball bats, [49]nike roshe run, [50]soccer shoes

1. http://www.herveleger.us/
2. http://www.hollister-clothing-store.us.com/
3. http://www.mac-cosmetics.us.com/
4. http://www.instylerionicstyler.us.com/
5. http://www.nike-trainers.org.uk/
6. http://www.lululemonoutlets.in.net/
7. http://www.iphone-cases.in.net/
8. http://www.timberlandboots.ar.com/
9. http://www.beatsbydrdreheadphones.in.net/
10. http://www.samsunggalaxys6cases.us.com/
11. http://www.cheap-wedding-dresses.org/
12. http://www.bottegaveneta-handbagsoutlet.com/
13. http://www.p90x-workout.us.com/
14. http://www.reebok-outlet.in.net/
15. http://www.asicso.com/
16. http://www.ferragamo-shoes.net/
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17. http://www.iphone6spluscases.us.com/
18. http://www.hermesbirkinbags.com.co/
19. http://www.ipadcases.us.com/
20. http://www.vans-shoes-outlet.com/
21. http://www.the-northfaceoutlet.us.com/
22. http://www.iphone6pluscases.in.net/
23. http://www.mcmhandbags.org/
24. http://www.iphone6cases.us.com/
25. http://www.jimmychoo-shoes.us.com/
26. http://www.nike-airmax.nl/
27. http://www.ralph--lauren.it/
28. http://www.the-north-face.in.net/
29. http://www.soccerjerseys.com.co/
30. http://www.giuseppe-zanotti.in.net/
31. http://www.newbalance-shoes.in.net/
32. http://www.montblanc-pens.us.com/
33. http://www.celine-handbags.org/
34. http://www.iphone6scases.us.com/
35. http://www.occhiali-oakley.it/
36. http://www.insanityworkout.in.net/
37. http://www.abercrombieand-fitch.us.com/
38. http://www.christian--louboutin.it/
39. http://www.longchampbags.org.uk/
40. http://www.nike-air-huarache.co.uk/
41. http://www.valentino-shoes.us.com/
42. http://www.babyliss.in.net/
43. http://www.iphone5scases.us.com/
44. http://www.hollister-abercrombie.es/
45. http://www.ghdhairstraighteners.me.uk/
46. http://www.chiflatiron.cn.com/
47. http://www.cheap-nfljersey.in.net/
48. http://www.baseball-bats.us/
49. http://www.nikerosherun.net/
50. http://www.soccer--shoes.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:17:08)
[1]converse, [2]canada goose, [3]louis vuitton, [4]converse outlet, [5]vans, [6]moncler outlet, [7]moncler, [8]pandora jewelry,
[9]toms shoes, [10]replica watches, [11]lancel, [12]hollister, [13]montre pas cher, [14]juicy couture outlet, [15]swarovski,
[16]karen millen uk, [17]moncler, [18]ugg,ugg australia,ugg italia, [19]moncler, [20]links of london, [21]pandora jewelry,
[22]canada goose jackets, [23]louis vuitton, [24]ugg pas cher, [25]ugg,uggs,uggs canada, [26]supra shoes, [27]coach outlet,
[28]ugg, [29]moncler outlet, [30]hollister, [31]pandora charms, [32]canada goose, [33]ugg uk, [34]nike air max, [35]louis
vuitton, [36]swarovski crystal, [37]ray ban, [38]wedding dresses, [39]barbour uk, [40]canada goose outlet, [41]pandora uk,
[42]canada goose outlet, [43]canada goose, [44]barbour, [45]marc jacobs, [46]doudoune moncler, [47]moncler, [48]gucci,
[49]thomas sabo, [50]juicy couture outlet, [51]canada goose uk, [52]moncler uk, [53]canada goose outlet

1. http://www.converse-allstar.it/
2. http://www.canada--goose.se/
3. http://www.borse-louis-vuitton.it/
4. http://www.converse--shoes.com/
5. http://www.vansscarpe.it/
6. http://www.monclerjackets.us.org/
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7. http://www.moncleronline-shop.de/
8. http://www.pandorajewelrys.us.com/
9. http://www.toms--shoes.net/
10. http://www.replica--watches.co.uk/
11. http://www.saclancelpascher.fr/
12. http://www.abercrombiehollister.it/
13. http://www.montrespas-cher.fr/
14. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.jp.net/
15. http://www.swarovski.me.uk/
16. http://www.karenmillen.me.uk/
17. http://www.moncler.co.nl/
18. http://www.ugg--australia.it/
19. http://www.moncler.org.es/
20. http://www.linksoflondon.me.uk/
21. http://www.pandora-jewelry.us.com/
22. http://www.canadagoose.net.co/
23. http://www.louis-vuitton-handbags.co.uk/
24. http://www.bottesugg-pas-cher.fr/
25. http://www.uggs-canada.ca/
26. http://www.supra--shoes.com/
27. http://coachofficialsite.blog.com/
28. http://www.ugg-pas-cher.fr/
29. http://www.moncleroutlet.com.co/
30. http://www.hollister--canada.ca/
31. http://www.pandora--charms.in.net/
32. http://www.canadagooses.co.nl/
33. http://www.ugg-boots-uggs.co.uk/
34. http://www.nikeair-max.it/
35. http://www.louis-vuitton-pas-cher.fr/
36. http://www.swarovski-jewelry.in.net/
37. http://www.rayban--occhiali.it/
38. http://www.cheapweddingdresses.org.uk/
39. http://www.barbour-jackets.org.uk/
40. http://www.canadagoose--jackets.ca/
41. http://www.pandora--charms.org.uk/
42. http://www.canada-goose-outlet.us.com/
43. http://www.canadagoose-paschere.fr/
44. http://www.barbour.us.org/
45. http://www.marcjacobs.us.org/
46. http://www.doudoune-monclerpascher.fr/
47. http://www.moncler--outlet.it/
48. http://www.borse--gucci.it/
49. http://www.thomas-sabo-uk.org.uk/
50. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.com.co/
51. http://www.canada-goose.me.uk/
52. http://www.moncler.org.uk/
53. http://www.canada-goose-jackets.us.com/
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First day-only sales limiting single player videogames (2016-01-13 19:34)

The used games market is always a hot topic amongst developers and publishers who don’t get a cut of any
pre-owned sales. Frontier Development’s David Braben argues that the used games business has effectively killed
off the single-player focused endeavor, and he believes that not only are used games pushing more games to focus
on a multiplayer setting, but he thinks those used games are helping to inflate prices on titles as studios seek ways
to recoup lost revenues.

"The real problem when you think about it brutally, if you look at just core gamer games, pre-owned has re-
ally killed core games," reflected Braben. "In some cases, it’s killed them dead. I know publishers who have stopped
games in development because most shops won’t reorder stock after initial release, because they rely on the churn
from the re-sales."

"It’s killing single player games in particular, because they will get pre-owned, and it means your day one
sales are it, making them super high risk. I mean, the idea of a game selling out used to be a good thing, but
nowadays, those people who buy it on day one may well finish it and return it."

"People will say ’Oh well, I paid all this money and it’s mine to do with as I will’, but the problem is that’s
what’s keeping the retail price up – prices would have come down long ago if the industry was getting a share of the
resells."

Braben, who has worked on titles like Elite and Kinectimals, is currently facing a crisis on his current title, The
Outsider. The game is heavily invested in single player story mechanics, but Braben remains somewhat skeptical of
the current development landscape.

"Developers and publishers need that revenue to be able to keep doing high production value games, and so
we keep seeing fewer and fewer of them."

If anything, there appear to be signs that some studios are simply, if not begrudgingly, moving to the mobile
gaming space, where used-game sales simply do not exist. Braben has acknowledged that his studio is working on
new IP specifically for mobile.

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:11:34)
[1]oakley sunglasses, [2]kate spade outlet, [3]jordan shoes, [4]prada handbags, [5]oakley sunglasses, [6]longchamp outlet,
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[7]hollister pas cher, [8]converse pas cher, [9]nike air max, [10]nike roshe run uk, [11]kate spade, [12]hogan outlet, [13]nike
free run, [14]true religion outlet, [15]ray ban uk, [16]north face, [17]replica handbags, [18]burberry pas cher, [19]coach outlet,
[20]new balance, [21]true religion outlet, [22]nike air max uk, [23]hollister uk, [24]polo lacoste, [25]nike air max uk, [26]nike
free uk, [27]oakley pas cher, [28]air max, [29]true religion outlet, [30]michael kors pas cher, [31]nike air force, [32]michael
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[50]true religion jeans
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49. http://www.mulberryhandbagsoutlet.co.uk/
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50. http://www.truereligioninc.in.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:15:16)
[1]herve leger, [2]hollister clothing, [3]mac cosmetics, [4]instyler, [5]nike trainers uk, [6]lululemon, [7]iphone cases, [8]tim-
berland boots, [9]beats by dre, [10]s6 case, [11]wedding dresses, [12]bottega veneta, [13]p90x workout, [14]reebok outlet,
[15]asics running shoes, [16]ferragamo shoes, [17]iphone 6s plus cases, [18]hermes belt, [19]ipad cases, [20]vans outlet,
[21]north face outlet, [22]iphone 6 plus cases, [23]mcm handbags, [24]iphone 6 cases, [25]jimmy choo outlet, [26]nike air max,
[27]ralph lauren, [28]north face outlet, [29]soccer jerseys, [30]giuseppe zanotti outlet, [31]new balance shoes, [32]mont blanc
pens, [33]celine handbags, [34]iphone 6s cases, [35]oakley, [36]insanity workout, [37]abercrombie and fitch, [38]louboutin,
[39]longchamp uk, [40]nike huaraches, [41]valentino shoes, [42]babyliss, [43]iphone 5s cases, [44]hollister, [45]ghd hair,
[46]chi flat iron, [47]nfl jerseys, [48]baseball bats, [49]nike roshe run, [50]soccer shoes
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40. http://www.nike-air-huarache.co.uk/
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44. http://www.hollister-abercrombie.es/
45. http://www.ghdhairstraighteners.me.uk/
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47. http://www.cheap-nfljersey.in.net/
48. http://www.baseball-bats.us/
49. http://www.nikerosherun.net/
50. http://www.soccer--shoes.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:17:03)
[1]converse, [2]canada goose, [3]louis vuitton, [4]converse outlet, [5]vans, [6]moncler outlet, [7]moncler, [8]pandora jewelry,
[9]toms shoes, [10]replica watches, [11]lancel, [12]hollister, [13]montre pas cher, [14]juicy couture outlet, [15]swarovski,
[16]karen millen uk, [17]moncler, [18]ugg,ugg australia,ugg italia, [19]moncler, [20]links of london, [21]pandora jewelry,
[22]canada goose jackets, [23]louis vuitton, [24]ugg pas cher, [25]ugg,uggs,uggs canada, [26]supra shoes, [27]coach outlet,
[28]ugg, [29]moncler outlet, [30]hollister, [31]pandora charms, [32]canada goose, [33]ugg uk, [34]nike air max, [35]louis
vuitton, [36]swarovski crystal, [37]ray ban, [38]wedding dresses, [39]barbour uk, [40]canada goose outlet, [41]pandora uk,
[42]canada goose outlet, [43]canada goose, [44]barbour, [45]marc jacobs, [46]doudoune moncler, [47]moncler, [48]gucci,
[49]thomas sabo, [50]juicy couture outlet, [51]canada goose uk, [52]moncler uk, [53]canada goose outlet
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The establishment is scared of Donald Trump (2016-01-15 19:58)

To Republicans who are livid, fearful, anxious and/or unhappy about the prospect of a Donald Trump nomination and
a Donald Trump presidency, consider this.

He claims his wealth allows him to self-fund, putting him in a position to downsize and de-corporatize crony
government in a way unrivaled in political history. It takes about $1 billion to run – and win – the presidency, and
fundraising normally occupies much of the candidates’ time. To get that kind of money, the average candidate
spends time courting and currying favor with "special interests." This means unions, environmentalists, corporate
welfare-ists and others give money and, in exchange, expect their interests to be at the very least listened to, if not
carried out once in office.

For example, rich, profitable corporations such as Boeing and Royal Dutch Shell have, over the years, received
billions of dollars in tax subsidies. Some of the money comes straight from federal grants, with most of the money
coming from state and local governments in the form of tax credits or abatements, or for "training" their employees
– something they can and should do with their own darn money. Money-losing boondoggles like Amtrak defy logic,
common sense, and Economics 101 by still receiving billions from taxpayers. Government unions and government
agencies, just like private corporate interests, grease the palms of politicians.

One of the prime reasons for the housing meltdown was the power and influence of government-sponsored
entities like FreddieMac and FannieMae, both of which, over the years, gave millions of dollars to the very politicians
who supposedly were overseeing them.

Dairy producers are guaranteed a profit through taxpayer giveaways to mostly wealthy producers. A program
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that began during the Great Depression persisted and grew bigger, disproportionally benefiting wealthy producers
and artificially jacking up the price of milk. Same with sugar. We subsidize a handful of wealthy sugar producers,
guaranteeing them a profit – while artificially boosting the wholesale price of sugar in the U.S., making it more than
double the average price in the rest of the world.

Ethanol is a completely unnecessary product produced by manufacturers who get taxpayer incentives to con-
tinue making the stuff. Because ethanol produced in the U.S. is made from corn, it crowds out land that would
otherwise be used for other crops, artificially jacking up their prices, too. And it reduces the corn available for sale
as animal feed, increasing the production costs for meat, poultry, dairy and eggs.

Right now, billionaire Sheldon Adelson is reportedly deciding whether to back Marco Rubio or Ted Cruz. In
the last election cycle, he gave $15 million to the candidacy of Newt Gingrich. In exchange for his millions, do you
think Adelson would expect a President Rubio or a President Cruz to return his calls? Years ago during the so-called
Keating Five scandal, a reporter asked banker Charles Keating, a man at the center of the controversy, whether he
thought the money he gave politicians bought influence. He replied, "I certainly hope so."

Because of Trump something may finally get done about our borders, "catch and release," sanctuary cities
and so-called birthright citizenship. A lot of influential Republican-supporting big businesses – whose money Trump
doesn’t need – want cheap labor. That alone makes his candidacy important.

As to minority voters, one poll – and it may be an outlier – last September found that in a hypothetical head-
to-head against Hillary Clinton, Trump would get the support of 25 percent of the 100 voters who identified
themselves as black – four times the amount Mitt Romney received. And, despite his "hostility" to Hispanics, the
same poll found Trump getting about as much of their support – 31 percent – as did Romney.

Yes, Trump takes a lot of dumb, populist positions. His attack on free trade is Bernie Sanders-like. His support
for the Supreme Court’s Kelo decision, which allows government to take land from a private owner to be used by a
different private owner for private, for-profit purposes, is also flat-out wrong. But he spent his career making money,
not analyzing policy positions. Advice to Trump’s Republican detractors: If he becomes the guy, make him better on
substance.

Urge him to hire the best and the brightest. Imagine a Secretary of State John Bolton. Or a Secretary of Defense David
Petraeus. Or a secretary of treasury like the American Enterprise Institute economist Stephen Moore.Americans pay
$2 trillion a year on regulations, according to Sen. James Lankford, R-Okla. Many of these regulations are completely
unnecessary but persist because large corporations want them and make contributions to shape and perpetuate
them. While regulations cost money, they also create a barrier to entry by new competitors.

Trump could do something about this merry-go-round. He doesn’t need their money to run – and win.

Republicans should make him a better candidate – not change his style, which voters find refreshing, enter-
taining, even endearing, but change his policy positions. Urge him to take more of a policy-principled, low-tax,
light-regulation, free-trade stance. Ronald Reagan evolved from a left-wing Hollywood unionist into, well, Ronald
Reagan.

So could Trump.
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movie review: much ado about nothing (2016-01-16 11:55)

Kenneth Branagh returns to the high and, for him, safe ground of Shakespeare with Much Ado About Nothing, a

spirited, winningly acted rendition of one of the Bard’s most popular comedies.

Film is continuously enjoyable from its action-filled opening to the dazzling final shot. Only real drawback is pic’s

visual quality, which is unaccountably undistinguished, even ugly, especially considering the sun-drenched Tuscan

location.
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All should be well in the domain of Leonato (Richard Briers): the righteous Don Pedro (Denzel Washington) helps

young Claudio (Robert Sean Leonard) woo and win Leonato’s lovely daughter Hero (Kate Beckinsale), while the

proudly unmarried Benedick (Branagh) and the feisty Beatrice (Emma Thompson) trade barbs with such zest their

teaming is inevitable. But the fly in the ointment is the sulky, jealous Don John (Keanu Reeves), who falsely convinces

Claudio of Hero’s unfaithfulness on the eve of their wedding.

Branagh and Thompson bring appealing intelligence and verbal snap to their ongoing sparring. Looking almost as

weird as Beetlejuice, Michael Keaton delivers a very alert, surprising turn as the malapropping constable Dogberry.
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Voters really like Donald Trump (2016-01-19 23:23)

Most Republicans running for president have only one idea: Be like Reagan!
Unfortunately, they seem to remember nothing about Reagan apart from the media-created caricature of a slightly
addled old man who somehow mesmerized an imbecilic public with his sunny optimism.
Jeb! goes around saying, "I believe we’re on the verge of the greatest time to be alive."
Marco Rubio answered a question in the first debate about God and veterans, saying: "Well, first, let me say I think
God has blessed us. He has blessed the Republican Party with some very good candidates. ... And I believe God has
blessed our country. This country has been extraordinarily blessed. And we have honored that blessing. And that’s
why God has continued to bless us."
John Kasich responded to a question at the New Hampshire presidential forum about why he was running, saying:
"Well, Jack, look, we’re all – we – I’ve received blessings. Most of us here have been very, very blessed, and when you
get that way, you have to figure out what your purpose is in life to make the world a little better place."
They all sound like Barney, the purple dinosaur, singing, "I love you, you love me!"
The other problem with the Be Reagan strategy is: It’s not 1980 anymore. Reagan’s election is as far away today as
the defeat of Hitler was then.
Gov. Scott Walker’s answer to whether he’d invade Iraq, knowing "what you know today," was: "I’d point out that in
the overall issue of foreign policy, I’d say in my lifetime, the most impressive president when it came to foreign policy
was a governor from California."
What does that even mean? Is he going to invade Grenada, fund the Contras and put missiles in Western Europe?
Back in 1996, when Bob Dole said, "I’m willing to be another Ronald Reagan, if that’s what you want," at least people
laughed.
When Moammar Gadhafi was under siege in 2011, Rick Santorum said: "Ronald Reagan bombed Libya. If you want
to be Reaganesque, the path is clear."
On the other hand, in the quarter century since Reagan bombed Libya, Bush invaded Iraq, prompting Gadhafi to end
hisWMDprogram, invite in U.N. weapons inspectors, and pay the families of the Lockerbie bombing victims $8million
apiece.
Nonetheless, "bomb Libya" is exactly what our feckless commander in chief did. Obama sent American troops to
participate in the NATO bombing of Libya – which helped oust Gadhafi, which led to Islamic lunatics running the
country, which led to the murder of four Americans, including our ambassador, in 2012, and the refugees flooding
Europe today.
Formulaic applications of Reagan’s policies from the 1980s don’t always work the same way they did in the 1980s.
(Similarly, Duran Duran’s new single was kind of a dud.) I used "What Would Reagan Do?" as a joke back in 2005;
these guys think it’s an actual governing philosophy.
When Reagan was running (three and a half decades ago), there was a real fight in the Republican Party over abortion,
the Equal Rights Amendment, guns and foreign policy. Reagan had to face down elements in his own party to be
pro-life, anti-ERA, pro-gun and to pursue an aggressive anti-Soviet foreign policy.
Reagan won. It’s over. The ERA is gone. The Soviet Union is gone. The GOP is unquestionably the party of life and the
Second Amendment. (If only fetuses could get their hands on a gun!)
Ever since the hero of 9/11, Rudy Giuliani, couldn’t get out of the starting gate in his presidential bid because he was
pro-abortion and anti-gun, no serious Republican candidate is ever going to waver on those two issues again.
So why did Marco Rubio find it necessary to stress that he opposed abortion even in cases of rape and incest at the
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first GOP presidential debate? Did he not live through that whole Todd Akin thing, like the rest of us?
Today, the fight in the Republican Party isn’t over abortion, guns or the Sandinistas; the dividing line is immigration.
Will we continue to be the United States, or will we become another failed Latin American state?
On this, it’s Donald Trump (and the people) vs. everyone else.
Trump announced his presidential campaign by talking about Mexican rapists. Immigration is the only policy paper
he’s put out so far – and he’s been crushing the polls. He got his one sustained standing ovation from 20,000 cheering
fans in Dallas Monday night when he talked about stopping illegal immigration.
But James B. Stewart gasses on in The New York Times about Trump’s "namecalling, personal attacks and one-liners
that have vaulted him to the top of the polls." In the entire article, Stewart never mentions immigration.
Perhaps some minority of people will vote for Trump because of his personality. But I notice that it’s his position on
immigration that gets thousands of people leaping to their feet.
Themediawill talk about anything but Trump’s specific, detailed policies on immigration – all while claiming he doesn’t
have any "policy details." The very fact that the entire media – including most of the conservative commentariat –
obdurately refuse to acknowledge the popularity of Trump’s immigration plans is exactly why Trump is exploding in
the polls.
Trump isn’t trying to imitate anyone. He’s leading on the seminal issue of our time while the rest of the field practices
looking optimistic in front of the mirror.
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President gets fast track unlimited war (2016-01-25 23:49)

While the Washington snowstorm dominated news coverage this week, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell
was operating behind the scenes to rush through the Senate what may be the most massive transfer of power from
the Legislative to the Executive branch in our history. The senior Senator from Kentucky is scheming, along with Sen.
Lindsey Graham, to bypass normal Senate procedure to fast-track legislation to grant the president the authority to
wage unlimited war for as long as he or his successors may wish.

The legislation makes the unconstitutional Iraq War authorization of 2002 look like a walk in the park. It will
allow this president and future presidents to wage war against ISIS without restrictions on time, geographic scope,
or the use of ground troops. It is a completely open-ended authorization for the president to use the military as he
wishes for as long as he (or she) wishes. Even President Obama has expressed concern over how willing Congress is
to hand him unlimited power to wage war.

President Obama has already far surpassed even his predecessor, George W. Bush, in taking the country to
war without even the fig leaf of an authorization. In 2011 the president invaded Libya, overthrew its government,
and oversaw the assassination of its leader, without even bothering to ask for Congressional approval. Instead of
impeachment, which he deserved for the disastrous Libya invasion, Congress said nothing. House Republicans only
managed to bring the subject up when they thought they might gain political points exploiting the killing of U.S.
Ambassador Chris Stevens in Benghazi.

It is becoming more clear that Washington plans to expand its war in the Middle East. Last week the media
reported that the U.S. military had taken over an air base in eastern Syria, and Defense Secretary Ashton Carter said
that the U.S. would send in the 101st Airborne Division to retake Mosul in Iraq and to attack ISIS headquarters in
Raqqa, Syria. Then on Saturday, Vice President Joe Biden said that if the upcoming peace talks in Geneva are not
successful, the U.S. is prepared for a massive military intervention in Syria. Such an action would likely place the
U.S. military face to face with the Russian military, whose assistance was requested by the Syrian government. In
contrast, we must remember that the U.S. military is operating in Syria in violation of international law.

The prospects of such an escalation are not all that far-fetched. At the insistence of Saudi Arabia and with
U.S. backing, the representatives of the Syrian opposition at the Geneva peace talks will include members of the
Army of Islam, which has fought with al-Qaeda in Syria. Does anyone expect these kinds of people to compromise?
Isn’t al-Qaeda supposed to be our enemy?

The purpose of the Legislative branch of our government is to restrict the Executive branch’s power. The
Founders understood that an all-powerful king who could wage war at will was the greatest threat to life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness. That is why they created a people’s branch, the Congress, to prevent the emergence of an
all-powerful autocrat to drag the country to endless war. Sadly, Congress is surrendering its power to declare war.
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Half-of non-trump voters would support him in general election (2016-01-31 21:07)

As the story goes, Donald Trump could win a general election because his political appeal extends beyond traditional
Republican voting blocs. He would attract certain types of Democrats, we’re told, and he’d turn out large numbers
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of low-propensity voters who’ve become totally disenchanted with the system. There is some truth to each of those
claims, and the GOP would be wise to glean some lessons from the rise of Trumpism. The problem with this electoral
calculus, however, is that even if Trump peels off discrete slivers of Democrats and manages to bring some significant
mass of new voters into the fray, the math still doesn’t add up. His favorability rating among Democrats – and more
importantly, among independents – is horrific. A few data points, via Gallup, Pew Research, and the Huffington Post’s
polling average:

As I’ve argued in the past, universal name recognition is almost always an asset for politicians – but a candi-
date runs into (insurmountable?) trouble when everyone holds an opinion about him or her, and that verdict
is slanted decidedly in the negative direction. This also helps illustrate why Hillary Clinton’s support is so flimsy:
Virtually everybody in America knows who she is, and most people don’t like or trust her. Setting aside his awful
showing among Democrats and independents, Trump also faces a significant problem among Republican voters.
A new poll from Bloomberg suggests that the anyone-but-Trump phenomenon among many righties isn’t merely
anecdotal. This is a real problem for him:

Donald Trump maintains a dominant lead among Republican primary voters across the nation, with Senator
Marco Rubio and Senator Ted Cruz effectively tied for a distant second place, according to a Bloomberg Politics poll
released Wednesday. The poll of 1,020 likely Republican primary voters, conducted online by Purple Strategies from
January 22-26, found Trump leading with 34 percent. Rubio grabbed 14 percent and Cruz 12 percent, a 2-point
difference that falls within the poll’s margin of error of plus-or-minus 3.1 points. No other candidate registered in
double digits...Only 50 percent of Republican primary voters who backed other candidates said they would vote for
Trump if he became the Republican presidential nominee. The bulk of the remainder pledged they would vote for the
Democratic nominee (13 percent); write in another candidate (13 percent); or skip voting altogether (5 percent)...51
percent of Republicans who didn’t pick Trump cited his temperament as the reason why, while 31 percent agreed
that he "insults women, minorities and other groups." Nearly a quarter of the non-Trump group called him "an
embarrassment to the Republican party."

As is so often the case, this survey contains great news for Trump backers within the narrower context of the
GOP primary, but is filled with bad omens for the general election. The Donald’s support outpaces that of his two
closest competitors (Rubio and Cruz) combined nationally, but among Republican voters who don’t favor Trump,
only half of them say they’d pull the lever for him in November. Some would defect to the Democrats, others would
vote third party or write in someone else, and still others would simply stay home. Mitt Romney narrowly won
independents in 2012, but still lost the election to Barack Obama. (As a narrative-busting aside, Romney also won
more votes than John McCain, carried the white vote by the same margin as Reagan in 1980, and won the same
percentage of self-described conservatives – who turned out as a record percentage of the electorate last cycle – as
Reagan did in the 1984 landslide. And he lost). Just like much of Trump’s appeal is visceral, rather than policy-based,
this poll demonstrates that the same applies to his opposition within center-right circles. His GOP-leaning detractors
cite his temperament and propensity toward insults as top reasons why they’d refuse to back him in a general
election. His petty feuding resulting in a debate no-show probably only intensifies those opinions. People aren’t
likely to warm up to a guy whom they view as "an embarrassment," candidly. In short, if Trump loses independents,
maybe badly, and also sheds a significant share of traditional Republican voters, the notion that he could offset those
deficits by producing millions upon millions of magical new voters looks like a desperate fantasy, not a plausible
strategy.

Of course, we’re not even sure whether Trump can actually deliver throngs of new primary voters, a proposi-
tion that will be tested very soon. On one hand, people have consistently underestimated the celebrity mogul
throughout this process (myself included), and his strong supporters evince a level of loyalty that indicates they will
show up and vote. He draws the biggest crowds in the race by far, with the possible exception of Bernie Sanders,
which isn’t insignificant. There’s also evidence that Republicans are registering new voters in Iowa at a faster clip
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this year than in 2012 (though not as quickly as you might think), and it’s not unreasonable to conclude that Trump
deserves a fair amount of the credit for that. But if Trump’s low-engagement supporters – a sizable group that’s
separate from his hardcore base – end up remaining disengaged when it comes to trudging to polling places to
caucus or vote, he’ll significantly under-perform his polling numbers. Case in point, via CBS News:

Cruz performs better among Republicans who have voted in state primary elections before, leading that group
by 5 percentage points over Trump. His supporters are very high among those who haven’t taken part in party
elections: He receives 44 percent of support among Republicans who have voted in just the general election and
50 percent support among independents who say they are planning to attend the Republican caucus. Rubio is the
second most successful candidate among non-primary GOP voters, getting 20 percent of their support.

That’s a description of the latest Monmouth poll, which adjusted its potential outcomes based on three turnout
models – each of which is higher than the 2012 benchmark of 122,000 GOP caucus-goers:
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25. http://www.uggs-outlet.in.net/
26. http://www.longchamp-outlet.in.net/
27. http://www.cheapuggboots.in.net/
28. http://www.louisvuitton-outlet-online.org/
29. http://www.oakleysunglasses.us.com/
30. http://www.prada-outlet.in.net/
31. http://www.tiffany-and-co.us.com/
32. http://www.ray-ban-sunglass.us.com/
33. http://www.nike-freerun.com/
34. http://www.louis-vuittonhandbags.org/
35. http://www.cheap-uggs.in.net/
36. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-store.us.com/
37. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.com/
38. http://www.oakleysunglasses.com.co/
39. http://www.uggs.us.com/
40. http://www.chanelhandbags.ar.com/
41. http://www.outletonline-michaelkors.com/
42. http://www.rayban-sunglass.us.com/
43. http://www.christianlouboutin-outlet.in.net/
44. http://www.rayban--sunglasses.org/
45. http://www.louisvuitton-outlets.org/
46. http://www.burberryoutlet-store.us.com/
47. http://www.polo-ralph-lauren-outlet.us.com/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:13:20)
[1]ray ban pas cher, [2]sac vanessa bruno, [3]coach outlet store online, [4]ralph lauren uk, [5]michael kors, [6]coach purses,
[7]hollister pas cher, [8]converse pas cher, [9]nike air max, [10]nike roshe run uk, [11]kate spade, [12]hogan outlet, [13]nike
free run, [14]true religion outlet, [15]ray ban uk, [16]north face, [17]replica handbags, [18]burberry pas cher, [19]coach outlet,
[20]new balance, [21]true religion outlet, [22]nike air max uk, [23]hollister uk, [24]polo lacoste, [25]nike air max uk, [26]nike
free uk, [27]oakley pas cher, [28]air max, [29]true religion outlet, [30]michael kors pas cher, [31]nike air force, [32]michael
kors outlet, [33]nike roshe, [34]jordan pas cher, [35]michael kors, [36]vans pas cher, [37]lululemon canada, [38]nike tn,
[39]timberland pas cher, [40]polo ralph lauren, [41]nike blazer pas cher, [42]abercrombie and fitch uk, [43]louboutin pas cher,
[44]longchamp pas cher, [45]north face uk, [46]sac longchamp pas cher, [47]sac hermes, [48]guess pas cher, [49]mulberry uk,
[50]true religion jeans

1. http://www.lunette-rayban-pas-cher.fr/
2. http://www.sac-vanessa-bruno.fr/
3. http://www.coachoutletstoreonline.jp.net/
4. http://www.ralphlauren-outlet.co.uk/
5. http://www.michaelkorshandbags-uk.org.uk/
6. http://www.coachpurse.in.net/
7. http://www.hollister-abercrombiefitch.fr/
8. http://www.converse-pas-cher.fr/
9. http://www.nike-airmax-pas-cher.fr/
10. http://www.nike-roshe-run.org.uk/
11. http://www.katespade-handbags.in.net/
12. http://www.scarpehogan--outlet.it/
13. http://www.nikefreerun.fr/
14. http://www.truereligionoutlets.in.net/
15. http://www.rayban-sunglasses.me.uk/
16. http://www.the-north-face.fr/
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17. http://www.coachfactory-outletonline.in.net/
18. http://www.sac-burberry-pascher.fr/
19. http://www.coachoutlet-online.in.net/
20. http://www.newbalancesoldes.fr/
21. http://www.truereligionsale.in.net/
22. http://www.nikeairmax.org.uk/
23. http://www.hollistersale.org.uk/
24. http://www.polo-lacoste-pascher.fr/
25. http://www.nike--airmax.co.uk/
26. http://www.nike-free-run.org.uk/
27. http://www.lunette-oakley-pascher.fr/
28. http://www.nikeair-max.fr/
29. http://www.true-religion-jeans.in.net/
30. http://www.sac-michaelkors-pascher.fr/
31. http://www.nikeair-force.fr/
32. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-canada.ca/
33. http://www.nike-roshe-run.fr/
34. http://www.airjordanpas-cher.fr/
35. http://www.michael--korsoutlet.ca/
36. http://www.vanspas-cher.fr/
37. http://www.lululemon-outlet-canada.ca/
38. http://www.niketnrequin-pascher.fr/
39. http://www.timberland-paschere.fr/
40. http://www.poloralphlauren-pascher.fr/
41. http://www.nikeblazerpaschere.fr/
42. http://www.abercrombie-and-fitch.org.uk/
43. http://www.louboutin-pas-chere.fr/
44. http://www.sac--longchamps.fr/
45. http://www.thenorth--face.co.uk/
46. http://www.sac-longchamp-pas-cher.fr/
47. http://www.sachermes.fr/
48. http://www.sac-guesspascher.fr/
49. http://www.mulberryhandbagsoutlet.co.uk/
50. http://www.truereligioninc.in.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:15:02)
[1]herve leger, [2]hollister clothing, [3]mac cosmetics, [4]instyler, [5]nike trainers uk, [6]lululemon, [7]iphone cases, [8]tim-
berland boots, [9]beats by dre, [10]s6 case, [11]wedding dresses, [12]bottega veneta, [13]p90x workout, [14]reebok outlet,
[15]asics running shoes, [16]ferragamo shoes, [17]iphone 6s plus cases, [18]hermes belt, [19]ipad cases, [20]vans outlet,
[21]north face outlet, [22]iphone 6 plus cases, [23]mcm handbags, [24]iphone 6 cases, [25]jimmy choo outlet, [26]nike air max,
[27]ralph lauren, [28]north face outlet, [29]soccer jerseys, [30]giuseppe zanotti outlet, [31]new balance shoes, [32]mont blanc
pens, [33]celine handbags, [34]iphone 6s cases, [35]oakley, [36]insanity workout, [37]abercrombie and fitch, [38]louboutin,
[39]longchamp uk, [40]nike huaraches, [41]valentino shoes, [42]babyliss, [43]iphone 5s cases, [44]hollister, [45]ghd hair,
[46]chi flat iron, [47]nfl jerseys, [48]baseball bats, [49]nike roshe run, [50]soccer shoes

1. http://www.herveleger.us/
2. http://www.hollister-clothing-store.us.com/
3. http://www.mac-cosmetics.us.com/
4. http://www.instylerionicstyler.us.com/
5. http://www.nike-trainers.org.uk/
6. http://www.lululemonoutlets.in.net/
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7. http://www.iphone-cases.in.net/
8. http://www.timberlandboots.ar.com/
9. http://www.beatsbydrdreheadphones.in.net/
10. http://www.samsunggalaxys6cases.us.com/
11. http://www.cheap-wedding-dresses.org/
12. http://www.bottegaveneta-handbagsoutlet.com/
13. http://www.p90x-workout.us.com/
14. http://www.reebok-outlet.in.net/
15. http://www.asicso.com/
16. http://www.ferragamo-shoes.net/
17. http://www.iphone6spluscases.us.com/
18. http://www.hermesbirkinbags.com.co/
19. http://www.ipadcases.us.com/
20. http://www.vans-shoes-outlet.com/
21. http://www.the-northfaceoutlet.us.com/
22. http://www.iphone6pluscases.in.net/
23. http://www.mcmhandbags.org/
24. http://www.iphone6cases.us.com/
25. http://www.jimmychoo-shoes.us.com/
26. http://www.nike-airmax.nl/
27. http://www.ralph--lauren.it/
28. http://www.the-north-face.in.net/
29. http://www.soccerjerseys.com.co/
30. http://www.giuseppe-zanotti.in.net/
31. http://www.newbalance-shoes.in.net/
32. http://www.montblanc-pens.us.com/
33. http://www.celine-handbags.org/
34. http://www.iphone6scases.us.com/
35. http://www.occhiali-oakley.it/
36. http://www.insanityworkout.in.net/
37. http://www.abercrombieand-fitch.us.com/
38. http://www.christian--louboutin.it/
39. http://www.longchampbags.org.uk/
40. http://www.nike-air-huarache.co.uk/
41. http://www.valentino-shoes.us.com/
42. http://www.babyliss.in.net/
43. http://www.iphone5scases.us.com/
44. http://www.hollister-abercrombie.es/
45. http://www.ghdhairstraighteners.me.uk/
46. http://www.chiflatiron.cn.com/
47. http://www.cheap-nfljersey.in.net/
48. http://www.baseball-bats.us/
49. http://www.nikerosherun.net/
50. http://www.soccer--shoes.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:16:36)
[1]converse, [2]canada goose, [3]louis vuitton, [4]converse outlet, [5]vans, [6]moncler outlet, [7]moncler, [8]pandora jewelry,
[9]toms shoes, [10]replica watches, [11]lancel, [12]hollister, [13]montre pas cher, [14]juicy couture outlet, [15]swarovski,
[16]karen millen uk, [17]moncler, [18]ugg,ugg australia,ugg italia, [19]moncler, [20]links of london, [21]pandora jewelry,
[22]canada goose jackets, [23]louis vuitton, [24]ugg pas cher, [25]ugg,uggs,uggs canada, [26]supra shoes, [27]coach outlet,
[28]ugg, [29]moncler outlet, [30]hollister, [31]pandora charms, [32]canada goose, [33]ugg uk, [34]nike air max, [35]louis
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vuitton, [36]swarovski crystal, [37]ray ban, [38]wedding dresses, [39]barbour uk, [40]canada goose outlet, [41]pandora uk,
[42]canada goose outlet, [43]canada goose, [44]barbour, [45]marc jacobs, [46]doudoune moncler, [47]moncler, [48]gucci,
[49]thomas sabo, [50]juicy couture outlet, [51]canada goose uk, [52]moncler uk, [53]canada goose outlet

1. http://www.converse-allstar.it/
2. http://www.canada--goose.se/
3. http://www.borse-louis-vuitton.it/
4. http://www.converse--shoes.com/
5. http://www.vansscarpe.it/
6. http://www.monclerjackets.us.org/
7. http://www.moncleronline-shop.de/
8. http://www.pandorajewelrys.us.com/
9. http://www.toms--shoes.net/
10. http://www.replica--watches.co.uk/
11. http://www.saclancelpascher.fr/
12. http://www.abercrombiehollister.it/
13. http://www.montrespas-cher.fr/
14. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.jp.net/
15. http://www.swarovski.me.uk/
16. http://www.karenmillen.me.uk/
17. http://www.moncler.co.nl/
18. http://www.ugg--australia.it/
19. http://www.moncler.org.es/
20. http://www.linksoflondon.me.uk/
21. http://www.pandora-jewelry.us.com/
22. http://www.canadagoose.net.co/
23. http://www.louis-vuitton-handbags.co.uk/
24. http://www.bottesugg-pas-cher.fr/
25. http://www.uggs-canada.ca/
26. http://www.supra--shoes.com/
27. http://coachofficialsite.blog.com/
28. http://www.ugg-pas-cher.fr/
29. http://www.moncleroutlet.com.co/
30. http://www.hollister--canada.ca/
31. http://www.pandora--charms.in.net/
32. http://www.canadagooses.co.nl/
33. http://www.ugg-boots-uggs.co.uk/
34. http://www.nikeair-max.it/
35. http://www.louis-vuitton-pas-cher.fr/
36. http://www.swarovski-jewelry.in.net/
37. http://www.rayban--occhiali.it/
38. http://www.cheapweddingdresses.org.uk/
39. http://www.barbour-jackets.org.uk/
40. http://www.canadagoose--jackets.ca/
41. http://www.pandora--charms.org.uk/
42. http://www.canada-goose-outlet.us.com/
43. http://www.canadagoose-paschere.fr/
44. http://www.barbour.us.org/
45. http://www.marcjacobs.us.org/
46. http://www.doudoune-monclerpascher.fr/
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47. http://www.moncler--outlet.it/
48. http://www.borse--gucci.it/
49. http://www.thomas-sabo-uk.org.uk/
50. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.com.co/
51. http://www.canada-goose.me.uk/
52. http://www.moncler.org.uk/
53. http://www.canada-goose-jackets.us.com/

2.2 February

iOS the 2nd perferred gaming platform after 3ds (2016-02-02 16:03)

Apple’s iOS may be losing market share to devices running Google’s Android, but the iPhone maker should continue
bringing in more money from games on its platforms for years to come. That’s according to a new report from DFC
Intelligence covering the global games and apps market for smartphones and tablets.

By 2018, DFC expects annual revenues from iOS games to hit $9.7 billion, compared to $2.7 billion for games
from the Google Play store. For reference, the report lists the current record for single-year mobile game revenue on
a platform as $6.6 billion, a mark reached by the Nintendo DS in 2008.

Even as Apple continues to lead the way in mobile game sales, DFC anticipates the company’s iPhone and
iPad lines to be outsold by a proliferation of Android devices. The report predicts a worldwide total of 829 million
active Android phones in 2018, compared to 265 million active iPhones. A similar disparity is projected to surface in
the tablet market. As for how Apple can grow revenues while losing market share, DFC cited the user-friendliness of
the iOS ecosystem, and the way it allows purchases to be accessed through multiple devices.

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:10:48)
[1]oakley sunglasses, [2]kate spade outlet, [3]jordan shoes, [4]prada handbags, [5]oakley sunglasses, [6]longchamp outlet,
[7]christian louboutin shoes, [8]longchamp outlet, [9]gucci handbags, [10]michael kors outlet, [11]replica watches, [12]louis
vuitton outlet, [13]michael kors outlet online, [14]louis vuitton, [15]tiffany jewelry, [16]burberry handbags, [17]christian
louboutin outlet, [18]nike air max, [19]uggs outlet, [20]oakley sunglasses wholesale, [21]polo ralph lauren outlet online,
[22]nike air max, [23]michael kors outlet, [24]nike outlet, [25]uggs on sale, [26]longchamp outlet, [27]ugg boots, [28]louis
vuitton outlet, [29]oakley sunglasses, [30]prada outlet, [31]tiffany and co, [32]ray ban sunglasses, [33]nike free, [34]louis
vuitton, [35]ugg boots, [36]michael kors outlet online, [37]michael kors outlet online, [38]cheap oakley sunglasses, [39]uggs
outlet, [40]chanel handbags, [41]michael kors outlet online, [42]ray ban sunglasses, [43]christian louboutin, [44]ray ban
sunglasses, [45]louis vuitton outlet, [46]burberry outlet, [47]polo outlet

1. http://www.oakleyvault.us.com/
2. http://www.katespadeoutlets.cc/
3. http://www.air-jordanshoes.net/
4. http://www.prada-handbags.in.net/
5. http://www.oakley--sunglasses.com.co/
6. http://www.longchamphandbagsoutlet.us.com/
7. http://www.christian-louboutin-shoes.in.net/
8. http://www.longchamphandbags.us.com/
9. http://www.guccioutlet-online.us.com/
10. http://www.michaelkors-handbags.in.net/
11. http://www.rolexreplicawatches.us.com/
12. http://www.louisvuittonoutlet-store.us.com/
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http://www.louisvuittonoutlet-store.us.com/


13. http://www.michael-korsoutlet.in.net/
14. http://www.louisvuitton.ar.com/
15. http://www.tiffanyjewelry.us.com/
16. http://www.burberry-outlet-store.us.com/
17. http://www.redbottoms.in.net/
18. http://www.nikeair-max.net/
19. http://www.uggs-outletboots.in.net/
20. http://www.oakleysunglassesoutlet.us.org/
21. http://www.polo-ralph-lauren.us.com/
22. http://www.nikeairmaxinc.net/
23. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.org/
24. http://www.nike--outlet.com/
25. http://www.uggs-outlet.in.net/
26. http://www.longchamp-outlet.in.net/
27. http://www.cheapuggboots.in.net/
28. http://www.louisvuitton-outlet-online.org/
29. http://www.oakleysunglasses.us.com/
30. http://www.prada-outlet.in.net/
31. http://www.tiffany-and-co.us.com/
32. http://www.ray-ban-sunglass.us.com/
33. http://www.nike-freerun.com/
34. http://www.louis-vuittonhandbags.org/
35. http://www.cheap-uggs.in.net/
36. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-store.us.com/
37. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.com/
38. http://www.oakleysunglasses.com.co/
39. http://www.uggs.us.com/
40. http://www.chanelhandbags.ar.com/
41. http://www.outletonline-michaelkors.com/
42. http://www.rayban-sunglass.us.com/
43. http://www.christianlouboutin-outlet.in.net/
44. http://www.rayban--sunglasses.org/
45. http://www.louisvuitton-outlets.org/
46. http://www.burberryoutlet-store.us.com/
47. http://www.polo-ralph-lauren-outlet.us.com/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:13:17)
[1]ray ban pas cher, [2]sac vanessa bruno, [3]coach outlet store online, [4]ralph lauren uk, [5]michael kors, [6]coach purses,
[7]hollister pas cher, [8]converse pas cher, [9]nike air max, [10]nike roshe run uk, [11]kate spade, [12]hogan outlet, [13]nike
free run, [14]true religion outlet, [15]ray ban uk, [16]north face, [17]replica handbags, [18]burberry pas cher, [19]coach outlet,
[20]new balance, [21]true religion outlet, [22]nike air max uk, [23]hollister uk, [24]polo lacoste, [25]nike air max uk, [26]nike
free uk, [27]oakley pas cher, [28]air max, [29]true religion outlet, [30]michael kors pas cher, [31]nike air force, [32]michael
kors outlet, [33]nike roshe, [34]jordan pas cher, [35]michael kors, [36]vans pas cher, [37]lululemon canada, [38]nike tn,
[39]timberland pas cher, [40]polo ralph lauren, [41]nike blazer pas cher, [42]abercrombie and fitch uk, [43]louboutin pas cher,
[44]longchamp pas cher, [45]north face uk, [46]sac longchamp pas cher, [47]sac hermes, [48]guess pas cher, [49]mulberry uk,
[50]true religion jeans

1. http://www.lunette-rayban-pas-cher.fr/
2. http://www.sac-vanessa-bruno.fr/
3. http://www.coachoutletstoreonline.jp.net/
4. http://www.ralphlauren-outlet.co.uk/
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http://www.burberryoutlet-store.us.com/
http://www.polo-ralph-lauren-outlet.us.com/
http://www.lunette-rayban-pas-cher.fr/
http://www.sac-vanessa-bruno.fr/
http://www.coachoutletstoreonline.jp.net/
http://www.ralphlauren-outlet.co.uk/


5. http://www.michaelkorshandbags-uk.org.uk/
6. http://www.coachpurse.in.net/
7. http://www.hollister-abercrombiefitch.fr/
8. http://www.converse-pas-cher.fr/
9. http://www.nike-airmax-pas-cher.fr/
10. http://www.nike-roshe-run.org.uk/
11. http://www.katespade-handbags.in.net/
12. http://www.scarpehogan--outlet.it/
13. http://www.nikefreerun.fr/
14. http://www.truereligionoutlets.in.net/
15. http://www.rayban-sunglasses.me.uk/
16. http://www.the-north-face.fr/
17. http://www.coachfactory-outletonline.in.net/
18. http://www.sac-burberry-pascher.fr/
19. http://www.coachoutlet-online.in.net/
20. http://www.newbalancesoldes.fr/
21. http://www.truereligionsale.in.net/
22. http://www.nikeairmax.org.uk/
23. http://www.hollistersale.org.uk/
24. http://www.polo-lacoste-pascher.fr/
25. http://www.nike--airmax.co.uk/
26. http://www.nike-free-run.org.uk/
27. http://www.lunette-oakley-pascher.fr/
28. http://www.nikeair-max.fr/
29. http://www.true-religion-jeans.in.net/
30. http://www.sac-michaelkors-pascher.fr/
31. http://www.nikeair-force.fr/
32. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-canada.ca/
33. http://www.nike-roshe-run.fr/
34. http://www.airjordanpas-cher.fr/
35. http://www.michael--korsoutlet.ca/
36. http://www.vanspas-cher.fr/
37. http://www.lululemon-outlet-canada.ca/
38. http://www.niketnrequin-pascher.fr/
39. http://www.timberland-paschere.fr/
40. http://www.poloralphlauren-pascher.fr/
41. http://www.nikeblazerpaschere.fr/
42. http://www.abercrombie-and-fitch.org.uk/
43. http://www.louboutin-pas-chere.fr/
44. http://www.sac--longchamps.fr/
45. http://www.thenorth--face.co.uk/
46. http://www.sac-longchamp-pas-cher.fr/
47. http://www.sachermes.fr/
48. http://www.sac-guesspascher.fr/
49. http://www.mulberryhandbagsoutlet.co.uk/
50. http://www.truereligioninc.in.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:14:59)
[1]herve leger, [2]hollister clothing, [3]mac cosmetics, [4]instyler, [5]nike trainers uk, [6]lululemon, [7]iphone cases, [8]tim-
berland boots, [9]beats by dre, [10]s6 case, [11]wedding dresses, [12]bottega veneta, [13]p90x workout, [14]reebok outlet,
[15]asics running shoes, [16]ferragamo shoes, [17]iphone 6s plus cases, [18]hermes belt, [19]ipad cases, [20]vans outlet,
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http://www.sac-guesspascher.fr/
http://www.mulberryhandbagsoutlet.co.uk/
http://www.truereligioninc.in.net/


[21]north face outlet, [22]iphone 6 plus cases, [23]mcm handbags, [24]iphone 6 cases, [25]jimmy choo outlet, [26]nike air max,
[27]ralph lauren, [28]north face outlet, [29]soccer jerseys, [30]giuseppe zanotti outlet, [31]new balance shoes, [32]mont blanc
pens, [33]celine handbags, [34]iphone 6s cases, [35]oakley, [36]insanity workout, [37]abercrombie and fitch, [38]louboutin,
[39]longchamp uk, [40]nike huaraches, [41]valentino shoes, [42]babyliss, [43]iphone 5s cases, [44]hollister, [45]ghd hair,
[46]chi flat iron, [47]nfl jerseys, [48]baseball bats, [49]nike roshe run, [50]soccer shoes

1. http://www.herveleger.us/
2. http://www.hollister-clothing-store.us.com/
3. http://www.mac-cosmetics.us.com/
4. http://www.instylerionicstyler.us.com/
5. http://www.nike-trainers.org.uk/
6. http://www.lululemonoutlets.in.net/
7. http://www.iphone-cases.in.net/
8. http://www.timberlandboots.ar.com/
9. http://www.beatsbydrdreheadphones.in.net/
10. http://www.samsunggalaxys6cases.us.com/
11. http://www.cheap-wedding-dresses.org/
12. http://www.bottegaveneta-handbagsoutlet.com/
13. http://www.p90x-workout.us.com/
14. http://www.reebok-outlet.in.net/
15. http://www.asicso.com/
16. http://www.ferragamo-shoes.net/
17. http://www.iphone6spluscases.us.com/
18. http://www.hermesbirkinbags.com.co/
19. http://www.ipadcases.us.com/
20. http://www.vans-shoes-outlet.com/
21. http://www.the-northfaceoutlet.us.com/
22. http://www.iphone6pluscases.in.net/
23. http://www.mcmhandbags.org/
24. http://www.iphone6cases.us.com/
25. http://www.jimmychoo-shoes.us.com/
26. http://www.nike-airmax.nl/
27. http://www.ralph--lauren.it/
28. http://www.the-north-face.in.net/
29. http://www.soccerjerseys.com.co/
30. http://www.giuseppe-zanotti.in.net/
31. http://www.newbalance-shoes.in.net/
32. http://www.montblanc-pens.us.com/
33. http://www.celine-handbags.org/
34. http://www.iphone6scases.us.com/
35. http://www.occhiali-oakley.it/
36. http://www.insanityworkout.in.net/
37. http://www.abercrombieand-fitch.us.com/
38. http://www.christian--louboutin.it/
39. http://www.longchampbags.org.uk/
40. http://www.nike-air-huarache.co.uk/
41. http://www.valentino-shoes.us.com/
42. http://www.babyliss.in.net/
43. http://www.iphone5scases.us.com/
44. http://www.hollister-abercrombie.es/
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45. http://www.ghdhairstraighteners.me.uk/
46. http://www.chiflatiron.cn.com/
47. http://www.cheap-nfljersey.in.net/
48. http://www.baseball-bats.us/
49. http://www.nikerosherun.net/
50. http://www.soccer--shoes.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:16:33)
[1]converse, [2]canada goose, [3]louis vuitton, [4]converse outlet, [5]vans, [6]moncler outlet, [7]moncler, [8]pandora jewelry,
[9]toms shoes, [10]replica watches, [11]lancel, [12]hollister, [13]montre pas cher, [14]juicy couture outlet, [15]swarovski,
[16]karen millen uk, [17]moncler, [18]ugg,ugg australia,ugg italia, [19]moncler, [20]links of london, [21]pandora jewelry,
[22]canada goose jackets, [23]louis vuitton, [24]ugg pas cher, [25]ugg,uggs,uggs canada, [26]supra shoes, [27]coach outlet,
[28]ugg, [29]moncler outlet, [30]hollister, [31]pandora charms, [32]canada goose, [33]ugg uk, [34]nike air max, [35]louis
vuitton, [36]swarovski crystal, [37]ray ban, [38]wedding dresses, [39]barbour uk, [40]canada goose outlet, [41]pandora uk,
[42]canada goose outlet, [43]canada goose, [44]barbour, [45]marc jacobs, [46]doudoune moncler, [47]moncler, [48]gucci,
[49]thomas sabo, [50]juicy couture outlet, [51]canada goose uk, [52]moncler uk, [53]canada goose outlet

1. http://www.converse-allstar.it/
2. http://www.canada--goose.se/
3. http://www.borse-louis-vuitton.it/
4. http://www.converse--shoes.com/
5. http://www.vansscarpe.it/
6. http://www.monclerjackets.us.org/
7. http://www.moncleronline-shop.de/
8. http://www.pandorajewelrys.us.com/
9. http://www.toms--shoes.net/
10. http://www.replica--watches.co.uk/
11. http://www.saclancelpascher.fr/
12. http://www.abercrombiehollister.it/
13. http://www.montrespas-cher.fr/
14. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.jp.net/
15. http://www.swarovski.me.uk/
16. http://www.karenmillen.me.uk/
17. http://www.moncler.co.nl/
18. http://www.ugg--australia.it/
19. http://www.moncler.org.es/
20. http://www.linksoflondon.me.uk/
21. http://www.pandora-jewelry.us.com/
22. http://www.canadagoose.net.co/
23. http://www.louis-vuitton-handbags.co.uk/
24. http://www.bottesugg-pas-cher.fr/
25. http://www.uggs-canada.ca/
26. http://www.supra--shoes.com/
27. http://coachofficialsite.blog.com/
28. http://www.ugg-pas-cher.fr/
29. http://www.moncleroutlet.com.co/
30. http://www.hollister--canada.ca/
31. http://www.pandora--charms.in.net/
32. http://www.canadagooses.co.nl/
33. http://www.ugg-boots-uggs.co.uk/
34. http://www.nikeair-max.it/
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35. http://www.louis-vuitton-pas-cher.fr/
36. http://www.swarovski-jewelry.in.net/
37. http://www.rayban--occhiali.it/
38. http://www.cheapweddingdresses.org.uk/
39. http://www.barbour-jackets.org.uk/
40. http://www.canadagoose--jackets.ca/
41. http://www.pandora--charms.org.uk/
42. http://www.canada-goose-outlet.us.com/
43. http://www.canadagoose-paschere.fr/
44. http://www.barbour.us.org/
45. http://www.marcjacobs.us.org/
46. http://www.doudoune-monclerpascher.fr/
47. http://www.moncler--outlet.it/
48. http://www.borse--gucci.it/
49. http://www.thomas-sabo-uk.org.uk/
50. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.com.co/
51. http://www.canada-goose.me.uk/
52. http://www.moncler.org.uk/
53. http://www.canada-goose-jackets.us.com/

ESA almost irrelevant (2016-02-05 15:35)

Two weeks ago, the Entertainment Software Association (ESA) lashed out at market research firm NPD. Most of us
know that NPD has been the primary source of industry information when it comes to games sold at retail in the
United States. The ESA hosts a conference each year that caters to retailers and allows publishers to show off their
new wares: E3. Unsurprisingly, because of their shared interest in catering to companies that generate revenue
from retail-based game sales, NPD and the ESA are long-standing partners. And the ESA honored this partnership by
publicly shaming NPD. Again.

What’s wrong with these people?

Besides the obvious insensitivity, it is comments like these that tell you how close an association like the ESA
is to becoming irrelevant. For one, the industry is changing drastically, and that should not come as news to anyone
watching over the last ten years. Today, at $75 billion across categories, the worldwide market for interactive
entertainment is more than three times larger than it was ten years ago. People now play games on a wide variety
of devices, publishers draw earnings using several new revenue models, and the process of development and
distribution has unprecedentedly low barriers to entry. But perhaps most importantly, gaming has, finally, graduated
to becoming a mainstream form of entertainment.

"The very ground that the ESA was built on is starting to crumble"

In the United States, video games represent a $24 billion industry and are now bigger than newspapers ( $21
billion), radio ( $17 billion), magazines ( $16 billion), film box office ( $11 billion) and music ( $9 billion). Of every
dollar spent on entertainment, $0.13 goes towards gaming. It is remarkable then that the best-known association
that looks after the interests of an industry that has tripled in size, has somehowmanaged to become less important.

With regards to growing share of digital revenues for game companies, the ESA states: "Scores of millions of
consumers purchase innovative content in myriad ways." That is about as vague as a statement can get. It suggests
that beyond the mandatory hyperbole, the very association that looks after one of the biggest games markets in
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the world is clueless to even quantify the market at its most basic level. Worse, according to its website, the ESA
currently has 33 members, of which only four are digital-only companies. By comparison, its counterpart in the
United Kingdom, Ukie, which represents a market that is roughly one-fifth the size of the US, counts 250 members.
And this includes many of the same names and big publishers. The ESA also tells us that nowadays consumers
are spending money via "subscription services, digital downloads, and via their mobile devices." Yet we notice an
absence of companies like Apple, Facebook, Google, Valve, Supercell and King, each of which represents a household
name in gaming and holds a vested interest in the US market.

You can’t sit with us

Last week, Electronic Arts announced that instead of buying itself a booth at E3, it had decided to leave the
show floor and will be organizing its own fan-oriented event elsewhere. After years of criticism that E3 doesn’t
provide enough coverage on game categories that lie outside of retail, now one of the majors is fleeing the nest. At
the same time, we’ve reached the peak of the current console cycle, arguably the very core of the traditional games
industry, which means that the focus in the next few years will move to mobile, PC, virtual reality and eSports.

Central to all of this, of course, is an inevitable decline of specialty retailer GameStop. While some of its digi-
tally focused assets like Kongregate continue to do well, the firm has made a clear decision to diversify its overall
retail offering with the acquisition of related businesses such as Cricket Wireless, ThinkGeek, Spring Mobile and
Simply Mac. Confronted with a decline in the number of unique physical titles released every year, dropping to under
200 in 2015, GameStop is now experimenting with becoming a publisher and partnered with Insomniac Games on
Song of the Deep. And with the holiday season behind us, we anticipate that GameStop will announce layoffs and a
reduction of its overall retail footprint during its next earnings call, possibly arguing that it is the result of a seasonal
pattern. The very ground that the ESA was built on is starting to crumble.

Step up or step off

The games industry is riddled with people that hold strong opinions. Consumers, developers, press: every-
one’s a critic. But when it comes to stepping in and advocating for a real cause, there’s a lot left to be desired.
Case-in-point: as the top trade body for the games industry, the ESA probably could have done more when the chaos
around Gamergate erupted last year. At the very least, something a bit more proactive than emailing a boilerplate
response and then only after being asked by a reporter.

"...we need true leadership, not a bunch of people ready to step on others to elevate themselves. If the ESA
finds there is not enough market transparency, it should encourage and not criticize"

As an industry researcher, I share the frustration and challenge that comes with analyzing and accurately cap-
turing what is clearly the inevitable future of interactive entertainment. But beyond my own personal fascination
and business agenda, this is also an industry that struggled for years to gain relevance with mainstream audiences.
Anyone who works in the industry, regardless of what side of the fence you’re on, has dealt with incredulity and
mockery. Now that games are finally getting the respect stakeholders have fought so long to obtain, we need true
leadership, not a bunch of people ready to step on others to elevate themselves. If the ESA finds there is not enough
market transparency, it should encourage and not criticize.

We all understand that the industry is changing and that digital is the future. And it would suit the top trade
body for the games industry to take some initiative and provide guidance. Different from ten years ago, there now
is a generation of academics and analysts who would like to see games truly evolve. In the past few years a slew
of academic programs at esteemed institutions like NYU and USC have popped up that encourage young adults to
consider a career in programming, design and development. As a colleague recently remarked: "Game developers
hone skills that are applicable across a range of industries, and not just gaming." At the same time, there still exists a
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lot of uncertainty around recently emerged categories like mobile casino games and free-to-play games that target
kids. These are all areas where a strong regulatory body could play a critical role, build relationships and find common
ground.

So, with the very foundation of the games industry shifting, I invite the ESA to step up to the plate. What we
need is leadership from an association that is in touch with the industry and cares for its constituents. Instead
of booing the ESA should be building bridges. And in return, we can help you lose the ever-stronger stench of
irrelevance.
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Sony Computer Entertainment headquarters in California now (2016-02-10 15:56)

=

"If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it" is a mantra that seemingly holds little meaning at Sony; it’s just decided to undertake
the most dramatic [1]reshuffle of its videogame business since the 1990s right in the midst of stellar sales of its most
successful home console yet. Business units will be rearranged and merged, organisation trees pruned and spliced,
and most dramatically of all, the PlayStation business’ headquarters will shift from Tokyo to California. News of the
changes has, understandably, been mostly shrouded in that special version of the English language spoken only by
corporate PR people (a dialect uniquely horrible and utterly meaningless), which has left many of the company’s
customers and even its partners wondering exactly what it all means.
In some senses, this is just tidying up. The separation between Sony Network Entertainment and Sony Computer
Entertainment was a well-intentioned one at the outset; there was a future vision which imagined that network
services, like the PlayStation Store and PlayStation Now, would eventually be something much, much larger than
the PlayStation console itself. The idea was that Sony Network Entertainment would end up being a business unit
that worked not only with SCE but with every other aspect of Sony’s business, underwriting the future success of
the company as a whole. That future might still come to pass, but things haven’t played out as originally anticipated,
partially because the company’s grand plans for network services have been undermined by the success of rivals and
partially because PlayStation has done far better than expected. As a consequence, Sony Network Entertainment
presently mostly provides services for PlayStation consoles; it makes perfect sense for it to be brought together with
the PlayStation itself. Optimistically, one can hope that removing this paper screen in the corporate structure will
also help to fix some of the lingering problems with Sony’s network systems, which are all-too-often an unreliable
negative counterpoint to its otherwise impressive hardware and software.

"one can hope that removing this paper screen in the corporate structure will also help to fix some of the lingering
problems with Sony’s network systems"

Rather more dramatic is the move from Tokyo to California - and the rather less widely reported change to the
company’s global management structure, which will seemingly see the European, US and Asian divisions of Sony
Interactive Entertainment (the new merged entity) sharing a single top-level management team. It’s not clear
whether this will have any impact on the actual independence of the regional teams - SCEE and SCEA always had
quite a surprising degree of autonomy - but a structural change like this is usually designed to reflect an intended
outcome, and in this case it’s not unreasonable to expect that the regions will be working more closely together after
the changes take effect.
What of that move to California, though? Isn’t PlayStation, like Sony itself, quite intrinsically a Japanese brand?
Aren’t many of the values and qualities of the console and its software that actually appeal to consumers down to
the fact that it’s a Japanese creation? I’ve seen those arguments and plenty of others shoot back and forth over
the Internet in the days since the announcement; and I have to confess, I have a little sympathy. In the eras of
the PlayStation and PS2 in particular, the Japanese roots of the consoles were a major selling point; the systems
became a window on to a world that was fascinatingly different, culturally and creatively, and I don’t think it’s unfair
to say that much of the subsequent success of Japanese pop culture overseas owes a debt to the gateway drug
of PlayStation. If thewhole thing is now going to be based in California, is it going to lose that cultural value somehow?

" In the eras of the PlayStation and PS2 in particular, the Japanese roots of the consoles were a major selling point;
the systems became a window on to a world that was fascinatingly different"
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Well, no; I think fearing that PlayStation’s identity will be lost in this move is a consequence of misunderstanding
what PlayStation’s identity has actually been all along. Sure, the Japanese origins of the console were a big and
important part of its DNA, but if anything, the appeal of PlayStation since the early years has been founded in Sony’s
willingness to entrust the keys to the kingdom to its overseas offices. That exhibited itself in software development -
WipEout being a key title for the first PlayStation is an early example of a tradition that went on to deliver pillars of
support to the platform from overseas developers, from God of War to Uncharted to Killzone and plenty of others
besides. It went further than that, though; Sony Computer Entertainment divisions outside Japan were trusted to
develop key technologies and services that would come to define the future of the platform, and key staff from those
overseas divisions became a part of decision-making processes at Sony in a way that has very rarely, if ever, been the
case at PlayStation’s rivals.
That’s what leaves PlayStation in the situation it’s in today - with one of the most impressively multi-national core
teams you could hope to put together to run a platform business. From Sony boss Kaz Hirai on down, top executives
on the PlayStation side of Sony speak fluent English and have extensive overseas experience; while people like SCE
(soon to be SIE) boss Andrew House and PlayStation architect Mark Cerny have come to the company from overseas
divisions, risen to enormously important positions and work seemingly seamlessly with the Japanese organisation.
That might not seem like any great shakes in some regards, but in the context of a Japanese business, it’s a big deal;
it’s indicative of a willingness on Sony’s part to really embrace the idea of being an international business, not just a
Japanese company that does some business overseas. That’s the DNA of PlayStation, more than anything else, and it
seems eminently unlikely that that’s going to change with the move of headquarters to California. It’s not like Japan
Studio, the actual source of most of Sony’s interesting Japanese titles, is going anywhere, and if Sony’s commitment
to Japanese game development wasn’t clear, consider the enormous amount of cash rustled up, upsetting every
damn budget in the company in the process, to ensure Hideo Kojima was on board after leaving Konami.

"at the moment only about one in every 18 PS4 units sold is being sold in Japan"

There will, of course, be changes; an organisational shift like this is expensive and messy, and Sony wouldn’t be both-
ering to do it if it didn’t want to see some changes. One can easily guess at one of the catalysts for the move; the
Japanese market is less and less relevant to the home console business with every passing year, and at the moment
only about one in every 18 PS4 units sold is being sold in Japan. In contrast, Vita does reasonably well in Japan, but is
an irrelevance everywhere else in the world. It’s not hard to see the argument that putting so much of the decision-
making capacity for PlayStation in the heart of a market that no longer buys home consoles has the potential to warp
perceptions and force errors. The creativity and imagination of Japanese developers is essential to PlayStation; the
country’s business environment and consumer market, by contrast, seems like an active impediment to Sony’s suc-
cess. Far better to put Sony’s videogame business overseas, where it’ll be in the same environment as Sony Pictures
and Sony Music - the media arms of the company with which it arguably has far more in common than the remaining
Japan-based divisions.
Plenty of analysts are spending plenty of time teasing out Sony’s new structure and organisational chart to try to un-
derstand what will happen to PlayStation in future; the bottom line of what I’m trying to say here i that we shouldn’t
expect very much change in the short to medium term, at least not of the kind that will be remotely apparent to
consumers. The firm may, to some degree, be ignoring exhortations not to fix what isn’t broken; but it will also be
keenly aware that PS4 is a goose that keeps laying golden eggs, and won’t be waving any knives in its vicinity where
possible (unlike the ones presently being brandished at me by the Metaphor Mixing Police). We can expect no major
changes of course for Sony’s console strategy in the next year or two; if there’s to be real fall-out from this change,
it will be in planning for the longer term, as the new management team tackle the question of what PS4’s success
means for the future of the once-presumed-dead console business.

1. http://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2016-01-26-sony-unites-playstation-and-network-operations-under-one
-division
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46. http://www.sac-longchamp-pas-cher.fr/
47. http://www.sachermes.fr/
48. http://www.sac-guesspascher.fr/
49. http://www.mulberryhandbagsoutlet.co.uk/
50. http://www.truereligioninc.in.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:14:50)
[1]herve leger, [2]hollister clothing, [3]mac cosmetics, [4]instyler, [5]nike trainers uk, [6]lululemon, [7]iphone cases, [8]tim-
berland boots, [9]beats by dre, [10]s6 case, [11]wedding dresses, [12]bottega veneta, [13]p90x workout, [14]reebok outlet,
[15]asics running shoes, [16]ferragamo shoes, [17]iphone 6s plus cases, [18]hermes belt, [19]ipad cases, [20]vans outlet,
[21]north face outlet, [22]iphone 6 plus cases, [23]mcm handbags, [24]iphone 6 cases, [25]jimmy choo outlet, [26]nike air max,
[27]ralph lauren, [28]north face outlet, [29]soccer jerseys, [30]giuseppe zanotti outlet, [31]new balance shoes, [32]mont blanc
pens, [33]celine handbags, [34]iphone 6s cases, [35]oakley, [36]insanity workout, [37]abercrombie and fitch, [38]louboutin,
[39]longchamp uk, [40]nike huaraches, [41]valentino shoes, [42]babyliss, [43]iphone 5s cases, [44]hollister, [45]ghd hair,
[46]chi flat iron, [47]nfl jerseys, [48]baseball bats, [49]nike roshe run, [50]soccer shoes
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16. http://www.ferragamo-shoes.net/
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18. http://www.hermesbirkinbags.com.co/
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20. http://www.vans-shoes-outlet.com/
21. http://www.the-northfaceoutlet.us.com/
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22. http://www.iphone6pluscases.in.net/
23. http://www.mcmhandbags.org/
24. http://www.iphone6cases.us.com/
25. http://www.jimmychoo-shoes.us.com/
26. http://www.nike-airmax.nl/
27. http://www.ralph--lauren.it/
28. http://www.the-north-face.in.net/
29. http://www.soccerjerseys.com.co/
30. http://www.giuseppe-zanotti.in.net/
31. http://www.newbalance-shoes.in.net/
32. http://www.montblanc-pens.us.com/
33. http://www.celine-handbags.org/
34. http://www.iphone6scases.us.com/
35. http://www.occhiali-oakley.it/
36. http://www.insanityworkout.in.net/
37. http://www.abercrombieand-fitch.us.com/
38. http://www.christian--louboutin.it/
39. http://www.longchampbags.org.uk/
40. http://www.nike-air-huarache.co.uk/
41. http://www.valentino-shoes.us.com/
42. http://www.babyliss.in.net/
43. http://www.iphone5scases.us.com/
44. http://www.hollister-abercrombie.es/
45. http://www.ghdhairstraighteners.me.uk/
46. http://www.chiflatiron.cn.com/
47. http://www.cheap-nfljersey.in.net/
48. http://www.baseball-bats.us/
49. http://www.nikerosherun.net/
50. http://www.soccer--shoes.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:16:28)
[1]converse, [2]canada goose, [3]louis vuitton, [4]converse outlet, [5]vans, [6]moncler outlet, [7]moncler, [8]pandora jewelry,
[9]toms shoes, [10]replica watches, [11]lancel, [12]hollister, [13]montre pas cher, [14]juicy couture outlet, [15]swarovski,
[16]karen millen uk, [17]moncler, [18]ugg,ugg australia,ugg italia, [19]moncler, [20]links of london, [21]pandora jewelry,
[22]canada goose jackets, [23]louis vuitton, [24]ugg pas cher, [25]ugg,uggs,uggs canada, [26]supra shoes, [27]coach outlet,
[28]ugg, [29]moncler outlet, [30]hollister, [31]pandora charms, [32]canada goose, [33]ugg uk, [34]nike air max, [35]louis
vuitton, [36]swarovski crystal, [37]ray ban, [38]wedding dresses, [39]barbour uk, [40]canada goose outlet, [41]pandora uk,
[42]canada goose outlet, [43]canada goose, [44]barbour, [45]marc jacobs, [46]doudoune moncler, [47]moncler, [48]gucci,
[49]thomas sabo, [50]juicy couture outlet, [51]canada goose uk, [52]moncler uk, [53]canada goose outlet

1. http://www.converse-allstar.it/
2. http://www.canada--goose.se/
3. http://www.borse-louis-vuitton.it/
4. http://www.converse--shoes.com/
5. http://www.vansscarpe.it/
6. http://www.monclerjackets.us.org/
7. http://www.moncleronline-shop.de/
8. http://www.pandorajewelrys.us.com/
9. http://www.toms--shoes.net/
10. http://www.replica--watches.co.uk/
11. http://www.saclancelpascher.fr/
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51. http://www.canada-goose.me.uk/
52. http://www.moncler.org.uk/
53. http://www.canada-goose-jackets.us.com/
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Millennials vote Republican after 40k salaries (2016-02-10 20:06)

My generation is a disaster, politically. They typically hold views that either are in direct contradiction of one another,
or make zero sense altogether. As The Atlantic noted in 2014, Millennials support President Obama and the concept
of universal health care, but oppose Obamacare. They hate political parties, but are the demographic that give
Congress its highest marks of approval. We’re also the only age group, where a majority–53 percent–holds socialism
in high regard. Yet, there is a silver lining, as both The Washington Post and The Atlantic noted that once Millennials
get jobs–their support for socialism drops dramatically as they become more economically conservative. Fancy that;
once you start getting an actual paycheck after working yourself to death–and see how much is taken out by Uncle
Sam–income redistribution really doesn’t seem like a charming idea, huh (via WaPo):

Are millennials ushering in a sea change of public opinion? Do they signal the transformation of the United
States into a Scandinavian social democracy.

The expanded social welfare state Sanders thinks the United States should adopt requires everyday people to
pay considerably more in taxes. Yet millennials become averse to social welfare spending if they foot the bill. As
they reach the threshold of earning $40,000 to $60,000 a year, the majority of millennials come to oppose income
redistribution, including raising taxes to increase financial assistance to the poor

Similarly, a Reason-Rupe poll [1]found that while millennials still on their parents’ health-insurance policies
supported the idea of paying higher premiums to help cover the uninsured (57 percent), support flipped among
millennials paying for their own health insurance with 59 percent opposed to higher premiums.

When tax rates are not explicit, millennials say they’d prefer larger government offering more services (54 per-
cent) to smaller government offering fewer services (43 percent). However when larger government offering
more services is described as requiring high taxes, [2]support flips and 57 percent of millennials [3]opt for smaller
government with fewer services and low taxes, while 41 percent prefer large government.

Millennials wouldn’t be the first generation to flip-flop. In the 1980s, the [4]same share (52 percent) of baby
boomers also supported bigger government, and so did Generation Xers (53 percent) in the 1990s. Yet, both baby
boomers and Gen Xers [5]grew more skeptical of government over time and by about the same magnitude. Today,
only 25 percent of boomers and 37 percent of Gen Xers continue to favor larger government.

Now, that doesn’t mean conservatives should just stop emphasizing the importance of free markets and eco-
nomic liberty because the tide of history seems to be with us once young Americans become employed and start
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making money. The good news is that the notion of Millennials becoming less economically left leaning [6]once they
start making $40k and more remains steady. Additionally, younger Millennials (18-20 year olds) [7]aren’t as liberal
as their older peers. So, alas, maybe there is hope for Millennials on the economic front; they just need to find jobs.

1. http://reason.com/poll/2014/07/11/millennial-support-for-redistribution-an
2. http://reason.com/poll/2014/07/10/millennials-prefer-small-government-if-l
3. http://reason.com/poll/2014/07/10/millennials-prefer-small-government-if-l
4. http://www.people-press.org/2011/11/03/section-1-how-generations-have-changed/
5. http://www.people-press.org/2015/11/23/2-general-opinions-about-the-federal-government/views-of-govt-10/
6. http://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2014/08/20/millennials-arent-as-liberal-once-they-start-making-mon
ey-n1880732
7. http://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2015/10/07/poll-1820yearolds-arent-as-liberal-as-older-millennials
-n2062621

Playstation 4.5/4k (2016-02-12 23:03)

More reports are rolling in that Sony is planning a half-step successor to the PlayStation 4. Following up on a Kotaku
report of a PlayStation 4.5 earlier this month, Digital Foundry[1] and theWall Street Journal have both independently
confirmed the basics surrounding the machine.
Citing "people familiar with the matter," the Wall Street Journal said Sony is planning to announce the upgraded
system before the October launch of the PlayStation VR headset. The new PS4 will be capable of outputting higher
resolution graphics, and is also intended to help provide PSVR with extra muscle necessary for competing against the
Oculus Rift and HTC Vive headsets running on high-end desktop PCs. However, the paper notes that it is "likely" all
games would run on either system.
Digital Foundry’s Richard Leadbetter reports that multiple sources referred to the system as PlayStation 4K, but added
that the extra GPU power Sony was said to be planning would not be enough to ensure native 4K resolution for
standard AAA PS4 titles.
"Everything we’ve heard positions PlayStation 4K as a machine capable of playing current and next-generation ultra
HDmedia, while also offering support for other aspects of the 4K spec, such as high-dynamic range and a wider colour
gamut - aspects of the 4K spec that could be introduced to gaming," Leadbetter said. "However, in terms of additional
computational power, we’ve got be realistic about what Sony can deliver with a mid-generation refresh."

1. https://www.blogger.com/null

anime has a R rating (2016-02-13 12:58)

I think people in Japan (and inmany other countries including in Europe, other parts of Asia and even in Central/South
America, etc) are far more open about animation and media.

Many of the problems seem to be aimed at America and in some ways, British culture. Where there seems to
be these concepts that when you reach a certain age, you ’throw away childish things’ and ’become a man’. Which
can be seen all over, including being perpetuated in many ’cartoons’ aimed right at kids as well. The typical story of
a boy who ’wants to be a man’. So what does he do? He goes out and throws away all his toys, straps on some token
of ’manhood’ (from a sword to a three piece suit) and goes out and acts like what he thinks a man is.

We can all remember this stereotype in shows like Hey Arnold!, Rocco’s Modern Life, Fairly OddParents, Spongebob
Squarepants, Chowder, Gumball and heck, even Disney movies. The problem is, while those shows and movies are
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obviously parodying the message and pointing out that these things AREN’T what being a man is all about....many
kids actually get the opposite message. And watch all these cartoons thinking that being a man IS about throwing
away all your toys, going to work, getting married and ignoring everything about your past.

Western media as a whole doesn’t help. Hollywood is pushing this concept all the time with commercials,
prime time dramas/sit comes, sports, even political commentaries on CNN and MSNBC are constantly talking about
’getting our kids off the cartoons and games and into the adult world’, as if these things are evil and we should
have never even had contact with them in the first place. American media is pretty much assaulting adults with an
image that if you want to be an adult, there’s only one option. Throw away everything ’childish’ and watch all the
CSI, Survivor and CNN like everyone else. The irony of these types of things being ’for adults’ while something like
Spongebob or Batman: TAS should be obvious, but many don’t see it.

Even things like comic books are still looked down upon. The fact that they aren’t even considered ’accept-
able’ until they have a live action remake speaks volumes about how American (and some other western) audiences
view animation and comics vs live action works. A terrible live action version of Deadpool starring Keanu Reeves
would still sell better in the box office than the absolute best animated Deadpool movie that could be made. Not
based on any objective quality, but simply because it was live action. And that’s the sad state of America’s bias
against animation....

The only exception is 3D animation. But that’s honestly because the studios put hundreds of millions of dol-
lars in advertising behind each movie. And make the money back in DVD/BD sales. The instant those movies stop
making that money (like 2D did with Pocahontas, Mulan and Titan AE), studios will stop supporting 3D animation as
well.

I know this sounds like a rant, but I’m seriously feeling like the American media industry is stagnating and has
been getting worse the last 15 years or so. Endless crime drama clones, reality shows, copying British concepts and
remakes of old movie concepts. And they’ve even resorted to copying anime (The Matrix, Speed Racer, Astro Boy,
Speed, Almost Human, etc) while claiming animation and anime is an inferior medium. I honestly feel like there
needs to be a major barrier of ignorance taken down so the American audience can just know more than what
Hollywood is allowing to be shown to them.
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Sanders would make college taxes worse (2016-02-14 17:31)

Many people of mature years are amazed at how many young people have voted for Senator Bernie Sanders, and
are enthusiastic about the socialism he preaches.

Many of those older people have lived long enough to have seen socialism fail, time and again, in countries
around the world. Venezuela, with all its rich oil resources, is currently on the verge of economic collapse, after its
heady fling with socialism.

But, most of the young have missed all that, and their dumbed-down education is far more likely to present
the inspiring rhetoric of socialism than to present its dismal track record.

Socialism is in fact a wonderful vision – a world of the imagination far better than any place anywhere in the
real world, at any time over the thousands of years of recorded history. Even many conservatives would probably
prefer to live in such a world, if they thought it was possible.

Who would not want to live in a world where college was free, along with many other things, and where gov-
ernment protected us from the shocks of life and guaranteed our happiness? It would be Disneyland for adults!

Free college of course has an appeal to the young, especially those who have never studied economics. But
college cannot possibly be free. It would not be free even if there was no such thing as money.

Consider the costs of just one professor teaching just one course. He or she has probably spent more than 20
years being educated, from kindergarten to the Ph.D., before ending up standing in front of a class and trying to
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convey some of the knowledge picked up in all those years. That means being fed, clothed and housed all those
years, along with other expenses.

All the people who grew the food, manufactured the clothing and built the housing used by this one profes-
sor, for at least two decades, had to be compensated for their efforts, or those efforts would not continue. And of
course someone has to produce food, clothing and shelter for all the students in this one course, as well as books,
computers and other requirements or amenities.

Add up all these costs – and multiply by a hundred or so – and you have a rough idea of what going to col-
lege costs. Whether these costs are paid by using money in a capitalist economy or by some other mechanism in a
feudal economy, a socialist economy, or whatever, there are heavy costs to pay.

Moreover, under any economic system, those costs are either going to be paid or there are not going to be
any colleges. Money is just an artificial device for getting real things done.

Those young people who understand this, whether clearly or vaguely, are not likely to be deterred from want-
ing socialism. Because what they really want is for somebody else to pay for their decision to go to college.

A market economy is one in which whoever makes a decision is the one who pays for that decision. It forces
people to be sure that what they want to do is really worth what it is going to cost.

Even the existing subsidies of college have led many people to go to college who have very little interest in, or
benefit from, going to college, except for enjoying the social scene while postponing adult responsibilities for a few
years.

Whether judging by test results, by number of hours per week devoted to studying or by on-campus inter-
views, it is clear that today’s college students learn a lot less than college students once did. If college becomes
"free," even more people can attend college without bothering to become educated and without acquiring re any
economically meaningful skills.

More fundamentally, making all sorts of other things "free" means more of those things being wasted as well.
Even worse, it means putting more and more of the decisions that shape our lives into the hands of politicians and
bureaucrats who control the purse strings.

Obamacare has given us a foretaste of what that means in reality, despite how wonderful it may sound in po-
litical rhetoric.

Worst of all, government giveaways polarize society into segments, each trying to get what it wants at some-
body else’s expense, creating mutual bitterness that can tear a society apart. Some seem to blithely assume that
"the rich" can be taxed to pay for what they want – as if "the rich" don’t see what is coming and take their wealth
elsewhere.
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Anonymous has declared ’total war’ on Donald Trump, threatening to ’dismantle his campaign’
(2016-02-18 22:48)

Hackers affiliated with the Anonymous hacktivist collective have vowed to relaunch cyber-operations against US
presidential candidate Donald Trump from 1 April. They threaten to ’dismantle his campaign’ by taking his election
websites offline in a large-scale and orchestrated distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack.
In December 2015, Anonymous officially ’[1]declared war’ on Trump after a radical speech in which he said Muslims
should be banned from entering the United States. The operation at the time resulted in a number of websites being
targeted by hackers, but failed to have lasting impact.
A new [2]video statement has been posted to YouTube which claims the ’loyalists and veterans’ of Anonymous have
decided to ramp up cyber-operations against Trump – dubbed #OpTrump – on a far larger scale than ever before.
"Dear Donald Trump, we have been watching you for a long time and what we see is deeply disturbing. Your
inconsistent and hateful campaign has not only shocked the United States of America [but] you have shocked the
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entire planet with your appalling actions and ideas. You say what your audience wants to hear but in reality you
don’t stand for anything except for your personal greed and power."
The video, which features the traditional Guy Fawkes mask-wearing spokesperson speaking directly to camera, called
the operation a "call to arms" for hacktivists across the globe.

YouTube/Anonymous

"We need you to shut down his websites, to research and expose what he doesn’t want the public to know. We need
to dismantle his campaign and sabotage his brand. We are encouraging every able person with a computer to partici-
pate in this operation. This is not awarning, this is a declaration of total war. Donald Trump – it is too late to expect us."

In a separate written message posted online, Anonymous listed a number of websites chosen to be the initial
targets in the attack including trump.com , donaldjtrump.com and trumphotelcollection.com .
Alongside these chosen targets, the post lists a slew of unverified personal information purporting to belong to
Donald Trump, including a social security number, personal phone number and the contact details of his agent and
legal representation.
This is not the first time a hacking group has attempted to take on Donald Trump. In January 2016 a separate
group called the New World Hackers [3]carried out multiple DDoS attacks on his official election campaign website
– effectively taking it offline for a short period of time. Recently, Anonymous [4]leaked messages from his phone’s
voicemail account which included personal communications from journalists, sports stars and boxing promotors.
Anonymous, which is a loose collective of hacktivists, routinely engages high-profile targets as part of its cyber-
campaigns. Previous subjects have included the [5]Islamic State (IS), the [6]Vatican and most recently the [7]Turkish
government.

1. http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/optrump-anonymous-declares-war-donald-trump-ddos-attack-following-muslim-ban-spe
ech-1532739
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ciavyc6bE7A
3. http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/donald-trump-campaign-website-new-world-hacking-claims-responsibility-ddos-attac
k-1535745
4. http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/anonymous-leaks-donald-trumps-voicemail-messages-1548126
5. http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/paris-attacks-anonymous-declares-war-isis-1528882
6. http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/anonymous-vatican-lulzsec-antisec-paedophilia-316240
7. http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/anonymous-hacker-unleashes-17-8gb-trove-data-turkish-national-police-server-1544
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Voting (2016-02-19 18:42)

Many Christians are convinced that being “political,” or even voting, somehow violates their religious faith. They
think Christians should be ”in the world, but not of it” abstaining from earthly messes like government and instead
keep their eyes on the sky, patiently awaiting Christ’s return that will fix everything. Lucky for us, the Founders,
virtually all of whom were Christians steeped in the Bible since school days, never bought that view, or they wouldn’t
have started the revolution against King George that gave us our great nation. And we would all be British.

Four times in the Declaration of Independence the Christian God is credited as author of the values and rights
on which America was founded and his protection invoked. It is way past time to rise up and revive those values. This
election, Christians who are sick and tired of government’s chokehold, sick and tired of God’s man-woman marriage
being mocked and branded homophobic, sick and tired of the moral rot in which our society is wallowing, must come
out and vote against it.

The only way to stop the relentless zombie march of the God-challenged secularists against believers is by vot-
ing for leaders from school board to president who pledge to tirelessly defend the original Christian morals of this
country and have actually done so, not merely waved their mom’s Bible from a staged rally.

Everywhere, an all-powerful “culture” and arrogant government are shredding the Bible as well as the Consti-
tution. The immorality that God warns us against rampages across the society from a young woman seen by millions
mimicking sex onstage, to the vile woman-hating lyrics of the songs our kids constantly have plugged into their ears,
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to the celebration of aberrant “marriage” that the Supreme Court declares normal, overturning the will of millions in
30-plus states. After the Supreme Court justices trashed God’s law, the White House–in gleeful party mode–lit up the
rainbow colors of the same-sex marriage lobby, deliberately insulting the faithful in this Christian-majority nation.

Humans created by God in his own image are reduced to body parts and a non-profit that pretends to be a
woman’s health provider dismembers babies in the womb for profit. And this outrage is funded by we the taxpayers.
Television is a slaughterhouse of rape, mutilation, murder and dissection of human beings as if they were so much
hamburger. The victims are nearly all women. The most-searched topic on the Internet is pornography which
horrifically abuses women, men, and even young children while destroying marriages and families.

“Sex education” starting in grade school is convincing our kids that the same-sex affection so typical in the
pre-teen years means they will be homosexuals for life, while gays are really only 3 or 4 percent of the population.

Our citizens are increasingly addicted to drugs and other peoples’ money. Fully half of the population takes
government support in the form of housing, food stamps, or other types of welfare. Half of the population also pays
no federal income tax. The socialist worldview – taking from those who earn their income by working, and giving to
those who don’t – is a page ripped from the fevered Communist brain of Karl Marx who in 1875 decreed, “from each
according to his ability; to each according to his need.” Now, after over 140 years of disastrous failures that have
killed about 120 million of their own people (Hitler, Stalin, Mao, etc.) this lethal atrocity is being resuscitated like the
living dead.

Our nation has always provided the truly needy a generous safety net as it should, but in the last seven years
the safety net has morphed into a feather bed. The “social gospel” preached by liberals actually contradicts the real
Gospel. The Apostle Paul warned, “… if anyone is not willing to work, let him not eat. For we hear that some among
you walk in idleness, not busy at work…such persons we command and encourage in the Lord Jesus Christ to do their
work quietly and to earn their own living.” 2 Thess. 3:10-12. God knew what great human satisfaction comes from
work, and so he gifted us each with talents and abilities so we would find fulfillment using our God-given skills.

But the idea of “income redistribution” in the name of “equality” defies God’s plan for earning our own way.
Taking from others is really a government-driven form of stealing, forbidden by the Bible’s Eighth Commandment.
Its evil twin, coveting whatever your neighbor has, is banned by the Tenth Commandment yet promoted by this
government as class warfare. Our 20 trillion dollar debt is an even more deeply troubling form of theft, stealing from
our own children and grandchildren.

This is why the big-government juggernaut is a hugely destructive immoral force that must be defeated. It
steals our children’s futures, and even takes possession of our bodies, erasing our freedom to make our own medical
decisions. It hunts down Christian dissenters from its perverse orthodoxy, compassionate groups like Little Sisters
of the poor, or a Christian cake baker who declines to participate in a same-sex wedding; even pastors who refuse
to marry “couples” of identical gender. In these and hundreds of other ways, it denies us as Christians the “free
exercise “of our religion promised in the First Amendment.

When evangelical Christians vote, they overwhelmingly vote Republican because the GOP’s freedom ideology
is more aligned with their belief system than the Democrats. And those who don’t vote are, by their absence,
unwittingly voting for the other side.

It’s been estimated that about four million Christians who had voted for George Bush stayed home in 2014
rather than support Romney. Significantly, according to the Census Bureau, of the 220 million eligible voters
(registered and not registered) nearly 60 percent didn’t vote. If even half of those 132 million voted for leaders
with Christian values (and 70 to 75 percent of citizens proclaim they’re Christians) that would mean 66 million new
Christian voters!
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Such an outpouring would dramatically change our wayward nation into one that again reveres and practices
the moral principles that God has set for us. Evangelist Franklin Graham, who leads Samaritan’s Purse, the charity
helping desperate Christians and non-Christians alike world-wide, says, “If we turn our nation back to God, I believe
that God will help us fix the problems that we face.”

Accordingly he is visiting each state with his Decision America prayer rally. “I’m going to every state to chal-
lenge Christians to live out their faith at home, in public and at the ballot box – and I will share the Gospel,” he says.
“I want the evangelical Christians, the Bible-believing Christians to stand up and vote.”

Although as Christians we know God is in control, our faith can’t be an excuse not to vote. Would our God
want us to idly watch as the nation he so favored is demolished, or would he want us to choose leaders who uphold
the standards he has put so lovingly in place for us?
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Democrats matrix (2016-02-24 22:36)

Last Saturday morning, I went for a nice long run in South Florida and pondered the presidential primary contests. It
appears that the GOP is down to three fellas. But it was the Democrat duel that made me think the most. I wondered
how Vermont’s Senator Bernie Sanders was causing such an uproar in the Democratic primary. After all, what he
is proposing with this “Democratic Socialism” has never found lasting success anywhere in the world, unless you
appreciate equality of outcomes. Then it hit me: the message Sanders is delivering reminded me of the 90’s movie
“The Matrix.” The basic premise of the film correlates to the governing philosophy of which Sanders promotes. In
the film, humans have been overtaken by the “machines” and are being used as energy sources since their prior
energy source – the sun – has been lost. The machines create a perfect, computer-generated world for their human
batteries to reside in – the Matrix. However, there are humans who have escaped the Matrix and live in the “real
world,” where life is imperfect and tough. It is a world all about survival, where they are constantly hunted by the
machines. Even within the Matrix, there are agents who police the computer generated world making sure there
are no disruptions – they can take on any form. My favorite scene was when the character Morpheus asks the lead
character Neo, played by Keanu Reeves, to take a red pill or a blue pill. "You take the blue pill, the story ends,” says
Morpheus. “You wake up in your bed and believe whatever you want to believe. You take the red pill, you stay in
Wonderland, and I show you how deep the rabbit hole goes." The idea of progressive socialism is our world’s Matrix.
It is a utopian world that promises all that one would desire. It is based upon a belief that one can have as many “free”
things as they wish. These “free” things are guaranteed by the “machines” of progressive socialism, who believe they
can create this world that does not exist. Just as the Matrix’s machines needed humans plugged in as their energy
source, progressive socialists need to collectively drain the energy of individuals to make their schemes work. When
one is plugged into the matrix of progressive socialism, you do not exist for yourself. Your energy is usurped for the
collective existence of themachines, and in exchange you are rewarded with the fantasy life of theMatrix. Then come
along those who have been “unplugged” from the matrix; conservatives who seek to, as Morpheus stated, free other
minds. Conservatives come along and confront those plugged in with the seminal question, blue pill or red pill. How
very interesting that in American politics that blue is associated with the Democrat party and red with the Republican
party. If you take the blue pill you can stay in the fantasy world of the Matrix…but the red pill will free your mind, and
you will see how deep the rabbit hole goes. The red pill represents freedom and liberty, allowing the individual to
separate from the collective. However, the real world is not one of fantasy and pleasure; it is about survival, working
hard, and evading the sentinels – the hunter machines, the liberal progressive media. That is what it is like as the
conservative today, and especially a minority conservative. The agents seek to prevent you from freeing more minds
from the Matrix. They cannot allow you to educate and inform and have people taking the red pill and escaping their
grip.
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1. http://www.converse-allstar.it/
2. http://www.canada--goose.se/
3. http://www.borse-louis-vuitton.it/
4. http://www.converse--shoes.com/
5. http://www.vansscarpe.it/
6. http://www.monclerjackets.us.org/
7. http://www.moncleronline-shop.de/
8. http://www.pandorajewelrys.us.com/
9. http://www.toms--shoes.net/
10. http://www.replica--watches.co.uk/
11. http://www.saclancelpascher.fr/
12. http://www.abercrombiehollister.it/
13. http://www.montrespas-cher.fr/
14. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.jp.net/
15. http://www.swarovski.me.uk/
16. http://www.karenmillen.me.uk/
17. http://www.moncler.co.nl/
18. http://www.ugg--australia.it/
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19. http://www.moncler.org.es/
20. http://www.linksoflondon.me.uk/
21. http://www.pandora-jewelry.us.com/
22. http://www.canadagoose.net.co/
23. http://www.louis-vuitton-handbags.co.uk/
24. http://www.bottesugg-pas-cher.fr/
25. http://www.uggs-canada.ca/
26. http://www.supra--shoes.com/
27. http://coachofficialsite.blog.com/
28. http://www.ugg-pas-cher.fr/
29. http://www.moncleroutlet.com.co/
30. http://www.hollister--canada.ca/
31. http://www.pandora--charms.in.net/
32. http://www.canadagooses.co.nl/
33. http://www.ugg-boots-uggs.co.uk/
34. http://www.nikeair-max.it/
35. http://www.louis-vuitton-pas-cher.fr/
36. http://www.swarovski-jewelry.in.net/
37. http://www.rayban--occhiali.it/
38. http://www.cheapweddingdresses.org.uk/
39. http://www.barbour-jackets.org.uk/
40. http://www.canadagoose--jackets.ca/
41. http://www.pandora--charms.org.uk/
42. http://www.canada-goose-outlet.us.com/
43. http://www.canadagoose-paschere.fr/
44. http://www.barbour.us.org/
45. http://www.marcjacobs.us.org/
46. http://www.doudoune-monclerpascher.fr/
47. http://www.moncler--outlet.it/
48. http://www.borse--gucci.it/
49. http://www.thomas-sabo-uk.org.uk/
50. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.com.co/
51. http://www.canada-goose.me.uk/
52. http://www.moncler.org.uk/
53. http://www.canada-goose-jackets.us.com/

Best movies of the 1980s (2016-02-27 16:53)

1 The Breakfast Club 7.9 1985
2 Real Genius 7 1985
3 Sixteen Candles 7.2 1984
4 Weird Science 6.6 1985
5 Pretty in Pink 6.7 1986
6 Back to the Future 8.5 1985
7 Back to the Future Part II 7.8 1989
8 Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back 8.8 1980
9 Star Wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi 8.4 1983
10 Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan 7.7 1982
11 Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home 7.3 1986
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12 E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial 7.8 1982
13 Dirty Dancing 6.9 1987
14 Platoon 8.1 1986
15 The Princess Bride 8.1 1987
16 Raiders of the Lost Ark 8.5 1981
17 Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom 7.6 1984
18 Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade 8.3 1989
19 The Terminator 8.1 1984
20 Who Framed Roger Rabbit 7.7 1988
21 When Harry Met Sally... 7.6 1989
22 Labyrinth 7.4 1986
23 Legend 6.5 1985
24 Bill & Ted’s Excellent Adventure 6.9 1989
25 Top Gun 6.9 1986
26 Footloose 6.5 1984
27 Desperately Seeking Susan 5.8 1985
28 Poltergeist 7.4 1982
29 Flashdance 6.1 1983
30 Ghostbusters 7.8 1984
31 Ghostbusters II 6.5 1989
32 Gremlins 7.2 1984
33 Superman II 6.8 1980
34 Splash 6.2 1984
35 Some Kind of Wonderful 7.1 1987
36 The Legend of Billie Jean 6.5 1985
37 Risky Business 6.8 1983
38 Working Girl 6.7 1988
39 Roxanne 6.6 1987
40 Ruthless People 6.9 1986
41 The Lost Boys 7.2 1987
42 Adventures in Babysitting 6.8 1987
43 Beetlejuice 7.5 1988
44 St. Elmo’s Fire 6.3 1985
45 All the Right Moves 5.9 1983
46 Mannequin 5.7 1987
47 The Karate Kid 7.2 1984
48 The Karate Kid, Part II 5.9 1986
49 Weekend at Bernie’s 6.3 1989
50 The Untouchables 8 1987
51 Die Hard 8.2 1988
52 Raising Arizona 7.4 1987
53 The Last Emperor 7.8 1987
54 A Christmas Story 8.1 1983
55 Terms of Endearment 7.4 1983
56 The Little Mermaid 7.6 1989
57 The Fox and the Hound 7.3 1981
58 Glory 7.9 1989
59 A Fish Called Wanda 7.6 1988
60 Witness 7.4 1985
61 Field of Dreams 7.6 1989
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62 Moonstruck 7.1 1987
63 Ferris Bueller’s Day Off 7.9 1986
64 Mad Max 2: The Road Warrior 7.6 1981
65 Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome 6.2 1985
66 Stand by Me 8.1 1986
67 The Abyss 7.6 1989
68 The Accused 7.1 1988
69 Akira 8.1 1988
70 An American Tail 6.9 1986
71 The NeverEnding Story 7.4 1984
72 The Secret of NIMH 7.6 1982
73 The Last Unicorn 7.5 1982
74 An American Werewolf in London 7.6 1981
75 Anne of Green Gables 8.4 1985
76 Annie 6.5 1982
77 The Fly 7.5 1986
78 The Fly II 4.9 1989
79 Armed and Dangerous 5.5 1986
80 Batman 7.6 1989
81 The Bay Boy 6.5 1984
82 Steel Magnolias 7.2 1989
83 Beaches 6.8 1988
84 Beverly Hills Cop II 6.4 1987
85 Big 7.3 1988
86 The Big Chill 7.2 1983
87 The Black Cauldron 6.4 1985
88 The Black Stallion Returns 5.9 1983
89 Bloodsport 6.8 1988
90 The Blue Lagoon 5.7 1980
91 Blue Thunder 6.3 1983
92 Born on the Fourth of July 7.2 1989
93 The ’Burbs 6.8 1989
94 Caddyshack 7.4 1980
95 The Muppets Take Manhattan 6.9 1984
96 Firestarter 6 1984
97 Cat’s Eye 6.2 1985
98 Chariots of Fire 7.3 1981
99 Children of the Corn 5.6 1984
100 Child’s Play 6.5 1988
101 Cocktail 5.8 1988
102 Cocoon 6.6 1985
103 Cocoon: The Return 5.3 1988
104 *batteries not included 6.5 1987
105 The Color Purple 7.8 1985
106 Commando 6.7 1985
107 Communion 5.7 1989
108 Crocodile Dundee 6.5 1986
109 Crocodile Dundee II 5.5 1988
110 Crusoe 6.4 1988
111 Cujo 6 1983
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112 Dangerous Liaisons 7.7 1988
113 The Dark Crystal 7.2 1982
114 D.A.R.Y.L. 6.1 1985
115 Police Academy 6.6 1984
116 Police Academy 2: Their First Assignment 5.6 1985
117 Police Academy 4: Citizens on Patrol 4.7 1987
118 Police Academy 6: City Under Siege 4.1 1989
119 Date with an Angel 5.7 1987
120 Dead Calm 6.8 1989
121 Deadly Friend 5.5 1986
122 The Dead Pool 6.3 1988
123 Dead Ringers 7.3 1988
124 The Dead Zone 7.2 1983
125 D.O.A. 6.1 1988
126 Dominick and Eugene 7 1988
127 Dragnet 5.9 1987
128 Troop Beverly Hills 5.4 1989
129 Dream a Little Dream 5.9 1989
130 Earth Girls Are Easy 5.2 1988
131 Enemy Mine 6.9 1985
132 Escape from New York 7.2 1981
133 Lethal Weapon 7.6 1987
134 Lethal Weapon 2 7.2 1989
135 Explorers 6.6 1985
136 Fatal Attraction 6.9 1987
137 Jumpin’ Jack Flash 5.8 1986
138 The Flamingo Kid 6.2 1984
139 One Crazy Summer 6.4 1986
140 Stand and Deliver 7.3 1988
141 Lean on Me 7.4 1989
142 Flowers in the Attic 5.6 1987
143 Highlander 7.2 1986
144 48 Hrs. 6.9 1982
145 Frantic 6.9 1988
146 From the Hip 6.2 1987
147 F/X 6.6 1986
148 Gleaming the Cube 6.1 1989
149 Heathers 7.3 1988
150 The Golden Child 5.9 1986
151 Good Morning, Vietnam 7.3 1987
152 The Great Outdoors 6.6 1988
153 Planes, Trains & Automobiles 7.6 1987
154 Throw Momma from the Train 6.2 1987
155 Greystoke: The Legend of Tarzan, Lord of the Apes 6.3 1984
156 Altered States 6.9 1980
157 The Rescue 5.3 1988
158 Hannah and Her Sisters 8 1986
159 Harry and the Hendersons 5.9 1987
160 Heavy Metal 6.7 1981
161 Honey, I Shrunk the Kids 6.3 1989
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162 Hoosiers 7.6 1986
163 The Wizard 6 1989
164 The Name of the Rose 7.8 1986
165 The Journey of Natty Gann 7 1985
166 Twins 6 1988
167 Kickboxer 6.3 1989
168 K-9 5.9 1989
169 La Bamba 6.8 1987
170 Ladyhawke 7 1985
171 Lady in White 6.7 1988
172 The Land Before Time 7.3 1988
173 The Last Starfighter 6.7 1984
174 Legal Eagles 5.9 1986
175 Less Than Zero 6.3 1987
176 Little Shop of Horrors 6.9 1986
177 Look Who’s Talking 5.8 1989
178 Lucas 6.8 1986
179 Major League 7.2 1989
180 The Man from Snowy River 7.2 1982
181 Return to Snowy River 6.5 1988
182 The Manhattan Project 6.1 1986
183 Married to the Mob 6.1 1988
184 Mask 7.2 1985
185 Maximum Overdrive 5.4 1986
186 Midnight Run 7.6 1988
187 Mississippi Burning 7.8 1988
188 The Money Pit 6.3 1986
189 Monkey Shines 6.2 1988

2.3 March

best movies of the 1940s (2016-03-03 16:49)

1 The Great Dictator 8.5 1940
2 The Sea Hawk 7.8 1940
3 The Shop Around the Corner 8.1 1940
4 The Philadelphia Story 8.1 1940
5 The Mark of Zorro 7.6 1940
6 Rebecca 8.2 1940
7 The Grapes of Wrath 8.1 1940
8 The Letter 7.7 1940
9 Foreign Correspondent 7.6 1940
10 The House of the Seven Gables 7.2 1940
11 The Great McGinty 7.5 1940
12 My Favorite Wife 7.4 1940
13 His Girl Friday 8 1940
14 The Ghost Breakers 7.3 1940
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15 The Thief of Bagdad 7.6 1940
16 Fantasia 7.8 1940
17 Pinocchio 7.5 1940
18 The Wolf Man 7.4 1941
19 The Devil and Daniel Webster 7.8 1941
20 I Wake Up Screaming 7.3 1941
21 The Sea Wolf 7.6 1941
22 The Maltese Falcon 8.2 1941
23 High Sierra 7.6 1941
24 A Woman’s Face 7.2 1941
25 How Green Was My Valley 7.8 1941
26 Ball of Fire 7.8 1941
27 Sullivan’s Travels 8.1 1941
28 Penny Serenade 7.2 1941
29 In the Navy 7.2 1941
30 49th Parallel 7.5 1941
31 Saboteur 7.2 1942
32 This Gun for Hire 7.6 1942
33 The Talk of the Town 7.6 1942
34 Cat People 7.4 1942
35 Reap the Wild Wind 6.8 1942
36 To Be or Not to Be 8.2 1942
37 Mrs. Miniver 7.6 1942
38 Jane Eyre 7.6 1943
39 Action in the North Atlantic 7 1943
40 Sahara 7.6 1943
41 Heaven Can Wait 7.5 1943
42 The Life and Death of Colonel Blimp 8.2 1943
43 The Song of Bernadette 7.7 1943
44 Le Corbeau: The Raven 7.7 1943
45 I Walked with a Zombie 7.3 1943
46 Carnival of Sinners 7.6 1943
47 Double Indemnity 8.4 1944
48 Gaslight 7.9 1944
49 The Lodger 7.3 1944
50 Murder, My Sweet 7.6 1944
51 Passage to Marseille 6.9 1944
52 Lifeboat 7.8 1944
53 The Curse of the Cat People 7 1944
54 The Uninvited 7.4 1944
55 Laura 8.1 1944
56 The Woman in the Window 7.8 1944
57 Phantom Lady 7.4 1944
58 The Suspect 7.5 1944
59 Arsenic and Old Lace 8.1 1944
60 The Scarlet Claw 7.6 1944
61 The Keys of the Kingdom 7.5 1944
62 Between Two Worlds 7.3 1944
63 Mildred Pierce 8 1945
64 Dead of Night 7.7 1945
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65 The Lost Weekend 8 1945
66 Detour 7.5 1945
67 Conflict 7.1 1945
68 Leave Her to Heaven 7.7 1945
69 The House of Fear 7.6 1945
70 Spellbound 7.7 1945
71 The Spiral Staircase 7.6 1945
72 The Picture of Dorian Gray 7.6 1945
73 Blood on the Sun 6.2 1945
74 Objective, Burma! 7.4 1945
75 Children of Paradise 8.4 1945
76 A Royal Scandal 6.9 1945
77 A Tree Grows in Brooklyn 8.2 1945
78 The Big Sleep 8.1 1946
79 The Best Years of Our Lives 8.2 1946
80 Notorious 8.1 1946
81 Deadline at Dawn 6.8 1946
82 Angel on My Shoulder 6.9 1946
83 Gilda 7.8 1946
84 The Killers 7.9 1946
85 Stairway to Heaven 8.1 1946
86 The Dark Corner 7.2 1946
87 Beauty and the Beast 8 1946
88 Great Expectations 8 1946
89 Green for Danger 7.7 1947
90 It’s a Wonderful Life 8.6 1946
91 Shoeshine 8 1946
92 Black Narcissus 8 1947
93 The Lady from Shanghai 7.7 1947
94 Boomerang! 7.3 1947
95 Nightmare Alley 7.8 1947
96 Dark Passage 7.6 1947
97 Brute Force 7.7 1947
98 The Bishop’s Wife 7.6 1947
99 The Ghost and Mrs. Muir 7.9 1947
100 Odd Man Out 7.8 1947

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:10:28)
[1]oakley sunglasses, [2]kate spade outlet, [3]jordan shoes, [4]prada handbags, [5]oakley sunglasses, [6]longchamp outlet,
[7]christian louboutin shoes, [8]longchamp outlet, [9]gucci handbags, [10]michael kors outlet, [11]replica watches, [12]louis
vuitton outlet, [13]michael kors outlet online, [14]louis vuitton, [15]tiffany jewelry, [16]burberry handbags, [17]christian
louboutin outlet, [18]nike air max, [19]uggs outlet, [20]oakley sunglasses wholesale, [21]polo ralph lauren outlet online,
[22]nike air max, [23]michael kors outlet, [24]nike outlet, [25]uggs on sale, [26]longchamp outlet, [27]ugg boots, [28]louis
vuitton outlet, [29]oakley sunglasses, [30]prada outlet, [31]tiffany and co, [32]ray ban sunglasses, [33]nike free, [34]louis
vuitton, [35]ugg boots, [36]michael kors outlet online, [37]michael kors outlet online, [38]cheap oakley sunglasses, [39]uggs
outlet, [40]chanel handbags, [41]michael kors outlet online, [42]ray ban sunglasses, [43]christian louboutin, [44]ray ban
sunglasses, [45]louis vuitton outlet, [46]burberry outlet, [47]polo outlet

1. http://www.oakleyvault.us.com/
2. http://www.katespadeoutlets.cc/
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3. http://www.air-jordanshoes.net/
4. http://www.prada-handbags.in.net/
5. http://www.oakley--sunglasses.com.co/
6. http://www.longchamphandbagsoutlet.us.com/
7. http://www.christian-louboutin-shoes.in.net/
8. http://www.longchamphandbags.us.com/
9. http://www.guccioutlet-online.us.com/
10. http://www.michaelkors-handbags.in.net/
11. http://www.rolexreplicawatches.us.com/
12. http://www.louisvuittonoutlet-store.us.com/
13. http://www.michael-korsoutlet.in.net/
14. http://www.louisvuitton.ar.com/
15. http://www.tiffanyjewelry.us.com/
16. http://www.burberry-outlet-store.us.com/
17. http://www.redbottoms.in.net/
18. http://www.nikeair-max.net/
19. http://www.uggs-outletboots.in.net/
20. http://www.oakleysunglassesoutlet.us.org/
21. http://www.polo-ralph-lauren.us.com/
22. http://www.nikeairmaxinc.net/
23. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.org/
24. http://www.nike--outlet.com/
25. http://www.uggs-outlet.in.net/
26. http://www.longchamp-outlet.in.net/
27. http://www.cheapuggboots.in.net/
28. http://www.louisvuitton-outlet-online.org/
29. http://www.oakleysunglasses.us.com/
30. http://www.prada-outlet.in.net/
31. http://www.tiffany-and-co.us.com/
32. http://www.ray-ban-sunglass.us.com/
33. http://www.nike-freerun.com/
34. http://www.louis-vuittonhandbags.org/
35. http://www.cheap-uggs.in.net/
36. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-store.us.com/
37. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.com/
38. http://www.oakleysunglasses.com.co/
39. http://www.uggs.us.com/
40. http://www.chanelhandbags.ar.com/
41. http://www.outletonline-michaelkors.com/
42. http://www.rayban-sunglass.us.com/
43. http://www.christianlouboutin-outlet.in.net/
44. http://www.rayban--sunglasses.org/
45. http://www.louisvuitton-outlets.org/
46. http://www.burberryoutlet-store.us.com/
47. http://www.polo-ralph-lauren-outlet.us.com/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:12:46)
[1]ray ban pas cher, [2]sac vanessa bruno, [3]coach outlet store online, [4]ralph lauren uk, [5]michael kors, [6]coach purses,
[7]hollister pas cher, [8]converse pas cher, [9]nike air max, [10]nike roshe run uk, [11]kate spade, [12]hogan outlet, [13]nike
free run, [14]true religion outlet, [15]ray ban uk, [16]north face, [17]replica handbags, [18]burberry pas cher, [19]coach outlet,
[20]new balance, [21]true religion outlet, [22]nike air max uk, [23]hollister uk, [24]polo lacoste, [25]nike air max uk, [26]nike
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free uk, [27]oakley pas cher, [28]air max, [29]true religion outlet, [30]michael kors pas cher, [31]nike air force, [32]michael
kors outlet, [33]nike roshe, [34]jordan pas cher, [35]michael kors, [36]vans pas cher, [37]lululemon canada, [38]nike tn,
[39]timberland pas cher, [40]polo ralph lauren, [41]nike blazer pas cher, [42]abercrombie and fitch uk, [43]louboutin pas cher,
[44]longchamp pas cher, [45]north face uk, [46]sac longchamp pas cher, [47]sac hermes, [48]guess pas cher, [49]mulberry uk,
[50]true religion jeans

1. http://www.lunette-rayban-pas-cher.fr/
2. http://www.sac-vanessa-bruno.fr/
3. http://www.coachoutletstoreonline.jp.net/
4. http://www.ralphlauren-outlet.co.uk/
5. http://www.michaelkorshandbags-uk.org.uk/
6. http://www.coachpurse.in.net/
7. http://www.hollister-abercrombiefitch.fr/
8. http://www.converse-pas-cher.fr/
9. http://www.nike-airmax-pas-cher.fr/
10. http://www.nike-roshe-run.org.uk/
11. http://www.katespade-handbags.in.net/
12. http://www.scarpehogan--outlet.it/
13. http://www.nikefreerun.fr/
14. http://www.truereligionoutlets.in.net/
15. http://www.rayban-sunglasses.me.uk/
16. http://www.the-north-face.fr/
17. http://www.coachfactory-outletonline.in.net/
18. http://www.sac-burberry-pascher.fr/
19. http://www.coachoutlet-online.in.net/
20. http://www.newbalancesoldes.fr/
21. http://www.truereligionsale.in.net/
22. http://www.nikeairmax.org.uk/
23. http://www.hollistersale.org.uk/
24. http://www.polo-lacoste-pascher.fr/
25. http://www.nike--airmax.co.uk/
26. http://www.nike-free-run.org.uk/
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28. http://www.nikeair-max.fr/
29. http://www.true-religion-jeans.in.net/
30. http://www.sac-michaelkors-pascher.fr/
31. http://www.nikeair-force.fr/
32. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-canada.ca/
33. http://www.nike-roshe-run.fr/
34. http://www.airjordanpas-cher.fr/
35. http://www.michael--korsoutlet.ca/
36. http://www.vanspas-cher.fr/
37. http://www.lululemon-outlet-canada.ca/
38. http://www.niketnrequin-pascher.fr/
39. http://www.timberland-paschere.fr/
40. http://www.poloralphlauren-pascher.fr/
41. http://www.nikeblazerpaschere.fr/
42. http://www.abercrombie-and-fitch.org.uk/
43. http://www.louboutin-pas-chere.fr/
44. http://www.sac--longchamps.fr/
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45. http://www.thenorth--face.co.uk/
46. http://www.sac-longchamp-pas-cher.fr/
47. http://www.sachermes.fr/
48. http://www.sac-guesspascher.fr/
49. http://www.mulberryhandbagsoutlet.co.uk/
50. http://www.truereligioninc.in.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:14:32)
[1]herve leger, [2]hollister clothing, [3]mac cosmetics, [4]instyler, [5]nike trainers uk, [6]lululemon, [7]iphone cases, [8]tim-
berland boots, [9]beats by dre, [10]s6 case, [11]wedding dresses, [12]bottega veneta, [13]p90x workout, [14]reebok outlet,
[15]asics running shoes, [16]ferragamo shoes, [17]iphone 6s plus cases, [18]hermes belt, [19]ipad cases, [20]vans outlet,
[21]north face outlet, [22]iphone 6 plus cases, [23]mcm handbags, [24]iphone 6 cases, [25]jimmy choo outlet, [26]nike air max,
[27]ralph lauren, [28]north face outlet, [29]soccer jerseys, [30]giuseppe zanotti outlet, [31]new balance shoes, [32]mont blanc
pens, [33]celine handbags, [34]iphone 6s cases, [35]oakley, [36]insanity workout, [37]abercrombie and fitch, [38]louboutin,
[39]longchamp uk, [40]nike huaraches, [41]valentino shoes, [42]babyliss, [43]iphone 5s cases, [44]hollister, [45]ghd hair,
[46]chi flat iron, [47]nfl jerseys, [48]baseball bats, [49]nike roshe run, [50]soccer shoes

1. http://www.herveleger.us/
2. http://www.hollister-clothing-store.us.com/
3. http://www.mac-cosmetics.us.com/
4. http://www.instylerionicstyler.us.com/
5. http://www.nike-trainers.org.uk/
6. http://www.lululemonoutlets.in.net/
7. http://www.iphone-cases.in.net/
8. http://www.timberlandboots.ar.com/
9. http://www.beatsbydrdreheadphones.in.net/
10. http://www.samsunggalaxys6cases.us.com/
11. http://www.cheap-wedding-dresses.org/
12. http://www.bottegaveneta-handbagsoutlet.com/
13. http://www.p90x-workout.us.com/
14. http://www.reebok-outlet.in.net/
15. http://www.asicso.com/
16. http://www.ferragamo-shoes.net/
17. http://www.iphone6spluscases.us.com/
18. http://www.hermesbirkinbags.com.co/
19. http://www.ipadcases.us.com/
20. http://www.vans-shoes-outlet.com/
21. http://www.the-northfaceoutlet.us.com/
22. http://www.iphone6pluscases.in.net/
23. http://www.mcmhandbags.org/
24. http://www.iphone6cases.us.com/
25. http://www.jimmychoo-shoes.us.com/
26. http://www.nike-airmax.nl/
27. http://www.ralph--lauren.it/
28. http://www.the-north-face.in.net/
29. http://www.soccerjerseys.com.co/
30. http://www.giuseppe-zanotti.in.net/
31. http://www.newbalance-shoes.in.net/
32. http://www.montblanc-pens.us.com/
33. http://www.celine-handbags.org/
34. http://www.iphone6scases.us.com/
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35. http://www.occhiali-oakley.it/
36. http://www.insanityworkout.in.net/
37. http://www.abercrombieand-fitch.us.com/
38. http://www.christian--louboutin.it/
39. http://www.longchampbags.org.uk/
40. http://www.nike-air-huarache.co.uk/
41. http://www.valentino-shoes.us.com/
42. http://www.babyliss.in.net/
43. http://www.iphone5scases.us.com/
44. http://www.hollister-abercrombie.es/
45. http://www.ghdhairstraighteners.me.uk/
46. http://www.chiflatiron.cn.com/
47. http://www.cheap-nfljersey.in.net/
48. http://www.baseball-bats.us/
49. http://www.nikerosherun.net/
50. http://www.soccer--shoes.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:16:12)
[1]converse, [2]canada goose, [3]louis vuitton, [4]converse outlet, [5]vans, [6]moncler outlet, [7]moncler, [8]pandora jewelry,
[9]toms shoes, [10]replica watches, [11]lancel, [12]hollister, [13]montre pas cher, [14]juicy couture outlet, [15]swarovski,
[16]karen millen uk, [17]moncler, [18]ugg,ugg australia,ugg italia, [19]moncler, [20]links of london, [21]pandora jewelry,
[22]canada goose jackets, [23]louis vuitton, [24]ugg pas cher, [25]ugg,uggs,uggs canada, [26]supra shoes, [27]coach outlet,
[28]ugg, [29]moncler outlet, [30]hollister, [31]pandora charms, [32]canada goose, [33]ugg uk, [34]nike air max, [35]louis
vuitton, [36]swarovski crystal, [37]ray ban, [38]wedding dresses, [39]barbour uk, [40]canada goose outlet, [41]pandora uk,
[42]canada goose outlet, [43]canada goose, [44]barbour, [45]marc jacobs, [46]doudoune moncler, [47]moncler, [48]gucci,
[49]thomas sabo, [50]juicy couture outlet, [51]canada goose uk, [52]moncler uk, [53]canada goose outlet

1. http://www.converse-allstar.it/
2. http://www.canada--goose.se/
3. http://www.borse-louis-vuitton.it/
4. http://www.converse--shoes.com/
5. http://www.vansscarpe.it/
6. http://www.monclerjackets.us.org/
7. http://www.moncleronline-shop.de/
8. http://www.pandorajewelrys.us.com/
9. http://www.toms--shoes.net/
10. http://www.replica--watches.co.uk/
11. http://www.saclancelpascher.fr/
12. http://www.abercrombiehollister.it/
13. http://www.montrespas-cher.fr/
14. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.jp.net/
15. http://www.swarovski.me.uk/
16. http://www.karenmillen.me.uk/
17. http://www.moncler.co.nl/
18. http://www.ugg--australia.it/
19. http://www.moncler.org.es/
20. http://www.linksoflondon.me.uk/
21. http://www.pandora-jewelry.us.com/
22. http://www.canadagoose.net.co/
23. http://www.louis-vuitton-handbags.co.uk/
24. http://www.bottesugg-pas-cher.fr/
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25. http://www.uggs-canada.ca/
26. http://www.supra--shoes.com/
27. http://coachofficialsite.blog.com/
28. http://www.ugg-pas-cher.fr/
29. http://www.moncleroutlet.com.co/
30. http://www.hollister--canada.ca/
31. http://www.pandora--charms.in.net/
32. http://www.canadagooses.co.nl/
33. http://www.ugg-boots-uggs.co.uk/
34. http://www.nikeair-max.it/
35. http://www.louis-vuitton-pas-cher.fr/
36. http://www.swarovski-jewelry.in.net/
37. http://www.rayban--occhiali.it/
38. http://www.cheapweddingdresses.org.uk/
39. http://www.barbour-jackets.org.uk/
40. http://www.canadagoose--jackets.ca/
41. http://www.pandora--charms.org.uk/
42. http://www.canada-goose-outlet.us.com/
43. http://www.canadagoose-paschere.fr/
44. http://www.barbour.us.org/
45. http://www.marcjacobs.us.org/
46. http://www.doudoune-monclerpascher.fr/
47. http://www.moncler--outlet.it/
48. http://www.borse--gucci.it/
49. http://www.thomas-sabo-uk.org.uk/
50. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.com.co/
51. http://www.canada-goose.me.uk/
52. http://www.moncler.org.uk/
53. http://www.canada-goose-jackets.us.com/

Playstation VR in April 2016 (2016-03-08 11:03)

Type Virtual reality headset
Manufacturer Sony Computer Entertainment
Platform PlayStation 4
Display Technology OLED
FOV 100°
Resolution 1920×1080 px (960×1080 per eye)
Refresh Rate 120 Hz
Release Date 2016

PlayStation VR, previously known by the codename Project Morpheus, is an upcoming virtual reality headset
produced by Sony Computer Entertainment. It is designed to be fully functional with the PlayStation 4 video game
system. It is currently a prototype and has no confirmed release date, although Sony has scheduled its launch for the
first half of 2016.

The prototype revealed at GDC’15 included an OLED 1920x1080 pixel display (providing 960x1080 px resolu-
tion per eye) with an RGB subpixel matrix, and is capable of displaying content at 120fps. It features a FOV of 100°,
6DOF head-tracking, stereoscopic 3D, and unwarped output to a TV, either for others to view what the headset
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wearer sees, or a separate display to compete against the headset user using a standard PS4 controller.

History

Sony’s interest in head-mounted technology dates back to the 1990s. Its first commercial unit, the Glasstron,
was released in 1997. One application of this technology was in the game MechWarrior 2, which permitted users of
the Glasstron or Virtual I/O’s iGlasses to adopt a visual perspective from inside the cockpit of the craft, using their
own eyes as visual and seeing the battlefield through their craft’s own cockpit.

In early 2014, Sony Computer Entertainment research and development engineer Anton Mikhailov said his
team had been working on Project Morpheus for more than three years. According to Mikhailov, the PlayStation 3
Move peripheral, itself revealed in June 2009, was designed with unspecified, future head-mounted technology in
mind. "[W]e specced it and built it to be a VR controller, even though VR wasn’t a commodity. As engineers, we just
said it was the right thing to do. [...] At the time, we didn’t have a consumer-grade project that we could work on,
but it was definitely designed with that vision in mind." Shuhei Yoshida, the president of Sony’s worldwide studios,
also said the project started as "grassroots" activity among engineers and programmers, which came into focus in
2010 once the Move controller had been released.

Project Morpheus was first announced at The 2014 Game Developers Conference. Sony Computer Entertain-
ment Worldwide Studios president Shuhei Yoshida introduced the device on March 18, 2014 and stated Project
Morpheus was "the next innovation from PlayStation that will [shape] the future of games."

On September 15, 2015, it was announced that Project Morpheus has been named PlayStation VR.

On October 8, 2015, Sony acquired SoftKinetic, a tech startup whose focus includes visual depth-sensing ges-
ture recognition, for an undisclosed amount.

As of November 2, 2015, Sony has confirmed that they are still shooting for a release in the first half of 2016.
While they have not released a specific price, many speculate that it will cost around the same price as a new gaming
platform. For comparison, Sony announced the PlayStation 4’s $399 price tag five months before launch, with the
official launch date in multiple regions announced three months ahead of time.

PlayStation VR is capable of rendering two separate displays simultaneously: one display for the headset and
a completely different display for television. The purpose, Sony say, is to prevent VR from invariably being a solitary
experience.

Japan Studio has made a new demo called Monster Escape. So that’s a five-player game; one versus four.
One being the person wearing Morpheus [Playstation VR]. And if you’re in Morpheus, you become the Monster. And
the four people holding the DualShock and looking at the TV and playing the game like a regular game [are] against
the monster. ... And actually, third-party devs were ahead of us in terms of making the game called Keep Talking and
Nobody Explodes. ... One person is wearing Morpheus and that person looks at the bomb, like a time bomb. And
in order to stabilize it, the other person [watching the television] who is not wearing Morpheus, has an instruction
manual. And that person has to tell the person wearing Morpheus how to do the job. But that person doesn’t see
what the person wearing Morpheus sees. So they have to communicate. ... So that’s a social experience.

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:10:25)
[1]oakley sunglasses, [2]kate spade outlet, [3]jordan shoes, [4]prada handbags, [5]oakley sunglasses, [6]longchamp outlet,
[7]christian louboutin shoes, [8]longchamp outlet, [9]gucci handbags, [10]michael kors outlet, [11]replica watches, [12]louis
vuitton outlet, [13]michael kors outlet online, [14]louis vuitton, [15]tiffany jewelry, [16]burberry handbags, [17]christian
louboutin outlet, [18]nike air max, [19]uggs outlet, [20]oakley sunglasses wholesale, [21]polo ralph lauren outlet online,
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[22]nike air max, [23]michael kors outlet, [24]nike outlet, [25]uggs on sale, [26]longchamp outlet, [27]ugg boots, [28]louis
vuitton outlet, [29]oakley sunglasses, [30]prada outlet, [31]tiffany and co, [32]ray ban sunglasses, [33]nike free, [34]louis
vuitton, [35]ugg boots, [36]michael kors outlet online, [37]michael kors outlet online, [38]cheap oakley sunglasses, [39]uggs
outlet, [40]chanel handbags, [41]michael kors outlet online, [42]ray ban sunglasses, [43]christian louboutin, [44]ray ban
sunglasses, [45]louis vuitton outlet, [46]burberry outlet, [47]polo outlet

1. http://www.oakleyvault.us.com/
2. http://www.katespadeoutlets.cc/
3. http://www.air-jordanshoes.net/
4. http://www.prada-handbags.in.net/
5. http://www.oakley--sunglasses.com.co/
6. http://www.longchamphandbagsoutlet.us.com/
7. http://www.christian-louboutin-shoes.in.net/
8. http://www.longchamphandbags.us.com/
9. http://www.guccioutlet-online.us.com/
10. http://www.michaelkors-handbags.in.net/
11. http://www.rolexreplicawatches.us.com/
12. http://www.louisvuittonoutlet-store.us.com/
13. http://www.michael-korsoutlet.in.net/
14. http://www.louisvuitton.ar.com/
15. http://www.tiffanyjewelry.us.com/
16. http://www.burberry-outlet-store.us.com/
17. http://www.redbottoms.in.net/
18. http://www.nikeair-max.net/
19. http://www.uggs-outletboots.in.net/
20. http://www.oakleysunglassesoutlet.us.org/
21. http://www.polo-ralph-lauren.us.com/
22. http://www.nikeairmaxinc.net/
23. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.org/
24. http://www.nike--outlet.com/
25. http://www.uggs-outlet.in.net/
26. http://www.longchamp-outlet.in.net/
27. http://www.cheapuggboots.in.net/
28. http://www.louisvuitton-outlet-online.org/
29. http://www.oakleysunglasses.us.com/
30. http://www.prada-outlet.in.net/
31. http://www.tiffany-and-co.us.com/
32. http://www.ray-ban-sunglass.us.com/
33. http://www.nike-freerun.com/
34. http://www.louis-vuittonhandbags.org/
35. http://www.cheap-uggs.in.net/
36. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-store.us.com/
37. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.com/
38. http://www.oakleysunglasses.com.co/
39. http://www.uggs.us.com/
40. http://www.chanelhandbags.ar.com/
41. http://www.outletonline-michaelkors.com/
42. http://www.rayban-sunglass.us.com/
43. http://www.christianlouboutin-outlet.in.net/
44. http://www.rayban--sunglasses.org/
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http://www.nikeair-max.net/
http://www.uggs-outletboots.in.net/
http://www.oakleysunglassesoutlet.us.org/
http://www.polo-ralph-lauren.us.com/
http://www.nikeairmaxinc.net/
http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.org/
http://www.nike--outlet.com/
http://www.uggs-outlet.in.net/
http://www.longchamp-outlet.in.net/
http://www.cheapuggboots.in.net/
http://www.louisvuitton-outlet-online.org/
http://www.oakleysunglasses.us.com/
http://www.prada-outlet.in.net/
http://www.tiffany-and-co.us.com/
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http://www.nike-freerun.com/
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http://www.cheap-uggs.in.net/
http://www.michaelkors-outlet-store.us.com/
http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.com/
http://www.oakleysunglasses.com.co/
http://www.uggs.us.com/
http://www.chanelhandbags.ar.com/
http://www.outletonline-michaelkors.com/
http://www.rayban-sunglass.us.com/
http://www.christianlouboutin-outlet.in.net/
http://www.rayban--sunglasses.org/


45. http://www.louisvuitton-outlets.org/
46. http://www.burberryoutlet-store.us.com/
47. http://www.polo-ralph-lauren-outlet.us.com/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:12:43)
[1]ray ban pas cher, [2]sac vanessa bruno, [3]coach outlet store online, [4]ralph lauren uk, [5]michael kors, [6]coach purses,
[7]hollister pas cher, [8]converse pas cher, [9]nike air max, [10]nike roshe run uk, [11]kate spade, [12]hogan outlet, [13]nike
free run, [14]true religion outlet, [15]ray ban uk, [16]north face, [17]replica handbags, [18]burberry pas cher, [19]coach outlet,
[20]new balance, [21]true religion outlet, [22]nike air max uk, [23]hollister uk, [24]polo lacoste, [25]nike air max uk, [26]nike
free uk, [27]oakley pas cher, [28]air max, [29]true religion outlet, [30]michael kors pas cher, [31]nike air force, [32]michael
kors outlet, [33]nike roshe, [34]jordan pas cher, [35]michael kors, [36]vans pas cher, [37]lululemon canada, [38]nike tn,
[39]timberland pas cher, [40]polo ralph lauren, [41]nike blazer pas cher, [42]abercrombie and fitch uk, [43]louboutin pas cher,
[44]longchamp pas cher, [45]north face uk, [46]sac longchamp pas cher, [47]sac hermes, [48]guess pas cher, [49]mulberry uk,
[50]true religion jeans

1. http://www.lunette-rayban-pas-cher.fr/
2. http://www.sac-vanessa-bruno.fr/
3. http://www.coachoutletstoreonline.jp.net/
4. http://www.ralphlauren-outlet.co.uk/
5. http://www.michaelkorshandbags-uk.org.uk/
6. http://www.coachpurse.in.net/
7. http://www.hollister-abercrombiefitch.fr/
8. http://www.converse-pas-cher.fr/
9. http://www.nike-airmax-pas-cher.fr/
10. http://www.nike-roshe-run.org.uk/
11. http://www.katespade-handbags.in.net/
12. http://www.scarpehogan--outlet.it/
13. http://www.nikefreerun.fr/
14. http://www.truereligionoutlets.in.net/
15. http://www.rayban-sunglasses.me.uk/
16. http://www.the-north-face.fr/
17. http://www.coachfactory-outletonline.in.net/
18. http://www.sac-burberry-pascher.fr/
19. http://www.coachoutlet-online.in.net/
20. http://www.newbalancesoldes.fr/
21. http://www.truereligionsale.in.net/
22. http://www.nikeairmax.org.uk/
23. http://www.hollistersale.org.uk/
24. http://www.polo-lacoste-pascher.fr/
25. http://www.nike--airmax.co.uk/
26. http://www.nike-free-run.org.uk/
27. http://www.lunette-oakley-pascher.fr/
28. http://www.nikeair-max.fr/
29. http://www.true-religion-jeans.in.net/
30. http://www.sac-michaelkors-pascher.fr/
31. http://www.nikeair-force.fr/
32. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-canada.ca/
33. http://www.nike-roshe-run.fr/
34. http://www.airjordanpas-cher.fr/
35. http://www.michael--korsoutlet.ca/
36. http://www.vanspas-cher.fr/
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http://www.michael--korsoutlet.ca/
http://www.vanspas-cher.fr/


37. http://www.lululemon-outlet-canada.ca/
38. http://www.niketnrequin-pascher.fr/
39. http://www.timberland-paschere.fr/
40. http://www.poloralphlauren-pascher.fr/
41. http://www.nikeblazerpaschere.fr/
42. http://www.abercrombie-and-fitch.org.uk/
43. http://www.louboutin-pas-chere.fr/
44. http://www.sac--longchamps.fr/
45. http://www.thenorth--face.co.uk/
46. http://www.sac-longchamp-pas-cher.fr/
47. http://www.sachermes.fr/
48. http://www.sac-guesspascher.fr/
49. http://www.mulberryhandbagsoutlet.co.uk/
50. http://www.truereligioninc.in.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:14:27)
[1]herve leger, [2]hollister clothing, [3]mac cosmetics, [4]instyler, [5]nike trainers uk, [6]lululemon, [7]iphone cases, [8]tim-
berland boots, [9]beats by dre, [10]s6 case, [11]wedding dresses, [12]bottega veneta, [13]p90x workout, [14]reebok outlet,
[15]asics running shoes, [16]ferragamo shoes, [17]iphone 6s plus cases, [18]hermes belt, [19]ipad cases, [20]vans outlet,
[21]north face outlet, [22]iphone 6 plus cases, [23]mcm handbags, [24]iphone 6 cases, [25]jimmy choo outlet, [26]nike air max,
[27]ralph lauren, [28]north face outlet, [29]soccer jerseys, [30]giuseppe zanotti outlet, [31]new balance shoes, [32]mont blanc
pens, [33]celine handbags, [34]iphone 6s cases, [35]oakley, [36]insanity workout, [37]abercrombie and fitch, [38]louboutin,
[39]longchamp uk, [40]nike huaraches, [41]valentino shoes, [42]babyliss, [43]iphone 5s cases, [44]hollister, [45]ghd hair,
[46]chi flat iron, [47]nfl jerseys, [48]baseball bats, [49]nike roshe run, [50]soccer shoes

1. http://www.herveleger.us/
2. http://www.hollister-clothing-store.us.com/
3. http://www.mac-cosmetics.us.com/
4. http://www.instylerionicstyler.us.com/
5. http://www.nike-trainers.org.uk/
6. http://www.lululemonoutlets.in.net/
7. http://www.iphone-cases.in.net/
8. http://www.timberlandboots.ar.com/
9. http://www.beatsbydrdreheadphones.in.net/
10. http://www.samsunggalaxys6cases.us.com/
11. http://www.cheap-wedding-dresses.org/
12. http://www.bottegaveneta-handbagsoutlet.com/
13. http://www.p90x-workout.us.com/
14. http://www.reebok-outlet.in.net/
15. http://www.asicso.com/
16. http://www.ferragamo-shoes.net/
17. http://www.iphone6spluscases.us.com/
18. http://www.hermesbirkinbags.com.co/
19. http://www.ipadcases.us.com/
20. http://www.vans-shoes-outlet.com/
21. http://www.the-northfaceoutlet.us.com/
22. http://www.iphone6pluscases.in.net/
23. http://www.mcmhandbags.org/
24. http://www.iphone6cases.us.com/
25. http://www.jimmychoo-shoes.us.com/
26. http://www.nike-airmax.nl/
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http://www.ferragamo-shoes.net/
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http://www.hermesbirkinbags.com.co/
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http://www.vans-shoes-outlet.com/
http://www.the-northfaceoutlet.us.com/
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http://www.mcmhandbags.org/
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http://www.jimmychoo-shoes.us.com/
http://www.nike-airmax.nl/


27. http://www.ralph--lauren.it/
28. http://www.the-north-face.in.net/
29. http://www.soccerjerseys.com.co/
30. http://www.giuseppe-zanotti.in.net/
31. http://www.newbalance-shoes.in.net/
32. http://www.montblanc-pens.us.com/
33. http://www.celine-handbags.org/
34. http://www.iphone6scases.us.com/
35. http://www.occhiali-oakley.it/
36. http://www.insanityworkout.in.net/
37. http://www.abercrombieand-fitch.us.com/
38. http://www.christian--louboutin.it/
39. http://www.longchampbags.org.uk/
40. http://www.nike-air-huarache.co.uk/
41. http://www.valentino-shoes.us.com/
42. http://www.babyliss.in.net/
43. http://www.iphone5scases.us.com/
44. http://www.hollister-abercrombie.es/
45. http://www.ghdhairstraighteners.me.uk/
46. http://www.chiflatiron.cn.com/
47. http://www.cheap-nfljersey.in.net/
48. http://www.baseball-bats.us/
49. http://www.nikerosherun.net/
50. http://www.soccer--shoes.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:16:10)
[1]converse, [2]canada goose, [3]louis vuitton, [4]converse outlet, [5]vans, [6]moncler outlet, [7]moncler, [8]pandora jewelry,
[9]toms shoes, [10]replica watches, [11]lancel, [12]hollister, [13]montre pas cher, [14]juicy couture outlet, [15]swarovski,
[16]karen millen uk, [17]moncler, [18]ugg,ugg australia,ugg italia, [19]moncler, [20]links of london, [21]pandora jewelry,
[22]canada goose jackets, [23]louis vuitton, [24]ugg pas cher, [25]ugg,uggs,uggs canada, [26]supra shoes, [27]coach outlet,
[28]ugg, [29]moncler outlet, [30]hollister, [31]pandora charms, [32]canada goose, [33]ugg uk, [34]nike air max, [35]louis
vuitton, [36]swarovski crystal, [37]ray ban, [38]wedding dresses, [39]barbour uk, [40]canada goose outlet, [41]pandora uk,
[42]canada goose outlet, [43]canada goose, [44]barbour, [45]marc jacobs, [46]doudoune moncler, [47]moncler, [48]gucci,
[49]thomas sabo, [50]juicy couture outlet, [51]canada goose uk, [52]moncler uk, [53]canada goose outlet

1. http://www.converse-allstar.it/
2. http://www.canada--goose.se/
3. http://www.borse-louis-vuitton.it/
4. http://www.converse--shoes.com/
5. http://www.vansscarpe.it/
6. http://www.monclerjackets.us.org/
7. http://www.moncleronline-shop.de/
8. http://www.pandorajewelrys.us.com/
9. http://www.toms--shoes.net/
10. http://www.replica--watches.co.uk/
11. http://www.saclancelpascher.fr/
12. http://www.abercrombiehollister.it/
13. http://www.montrespas-cher.fr/
14. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.jp.net/
15. http://www.swarovski.me.uk/
16. http://www.karenmillen.me.uk/
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http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.jp.net/
http://www.swarovski.me.uk/
http://www.karenmillen.me.uk/


17. http://www.moncler.co.nl/
18. http://www.ugg--australia.it/
19. http://www.moncler.org.es/
20. http://www.linksoflondon.me.uk/
21. http://www.pandora-jewelry.us.com/
22. http://www.canadagoose.net.co/
23. http://www.louis-vuitton-handbags.co.uk/
24. http://www.bottesugg-pas-cher.fr/
25. http://www.uggs-canada.ca/
26. http://www.supra--shoes.com/
27. http://coachofficialsite.blog.com/
28. http://www.ugg-pas-cher.fr/
29. http://www.moncleroutlet.com.co/
30. http://www.hollister--canada.ca/
31. http://www.pandora--charms.in.net/
32. http://www.canadagooses.co.nl/
33. http://www.ugg-boots-uggs.co.uk/
34. http://www.nikeair-max.it/
35. http://www.louis-vuitton-pas-cher.fr/
36. http://www.swarovski-jewelry.in.net/
37. http://www.rayban--occhiali.it/
38. http://www.cheapweddingdresses.org.uk/
39. http://www.barbour-jackets.org.uk/
40. http://www.canadagoose--jackets.ca/
41. http://www.pandora--charms.org.uk/
42. http://www.canada-goose-outlet.us.com/
43. http://www.canadagoose-paschere.fr/
44. http://www.barbour.us.org/
45. http://www.marcjacobs.us.org/
46. http://www.doudoune-monclerpascher.fr/
47. http://www.moncler--outlet.it/
48. http://www.borse--gucci.it/
49. http://www.thomas-sabo-uk.org.uk/
50. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.com.co/
51. http://www.canada-goose.me.uk/
52. http://www.moncler.org.uk/
53. http://www.canada-goose-jackets.us.com/

Best movies of the 1950s (2016-03-09 16:50)

1 The Night of the Hunter 8.1 1955
2 Cat on a Hot Tin Roof 8.1 1958
3 12 Angry Men 8.9 1957
4 Witness for the Prosecution 8.4 1957
5 East of Eden 8 1955
6 Rear Window 8.5 1954
7 Vertigo 8.4 1958
8 Rebel Without a Cause 7.8 1955
9 Giant 7.7 1956
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10 Sunset Blvd. 8.5 1950
11 Stalag 17 8.1 1953
12 Some Like It Hot 8.3 1959
13 North by Northwest 8.4 1959
14 High Noon 8.1 1952
15 The Defiant Ones 7.7 1958
16 It Happened in Broad Daylight 7.9 1958
17 The Caine Mutiny 7.9 1954
18 Suddenly, Last Summer 7.7 1959
19 Wild Strawberries 8.3 1957
20 Los Olvidados 8.3 1950
21 Diabolique 8.1 1955
22 Eyes Without a Face 7.8 1960
23 The Ten Commandments 7.9 1956
24 Friendly Persuasion 7.5 1956
25 Touch of Evil 8.1 1958
26 Sabrina 7.7 1954
27 Ben-Hur 8.1 1959
28 The Bridge on the River Kwai 8.2 1957
29 La Strada 8.1 1954
30 Sweet Smell of Success 8.2 1957
31 Journey to Italy 7.4 1954
32 The Country Girl 7.3 1954
33 On the Waterfront 8.3 1954
34 The 400 Blows 8.2 1959
35 The Bridge 7.8 1959
36 Seven Samurai 8.7 1954
37 The Trouble with Harry 7.2 1955
38 I Want to Live! 7.5 1958
39 Strangers on a Train 8.1 1951
40 In a Lonely Place 8 1950
41 The Asphalt Jungle 7.9 1950
42 Limelight 8.1 1952
43 The Enforcer 7.4 1951
44 The Desperate Hours 7.6 1955
45 The Killing 8.1 1956
46 Rififi 8.2 1955
47 All About Eve 8.3 1950
48 Paths of Glory 8.5 1957
49 Blackboard Jungle 7.4 1955
50 Rio Bravo 8.1 1959
51 On the Beach 7.3 1959
52 Winchester ’73 7.7 1950
53 Stromboli 7.3 1950
54 Bad Day at Black Rock 7.8 1955
55 From Here to Eternity 7.8 1953
56 I Confess 7.3 1953
57 El 7.9 1953
58 Singin’ in the Rain 8.3 1952
59 Niagara 7.1 1953
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60 The Seven Year Itch 7.2 1955
61 Elevator to the Gallows 8 1958
62 The Tin Star 7.4 1957
63 The Big Heat 8 1953

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:10:22)
[1]oakley sunglasses, [2]kate spade outlet, [3]jordan shoes, [4]prada handbags, [5]oakley sunglasses, [6]longchamp outlet,
[7]christian louboutin shoes, [8]longchamp outlet, [9]gucci handbags, [10]michael kors outlet, [11]replica watches, [12]louis
vuitton outlet, [13]michael kors outlet online, [14]louis vuitton, [15]tiffany jewelry, [16]burberry handbags, [17]christian
louboutin outlet, [18]nike air max, [19]uggs outlet, [20]oakley sunglasses wholesale, [21]polo ralph lauren outlet online,
[22]nike air max, [23]michael kors outlet, [24]nike outlet, [25]uggs on sale, [26]longchamp outlet, [27]ugg boots, [28]louis
vuitton outlet, [29]oakley sunglasses, [30]prada outlet, [31]tiffany and co, [32]ray ban sunglasses, [33]nike free, [34]louis
vuitton, [35]ugg boots, [36]michael kors outlet online, [37]michael kors outlet online, [38]cheap oakley sunglasses, [39]uggs
outlet, [40]chanel handbags, [41]michael kors outlet online, [42]ray ban sunglasses, [43]christian louboutin, [44]ray ban
sunglasses, [45]louis vuitton outlet, [46]burberry outlet, [47]polo outlet

1. http://www.oakleyvault.us.com/
2. http://www.katespadeoutlets.cc/
3. http://www.air-jordanshoes.net/
4. http://www.prada-handbags.in.net/
5. http://www.oakley--sunglasses.com.co/
6. http://www.longchamphandbagsoutlet.us.com/
7. http://www.christian-louboutin-shoes.in.net/
8. http://www.longchamphandbags.us.com/
9. http://www.guccioutlet-online.us.com/
10. http://www.michaelkors-handbags.in.net/
11. http://www.rolexreplicawatches.us.com/
12. http://www.louisvuittonoutlet-store.us.com/
13. http://www.michael-korsoutlet.in.net/
14. http://www.louisvuitton.ar.com/
15. http://www.tiffanyjewelry.us.com/
16. http://www.burberry-outlet-store.us.com/
17. http://www.redbottoms.in.net/
18. http://www.nikeair-max.net/
19. http://www.uggs-outletboots.in.net/
20. http://www.oakleysunglassesoutlet.us.org/
21. http://www.polo-ralph-lauren.us.com/
22. http://www.nikeairmaxinc.net/
23. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.org/
24. http://www.nike--outlet.com/
25. http://www.uggs-outlet.in.net/
26. http://www.longchamp-outlet.in.net/
27. http://www.cheapuggboots.in.net/
28. http://www.louisvuitton-outlet-online.org/
29. http://www.oakleysunglasses.us.com/
30. http://www.prada-outlet.in.net/
31. http://www.tiffany-and-co.us.com/
32. http://www.ray-ban-sunglass.us.com/
33. http://www.nike-freerun.com/
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34. http://www.louis-vuittonhandbags.org/
35. http://www.cheap-uggs.in.net/
36. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-store.us.com/
37. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.com/
38. http://www.oakleysunglasses.com.co/
39. http://www.uggs.us.com/
40. http://www.chanelhandbags.ar.com/
41. http://www.outletonline-michaelkors.com/
42. http://www.rayban-sunglass.us.com/
43. http://www.christianlouboutin-outlet.in.net/
44. http://www.rayban--sunglasses.org/
45. http://www.louisvuitton-outlets.org/
46. http://www.burberryoutlet-store.us.com/
47. http://www.polo-ralph-lauren-outlet.us.com/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:12:41)
[1]ray ban pas cher, [2]sac vanessa bruno, [3]coach outlet store online, [4]ralph lauren uk, [5]michael kors, [6]coach purses,
[7]hollister pas cher, [8]converse pas cher, [9]nike air max, [10]nike roshe run uk, [11]kate spade, [12]hogan outlet, [13]nike
free run, [14]true religion outlet, [15]ray ban uk, [16]north face, [17]replica handbags, [18]burberry pas cher, [19]coach outlet,
[20]new balance, [21]true religion outlet, [22]nike air max uk, [23]hollister uk, [24]polo lacoste, [25]nike air max uk, [26]nike
free uk, [27]oakley pas cher, [28]air max, [29]true religion outlet, [30]michael kors pas cher, [31]nike air force, [32]michael
kors outlet, [33]nike roshe, [34]jordan pas cher, [35]michael kors, [36]vans pas cher, [37]lululemon canada, [38]nike tn,
[39]timberland pas cher, [40]polo ralph lauren, [41]nike blazer pas cher, [42]abercrombie and fitch uk, [43]louboutin pas cher,
[44]longchamp pas cher, [45]north face uk, [46]sac longchamp pas cher, [47]sac hermes, [48]guess pas cher, [49]mulberry uk,
[50]true religion jeans

1. http://www.lunette-rayban-pas-cher.fr/
2. http://www.sac-vanessa-bruno.fr/
3. http://www.coachoutletstoreonline.jp.net/
4. http://www.ralphlauren-outlet.co.uk/
5. http://www.michaelkorshandbags-uk.org.uk/
6. http://www.coachpurse.in.net/
7. http://www.hollister-abercrombiefitch.fr/
8. http://www.converse-pas-cher.fr/
9. http://www.nike-airmax-pas-cher.fr/
10. http://www.nike-roshe-run.org.uk/
11. http://www.katespade-handbags.in.net/
12. http://www.scarpehogan--outlet.it/
13. http://www.nikefreerun.fr/
14. http://www.truereligionoutlets.in.net/
15. http://www.rayban-sunglasses.me.uk/
16. http://www.the-north-face.fr/
17. http://www.coachfactory-outletonline.in.net/
18. http://www.sac-burberry-pascher.fr/
19. http://www.coachoutlet-online.in.net/
20. http://www.newbalancesoldes.fr/
21. http://www.truereligionsale.in.net/
22. http://www.nikeairmax.org.uk/
23. http://www.hollistersale.org.uk/
24. http://www.polo-lacoste-pascher.fr/
25. http://www.nike--airmax.co.uk/
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26. http://www.nike-free-run.org.uk/
27. http://www.lunette-oakley-pascher.fr/
28. http://www.nikeair-max.fr/
29. http://www.true-religion-jeans.in.net/
30. http://www.sac-michaelkors-pascher.fr/
31. http://www.nikeair-force.fr/
32. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-canada.ca/
33. http://www.nike-roshe-run.fr/
34. http://www.airjordanpas-cher.fr/
35. http://www.michael--korsoutlet.ca/
36. http://www.vanspas-cher.fr/
37. http://www.lululemon-outlet-canada.ca/
38. http://www.niketnrequin-pascher.fr/
39. http://www.timberland-paschere.fr/
40. http://www.poloralphlauren-pascher.fr/
41. http://www.nikeblazerpaschere.fr/
42. http://www.abercrombie-and-fitch.org.uk/
43. http://www.louboutin-pas-chere.fr/
44. http://www.sac--longchamps.fr/
45. http://www.thenorth--face.co.uk/
46. http://www.sac-longchamp-pas-cher.fr/
47. http://www.sachermes.fr/
48. http://www.sac-guesspascher.fr/
49. http://www.mulberryhandbagsoutlet.co.uk/
50. http://www.truereligioninc.in.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:14:25)
[1]herve leger, [2]hollister clothing, [3]mac cosmetics, [4]instyler, [5]nike trainers uk, [6]lululemon, [7]iphone cases, [8]tim-
berland boots, [9]beats by dre, [10]s6 case, [11]wedding dresses, [12]bottega veneta, [13]p90x workout, [14]reebok outlet,
[15]asics running shoes, [16]ferragamo shoes, [17]iphone 6s plus cases, [18]hermes belt, [19]ipad cases, [20]vans outlet,
[21]north face outlet, [22]iphone 6 plus cases, [23]mcm handbags, [24]iphone 6 cases, [25]jimmy choo outlet, [26]nike air max,
[27]ralph lauren, [28]north face outlet, [29]soccer jerseys, [30]giuseppe zanotti outlet, [31]new balance shoes, [32]mont blanc
pens, [33]celine handbags, [34]iphone 6s cases, [35]oakley, [36]insanity workout, [37]abercrombie and fitch, [38]louboutin,
[39]longchamp uk, [40]nike huaraches, [41]valentino shoes, [42]babyliss, [43]iphone 5s cases, [44]hollister, [45]ghd hair,
[46]chi flat iron, [47]nfl jerseys, [48]baseball bats, [49]nike roshe run, [50]soccer shoes

1. http://www.herveleger.us/
2. http://www.hollister-clothing-store.us.com/
3. http://www.mac-cosmetics.us.com/
4. http://www.instylerionicstyler.us.com/
5. http://www.nike-trainers.org.uk/
6. http://www.lululemonoutlets.in.net/
7. http://www.iphone-cases.in.net/
8. http://www.timberlandboots.ar.com/
9. http://www.beatsbydrdreheadphones.in.net/
10. http://www.samsunggalaxys6cases.us.com/
11. http://www.cheap-wedding-dresses.org/
12. http://www.bottegaveneta-handbagsoutlet.com/
13. http://www.p90x-workout.us.com/
14. http://www.reebok-outlet.in.net/
15. http://www.asicso.com/
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16. http://www.ferragamo-shoes.net/
17. http://www.iphone6spluscases.us.com/
18. http://www.hermesbirkinbags.com.co/
19. http://www.ipadcases.us.com/
20. http://www.vans-shoes-outlet.com/
21. http://www.the-northfaceoutlet.us.com/
22. http://www.iphone6pluscases.in.net/
23. http://www.mcmhandbags.org/
24. http://www.iphone6cases.us.com/
25. http://www.jimmychoo-shoes.us.com/
26. http://www.nike-airmax.nl/
27. http://www.ralph--lauren.it/
28. http://www.the-north-face.in.net/
29. http://www.soccerjerseys.com.co/
30. http://www.giuseppe-zanotti.in.net/
31. http://www.newbalance-shoes.in.net/
32. http://www.montblanc-pens.us.com/
33. http://www.celine-handbags.org/
34. http://www.iphone6scases.us.com/
35. http://www.occhiali-oakley.it/
36. http://www.insanityworkout.in.net/
37. http://www.abercrombieand-fitch.us.com/
38. http://www.christian--louboutin.it/
39. http://www.longchampbags.org.uk/
40. http://www.nike-air-huarache.co.uk/
41. http://www.valentino-shoes.us.com/
42. http://www.babyliss.in.net/
43. http://www.iphone5scases.us.com/
44. http://www.hollister-abercrombie.es/
45. http://www.ghdhairstraighteners.me.uk/
46. http://www.chiflatiron.cn.com/
47. http://www.cheap-nfljersey.in.net/
48. http://www.baseball-bats.us/
49. http://www.nikerosherun.net/
50. http://www.soccer--shoes.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:16:07)
[1]converse, [2]canada goose, [3]louis vuitton, [4]converse outlet, [5]vans, [6]moncler outlet, [7]moncler, [8]pandora jewelry,
[9]toms shoes, [10]replica watches, [11]lancel, [12]hollister, [13]montre pas cher, [14]juicy couture outlet, [15]swarovski,
[16]karen millen uk, [17]moncler, [18]ugg,ugg australia,ugg italia, [19]moncler, [20]links of london, [21]pandora jewelry,
[22]canada goose jackets, [23]louis vuitton, [24]ugg pas cher, [25]ugg,uggs,uggs canada, [26]supra shoes, [27]coach outlet,
[28]ugg, [29]moncler outlet, [30]hollister, [31]pandora charms, [32]canada goose, [33]ugg uk, [34]nike air max, [35]louis
vuitton, [36]swarovski crystal, [37]ray ban, [38]wedding dresses, [39]barbour uk, [40]canada goose outlet, [41]pandora uk,
[42]canada goose outlet, [43]canada goose, [44]barbour, [45]marc jacobs, [46]doudoune moncler, [47]moncler, [48]gucci,
[49]thomas sabo, [50]juicy couture outlet, [51]canada goose uk, [52]moncler uk, [53]canada goose outlet

1. http://www.converse-allstar.it/
2. http://www.canada--goose.se/
3. http://www.borse-louis-vuitton.it/
4. http://www.converse--shoes.com/
5. http://www.vansscarpe.it/
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6. http://www.monclerjackets.us.org/
7. http://www.moncleronline-shop.de/
8. http://www.pandorajewelrys.us.com/
9. http://www.toms--shoes.net/
10. http://www.replica--watches.co.uk/
11. http://www.saclancelpascher.fr/
12. http://www.abercrombiehollister.it/
13. http://www.montrespas-cher.fr/
14. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.jp.net/
15. http://www.swarovski.me.uk/
16. http://www.karenmillen.me.uk/
17. http://www.moncler.co.nl/
18. http://www.ugg--australia.it/
19. http://www.moncler.org.es/
20. http://www.linksoflondon.me.uk/
21. http://www.pandora-jewelry.us.com/
22. http://www.canadagoose.net.co/
23. http://www.louis-vuitton-handbags.co.uk/
24. http://www.bottesugg-pas-cher.fr/
25. http://www.uggs-canada.ca/
26. http://www.supra--shoes.com/
27. http://coachofficialsite.blog.com/
28. http://www.ugg-pas-cher.fr/
29. http://www.moncleroutlet.com.co/
30. http://www.hollister--canada.ca/
31. http://www.pandora--charms.in.net/
32. http://www.canadagooses.co.nl/
33. http://www.ugg-boots-uggs.co.uk/
34. http://www.nikeair-max.it/
35. http://www.louis-vuitton-pas-cher.fr/
36. http://www.swarovski-jewelry.in.net/
37. http://www.rayban--occhiali.it/
38. http://www.cheapweddingdresses.org.uk/
39. http://www.barbour-jackets.org.uk/
40. http://www.canadagoose--jackets.ca/
41. http://www.pandora--charms.org.uk/
42. http://www.canada-goose-outlet.us.com/
43. http://www.canadagoose-paschere.fr/
44. http://www.barbour.us.org/
45. http://www.marcjacobs.us.org/
46. http://www.doudoune-monclerpascher.fr/
47. http://www.moncler--outlet.it/
48. http://www.borse--gucci.it/
49. http://www.thomas-sabo-uk.org.uk/
50. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.com.co/
51. http://www.canada-goose.me.uk/
52. http://www.moncler.org.uk/
53. http://www.canada-goose-jackets.us.com/
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Ted Cruz (2016-03-11 00:41)

The so-called "establishment" fear both Ted Cruz and Donald Trump. The reasons they fear them however, couldn’t
be more stark. They fear Trump because he threatens their brand; Ted Cruz on the other hand, threatens their crony
socialism and the current system as it’s evolved - big government, big deals, no principles.
Trump isn’t an ideologue; he’s liberal on many issues and conservative on others. Further blurring the lines between
Democrats and Republicans could prove to be disastrous for the GOP if they’re planning to maintain the Senate in
the short term and salvage the party in the long term. Ronald Reagan understood this principle. Conservatives are to
be bold in color, no pastels! It’s what the Tea Party movement has demanded in no uncertain terms. In my opinion,
it’s also what’s made the movement vulnerable to anyone who could tap into the anger and frustration.
Consider the warp speed the word "conservative" swept through the halls of Congress after President Obama was
elected. Everyone and their mama began calling themselves one. The 2010 and 2014 midterm elections were
landslide victories for Republicans and the conservative movement. But many are displeased with the lack of fight
we’ve seen in Washington over the past ten years. Once you see the system isn’t working for you time and again, it’s
only natural to want to buck the system. This explains the rise of the "outsider." The problem is, in order to avoid
being duped again, we must hold fast to the Constitution and hold every candidate equally accountable for things
they’ve said and done. Which brings me to Sen. Ted Cruz.
"Outsider" is the wrong moniker for Ted Cruz. Although, he is an outsider when it comes to the D.C. political class,
that term is more befitting of former presidential candidates Carly Fiorina, and Ben Carson. If we’re to be honest,
Donald Trump has beenmore of a lobbyist than an outsider for decades - brokering sweetheart deals with progressive
politicians. Were it not for Ted Cruz infiltrating the halls of Congress like a spy determined to expose the dirty secrets
of our congressmen turned adversaries from within, there’d be no "outsiders."

So why doesn’t he get the due he deserves from the voters? Is it his lack of charisma? Is he too conserva-
tive? Too smart? Not foulmouthed enough? Unelectable like the media and the GOP establishment would have
us believe? His stance on amnesty is tougher than Trump’s, when you consider he opposes Trump’s "touch-back"
amnesty policy- a policy that would allow illegal immigrants who broke our laws to apply for re-entry. Ted Cruz’s flaw
in the eyes of many voters is that he’s a politician now. But, I beg to differ. He’s an infiltrator. He was a “spy” sent to
Washington by "We The People" to give us a full report. Did he ever fail in his mission? No.
Do you remember Ted Cruz’s Iowa victory? It seems so long ago. He was the only candidate to campaign against
their ethanol subsidies - crony socialism, and he won! Additionally, you may or may not know that Sen. Cruz was the
first Latino ever to win an American presidential caucus or primary.
At the time, I wrote about the colossal mistake the GOP establishment made by not shouting that from the rooftops.
They weren’t happy that the "outsiders" were taking over the party. Unfortunately, not only did the establishment
fail to recognize the historic impact of Cruz’s victory, they failed to recognize the mood of their own constituency. To
their detriment, the establishment failed to get behind Sen. Cruz, as the one candidate that could conserve their
brand and reenergize the conservative movement within the party. Let’s not make the same mistake as voters. Are
we going to fall for the marketing, media blitz, and messaging of the Trump campaign, or do we want the tried and
true conservative that has been battle tested?
There’s something to be said about a politician that has gone into the belly of the beast and stood his ground. Think
about it. What’s your biggest temptation? Money? Sex? Power? Accolades? Food? Stuff? For Ted Cruz to have
deprived himself of the power, relationships, glitz and glamour that Washington offers is the equivalent of 400 pound
man walking into a bakery, bypassing the cupcakes, and asking if they sell salads - it doesn’t happen!
You can cast a vote on Super Tuesday for Marco Rubio or John Kasich, who have no mathematical path to the
nomination at this point. Frankly, they’re serving as nothing more than spoilers for Cruz. You can fall pray to the
media hype of "the Duper." Or, you can vote to set America back on a constitutional course by voting for Ted Cruz. I
choose the latter and I hope you will too.
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The brain can only manage 150 friends (2016-03-13 00:10)

Obsession: Facebook ’friends’ may total thousands but the human brain is only capable of keeping 150 friendships

The Facebook obsession of amassing ’friends’ creates the impression that some users are wildly more sociable than
others.
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But while we may be able to count 5,000 friends on the online social networking site, scientists have shown that
humans’ brains are capable of managing a maximum of just 150 friendships.
Oxford University Professor Robin Dunbar has conducted a study of social groupings throughout the centuries, from
neolithic villages to modern office environments.
His findings, based on his theory ’Dunbar’s number’, developed in the 1990s, asserts that size of the part of the brain
used for conscious thought and language, the neocortex, limits us to managing 150 friends, no matter how sociable
we are.
The professor of Evolutionary Anthropology has applied this theory to see if the ’Facebook effect’ has stretched the
size of social groupings.
He compared the online ’traffic’ of people with thousands and friends to those with hundreds.
His findings show that there is no discernible difference between the two.
’The interesting thing is that you can have 1,500 friends but when you actually look at traffic on sites, you see people
maintain the same inner circle of around 150 people that we observe in the real world,’ said Dunbar.
’People obviously like the kudos of having hundreds of friends but the reality is that they’re unlikely to be bigger than
anyone else’s.’
Dunbar defined ’maintained’ friends as those you care about and contact at least once a year.
He has also found that women are better at maintaining friendships on Facebook.
’There is a big sex difference though ... girls are much better at maintaining relationships just by talking to each other.
Boys need to do physical stuff together,’ he said.
Dunbar’s findings, due to be published this year, will be welcomed by psychologists who warn that Facebook is driving
a worrying trend of ’friendship addiction’ causing insecurity in those who use it.
Addictions expert David Smallwood claims that many who use Facebook become hooked on the urge to acquire more
friends in an attempt to appear popular and successful.

Support of Senate Leaders In Supreme Court Appointment (2016-03-14 23:31)

The untimely passing of U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, an ardent defender of our founding documents
and a pillar of American jurisprudence, has left our nation with a massive void in defense of the Constitution. This
void threatens many of the bedrock values and principles that have shaped America.

Elected officials, judges, journalists and everyday Americans of all political persuasions recognized the contri-
butions of Justice Scalia upon his death, while opining on the political, judicial and societal impact of replacing him
began in earnest, often at the same time. President Obama announced on Twitter shortly after Scalia’s death that
the justice would “be remembered as one of the "most consequential judges and thinkers to serve on the Supreme
Court” and just two minutes later stated, "I plan to fulfill my constitutional responsibilities to nominate a successor
in due time. The battle with ?@SenateMajdr is joined.”

The wheels of power in Washington, DC move at a very plodding pace, and in this case and throughout our
nation’s history, appointments to the U.S. Supreme Court are not, and should not, be any different. Accordingly,
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell and Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Chuck Grassley have both
publicly vowed to block any nominees from theWhite House until the American people have elected a new president
in November.

Article II, Section 2 of the U.S. Constitution provides the U.S. Senate with the power to confirm or reject Presi-
dential appointments to the Court. Our founders included the clause as a safeguard against authoritarianism by
providing a clear separation of powers. Leader McConnell and Chairman Grassley are performing their duties to the
full extent authorized by the Constitution and conservatives should commend and support their leadership.
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The filling of this vacancy could shift the ideological balance of the Supreme Court for an entire generation. A
shift that social conservatives and people of faith who cherish our founding principles and freedoms should not
underestimate. Some of the most important social and political issues of our time are both at stake and so conceding
to the wishes of the President to stack the court with his third left-leaning ideological judge, after liberal Justices
Elena Kagan and Sonia Sotomayor, would tip the scales against values held by people of faith.

President Obama has fundamentally transformed the court with his appointments, shifting legal decisions to
favor his progressive, anti-traditional values agenda in some of the most substantial decisions in decades, including
Obergefell v. Hodges, which held that same sex marriage is a Constitutional right and that states must either license
same-sex marriages or recognize those marriages from other states.

Two other decisions, which protected some of our most sacred Constitutional rights, and were decided on
votes swung by Justice Scalia, could also be threatened with another liberal appointment to the Court, including:
District of Columbia v. Heller and Burwell v. Hobby Lobby.

The Heller decision provided an important Second Amendment victory by establishing a right to own a gun for
personal use and for self-defense, and Burwell was an important religious liberty decision which exempts some
businesses from being forced to provide contraception services in their employee health insurance plans.

Thanks to Mr. McConnell and Mr. Grassley, and the social conservatives standing behind them, he will not
have the opportunity to continue to fundamentally change America through the courts.
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37. http://www.abercrombieand-fitch.us.com/
38. http://www.christian--louboutin.it/
39. http://www.longchampbags.org.uk/
40. http://www.nike-air-huarache.co.uk/
41. http://www.valentino-shoes.us.com/
42. http://www.babyliss.in.net/
43. http://www.iphone5scases.us.com/
44. http://www.hollister-abercrombie.es/
45. http://www.ghdhairstraighteners.me.uk/
46. http://www.chiflatiron.cn.com/
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47. http://www.cheap-nfljersey.in.net/
48. http://www.baseball-bats.us/
49. http://www.nikerosherun.net/
50. http://www.soccer--shoes.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:15:56)
[1]converse, [2]canada goose, [3]louis vuitton, [4]converse outlet, [5]vans, [6]moncler outlet, [7]moncler, [8]pandora jewelry,
[9]toms shoes, [10]replica watches, [11]lancel, [12]hollister, [13]montre pas cher, [14]juicy couture outlet, [15]swarovski,
[16]karen millen uk, [17]moncler, [18]ugg,ugg australia,ugg italia, [19]moncler, [20]links of london, [21]pandora jewelry,
[22]canada goose jackets, [23]louis vuitton, [24]ugg pas cher, [25]ugg,uggs,uggs canada, [26]supra shoes, [27]coach outlet,
[28]ugg, [29]moncler outlet, [30]hollister, [31]pandora charms, [32]canada goose, [33]ugg uk, [34]nike air max, [35]louis
vuitton, [36]swarovski crystal, [37]ray ban, [38]wedding dresses, [39]barbour uk, [40]canada goose outlet, [41]pandora uk,
[42]canada goose outlet, [43]canada goose, [44]barbour, [45]marc jacobs, [46]doudoune moncler, [47]moncler, [48]gucci,
[49]thomas sabo, [50]juicy couture outlet, [51]canada goose uk, [52]moncler uk, [53]canada goose outlet

1. http://www.converse-allstar.it/
2. http://www.canada--goose.se/
3. http://www.borse-louis-vuitton.it/
4. http://www.converse--shoes.com/
5. http://www.vansscarpe.it/
6. http://www.monclerjackets.us.org/
7. http://www.moncleronline-shop.de/
8. http://www.pandorajewelrys.us.com/
9. http://www.toms--shoes.net/
10. http://www.replica--watches.co.uk/
11. http://www.saclancelpascher.fr/
12. http://www.abercrombiehollister.it/
13. http://www.montrespas-cher.fr/
14. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.jp.net/
15. http://www.swarovski.me.uk/
16. http://www.karenmillen.me.uk/
17. http://www.moncler.co.nl/
18. http://www.ugg--australia.it/
19. http://www.moncler.org.es/
20. http://www.linksoflondon.me.uk/
21. http://www.pandora-jewelry.us.com/
22. http://www.canadagoose.net.co/
23. http://www.louis-vuitton-handbags.co.uk/
24. http://www.bottesugg-pas-cher.fr/
25. http://www.uggs-canada.ca/
26. http://www.supra--shoes.com/
27. http://coachofficialsite.blog.com/
28. http://www.ugg-pas-cher.fr/
29. http://www.moncleroutlet.com.co/
30. http://www.hollister--canada.ca/
31. http://www.pandora--charms.in.net/
32. http://www.canadagooses.co.nl/
33. http://www.ugg-boots-uggs.co.uk/
34. http://www.nikeair-max.it/
35. http://www.louis-vuitton-pas-cher.fr/
36. http://www.swarovski-jewelry.in.net/
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37. http://www.rayban--occhiali.it/
38. http://www.cheapweddingdresses.org.uk/
39. http://www.barbour-jackets.org.uk/
40. http://www.canadagoose--jackets.ca/
41. http://www.pandora--charms.org.uk/
42. http://www.canada-goose-outlet.us.com/
43. http://www.canadagoose-paschere.fr/
44. http://www.barbour.us.org/
45. http://www.marcjacobs.us.org/
46. http://www.doudoune-monclerpascher.fr/
47. http://www.moncler--outlet.it/
48. http://www.borse--gucci.it/
49. http://www.thomas-sabo-uk.org.uk/
50. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.com.co/
51. http://www.canada-goose.me.uk/
52. http://www.moncler.org.uk/
53. http://www.canada-goose-jackets.us.com/

Best movies of the 1960s (2016-03-16 15:51)

1 Cool Hand Luke 1967
2 The Virgin Spring 1960
3 To Kill a Mockingbird 1962
4 Psycho 1960
5 The Haunting 1963
6 Through a Glass Darkly 1961
7 The Whip and the Body 1963
8 Yojimbo 1961
9 Knife in the Water 1962
10 The Good, the Bad and the Ugly 1966
11 The Graduate 1967
12 Hour of the Wolf 1968
13 Once Upon a Time in the West 1968
14 Black Sunday 1960
15 Repulsion 1965
16 Night of the Living Dead 1968
17 Persona 1966
18 Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb 1964
19 Easy Rider 1969
20 The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance 1962
21 Lawrence of Arabia 1962
22 Spartacus 1960
23 Lord of the Flies 1963
24 The Wild Bunch 1969
25 True Grit 1969
26 They Shoot Horses, Don’t They? 1969
27 Who’s That Knocking at My Door 1967
28 Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid 1969
29 L’Eclisse 1962
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30 A Fistful of Dollars 1964
31 Onibaba 1964
32 The Pawnbroker 1964
33 Days of Wine and Roses 1962
34 The Dirty Dozen 1967
35 For a Few Dollars More 1965
36 Testament of Orpheus 1960
37 Wait Until Dark 1967
38 West Side Story 1961
39 Shock Corridor 1963
40 Rosemary’s Baby 1968
41 The Apartment 1960
42 Breakfast at Tiffany’s 1961
43 The Conqueror Worm 1968
44 Red Desert 1964
45 Oliver! 1968
46 What Ever Happened to Baby Jane? 1962
47 The Magnificent Seven 1960
48 King of Kings 1961
49 The Bad Sleep Well 1960
50 Cape Fear 1962
51 The Passion of Anna 1969
52 Contempt 1963
53 The Naked Kiss 1964
54 L’Avventura 1960
55 The Sword in the Stone 1963
56 The Exterminating Angel 1962
57 Romeo and Juliet 1968
58 The Great Escape 1963
59 The Bride Wore Black 1968
60 Bonnie and Clyde 1967
61 Cleopatra 1963
62 8½ 1963
63 A Raisin in the Sun 1961
64 Mary Poppins 1964
65 The Pink Panther 1963
66 Long Day’s Journey Into Night 1962
67 Pierrot le Fou 1965
68 Planet of the Apes 1968
69 101 Dalmatians 1961
70 At Midnight I’ll Take Your Soul 1964
71 Harakiri 1962
72 Viridiana 1961
73 Hud 1963
74 In the Heat of the Night 1967
75 El Dorado 1966
76 Jules and Jim 1962
77 Village of the Damned 1960
78 Lolita 1962
79 Sweet Bird of Youth 1962
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80 Le Samouraï 1967
81 The Sinners of Hell 1960
82 Judgment at Nuremberg 1961
83 A Man for All Seasons 1966
84 The Miracle Worker 1962
85 Midnight Cowboy 1969
86 The Odd Couple 1968
87 The Guns of Navarone 1961
88 Le Doulos 1962
89 The Firemen’s Ball 1967
90 Eyes Without a Face 1960
91 The Innocents 1961
92 2001: A Space Odyssey 1968
93 Bullitt 1968
94 Splendor in the Grass 1961
95 Charade 1963
96 Django 1966
97 In Cold Blood 1967
98 Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner 1967
99 Hombre 1967

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:10:14)
[1]oakley sunglasses, [2]kate spade outlet, [3]jordan shoes, [4]prada handbags, [5]oakley sunglasses, [6]longchamp outlet,
[7]christian louboutin shoes, [8]longchamp outlet, [9]gucci handbags, [10]michael kors outlet, [11]replica watches, [12]louis
vuitton outlet, [13]michael kors outlet online, [14]louis vuitton, [15]tiffany jewelry, [16]burberry handbags, [17]christian
louboutin outlet, [18]nike air max, [19]uggs outlet, [20]oakley sunglasses wholesale, [21]polo ralph lauren outlet online,
[22]nike air max, [23]michael kors outlet, [24]nike outlet, [25]uggs on sale, [26]longchamp outlet, [27]ugg boots, [28]louis
vuitton outlet, [29]oakley sunglasses, [30]prada outlet, [31]tiffany and co, [32]ray ban sunglasses, [33]nike free, [34]louis
vuitton, [35]ugg boots, [36]michael kors outlet online, [37]michael kors outlet online, [38]cheap oakley sunglasses, [39]uggs
outlet, [40]chanel handbags, [41]michael kors outlet online, [42]ray ban sunglasses, [43]christian louboutin, [44]ray ban
sunglasses, [45]louis vuitton outlet, [46]burberry outlet, [47]polo outlet

1. http://www.oakleyvault.us.com/
2. http://www.katespadeoutlets.cc/
3. http://www.air-jordanshoes.net/
4. http://www.prada-handbags.in.net/
5. http://www.oakley--sunglasses.com.co/
6. http://www.longchamphandbagsoutlet.us.com/
7. http://www.christian-louboutin-shoes.in.net/
8. http://www.longchamphandbags.us.com/
9. http://www.guccioutlet-online.us.com/
10. http://www.michaelkors-handbags.in.net/
11. http://www.rolexreplicawatches.us.com/
12. http://www.louisvuittonoutlet-store.us.com/
13. http://www.michael-korsoutlet.in.net/
14. http://www.louisvuitton.ar.com/
15. http://www.tiffanyjewelry.us.com/
16. http://www.burberry-outlet-store.us.com/
17. http://www.redbottoms.in.net/
18. http://www.nikeair-max.net/
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19. http://www.uggs-outletboots.in.net/
20. http://www.oakleysunglassesoutlet.us.org/
21. http://www.polo-ralph-lauren.us.com/
22. http://www.nikeairmaxinc.net/
23. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.org/
24. http://www.nike--outlet.com/
25. http://www.uggs-outlet.in.net/
26. http://www.longchamp-outlet.in.net/
27. http://www.cheapuggboots.in.net/
28. http://www.louisvuitton-outlet-online.org/
29. http://www.oakleysunglasses.us.com/
30. http://www.prada-outlet.in.net/
31. http://www.tiffany-and-co.us.com/
32. http://www.ray-ban-sunglass.us.com/
33. http://www.nike-freerun.com/
34. http://www.louis-vuittonhandbags.org/
35. http://www.cheap-uggs.in.net/
36. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-store.us.com/
37. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-online.us.com/
38. http://www.oakleysunglasses.com.co/
39. http://www.uggs.us.com/
40. http://www.chanelhandbags.ar.com/
41. http://www.outletonline-michaelkors.com/
42. http://www.rayban-sunglass.us.com/
43. http://www.christianlouboutin-outlet.in.net/
44. http://www.rayban--sunglasses.org/
45. http://www.louisvuitton-outlets.org/
46. http://www.burberryoutlet-store.us.com/
47. http://www.polo-ralph-lauren-outlet.us.com/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:12:26)
[1]ray ban pas cher, [2]sac vanessa bruno, [3]coach outlet store online, [4]ralph lauren uk, [5]michael kors, [6]coach purses,
[7]hollister pas cher, [8]converse pas cher, [9]nike air max, [10]nike roshe run uk, [11]kate spade, [12]hogan outlet, [13]nike
free run, [14]true religion outlet, [15]ray ban uk, [16]north face, [17]replica handbags, [18]burberry pas cher, [19]coach outlet,
[20]new balance, [21]true religion outlet, [22]nike air max uk, [23]hollister uk, [24]polo lacoste, [25]nike air max uk, [26]nike
free uk, [27]oakley pas cher, [28]air max, [29]true religion outlet, [30]michael kors pas cher, [31]nike air force, [32]michael
kors outlet, [33]nike roshe, [34]jordan pas cher, [35]michael kors, [36]vans pas cher, [37]lululemon canada, [38]nike tn,
[39]timberland pas cher, [40]polo ralph lauren, [41]nike blazer pas cher, [42]abercrombie and fitch uk, [43]louboutin pas cher,
[44]longchamp pas cher, [45]north face uk, [46]sac longchamp pas cher, [47]sac hermes, [48]guess pas cher, [49]mulberry uk,
[50]true religion jeans

1. http://www.lunette-rayban-pas-cher.fr/
2. http://www.sac-vanessa-bruno.fr/
3. http://www.coachoutletstoreonline.jp.net/
4. http://www.ralphlauren-outlet.co.uk/
5. http://www.michaelkorshandbags-uk.org.uk/
6. http://www.coachpurse.in.net/
7. http://www.hollister-abercrombiefitch.fr/
8. http://www.converse-pas-cher.fr/
9. http://www.nike-airmax-pas-cher.fr/
10. http://www.nike-roshe-run.org.uk/
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11. http://www.katespade-handbags.in.net/
12. http://www.scarpehogan--outlet.it/
13. http://www.nikefreerun.fr/
14. http://www.truereligionoutlets.in.net/
15. http://www.rayban-sunglasses.me.uk/
16. http://www.the-north-face.fr/
17. http://www.coachfactory-outletonline.in.net/
18. http://www.sac-burberry-pascher.fr/
19. http://www.coachoutlet-online.in.net/
20. http://www.newbalancesoldes.fr/
21. http://www.truereligionsale.in.net/
22. http://www.nikeairmax.org.uk/
23. http://www.hollistersale.org.uk/
24. http://www.polo-lacoste-pascher.fr/
25. http://www.nike--airmax.co.uk/
26. http://www.nike-free-run.org.uk/
27. http://www.lunette-oakley-pascher.fr/
28. http://www.nikeair-max.fr/
29. http://www.true-religion-jeans.in.net/
30. http://www.sac-michaelkors-pascher.fr/
31. http://www.nikeair-force.fr/
32. http://www.michaelkors-outlet-canada.ca/
33. http://www.nike-roshe-run.fr/
34. http://www.airjordanpas-cher.fr/
35. http://www.michael--korsoutlet.ca/
36. http://www.vanspas-cher.fr/
37. http://www.lululemon-outlet-canada.ca/
38. http://www.niketnrequin-pascher.fr/
39. http://www.timberland-paschere.fr/
40. http://www.poloralphlauren-pascher.fr/
41. http://www.nikeblazerpaschere.fr/
42. http://www.abercrombie-and-fitch.org.uk/
43. http://www.louboutin-pas-chere.fr/
44. http://www.sac--longchamps.fr/
45. http://www.thenorth--face.co.uk/
46. http://www.sac-longchamp-pas-cher.fr/
47. http://www.sachermes.fr/
48. http://www.sac-guesspascher.fr/
49. http://www.mulberryhandbagsoutlet.co.uk/
50. http://www.truereligioninc.in.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:14:16)
[1]herve leger, [2]hollister clothing, [3]mac cosmetics, [4]instyler, [5]nike trainers uk, [6]lululemon, [7]iphone cases, [8]tim-
berland boots, [9]beats by dre, [10]s6 case, [11]wedding dresses, [12]bottega veneta, [13]p90x workout, [14]reebok outlet,
[15]asics running shoes, [16]ferragamo shoes, [17]iphone 6s plus cases, [18]hermes belt, [19]ipad cases, [20]vans outlet,
[21]north face outlet, [22]iphone 6 plus cases, [23]mcm handbags, [24]iphone 6 cases, [25]jimmy choo outlet, [26]nike air max,
[27]ralph lauren, [28]north face outlet, [29]soccer jerseys, [30]giuseppe zanotti outlet, [31]new balance shoes, [32]mont blanc
pens, [33]celine handbags, [34]iphone 6s cases, [35]oakley, [36]insanity workout, [37]abercrombie and fitch, [38]louboutin,
[39]longchamp uk, [40]nike huaraches, [41]valentino shoes, [42]babyliss, [43]iphone 5s cases, [44]hollister, [45]ghd hair,
[46]chi flat iron, [47]nfl jerseys, [48]baseball bats, [49]nike roshe run, [50]soccer shoes
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1. http://www.herveleger.us/
2. http://www.hollister-clothing-store.us.com/
3. http://www.mac-cosmetics.us.com/
4. http://www.instylerionicstyler.us.com/
5. http://www.nike-trainers.org.uk/
6. http://www.lululemonoutlets.in.net/
7. http://www.iphone-cases.in.net/
8. http://www.timberlandboots.ar.com/
9. http://www.beatsbydrdreheadphones.in.net/
10. http://www.samsunggalaxys6cases.us.com/
11. http://www.cheap-wedding-dresses.org/
12. http://www.bottegaveneta-handbagsoutlet.com/
13. http://www.p90x-workout.us.com/
14. http://www.reebok-outlet.in.net/
15. http://www.asicso.com/
16. http://www.ferragamo-shoes.net/
17. http://www.iphone6spluscases.us.com/
18. http://www.hermesbirkinbags.com.co/
19. http://www.ipadcases.us.com/
20. http://www.vans-shoes-outlet.com/
21. http://www.the-northfaceoutlet.us.com/
22. http://www.iphone6pluscases.in.net/
23. http://www.mcmhandbags.org/
24. http://www.iphone6cases.us.com/
25. http://www.jimmychoo-shoes.us.com/
26. http://www.nike-airmax.nl/
27. http://www.ralph--lauren.it/
28. http://www.the-north-face.in.net/
29. http://www.soccerjerseys.com.co/
30. http://www.giuseppe-zanotti.in.net/
31. http://www.newbalance-shoes.in.net/
32. http://www.montblanc-pens.us.com/
33. http://www.celine-handbags.org/
34. http://www.iphone6scases.us.com/
35. http://www.occhiali-oakley.it/
36. http://www.insanityworkout.in.net/
37. http://www.abercrombieand-fitch.us.com/
38. http://www.christian--louboutin.it/
39. http://www.longchampbags.org.uk/
40. http://www.nike-air-huarache.co.uk/
41. http://www.valentino-shoes.us.com/
42. http://www.babyliss.in.net/
43. http://www.iphone5scases.us.com/
44. http://www.hollister-abercrombie.es/
45. http://www.ghdhairstraighteners.me.uk/
46. http://www.chiflatiron.cn.com/
47. http://www.cheap-nfljersey.in.net/
48. http://www.baseball-bats.us/
49. http://www.nikerosherun.net/
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50. http://www.soccer--shoes.net/

oakleyses (2016-03-21 20:15:53)
[1]converse, [2]canada goose, [3]louis vuitton, [4]converse outlet, [5]vans, [6]moncler outlet, [7]moncler, [8]pandora jewelry,
[9]toms shoes, [10]replica watches, [11]lancel, [12]hollister, [13]montre pas cher, [14]juicy couture outlet, [15]swarovski,
[16]karen millen uk, [17]moncler, [18]ugg,ugg australia,ugg italia, [19]moncler, [20]links of london, [21]pandora jewelry,
[22]canada goose jackets, [23]louis vuitton, [24]ugg pas cher, [25]ugg,uggs,uggs canada, [26]supra shoes, [27]coach outlet,
[28]ugg, [29]moncler outlet, [30]hollister, [31]pandora charms, [32]canada goose, [33]ugg uk, [34]nike air max, [35]louis
vuitton, [36]swarovski crystal, [37]ray ban, [38]wedding dresses, [39]barbour uk, [40]canada goose outlet, [41]pandora uk,
[42]canada goose outlet, [43]canada goose, [44]barbour, [45]marc jacobs, [46]doudoune moncler, [47]moncler, [48]gucci,
[49]thomas sabo, [50]juicy couture outlet, [51]canada goose uk, [52]moncler uk, [53]canada goose outlet

1. http://www.converse-allstar.it/
2. http://www.canada--goose.se/
3. http://www.borse-louis-vuitton.it/
4. http://www.converse--shoes.com/
5. http://www.vansscarpe.it/
6. http://www.monclerjackets.us.org/
7. http://www.moncleronline-shop.de/
8. http://www.pandorajewelrys.us.com/
9. http://www.toms--shoes.net/
10. http://www.replica--watches.co.uk/
11. http://www.saclancelpascher.fr/
12. http://www.abercrombiehollister.it/
13. http://www.montrespas-cher.fr/
14. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.jp.net/
15. http://www.swarovski.me.uk/
16. http://www.karenmillen.me.uk/
17. http://www.moncler.co.nl/
18. http://www.ugg--australia.it/
19. http://www.moncler.org.es/
20. http://www.linksoflondon.me.uk/
21. http://www.pandora-jewelry.us.com/
22. http://www.canadagoose.net.co/
23. http://www.louis-vuitton-handbags.co.uk/
24. http://www.bottesugg-pas-cher.fr/
25. http://www.uggs-canada.ca/
26. http://www.supra--shoes.com/
27. http://coachofficialsite.blog.com/
28. http://www.ugg-pas-cher.fr/
29. http://www.moncleroutlet.com.co/
30. http://www.hollister--canada.ca/
31. http://www.pandora--charms.in.net/
32. http://www.canadagooses.co.nl/
33. http://www.ugg-boots-uggs.co.uk/
34. http://www.nikeair-max.it/
35. http://www.louis-vuitton-pas-cher.fr/
36. http://www.swarovski-jewelry.in.net/
37. http://www.rayban--occhiali.it/
38. http://www.cheapweddingdresses.org.uk/
39. http://www.barbour-jackets.org.uk/
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40. http://www.canadagoose--jackets.ca/
41. http://www.pandora--charms.org.uk/
42. http://www.canada-goose-outlet.us.com/
43. http://www.canadagoose-paschere.fr/
44. http://www.barbour.us.org/
45. http://www.marcjacobs.us.org/
46. http://www.doudoune-monclerpascher.fr/
47. http://www.moncler--outlet.it/
48. http://www.borse--gucci.it/
49. http://www.thomas-sabo-uk.org.uk/
50. http://www.juicycoutureoutlet.com.co/
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Wii U is still a very expensive console (2016-03-18 23:07)

Newspaper reports of Wii U production ending are substantiated by Japanese retail shortages - indicating an NX
announcement sooner rather than later
Nintendo

. It’s a story about the details, of course; the dogs on the street know that the Wii U, still drastically under-
performing even the GameCube, is on the way out. What’s interesting about the Nikkei’s story is that it claims that
Nintendo is tapering off production of the console already, with production of some components of the console by
third-party manufacturers already suspended, and remaining inventory likely to run dry some time this year. The
Nikkei report highlights how unusual it is for a console manufacturer to start the process of shutting down production
in this way before even announcing its next-generation system, and it’s not wrong; even the GameCube, Nintendo’s
previous worst performer, didn’t suffer this particular indignity.

Nintendo responded to the Nikkei’s story with a statement which has been widely reported as a denial, but
isn’t; it was a "we didn’t say that", which isn’t the same thing at all. That their response is so careful about not
outright denying anything is interesting in itself; Nintendo has a sulky, deeply adversarial relationship with the Nikkei,
and has rarely let the truth get in the way of a good denial of a Nikkei story in the past. The newspaper for its part
seems to have pretty good sources within Nintendo and regularly gets wind of major developments ahead of time,
which might explain why Nintendo hates it so much; it had early details of the 3D screen of the company’s Nintendo
DS successor, and of the firm’s partnership to make smartphone games. On both occasions Nintendo vehemently
denied the stories, only to announce the same details within a matter of weeks. The lack of the same vehemence in
this instance suggests that the Nikkei is on to something, and perhaps that Nintendo thinks this week, with Miitomo
floating high in the download charts, is a good one to bury a little bad news.

"In the console’s most successful market, though, it’s disappeared from the shelves despite outstanding con-
sumer demand - an extremely unusual and irregular situation for a console at this late stage in its lifespan"

Here’s a little extra context for you, which makes the Nikkei’s story both even more plausible, and more un-
usual. In Japan, the only market where the Wii U has been performing reasonably strongly, the console’s sales
nose-dived early this year and have hit rock bottom in recent weeks - trailing along at a few thousand units a week,
an absolutely miserable rate. The problem isn’t demand, though - the console has been supply-constrained for six
weeks. It hasn’t been in stock consistently at major electronics retailers or at online stores like Amazon for weeks,
although there are plenty of third-party sellers on Amazon happy to take advantage of the shortage by gouging you
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for as much as $200 over the console’s normal retail price.

It’s a different story overseas, of course - the Wii U is genuinely flatlining in other territories, and I’ve heard of
no supply constraints anywhere outside Japan. In the console’s most successful market, though, it’s disappeared
from the shelves despite outstanding consumer demand - an extremely unusual and irregular situation for a console
at this late stage in its lifespan.

What does it mean? To me, it suggests that Nintendo is being hyper-cautious about inventory of the console.
Taking a "better safe than sorry" approach, it is severely limiting the number of Wii U consoles it puts into the channel
in order to avoid leaving retailers and distributors with large amounts of unwanted stock on their hands should
demand for theWii U plummet abruptly. The Nikkei article, although it didn’t mention the current shortages, did sug-
gest that part of the company’s reason for tapering offmanufacturing is an attempt to avoid such inventory problems.

Why, though, would Nintendo be anticipating a major drop in demand for the Wii U in the near future? There are
still games in development for the console, though it’s almost certain that the biggest title on the slate, Zelda, will
appear on the NX as well. All the same, in Japan at least, games like Splatoon and Mario Maker were still doing
pretty well and appeared to have the stamina to sustain console sales at a decent level for some time. Could it
be that Nintendo anticipates something else happening soon that would make the public suddenly decide not to
bother with theWii U after all? If so, the only thing I can imagine that would have that effect is the unveiling of the NX.

The timing makes sense, in many regards. If the NX is unveiled in the next month or so, it will be after Miit-
omo is already on the market around the world - which gives Nintendo some breathing room for its mobile ambitions,
and allows it to turn back to consoles without being accused of losing focus. Assuming Miitomo and the network
functionality it uses are also part of the NX experience, that would also feed into the console announcement.
Announced soon, the system would presumably be ready to show off in some form, with software, at E3 - though
we don’t know if Nintendo even considers E3 to be terribly relevant any more, some form of digital announcement
broadcast seems very likely. With Wii U production tapering, the company would be able to move smoothly to
promoting the new system, avoiding the spectre of large amounts of Wii U hardware left in the channel and cluttering
up its financials; and of course, an announcement in the imminent future would also make that much-rumoured late
2016 launch possible. (I reckon the Nikkei’s report shortens the odds on a 2016 NX launch from about 6/1 to about
3/1, for what it’s worth; still not the most likely scenario, but getting there.)

"Either Nintendo is going to announce and bring a console to market in the space of about six months, or it’s
going to completely bow out of the home console market for an entire holiday season, for the first time in decades"

Would the announcement of the NX really kill interest in the Wii U so dramatically that Nintendo needs to
manage its inventory in such a miserly way? Perhaps so. Bear in mind that the Wii U is still a very expensive
console - most consoles are far cheaper (and thus opened up to new markets) by the time their replacements
are announced. The NX price point is likely to be within spitting distance of what you buy a Wii U for today,
so it will instantly cannibalise a lot of interest in its older sibling. That’s probably the most likely reason that
Nintendo is concerned for Wii U demand in the wake of an NX announcement - but there are other possibilities.
It may, for example, transpire that NX is backwards compatible with Wii U games, in which case the most basic
raison d’être of the current console will evaporate when it is announced - though that would also mean the NX is
doubling down on theWii U’s dual-screen approach to games, whichwould be interesting and gutsy on the firm’s part.

Whatever the rationale at Nintendo may be (and of course, I shouldn’t discount the possibility that they’ve
just royally messed up their supply chain somehow - though this seems vanishingly unlikely), we’ll find out sooner
rather than later. It’s now very clear that the Wii U isn’t going to make it to Christmas, which means we’re getting
one of two equally dramatic things happening - either Nintendo is going to announce and bring a console to market
in the space of about six months, or it’s going to completely bow out of the home console market for an entire
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holiday season, for the first time in decades. We’ll almost certainly know which of those remarkable new chapters in
Nintendo’s history is going to be written within a matter of weeks.

Best movies of the 1970s (2016-03-22 15:52)

1 Taxi Driver 8.3 1976
2 Mean Streets 7.4 1973
3 Alice Doesn’t Live Here Anymore 7.4 1974
4 Five Easy Pieces 7.5 1970
5 The Last Detail 7.6 1973
6 Chinatown 8.3 1974
7 One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest 8.7 1975
8 The Godfather 9.2 1972
9 The Godfather: Part II 9 1974
10 The Conversation 7.9 1974
11 Apocalypse Now 8.5 1979
12 The French Connection 7.8 1971
13 French Connection II 6.8 1975
14 The Exorcist 8 1973
15 Jaws 8.1 1975
16 The Wicker Man 7.6 1973
17 The Omen 7.6 1976
18 A Clockwork Orange 8.4 1971
19 Star Wars 8.7 1977
20 Klute 7.2 1971
21 The Deer Hunter 8.2 1978
22 Shampoo 6.3 1975
23 Straight Time 7.4 1978
24 Kramer vs. Kramer 7.8 1979
25 Close Encounters of the Third Kind 7.7 1977
26 American Graffiti 7.5 1973
27 Animal House 7.6 1978
28 High Plains Drifter 7.6 1973
29 The Outlaw Josey Wales 7.9 1976
30 Play Misty for Me 7 1971
31 Dirty Harry 7.8 1971
32 Badlands 7.9 1973
33 Carrie 7.4 1976
34 Little Big Man 7.7 1970
35 The Bad News Bears 7.3 1976
36 Rocky 8.1 1976
37 Three Days of the Condor 7.5 1975
38 The Last Picture Show 8.1 1971
39 Black Sunday 6.8 1977
40 Saturday Night Fever 6.8 1977
41 Enter the Dragon 7.7 1973
42 The Texas Chain Saw Massacre 7.5 1974
43 Halloween 7.9 1978
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44 Marathon Man 7.5 1976
45 Papillon 8 1973
46 Serpico 7.8 1973
47 MASH 7.6 1970
48 The Sting 8.3 1973
49 Patton 8 1970
50 Nashville 7.8 1975
51 All the President’s Men 8 1976
52 All That Jazz 7.8 1979
53 Deliverance 7.7 1972
54 Breaking Away 7.7 1979
55 Carnal Knowledge 7 1971
56 Midnight Express 7.7 1978
57 McCabe & Mrs. Miller 7.7 1971
58 Blue Collar 7.6 1978
59 Last Tango in Paris 7.2 1972
60 Pat Garrett & Billy the Kid 7.4 1973
61 Straw Dogs 7.5 1971
62 Scarecrow 7.4 1973
63 Silver Streak 6.9 1976
64 Paper Moon 8.2 1973
65 Being There 8 1979
66 Harold and Maude 8 1971
67 Annie Hall 8.1 1977
68 Manhattan 8 1979
69 Superman 7.3 1978
70 Bound for Glory 7.4 1976
71 Don’t Look Now 7.4 1973
72 An Unmarried Woman 7.2 1978
73 The Killing of a Chinese Bookie 7.5 1976
74 A Woman Under the Influence 8.2 1974
75 Stay Hungry 5.7 1976
76 Smokey and the Bandit 6.9 1977
77 Phantasm 6.9 1979
78 Salem’s Lot 6.8 1979
79 Suspiria 7.5 1977
80 Piranha 5.9 1978
81 Silent Running 6.7 1972
82 Lenny 7.6 1974
83 The Way We Were 7.1 1973
84 The Main Event 5.9 1979
85 The Parallax View 7.2 1974
86 Every Which Way But Loose 6.2 1978
87 Network 8.1 1976
88 The Passenger 7.7 1975
89 Sleuth 8.1 1972
90 Sisters 7 1973
91 A Touch of Class 6.5 1973
92 Barry Lyndon 8.1 1975
93 Duel 7.7 1971
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94 Night Moves 7.2 1975
95 Kingdom of the Spiders 5.9 1977
96 Earthquake 5.8 1974
97 The Poseidon Adventure 7.1 1972
98 Airport 6.6 1970
99 The Towering Inferno 6.9 1974

Its the end of the line (2016-03-23 18:31)

Nominating Donald Trump will wreck the Republican Party as we know it. Not nominating Trump will wreck the
Republican Party as we know it. The sooner everyone recognizes this fact, the better.

Denial has been Trump’s greatest ally. Republicans and commentators didn’t believe he would run. They
didn’t believe he could be an attractive candidate to rational people, no matter how angry with "the establishment"
voters said they were.

The denial lasted longer for some than others. Long after many observers had come to the realization that
Trump was the front-runner, Jeb Bush’s super PAC, Right to Rise, believed Bush’s real rival was Marco Rubio. It spent
$35 million trying to destroy Rubio before it dropped its first $25,000 attacking Trump.

Over the weekend, Republican National Committee Chairman Reince Priebus showed the first public signs of
acceptance about what’s in store for the party. He finally acknowledged that the Republican nominee was probably
going to be determined on the convention floor in Cleveland.

Priebus explained, rightly, that the rules are the rules, and that if Trump can’t secure the required 1,237 dele-
gates before Cleveland, it’s anyone’s game. "This is a delegate-driven process," he told CNN’s Dana Bash. "The
minority of delegates doesn’t rule for the majority."

Trump’s response to this floor-fight talk was to vomit up the usual word salad.

"All I can say is this, I don’t know what’s going to happen," Trump told ABC’s "This Week." "But I will say this,
you’re going to have a lot of very unhappy people [if I’m denied the nomination]. And I think, frankly, for the
Republicans to disenfranchise all those people because if that happens, they’re not voting and the Republicans lose."

Even through the syntactical fog, Trump’s point is clear: If he can’t reach 1,237, he should get the nomination
anyway. Because he is Trump. If that doesn’t happen, his supporters will stay home, defect from the party, riot or all
three.

And he’s right. Not about deserving the nomination even if he doesn’t have the delegates. That’s typical
Trumpian whining. But he’s right that if he’s denied the nomination, many – not all, but many – of his supporters will
bolt from the convention and the party.

Left out of Trump’s unsubtle threat: Many anti-Trump Republicans will desert the convention and the party if
he’s not denied the nomination.

There are only three possible ways to avoid a calamitous walkout. Ted Cruz can win the nomination outright
before the convention. That’s very unlikely given that he’d need to win roughly 80 percent of all the remaining
delegates.
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Second, Trump could reveal he has a hidden reservoir of magnanimity and patriotism, and rally his faithful to
the consensus nominee. Stop laughing.

Third, the delegates could pick someone sufficiently attractive that Trump followers get over their understand-
able bitterness and support that candidate despite Trump’s objections. Who would that be? Certainly not Mitt
Romney. Maybe a reanimated Ronald Reagan. Or Batman? I have no idea.

All of these scenarios are so unlikely in part because the split in the GOP isn’t merely about a single personal-
ity. Trump represents just the most pronounced of a spiderweb of ideological and demographic fault lines that are
increasingly difficult to paper over. As Joel Kotkin put it in a column for the Orange County Register, the Republican
Party now "consists of interest groups that so broadly dislike each other that they share little common ground."

Put simply, and with the incessant and obtuse comparisons of Trump to Reagan notwithstanding, you cannot
have a party that’s both Reaganite and Trumpish.

Trump’s cheerleaders insist that he’s a symptom of long-simmering maladies on the right. I’m persuaded (even
though I think Dr. Trump’s remedies are nothing but snake oil). Even now, too many GOP leaders think Trump’s
success is purely a result of his brash personality, and nothing more. But only when we accept that a terrible
diagnosis is real is it possible to think intelligently about our options.

To wit: This ends in tears no matter what. Get over it and pick a side.

Nintendo NX controller (2016-03-23 19:11)

[1]
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40. http://www.raybansunglassess.com.co/

Multiculturalism - Destroying American Culture (2016-03-29 17:56)

Less than 30 years ago, most everything in America enjoyed the moniker "All American." Sports heroes became "All
Americans."When you bought a product, it read, "Made in America." Everyone spoke English and raised their hands to
their hearts while saying, "I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America and to the Republic for which
it stands, one nation under God with liberty and justice for all." Our leaders, with their open-borders approach to
life, dismantles the fabric of a successful nation. Which is it–free market economy, or forced multiculturalism? "Many
liberals hear talk of national culture and shout ’Nativist!’ first and ask questions later, if at all. They believe it is a sign of
their patriotism that they hold fast to the idea that we are a ’nation of immigrants’ - forgetting that we are also a nation
of immigrants who willingly assimilated and became Americans." - Jonah Goldberg Today, millions in this country
call themselves Hmong-Americans, Muslim-Americans, Korean-Americans, African-Americans, Sudanese-Americans,
Bangladeshi-Americans. In other words, they do not hold total allegiance to or loyalty as an American. One of our
presidential candidates calls himself an African-American. In fact, he is a Kenyan-American. He grew up in Indonesia
until the age of 10. Barack Obama cannot be considered an All-American man by his own words. Those people with
hyphenated nationalities manifest "multiculturalism." By its very name, it destroys one culture by breaking it into
many. It’s like throwing a baseball through a window in a house, fracturing it into many pieces. The window can no
longer protect that house from rain, winds or snow. Additionally, with numerous cultures come multiple languages.
Linguistic chaos equals unending tension. The writer, Kant, said, "The two great dividers are religion and language."
ColoradoGovernor Richard Lamm (D) said, "The histories of bilingual and bicultural societies that do not assimilate are
histories of turmoil, tension and tragedy. Canada, Belgium, Malaysia, Lebanon- all face crises of national existence in
which minorities press for autonomy, if not independence. Pakistan and Cyprus have divided. Nigeria suppressed an
ethnic rebellion. France faces difficulties with Basques, Bretons and Corsicans." On the other hand, millions respond
and respect their one allegiance as that of being an "American." Thus, we grow as a country at oddswith itself. We lose
our national identity with every added citizen who calls him/herself a hyphenated American. Europe provides a peek
into our future. Their Muslim-British immigrants stand at odds with everything English. If you visit London, you will
find two separate societies. The Muslim-French immigrants balk at everything French. The Muslim-Dutch backlash
against everything in Holland. Ethiopian-Norwegians will not assimilate into Norway’s culture. Would you bake a cake
by adding mustard, ketchup and vinegar? What kind of a cake would result? Bitter, at odds with itself and discordant!
Not to mention it would taste horrible! Today, America’s grand 232 year run fractures, falters and degrades under
the march of "multiculturalism." The word sounds unifying, inclusive and respectful. Yet how unified can a nation
remain where a foreign language forces its way into our national character? Los Angeles provides a peek into our
future where Mexican culture "overtook" its way into dominance. Maywood, California, one of many American cities
featuring 90 percent illegal aliens, illustrates a case in point. From an LA Times article, "6+4 = 1 Tenuous Existence",
for a short time, an illegal alien lived with his family in Maywood, but discovered that crime, drugs, guns, prostitution
and dilapidated schools made life miserable. He moved into the heartland of America where he discovered safety
in the America of law and order. "What we weren’t able to do in many years in California," Alejandra said, "we’ve
done quickly here. We’re in a state where there’s nothing but Americans. The police control the streets. It’s clean, no
gangs! California now resembles Mexico- everyone thinks like in Mexico. California’s broken." Given enough time, via
adherence to hisMexican culture, Alejandra andmillions of immigrants like him, recreate the same conditions created
in Maywood, California. One look at Mexico City’s poverty living conditions portends the picture of America’s future
cities. A recent PEW report shows America adding 138 million people in four decades. Of that number, 90 million
immigrants will reach America’s shores by 2050. One in five citizens will be born out of our country. They drag in 100
incompatible third world cultures. The mind-boggling first question remains: should all these immigrants that arrive
from failed cultures succeed in their demands that we respect the injection of their culture and language into ours? A
second question knocks on your brain: what underpins your ability to walk into any grocery store in America and find
thousands of food products while, in contrast, millions worldwide starve to death annually? Answer: those qualities
that make up our very successful All American culture! The third question explodes in an American’s mind: why dowe
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choose to maintain a two million annual legal immigration load (2007) from failed cultures that cannot be sustained
PLUSmore than double that amount in illegal immigration (2007) while degrading everything in America toward third
world conditions? In Dr. Otis Graham’s book, UNGUARDED GATES: A History of America’s Immigration Crisis, he
writes, "Most Western elites continue urging the wealthy West not to stem the migrant tide, but to absorb our global
brothers and sisters until their horrid ordeal has been endured and shared by all ten billion humans packed onto an
ecologically devastated planet in 2030." Will we as a nation survive this "Cultural Katrina"? One look at Maywood,
California; Mexico City, Mexico; Dhaka, Bangladesh; Paris, France; and many other cities provides the answer. Let this
be your call to the grave dilemma America faces. We throw incompatible ingredients into the cake, andwhen it comes
out of the oven, we sicken and die from multicultural food poisoning. Yes, integrity mandates respect for all cultures
and people. However, when will Americans leap past "political correctness" to stop the death of America? Listen to
Frosty Wooldridge on Tuesdays and Thursdays as he interviews top national leaders on his radio show "Connecting
the Dots" at www.republicbroadcasting.org at 6:00 PM Mountain Time. Adjust tuning-in to your time zone. Tonight,
March 13, 2008, interview with U.S. senatorial candidate Buddy Witherspoon as he tries to unseat South Carolina
amnesty supporter Senator Lindsey Graham. C

Unknown (2018-05-22 22:10:17)
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2.4 April

Don’t die "bloggie" (2016-04-02 13:28)

For some reason for April Fools, this blog was removed from Google’s front page search for Iain’s blog . This never
happened before. This blog is 12 years old. The Canadian orgcode must really hate it (whose is first hit). I thought we
had a mutual agreement by leaving one another alone.
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Wisconsin and other states should vote Ted Cruz, save NATO, and go to a contested convention.
(2016-04-03 17:24)

In an interview on ABC’s "This Week," Donald Trump says that the Cold War-era alliance headquartered in Brussels
has been revealed as "obsolete" following devastating terrorist attacks in that city this week.

"NATO doesn’t discuss terrorism," Trump said. "NATO’s not meant for terrorism. NATO doesn’t have the right
countries in it for terrorism."

NATO forces from Germany and Britain did deploy to Afghanistan after 9/11.

"NATO was done at a time you had the Soviet Union, which was obviously larger – much larger than Russia is
today. I’m not saying Russia is not a threat," Trump explained. "But we have other threats. We have the threat of
terrorism."

Transcript:

JONATHAN KARL, ABC NEWS: OK, let’s turn to the attacks in Brussels. The State Department has issued
an extraordinary warning for all of Europe.

Do you think that Europe, right now, is a safe place for Americans to travel?

TRUMP: Well, I’m the only one that predicted it. I said Brussels is a hellhole and "The New York
Times" mocked me and – and said, a couple of months ago, "The New York Times" did a big story about
how dare Donald Trump say Brussels is a hellhole, how dare they?

And then all of a sudden, it came out the attack took place in Brussels.

I understand what’s going on around the world far better than these politicians do. I’m all over
it.

KARL: But (INAUDIBLE)...

TRUMP: And I have friends that are all over the world.

I will tell you, I was – I was really hit hard by "TheNew York Times" in an article, how dare I attack Brussels?

And now this happened. And, you know, the biggest thing on the Internet, one of the big things
on the Internet was that Trump was 100 percent right about Brussels.

KARL: But – but right now, do you think that Brussels is – that Europe is a safe place for Ameri-
cans?

More to the point, would you feel comfortable traveling to Europe right now with your family?

TRUMP: I don’t think America is a safe place for Americans, if you want to know the truth. I don’t
think Bruss – England or I don’t think that Europe is a safe place. No, I don’t. I think there are a lot of
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problems in Europe that are very, very severe.

Weak – you know, the – lots of the free world has become weak. When you look at Brussels,
when you look at the way they’ve handled things from law enforcement standpoints, when you look at
Paris, when you look at so many other places, no, it’s not.

But neither is the United States a safe place, because we’re allowing thousands of people to come in
here. Nobody knows where they’re from. Nobody knows who they are and they’re coming in here by
the thousands. And let me tell you something, we’re going to have problems – for – just as big or bigger
than they’ve got.

KARL: Now, you – you gave a series of interviews, "New York Times," "Washington Post," on – on
foreign policy. In both of those, you suggested that NATO, uh, needs to do more to carry its weight.

I want to ask you about NATO code – NATO’s Article Five on collective defense, which, of course,
goes back to the very beginning of the cold war.

Is that something that is simply out of date and needs to be maybe done away with?

TRUMP: I think NATO is obsolete. NATO was done at a time you had the Soviet Union, which was
obviously larger – much larger than Russia is today. I’m not saying Russia is not a threat.

But we have other threats. We have the threat of terrorism. And NATO doesn’t discuss terrorism.
NATO’s not meant for terrorism. NATO doesn’t have the right countries in it for terrorism.

And what I’m saying is that we pay, number one, a totally disproportionate share of NATO. We’re
spending – the biggest alliance share is paid for by us, disproportionate to other countries.

And if you look at the Ukraine, we’re the ones always fighting on the Ukraine. I never hear any
other countries even mentioned and we’re fighting constantly. We’re talking about Ukraine, get out, do
this, do that.

And I mean Ukraine is very far away from us.

How come the countries near the Ukraine, surrounding the Ukraine, how come they’re not open-
ing up and they’re not at least protesting?

I never hear anything from anybody except the United States.

What I’m saying is NATO is obsolete. NATO is – is obsolete and it’s extremely expensive for the
United States, disproportionately so. And we should readjust NATO.

And it’s going to have to be either readjusted to take care of terrorism. Or we’re going to have to
set up a new – a new coalition, a new group of – of the countries to handle terrorism, because ter –
terrorism is out of control.

KARL: But Ukraine is not a member of NATO. I mean there are no U.S. troops involved in Ukraine.

TRUMP: I’m not saying they’re a member. What I’m saying about Ukraine is when we want to
protect – you know, when we’re – we’re talk – when Russia is going into Ukraine, we immediately get
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NATO.

I don’t hear from the other countries. I don’t hear that having to do with Ukraine. I don’t hear
from the other countries in NATO. I don’t hear from Germany. I don’t hear from – I only hear from the
United States.

We’ve got to, you know, do this and we’re constantly telling Russia what to do. And it’s all fine if
everybody partakes. But I don’t see other people partaking.

And then you say why are we paying – Jon, why are we paying disproportionately the costs of
NATO?

We’re paying a tremendous amount more than we should be from the standpoint of proportion.

So, uh, I look at, I look at the fact that it was a long time ago.

You know, there’s nothing wrong with saying that a concept was good, but now it’s obsolete or
now it’s outmoded.

Now, it can be trimmed up and it can be, uh, it can be reconfigured and you can call it NATO, but
it’s going to be changed. I mean this thing was – was done many decades ago. And there’s nothing
wrong with saying it’s obsolete. But it is obsolete.

And, by the way, I took a lot of heat for saying that and now everyone is agreeing with me. I
mean I’m reading – I’m reading pages of – of, uh, of media where now people are agreeing with me.

I always take heat. I mean I – I listened to somebody this morning on one of your competing
channels talking about "The Washington Post." I gave a very good interview to "The Washington Post."
And frankly, uh, I thought it was very good.

You know, it’s very interesting, everybody was knocking on NATO, like they do usually – when I
talk about – when I talk about illegal immigration. I went – I went through hell with illegal immigration.
Now everyone is saying Trump is right.

When I talked about the problems that we have with trade. Now they’re all saying Trump is right.
The same thing with NATO.

When I did that, two days I took abuse from the media falsely. Now, people are saying – many,
many people are saying, you know, Trump is right. He’s absolutely right about NATO.

Best Movies of the 1990s (2016-04-04 15:55)

Scream 7.2 1996
Scream 2 6.1 1997
Deep Blue Sea 5.8 1999
Disturbing Behavior 5.5 1998
Die Hard: With a Vengeance 7.6 1995
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Jurassic Park 8.1 1993
The Lost World: Jurassic Park 6.5 1997
Lethal Weapon 3 6.7 1992
Lethal Weapon 4 6.6 1998
Armageddon 6.6 1998
The Crow 7.6 1994
The Crow: City of Angels 4.5 1996
I KnowWhat You Did Last Summer 5.6 1997
I Still Know What You Did Last Summer 4.5 1998
Hackers 6.2 1995
The Faculty 6.4 1998
Simply Irresistible 5.3 1999
The Matrix 8.7 1999
Independence Day 6.9 1996
Universal Soldier 6 1992
Universal Soldier: The Return 4.1 1999
Star Trek: Generations 6.6 1994
Star Trek: First Contact 7.6 1996
Flatliners 6.5 1990
The Lion King 8.5 1994
The Mummy 7 1999
The Thin Red Line 7.6 1998
Mimic 5.9 1997
Outbreak 6.6 1995
Virus 4.8 1999
Boys on the Side 6.4 1995
Chill Factor 5.2 1999
Urban Legend 5.5 1998
Titanic 7.7 1997
Spawn 5.2 1997
Toy Story 8.3 1995
Toy Story 2 7.9 1999
The Pelican Brief 6.5 1993
The Firm 6.8 1993
Starship Troopers 7.2 1997
Timecop 5.8 1994
The Relic 5.7 1997
Speed 7.2 1994
Empire Records 6.7 1995
Strange Days 7.2 1995
Daylight 5.8 1996
Men in Black 7.3 1997
A Time to Kill 7.4 1996
The Bodyguard 6.1 1992
The Peacemaker 5.9 1997
The Prophecy 6.6 1995
Dazed and Confused 7.7 1993
Nowhere to Run 5.5 1993
Dracula 7.5 1992
The Sixth Sense 8.1 1999
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Tremors 7.1 1990
The 13th Warrior 6.6 1999
Phantoms 5.4 1998
Mission: Impossible 7.1 1996
Philadelphia 7.7 1993
A Bug’s Life 7.2 1998
Tales from the Crypt: Demon Knight 6.7 1995
The Bone Collector 6.7 1999
Stir of Echoes 7 1999
Rapid Fire 6.3 1992
To Wong Foo Thanks for Everything, Julie Newmar 6.3 1995
Sleepwalkers 5.1 1992
Army of Darkness 7.6 1992
Girl, Interrupted 7.3 1999
American Beauty 8.4 1999
The Blair Witch Project 6.4 1999
Powder 6.5 1995
Mr. Holland’s Opus 7.3 1995
White Squall 6.6 1996
Pump Up the Volume 7.1 1990
Highlander: The Final Dimension 4.3 1994
The Sandlot 7.8 1993
Pretty Woman 6.9 1990
Sleeping with the Enemy 6.1 1991
Apollo 13 7.6 1995
Forrest Gump 8.8 1994
Halloween H20: 20 Years Later 5.6 1998
Se7en 8.6 1995
Kiss the Girls 6.6 1997
Sleepy Hollow 7.4 1999
Now and Then 6.7 1995
The Frighteners 7.2 1996
Unforgettable 6 1996
The Virgin Suicides 7.2 1999
Forever Young 6.2 1992
The Good Son 6.4 1993
Three Kings 7.2 1999
Never Been Kissed 6 1999
Navy Seals 5.5 1990
The Haunting 4.9 1999
Before and After 6.1 1996
The Silence of the Lambs 8.6 1991
The Hunt for Red October 7.6 1990
Sleepers 7.5 1996
Event Horizon 6.7 1997
Austin Powers: International Man of Mystery 7 1997
Kindergarten Cop 6 1990
Terminator 2: Judgment Day 8.5 1991
The X Files 7 1998
Screamers 6.4 1995
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Species 5.8 1995
Species II 4.3 1998
True Lies 7.2 1994
Trainspotting 8.2 1996
It 6.9 1990
L.A. Confidential 8.3 1997
Lionheart 6.1 1990
The Shawshank Redemption 9.3 1994
The Paper 6.6 1994
Ace Ventura: Pet Detective 6.9 1994
Ace Ventura: When Nature Calls 6.3 1995
Twelve Monkeys 8.1 1995
Practical Magic 6.1 1998
Sneakers 7.1 1992
Deep Impact 6.1 1998
Storm of the Century 7.4 1999
Family Album 6.4 1994
Fine Things 6.3 1990
Ghost 7 1990
Air America 5.7 1990
Home Alone 7.5 1990
Home Alone 2: Lost in New York 6.6 1992
Summer of Sam 6.6 1999
Back to the Future Part III 7.4 1990
Marked for Death 5.9 1990
Out for Justice 6 1991
Under Siege 6.4 1992
Under Siege 2: Dark Territory 5.4 1995
Hard to Kill 5.7 1990
The Addams Family 6.8 1991
The Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert 7.5 1994
Muriel’s Wedding 7.2 1994
Albino Alligator 6.1 1996
And the Band Played On 7.8 1993
Alive 7 1993
As Good as It Gets 7.7 1997
The Negotiator 7.3 1998
The Evening Star 5.8 1996
Awakenings 7.8 1990
Backdraft 6.7 1991
Bad Boys 6.8 1995
Batman Returns 7 1992
Beauty and the Beast 8 1991
Beverly Hills Cop III 5.5 1994
Bird on a Wire 5.9 1990
Happy Gilmore 7 1996
The Birdcage 6.9 1996
Boyz n the Hood 7.8 1991
Braveheart 8.4 1995
Conspiracy Theory 6.7 1997
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Candyman 6.5 1992
Candyman: Farewell to the Flesh 5.2 1995
Cape Fear 7.3 1991
City of Joy 6.4 1992
City Slickers 6.7 1991
Cliffhanger 6.4 1993
Clueless 6.8 1995
Corrina, Corrina 6.5 1994
Cool World 4.8 1992
Fight Club 8.9 1999
The Craft 6.2 1996
Crimson Tide 7.3 1995
Cry-Baby 6.5 1990
The Crying Game 7.3 1992
Dances with Wolves 8 1990
Darkman 6.4 1990
Dead Again 7 1991
Desperate Measures 6.1 1998
Edward Scissorhands 7.9 1990
8 Seconds 6.5 1994
Extreme Measures 6.1 1996
Exotica 7.2 1994
Fargo 8.2 1996
A Far Off Place 6.6 1993
A Few Good Men 7.6 1992
The Fifth Element 7.6 1997
Fire in the Sky 6.5 1993
From Dusk Till Dawn 7.3 1996
The Ghost and the Darkness 6.8 1996
Goodfellas 8.7 1990
Casino 8.2 1995
Groundhog Day 8.1 1993
The Hand That Rocks the Cradle 6.5 1992
Hot Shots! 6.7 1991
Hook 6.7 1991
House of Cards 6.2 1993
How to Make an American Quilt 6.2 1995
In the Mouth of Madness 7.2 1994
Jacob’s Ladder 7.5 1990
The Secret of Roan Inish 7.5 1994

Top 10 linux commands (2016-04-05 19:24)

Hello and welcome to our blog. In this tutorial we are going to learn 14 useful linux commands

like Uptime,Users,Sudo,cmp,lsusb, lsmod,lsblk ,ifconfig interface up,ifconfig interface down,dd,lsop,bc,last re-
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boot,Vim andWatch. Let us start with command uptime

Uptime
The command uptime will show you the how long system has been running, how many users currently logged on
and system load averages.

[root@faraz ~]# uptime
14:23:55 up 2:36, 3 users, load average: 0.05, 0.18, 0.12
[root@faraz ~]#

Users
This command will print the names of users currently logged in to current host. Here it is showing two times login
fahmed users and one time root.

[root@faraz ~]# users
fahmed fahmed root
[root@faraz ~]#

Sudo
This will execute the command as another user with privileges and allow the user to work as superuser as specified
by a security policy. First you need to edit the visudo file and make an entry for user with privileges. In the section
group wheel make entry for fahmed user ( %fahmed ALL=(ALL) ALL)

[root@faraz ~]# visudo

## Allows people in group wheel to run all commands

%wheel ALL=(ALL) ALL
%fahmed ALL=(ALL) ALL

Now you are able to use commands with privileges and you have the rights to execute.

[fahmed@faraz ~]$ sudo systemctl start smb
[fahmed@faraz ~]$

So far we have been starting/stopping services start with root user but now here sudo user can also start/stop the

service as well.

cmp
This command compare two files byte by byte and will display difference.
Syntax cmp file1 file2

[fahmed@faraz ~]$ cmp newstring.file upload.txt
newstring.file upload.txt differ: byte 1, line 1
[fahmed@faraz ~]$
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lsusb
This command will list the usb devices. As you can see in below image I have connected my usb with Kingston
technology.

[fahmed@faraz ~]$ lsusb
Bus 001 Device 002: ID 0951:16a3 Kingston Technology
Bus 001 Device 001: ID 1d6b:0001 Linux Foundation 1.1 root hub
[fahmed@faraz ~]$

lsmod
This command will show the status of module in the Linux Kernel.

[fahmed@faraz ~]$ lsmod
Module Size Used by
bnep 19704 2
bluetooth 372944 5 bnep
rfkill 26536 2 bluetooth
fuse 87741 3
xt_CHECKSUM 12549 1
ipt_MASQUERADE 12678 3
nf_nat_masquerade_ipv4 13412 1 ipt_MASQUERADE
tun 27141 1
ip6t_rpfilter 12546 1
ip6t_REJECT 12939 2
ipt_REJECT 12541 4
xt_conntrack 12760 18
ebtable_nat 12807 0
ebtable_broute 12731 0
bridge 119562 1 ebtable_broute
stp 12976 1 bridge
llc 14552 2 stp,bridge

lsblk
This command will lists the information about all available or specified block devices gather information from
filesystem.

[fahmed@faraz ~]$ lsblk
NAME MAJ:MIN RM SIZE RO TYPE MOUNTPOINT
sda 8:0 0 15G 0 disk
��sda1 8:1 0 500M 0 part /boot
��sda2 8:2 0 14.5G 0 part

��centos-root 253:0 0 13G 0 lvm /
��centos-swap 253:1 0 1.5G 0 lvm [SWAP]

sr0 11:0 1 1024M 0 rom

[fahmed@faraz ~]$ lsblk -l
NAME MAJ:MIN RM SIZE RO TYPE MOUNTPOINT
sda 8:0 0 15G 0 disk
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sda1 8:1 0 500M 0 part /boot
sda2 8:2 0 14.5G 0 part
centos-root 253:0 0 13G 0 lvm /
centos-swap 253:1 0 1.5G 0 lvm [SWAP]
sr0 11:0 1 1024M 0 rom
[fahmed@faraz ~]$

Enable an Interface
You can enable system’s interface up by defining the name of the interface with ifconfig command. In CentOS/RedHat
7 interface card name is enp0s3. Older version has eth0.
Syntax ifconfig interface-name up

[fahmed@faraz ~]$ sudo ifconfig enp0s3 up
[fahmed@faraz ~]$

Disable an Interface
You can also disable the interface card.
Syntax ifconfig interface-name down

[fahmed@faraz ~]$ sudo ifconfig enp0s3 down
[fahmed@faraz ~]$

dd
This command will copy a file, converts and formats data according to the operands. This command is mostly used
to copy the iso image into usb device or other media devices through if= input file and of=output file.

[root@faraz ~]# dd if=/dev/dvdrw of=/home/fahmed/Downloads/CentOS.iso

Be careful when you are defining the name of device (dvd or usb etc)

lsop
This command will list all the information about opened file in a file system (Like regular file, library file, network
related file etc). Here I am going to show first top ten opened file because of lots of files are opened there in backend.

[root@faraz ~]# lsof | head -10
lsof: WARNING: can't stat() fuse.gvfsd-fuse file system /run/user/1000/gvfs
Output information may be incomplete.
COMMAND PID TID USER FD TYPE DEVICE
SIZE/OFF NODE NAME
systemd 1 root cwd DIR 253,0
4096 128 /
systemd 1 root rtd DIR 253,0
4096 128 /
systemd 1 root txt REG 253,0
1494056 51226345 /usr/lib/systemd/systemd
systemd 1 root mem REG 253,0
20032 33730331 /usr/lib64/libuuid.so.1.3.0
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systemd 1 root mem REG 253,0
252704 34397999 /usr/lib64/libblkid.so.1.1.0
systemd 1 root mem REG 253,0
90632 33730310 /usr/lib64/libz.so.1.2.7
systemd 1 root mem REG 253,0
19888 33870478 /usr/lib64/libattr.so.1.1.0
systemd 1 root mem REG 253,0
19520 33596345 /usr/lib64/libdl-2.17.so
systemd 1 root mem REG 253,0
153192 33660599 /usr/lib64/liblzma.so.5.0.99
[root@faraz ~]#

bc
This command is basically to calculate two variables in a CLI mode its work just like a calculator.

[root@faraz ~]# bc
bc 1.06.95
Copyright 1991-1994, 1997, 1998, 2000, 2004, 2006 Free Software Foundation,
Inc.
This is free software with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY.
For details type `warranty'.

6+2
8

6*11
66

Last reboot
This command will show the last reboot times or system reboots history.

[root@faraz ~]# last reboot
reboot system boot 3.10.0-327.4.4.e Fri Mar 18 11:47 - 14:58 (03:10)
reboot system boot 3.10.0-327.10.1. Tue Mar 15 22:40 - 14:58 (2+16:17)
reboot system boot 3.10.0-327.4.4.e Tue Mar 15 16:39 - 16:51 (00:11)
reboot system boot 3.10.0-327.4.4.e Tue Mar 15 00:59 - 01:24 (00:25)
reboot system boot 3.10.0-327.4.4.e Tue Mar 15 00:05 - 00:54 (00:49)
reboot system boot 3.10.0-327.10.1. Mon Mar 14 06:03 - 00:54 (18:50)
reboot system boot 3.10.0-327.4.4.e Mon Mar 14 04:10 - 05:36 (01:25)
reboot system boot 3.10.0-327.4.4.e Sun Mar 13 23:02 - 05:36 (06:33)
reboot system boot 3.10.0-327.4.4.e Thu Mar 10 23:06 - 23:24 (00:18)

Vim
You can open file with vi or vim but how can we open file with or go to that particular line. Here I am going to open
file with particular line. Syntax vi +line-number file-name

[fahmed@faraz ~]$ vi +10 newstring.file
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Watch
This command is to execute a program and watch the program output changing over time. By default its run on every
2 seconds. Its display output and errors in full screen. It is basically watching the program in continuous form with
time interval. You can run multiple commands at a time inside the quotes.

[root@faraz ~]# watch -n 1 'ls -l; echo; df'

In this tutorial we have learnt 14 useful linux commands
like Uptime,Users,Sudo,cmp,lsusb, lsmod,lsblk ,ifconfig interface up,ifconfig interface down,dd,lsop,bc,last re-
boot,Vim and Watch. I hope you have enjoyed this tutorial and will see you in

Chinese and Russian jet engines fail (2016-04-07 14:06)

When a Chinese-designed jet fighter crashed, local media found fault with the imported Russian engine while praising
the injured pilot for his “outstanding soldier’s conviction” during the incident.

According to a report by the Beijing-based Sina Military Network, the Russian-built engine used in the J-10 is
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prone to malfunction, having caused multiple crashes in recent years.

On Sept. 19. a J-10 fighter jet from northeastern China’s Shenyang Military Region crashed during a nighttime
patrol mission, state-run China Central Television (CCTV) reported. The Russian-built engine had lost power at over
11,000 feet, said pilot Li Tong, who ejected at 1,000 feet following an abortive 198-second attempt to glide the
aircraft to a local airfield.

Li survived with neck and spine injuries. Because he had avoided lit, populated areas when maneuvering his
damaged plane, CCTV lauded him as a hero, saying that he had made no less than five “weighty decisions” to “avoid
the loss of property and life among the masses.”

A distinguished military pilot, Li Tong told CCTV that his first priority was to save the jet, which at the time of
engine failure was carrying 200 rounds of aircraft ordnance and 2.5 tons of fuel. As Li struggled to restart the engine,
the plane fell to about 5,000 feet.
Why a Russian Engine?

The J-10 is a single-engine light fighter aircraft that was developed by the Chengdu Aircraft Corporation in the
1990s and put into service starting 2005. It is built around the powerful Russian AL-31 engine, which was originally
intended for the two-engined Su-27 family of Soviet-designed fighter aircraft.

With its Western-inspired and locally-designed single-engine configuration, however, the J-10 suffers from se-
vere compatibility issues in using the AL-31. At the same time, the Chinese-designed WS-10 aircraft engines have
proven even less reliable than the Russian equipment.

Despite claims made in 2014 by a spokesman for the Chinese research institute tasked with the WS-10’s devel-
opment that the engine was “fully operational and matured” for use in an upgraded J-10, a Sina report this August
revealed that the Chinese aviation industry had yet to reduce the Taihang’s failure rate to within acceptable bound-
aries. The Chinese air force and in particular the J-10 jets will continue to run Russian engines.

According to Chinese naval publications cited by Sina, consultations with Russian providers to find a solution
for the AL-31 compatibility issues have been delayed for want of funding.

“Measures to address failures from the perspective of design theory cannot be given,” the Sina report thus
said.

Netizens found issue with the Chinese media reports and analysis of the September crash, saying that CCTV’s
triumphant depiction of the pilot’s emergency actions drew attention away from the technical failings common to
modern Chinese fighters.

A user in Guangdong Province contradicted the Sina analysis for its implication that the engine can simply be
re-engineered, if only the Russians would help. “The engine is not like a graphics card that can be changed at will,”
the post reads. “It is integrated with the entire airframe.”

“What if the aircraft was severely damaged, or if the pilot had no time to process the malfunction? Never
make a trifle of human life,” a netizen from Shanghai said, criticizing the CCTV report for its rosy depiction of Li Tong’s
flight and crash that “avoided residential areas.”
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Top 100 Star Trek episodes (2016-04-09 12:02)

100) Bride of Chaotica! (Star Trek: Voyager) - A hilarious pastiche of old-school science fiction serials, this
story puts the Voyager crew in the middle of a space-opera fantasy gone very, very wrong.
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99) Day of the Dove (Star Trek) - An alien entity wants the Enterprise crew and some Klingons to slaughter
each other, and Kirk has nearly as much trouble with his own crew as with the "enemy."
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98) Paradise (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - Sisko and O’Brien find themselves in a "perfect" society where
no technology functions, and the society’s matriarch tests Sisko’s will with some pretty brutal treatment.
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97) Borderland/Cold Station 12/The Augments (Enterprise) - In this three-part episode, we delve into the
past of KhanNoonien Singh’s genetically augmented crew, and alsomeet the ancestor of Data’s creator. And
connecting those two dots allows the story to get into someweird questions about the nature of "superior"
people.
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96) Lineage (Star Trek: Voyager) - B’Elanna and Tom are expecting a baby... but maybe they can genetically
engineer it to be more human and less Klingon? More than any episode about Khan’s people, this episode
digs into the thorny ethics of eugenics.
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95) The Most Toys (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - Data is taken prisoner by an unscrupulous collector,
and the android finds out just how far he’s willing to go to win his freedom.
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94) Disaster (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - A calamity cuts off the different sections of the ship from
each other, leaving Deanna Troi in charge, and Worf having to deliver a baby.
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93) Future’s End (Star Trek: Voyager) - An evil Bill Gates-type in the 1990s has gotten hold of a 29th century
ship, and even the Voyager crew might not be able to keep him from changing history.
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92) The Magnificent Ferengi (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - Of all DS9’s "Ferengi comedy" episodes, this is
one of the funniest — Quark has to rescue his mother from the Dominion, but everything goes absolutely
pear-shaped and Quark has to improvise.
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91) The Killing Game (Star Trek: Voyager) - The Hirogen love to hunt, so what could be better than turning
Voyager into a recreation of World War II? (Lots of things. But that’s what they do, anyway.)
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90) Booby Trap (Star Trek: TheNext Generation) - The Enterprise is trapped in aweird space trap, andGeordi
can’t find a solution until he makes himself a new colleague... who’s the woman of Geordi’s dreams.
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89) CourtMartial (Star Trek) - Kirk is put on trial, and along theway he showswhat it really takes to command
a starship.
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88) Favor the Bold/Sacrifice of Angels (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - This episode is a turning point in
the "Dominion War" arc. But more to the point, it features a ginormous, amazing space battle, featuring
hundreds of starships.
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87) Déjà Q (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - Q has lost his powers, and now he’s learning to cope with
being human. If he can survive the wrath of Guinan, that is.
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86) Memorial (Star Trek: Voyager) - Voyager was at its best when coping with strange thought experiments,
and here’s a doozy: a memorial forces you to experience a terrible war first-hand. Should it be allowed to
remain operational?
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85) Little Green Men (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - Quark gets stranded on mid-20th century Earth, and
for once even he can’t figure out how to profit from this, in a hilariously weird episode.
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84) Parallels (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - Worf keeps jumping to various (and highly entertaining)
alternate realities, showing how different his life could be with just a few changes.
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83) Timeless (Star Trek: Voyager) - One of themany "alternate future crewmembers averting a past tragedy"
storylines, this one features the beautiful image of Voyager crashed into an ice planet, and Chakotay going
to extremes to save his friends.
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82) Conundrum (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - The entire crew of the Enterprise suffers memory loss,
but luckily First Officer MacDuff is here to help. When their identities are stripped away, will the Starfleet
officers still do the right thing?
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81) The EnemyWithin (Star Trek) - The one where Kirk gets split into good and evil versions by a transporter
accident — Richard Matheson’s script manages to get into some thorny questions about the nature of evil.
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80) TheWounded (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - The Federation is trying really hard to have peace with
the Cardassians, but some people in Starfleet aren’t quite so ready to forgive and forget... and it’s up to
Picard to help out his enemies.
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79) I, Mudd (Star Trek) - The most famous rogue in Star Trek has landed in a great spot — surrounded by
beautiful androids who cater to his every whim. Except that he can’t leave.
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78) Remember Me (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - Dr. Crusher is faced with a mystery that gets at her
fear of abandonment, but also questions of existence, when people start vanishing around her.
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77) Our Man Bashir (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - The goofiest of DS9 episodes (well, one of the goofiest)
sees Bashir stuck in a holosuite program where he’s a James Bond-style spy.
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76) Wolf in the Fold (Star Trek) - Mr. Scott is accused of being a serial killer... but the truth is a lot more
bizarre.
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75) The Raven (Star Trek: Voyager) - One of the best "Seven of Nine tries to becomemore human" episodes
actually sees her coping with her memories of being part of the Borg.
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74) Living Witness (Star Trek: Voyager) - Hundreds of years after Voyager visit a planet, its crew are remem-
bered as war criminals, as shown in a historical reenactment.
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73) Family (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - This episode is revolutionary, purely because it shows the
consequences of a big "event" episode — Picard is still shaken by his experiences with the Borg, when he
goes home to visit his family.
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72) Who Mourns For Morn (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - The barfly who hangs out in Quark’s bar has
apparently died, but will Quark really inherit all his worldly goods?
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71) A Piece of the Action (Star Trek) - One of many "visiting Earth’s past on another planet" episodes, this
is the funniest and also the most trenchant. Kirk and friends have to outwit a whole planet of gangsters,
while teaching them the arcane game of Fizzbin.
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70) Sarek (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - Peter S. Beagle wrote this episode where Spock’s father reap-
pears, and he’s not the Vulcan he used to be — a bittersweet exploration of aging and loss.
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69) What You Leave Behind (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - The DS9 finale packs a lot of punches, including
the final showdown with the Dominion, and Sisko embracing his destiny.
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68) TinMan (Star Trek: TheNext Generation) - a powerful Betazoid telepath is obsessedwith a giant sentient
spaceship, but also develops a friendship with Data, the only person whose thoughts he can’t read.
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67) Errand of Mercy (Star Trek) - The first Klingon episode is also the most daring, as Kirk is portrayed as
being nearly as warlike as his foes, in the face of godlike pacifist aliens.
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66) Dark Frontier (Star Trek: Voyager) - Seven of Nine starts to remember her past before she became a
Borg drone, as Janeway schemes to steal from the Borg.
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65) In Purgatory’s Shadow/By Inferno’s Light (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - One of the most shocking of the
"Dominion War" storylines, this two-parter reveals a terrible secret about Bashir, and changes the balance
of power in the Alpha Quadrant.

64) The Slaver Weapon (Star Trek: The Animated Series) - Written by Larry Niven, this episode sees the
Enterprise crew meeting the Kzinti... and dealing with a self-aware ultimate weapon.
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63) Assignment: Earth (Star Trek) - Kirk and Spock go back to the 1960s, but they’re not the only interloper.
This was the "backdoor pilot" for a spin-off show that never happened, but it’s still bizarrely entertaining in
its own right.
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62) Cause and Effect (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - The onewhere the Enterprise keeps blowing up over
and over. The most explosive, bewildering time loop ever.
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61) Course: Oblivion (Star Trek: Voyager) - These alternate versions of a starship crew aren’t evil — just very,
very fragile. This is one of those episodes whose nihilism makes it almost like a weird dream.
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60) Shore Leave (Star Trek) - One of the goofiest original-series episodes also has a major dark side, as the
crew arrives on a planet where anything they imagine can become real. Anything.
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59) TheQuickening (Star Trek: Deep SpaceNine) - Dr. Bashir’smiracle-worker image faces an extra challenge
when he faces a genetically-engineered plague.
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58) Dagger of the Mind (Star Trek) - In the Federation’s utopian future, the rehabilitation of criminals is
much more humane. Much, much more humane. The psychological cruelty in this one is actually pretty
intense.
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57) The Sound of Her Voice (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - Everybody falls in love with a stranded Starfleet
captain who’s sent out a distress call. But can she be saved?
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56) Tuvix (Star Trek: Voyager) - The Voyager crew face another huge ethical conundrum... and arguably, this
time they choose wrong.
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55) The Pegasus (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - Riker’s long-buried secret comes to light, and he’s forced
to lie to Captain Picard.
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54) Caretaker (Star Trek: Voyager) - Greg Cox argued (in our comments) this is the best first episode of any
Trek, and he has a point: it shows Captain Janeway making two tough choices: stranding her crew, and
adopting a crew of rebels.
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53) The Conscience of the King (Star Trek) - This episode about a Shakespearean actor who may be a leg-
endary mass murderer is also our first glimpse of the flaws in Trek’s perfect future.

52) Relics (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - Old Starfleet engineers never die — they just come back
decades later, eager to tinker with another warp engine.
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51) Necessary Evil (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - The best of the episodes about the shapeshifting Odo
doing detective work, because his digging turns out to reveal some dark secrets.
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50) I Borg (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - Another episode with a guest star who poses a huge ethical
question — the Enterprise finds a disconnected Borg drone, and tries to turn him into a weapon.
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49) The Wire (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - The mysterious Garak finally has to reveal a little bit about his
past to his friend Dr. Bashir, to save his life — but which stories are lies, and which ones are true? Or is
there really any difference?
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48) The Enterprise Incident (Star Trek) - Kirk and Spock pull an elaborate hustle on the Romulans, in an
episode that shows just how unethical our heroes are prepared to be.
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47) Perfect Mate (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - Picard falls for a woman (Famke Janssen!) who is
destined to marry a warlord in an arranged marriage, and he has to put his feelings aside for the sake of
peace.
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46) Blink of an Eye (Star Trek: Voyager) - In yet another high-concept Voyager outing, the starship appears
in the sky over a planet for a relatively brief time, but that’s long enough for it to loom over the life and
death of an entire civilization.
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45) Dear Doctor (Enterprise) - Doctor Phlox relates his experience dealing with a plague affecting a relatively
primitive planet, which turns out to pose an impossible dilemma.
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44) It’s Only a Paper Moon (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - Like "Family," this is an episode that takes a hard
look at the process of recovering from trauma... and doesn’t sugar-coat the truth.
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43) Obsession (Star Trek) - Kirk’s judgment is called into question when he becomes fixated on revenge,
showing once again just how dangerous an out-of-control captain can be.
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42) Hard Time (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - The best of themany "Let’s torture O’Brien" episodes, in which
he receives false memories of 20 years of imprisonment.
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41) Rocks and Shoals (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - Sisko’s crew are stranded on a planet with some of the
enemy Jem’Hadar... and the Jem’Hadar’s unquestioning drug-induced loyalty is put to the test, horribly.

40) In A Mirror Darkly, Parts 1 & 2 (Enterprise) - The best of the "Mirror Universe" sequels, this episode
shows us a more unscrupulous version of Jonathan Archer... who’s just inherited a Federation ship from the
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future.

39) Journey to Babel (Star Trek) -Most notable for introducing us to Spock’s parents, this episode also shows
a Federation diplomatic mission gone horribly wrong.
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38) TheWay of theWarrior (Star Trek: Deep SpaceNine) -With the Federation facingwarwith theDominion,
it’s a good thing the Klingons are here to help. Except sometimes your allies can be more dangerous than
your enemies.
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37) Lower Decks (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - This episode follows four junior officers aboard the
Enterprise, and lets us see the command staff through the eyes of their underlings.
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36) Galileo Seven (Star Trek) - A shuttlecraft full of people is stranded on a planet, and it appears that not
all of them can survive. Good thing Spock is in charge, and he has zero hesitation about making the tough
call... Right?
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35) Inter Arma Silent Leges (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - Bashir has always wanted to play at being a spy...
so how does he like doing it in real life? One of the episodes that exposes the terrible underbelly of the
Federation.
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34) The Drumhead (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - An Admiral subjects the Enterprise to an inquisition,
and starts finding conspiracies behind every bulkhead, providing an object lesson in the dangers of paranoia.

33) Twilight (Enterprise) - In the future, Archer has dementia, and the human race has lost a devastating
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war. And both things are equally terrible to behold.

32) Trials and Tribble-ations (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - One of several [1]time-travel episodes, this one
sends Sisko’s officers back to the original series episode "The Trouble With Tribbles," and provides a great
love letter to Trek’s history.
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31) Call to Arms (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - This is the one where Sisko makes the tough choices, and a
highly symbolic baseball is the only hint of Sisko’s endgame.
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30) Yesteryear (Star Trek: The Animated Series) - Spock travels back in time and saves himself as a young
boy on Vulcan, in an episode that reveals a lot about Spock’s life.
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29) The Void (Star Trek: Voyager) - When Voyager gets trapped in a pocket space with a bunch of other
ships that prey on each other, Janeway has to convince everybody to work together to escape. Janeway’s
finest hour.
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28) Homefront/Paradise Lost (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - Nowadays, everybody trots out the "security
versus freedom" question, but DS9 asked it first, and best, with this story of paranoia about shapeshifters
in Starfleet.
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27) Where No Man Has Gone Before (Star Trek) - The second Star Trek pilot is the best, facing Kirk with an
impossible choice: condemn his friend to death, or risk his entire ship.
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26) The Year of Hell Parts 1 &2 (Star Trek: Voyager) - The luckiest ship in the Delta Quadrant finally has really,
really bad luck.
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25) The Offspring (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - Data creates an android daughter for himself, but some
miracles are too great to last.
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24) Duet (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - Kira suspects that a visiting Cardassian is actually a notorious war
criminal, and she’s willing to go to insane lengths to prove it.
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23) The Equinox (Star Trek: Voyager) - Captain Janeway’s determination to uphold Federation principles far
from home looks a lot more impressive when you meet another Starfleet crew that compromised, really
badly.

22) Tapestry (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - Picard is dying of an old wound caused by his recklessness,
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so Q shows him what his life would be like if he’d played it safe.

21) Arena (Star Trek) - Kirk faces two impossible challenges: making a weapon from scratch, and uphold-
ing his values in the face of a murderous Gorn.
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20) Measure of aMan (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - Putting Data on "trial" to see if he’s a person raises
fascinating questions, but the best part is Riker’s total ruthlessness as prosecutor.
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19) Yesterday’s Enterprise (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - The Enterprise finds itself in an alternate uni-
verse, and restoring the original timeline will come at a high cost.
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18) The Doomsday Machine (Star Trek) - Kirk faces the ultimate weapon, but his real nightmare is an un-
hinged superior officer taking command of the Enterprise.
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17) The Siege of AR-558 (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - Lots of DS9 episodes explored the notion that war
is Hell, but this one made it visceral and unforgettable.
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16) Devil in the Dark (Star Trek) - The classic Star Trek scenario: a story in which the "monster" is misunder-
stood, and ignorant humans are the real danger.
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15) Space Seed (Star Trek) - The only Trek episode to get amovie sequel, this story introduces a suave former
dictator who’s a perfect foil for Kirk.
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14) The Corbomite Maneuver (Star Trek) - This episode isn’t named after the villain or the McGuffin, but
after Kirk’s cunning gambit — with good reason. Never play poker with Kirk.
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13) Far Beyond The Stars (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - Sisko hallucinates he’s a pulp science fiction author
writing about the impossible: a black captain named Ben Sisko.
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12) Amok Time (Star Trek) - Our first visit to Spock’s homeworld also shows how friendship and cunning are
more powerful than mating rituals and ancient traditions.
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11) Chain of Command (Star Trek: TheNext Generation) - Picard is captured by a ruthless Cardassian torturer
— and gets pushed to his limits.
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10) Mirror, Mirror (Star Trek) - Meeting alternate crewmembers, including Bearded Spock, is cool — but
the fascinating part is seeing our heroes try to pretend to be barbarians.
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9) All Good Things (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - The best Q story sees Picard tested at three points
in his life, with the whole universe in the balance.
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8) The Inner Light (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - Picard lives a whole life on a doomed planet, and
becomes a living memorial, with just a flute as souvenir.
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7) In the Pale Moonlight (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - How far will Sisko go to get the Romulans to join
the war? All the way.
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6) The Troublewith Tribbles (Star Trek) - The funniest Trek, it also faces Kirkwith themost insidious threat:
an organism that’s born pregnant.
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5) Darmok (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - Quibble about the alien language all you want, this parable
of learning to communicate remains powerful.
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4) The Visitor (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) - Jake Sisko has grown old as a famous writer, but he’s willing
to give it all up to save his father in the past. Absolutely beautiful.
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3) City on the Edge of Forever (Star Trek) - Kirk, Spock and McCoy visit the 1930s, and Kirk faces an im-
possible choice that proves time travel is heart-breaking.
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2) The Best of BothWorlds (Star Trek: The Next Generation) - The Borg turn Picard into their mouthpiece,
and our heroes nearly lose.
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1) Balance of Terror (Star Trek) - Kirk’s battle of wits with a Romulan is spellbinding, but so is the explo-
ration of prejudice, and the idea that noble people fight on both sides.
1. http://io9.com/5238315/6-theories-of-time-travel-in-star-trek
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Top 100 movies (2016-04-15 12:52)

1.

99 %

[1]The Wizard of Oz (1939) 109 2.

100 %

[2]The Third Man (1949) 76 3.

100 %

[3]Citizen Kane (1941) 71 4.

100 %

[4]All About Eve (1950) 64 5.

100 %

[5]Das Cabinet des Dr. Caligari. (The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari) (1920) 48 6.

99 %

[6]The Godfather (1972) 84 7.
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100 %

[7]Modern Times (1936) 53 8.

98 %

[8]Inside Out (2015) 317 9.

99 %

[9]Metropolis (1927) 115 10.

98 %

[10]E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial (1982) 112 11.

98 %

[11]It Happened One Night (1934) 52 12.

100 %

[12]Singin’ in the Rain (1952) 48 13.

98 %

[13]A Hard Day’s Night (1964) 102 14.

98 %

[14]Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937) 47 15.

100 %

[15]Laura (1944) 59 16.

98 %

[16]Boyhood (2014) 274 17.

100 %

[17]North by Northwest (1959) 64 18.

100 %

[18]Repulsion (1965) 60 19.

98 %

[19]King Kong (1933) 54 20.

100 %

[20]The Adventures of Robin Hood (1938) 45 21.

100 %

[21]Rear Window (1954) 63 22.

100 %

[22]The Maltese Falcon (1941) 48 23.

100 %

[23]Rashômon (1951) 49 24.

99 %
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[24]La Battaglia di Algeri (The Battle of Algiers) (1967) 76 25.

100 %

[25]Toy Story 2 (1999) 163 26.

99 %

[26]Toy Story 3 (2010) 290 27.

98 %

[27]Sunset Boulevard (1950) 59 28.

100 %

[28]The Bride of Frankenstein (1935) 41 29.

100 %

[29]The Philadelphia Story (1940) 54 30.

99 %

[30]Selma (2015) 229 31.

100 %

[31]M (1931) 51 32.

98 %

[32]The Bicycle Thief (1949) 56 33.

100 %

[33]The 400 Blows (Les Quatre cents coups) (1959) 54 34.

98 %

[34]Up (2009) 285 35.

100 %

[35]Seven Samurai (Shichinin no Samurai) (1956) 57 36.

100 %

[36]The Treasure of the Sierra Madre (1948) 44 37.

99 %

[37]Taxi Driver (1976) 69 38.

100 %

[38]12 Angry Men (Twelve Angry Men) (1957) 48 39.

99 %

[39]Dr. Strangelove Or How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb (1964) 73 40.

98 %

[40]Zootopia (2016) 220 41.

98 %

[41]A Streetcar Named Desire (1951) 53 42.
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100 %

[42]Rebecca (1940) 48 43.

100 %

[43]The Conformist (1970) 50 44.

98 %

[44]The Night of the Hunter (1955) 62 45.

99 %

[45]Rosemary’s Baby (1968) 69 46.

99 %

[46]Finding Nemo (2003) 255 47.

100 %

[47]Frankenstein (1931) 44 48.

98 %

[48]The Wrestler (2008) 220 49.

99 %

[49]L.A. Confidential (1997) 108 50.

98 %

[50]The 39 Steps (1935) 44 51.

98 %

[51]The Hurt Locker (2009) 255 52.

100 %

[52]Tokyo Story (Tôkyô monogatari) (1953) 41 53.

100 %

[53]The Grapes of Wrath (1940) 43 54.

100 %

[54]The Last Picture Show (1971) 51 55.

100 %

[55]The Wages of Fear (1953) 40 56.

100 %

[56]Pinocchio (1940) 42 57.

98 %

[57]Roman Holiday (1953) 52 58.

98 %

[58]On the Waterfront (1954) 60 59.

100 %
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[59]Man on Wire (2008) 154 60.

100 %

[60]Toy Story (1995) 78 61.

100 %

[61]Anatomy of a Murder (1959) 42 62.

98 %

[62]Annie Hall (1977) 66 63.

100 %

[63]The Leopard (1963) 45 64.

100 %

[64]Cool Hand Luke (1967) 47 65.

98 %

[65]Chinatown (1974) 62 66.

100 %

[66]Battleship Potemkin (1925) 45 67.

98 %

[67]The Babadook (2014) 183 68.

98 %

[68]Mr. Turner (2014) 183 69.

100 %

[69]The Searchers (1956) 41 70.

98 %

[70]Before Midnight (2013) 182 71.

100 %

[71]The Gold Rush (1925) 42 72.

100 %

[72]The Terminator (1984) 56 73.

98 %

[73]Sweet Smell of Success (1957) 47 74.

99 %

[74]Short Term 12 (2013) 153 75.

100 %

[75]Mary Poppins (1964) 46 76.

98 %

[76]Let the Right One In (2008) 177 77.
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98 %

[77]The Wild Bunch (1969) 49 78.

98 %

[78]Hell or High Water (2016) 167 79.

99 %

[79]Shaun the Sheep Movie (2015) 152 80.

98 %

[80]The French Connection (1971) 55 81.

98 %

[81]Mud (2013) 171 82.

98 %

[82]City Lights (1931) 44 83.

100 %

[83]Playtime (1973) 41 84.

98 %

[84]Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956) 49 85.

98 %

[85]The Discreet Charm Of The Bourgeoisie (Le Charme Discret de la Bourgeoisie) (1972) 47 86.

98 %

[86]Love & Friendship (2016) 154 87.

98 %

[87]How to Train Your Dragon (2010) 202 88.

98 %

[88]Aliens (1986) 62 89.

98 %

[89]Once Upon a Time in the West (1968) 55 90.

99 %

[90]Leviathan (2014) 130 91.

99 %

[91]Hunt for the Wilderpeople (2016) 128 92.

98 %

[92]Badlands (1974) 50 93.

99 %

[93]Gloria (2014) 125 94.

98 %
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[94]The Manchurian Candidate (1962) 53 95.

98 %

[95]Aguirre, the Wrath of God (Aguirre, der Zorn Gottes) (1972) 44 96.

98 %

[96]Mean Streets (1973) 51 97.

98 %

[97]Eyes Without a Face (1962) 52 98.

98 %

[98]8 1/2 (1963) 46 99.

99 %

[99]A Separation (2011) 153 100.

98 %

[100]The Conversation (1974) 47
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What if the World’s Most Expensive Fighter Planes Can’t Defeat Our Enemies? (2016-04-15 14:04)

On April 15, 1953, North Korean Po-2 biplanes strafed a U.S. Army tent on Chodo Island, off the Koreanmainland. The
attack killed two U.S. servicemen. Remarkably, that night, more than 60 years ago, was the last time a U.S. soldier
lost his life to fire from enemy aircraft. Since the KoreanWar, U.S. air power has played a critical role in virtually every
conflict, and the U.S. has enjoyed near-total air supremacy in every battle it’s fought. But that streak isn’t going to con-
tinue automatically. Despite lavish spending on our air forces; flawed procurement priorities and strategic doctrine,
driven by contractors, has put the future of U.S. air power at risk. Take the new F-22 fighter. It’s the most expensive
fighter in the air today, but as a recent story in The National Interest by long-time United States Naval Institute writer
Dave Majumdar points out, even its missiles will have a hard time getting past the ability of Russia’s truly fearsome
Su-35S Flanker E to jam radars and other sensors. The F-22 is very stealthy while the Su-35S is not, but a senior U.S.
Air Force official tells Majumdar that the F-22 will have a hard time killing the Su-35Ss. These new Flankers are already
in service with the Russian Air Force, and independent air analysts see this same plane achieving lopsided kill ratios
against the U.S.’s other next-generation fighter, the F-35. Russian Su-35 FlankerRussian Su-35 Flanker A FLAWED AIR-
POWER STRATEGY How did we end up with such pricey, brand-new fighters being unable to decisively defeat their
opponents? United States air-power doctrine after the Korean War has emphasized “beyond visual range” (BVR) en-
gagements. The idea: With sufficiently sophisticated missile technology, we can destroy enemy fighters from more
than five miles away, long before the enemy can engage our aircraft. The cornerstone of BVR technology, large com-
plex radars, required much bigger fighters to handle the aerodynamic challenges that bulky BVR radars present, as
well as huge increases in power and cooling requirements. These larger fighters led to skyrocketing acquisition and
maintenance costs. With the advent of stealth, the vision was expanded to include destroying enemy planes from
behind a cloak, and costs skyrocketed again. Visions are not always realized, and recent advances in countermeasures,
like the capabilities in the Su-35S, are just another chapter in a long history of BVR missiles not living up to the hype.
Expecting BVR capabilities to deliver lopsided results against peer competitors now looks more like wishful thinking
than a sound strategy. Sowhy have billions of dollars of investments into BVR capabilities delivered such disappointing
results? There are two main causes: FEAR OF FRIENDLY FIRE First, identify-friend-or-foe (IFF) technology — systems
that enable forces to identify friendly platforms among potential targets — has not been reliable enough to allow our
pilots to fire at blips on their radar screen without fear of committing fratricide. In other words, no matter how good
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our BVR technology, pilots still needed to get within visual distance before taking a shot. Progress has been made
in IFF technology, in part because of better capabilities on our support aircraft, but it remains a problem. CONTRAC-
TORS OVERPROMISE, UNDERDELIVER The second issue is that BVR missile technology has consistently failed to live
up to the promises made by vendors and senior military leadership. On entering Vietnam, military leaders assured
Congress that the radar-guided AIM-7 Sparrow carried by the complex and costly F-4 Phantom would give our pilots
a 70 percent probability of a kill per missile fired. Instead, the much hyped Raytheon missile ended up with a BVR
kill rate of less than 1 percent. Somewhat chastened, senior military leaders were forced to retrofit guns to the F-4
Phantom. Our cutting-edge missile technology has consistently failed to live up to the promises made by vendors
and senior military leadership. The problems continued after Vietnam. In “Promise and Reality: Beyond Visual Range
(BVR) Air-To-Air Combat” a 2005 paper done for the Air War College, Lieutenant Colonel Patrick Higby (now General
Higby) shows in great detail that from Vietnam up to Desert Storm the billions invested BVR missile technology con-
tributed almost nothing to the United States’ domination of the skies. Combining data from Israeli and American
missions, he finds that out of 632 shots taken with BVR-capable missiles, only four resulted in kills from beyond visual
range — a scant 0.6 percent. During this same period, 528 air-to-air kills were made at closer range — 144 with guns
and 384 with missiles fired at opponents within visual range. BVR HAS ALMOST NEVERWORKED Starting with Desert
Storm, there was an uptick in the number of kills achieved using the newer AMRAAMmissiles, which are designed for
relatively long range kills, but because neither the number of missiles used nor the range at which the BVR-capable
missiles notched kills was recorded, it’s hard to reach any firm conclusions. We do have anecdotal evidence: In 1999,
when two MiG-25s violated the no-fly zone over southern Iraq, U.S. fighters fired six of our most sophisticated BVR
missiles at them. All six missiles missed and the MiG-25s escaped to fight another day. While pervasive coverage by
AWACS surveillance and control planes has given our pilots much better friend-or-foe recognition, allowing more BVR
shots to be taken, true BVR kills against competent opponents are rare. Future battles will continue to involve close-
range dogfights — where superior numbers of smaller affordable fighters are better than inferior numbers of heavier,
less agile, less reliable BVR-focused fighters. A 2011 RAND report noted that enemies successfully engaged beyond
visible range after 1991 “were fleeing, non-maneuvering, and did not employ countermeasures.” “In Operation Allied
Force,” the 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, RAND notes, “the Serbian MiG-29s that were shot down did not even
have functioning radars.” In other words, we might now be achieving BVR kills against third-rate vastly outnumbered
opponents while enjoying pervasive AWACS coverage. But that is a far cry from getting kills against equally skilled peer
competitors in contested air space where we may be outnumbered in terms of both planes and missiles. Historically,
our pilots’ superior skills have allowed our big BVR fighters to dominate dogfights despite their large size, but those
same pilots flying smaller, less-expensive fighters would still have dominated. In other words, the billions invested in
large expensive BVR-focused planes andmissiles, while highly correlatedwith U.S air dominance, was not the cause of
that dominance. Going forward, assuming huge kill ratios predicated on BVR missile technology looks even less wise:
We have no record of successfully using such technology against peer competitors with the training and technology to
dramatically reduce BVR missile effectiveness (like, say, the Russians’ Su-35S). Both the United States and its competi-
tors will continue tomake large investments to improve BVRmissiles and BVR-missile countermeasures. Since neither
effort is likely to gain a decisive advantage, future battles will continue to involve close-range dogfights — where su-
perior numbers of smaller affordable fighters are better than inferior numbers of heavier, less agile, less reliable
BVR-focused fighters. F-15 EaglesF-15 Eagles QUANTITY OVER QUALITY It’s unrealistic to expect heavily outnumbered
U.S. planes to consistently take down large numbers of enemy fighters at long ranges. The large technology lead the
United States once held over other major air powers has nearly evaporated, and regaining our post-WWII lead is well-
nigh impossible. Moreover, other air powers have studied and adopted U.S pilot-trainingmethods, and that gap, once
large, has narrowed as well. In 2004, for instance, U.S. F-15 pilots were unpleasantly surprised to find themselves on
the wrong side of a 9-to-1 loss ratio in exercises with Indian Air Force pilots flying Russian-designed planes, includ-
ing small but formidable MiG-21s. We should plan on Chinese and Russian pilots being equally competent. There
are other major problems with large BVR fighters. One such problem is that the cost per hour to fly them is now so
great that some of our pilots are only getting about ten hours per month of actual flight time— not nearly enough to
maintain superior skills. Further, these fighters’ huge maintenance requirements mean they spend less time in the air
than other aircraft. The F-22 and F-15 can fly far fewer sorties per day than smaller, more reliable fighters such as the
F-16. In other words: Large, higher priced, maintenance-intensive BVR-focused planes will often end up delivering
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less sustained combat power. F-35A at Eglin Air Force BaseF-35A at Eglin Air Force Base STEALTH: ANOTHER PRICEY,
UNPROVEN INVESTMENT BVR’s kissing cousin, stealth, is also not the silver bullet it was portrayed to be 20-plus years
ago, when development began on the Joint Strike Fighter (the F-35). In fact, counter-stealth technology is advancing
and proliferating much more quickly than stealth technology. Recognizing this, the U.S. Navy is wisely hedging its
bets by not being too reliant on stealth. Earlier this year, chief of Naval Operations Admiral Jonathan Greenert noted
the inevitable limits of stealth: “Let’s face it, if something moves fast through the air, disrupts molecules, and puts
out heat — I don’t care how cool the engine can be, it’s going to be detectable.” More Defense The Politically Correct
Integration of the Marine Infantry Is a Mistake Should We Give ISIS What it Wants – A Decisive Battle in the Middle
East? Doing Stupid Stuff in the South China Sea With the rapid proliferation of integrated air defenses capable of
seeing and targeting stealthy airplanes, the decades-old vision of flying into the teeth of the integrated air defenses
of our top competitors and attacking themwith impunity is a fast-fading fantasy. A modest premium for cost-effective
stealth probably makes sense, but a huge premium for maintenance-intensive stealth doesn’t. Mathematical battle
models, such as the Lanchester-square model, show numerical superiority rapidly swamps quality, meaning larger
forces of less-capable planes can sweep opposing forces from the sky while suffering surprisingly small losses. And
there’s certainly a good chance we’ll be facing more-numerous forces: Scenarios for defending Taiwan, for instance,
have our pilots going up against Chinese pilots that could outnumber us by three to ten times. The RAND Corpora-
tion has done an instructive analysis: Even assuming we have unhittable planes with perfectly accurate missiles and
opponents lining up to be shot down like sitting ducks, our forces cede airspace control over Taiwan to China while
taking crippling losses in terms of support aircraft. More realistic assumptions have us losing many of our F-22s as
well. Being on the wrong side of projections for these kind of scenarios is a bad place to be for our pilots. Getting to
the right side of the equation will not be achieved by the fielding small numbers of $200-million-plus fighters whose
core capabilities are inferior to most advanced fighters. The Air Force wants to retire the A-10 ThunderboltThe Air
Force wants to retire the A-10 Thunderbolt FANCIER TECH DOESN’T ALWAYS WIN Advanced technology will always
play a critical role in ensuring the success of our fighter aircraft, but we should also remember that quantity, tactics,
and training can overcome technology. Ultimately, trying to maintain air-power dominance built on bleeding-edge
technology that busts the budget, takes forever to develop, and delivers severely diminishing returns is a losing strat-
egy in a world where technology rapidly diffuses. Better reliability, while not sexy, facilitates more sorties, puts more
planes in the air, and enables better pilot training. In a world where firing up powerful active sensors makes you a
target, it might make sense to field smaller fighters that rely more on networked, passive sensors. Traditional fighter
performance metrics such as instantaneous turn rate, sustained turn rate, and thrust-to-weight ratio still matter. Our
air-superiority fighters need to deliver unparalleled performance in the air, and they’re not. The USAF even acknowl-
edges that the backbone of our future fighter corps, the F-35, isn’t designed to be an air-superiority fighter. Yet, along
with air-superiority missions, the Air Force is counting on this strike fighter to perform close air-support missions that
the inexpensive A-10 already does so much better. These compromises aren’t necessary. For the cost of one F-35,
we can buy several air-superiority and close–air-support planes that will deliver far more bang for the buck. Sadly,
contractors and top military brass gravitate to the fanciest, most expensive fighters possible with little regard for af-
fordability and maintainability. It’s time to bring back the procurement discipline necessary to buy fighters with the
right mix of capabilities and cost. That kind of strategy will allow us to field them in the numbers needed to maintain
the air dominance our armed forces have been able to count on for the past 60 years.\

US needs a Canadian border fence. (2016-04-20 20:17)

Canada’s sloppy, rushed and reckless Syrian refugee resettlement program is America’s looming national security
nightmare.
Donald Trump shouldn’t just be promising to build a Mexican border wall. He (and any other sovereignty-minded
presidential candidate) should be vowing to rebuild the decimated "wall" of first-line watchdogs, field enforcement
and patrol officers on our northern border.
The urgency could not be greater.
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The Canadian liberal government has fast-tracked tens of thousands of Syrian Muslims into its country over the past
five months and now plans to double its interim 25,000 goal by 2019. The bleeding-heart Canucks are forging ahead
despite reports this week of the country’s failed $16 million screening program to stop Islamic terrorists from slipping
through the cracks.
Multiple databases are not interoperable. Information is outdated or useless. Canadian agents are delivering
incomplete background checks too late to matter, anyway. Result: Garbage in, garbage out, and untold numbers of
unvetted refugees from jihad hotbeds on the loose at our doorstep. (As if the 1,500 Syrian refugees a month that the
U.S. State Department is directly importing here through November aren’t enough of a security headache!)
Instead of moving to fortify our northern border, Washington is diverting our boots on the ground and downsizing
our fleet of surveillance pilots in the skies. Turnover is high, morale is low, and the jihadists’ path to illegal entry has
never been smoother.

[1]CARTOONS | [2]Gary Varvel

[3]View Cartoon

In Plattsburgh, New York, 45 miles from Syrian refugee dumping ground Montreal, the Customs and Border Patrol’s
air branch has been slashed from 25 pilots down to a shocking six in the last three years. Shifts have been reduced
to bankers’ hours, while terror plotters and smugglers never rest. Members of Congress have been alerted to
the perilous impact of downsizing, but have done nothing (except, that is, to fully fund the White House refugee
resettlement racket).
In Montana, Reuters reported earlier this year, our federal enforcement force is still so understaffed that the Border
Patrol depends on 100 private citizen ranchers along the northern border to police the U.S.-Canada boundaries.
Of 21,000 total Border Patrol agents, only 2,100 are assigned to the northern border. There are only about 300
agents guarding the entire northern border at any one time. That’s less than the number of Capitol police on duty to
protect the Capitol complex in D.C. alone, Buffalo, New York, sector Border Patrol agent Dean Mandel of the National
Border Patrol Council pointed out to Congress.
Little has changed since Border Patrol agents in Washington state first told me 15 years ago of vast, abandoned
sectors protected by nothing but orange rubber cones – even in the wake of the 9/11 attacks.

Little has changed since the 9/11 Commission spotlighted multiple al-Qaida operatives involved in cross-border
traffic and incursions (both legal and illegal) from Canada.
Little has changed since the U.S. Government Accountability Office reported in 2011 that a measly 32 miles out of
the 4,000-mile border was deemed secure by Border Patrol agents heavily dependent on non-DHS personnel for
support.
A U.S. source who works for the Department of Homeland Security on the northern border told me last week
that there remain vast "no-go zones" in his upstate New York sector that stretch for miles unpoliced – such as the
smuggler-friendly Akwesasne reservation, where Mohawks are notoriously hostile to our Border Patrol, Air and
Marine operations, and field operations agents.
"There’s a gigantic hole on our northern border," my source described, where "people from countries of interest are
crossing" into America. "Special interest countries," as the U.S. Army War College Guide to National Security defines
it, are those "designated by the intelligence community as countries that could export individuals that could bring
harm to our country in the way of terrorism."

"Yes, I’ve personally seen them. Every day. We call them ’gotaways,’" my source sighed. These newest border-jumpers
are detected (by high-tech cameras and motion sensors), but neglected because the core national security mission is
not a priority and no one’s around to act on the alerts.
On the southern border, "gotaways" spiked 100 percent between 2011 and 2013. This year, as illegal trespassers from
dangerous special interest countries have increased throughMexico, a Border Patrol whistleblower told Congress two
months ago that his supervisors ordered agents to fudge data on "gotaways" by omitting them from data reports.
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Think the same whitewashing is going on up north? You betcha.
As the disgusted northern border CBP official told me: "The attitude is no paperwork, no problems." No problems,
of course, until that one ISIS operative toting a dirty bomb in his bag rolls right across the wide open U.S.-Canadian
border – detected, but neglected – and our government’s malign neglect blows up in our faces.

1. http://beta.townhall.com/political-cartoons
2. http://beta.townhall.com/political-cartoons/garyvarvel/
3. http://beta.townhall.com/political-cartoons/2016/04/20/140573

Is Information technology destroying the middle class? (2016-04-21 14:59)

The Kansas City Federal Reserve Bank’s symposium in Jackson Hole, WY, is one of the world’s most watched economic
events. Focusing on important economic issues that face the global economy, the symposium brings together most
of the world’s central bankers. The symposium attracts significant media attention and has been known for its ability
to move markets.
While the most anticipated speakers at the 2014 meeting were Janet Yellen, chair of the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System, and Mario Draghi, president of the European Central Bank, it was a talk by David Autor, an
MIT labor economist that attracted a significant level of attention. Autor presented his paper, "Polanyi’s Paradox and
the Shape of Employment Growth." The background for the paper was the question discussed in the July 2013 Com-
munications editorial: Does automation destroy more jobs than it creates? While the optimists argue that though
technology always destroy jobs, it also creates new jobs, the pessimists argue that the speed in which information
technology is currently destroying jobs is unparalleled.
Based on his analysis of recent labor trends as well as recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI), Autor concluded,
"Journalists and expert commentators overstate the extent of machine substitution for human labor. The challenges
to substituting machines for workers in tasks requiring adaptability, common sense, and creativity remain immense,"
he argued. The general media welcomed Autor’s talk with a palpable sense of relief and headlines such as "Everybody
Relax: An MIT Economist Explains Why Robots Won’t Steal Our Jobs." But a careful reading of Autor’s paper suggests
that such optimism may be premature.
Autor’s main point in the paper is that "our tacit knowledge of how the world works often exceeds our explicit un-
derstanding," which poses a significant barrier to automation. This barrier, known as "Polanyi’s Paradox," is well
recognized as the major barrier for AI. It is unlikely, therefore, that in the near term, say, the next 10 years, we will
see a major displacement of human labor by machines. But Autor himself points out that contemporary computer
science seeks to overcome the barrier by "buildingmachines that learn from human examples, thus inferring the rules
we tacitly apply but do not explicitly understand." It is risky, therefore, to bet wewill not makemajor advances against
Polanyi’s Paradox, say, in the next 50 years.
But another main point of Autor’s paper, affirming a decade-old line of research in labor economics, is that while
automation may not lead to broad destruction of jobs, at least not in the near term, automation is having a major im-
pact on the economy by creating polarization of the labor market. Information technology, argues Autor, is destroying
wide swaths of routine office and manufacturing jobs. At the same time, we are far from being able to automate low-
skill jobs, often requiring both human interaction and unstructured physical movement. Furthermore, information
technology creates new high-skill jobs, which require cognitive skills that computers cannot match. Projections by
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics show continued significant demand for information-technology workers for years
to come.
The result of this polarization is a shrinking middle class. In the U.S., middle-income jobs in sales, office work, and the
like used to account for the majority of jobs. But that share of the labor market has shrunk over the past 20 years,
while the share of high-end and low-end work expanded. Autor’s data shows this pattern—shrinkage in the middle
and growth at the high and low ends—occurred also in 16 EU countries.
The immediate outcome of this polarization is growing income andwealth disparity. "From 1979 through 2007, wages
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rose consistently across all three abstract task-intensive categories of professional, technical, and managerial occupa-
tions," noted Autor. Their work tends to be complemented by machines, he argued, making their services more valu-
able. In contrast, wages have stagnated for middle-income workers, and the destruction of middle-income jobs cre-
ated downward pressure on low-income jobs. Indeed, growing inequality of income andwealth has recently emerged
as a major political issue in the developed world.
Autor is a long-term optimist, arguing that in the long run the economy and workforce will adjust. But AI’s progress
over the past 50 years has been nothing short of dramatic. It is reasonable to predict that its progress over the next
50 years would be equally impressive. My own bet is on disruption rather than on equilibrium and adjustment.

Donald Trump purposely not presidental (2016-04-24 12:45)

[1]What’s weirder? That Trump would hand over his campaign to Manafort without vetting him and his vision for
winning the race first? (Draw your own conclusion about Trump’s managerial ability from that.) Or that he’d punish
Manafort this way amid a landslide win in New York last week and another round of landslides to come tonight? You
don’t typically fire your manager when the team’s in the middle of a winning streak, right?
In fairness to Trump, it’s hard to understand why Manafort thought he could turn him into a more disciplined
candidate. He’s an extreme narcissist; telling him to be something other than himself is the most vicious thing you
can say to him. I don’t think his fans even want him to be more “presidential.” If you like Al Czervik, the last thing
you’d want is for him to become Judge Smails. It reeks of “traditional” politics. The whole point of Trumpism is that
it’s not politics as usual.

Trump became upset late last week when he learned frommedia reports that Manafort privately told Re-
publican leaders that the billionaire reality TV star was “projecting an image” for voters and would begin
toning down his rhetoric, according to the sources. They said that Trump also expressed concern about
Manafort bringing several former lobbying colleagues into the campaign, as first reported by POLITICO…
In particular, multiple sources said Trumpwas bothered by news stories about Manafort’s representation
of Saudi Arabia and for a group accused of being a front for Pakistani intelligence.
“I don’t think he was aware of the extent of the work that Paul has done in foreign countries that have
not always been friendly to the United States,” said a Washington operative with close relationships to
the campaign…
Multiple sources said that Trump in recent days has re-empowered Lewandowski to handle the cam-
paign’s finances andmake some hiring decisions, partially reversing changesManafort laid out thismonth
when seizing some decision-making authority from Lewandowski.

Trump reportedly didn’t like Manafort’s habit of keeping him off the Sunday shows (where he’d be more likely to be
quizzed on policy) while choosing to appear on those shows himself. He also rejected a more “presidential” draft
speech that Manafort wanted him to deliver last Tuesday night after his win in New York, although he did tone down
his own rhetoric that evening before shifting back this week to talking about [2]how disgusting Kasich is when he
eats. A more substantive failing of Manafort’s was Team Trump getting [3]lapped again in the delegate battle last
weekend, but I think his excuse for that is sound: You can’t expect him to work miracles immediately when he’s been
with the team just a few weeks and Trump is badly understaffed on the ground at state conventions. Manafort will
become more useful in persuading delegates in May, June, and especially before the convention in July. But oh well
— combative Corey Lewandowski, whose philosophy has always been to “let Trump be Trump,” is back in favor while
Manafort, who’s been with the campaign less than a month, is now suddenly on the outs. It reminds me of George
Steinbrenner hiring, firing, and re-hiring Billy Martin repeatedly in the 70s and 80s, overreacting to every setback
despite the team’s overall success. Trump’s building himself his very own “Bronx Zoo.”
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1. http://www.politico.com/story/2016/04/donald-trump-paul-manafort-corey-lewandowski-222430
2. http://hotair.com/archives/2016/04/25/bad-news-from-trump-ive-never-seen-a-human-being-eat-more-disgustin
gly-than-kasich/
3. http://www.politico.com/story/2016/04/ted-cruz-donald-trump-delegate-222354

Brave new world: A majority of millennials reject capitalism (2016-04-25 13:25)

I hate to sound too much like the old man standing on his lawn yelling at clouds, but perhaps we have something
of a parallel here in the United States in terms of rejecting sanity. Most of our millennials apparently have rejected
capitalism, seeing it as the cause of all their woes, and they may be turning their eyes wistfully toward a more
socialist style of living [1]as the answer to their problems. (Washington Post)

In an apparent rejection of the basic principles of the U.S. economy, a new poll shows that most young
people do not support capitalism.
The Harvard University survey, which polled young adults between ages 18 and 29, found that 51 percent
of respondents do not support capitalism. Just 42 percent said they support it.
It isn’t clear that the young people in the poll would prefer some alternative system, though. Just 33
percent said they supported socialism. The survey had a margin of error of 2.4 percentage points.

Is this something real or is it just some sort of offshoot of the Bernie effect? 33 % of the entire nation doesn’t sound
like much but it probably works out to a fair portion of the supporters that Sanders is pulling in from the Democratic
base. If that’s the case then it may tone back down once the primary ends and Bernie sails off toward retirement.
They clearly won’t be getting a lot of support from the smaller percentage of young people supporting Hillary since
her associations with the gold mine of Wall Street are well known.
But a more disturbing possibility is that we’ve entered a period where the population begins to fall victim to the
old maxim of forgetting history and being doomed to repeat the mistakes of the past. The truth is that socialism
has gotten something of a makeover in the modern era, with people frequently looking to places like Switzerland
as a model. (Never mind the fact that Switzerland is actually one of the more capitalist places on Earth.) Further to
the north, Sanders and his followers also like to point to the Scandinavian nations as the socialist paradise of their
dreams. But as [2]an excellent article in the Federalist pointed out recently, it’s really no paradise at all.
In the modern era, if our unhappy millennials really want to learn something about the true face of socialism they
should look to places like Venezuela. Under the control of Hugo Chavez, the people of that nation didn’t actually
experience any sort of boom times and are now facing the implosion of their society, [3]as Kevin Williamson recently
pointed out.

If you consider the most meaningful measure of a country’s economic output — GDP per capita over
time — you’ll see that the fat years under Chávez did not actually happen. In fact, if you chart that real
(inflation-adjusted) GDP per capita by year, you’ll see that Venezuela is significantly poorer today than it
was in the 1960s, 1970s, or 1980s. In fact, Venezuela’s per capita GDP reached its all-time low in 2003,
under Chávez. This is no surprise: Making well-off countries poor and poor countries starving is what
socialists do.

Things are bad in Venezuela to be sure and the citizens there are under constant threat from their own government
as well as economic collapse. But if these unhappy millennials truly want a lesson on social experimentation they
should look at [4]the Russian socialist revolution of 1917 and the ensuing virtual enslavement of the citizens who
surrendered all their property and rights to the government. These are the wages of socialism and it always ends
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badly. In case you missed that… It Always Ends Badly.
There is no good outcome from socialism in the long run and those who have lived too long in a prosperous nation like
America need to crack open their history books before signing on for a new revolution. Democratic capitalism has its
own warts and flaws to be sure and not every outcome is a happy one for every citizen, but it’s also a self-correcting
system. Gross imbalances tend to be ironed out through the political force andwill of those for whom it fails to deliver.
So be careful what you wish for, millennials. You might just get it good and hard.

1. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/04/26/a-majority-of-millennials-now-reject-capitalism-pol
l-shows/?wpmm=1&wpisrc=nl_evening
2. http://thefederalist.com/2015/08/11/scandinavia-isnt-a-socialist-paradise/
3. http://www.nationalreview.com/article/434591/venezuela-crisis-hugo-chavez-socialism-brought-poverty-not-s
uccess
4. https://fee.org/articles/the-soviet-tragedy-a-history-of-socialism-in-russia-1917-1991-and-russia-under-
the-bolshevik-regime/

Megyn Kelly interview could be Trump’s greatest media triumph (2016-04-27 12:35)

Megyn Kelly versus Donald Trump. It’s been the biggest media story of the 2016 GOP presidential race. And
yesterday’s news that Trump has agreed to sit for a one-on-one interview with Kelly in May not only ushers in a new
chapter in a months-long saga, it could also represent a triumph for Kelly and Fox News, but also for Trump’s designs
on the White House.

It began in the opening minutes of the very first debate when Kelly challenged Trump on his past statements to
women:

“Mr. Trump, one of the things people love about you is you speak your mind and you don’t use a politi-
cian’s filter. However, that is not without its downsides, in particular, when it comes to women. You’ve
called women you don’t like ‘fat pigs,’ ‘dogs,’ ‘slobs’ and ‘disgusting animals.’ …
Your Twitter account has several disparaging comments about women’s looks. You once told a contestant
on ‘Celebrity Apprentice’ it would be a pretty picture to see her on her knees.
Does that sound to you like the temperament of a man we should elect as president, and how will you
answer the charge from Hillary Clinton, who was likely to be the Democratic nominee, that you are part
of the war on women?”

Trump’s reaction after the debate was to accuse Kelly of journalistic bias and to attack her integrity and credibility.
Legions of Trump supporters hurling misogynistic and vitriolic venom at Kelly via social media, some of the attacks
enjoying the imprimatur of Trump himself via a re-tweet from his powerful Twitter account.
Trump personally went after Kelly in a vicious, personal way:

“Certainly, I don’t have a lot of respect for Megyn Kelly. She’s a lightweight and y’know, she came out
there reading her little script and trying to be tough and be sharp. And when you meet her you realize
she’s not very tough and she’s not very sharp.” Then, came the kicker: “She gets out there and she starts
asking me all sorts of ridiculous questions, and you could see there was blood coming out of her eyes,
blood coming out of her … wherever.”

And it just got worse from there. Trump boycotted the Fox News debate in Iowa after a hot exchange of tweets and
press releases. They met in a debate setting once more in March but most of the fireworks that night came from
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Marco Rubio and Trump’s hand size.
Now, as the primary season winds down and Trump begins to focus on his potential nomination in Cleveland and the
general election showdownwith Hillary Clinton, he’s decided it’s time to put the feud behind him. The announcement
of the exclusive, in-depth interview scheduled for May 17th could very well be the turning point of Trump’s negative
numbers with women voters (which [1]Politico reports are hovering around 70 %.)
To see this interview with Kelly as a media triumph, we have to make a couple of reasonable assumptions. First, let’s
assume Kelly conducts the interview in the same way she does every night on The Kelly File, with tough, relevant and
respectful questions meant to illuminate an issue and not alienate her guest. Let’s also assume that Trump, knowing
all eyes are on him, will conduct himself in a respectful and restrained way including a legitimate walk-back from
some of the more over-the-top comments he’s made about the Fox News superstar.
I’ll even predict that Trump offers a statement of regret (if not an actual apology) over how the feud spun out
of control and how Kelly was negatively impacted by the vitriol from Internet trolls. I suspect Trump takes the
opportunity to state that although he’s had differences with her, he admires the classy way Kelly has conducted
herself and they let bygones be bygones from this point forward.
I think it’s also a fair assumption that Kelly accepts the apology. Why wouldn’t she? Not only has she expressed that
she dislikes being “part of the story” but it positions her as a major media player in the run up to the general election.
It also puts pressure on Hillary Clinton to sit with her for a similar interview. After all, Clinton [2]recently praised Kelly
as a “superb journalist” who didn’t deserve the rough treatment doled out by Trump. Well Mrs. Clinton, if Trump
scould face Kelly, the “superb journalist,” why can’t you? Or, is she just a “superb journalist” when she serves your
purposes as a “victim” of Trump’s misogyny? If you really respect Kelly as a journalist, grant her the ultimate respect
and sit with her, one-on-one, like Donald did.
Kelly has already laid the groundwork for a “Kumbaya” moment with this quote from the [3]Fox News statement
announcing the interview:

“Mr. Trump and I sat down together for a meeting earlier this month at my request. He was gracious
with his time and I asked him to consider an interview. I am happy to announce he has agreed, and I look
forward to a fascinating exchange — our first sit-down interview together in nearly a year.”

If this interview goes the way I’ve laid it out, and both parties walk away with mutual respect and a “contrition sound-
byte” that plays all over social media and the media for multiple news cycles, it’s a win for Kelly, a win for Fox News,
and it reverses one of the most unfortunate and ugly narratives of the Trump presidential campaign.
If he can do that, it may be one of the greatest media triumphs of modern presidential politics.
Big “ifs,” I know, but not implausible at all.
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Our railroads and airports are outdated.Vote trump (2016-05-01 14:02)

Landing at an American airport is a bit like time-traveling into the past. Outdated design, outdated technology, and
outdated regulations are crippling many U.S. air hubs.
Aviation was born in the U.S., and very quickly, American airplanes and American-trained pilots formed the backbone
of global aviation. North America remains the world’s largest aviation market today, yet U.S. air transport is no longer
the envy of other nations.
America ranks a mediocre number 30 in the world for quality of air infrastructure, as measured by a survey of
executives—and 127 in ticket taxes and airport charges (meaning they’re too high). The country ranks an even lower
(131) in carbon dioxide emissions per capita.
There are greater worries ahead: the American Society of Civil Engineers argues that a failure to invest in aviation
could represent an estimated cumulative loss of $313 billion by 2020—translating into 350,000 fewer jobs—and a
whopping $1.52 trillion by 2040.
The U.S. system is characterized by crowded skies; price competition among airlines and resulting low profitability;
competition among airports, leading to congestion in some places and wasted capacity in others; outdated ground
facilities; a dearth of intermodal links such as air-to-train connections; high fuel utilization and air pollution; slow
technological uptake; and dependence on outdated intergovernmental agreements for access to foreign markets.
The U.S. is falling short and falling behind. That’s true even on the cargo side: Hong Kong has already replaced
Memphis as the world’s number one air cargo hub. Today, international travelers represent 11 percent of total U.S.
airline passengers.
They contribute more than $116 billion in direct spending and another billion in indirect spending annually. For all
of that, they are being underserved: the World Economic forum ranks the U.S. 121st out of 180 countries in terms of
the burden of its visa requirements.

_

Rosabeth Moss Kanter is the author of "Move: Putting America’s Infrastructure Back in the Lead."

There are many major airports in the United States, but few are considered good by today’s global standards. In a
2013 survey of the world’s best airports, 12 million passengers ranked more than 400 airports across 39 categories—
and no American airport was even in the top 25.
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Only four U.S. airports made it into the top 50. Nations in the Middle East and East Asia are building new, efficient,
intermodal, technology-enhanced airports, while the U.S. lags behind on basics like core infrastructure. In some
U.S. airports, there is no single communication network everyone can use; an emergencies can overload cellphone
systems.
Development of airports has been left to cities and regions. Local authorities are often focused on the land rather
than landing – the value of retail sales or real-estate near airport facilities, rather than potential throughput,
intermodal efficiency, or actual passenger mobility.
As a result, one of the biggest problems with U.S. airports now is reaching them: if you’ve taken a train directly to an
airport, it was probably in another country. Our largest cities (New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago) have no means
of direct mass-transit from their airports to the population cores, although Atlanta Hartsfield airport is an exception
in its light rail connections.
Hong Kong, meanwhile, has brand new high-speed rail that runs every four minutes, complete with fully integrated
baggage check-in at their Central railway station downtown.

Getty Images

A plane is on the ground at Chek Lap Kok airport in Hong Kong.

While the aviation industry has figured out how to lift millions of pounds of aluminum, fuel, cargo, and passengers
35,000 feet into the air—a technological feat in and of itself—its technology is in desperate need of modernization.
Ticket agents are often part-time coders, untangling software written in the early 1960s. Cockpit controls look like
museum installations when compared to the iPads passengers are using.
Information empowers. Empowered pilots in empowered aircraft can empower passengers—or at least enlighten
them. Real-time decision-making can reduce costs and minimize delays. The FAA estimates, for instance, that
two-thirds of weather delays are avoidable.
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Superior weather information would make it possible to predict airspace and route availability, as well as delays,
diversions, and tarmac risk. With greater forecast accuracy for pilots, control towers, and operations centers, airlines
could carry less contingency fuel, and flight planners could better anticipate ground holds, deicing, and capacity
changes.
The costs of fuel-burn while taxiing amount to $25 per minute; diversions cost about $15,000 to $100,000 per aircraft;
and an FAA tarmac delay penalty runs to about $27,500 per passenger. These numbers can add up to millions of
dollars on a full flight
Technological innovations provide new hope for U.S. aviation. The Weather Company is growing a service that helps
airlines use weather data to change travel paths to avoid turbulence, delivering a smoother, safer, faster, and more
efficient travel experience.
The FAA is allowing trial use of iPads to in the cockpit. Airlines are exploring glide-path landing to reduce fuel use and
noise during descents. Yet, the barrier to progress is often the burdensome and bureaucratic process of regulatory
approval. Modernized oversight is needed to speed up adoption of newer and better technologies.

Michael Smith/Getty Images

Denver International Airport.

Industry associations have called for a national strategy to make America’s air transport system better for everyone
who uses it. Imagine flying with pilots empowered by technology to make better decisions for passengers. Imagine
next-generation air traffic control generating quintuple wins: greater safety, lower costs, fewer delays, lower carbon
emissions, and seamless connections.
America’s air traffic control entity should be made independent—free from the short-term Congressional budget
cycle—and the FAA and Department of Transportation should collaborate on moving promising technology forward
faster.
Being able to fly with fewer delays won’t be enough if there are also major delays in getting to and from airports with
shabby facilities. American institutions operate in silos too often, while airlines fly above them all. If the American
public demands an upgraded national air strategy, it can be done.

Playstation 4.5 specs (2016-05-04 15:17)

[1]
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[2]

It now seems absolutely clear that Sony is working behind the scenes on a new video games console that has been

codenamed [3]PlayStation Neo. There is still some debate on whether this is a working title to be abandoned for

[4]PlayStation 4.5 or [5]PlayStation 4K at release date, or whether [6]PlayStation Neo could be the ultimate branding

of the video games machine.

[7]PlayStation 4.5 coming

Regardless of this, the Japanese corporation seemingly intends to release an improved version of the existing

PlayStation 4 by the end of the calendar year. Upgraded components will allow an improved gaming experience,

and analysts generally believe that Sony will release this [8]PlayStation 4.5 console in October, with the Japanese

corporation naturally targeting the Christmas marketplace.

After initial murmurings on the subject, more solid information has now been released which strongly supports the

forthcoming release of the [9]PlayStation 4.5, even if Sony itself has yet to confirm the existence of the device. While

Sony will be handling the release of this machine assiduously, it must nonetheless be rather pleased that the industry

buzz at the moment is all related to its forthcoming console.

It is still unclear precisely what Sony [10]intends to deliver with the PlayStation 4.5, with initial rationale focusing on

the ability of the machine to deliver virtual reality and 4K resolution gaming. But an early leak of rumored specs does

indicate that Sony’s new machine may struggle to deliver 4K gaming, although it does at least have the potential to

provide this resolution via upscaling.

Similarly, there is no provision for a specific virtual reality peripheral to differ from that delivered with the PlayStation

4. Leaks from close to Sony have already indicated that the corporation will forbid developers from releasing

peripherals solely intended for the PlayStation 4.5. This scuppers the notion of a specific [11]PlayStation VR unit,

although it is possible that the corporation could deliver an improved experience with the PlayStation virtual reality

hardware.

Neo codename

What we do know, or at least strongly suspect, after a recent report from the Gamespot sister site [12]Giant Bomb, is

that the PlayStation 4.5 is under development, and that it has indeed been codenamed Neo. Sources speaking to the

prestigious gaming website have suggested that the PlayStation 4.5 will be based around an upgraded architecture,

with improved specifications for CPU, GPU and RAM.

While the gulf between these and the PlayStation 4 is perhaps not as large as anticipated, the fact remains that the

PlayStation 4.5 will be significantly more powerful than the existing console. Already there is talk of the PlayStation

4.5 delivering titles with increased frame rate over the PlayStation 4, and it does seem likely that the console will be

able to deliver games in superior resolution to the 1080p standard of the [13]PS4.

Whether developers will quite be able to push this machine to native [14]4K resolution is debatable, but Sony has
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already reportedly devised advice for game manufacturers indicating how to get the best out of the new machine

and indeed deliver 4K resolution.

PlayStation family

Sony has a bit of a delicate balancing act to carry out with the PlayStation 4.5, with the Japanese corporation needing

to ensure that it does not alienate its existing PlayStation 4 audience, while at the same time delivering an upgraded

experience with the PlayStation 4.5 that makes users want to upgrade to the new console.

With this in mind, early reports indicate that the Japanese corporation has indeed given a significant amount of

thought to creating what is essentially a standardized platform, ensuring that PlayStation 4 owners will be neither

excluded nor alienated from the PlayStation family. Thus, all new titles will be required to run on both the PlayStation

4 and PlayStation 4.5, and it seems clear that online gamers from both consoles will be able to compete with one

another.

E3 unveiling

With the E3 trade show ahead in June, eager fans of Sony will be hoping that the corporation presents gamers with

the first glimpse of the PlayStation 4.5 console in June. There will certainly be a huge amount of buzz ahead of the

event in Los Angeles, and it would be something of a knockout blow if Sony was indeed able to deliver the PlayStation

4.5 at this date.

The [15]Wall Street Journal has already reported that the console will be announced ahead of the release of the

PlayStation VR, with both machines essentially intended to collaborate with one another. It is also believed by

analysts that Sony will reveal a new slimline appearance for the PlayStation series when the PlayStation 4.5 is

released, with the casing of the device being somewhat smaller and lighter than the existing console.

Chip innovation

Although the capabilities of the PlayStation 4.5 are still very much in the air, [16]Eurogamer has suggested that the

Sony console will take advantage of new innovations and improvements in chip architecture. This will enable the

internal central processing unit to perform more efficiently, perhaps allowing developers to squeeze more juice out

of the system than is the case with the PlayStation 4.

Eurogamer particularly links the 7970’s [17]Tahiti processor with the PlayStation 4.5, suggesting that this unit

could deliver a 60 percent increase in computing power. Overclocking, faster RAM and possibly more memory

is also suggested by the publication, although not all of thesemused features are included in the report byGiant Bomb.

Pricing
Undoubtedly the price of the unit will be a major consideration for Sony, as it attempts to keep costs down while also
releasing a powerful machine at an attractive price point. Quite a bit for Sony to balance there, but the general belief
is that the PlayStation 4.5 may retail at around $399. Sony may offer consumers different hard drive quotients when
the device releases, meaning that the under $400 model will be the base version of the console.
The very existence of The PlayStation 4.5 poses questions, not least how [18]Microsoft will respond. It will also be
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intriguing to see what Sony has in mind for the [19]PlayStation 5, and when we will see the next generation console.
But the first sighting of the new Sony machine maybe only two months away.
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Nintendo NX won’t be sold at a loss. (2016-05-06 15:11)

Nintendo president Tatsumi Kimishima has said the company isn’t planning on selling the Nintendo NX at a loss. In
a [1]post-earnings Q &A with investors last week, the executive said the company isn’t considering pricing its next
system at anything less than break even.
While other console makers have frequently sold hardware at a loss with the intention of making up that money
through software sales, Nintendo has almost never used that strategy. One notable exception was .
"When Wii U was launched, the yen was very strong," Kimishima said. "I am assuming that situation will not repeat
itself. Selling at a loss at launch would not support the business, so we are keeping that mind in developing NX."
Kimishima also commented on lowered expectations surrounding the Wii U, and how quickly the NX business will
make up for the legacy console’s flagging performance.
"We are predicting about 800,000 Wii U hardware sales in the fiscal year ending March 2017, which is a decrease
of about 2.4 million units compared to the previous year," Kimishima said. "NX and smart device business will be
essential to cover this gap, but we also expect download content business to play a role. However, we are planning
with the expectation that NX sales will compensate for much of the impact on sales from reduced Wii U hardware
sales."

1. https://www.nintendo.co.jp/ir/en/library/events/160428qa/02.html
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Gears of War 4 would cost $100 million on Xbox one and bankrupt Epic Games (2016-05-08 14:58)

Gears of War 4 is developed by The Coalition for Xbox One.

Back in January 2014, Microsoft announced that it [1]purchased the Gears of War property from Epic Games.
Later this fall, Microsoft will be shipping Gears of War 4, a game that would have cost Epic around $100 million to
develop had it held onto the IP, estimates Epic boss Tim Sweeney. For Epic, unloading the franchise was a transitional
point for the company and a necessary business move.
"The very first Gears of War game cost $12 million to develop, and it made about $100 million in revenue," Sweeney
told [2]Polygon in a feature on Epic’s evolution. "It was very profitable... By the end of the cycle, Gears of War 3 cost
about four or five times more than the original to make. The profit was shrinking and shrinking. We calculated that,
if we built Gears of War 4, the budget would have been well over $100 million, and if it was a huge success, we could
break even. Anything less could put us out of business. That’s what caused us to move and change business models."
While economics played a large part in Epic’s decision, the developer also clearly felt constrained by its publishing
relationship with Microsoft. If a publisher bankrolls a project, it can veto certain things in a game, and that didn’t sit
well with Sweeney when Epic was working on Gears of War: Judgment.
"When we released Gears of War: Judgment, a bunch of community players were complaining about all the
multiplayer levels we created. We realized that, you know, there are some problems with this, we should rework it,
create a bunch of new content and release multiplayer around a new game just like we did in the project that was
the genesis of Unreal Tournament," Sweeney said. "We had all these plans to do this, and so we went to Microsoft
and we said, ’Hey, we want to do this.’ And they said ’No, you don’t want to do that.’
"We weren’t asking them for money, but you know as our publisher and proprietor of Xbox, it didn’t fit into their
business plans and so they said no. That made me realize very clearly the risk of having a publisher or anybody
standing between game developers and gamers - and how toxic and destructive that process could be to the health
of a game and its community."
With AAA games becoming increasingly expensive and risky to make, and business models changing in favor of things
like Early Access and games-as-a-service titles, Epic realized the "writing was on the wall," Sweeney said.
The company pivoted and [3]sold 40 percent of its stake to Chinese giant Tencent, and began looking at free-to-play
efforts like the indie survival game Fortnite and the MOBA title Paragon.
"We realized that the business really needed to change its approach quite significantly. We were seeing some of
the best games in the industry being built and operated as live games over time rather than big retail releases. We
recognized that the ideal role for Epic in the industry is to drive that, and so we began the transition of being a fairly
narrow console developer focused on Xbox to being a multi-platform game developer and self publisher, and indie
on a larger scale," Sweeney described.

1. http://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2014-01-27-microsoft-acquires-gears-of-war-ip-from-epic
2. http://www.polygon.com/a/epic-4-0/the-four-lives-of-epic-games
3. http://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2013-03-22-tencent-paid-usd330m-for-48-percent-share-in-epic-games

Why did Wii U fail (2016-05-10 21:22)

1. The Weird Controller Stew
You can’t get much less simple than the Wii U’s controller setup. There’s the gamepad and the Wii remote, with
some games requiring both, especially in multiplayer. There’s the [1]Pro Controller. There’s a GameCube-inspired
controller. In multiplayer, only one player can have the gamepad, which can lead to fights over it or general confusion
as it is exchanged from hand to hand. The Wii sold itself through simplicity, the Wii U is weirdly complex. One of
the most common questions among those new to the console is simply, "what controllers do I need?" (A question I
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answer [2]here.)

Nintendo

2. The Gamepad Perplexes Even Nintendo
When you introduce a new, innovative technology, it’s a good idea to have some idea of what to do with it, but it
soon become apparent that Nintendo had few ideas for the gamepad. They used it in a few [3]party games, but
increasingly [4]ignored it for everything but off-TV play. After a couple of disastrous years and suggestions that
the Wii U should simply be re-released without the pricey controller, Nintendo set Shigeru Miyamoto on the task
of creating games that would prove the beauty of the controller. Of the three he showed off (which I previewed
[5]here), only [6]Star Fox Zero has a release date - actually two release dates, they one they missed and the one they
will hopefully make.

Watch Dogs is a rare third party game coming to the Wii U; months after coming out for everything else. Ubisoft

3. Third Party Support is Virtually Nonexistent
There’s a big difference between getting third party publishers to announce a handful of games for a console before
launch and getting real support for it. After [7]failing with a few ports of aging games, then noticing the Wii U’s weak
sales, most publishers lost all interest in the console.
Third party publishers would love to have successful games on a Nintendo system, but for themost part non-Nintendo
games just don’t do well, and if there’s anything that Nintendo could do to change that, they [8]certainly haven’t
done it.

Nintendo

4. It’s Underpowered
Realising a console about as powerful as the Xbox 360 and the PS3 a year before Sony and Microsoft launched much
more powerful consoles seemed like a bad idea when it happened, and the decision hasn’t aged well. Not only was
the result something that was less intrinsically exciting for hi-def graphics fans, but it created difficulties in adapting
XB1/PS4 games to the Wii U, exacerbating its third-party issues

ze _bear/Wikimedia Commons

5. The Controller is Less Impressive Than an iPhone
If you’re going to do something, do it right. Sure, the [9]Wii gamepad’s touch screen is a clever idea, but it also feels
like it’s already behind the technological curve. While an iPhone is multi-touch, allowing you to do things like expand
a photo by pulling it like taffy, the Wii U’s controller is single touch, like their DS. And while the inner-facing camera
might allow games to do cute things like put you on screen, an outer-facing camera that could let the controller
perfectly align itself with the TV would seem far more useful.
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6. There’s No Internal Hard Drive
Storage space is yet another of Nintendo’s many blind spots. When they created the Wii they didn’t even consider
the issues of downloading games, and even [10]balked when gamers demanded a solution. This time around, they
are still relying on flash memory, although at least internal memory has gone to a choice of 8 or 32 GB from the half
GB in the Wii. You can, at least, attach a USB drive, although about the last thing in my life I need is yet another
device I have to plug into my power strip.

Nintendo

7. It’s Too Expensive for What It Is
Nintendo had a price advantage at first over the PS4 and XB1, but once you bought an external hard drive to make
up for the lack of much internal storage, the prices evened out, once the XB1 dropped Kinect you could get it for the
same price as a Wii U. Nintendo offered a less powerful console to bring down a price inflated by the cost of the
gamepad, but ultimately failed to get a real price advantage.

The sequel aims to be even darker and grittier than the original. Warner Bros.

8. It Ditched Casual Gamers
TheWii was a brilliant idea; a controller so easy and intuitive that it drew a slew of non-gamers into the world of video
games. After having sold consoles to millions of non-gamers, Nintendo washed its hands of these converts, putting
out a controller with the very collection of triggers and buttons that kept casual gamers from playing videogames
pre-Wii. Even though the Wii U still supports the Wii’s remote and nunchuk, they are generally ignored (even when
remaking the Wii Game The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess they ditched the Wii mote), meaning there’s no
reason for casual gamers to even consider upgrading to the new system. This left Nintendo in a fight with Sony and
Microsoft for the very core gamers who consider the Wii U beneath notice.

The new version of Wii Fit will include dancercise. Nintendo

9. Yet It Never Committed to Core Gamers
Nintendo claimed that with the Wii U they were making something for the core gamers they had ignored throughout
the Wii’s history. The Wii U would not just be a console for tots and grandmas; this time around there would be far
more games that could compete with the adult fare found on Sony and Microsoft consoles.
But there weren’t. Sure, they saved [11]Bayonetta 2 and made it a Wii U exclusive, and two years later they did
the same (less successfully) for Devil’s Third, but a single core title every couple of years is hardly worth mention-
ing. Nintendo likes to develop family-friendly games, and while some series, like[12]Legend of Zelda, [13]Pikmin
and[14]Metroid Prime, are loved by core gamers, Nintendo’s own output will always skew towards families. With no
support from third parties, the Wii U remains the province of tots and grandmas.

The main TVii menu. Nintendo

10. It Offers Less Extras Than the Competition
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While Sony and Microsoft wanted to be both gaming machines and media centers, Nintendo still believes that a
game console should just be a game console. It should not play DVDs, or BluRay, or be an [15]MP3 player. Well,
they’re wrong. Increasingly, gamers aren’t even buying those things, they just use the versions that come with their
consoles. If someone wants a game console and a BluRay player, are they really going to buy one of each when they
can just get a PS3 or PS4? As in so many cases, Nintendo is living in the past, and ignoring what we who live in the
present have come to expect from our machines; everything.
True, you can watch Netflix and Hulu, but you can do so much more with the competition’s machines.

1. http://nintendo.about.com/od/accessories/fr/Wii-U-Pro-Controller-Peripheral-Review.htm
2. http://nintendo.about.com/od/faqs/tp/What-Game-Controllers-Do-I-Need-For-The-Wii-U.htm
3. http://nintendo.about.com/od/Wii_U_Reviews/fr/Nintendo-Land-Wii-U-Game-Review.htm
4. http://nintendo.about.com/od/Wii_U_Reviews/fl/Donkey-Kong-Country-Tropical-Freeze-Wii-U-Review.htm
5. http://nintendo.about.com/od/Wii_U_Previews/fl/My-Hands-On-Experience-with-Some-of-Nintendos-2015-Wii-U-T
itles.htm
6. http://nintendo.about.com/od/Wii_U_Previews/fl/Star-Fox-Zero-A-Hands-On-Preview.htm
7. http://nintendo.about.com/od/wiiliving/fl/Five-Ways-Third-Party-Publishers-Are-Ruining-Their-Chances-on-t
he-Wii-U.htm
8. http://nintendo.about.com/od/wiiliving/fl/How-Nintendo-Has-Made-Wii-U-Success-Difficult-for-Third-Party-P
ublishers.htm
9. http://nintendo.about.com/od/wiiliving/a/A-Look-At-The-Wii-U-Gamepad-And-The-Wii-Us-Social-Aspects.htm
10. http://kotaku.com/5015733/only-geeks-and-otaku-want-more-wii-memory-space
11. http://nintendo.about.com/od/wiiu-a-c/fl/Bayonetta-2-Wii-U-Game-Review.htm
12. http://nintendo.about.com/od/gamereviews/fr/The-Legend-Of-Zelda-Skyward-Sword-Game-Review.htm
13. http://nintendo.about.com/od/gamereviews/fr/npc_pikminrevu.htm
14. http://nintendo.about.com/od/gamereviews/fr/metroidprimetrilogy.htm
15. http://portables.about.com/cs/mp3players/f/mp3playbg.htm

decrease in household incomes in most U.S. metropolitan areas (2016-05-12 16:57)

The American middle class is losing ground in metropolitan areas across the country, affecting communities from
Boston to Seattle and from Dallas to Milwaukee. From 2000 to 2014 the share of adults living in middle-income
households fell in 203 of the 229 U.S. metropolitan areas examined in a new Pew Research Center analysis of
government data. The decrease in the middle-class share was often substantial, measuring 6 percentage points or
more in 53 metropolitan areas, compared with a 4-point drop nationally.

The shrinking of the middle class at the national level, to the point where it may no longer be the economic
majority in the U.S., was documented in an earlier analysis by the Pew Research Center. The changes at the
metropolitan level, the subject of this in-depth look at the American middle class, demonstrate that the national
trend is the result of widespread declines in localities all around the country.

The widespread erosion of the middle class took place against the backdrop of a decrease in household in-
comes in most U.S. metropolitan areas. Nationwide, the median income of U.S. households in 2014 stood at 8 %
less than in 1999, a reminder that the economy has yet to fully recover from the effects of the Great Recession
of 2007-09. The decline was pervasive, with median incomes falling in 190 of 229 metropolitan areas examined.
Goldsboro ranked near the bottom with a loss of 26 % in median income. Midland bucked the prevailing trend with
the median income there rising 37 % from 1999 to 2014, the greatest increase among the areas examined. 4
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In other words, households may have moved from the middle- to upper-income tier simply by staying put or
perhaps increasing income only a modest amount. Those households that dropped into the lower-income tier from
the middle lost even more income than the median dropped, outpacing the economic downturn and losing even
more ground than these comparisons suggest.

Some of these issues relate to local economies, some to the national stagnation that has followed the Great
Recession. But this study makes a good data point to explain the political environment of this cycle and the anger
that has fueled it. Perhaps nothing might explain it better than the fact that the greater DC area ranks third among
the percentage of metropolitan areas with the highest percentage of upper-income households (32 %), behind
Midland, Texas and the Bridgeport, Connecticut region. The rich get richer … and the powerful, too.

I think it is not helpful that the country is being flooded by low-income illegals. It’s undercutting wages not
just of entry level positions, but of skilled contractor / construction type jobs across the board.

According to the Pew Hispanic Trust, less than 4 % of illegal aliens in the U.S. are employed in agriculture of
all types. The vast majorities work in substantial jobs such as CONSTRUCTION, ROOFING, landscaping, and EVEN
MASONRY and plumbing, where their low wages have driven many millions of Americans out of work.

I blame the Federal Reserve and the Keynesian philosophy that drives it. The middle class is wealthy enough
to have some savings, but generally not wealthy enough to be heavily invested in anything but their own families.
This means that Keynes-inspired inflation steals from the middle class and gives that money to the investor class.
Quantitative Easing did this even more directly, by deliberately inflating stock market prices (helping investors) to
stop deflation (which would have helped those with savings).

Of course minimum wage laws also contribute, by dividing the country into those with high-paying jobs, and
those who can’t find ANY job.

So do you mean it would be better if more low-income jobs were done by Americans? Or do you mean it
would be better if Americans had to pay more to have those jobs done?

Tiffany Zhang It’s true that if you flood the country with low wage illegals then consumers of services, as con-
struction services, will pay less.

But the costs are HUGE. The erosion of the incomes of the lower and middle classes means greater inequality
and greater entitlement and welfare costs, so ultimately much of the ’savings’ of higher income consumers is lost
to taxes. Further, in the US we are seeing the thirdworldification and bi-lingualification of the country. That’s not
necessarily a welcome addition.

Worst of all the demographic change tilting the country heavily toward the low income immigrants and their
low income offspring will ... TURN THE COUNTRY SOCIALIST. So those ’savings’ in service costs will ultimately be paid
for in higher taxes for socialist redistribution and entitlements, and probably in direct socialist property confiscations.

Facebook’s suppression of conservative points of view (2016-05-15 13:27)

[1]Yesterday, my friend Steven Crowder promised that he would not stand idly by after [2]the Gizmodo exposé of
Facebook’s suppression of conservative points of view in its trending topics. Today, Steven [3]announced his next
move — a legal demand from Facebook for its records relating to curation and editorial actions. Steven says that the
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action was “a long time coming,” but that Gizmodo’s report made it all the more urgent to act now:

The Gizmodo.com story coincides with, and now potentially provides an explanation for, Facebook’s mis-
management of payments made to Facebook byMr. Crowder and its woefully biased and unprofessional
treatment of his accounts during an ongoing billing dispute. Simultaneously, Facebook has chosen to
avoid any transparency in the ongoing removal of certain political posts by Mr. Crowder, ignoring all re-
quests for explanation of purported policy violations. These issues have been ignored by Facebook and
its Legal Department despite repeated attempts to resolve the issue on his behalf. Facebook’s ongoing
refusal to take action regarding their clear-cut, inexcusable financial errors has necessitated that prelimi-
nary legal steps be taken.
It is fully understood that Facebook has every right to curate any content they so desire on their platform.
However, Facebook’s bullying methods of operation in tandem with both the long-standing evidence
of misconduct and the allegations newly brought to light require further investigation given the direct
financial ramifications on business clients acting in trust with Facebook.

It’s unclear to what extent Facebook will feel compelled to comply with a pre-lawsuit demand for discovery, but at
least it gets the dispute with those alleged to be directly harmed into the judicial arena. That’s one arena, but it’s not
the only one. In [4]my column today for The Week, I argue that conservatives should fight in all arenas — even on
Facebook — rather than cooperate with the attempts at marginalization:

In the wake of these allegations, discussion among conservatives on social media turned to questions of
why conservative sites bother with Facebook at all. Should conservatives just dump Facebook?
No. This would be a terrible mistake. Facebook is enormous. Nearly three in five American adults have
a Facebook account. Failing to be part of Facebook would only make conservatism more insular than it
already is.
But an even more compelling reason to engage is this: Pulling out is exactly what liberal Facebook “cu-
rators” want. They wanted to banish conservatives from the platform, or failing that, to make them as
irrelevant as possible. Why cooperate with that? Conservatives should use the open platform of Face-
book and other social-media networks to engage people, make connections, and use those networks to
expand the reach and relevance of the conservative agenda.

Conservatives have been here before, lets not forget. We’ve been dealing with editorial bias for decades, and have
only been able to break free from the gatekeepers by engaging and exposing them. Bernard Goldberg wrote about
this in his seminal book Bias, and how both deliberate and unconscious bias impacted the news that traditional
media presented us, both in presentation and by omission. Facebook’s actions are particularly dishonest, though, as
they never disclosed that curation and editorial intervention existed in its trending-topics index.
Some of this is on consumers, though:

Never before have consumers had thismuch access and choice in news sources—andwith it the ability to
defeat the editorial gatekeepers and gain a balanced and informed perspective. Relying only on Facebook
is akin to reading only the hometown newspaper and believing it contains all the news that’s fit to print.
Instead of trusting a social media network to make those choices, consumers should exercise their own
choices — and call out those gatekeepers when their biases become so obvious as to be insulting.

And the only way to expose that is to remain engaged — and maybe flood the zone so that those biases become
even more apparent.
Update: [5]Congressional oversight is definitely not the way to proceed, however:
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“If Facebook presents it’s Trending Topics section as the result of a neutral, objective algorithm, but it is
in fact subjective and filtered to support or suppress particular political viewpoints, Facebook’s assertion
that it maintains a ‘platform for people and perspectives from across the political spectrum’ misleads the
public,” Senate Commerce Committee chairman John Thune, R-S.D., wrote in a Tuesday letter to Facebook
CEO Mark Zuckerberg. …
“Facebookmust answer these serious allegations and hold those responsible to account if there has been
political bias in the dissemination of trending news,” Thune said in a statement accompanying the letter.
“Any attempt by a neutral and inclusive social media platform to censor or manipulate political discussion
is an abuse of trust and inconsistent with the values of an open Internet.”

To put this politely, that’s nonsense. Facebook is not the Internet, but is content on the Internet. It falls under precisely
zero points of federal regulation; it’s a widely used but voluntary association, answerable to no federal agencies. Ergo,
Congress has no business butting in. Conservatives have plenty of market power on their own to challenge this abuse,
and should have no appetite for the camel’s nose of speech regulation to enter into this tent.
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Heres how Xbox One Can Still Pull Ahead Of Sony (2016-05-15 15:12)

After years of only playing on the Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3, gamers finally saw the next generation of gaming arrive
in 2013, when bothMicrosoft and Sony released their new consoles. Immediately, the war for console gamers heated
up, but after E3 that year, Sony clearly came out on top. First, Microsoft took a lot of heat for some of its controversial
leaked policies regarding the Xbox One, including an always-on digital rights management system, as well as forcing
players to use Kinect. Eventually, Microsoft renounced those policies, but when the consoles went on sale later that
year, players didn’t forget those initial fails. Sales for the first two years of the next-generation consoles clearly saw
the PlayStation 4 as the winner in the next-generation competition. Although Microsoft has done its best to placate
gamers, the Xbox One still struggles to keep up with the PlayStation 4. With Black Friday right around the corner, with
special deals for both consoles likely to happen, what can Microsoft do to turn the tide? Here’s how Xbox One can
become more competitive with the PlayStation 4. Backward compatibility This month saw the arrival of backward
compatibility on the Xbox One, which did a lot to drive sales for the console (October 2015 even saw Xbox One sales
beat PlayStation 4 sales). Backward compatibility means that players can still play many of their Xbox 360 games on
their Xbox One, motivating many to finally upgrade to the next-gen console. More than 100 Xbox 360 games will
become playable on the Xbox One, with Microsoft promising more titles to come. “Xbox One Backward Compatibility
will be available at no additional charge, so you won’t have to pay to play games you already own,” wrote Microsoft
on the Xbox website. “Not only is backward compatibility one of the most-requested fan features, it’s also part of
our vision to provide the biggest and best games catalog without limits, so you can get more out of the investment
you’ve made in your game collection, and your games library is not limited to just one device.” Of all the moves that
Microsoft could make to become more competitive with Sony’s console, backward compatibility is probably one of
the most important. Sony has PlayStation Now, which charges players for the service of playing older PlayStation
titles, but with Microsoft offering something similar for free, Sony can’t compete. Price Another way Xbox One can
move more units is by lowering the price. Adopting next-generation consoles early on isn’t exactly cheap (with both
systems initially going for around $400), but now that these consoles have been out for two years, the price wars will
likely begin this year. Microsoft already started offering a Kinect-free version of the Xbox One for $50 less, making
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the console less expensive than the PlayStation 4. However, to win the next-gen console race, Microsoft needs to do
even better, perhaps by knocking off $100. It’s likely that Black Friday will see such a price drop, perhaps for both
systems, but Microsoft could do even better if it kept the price at $299 or less year-round. Although gamers generally
have a little money to throw around, those hesitant to upgrade might become more willing to do so if the price of
the console costs less than a PC. Games Perhaps where the Xbox One fails the most is in its games exclusive to its
system: Microsoft seems focused on only capturing players with interest in third-person shooters and Call of Duty
clones. However, it completely misses that market of players who like games with a little more story and content.
Innovative games is where Sony excels, with this year seeing the release of Until Dawn, a story-driven game where
every choice made has a consequence and affects the story. These aren’t the kind of games players see much of
on Xbox One, and Microsoft needs to start partnering with new game developers who can see beyond the box of
standard shooters. Sure, Xbox One gets Rise of the Tomb Raider as an exclusive, but only for a limited time. The game
will eventually get a release on the PS4, too. That’s probably not enough to drive console sales. Also, Sony has always
had a good relationship with smaller game developers and embraces the indie gamemarket. Xbox’s relationship with
indie game devs is less than stellar, and the company even once established that all Xbox One games had to have
a publisher, something many indie games do not have. However, the company changed its mind and now states it
allows self-published games. However, is this a case of too little, too late? Small developers already have a good
working relationship with Sony. Most prefer to spend their valuable time and money working with just one platform.
Microsoft really needs to start holding out its hand out to these developers to entice them to embrace the Xbox One.
Regardless, Sony has more of a variety of games that cover different genres and appeal to more gamers. Microsoft
needs to embrace that if it wants to catch up. Virtual reality If this year’s E3 was any example, virtual reality will soo
become not just the future of gaming, but the present of the industry. Although developers always toyed with the
idea of VR, 2015 was the year that those ideas became a reality. Sony released the prototype for its PlayStation VR
system (formerly called “Project Morpheus”) and had more games to demo than any other company at E3 2015. It
also works with any standard PS4 console, which means it could come in at a lower price than other systems, too.
However, Microsoft could quickly catch up to Sony with VR because the company has a partnership with Oculus Rift, a
system that’s been in development for years. Microsoft also announced a partnership with Valve for that company’s
VR system. However, neither of these are proprietary to Microsoft, which means that users would have to pony up
more dollars to play VR on the Xbox One than on the PS4. Microsoft needs to compete in the VR arena, though, to
keep up with the PlayStation 4. The company should eventually invest in its own VR system, because working with
third-party systems makes the process too complicated for gamers. Microsoft also needs more games to show off
with VR, but partnerships with two separate systems could help it achieve that goal
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Angel Investors need a portfolio of 15+ companies (2016-06-08 22:23)

To understand why I think this way, bear with me for a few paragraphs about what makes venture capital firms suc-
cessful. There aren’t many successful firms, as this Kauffman Foundation researchmakes clear. Cambridge Associates,
an advisor to institutions that invest in venture capital, says that only about 20 firms – or about 3 percent of the uni-
verse of venture capital firms – generate 95 percent of the industry’s returns, and the composition of the top 3 percent
doesn’t change very much over time. Those premier venture firms succeed because they have proprietary knowledge
of the characteristics of winning companies. Over the years, the knowledge of what it takes to succeed is passed down
from partner to partner and becomes part of the firms’ institutional memory. (In a professional setting, it’s not the
failures that teach people the most, but the successes. Failures teach us a lot personally, but that’s a different story.)
The premier venture capital firms know the best investments have high technical risk and low market risk. Market
risk causes companies to fail. In other words, you want companies that are highly likely to succeed if they can really
deliver what they say they will. Unfortunately, consumer Internet companies don’t follow that pattern. They usually
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have low technical risk and highmarket risk. There is very little chance they can’t deliver their product. The big issue is
whether the startup’s product is of value to a large enough audience. Most people see angels as taking market share
from venture capitalists. I think that is the wrong perspective: The premier venture capital firms have consciously out-
sourced consumer Internet companies’ bad market risk onto the angels, maintaining their returns as a result. How
low are returns for angels? I don’t know of good statistics on returns for angels who invest in tech companies, but I
can deduce returns from what I know about the venture capital business. As explained in the Kauffman Foundation
research, the overall return for the venture capital industry has been quite poor (the average VC fund barely returned
investor capital after fees). According to an annual seed financing survey by Fenwick & West, only 45 percent of
companies that received seed financing in 2010 went on to raise venture financing in the next 18 months. Twelve
percent were acquired, but likely in talent acquisitions that lost money for the angels. If the average VC fund barely
makes money, and seed investments represent even less compelling opportunities than the ones pursued by venture
capital firms, then the typical return for angels must be atrocious. Even Ron Conway’s second angel fund, which had
the good fortune to invest in Google (a 400x cost winner), only broke even (that means close to a 0 percent IRR)! I
know some of you are thinking you’ll be the exception to the rule. Maybe, but if so, it won’t be because you’ve been a
great executive at a startup. My teaching partner at Stanford, Mark Leslie, the founding CEO of Veritas Software and a
successful angel investor, tells me I would have been a better venture capitalist if I had been CEO of Wealthfront first,
and a venture capitalist second, instead of the other way around. I tell him absolutely not. Running a company has
not improvedmy investing skills, which are completely unrelated to being a good leader and strategist. Unfortunately,
many entrepreneurs do not understand that being a good executive has nothing to do with being able to pick compa-
nies likely to succeed on the large scale needed to generate a good investment return. My conclusion is that unless
you are Andy Bechtolsheim, legendary founder of Sun Microsystems, Granite Systems and Arista Networks, and can
have the pick of the best technical founders in the Valley, or you are a member of the Paypal Mafia, you should not
be an angel investor. A few elites have a chance of making money. The rest of you are in for pretty dismal results. I
know that most of you are going to ignore my advice. If you do, and decide to make angel investments, here are a few
tips: Assume you are going to lose all your money. Treat success as a complete surprise. Successful venture capital
firms generate approximately 80 percent of their returns from less than 20 percent of their investments. The chances
are high your angel investments will be losing bets. Don’t do it unless you are worth at least $1 million or earn at
least $200,000 per year. The SEC requires these minimums for angel investors because it is the minimum regulators
believe is necessary for an individual to withstand the loss of the investment. Take a portfolio approach. Whenever
you invest in a risky asset class like startups, movies or new artists, you need to have a portfolio, because the law of
small numbers will likely lead to a complete loss on your investments. Remember talent acquisitions, which represent
the vast majority of successful angel investments, usually result in a loss for the investors. Try to build a portfolio of at
least 15 companies. Limit the size of your angel portfolio to 10 percent of your investible assets. Even sophisticated
institutions that have the financial wherewithal to take significant risk and have access to the premier venture funds
tend to allocate nomore than 5 percent to 10 percent of their portfolios to venture capital. You don’t have the staying
power or the financial expertise of these endowments, so try to limit the size of your overall bet. Perhaps the best
angel investment you could make is choosing the right company to work for. The value of the options associated with
a successful company will swamp the return on any angel investment you’re likely to make, even if you do happen to
have a success. In case you’re interested, I make one or two angel investments each year, but I don’t do it to make
money. If I wanted to make money on those investments then I would want the benefit of the counsel of my former
partners at Benchmark Capital, because I know it is too hard to make such high-risk investments on my own. I make
those few angel investments because I want to help my best students achieve their goals, and because I like being
involved in startups. That’s the ultimate lesson from the fish stories in Silicon Valley. True fishermen cast their lines
not because they want the fish, but because they like fishing. It’s fine to be an angel investor – just don’t do it for the
money.
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Xbox Scorpio more powerful than PS4 Neo (2016-06-11 22:22)

Microsoft has two new Xbox consoles on the horizon, according to reports on Kotaku that Polygon has corroborated
with its own sources. Those sources also told Polygon that one of those new consoles will be over four times more
powerful than the current Xbox One and that the announcement at E3 was triggered by, among other things, a faster-
than-expected timeline for Sony’s own upgraded PlayStation 4. The other console, a slimmed-down version of the
current hardware, will also be getting a redesigned controller. The latter is scheduled to be revealed at E3 or at an
event shortly before, as plans are currently in discussion. Tom Warren at Polygon sister site The Verge reports that
the console will be "40 percent smaller than the current model and will likely include 4K support," which will be for
video content specifically, though the existing Xbox One models include scaling hardware to output games at various
resolutions. Our sources also confirm that this will be the smallest Xbox ever made. Current plans have the smaller
Xbox One scheduled for release this August. Pricing for the system has not been finalized. The other console, code-
named Scorpio, is unlikely to be released until late 2017, according to Polygon’s sources. It will likely be announced
in the next month, though plans are somewhat in flux. Like the all-but-confirmed PS4 "Neo," Scorpio represents an
evolution of console generations, one that straddles the line somewhat between an entirely new installment of the
Xbox platform and a continuation of the existing Xbox One. Power is a primary concern for Microsoft with Scorpio.
The PS4 has remained a constant leader over the Xbox One in this respect, with games on the platform usually running
at higher resolution and a higher framerate on the PS4 than their Xbox One counterparts. Microsoft is determined to
end this narrative. The Xbox One is believed to operate a peak target of 1.32 teraflops, compared to the 1.84 teraflop
performance numbers attributed to the PS4. Meanwhile, per documents secured by Giant Bomb’s Austin Walker —
and corroborated by our sources— the PlayStation 4 "Neo," at approximately 2.25 timesmore powerful than the PS4,
is likely to have a peak performance number of 4.14 teraflops. The current performance target for Microsoft’s Scorpio
is approximately 6 teraflops. Previous reports and documentation for Sony’s new console have suggested that PS4
games will work on both its current iteration of the system and the Neo, and our sources indicate this is also the case
with Scorpio. Kotaku also reports that Scorpio will be "technically capable of supporting the Oculus Rift." Polygon’s
sources verified that while Scorpio will be technically capable of supporting the Oculus Rift, Microsoft’s relationship
with the virtual reality headset maker hasn’t changed since it was announced last summer. Microsoft originally had
no plans to announce Scorpio in 2016, preferring to wait until next year, possibly at its own event prior to E3 2017.
This would be in keeping with the company’s existing precedent for new hardware launches. This was timed to com-
bat expected plans by Sony to announce and launch the Neo in 2017. However, after GDC, evidence industry-wide
has indicated that Sony’s timetable for the Neo either has accelerated or was always intended for this fall. Because
of this and other factors, Microsoft is feeling pressure to announce both its new, smaller Xbox One console and the
upgraded Scorpio — colloquially referred to internally as Xbox One-Two — at this year’s E3, or a last-minute event
just prior to the LA convention. There are those internally at Microsoft who are sensitive to consumer unrest at the
prospect of more powerful hardware so quickly compared to the previous console generation. The Xbox 360 was
released in November 2005, the Xbox One in November 2013. Discussions are underway about how best to manage
that. A price for Scorpio is also still under active discussion, and is unlikely to be revealed until next year. More clear,
however, is that "universal compatibility" is a core principle for the system. Scorpio is currently being designed to sup-
port all Xbox One software. Much of this information has been rumored for weeks. Well-knownMicrosoft insider Paul
Thurrott’s site, Thurrott.com, originally discussed new Xbox hardware in a post written by Brad Sams in April, which
also reported that a new controller was in development. [Ed. note: This article originally miscredited reporting on
Xbox rumors on thurrott.com to Paul Thurrott. We regret the error.] Thurrott also reported on additional expected
convergence between Windows 10’s gaming platform and the Xbox One, which Kotaku further corroborated. The
outlet learned of a specific initiative, codenamed Project Helix, to launch day and date versions of Xbox One software
onWindows 10 as well, though this is already being borne out with the PC launch of Quantum Break inMarch and the
simultaneous launch of Halo Wars 2 on Windows 10 and Xbox One later this year. Xbox head Phil Spencer, during a
keynote at an event in February of this year, suggested the possibility of new Xbox hardware that followed a different
path from previous generational transitions. "We can effectively feel a little bit more like we see on PC, where I can still
go back and runmy old Doom andQuake games that I used to play years ago but I can still see the best 4K games come
out andmy library is always with me," Spencer said. "Hardware innovation continues while the software innovation is
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able to take advantage and I don’t have to jump a generation and lose everything that I played on before." In a follow-
up interview after Spencer’s keynote, the Xbox head elaborated on the company’s philosophy for a new approach to
hardware with Polygon’s Nick Robinson. "We look at these other ecosystems out there like mobile, tablet and PC and
we see that they have a very continuous evolution cycle in hardware, whereas between console generations most of
the evolution is making it cheaper and potentially making it smaller," Spencer said. "Both are meaningful but don’t
make the games play any better. If you look at PC specifically and see the evolution that happens there, there’s no
reason why console can’t ride that same curve. "I look at the ecosystem that a console sits in and I think that it should
have the capability of more iteration on hardware capability. Sony is doing this with VR and adding VR capabilities
mid-cycle to the PlayStation 4 and they are doing that by adding another box. I don’t mean that as a negative. But
it’s not changing what the core console is about. "For consoles in general it’s more important now than it’s ever been,
because you have somany of these other platforms that are around. It used to be that when you bought your console
you were way ahead of the price performance curve by so much, relative to a PC. But now PCs are inexpensive and
your phones are getting more and more capable. "I still think a console is the best price to performance deal that is
out there but when you look at the evolution ... I’m not going to announce our road map for hardware ... but what I
wanted to say on stage for people when they see this vision of ours and question our commitment to console I want
to make sure that people see that what we are doing enables us to be more committed to what consoles are about
than we’ve ever been and innovate more consistently than we ever have. That’s the key for me."
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The video game industry is growing old, lazy, and boring (2016-06-23 15:33)

The average age of a “gamer” is 37. This is both a blessing and a curse for the video game industry. The video game
industry is maturing—fast. The average age of a “gamer,” that is, someone who plays video games on a regular basis,
is now 37, according to the Entertainment Software Association, an industry trade group. That’s up from last year,
when the average came in at around 35 years old. Surprised? Don’t be. After all, these “greying gamers” were the first
generation to grow up with video games as children. As they’ve aged, many apparently kept on playing, delving even
deeper into the gaming abyss through consoles, PCs, and now their mobile devices. If you care to see this older, dare
I say, more “refined” sort of gamer, then make your way out west this week to this year’s E3 Electronic Entertainment
Expo in Los Angeles, the gaming industry’s biggest trade show. There you will see plenty of Gen X’ers and Gen Y’ers (is
that still a thing?) milling about, many sporting unkempt beards and ironic t-shirts like it’s 2007. Apparently, shaving
and adhering to current fashion norms takes way too much time and effort, time away from Assassin’s Creed 32, or
some other “new” iteration of a once popular gaming title. But this older generation of gamers is both a blessing and
a curse for the industry. It is a blessing in that as they age, their pockets get deeper, so they potentially have more
money to spend on their hobby (assuming they don’t get married and have kids, which, unsurprisingly, many don’t).
But it is also a curse, because the industry seems stuck in a timewarp. Simply put, content makers, many of whom are
greying gamers themselves, have become lazy. They have failed to innovate on both the hardware and content side
of the business, alienating potential young consumers while angering older gamers who crave something newer than
just another Call of Duty. Each new game “unveiled” this week in Los Angeles will almost undoubtedly be amashup of
characters and scenes derived from popular movie franchises that debuted in the late 1990s and early 2000s, such as
The Matrix, Starship Troopers, The Terminator, Sailor Moon, and The Hobbit, with a dash of The Fast and the Furious
thrown in for good measure. It is getting old. The result of all this nostalgic and creative laziness is a shrinking market.
Video game sales in theU.S. actually peaked in 2010, at $17 billion, and have fallen progressively ever since, hitting just
$15.4 billion in 2014, according to NPD Group. This is expected to continue unless the industry finds a new life source,
and fast. To be sure, this drop-off isn’t just because younger people don’t watch TV or because they are Snapchatting
or whatever all day on their mobile phones. They aren’t interested because the content doesn’t speak to them. While
mobile is the “fastest” growing segment of the industry, it is inherently backwards looking given the technological and
ergonomic constraints of the market. Either the games have to be terribly simple (and forgettable), like Candy Crush,
or they have to be stripped down (worse) versions of console games. But the industry feels compelled to “capture”
this market nonetheless, diverting precious resources that would be better spent advancing the core gaming market.
For example, on Sunday evening, Bethesda Game Studios, a major game developer, showed off its newest iteration
of its popular “Fallout” series, Fallout 4, but also revealed a new Fallout mobile game, ostensibly to “capture” the yet
unnamed generation of kids today. Todd Howard, director of Bethesda Gaming, said the mobile Fallout version was
“inspired by games we love going back 30 years,” and that gamers will see inspirations from older retro games like
X-com, SimCity, and FTL, which are, “games we really really like.” I think that says it all. As the show rolls on this week,
it would be nice to see some real innovation in the core gaming product, as well as some fresh content aimed at a
younger subset of the population. Virtual reality (VR) has been talked about for years, but we have yet to see it come
tomarket. Oculus now says its consumer VR product will be out by the first quarter of next year, and Valve and HTC say
their VR console will be ready for this year’s holiday season. If true, then the industry needs to start building content
for this new and potentially “game changing” platform as quickly as possible. And no, that doesn’t mean shoehorning
current games to just simply “work” on a VR platform. It means building new games from the ground up, specifically
tailored for the virtual reality experience. If the content fails to wow consumers, then they won’t pay hundreds of
dollars to acquire a VR system, which means VR will die a quick death, just as it did in the 1990s. So, given all that,
what’s on tap for Monday at E3? Microsoft kicks things off at noon (Eastern Time), followed by EA and Ubisoft later
in the day. Sony will have its flashy press conference this evening around 8:30pm ET while Nintendo will have theirs
tomorrow at noon, which is actually official first day of the conference. Fortune will have people on the ground, so
look out for news briefs throughout the day.
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Why Scorpio and Xbox One S sales don’t actually matter (2016-06-25 21:57)

Phil Spencer explains why you shouldn’t think "that everything we’re doing is about selling you an Xbox console"
During a busy first day of E3 2016, I visited the Xbox booth to sit down with boss Phil Spencer. In the aftermath of the
press conference in which Microsoft announced two distinctly new members of the Xbox family, the Xbox One S and
the super-powered Scorpio, my head was filled with questions about Microsoft’s quickly evolving strategy. Was this
really a sea change to the console industry as we know it? How does Microsoft view the technology curve and will
developers and consumers be willing to ride that curve? And what about Microsoft’s continued reticence on actual
sales numbers while Sony’s PS4 races steadily ahead? On that last point, it’s become evident that the Xbox business is,
ironically, no longer about selling Xbox units. Wrap your head around that - Phil Spencer does not care if you upgrade
from Xbox One to Scorpio, so long as you’re an Xbox user. Yes, there needs to be a certain number of boxes out there,
but what matters most to Microsoft now is that you’re an active user of Xbox Live and their ecosystem, purchasing
games, DLC and playing online. Whether you’re doing that through an Xbox One, an Xbox One S, Scorpio, a Windows
PC or some other device is of little importance. The full interview with Spencer follows below. Scorpio sounds like it’s
effectively the beginning of the end of the traditional 5 to 6-year console cycle, and thatwould have huge ramifications
for consumers and developers. Recently you’ve hinted at how things could be headed in the direction of a smartphone
technology curve, where every year or couple of years a consumer might want to get a new console. Does Scorpio
mark the beginning of that happening? Spencer: I probably think about the motion in console a little differently than
the phonemarket, though I’ve used the phonemarket as an example, so I’m not being critical of you using that model.
When I think about gaming technology, I think there are certain inflection points that happen that excite gamers and
developers to a point that they create kind of a foothold for themselves. 2D to 3D was one of those. Cartridges to
discs was one of those. Standard def to hi-def was one of those. And frankly, when you think about the generation
of consoles that are here today with PS4 and Xbox One, I don’t think there was actually that big thing that we could
all point to... Standard def to hi-def to PS3 and 360 was just so obvious. 4:3 to 16:9 [aspect ratios], interlace to
progressive. You saw a thing on screen that was just so obvious that [you said] "Ok, a new generation of graphics
is here." When we were looking forward with Scorpio, we saw 4K as something that’s catching on on the PC side
of gaming and we said, "Ok, is there a way for us to bring that to console?," but to also not create a scenario where
somebody has to start again at zerowith their library and their overall experience, the old kind of put all my stuff in the
closet, buy something new and start again that we’re used to in that kind of generation change. And 4K was that thing
on the horizon that we saw and said let’s go and build a box. And when we started talking to creators, six teraflops
of power was what they were looking for. Probably where it differs a little bit on the business angle... cell phones are
sold almost always at a positive margin on the device, so the model of selling you a new phone every - as often as you
will buy it - is a good business for phonemanufacturers, most of them. For us in the console [industry], the business is
not selling the console. The business is more of an attached business to the console install base. So if you’re an Xbox
One customer and you bought that console 3 years ago, I think you’re a great customer. You’re still using the device.
That’s why we focus on monthly active users. That’s actually the health of our ecosystem because it’s really you want
this large install base of people that are active in your network buying games, playing games. That’s the actual judge
of the health. Not somebody who buys a console and puts it in the closet. That’s actually a horrible customer for us
because we probably paid money actually, subsidized the console and nothing ever happens with it. So our model’s
not really built around selling you a new console every one or two years. The model is almost the exact opposite. If I
can keep you with the console you have, keep you engaged in buying and playing games, that’s a good business. "So
our model’s not really built around selling you a new console every one or two years. The model is almost the exact
opposite" But when you see things like 4K coming, I want to make sure that we create a part of the Xbox One family
that supports 4K but doesn’t have you feel like you’re leaving all the content investment that youmade in the platform
itself. So that’s what we think about the generations differently. 4K I think you can say will be a generation, but unlike
in previous consoles, we don’t want you to have to feel like you left behind the experience you had. And, frankly, if
you’re an Xbox One customer, and you want to continue to build your library and buy and play games, if and when
you decide 4K and Scorpio is for you, we’ll be there. And if you never do, you’re a great customer for us. I don’t need
to abandon you in any way. In fact, I want to keep you as happy with your Xbox One as you’ve ever been. So that’s
what we think about Xbox One and Xbox One S and Scorpio as all part of one family. Right, I get that, but we’ve seen
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some Twitter reactions from developers saying, "How can we afford to support yet another console?" And if they’re
building out a game that takes advantage of Scorpio’s much greater power, how do they make that same experience
at the same time for Xbox One? Do they have to water it down? Spencer: That’s a great question. When we were
talking to people about the design point for Scorpio, we talked to the people in the PC community because the PC
community has been doing this for a while. And frankly, we know this. There’s no developer out there today, except
for in maybe a first party, that’s only focused on one platform. Some are still going PS3, 360, PS4, Xbox One, and PC.
When you say PC there’s probably a minimum [spec], a recommended [spec], and then an uber-config that they’re
focused on. So what we’ve been talking about for the last couple of years is how do we unify that PC and console
development ecosystem on Xbox so that if I’m a DirectX 12 developer they run on both consoles and Windows. If I’m
using Xbox Live, that’s available on console and Windows. So my social connection, my graphics layer all works. The
engine and middleware providers are almost all on console and Windows. We’re continuing to grow the capability of
the UniversalWindows Platform to literally allow you to build one game thatwould run on console and on PC. So that’s
an enabler. You still have a scenario of whether the different configs [and resolutions is something you’ll support] and
I think that will all be part of install base size. 1 Xbox One is at an install base now where as a developer you’re going
to look at that design point of the Xbox One and Xbox One S capability and there’s enough - I mean, there’s tens of
millions of customers there. So you’re going to say, "Absolutely, I’m going to focus on that config." And then we want
to create that same capability with Scorpio and we kind of bridged to some of the 4K capability in PC to say, ok, here’s
a common design spec here. And then other people will go and do unlocked frame rate 6K games on PC and we want
to freely support those as well. So I don’t think Xbox One actually becomes a challenge in support because you’ve
got so much capability in that PS4/XBox One compute spec that people will see that install base of players there that
will always be worth [targeting] for an awful long time. On the PC side, developers have been doing this for quite a
while, right? You kind of look at, whether it’s GPUs that created real massive consumers that you still see in the PC
space or in console generations, like I said, there are still people building Xbox 360 games and PS3 games. It’s really all
about an install base of players that are buying and playing games. But how do consumers afford a quicker upgrade
to Scorpio? Is there a possible scenario where the business model changes so that an Xbox Live subscription helps
subsidize a new Xbox console purchase every few years? Spencer: To some extent, that model already plays. I mean,
most of the hardware that’s out there - if you look at the fully burdened costs of all the design work and everything
else, is not really sold at a profit. Most of it’s sold at break-even to a loss. And the model is I’m selling games on top
of that and I have services that I sell on top of that. In terms of subsidizing even more, we looked at this at the tail of
360, of do we go and actually create - effectively they’re financing plans, because in the end it’s all, "Ok, howmuch do
you pay up front and how much do you pay over time and what’s the interest rate on that?" There’s no secret math
there, right? It’s all pretty straightforward in terms of how the business runs. And there could be models where you’d
want to say, "Is there some kind of plan that I’m on?" Clearly the cell phone model has data plans that they attach...
we don’t really have a data plan necessarily that we would add on top of. If I was to add something on top of your
purchase today, buy your next console early or something, in the end it’s just a financing or a layaway plan, depending
on how you look at it for the model. "If I was to add something on top of your purchase today, buy your next console
early or something, in the end it’s just a financing or a layaway plan, depending on how you look at it for the model"
We want to focus on making consoles as affordable as we can. I love that Xbox One S is $299. Today we announced
that the original Xbox’s promotional price is at $279. What I can say to the price sensitive customers, which is a vast
majority of the customers that are out there, you go buy one of those consoles now and start building the library of
games that you want to play, when you move to Scorpio, if you ever do, those games are going to continue to run just
like we did with 360 back compat and we’re going to continue to invest in the experience for you across the whole
family and making sure that as you upgrade, when you upgrade, if you upgrade, you feel like you’re getting value in
the new hardware but your experience is also continuous with what you’ve done before. Does Scorpio upscale those
older games to 4K if you have a TV to play in 4K? Spencer: So a couple things happen. Even on the Xbox One S, if it’s
plugged into a 4K TV, it is going to upscale the picture to 4K. It doesn’t touch the pixels of the game. It just upscales
everything. The video it supports is obviously true 4K. It has true 4K video streaming in Blu-ray. There are games that
were written on Xbox One, and we continue to evangelize this tech of dynamic scaling - Halo 5’s a good example -
when Halo 5 runs it wants to max out at 1080p/60 frames per second or highest resolution/60 frames per second. As
scenes get more complex, the vertical resolution will shrink... to keep the 60 frames per second. When that same
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game’s running on Scorpio, because of the compute capability, it’s effectively is going to run at its max resolution the
whole time. And so you will see advantages like that when your Xbox One games are running on Scorpio. So that’s
why we continue to talk to developers about dynamic scaling because I think as compute capability goes up on the
hardware, they kind of get it for free. Now, it’s not going to make Halo 5 run with 4K pixels. The frame buffer is not a
4K frame buffer for the game. But it will run more solidly. And certain developers might go back and decide if they’ve
built a 4K version for PC already for some of their games, they might go back and decide to enable a 4K version for
the Scorpio Xbox when it launches. It seems like Scorpio is being built to support VR in part. I realize Microsoft is
looking to build its own mixed reality ecosystem with Windows Holographic, encouraging devices to be built around
that, but how does the overall VR/AR picture fit into Xbox and Scorpio? Spencer: When we were designing Scorpio,
we went out and talked to developers about what they wanted from us and, as I mentioned, 4K was something that
was really important. As we continued along that journey and people were doing VR work - in fact, Todd Howard was
in our Scorpio video talking about Fallout 4 for VR - we made sure that our device capability and graphic capability in
the box could support the high-end VR that our creators wanted to go and make. That was an important point for us,
because, like you said, you kind of see that VR is an emerging technology and an emerging art form and entertainment
form and we wanted to make sure we were building a box that was part of that. The mixed reality work we do with
Hololens I would say is further out, when you think about an untethered device where all of the compute capability is
built into a head mounted display [and] it doesn’t really dock to anything or tether to anything. But as youmentioned
- a couple weeks ago at Computex in Taipei, we announced Windows Holographic as part of Windows that we would
make available to VR and mixed reality companies. And, obviously, since Xbox One is a Windows 10 device, we want
to enable those VR developers that are doing so much incubation onWindows to see that capability come to console.
We will talk more about specifics about what we’re doing with Scorpio later, but it was an important part of the road
map as we designed it. You’ve talked previously about how proud you are about how Microsoft Studios has grown
with a diverse lineup, but many people have characterized Sony’s studio system as being stronger in that regard. Do
you feel that that’s an unfair comparison at this point considering the array of content you have? Spencer: That’s a
trap question... You know, I was very proud of our line-up in 2015. I thought we had a really good line-up. When I
look at this year, I’ll just take the E3 conferences... we showed four big games launching exclusively on Xbox One and
Windows 10. When I think about Gears, Forza Horizon, ReCore, Dead Rising 4 - all of those games are launching this
year and they’ve been announced, there are dates next to them. And I think on the indie side, we’ve got Inside which
I’ve been playing. We’ve got We Happy Few. We’ve got Blow. We’ve got Cuphead. There are a ton more, but I’m just
thinking about some real highlights in indie games that are coming this year. When I watch the other platforms, it’s
not always clear to me when the games are shipping or how many of them are shipping this year. 2 And then when I
think about next year for us, I think about Sea of Thieves; I think about Scalebound; I think about Halo Wars 2; we’ve
got Crackdown coming; we’ve got State of Decay 2 which we showed on stage. I’m really proud of the line-up that
the studios have and we continue to deliver year-in and year-out. It’s an art form, so it’s not like every game is going
to be perfect for every person, but a diverse set of games, like you said, that they’re not all shooters, they’re not all
this, they’re not all that. I mean these are a pretty diverse set of games from a great set of developers. And to say
that the other consoles are doing a better job shipping more games for their customer... I don’t see that. And I see
what the other first-party is doing - Uncharted was an amazing game. I think Naughty Dog did a great job. I’m sure
Last Guardian, when it ships this year, will be great, but I just look at the lineup and the quantity and the quality that
our team’s been shipping and I feel really good about that. Xbox has continually evolved its strategy. First you had to
do the about face with the always-on approach, then you had to distance yourself from Kinect and separate it from
the bundle, and now the real focus seems to be with Xbox Play Anywhere and the ability to play cross-platform and
create one ecosystem between Windows 10 and Xbox. Is that the crux of the strategy going forward now, what you
expect to drive the Xbox momentum? Spencer: I think the strategy is really based on what we see our customers
doing. And we have our biggest Xbox customers playing on console and they play on PC, and I want to embrace what
they’re doing. I see all the snaky comments that people will send me, "Thanks for putting all your games on PC. Now
I don’t have to buy an Xbox One." And I’m like, if you want me to build content to force you to buy an Xbox One...
it’s this kind of weird [perspective], like somehow they’ve caught me in some kind of trap that I didn’t realize that we
were creating. I want to build games and services that can reach people where they want to play. I think we have a
great console experience when you’re sitting on your couch with your controller in your hand looking at a TV screen
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10 feet away. That is a different experience than playing on your PC. I want to embrace the console gamer, PC gamer,
and frankly, a lot of people who play in both and I think we’ve got unique capability there. I’ve noticed certain people,
certain constituents out there are kind of looking for manipulation. I think we’re trying to offer choice in what people
can do and if you want to buy our first-party games and play them onWindows, asMicrosoft that’s a good thing for us.
At the same time, we just announced two game consoles in the same conference. I mean, who does that? It’s kind of
crazy. "The strategy is focus on the customer, giving them choice about what they want to do. If you’re a PC customer
and you want to play all our games on PC and never even learn to spell Xbox, that’s great" We remain focused - I
don’t want to get distracted by other things. That’s why we’re not doing a lot of other things around - just people
playing on PC and people playing on console, making sure that we’ve got the right control, we’ve got the right library,
we’ve got the right service for those customers. That is the strategy. The strategy is focus on the customer, giving
them choice about what they want to do. If you’re a PC customer and you want to play all our games on PC and never
even learn to spell Xbox, that’s great. We’re not trying to build any false lures to move you back ad forth. If you’re a
console customer and you don’t play on PC and it’s not for you, we want to make a great experience there. Things
like Xbox Play Anywhere is, "Hey, if you’re playing in both places, I don’t want to have you buy the game twice." We’ll
authenticate you in both places through your Xbox Live account so you can play in both places. We’re just trying to
put the customer at the center of it and I think usually good things happen when you do that. So with We Happy Few
coming to Xbox preview program, are we going to hear more about how the preview program is doing? Early Access
on Steam has gained momentum. I’m kind of curious if that’s something you’ve been watching and learning from or
have you been getting a lot of developer feedback? We haven’t heard a whole lot about how it’s going. Spencer: So
We Happy Few is coming to Xbox preview in July, but we’ve got a lot of games in preview now... I’m usually not a big
fan of talking a lot in numbers on stage, but Chris [Charla] did go through some of the numbers in terms of Preview.
It’s been really successful for good games and for good pre-games that are a little earlier in development it’s less good.
That’s the way it should be, right? Good games dowell. Do I watch what Steam does and take the learnings fromwhat
different people do? Absolutely. I think that’s just trying to be smart about the path forward. Developers definitely
give us a lot of feedback. They love the Preview program. They see a preview program on console as a way for them to
get in front of a lot of active really consumptive gamers that play a lot, get feedback and evolve what they’re doing. I
thinkWe Happy Fewwill be a great addition to the Preview program. The fact that we’ve got thousands of [ID@Xbox]
developers now acrossWindows and console - becausemost of the ID teams are trying to develop them both - they’re
just looking for as much oxygen and customers as they can get. I loved how we showed up on stage with ID. A couple
years ago people thought we were really behind in our outreach to independent developers. I looked at it this year
and I thought we had a really strong showing with some great independent developers showing amazing content. We
Happy Few...was the demo for the show at such an emotional level and I love the work that Chris and the team have
done both in preview and in ID across both Windows and Xbox to take the feedback from those teams about what
they’re looking for from a platform holder. You mentioned the Xbox install base earlier, but are you able to address
where Xbox actually is in terms of install base now? You’ve acknowledged previously that Sony is way ahead but we
haven’t had an update in a while, and I’m wondering if you believe Xbox One S might make a difference? Spencer:
The reason I focus our team, I focus the studios we work with, I focus the company and Microsoft on our monthly
active user number - and I get some pushback sometimes if I’m just trying to dodge a PlayStation 4 vs. Xbox One
number - I will say over and over the core of our strategy is to drive more and more engagement on Xbox Live, which
means more people playing games, which means more games get sold for our partners and our customers are more
happy. And that is the total focus. The last number we announced was 48 million monthly active users... And certain
people say that’s a cop out that we focus on the monthly active users. I would like to say it’s actually more risky than
install base. Install base always goes up. Monthly active users, actually, year-over-year can go down if people are
less engaged on Xbox. I know how games that sell on Xbox do relative to the competition to some extent. I’ll hear
the anecdotes. What I would say is Xbox Live has grown 26 % year-over-year... our customers buy a lot of games.
I’m trying to reach them on Xbox and on Windows. "The last number we announced was 48 million monthly active
users... And certain people say that’s a cop out that we focus on the monthly active users. I would like to say it’s
actually more risky than install base" So the real reason I get less focused on how many consoles I’m selling versus
Sony is because it falls right back into the trap of the guy tells me, "Thanks for putting your games on Windows. Now
I don’t have to buy one of your Xboxes." I don’t want people to start painting a strategy onto us that everything we’re
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doing is about selling you an Xbox console because that’s not actually what we’re trying to do. So then I kind of feed
thewrong view into the business andwhat we’re trying to get done if I play into a number that’s actually not a number
that we use to drive our strategy or our focus on delivery of games. So I know certain people will say, "Oh, that’s PR
speak and he’s just a suit and he’s kind of walking around it." I will say, fundamentally, how many people we can get
on Xbox live - we just announced Minecraft coming to iOS and Android connected with Realms, that’ll be more Xbox
Live customers coming in - having those people engaged on the service buying games is the fundamental part of the
strategy, whether they’re onWindows, Xbox, or, frankly, on other devices. I understand that, but at the same time it’s
almost like situation around Hillary Clinton’s Goldman Sachs speech. It’s like, "Why don’t you just release it?" What’s
the big deal if it’s not going to hurt you or harm you? Even if the numbers of engaged users on Xbox Live matters
more, why is it going to harm you to put the install base figure out? Spencer: Because the dialogue then turns into
the other discussion of, "Hey, what can you do to sell more Xbox Ones than Sony sells PlayStation 4s." And I would
say, the answer would be probably not put my games on Windows because then you have to buy an Xbox One in
order to play those games. But then that’s not what we actually get from our customers in terms of what they want.
So then it starts this whole [dialogue] - I start having to answer the other question of, "Well, why don’t you do more
things that are counter to the actual core strategy that you have?" when the discussion that I want you and I to have
is the engagement success of the studios putting the customer at the center. Xbox Play Anywhere is a program you
would never do if all you were focused on was selling more Xboxes. So then I end up having this weird conversation
with you about the things that I really think we should be doing and you’re going to keep asking me about something
that’s actually not what I’m [trying to achieve]. Honestly, I’m not focused on doing things purely to outsell PS4 with
our Xbox One. We’re doing things beyond that.

Hillary Clinton (2016-06-27 12:44)

1. Hillary Rodham Clinton (born October 26, 1947) is currently serving as the 67th Secretary of State in the

[1]Obama Administration. She was a Senator for New York from 2001 to 2009, and ran for the Democratic

Primaries in 2008. She was the First Lady of the United States from 1993 to 2001 as wife of President [2]Bill

Clinton whom she married in 1975.

Early Life
Hillary Clinton was born Hillary Diane Rodham to [3]Hugh Ellsworth Rodham and [4]Dorothy Emma Howell

in Chicago, Illinois on Oct. 26, 1947. She has two younger brothers, [5]Hugh Rodham and [6]Tony Rodham.

Her parents, who were [7]United Methodist’s who moved the family to Park Ridge, Illinois when Hillary was

three-years-old. Her father operated a small business in the textile industry[8][1] while her mother was a

homemaker.[9][2]

Early Political Activism

Growing up in a politically conservative household, Hillary began working for the Republican party from the age

of thirteen. However during her college years, prompted by events such as the Civil Rights Movement and the

VietnamWar, she changed her political views by the late 1960’s. She left the Republican Party for good in 1968.

Law School & Career

Hillary majored in political science at Wellesley Collge in 1965 before entering Yale Law School where her re-

search focused on children and the law.
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Marriage to Bill Clinton

In late Spring, 1971, Hillary began dating [10]Bill Clinton who was also studying law at Yale. In 1974, following

repeated requests from Bill Clinton to marry him, Hillary accepted. They were married on Oct. 11, 1975 in the

Rodham’s living room. On February 27, 1980, Rodham gave birth to a daughter, [11]Chelsea, her only child.

Moving left

Hillary Clinton grew up as a Goldwater Republican, like her father, in the middle-class Chicago suburb of Park

Ridge. By the time shewas a freshman atWellesley, when shewas elected president of the College Republicans,

her concern with civil rights and the war in Vietnam put her closer to the moderate-liberal wing of the GOP led

by [12]Nelson Rockefeller. By her junior year, she had to be talked by her professor into taking an internship

with Rep. Gerald R. Ford and the House Republican Caucus. In her senior year, she was campaigning for the

anti-war Democrat [13]Eugene McCarthy. "I sometimes think that I didn’t leave the Republican Party," she has

written, "as much as it left me."[14][3]

Alinsky friendship

[15]

Alinsky Thesis
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[16]

The senior thesis of Hillary D. Rodham, Wellesley College class of 1969, was on the work of Chicago radical

[17]Saul Alinsky. The Clintons who asked Wellesley in 1993 to hide Hillary Rodham’s senior thesis from the first

generation of Clinton biographers, according to her thesis adviser and friend, professor [18]Alan H. Schechter,

whodescribes taking the call from theWhiteHouse. "A stupid political decision."Wellesley’s president, [19]Nan-

nerl Overholser Keohane, approved a broad rule with a specific application: The senior thesis of everyWellesley

alumna is available in the college archives for anyone to read – except for those written by either a "president or

first lady of the United States." So far, that action has sealed precisely one document: Hillary Rodham’s senior

honors thesis in political science, entitled " ‘There Is Only the Fight...’: An Analysis of the Alinsky Model." Rod-

ham took her thesis title— “There Is Only the Fight...” — from T.S. Eliot: "There is only the fight to recover what

has been lost and found and lost again and again." She began with a feminist jab at the clichés of male authors:

"Although I have no ‘loving wife’ to thank for keeping the children away while I wrote, I do have many friends

and teachers who have contributed to the process of thesis-writing.” She thanks particularly “Mr. Alinsky for

providing a topic, sharing his time and offering me a job.”[20][4]

Treuhaft, Walker and Burnstein
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[21]

Hillary Rodham served a:) clerkship in 1971 at one of America’s most radical law firms, San Francisco based

[22]Treuhaft, Walker and Burnstein. One partner at the firm, [23]Doris Brin Walker, was a lifelong [24]Commu-

nist Party USA member at the time. Another partner, [25]Robert Treuhaft, had left the party in 1958, several

years after being called before the House Un-American Activities Committee and labeled as one of America’s

most "dangerously subversive" lawyers. The Oakland-based firm was renowned for taking clients others re-

jected as too controversial, including Communists, draft resisters, and members of the African-American mil-

itant group known as the [26]Black Panther Party. The other partner [27]Malcolm Burnstein, maintained a

lifetime commitment to radical causes. The firm was involved in a volatile Black Panthers case the summer

Mrs. Clinton worked there: the trial of Huey Newton for the 1967 killing of an Oakland police officer. Treuhaft

represented a Newton associate whose role in the trial may have helped Newton win a series of mistrials and,

eventually, the dismissal of all charges related to the officer’s death. Partners at the firm said it was likely Mrs.

Clinton also worked on politically sensitive cases involving a Berkeley student activist denied admission to the

California bar over incendiary rhetoric, Stanford physician interns fighting a loyalty oath at the Veterans Ad-

ministration, and men claiming conscientious objector status to avoid being drafted and sent to Vietnam. Mrs.

Clinton’s only public recollection of her work at the Treuhaft firm is that she handled a child custodymatter. Mrs.

Clinton’s most vivid memories from that summer may be personal ones that have nothing to do with the law

firmwith which she clerked. A fellow Yale law student, President Clinton, shared the Berkeley apartment where

she was staying. The pair soon got serious and would move in together when they returned to New Haven that
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fall. Mrs. Clinton’s decision to work at the Treuhaft firmwas rooted in the turbulence, chaos and radicalism that

buffeted Yale after she entered law school there in 1969. Most campuses saw their share of foment, but Yale

saw more than its share in the spring of 1970 because of the impending criminal trial in New Haven of a Black

Panthers’ leader, [28]Bobby Seale, and several co-defendants, for kidnapping and murdering another member

of the Panthers. Many, including Yale’s president at the time, doubted that Seale and other black militants

could get a fair trial. As students prepared for a national student strike onMay Day 1970, a suspicious fire broke

out in the basement of a Yale law library. Mrs. Clinton has written about joining a "bucket brigade to put out"

the library fire and about organizing round-the-clock patrols in the wake of the blaze. Ultimately, the May Day

protest turned Yale into an armed camp, occupied by thousands of soldiers, but the event yielded little of the

feared violence. That came three days later at Kent State University in Ohio when National Guard soldiers shot

and killed four students protesting the Vietnam War. The Black Panthers’ trial didn’t actually begin until the

fall. During the lead-up, Seale’s attorney, [29]Charles Garry of San Francisco, became a regular presence in the

courtyards at Yale Law School. At some point, Treuhaft and his wife, [30]Jessica Mitford, passed through New

Haven and threw a party to raise money for the Panthers’ defense. According to [31]Gail Sheehy’s biography of

Mrs. Clinton, "Hillary’s Choice," the future senator attended the Treuhaft-Mitford party. Many have surmised

that this event laid the groundwork for Mrs. Clinton’s clerkship at Treuhaft’s law office. One of Treuhaft’s part-

ners, [32]Malcolm Burnstein, saidMrs. Clinton’s internship was arranged by a national student group. "She was

sent to us by the [33]Law Students’ Civil Rights Research Council," Mr. Burnstein told the Sun. The group also

paid Mrs. Clinton during her summer at the firm, he said. It is possible Mrs. Clinton selected the Treuhaft firm

and then arranged funding through the council. That’s how she set up her first law-school summer internship

workingwith the future founder of the [34]Children’s Defense Fund, [35]MarianWright Edelman. Mrs. Clinton’s

only public recollection of her stint at the Treuhaft firm came in her 2003 memoir, "Living History." "I told Bill

about my summer plans to clerk at Treuhaft, Walker and Burnstein, a small law firm in Oakland, California and

he announced that he would like to go withme," she wrote. "I spentmost of my timeworking forMal Burnstein

researching, writing legal motions and briefs for a child custody case." A review of some of Mr. Burnstein’s legal

files now at the archives of the University of California at Berkeley shows that the Treuhaft firm also handled

twomajor cases inmid-1971 involving political dissent. One involved a protest leader whowas elected Berkeley

student body president, [36]Daniel Siegel. Mr. Siegel passed his the bar exam in 1970, but his admission was

blocked on grounds that he was morally unfit. He was criminally charged with inciting the 1969 "People’s Park"

riot, which left one man dead, others injured, and hundreds arrested. Mr. Siegel was acquitted of that charge,

but bar officials said his statements prior to the riot and thereafter indicated he was not suited to be an attor-
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ney. They also asked him if he was a Communist, which he denied. Mr. Burnstein appealed the bar committee’s

rejection to the California Supreme Court, arguing that Mr. Siegel was being punished for his political beliefs.

The court eventually sided with Mr. Siegel, who joined the bar in November 1973. Two other dissenters whose

case was pending during Mrs. Clinton’s summer at the Treuhaft firm were [37]Peter Cummings and [38]Peter

Rudd. Both were medical students from Case Western Reserve University in Ohio who won internships at Stan-

ford University in Palo Alto, Calif. On arriving at Stanford, they discovered they were required to fill out loyalty

oaths to do a required rotation at the nearby Veterans Administration hospital. "It was the typical, ’Are you

now or have you ever been a member of the Communist Party?’" Dr. Cummings recalled in a recent interview.

He said he and Dr. Rudd were not Communists, but chafed at signing the oath. "I’ve always been very annoyed

by and not a fan of this kind of loyalty oath," Dr. Cummings said. Through the American Civil Liberties Union,

the pair became clients of Mr. Burnstein. In the ensuing legal challenges, which went before riders of the 9th

Circuit Court of Appeals at least twice, the government argued that disloyal medical students might try to kill

unsuspecting veterans who sought medical treatment. Mr. Burnstein prevailed and the loyalty oath for Veter-

ans Administration doctors soon wound up as a footnote of history. As Mrs. Clinton left the Treuhaft firm in

1971, one of its partners was gearing up for the defense of a Communist and black revolutionary, [39]Angela

Davis, against murder, kidnapping and conspiracy charges stemming from a 1970 shootout that left a California

judge dead. Ms. Walker became the resident Communist on Ms. Davis’s legal team. "I was asked by the Party

to participate in Angela’s case," the lawyer said. She said no one else at the law firm, including Mrs. Clinton,

worked on Ms. Davis’s case. At the trial, held in 1972 at San Jose, the Treuhaft firm’s winning record held up

again. A jury acquitted the polarizing African-American activist of all charges. By the time Mrs. Clinton arrived

at the Treuhaft firm in 1971, its reputation as a defender of left-wingers and radicals was well established. In-

deed, those at the firm assumed that reputation drew the Yale law student in. "She did want to work for a

left-wing movement law firm. Anyone who went to college or law school would have known our law firm was a

Communist law firm," Treuhaft told Ms. Sheehy in 1999. "This was an old-left, radical law firm," a staff attorney

there during Mrs. Clinton’s summer, [40]David Nawi, said. "Treuhaft was suing the police and doing wonderful

work with the black community in East Oakland before anybody else." A Yale Law student whoworked as a clerk

at the firm the summer before Mrs. Clinton arrived, [41]Mary Nichols, said Treuhaft was open about his stint in

the Communist Party. "Treuhaft, he himself was proud of having been a Communist at one time. This was not

something that they hid in any way. They were not people stockpiling dynamite. They were a respectable law

firm, but still you knew they had experimented in that kind of way," she said. Mr. Siegel, the Berkeley protester-

turned-lawyer, said committed student leftists in 1971 would have viewed the firm’s Communist connections
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as quaint, perhaps even conservative. "We almost universally thought Communist Party people were sellouts,"

he said. "People of my generation who were getting involved were Marxists, Maoists, even Trotskyists. The

Communist Party was pretty unpopular, unless your parents were in it." The details of Treuhaft’s membership

in the Communist Party were not formally disclosed until 1977, when his wife, [42]Jessica Mitford, published a

humorous memoir of their years in the Communist ranks. In "A Fine Old Conflict," she reported that her hus-

band signed up in 1943 and that she followed in 1944. Both left the party in 1958, she wrote. Ms. Walker joined

the party in 1942. "I’m still a Marxist, and that’s why I stayed in," she said. While many American Communists

quit the party in disgust in 1956 following the Soviet invasion of Hungary and Nikita Khrushchev’s denunciation

of Josef Stalin’s crimes, those events do not seem to have been the impetus for the departure of Treuhaft and

Mitford, who stayed on for another two years. A journalist who edited a recently published collection of Mit-

ford’s letters, [43]Peter Sussman, said the couple’s falling out with the American Communist Party was driven

largely by its unyielding bureaucracy. "She was bored with it," Mr. Sussman said. "It was ineffective. She had

worked to reform it and that was unsuccessful, and to give the American party some autonomy from Soviet

Communism." Mr. Sussman said Mitford, who died in 1996, was also "bitterly disappointed" about a decision

the party made to cut ties with a group dedicated to resolving racial inequities in America, the [44]Civil Rights

Congress. A collection of Mitford’s letters indicates that Republican political operatives knew about Mrs. Clin-

ton’s work at Treuhaft’s firm months before the 1992 election, but apparently chose not to raise it despite her

prominence in her husband’s presidential campaign. In a July 4, 1992 letter to a veteran civil rights activist,

[45]Virginia Durr, Mitford wrote, "There was a v. long article in Vanity Fair by Gail Sheehy, an interview with

Hillary in which every detail of her life from childhood on was explored— nomention of the internship in Bob’s

law office. Quite right, I thought, as obviously if that came out it would be prime meat for the Bush campaign."

Mr. Burnstein said he, Treuhaft, and Ms. Walker agreed upon learning of Mr. Clinton’s presidential bid not to

talk publicly about Mrs. Clinton’s clerkship because they anticipated it would become fodder for Mr. Clinton’s

opponents. "We expected it," Mr. Burnstein said. "We were very carefully not talking to the press back then. ...

We did not want her being unfairly tarred with someone else’s politics. Hillary’s politics were not Bob’s politics,

which were not Doris’s politics, which were not mine." "For Hillary to pick the most left-wing firm really at that

time in the Bay Area, it’s still a surprise to me that more hasn’t been made of that," Ms. Walker said. "It was

such an obvious thing for them to pick up, but they didn’t, and I’ve never understood it."[46][5]

Bernard Rapoport connection
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[47]

[48]Bernard Rapoport, [49]Hillary Clinton

As [50]Texas swung from a Democratic stronghold to an increasingly Republican and conservative state, Marxist

leaning businessman [51]Bernard Rapoport continued to support liberal Democrats and their causes, both with

his money and his extensive national political connections. His contributions to [52]George McGovern’s 1972

presidential campaign put Mr. Rapoport on one of President Richard M. Nixon’s enemies lists; contributions

to the presidential campaigns of both [53]Bill Clinton and Hillary Rodham Clinton helped nourish a 40-year

friendship. Mr. Clinton was scheduled to deliver a eulogy at a memorial service in May 2012, in Washington

DC.[54][6]

Children’s Defense Fund

[55]

NewWorld Foundation
[56]Hillary Clinton writes about her involvement with the [57]Children’s Defense Fund, headed by [58]Marian

Wright Edelman, but omits any mention of the [59]New World Foundation (NWF). Hillary followed Edelman’s

husband, [60]Peter Edelman, as chairman of the NWF. Mrs. Clinton chaired the group during a time, 1982-

1988, when it gave grants to the [61]Committee in Solidarity with the People of El Salvador, a front group

for the communist terrorists; the [62]National Lawyers Guild, a one-time-identified communist front; and the

[63]Christic Institute, an extreme left-wing group of lawyers which practiced “legal terrorism” against citizens,

retiredmilitary and intelligence officials, and others whowere perceived to be supporting the cause of freedom

from communism in Central America. [64]Peter Flaherty writes, “Hillary’s official biography prepared by the ’92
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Clinton campaign makes no mention of her stint as NWF chairman, despite the fact that she oversaw some $23

million in foundation assets. A few journalists, like [65]Dan Wattenberg of The American Spectator, did report

on the NWF grants during the summer of 1992, but the major media paid almost no attention. There was no

need for Hillary to defend herself.”[66][7]

Bill’s radical friends

[67]Hillary Clinton also took advantage of Bill Clinton’s radical connections, many developed in his trips abroad.

[68]Strobe Talbott and [69]Bill Clinton had been Rhodes Scholars in England together, for example, and Talbott

and his wife, [70]Brooke Shearer, “became friends of mine,” she writes. Brooke’s brother, [71]Derek Shearer,

another Yale graduate, became a friend of Bill and pro-Marxist economic advisor to [72]Bill Clinton.[73][8]

Single-payer Bill

In 1994 [74]Jim McDermott, [75]John Conyers and [76]Paul Wellstone promoted a "single-payer" health care

bill (HR1200/S491).[77][9] [78]Ellen Shaffer, a member of Wellstone’s staff told the [79]People’s Weekly World

that the authors had been "working closely" with [80]Hillary Clinton. "She knows what they are doing" Shaffer

said.[81][10]

Alamoudi connection
[82]

FALN amnesty

Several U.S. lawmakers have championed a domestic terrorist group, the Armed Forces of National Liberation

(known by its Spanish initials of FALN) that seeks to impose a Marxist-Leninist regime on Puerto Rico and se-

cede from the United States. In the 1970s and 1980s, the FALN planted more than 130 bombs and killed at

least six people. Reps. [83]Jose Serrano (D-N.Y.), [84]Nydia Velázquez (D-N.Y.) and [85]Luis Gutierrez (D-Ill.),

all left-wingers of Puerto Rican ancestry, embraced the cause of 16 convicted FALN members serving time in
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federal prison. Serrano called them "political prisoners," according to the People’s Weekly World, the official

newspaper of the [86]Communist Party USA. They campaigned to pressure then-president Bill Clinton to issue

pardons to free the radicals, even though the terrorists themselves had not requested that their sentences be

commuted. When Clinton agreed to grant them clemency in August 1999, Serrano blasted him for requiring

them to renounce violence as a precondition of their release. That presidential action caused problems for

then-first lady [87]Hillary Clinton, who was about to begin her campaign to become a U.S. senator. "President

Clinton made his decision to release the FALN terrorists at the same time his wife was campaigning for the

Senate in New York," the Senate Republican Policy Committee reported in a policy paper. "Many commenta-

tors believe he hoped to win votes for his wife from the large Hispanic population in New York City. However,

law-enforcement groups and victims’-rights groups were outraged, and his clemency offer did not poll well in

New York state. His wife then opposed the granting of clemency, and the president denied that she was in

any way involved in the decision." The clemency offer did not otherwise fit the pattern of Clinton’s behavior,

the committee noted: "The president had only granted three out of the more than 4,000 clemency requests

during his presidency." The terrorists didn’t even ask for clemency, and in granting it Clinton "did not follow the

procedures that have been in place since Grover Cleveland was president," granting it "even though the Justice

Department did not take an official position as required." Ninety-five senators condemned Clinton’s action, vot-

ing in a resolution that "the president’s offer of clemency to the FALN terrorists violates long-standing tenets of

United States counterterrorism policy, and the release of terrorists is an affront to the rule of law, the victims

and their families, and every American who believes that violent acts must be punished to the fullest extent of

the law." A joint congressional resolution declared that "making concessions to terrorists is deplorable," and

that "President Clinton should not have granted amnesty to the FALN terrorists." Hillary Clinton changed her

position, but not two of her colleagues-to-be. Sen. [88]Daniel Akaka (D-Hawaii) and the late Sen. [89]Paul

Wellstone (D-Minn.) were the minority of two standing on the far left with the amnesty. [90][11]

FMLN

San Salvador, June 1 – Nearly two decades after the end of a U.S.-backed war against El Salvador’s rebels, a

representative of the former guerrilla movement took power on Monday – with a top American official ap-

plauding. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton attended the inauguration dressed in bright red, the color

of the [91]Farabundo Marti Liberation Front. It was an image that would have been unthinkable in the 1980s,

when the United States poured $6 billion into El Salvador to fight the rebel group backed by Cuba and the So-

viet Union. The FMLN laid down its arms in 1992 and joined the political system. But some U.S. lawmakers

still worry about the party, fearing it could propel El Salvador into the orbit of anti-American countries such
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as Venezuela. Forty-five House Republicans wrote Clinton in March warning about "potential threats to our

security interests" if the FMLN candidate, [92]Mauricio Funes, won. Clinton, however, told reporters here that

she expects "a positive relationship" with Funes, who is considered by many Latin Americans to be a moderate.

Her visit signaled the Obama administration’s effort to reach out to a more assertive Latin America altered by a

"pink tide" of socialist victories in recent years. After meeting with Funes , Clinton told him: "The United States

stands ready to assist you and your new government. This is a commitment President Obama and I share."

"The secretary wants to engage Funes, because we don’t want him moving all the way to the left," said Rep.

[93]Elio Engel (D-N.Y.), chairman of the House Foreign Affairs subcommittee on the Western Hemisphere, who

was with the U.S. delegation. El Salvador has been one of the staunchest U.S. allies in Latin America, maintain-

ing troops in Iraq until this year. Funes immediately signaled a departure from his predecessors, announcing

the resumption of diplomatic ties with Cuba. Still, the new government is expected to maintain a strong rela-

tionship with the United States. El Salvador receives $4 billion a year from immigrants in Washington and other

U.S. cities, and it sells half its exports to the U.S. market. In his inaugural speech at an amphitheater packed

with men in red ties and women in red jackets, Funes hailed his two political heroes: President [94]Luis Inácio

Lula da Silva of Brazil, a moderate leftist, and President Obama. The men, he said, were "proof that progres-

sive leaders, instead of being a threat, represent a new and secure road for their countries." He also singled

out Clinton, saying: "This woman honors America." Some opponents of Funes had predicted he would cozy

up to populist leaders in Venezuela and Nicaragua and introduce socialism. But the only revolution promised

by the 49-year-old former broadcast journalist was one against corruption and poverty. Venezuelan President

[95]Hugo Chávez and Nicaraguan leader [96]Daniel Ortega had been expected to attend, but did not. [97]Cyn-

thia Arnson, director of the Latin America program at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars

in Washington, said the FMLN has a democratic track record, holding many mayor’s offices and congressional

seats in recent years. "The FMLN has been part of the architecture of representative democracy in El Salvador.

El Salvador’s resemblance to other countries in Latin America governed by the populist left are quite minimal,"

she said. Funes, however, will likely face pressure to shift further to the left from others in the FMLN, including

his vice president, [98]Salvador Sánchez Cerén, analysts said. Funes’s inauguration was deeply emotional for

many Salvadorans who suffered through the 12-year civil war, which left 75,000 dead. "We fought the battle

so we could have this change," said [99]Cecilia Hermin Navarro, 68, a tiny woman in a red shirt who said she

was tortured by police during the conflict. "So many people died so this day could come," said [100]Fernando

Aguilar, a 28-year-old government employee. Clinton’s presence, he said, "breaks the paradigm that the United

States had in the past, that if the left wins, the U.S. closes the door."[101][12]
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Terrorist pardon
[102]Joseph Connor, an author and anti-terrorism advocate, spoke to The Daily Wire about how his father was

murdered by a Puerto Rican terrorist group, and how former Secretary of State [103]Hillary Clinton was di-

rectly involved in pardoning the terrorists. "When Hillary Clinton was looking to run for senator of New York,

she had no connection to New York at all. She was from [104]Chicago to [105]Arkansas," Connor said. "And

she got approached by various pro-terrorist politicians." These included Rep. [106]Luis Gutierrez (D-IL), Rep.

[107]Nydia Velazquez (D-NY), and [108]New York City councilman [109]Jose Rivera, who gave Clinton "a packet

on clemency" and requested that she "speak to the president and ask him to consider executive clemency"

for the FALN. A couple of weeks later, clemency was granted to the terrorists and Clinton’s Senate campaign

expressed support for the move so long as the terrorists renounced violence. "She was up to her ears in this,"

Connor said.[110][13]

2000 WFP Convention
The New York [111]Working Families Party 2000 Convention was held at the Desmond Hotel, March 26. Atten-
dees included;

• [112]Jim Duncan, WFP co-chair and statewide political director of the [113]United Auto Workers
• [114]Bertha Lewis, WFP co-chair and chair of New York [115]ACORN
• [116]Bob Masters, WFP co-chair and statewide political director of the [117]Communication Workers of
America

• State Senator [118]Eric Schneiderman
• [119]Chris Silvera, Treasurer of [120]Teamsters local 808
• [121]Dennis Hughes, president New York Federation of Labor
• [122]Jose Velazquez, Lithographers local 1 organizer
• [123]Ed Vargas, director of the state council of [124]UNITE
• [125]Karen Scharff, executive director of [126]Citizen Action New York
• [127]Jim Hightower
• [128]Maude Hurd, national chair of [129]ACORN
• [130]Bradley Erck, a rep. on the Niagara County legislature andUAWLocal 686, legislative committee chair
• [131]Larry Handley, President [132]Amalgamated Transit Union
• [133]Arthur Cheliotes, president of [134]Communication Workers of America local 1180
• [135]Hillary Clinton

There were sizable delegations from [136]ACORN and [137]Citizen Action.[138][14]

Clinton and communists helped Kucinich
During [139]Dennis Kucinich’s 1996 Congressional run, there was considerable controversy over his ties to [140]Com-
munist Party USA member [141]Rick Nagin. Writing in the [142]Communist Party USA paper [143]People’s Weekly
World Ohio Communist Party chairman, [144]Rick Nagin, detailed the campaign which led to Kucinich’s election to
Congress:[145][15]
"The election of Dennis Kucinich in Ohio’s 10th Congressional District was a ground-breaking event demonstrating the
powerful political potential of a mass, grassroots coalition led by Labor.
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Trade unionists and seniors provided the largest numbers of some 5,000 volunteers but many others came from His-
panic, environmental, peace and other organizations.

According to the campaign staff, the volunteers canvassed at least 600 of the district’s 750 precincts, some as many
as four times. They turned the western half of Cuyahoga County and especially the west side of Cleveland into a sea
of 15,000 bright yellow yard signs reading "Light Up Congress! Elect Dennis Kucinich" -[146][15]

Many organizations also issued their own literature and did their own mailings including the AFL-CIO’s Labor ’96, the
[147]UAW CAP Council, the [148]Sierra Club, [149]Peace Voter ’96, gay rights and senior groups. The [150]United
Auto Workers and the Steelworkers did plantgate distributions. The Ohio Council of Senior Citizens distributed 12,000
pieces with the positions of Kucinich and his opponent, incumbent Martin Hoke, on senior issues to senior buildings,
nutrition sites and bingo games. Then First Lady Clinton, Congressmen [151]Louis Stokes, [152]Joseph Kennedy and
[153]Barney Frank also helped out.
"The coalition embraced many political viewpoints: Democrats, independents, Greens, socialists, Communists, mem-
bers of the [154]Labor Party, even some disgruntled [155]Republicans. [156]Democratic Party figures, including First
Lady [157]Hillary Clinton, Congressmen [158]Louis Stokes, [159]Joseph Kennedy and [160]Barney Frank visited Cleve-
land to help in the effort."[161][16]
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Take Back America Conferences
Hillary Clinton was on the list of 114 speakers (which included [162]George Soros) at the 2004 [163]Take Back America

conference, which was organized by the [164]Institute for Policy Studies, and [165]Democratic Socialists of America

dominated [166]Campaign for America’s Future.[167][17] She was back in 2006, 2007.
Arafat connection
[168]

Admiration for Cesar Chavez
On April 1, 2008 [169]Evelina Alarcon, Executive Director of Cesar E. Chavez National Holiday welcomed the backing

for a Cesar Chavez national holiday from Presidential candidate Senator [170]Barack Obama who issued a statement

on [171]Cesar Chavez’s birthday Monday, March 31, 2008. "We at Cesar E. Chavez National Holiday appreciate the

backing of a national holiday for Cesar Chavez from presidential candidate Senator Barack Obama. That support is

crucial because it takes the signature of a President to establish the holiday alongwith the Congress’s approval,” stated

Evelina Alarcon. “It is also encouraging that Senator Hillary Clinton who is a great admirer of Cesar Chavez acknowl-

edged him on his birthday. We hope that she too will soon state her support for a Cesar Chavez national holiday."

Alarcon’s remarks were part of a statement made at a press conference at our nation’s Capitol on April 1st called by

Chair of the Hispanic Congressional Caucus Rep. [172]Joe Baca (D-CA) in support of HR 76, a resolution he authored

with 62 Co-Sponsors that encourages the establishment of a Cesar Chavez national holiday by the Congress[173][18]

China connection
Less than a week after a Chinese Feng Yun rocket littered space with the remnants of their weather satellite, Hillary

Clinton announced her intention to seek the Democrats’ presidential nomination in 2008. She forgot to mention

that when husband Bill was seeking the presidency, she ran with him, as an unofficial partner-president. "Two for

the price of one!" was the slogan. The Clinton administration and his Democratic Party accepted massive campaign

contributions from Loral Space & Communications, Hughes Electronics and other firms. Between 1993 and 1996,

the administration allowed the export of ballistic- missile technology to Beijing. In 1996, [174]Bill Clinton personally

approved the launch of four communications satellites on Chinese rockets. Once Hillary captured her U.S. Senate

seat, she received, in 2003, $10,000 from the New York state company, Corning Inc., which manufactures fiber optics.

A month later, the senator announced legislation related to reducing diesel pollution that would benefit Corning

with millions of federal dollars. Corning increased its donations and, by 2004, Hillary was attempting to persuade

the Chinese government to relax tariffs on Corning’s products. To get what she wanted, she involved the Chinese

ambassador and President George W. Bush. As a result, Corning, a staunchly Republican company, held a fundraiser

for her, resulting in thousands of dollars for her campaign. As Hillary Clinton campaigns, she will expect the usual

adulation fromunionmemberswhohave forgotten that from1986 until 1992 "their Hillary" served on the board of the

dreadedWal-Mart, the union-busting behemoth that doesmore business with China than all but four countries in the

world. Then there is Hillary’s good friend and relative-by-marriage, Sen. [175]Barbara Boxer, whose husband Stewart

is a board member of the China Ocean Shipping Organization. Barbara’s colleague, Sen. [176]Dianne Feinstein, is

married to the owner of Newbridge Capital Corp., [177]Richard C. Blum, who hasmademanymillions in very lucrative

deals with the Chinese government.[178][19]

Vietnam visit
July 2010’s visit to Vietnam by US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton will be a great opportunity to renew and expand

the US government’s response to addressing the legacy of Agent Orange, said a senior official from the [179]Aspen

Institute, a Washington DC-based non-profit organization. At a news briefing on Agent Orange in Vietnam , which

was held in Washington DC on July 15 by the Agent Orange in [180]Vietnam Information Initiative, [181]David Devlin-

Foltz said that Clinton had been briefed on the declaration and plan of action for period 2010 to 2019 released by the

[182]US-Vietnam Dialogue Group. The plan calls upon the US government and other countries, foundations and non-

governmental organizations, to provide an estimated 300 million USD over 10 years to clean the dioxin-contaminated

soil and restore damaged ecosystems, as well as expanding services to people with disabilities and their families

that are linked to the dioxin. Devlin-Foltz said he expected that the US officials will discuss the Agent Orange issue in

privatemeetingswith Vietnamese government officials. He said he hoped that the Secretary of Statewould encourage

more involvement from the US government to see a more dramatic response to the Agent Orange problem as the

relationship between both countries is improving. According to him, the Agent Orange issue has been an irritant to

the country’s relationship with Vietnam for many years, but the time has come to remedy this as it He added that

members of the US-Vietnam Dialogue Group know there are real opportunities to work to contain the spread of the

dioxin; opportunities to stop the dioxin entering the local food chain; ways of restoring damaged agricultural land and

ways of providing effective rehabilitation services to people with disabilities, regardless of the cost. Also at the news

briefing, [183]Bob Edgar, a former congressman and currently head of the [184]Common Cause organization in the

US, said that he believed it was important to recognise that several senators, including Senator [185]Tom Harkin, who

was just in Vietnam last week, Senator [186]Patrick Leahy and Senator [187]Sheldon Whitehouse and others have

stated that they recognise that wars do not end just when the last soldier leaves the battlefield. Edgar said that this

is not only an opportunity for the US to both work to expand its partnership with the Vietnamese government, but

also to work to address issues relating to Agent Orange in Vietnam.[188][20]

Support from Individuals
Hilda Solis & Dolores Huerta
In 2007 [189]Hilda Solis, current Secretary of [190]Labor, endorsed Sen. Clinton for president and signed on to co-chair

of the Clinton campaign’s Environmental and Energy Task Force and co-chair of the [191]National Hispanic Leadership

Council. Solis was joined by her friend and [192]Democratic Socialists of America honorary chair, [193]Dolores Huerta.

Solis and Huerta had the honor of formally nominating Clinton for the [194]Democratic primary. Together Huerta and

Solis campaigned for Clinton through California and Nevada on a tour themed "Juntos Con Hillary, Una Vida Mejor"

(Together with Hillary, A Better Life).
Megan Hull
Between Feb. 2, 2008 and August 28, 2008, [195]Megan Hull contributed $6,900 to Hillary Clinton’s 2008 Presidential

Nomination race.[196][21]
Sheinbaum
[197]Stanley Sheinbaum has many influential friends on the U.S. left. His walls are adorned with framed photos

with [198]Fidel Castro, King Hussein, [199]Barbra Streisand and other world leaders and A-list celebrities.[200][22] Key

political players such as [201]Bill Clinton, Hillary Clinton, [202]Jesse Jackson, Queen Noor of Jordan and former Sen.

[203]Gary Hart, have made the pilgrimage to his Westside salons in search of intellectual stimulation and money for

their pet causes – sometimes their own political campaigns. "Sheinbaum keeps the New Deal torch alive in an age

when it’s not fashionable to do so," said former senator and presidential candidate [204]Gary Hart, a longtime friend.

"He’s a voice of conscience." For House Minority Leader [205]Nancy Pelosi, [206]Hillary Clinton is the woman she met

35 years ago (2016) , a young mother cradling her infant daughter at a dinner party at the home of Hollywood activist

[207]Stanley Sheinbaum. “I was expecting to meet this formidable, firm woman,” she said in an interview. “When

the door opened ... there was [208]Hillary Clinton off to the side holding Chelsea in her arms. There she was as a

mom.”[209][23]
George Soros
By 2008, [210]Barack Obamawas one of only a handful of candidates to get a personal contribution from [211]George

Soros. The others include Senate Minority Leader [212]Tom Daschle (D-S.D.), Sens. [213]Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.),

Hillary Rodham Clinton (D-N.Y.), [214]Bob Graham (D-Fla.), [215]John Kerry (D-Mass.), [216]Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.), U.S.

Rep. [217]Tom Lantos, and former Vermont governor [218]Howard Dean.[219][24]

Huma Abedin relationship

[220]
Support from Organizations
Council for a Livable World
The [221]Council for a LivableWorld, founded in 1962 by long-time socialist activist and alleged Soviet agent, [222]Leo

Szilard, is a non-profit advocacy organization that seeks to "reduce the danger of nuclear weapons and increase na-

tional security", primarily through supporting progressive, congressional candidates who support their policies. The

Council supported Hillary Rodham Clinton in her successful Senate run as candidate for New York.[223][25]
Planned Parenthood
Clinton received $1837 in lobbying funds from [224]Planned Parenthood in 2008.[225][26]
EMILY’s List
Clinton has been supported by [226]EMILY’s List during her campaigning.
International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers
The 700,000-member [227]International Association ofMachinists and AerospaceWorkers, one of the nation’s largest

and most politically active trade unions, endorsed New York [228]Democratic Senator [229]Hillary Clinton for Presi-

dent. They also took the unusual step of endorsing a [230]Republican candidate for the primaries, former Arkansas

Governor [231]Mike Huckabee.
The OIC connection
[232]

The Istanbul Process
[233]

Obama appointment
In January 2009, Clintonwas nominated by the [234]Obama administration for the position of Secretary in the [235]De-

partment of State and confirmed in January 2009.[236][27]

Iran lobby
[237]Kirsten Gillibrand had also picked up money from the Iran Lobby’s [238]Hassan Nemazee. Namazee was

[239]Hillary Clinton’s national campaign finance director who had raised a fortune for both her and [240]John Kerry

before pleading guilty to a fraud scheme encompassing hundreds ofmillions of dollars. Nemazee had been an [241]Ira-

nian American Political Action Committee trustee and had helped set up the organization. [242]Bill Clinton had nom-

inated [243]Hassan Nemazee as the US ambassador to Argentina when he had only been a citizen for two years. A

"spoilsport Senate" didn’t allow Clinton to make a member of the Iran Lobby into a US ambassador, but Nemazee

remained a steady presence on the Democrat fundraising circuit. Nemazee had donated to Gillibrand and had also

kicked in money to help the [244]Al Franken Recount Fund "scour all the cemeteries for freshly dead votes", as well as

to [245]Barbara Boxer, who also came out for the Iran nuke deal. Boxer had also received money more directly from

IAPAC. [246][28]
Meeting McAllister
[247]

Former Secretary of State [248]Hillary Clintonmetwith convicted Irish terrorist [249]MalachyMcAllister at the Clinton

rally in New York April 2016. After the meeting McAllister stated, “She was shocked to hear that my case is still going

on, that it hasn’t been settled,” McAllister told the on Irish Voice newspaper. “She rememberedme frommy speaking

at a [250]Brehon Law Society event in 2004. She was very surprised that I’m facing deportation.” She is one of many

US influential figures to call for justice in the McAllister case. Irish American organizations are increasingly angry over

the enforced deportation of a good and decent man who has been a valued member of the Irish community for over

two decades.[251][29]
External links
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• [252]Archived campaign site for Clinton
• [253]Clinton’s biography with the Department of State
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Tim Kaine (2016-06-30 15:02)

Tim Kaine is the former Chairman of the [1]Democratic National Committee and exiting Governor of [2]Virginia.

Tim Kaine , entered the US Senate with the 2012 elections, as a (Virginia Democrat).

Background
Born in [3]Minnesota and raised near [4]Kansas City, Tim Kaine grew up working in his father’s ironworking shop.
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A graduate of the University of Missouri-Columbia with a bachelor’s in economics, Kaine later attended Harvard

Law School where he earned his law degree. He took a year off during his law school education to work as a Jesuit

missionary in Honduras, where he put his ironworking experience to use as the principal of a technical school.

Kaine practiced law for 17 years representing people who had been denied housing opportunities based on race or

disability and has been recognized as a fair housing advocate by organizations around the country. Kaine also began

teaching legal ethics at the University of Richmond Law School, which he has continued to do throughout his career.

Kaine’s participation in politics began in 1994 when he was elected to the Richmond City Council. He went on to

become mayor of Richmond four years later. During his two terms as mayor, Richmond saw a significant drop in the

city’s crime rate and began building the first new schools in a generation.

Following his tenure as mayor, he was elected Lieutenant Governor of Virginia and, in 2005, Kaine was elected

Governor. During his term, the state was given a variety of honors including: Best Managed State in America, Best

State for Business and a AAA bond rating for fiscal management. He left office with one of the highest popularity

ratings of a large state governor in the country.[5][1]

Arab American Institute’s Virginia Candidates’ Night

The [6]Arab American Institute hosted its 15th candidates’ night in northern Virginia on Sept. 30, 2001. The

more-than-capacity audience crowded into the room, first to stand in allegiance with their country as [7]Amir Shallal

of Langley High School led them in reciting the pledge to the flag, then to hear what their Virginia candidates had to

offer them. ity.

After a brief address by Congressman [8]Jim Moran (D-VA), calling on Americans to be a model and to empower

people, Democratic gubernatorial candidate [9]Mark Warner discussed issues of the budget, education, transporta-

tion, and public safety—the latter of particular importance to Arab Americans in an atmosphere of anti-Arab and

anti-Muslim backlash following the Sept. 11 attacks. In response to a question, Warner informed the audience that

his press secretary was an Arab American, and promised that Arab Americans would be represented in his cabinet if

he was elected. Running for lieutenant governor on the same ticket is Richmond Mayor and civil rights attorney Tim

Kaine, who made the point that he had already been instrumental in changing the name of the “Mosque Theater”�

in Richmond to the “Landmark Theater,”� and that he would continue to work for civil rights for all.[10][2]

Arab American Institute, 2011
The [11]International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT) reported that former Virginia governor and Senate candidate
Tim Kaine spoke at an event at which U.S. Muslim Brotherhood leader [12]Jamal Barzinji was given a Lifetime
Achievement award. According to the report:
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Northern Virginia’s Arab community gathered at its 23rd annual event in Tysons Corner on September 25th, 2011,
with more than 300 leaders, activists and donors attending, and 46 democratic and republican politicians making
their pitch for election or re-election to local and State offices. Also speaking at the event was former Governor Tim
Kaine of Virginia who is running for the U.S. Senate. This ‘Candidates Night’ dinner, which had been a keynote event
of the [13]Arab American Institute for a number of years, is now organized by the political action committee New
Dominion PAC. A highlight of the event was the Lifetime Achievement Award presented to Dr. [14]Jamal Barzinji,
vice president of [15]International Institute of Islamic Thought. Dr. Jamal Barzinji was recognized for his leadership
and accomplishments over a wide spectrum of activities in the American Muslim and Arab community as well as in
educational initiatives and endeavors locally and internationally. [16]Basim Mansour, president of Michael & Son
Services Company of Alexandria, received the Outstanding Community Service Award at the dinner event. “[17][3]

Omeish/Muslim American Society controversy

In 2007 Democratic Gov. Tim Kaine was accused of being far too close to a Muslim group that allegedly has ties to

Islamic terrorism and espouses radical views, according to two local delegates.

Kaine should move to put some distance between his administration and the [18]Falls Church-based [19]Muslim

American Society, said Dels. [20]Todd Gilbert, R-Woodstock, and [21]Clifford L. "Clay" Athey, Jr., R-Front Royal.

The controversy started when Kaine appointed Dr. [22]Esam Omeish, the president of the society, to the Virginia

Commission on Immigration. Gilbert wrote to Kaine, asking him to reconsider the appointment after seeing online

videos of Omeish accusing Israel of genocide against Palestinians and exhorting Muslims to "the jihad way."

Omeish resigned less than a day later under pressure from Kaine.

But after some investigation, the delegates say the connections between Kaine and [23]Muslim American Society

appear to be deeper than just one appointment.

Kaine was the keynote speaker at the society’s Freedom Foundation "Standing for Justice Dinner." He was pho-

tographed with leaders of the group, including Imam [24]Mahdi Bray, the executive director of the foundation.

In an online video of a 2000 rally in Washington, [25]Abdurahman al-Amoudi — who would later plead guilty

to charges of funneling money from Libya to Saudi militants — took to the podium and declared his support for

[26]Hamas and [27]Hezbollah.

"I have been labeled by the media in New York to be a supporter of Hamas. Anybody support this Hamas here?"

al-Amoudi says in the video, drawing cheers from the crowd and fist pumps from [28]Mahdi Bray.

"I wish the added that I am also a supporter of Hezbollah. Anybody supports Hezbollah here?" he asks, drawing more

cheers and fist pumps.

"The governor shouldn’t have been involved with this organization and its leadership," Gilbert said.

"If [Kaine] didn’t know this stuff, now that he does know it, he should say he rejects what the leadership of this

organization stands for and he’s going to distance himself from it, and encourage other leading Dem-ocrats to do the
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same." Athey was less generous.

"It is clear that Governor Kaine and the Democratic Party sought the support of radical individuals who could turn

out votes in his election. According to [29]Mahdi Bray, the governor received that support," said Athey, referring to

a story earlier this month in The Washington Times, in which Bray credited the Democrats’ success in 2005 and 2006

to his organization.

"Ask [30]Jim Webb what kind of impact we have," Bray said. "Ask the governor of Virginia what kind of impact we

have. The Democrats’ win hinged on the Muslim vote."

"I am not going to dignify the latest allegations by Dels. Gilbert and Athey with a comment," said Kaine spokesman

[31]Kevin Hall via e-mail. He also declined to comment on Bray’s election-related statements.

Bray said Monday that he and others at the video weren’t cheering for the terrorist organizations.

"The majority of the people they were kind of raising their hands, and kind of cheering, and so on because this was

so uncharacteristic of al-Amoudi," Bray said. "We didn’t know he had a problem with law enforcement. He was

considered the pillar of the American Muslim community."

Bray said his gestures weren’t in support of Hamas and Hezbollah.

"You saw me pumping my fists. You didn’t see me raising my hands. If they had shown the audience, you would have

seen people in the audience raising their hands and falling out laughing," he said. "For him to come and make these

kinds of radical rants, no one took him seriously."

Bray said he does not support violence, and would have been more judicious in his reaction had the event happened

after Sept. 11, 2001.

"There are some throwbacks. And I think that Gilbert and others are throwbacks to the old days" who want to

"maintain the status quo. Maybe their district is not as diverse as Northern Virginia."[32][4]

"Standing for Justice Dinner"

Governor Tim Kaine of [33]Virginia gave the keynote address for the 5th Annual [34]Muslim American Society (MAS)
Freedom Foundation ’Standing for Justice Dinner’.

[35]
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The governor, joined by members of his cabinet, spoke individually with Muslim community leaders during a special
leadership reception. The reception was followed by the Freedom Foundation Award Dinner.
In an occasion marking the first public speech to a Muslim gathering by a Virginia governor, he acknowledged the
civic work and civil rights accomplishments of the Freedom Foundation, and stressed the need for people of all faith
traditions to work together to overcome intolerance and bigotry.
Imam Sheikh [36]Rashid Lamptey of the [37]Muslim Association of Virginia (MAV) gave a powerful inspirational
address that stressed civic participation as an essential dimension of the Muslim faith and our contribution to the
larger society.

[38]

[39]Mahdi Bray left, Tim Kaine center left

During the event Tim Kaine appeared alongside [40]Hamas supporter [41]Mahdi Bray.
The 2007 MAS Freedom Foundation awards and their recipients included:
Lifetime Achievement Award

• Dr. [42]Maher Hathout, [43]Muslim Public Affairs Council

• [44]Bahijah Abdus-Salaam

• Imam [45]Abofazl Nahidian, [46]Manassas Mosque
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Sister Sharifa Al Khatib Award

• [47]Maryam Funches (posthumously)

Humanitarian Award

• [48]Asma Hanif, Coordinating Council [49]Muslim Organizations of DC/MD/VA

Human & Civil Rights Award

• Reverend [50]Graylan Hagler, [51]Plymouth Congregational United Church of Christ

• [52]Dalia Hashad, [53]Amnesty International

• [54]Ibrahim Abdil-Mu’id Ramey

Media Excellence Award

• [55]Afaq Khiyali, Pakistan Post

• [56]Hassanah I. Tauhidi, Inner-Attainment Television, Inc.

Labor & Justice Award

• [57]Joslyn Williams, [58]AFL-CIO

Peace & Justice Award

• Dr. [59]Imad Damaj

• Reverend [60]C. Douglas Smith, [61]Virginia Interfaith Center for Public Policy

• Rabbi [62]Arthur Waskow, [63]The Shalom Center

The evening ended with the presentation of a free Hajj package and entertainment by Preacher Moss of the Allah

Made Me Funny comedy tour.

The Freedom Foundation is the public affairs arm of the [64]Muslim American Society (MAS), a national grassroots

religious, social, and educational organization. MAS is America’s largest grassroots Muslim organization with over

50 chapters nationwide.MAS Governor of Virginia Gives Keynote Speech at MAS Freedom Foundation Standing for

Justice Award Dinner Date Posted: Monday, May 21, 2007]
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2012 CLW Senate victories

[65]

2012 [66]Council for a Livable World Senate Victories were;
[67]Tammy Baldwin (D-WI), [68]Sherrod Brown (D-OH), [69]Bob Casey (D-PA), [70]Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY), [71]Mar-
tin Heinrich (D-NM), [72]Heidi Heitkamp (D-ND) [73]Mazie Hirono (D-HI), Tim Kaine (D-VA), [74]Angus King (I-ME),
[75]Amy Klobuchar (D-MN), [76]Claire McCaskill (D-MO), [77]Chris Murphy (D-CT) [78]Bernie Sanders (I-VT), [79]Deb-
bie Stabenow (D-MI), [80]Jon Tester (D-MT), [81]Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) and [82]Sheldon Whitehouse (D-RI).[83][5]
The Council said of Kaine;

Tim Kaine, who has never turned away from taking practical and progressive positions on tough issues, supports
approval of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and new nuclear reductions negotiations with Russia building on the
success of the New START Treaty. Kaine supports the goal of securing and retrieving vulnerable nuclear-weapons
usable materials worldwide within four years.

As DNC Chairman, Kaine went on the record in support of the ratification of the New START, the nuclear arms reduction
treaty.

“This treaty fulfills one of President Obama’s fundamental promises by moving the United States an important step
closer to a safer, more peaceful, world that is working toward the elimination of nuclear weapons... I hope that we
will see a strong and prompt bipartisan effort in the United States Senate to embrace this step forward and ratify the
new START treaty.”[84][6]

Confidential memo

[85]
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[86]
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A memo detailing the creation and agenda of the [87]National Muslim Democratic Council that is marked "CONFI-
DENTIAL; NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION" was leaked. In the section marked "2012 election strategy" the group
specifically spelled out detailed plans to support the Democrats and target Republicans in "key races where American
Muslims can make a difference."
According to the document, these races included:

• Defeating Rep. [88]Allen West, R-Fla., in his race against [89]Patrick Murphy, D-Fla.;

• Supporting former Gov. Tim Kaine, D-Va., in his race against former Sen. [90]George Allen, R-Va., in the race
for Virginia’s vacant Senate seat;

• Supporting Sen. [91]Debbie Stabenow, D-Mich., in her bid for re-election against former House Intelligence
Committee Chairman Pete Hoekstra, R-Mich.;

• And, supporting [92]Joyce Beatty, D-Ohio, in her bid to capture the state’s 3rd congressional district.

The confidential NMDC document was signed by several known Islamists such [93]Jamiah Adams, [94]Jihad Williams,

[95]Zeba Iqbal, [96]Assad Akhter, [97]Mazen Asbahi, CAIR’s [98]Basim Elkarra; and [99]Linda Sarsour of the [100]Arab

American Association of New York.

Filibuster reform
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The [101]Communications Workers of America is to make filibuster reform a top cause and they’re trying to bring

the rest of the union movement along. The union reiterated that goal in post-election comments.

"The 2012 electionmakes the reform evenmore paramount," it said. "Seven Democratic senators-elect - [102]Tammy

Baldwin (Wis.), [103]Martin Heinrich (N.M.), [104]Heidi Heitkamp (N.D.), [105]Mazie Hirono (Hawaii), Tim Kaine

(Va.), [106]Chris Murphy (Conn.) and [107]Elizabeth Warren (Mass.) - have all already pledged to Sen. [108]Jeff

Merkley, D-Ore., to support rules reform. And Maine’s Independent candidate, former Gov. [109]Angus King won on

a platform included filibuster reform as a major campaign issue.

"The American people want their elected officials to debate and address the major issues of our time and to move

past obstruction for obstruction’s sake," added CWA Legislative Director [110]Shane Larson.[111][7]

Asian American Action Fund supported candidate

In the 2012 election, Tim Kaine was supported by the [112]Asian American Action Fund.[113][8]

JStreet endorsement, 2012
In 2012, the [114]JStreet PAC endorsed seven Senatorial candidates, all of whom emerged victorious. The Senate

slate, which has more than doubled in size since 2010, included pro-Israel leaders Senate Intelligence Committee

Chair Sen. [115]Dianne Feinstein (CA), Sen. [116]Maria Cantwell (WA) and Sen. [117]Sheldon Whitehouse (RI). The

PAC also backed winning candidates in some of the most competitive Senate races in the country, raising more than

$100,000 each for Sen. [118]Sherrod Brown (OH), Rep. [119]Tammy Baldwin (WI), Governor Tim Kaine (VA) and Rep.

[120]Martin Heinrich (NM).[121][9]

2014

The socialist infiltrated, anti-Israel "two state solution" [122]JStreet PAC endorsed several "off cycle" Senators in

2014, including Tim Kaine. [123][10]

2016
[124]JStreet endorsed Kaine in 2016.

Kaine speaks of himself as a Truman Democrat, committed to making Israel a lasting home for the Jewish people that
is safe, secure and at peace with its Palestinian neighbors. Kaine is also supportive of an active role for the United
States in achieving a two-state solution.[125][11]

Honduras letter
On Thursday, May 23, 2013, U.S. Senator [126]Ben Cardin (D-MD) circulated a Senate sign-on "Dear Colleague"
letter to Secretary of State John Kerry addressing deepening concerns about Human Rights and the Rule of Law in
Honduras.
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The letter states that violence and impunity for state security forces in Honduras has reached intolerable levels and
cites concerns related to extrajudicial killings, linkages to death squads, and increasing militarization of civilian law
enforcement. The letter also raises the concern that State Department certifications intended to ensure that U.S.
foreign aid supports the rule of law in Honduras may contradict the reality on the ground.
The letter asks State Department to:

• provide Congress with a detailed assessment of the efficacy of current Honduran government efforts to address
this issue as mandated by FY12 Appropriations language;

• conduct a detailed review of specific State Department actions to help ensure that no U.S. funds are being used
to support police implicated in human rights violations; and

• make every reasonable effort to help ensure that Honduras’ upcoming November 2013 elections are free, fair
and peaceful.[127][12]

In addition to Cardin, the letter was cosigned by Senators [128]Sheldon Whitehouse (D-RI), [129]Patrick Leahy

(D-VT), [130]Barbara Mikulski (D-MD), [131]Jeff Merkley (D-OR), [132]Tom Harkin (D-IA), [133]Ron Wyden (D-OR),

[134]Tammy Baldwin (D-WI), [135]Jack Reed (D-RI), [136]Mark Udall (D-CO), [137]Martin Heinrich (D-NM), [138]Deb-

bie Stabenow (D-MI), [139]Robert P. Casey, Jr. (D-PA), Tim Kaine (D-VA), [140]Michael F. Bennet (D-CO), [141]Sherrod

Brown (D-OH), [142]Chris Coons (D-DE), [143]Dick Durbin (D-IL), [144]Barbara Boxer (D-CA), [145]Al Franken (D-MN)

and [146]Jeanne Shaheen (D-NH).[147][13]

Carlos Mejia Orellana death

U.S. Senator Tim Kaine released the following statement on the murder of [148]Carlos Mejia Orellana in Honduras:

“I was shocked to learn of the murder of Carlos Mejia Orellana, journalist and marketing director of Jesuit founded

[149]Radio Progreso in Honduras. My prayers go out to Carlos’s friends and family in the El Progreso community that

welcomed me as a young student in the 1980’s.

“Too often, Honduran officials have dismissed threats and attacks against journalists, and questioned whether the

violence was connected to the victims’ profession. In Carlos’s particular case, police have announced possible

conclusions without even the start of an investigation. Premature and speculative judgments cannot be allowed

to stand in the way of a thorough investigation. This must not be yet another homicide in Honduras that goes

unpunished.

“Honduran police failed to protect Carlos, despite repeated requests to do so from the Inter-American Commission

on Human Rights. The police need to take immediate steps to protect Carlos’s surviving colleagues at Radio Progreso

and its research arm, ERIC, who also live under constant threat.”[150][14]
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Working America
[151]Working America, the [152]AFL-CIO’s more than 3 million-member community affiliate for people without
unions, celebrated its 10th anniversary 2013. To mark the occasion, Working America unveiled its “50 in 5” initiative
to expand into all 50 states in five years, as well as new efforts to organize workers at their workplaces. Said Working
America Executive Director [153]Karen Nussbaum:

Every day, we talk to people struggling to support their families or piece together a living with their current jobs. These
are people whowant to see changes in their communities or on the job. This expansion allows working people tomake
a difference in new states and communities.

[154]AFL-CIO President [155]Richard Trumka said, “Working America is an example of the way the AFL-CIO’s door has

to be—and will be—open to any worker or group of workers who want to organize and build power.” The expansion

to 50 states, he said, means that every week, at front doors, workplaces and community gatherings all over America,

thousands of people can build power locally.

Along with its expansion efforts, [156]Working America will continue its year-round community organizing and

electoral and legislative work, as well as pilot different methods of organizing workers on the job. Those models and

tactics include a workplace organizing site set to launch in May called FixMyJob.com.

In 2013 , Working America was in a dozen states, including Ohio, Pennsylvania, Minnesota, Colorado, New Mexico,

Michigan and Oregon. It recently opened offices in Texas and North Carolina.

[157]Working America hosted a “50 in 5” launch at the [158]AFL-CIO headquarters in Washington, D.C., that

included Trumka, [159]AFL-CIO President Emeritus [160]John Sweeney, [161]American Bridge 21st Century President

[162]Rodell Mollineau, U.S. Sens. [163]Al Franken (D-Minn.), Tim Kaine (D-Va.), [164]Martin Heinrich (D-N.M.),

[165]Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) and other guests.[166][15]

Middle Eastern trip

In January 2014 fresh off their visit to [167]Egypt, [168]Lebanon, [169]Israel and [170]Palestine, Senators Tim Kaine

(D-VA) and [171]Angus King (I-ME) brought their experiences back to Capitol Hill.

Kaine, who serves as Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Subcommittee on Near Eastern and Central and South

Asian Affairs, led a subcommittee hearing on “Lebanon at a Crossroads.”

The hearing included testimonies from [172]Lawrence Silverman, Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near

Eastern Affairs; Major General [173]Michael T. Plehn, Principal Director for Middle East Policy in the Office of the

Secretary of Defense; Dr. [174]Paul Salem, Vice President of the Middle East Institute; and Mr. [175]Aram Nerguizian,

Senior Fellow and Burke Chair in Strategy at the Center for Strategic and International Studies.

The visit to Lebanon was a first for both senators, who called the country an “overlooked neighbor” when it came to
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the impact from the Syrian crisis, a point also made by AAI President, Dr. [176]James Zogby, last October. In Lebanon,

the senators met with government officials and discussed the recent formation of a new government, upcoming

presidential elections and U.S. humanitarian assistance to deal with the influx of refugees from Syria, which now

make up a quarter of Lebanon’s population. The delegation also focused on growing security concerns related to

Hezbollah and other extremist groups and discussed the security relationship with the Lebanese Armed Forces.

In addition to traveling to Lebanon, the visit to the region included meetings in Palestine with Palestinian President

[177]Mahmoud Abbas, Prime Minister [178]Rami Hamdallah and Palestinian Authority chief negotiator [179]Saeb

Erekat. The senators also met with Prime Minister [180]Benjamin Netanyahu, Israeli Defense Minister [181]Moshe

Ya’alon, members of the Knesset and Israeli Justice Minister [182]Tzipi Livni to discuss regional security and the

Israeli-Palestinian peace negotiations.

In Egypt, ongoing crackdowns on journalists, academics and supporters of the [183]Muslim Brotherhood continue,

and the recent resignation of the government has prompted speculation that Defense Minister [184]Abdel Fattah

al-Sisi will run for president. Kaine met with interim President [185]Adly Mansour, Minister of Foreign Affairs

[186]Nabil Fahmy and al-Sisi to discuss Egypt’s democratic transition, economic policies and concerns over the jailing

of journalists.

Senator Kaine and other members of Congress are also drawing attention to the recent U.N. resolution on aid to

Syria. On the Senate floor on Thursday, Kaine showed pictures of barrel bombs in Aleppo and residents awaiting

relief in Yarmouk and said that that denying humanitarian aid to the Syrian people is “a war crime, pure and simple.”

He has pressed for Russia and Syria to ensure aid access and said on Monday that “it is now incumbent on the Syrian

regime to allow unhindered access of humanitarian goods to all Syrians.” [187][16]

Freedom to Travel to Cuba Act of 2015

S 299, the Freedom to Travel to Cuba Act of 2015, principal sponsors are Sens. [188]Jeff Flake, R-Ariz., and [189]Patrick

Leahy, D-Vt.[190][17]

By May 20, it had accumulated 33 co-sponsors, including 26 Democrats - [191]Sheldon Whitehouse, [192]Tom Udall,

[193]Dick Durbin, [194]Thomas Carper, [195]Amy Klobuchar, [196]Barbara Boxer, [197]Jack Reed, [198]Debbie

Stabenow, [199]Jeff Merkley, [200]Chris Murphy, [201]Benjamin Cardin, [202]Chris Coons, [203]Dianne Feinstein,

[204]Jeanne Shaheen, [205]Sherrod Brown, [206]Mazie Hirono, [207]Brian Schatz, [208]Tammy Baldwin, [209]Ed

Markey, [210]Heidi Heitkamp, [211]Jon Tester, [212]Claire McCaskill, [213]Ron Wyden, Tim Kaine, [214]Al Franken,

[215]Elizabeth Warren, [216]Michael Bennet, [217]Martin Heinrich . [218][18]
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Honduras visit

February 2015, U.S. Senators Tim Kaine, a member of the Senate Armed Services and Foreign Relations Committees,

and [219]John Cornyn concluded a three-day visit to Honduras focused on economic and security challenges facing

the country, as well as President Obama’s proposed $1 billion aid package for Central America. In addition to meeting

with Honduran President Juan Orlando Hernandez, the Senators spoke with business leaders, members of Honduran

civil society, and U.S. officials working to combat gang violence and impunity and promote human rights in a country

that significantly contributed to the unaccompanied minors crisis in 2014.

On Tuesday, Senators Kaine and Cornyn visited two [220]USAID-supported youth outreach centers in Chamelecon,

one of San Pedro Sula’s most violent neighborhoods, with a goal of creating opportunities for Honduran youth by

giving them alternatives to violence and crime thereby stemming illegal and dangerous migration north.

On Wednesday morning, Kaine had a special opportunity to return to El Progreso, a small city outside San Pedro Sula

where he worked with Jesuit missionaries at a technical school in 1980. After attending Ash Wednesday services at

Parquia de la Mercedes, a church he regularly attended, Kaine was “welcomed home” to the Instituto Tecnico Loyola

by former Jesuit colleagues and more than 300 current students and teachers. Thirty-five years after he taught

carpentry and welding there, Kaine toured the expanded campus and spoke to a school-wide assembly, reflecting on

his time in Honduras.

“The school has grown rapidly, but the spirit of the people here is exactly the same,” said Kaine. “El Progreso is

extremely special to me. Thirty-five years ago, I took a year off from law school to work with a group of Jesuits here

affiliated with my high school in Kansas City. My experience working at Loyola taught me the importance of access

to skills-based training – both in Honduras and the U.S. – and inspired me to pursue the issue of expanding career

and technical education in the U.S. Senate.”

While at Loyola, Kaine also visited Radio Progreso & ERIC (the Team for Reflection, Research and Communication), a

Jesuit-run community radio station and human rights advocacy organization housed on the school campus.

On Wednesday afternoon, the senators traveled to Soto Cano Air Force Base to visit Joint Task Force-Bravo and meet

with Virginia and Texas servicemembers stationed there. JTF-Bravo is under U.S. Southern Command (SOUTHCOM)

and supports counternarcotics, humanitarian assistance and disaster relief operations in Honduras and throughout

Central America to promote regional security, stability, and cooperation. The senators also had an opportunity to

meet with U.S. Department of Homeland Security Assistant Secretary for International Affairs Alan Bersin and U.S.

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Director Sarah Saldaña, also visiting Honduras this week.

In a meeting with President Hernandez today, the senators shared observations from throughout their visit and

sought clarity on how funding proposed in President Obama’s FY2016 budget request would complement Honduran
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efforts to improve security and economic opportunity.

“This is an important moment in the U.S.-Honduras relationship," said Kaine. "As clearly demonstrated during last

year’s unaccompanied minors crisis, what happens in Honduras has a direct impact on the U.S. We need to scrutinize

the President’s request for Central America and ensure amounts we approve are spent wisely. But an investment in

Honduras is an investment in our shared prosperity."[221][19]

The "Jihad" Caucus
In May 2015, a group of 14 U.S. senators, led by Illinois Senator [222]Dick Durbin and Minnesota Senator [223]Amy

Klobuchar, wrote a letter to President Obama urging him to allow 65,000 Syrians into the United States as refugees.

This would require a dramatic expansion of the refugee program, and virtually guarantee that a sizable number of

ISIS fighters would slip in among them. Frank Gaffney’s Center for Security Policy called these Senators the "Jihad

Caucus" because practically speaking, Jihad is what this request will bring.

The 14 senators demanding this massive influx of Syrians were: [224]Dick Durbin, [225]Amy Klobuchar, [226]Al

Franken, [227]Patrick Leahy, [228]Dianne Feinstein, [229]Patty Murray, [230]Robert Menendez, [231]Sheldon White-

house, [232]Jeanne Shaheen, [233]Chris Coons, Tim Kaine, [234]Ed Markey, [235]Sherrod Brown, and [236]Mazie

Hirono.

These same 14 had sent another letter in April Demanding action on the Syrians.[237][20]

Arab American
[238]

[239]Arab American Association of Central Virginia activists with Senator Tim Kaine at [240]Standing Together event,
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hosted by [241]Virginia Center for Inclusive Communities, January 10, 2016.

ARA connections
Tim Kaine is very close to [242]Virginia Alliance for Retired Americans.

Inaugural meeting

[243]

Tim Kaine addressed the inaugural meeting of [244]Virginia Alliance for Retired Americans, January 31, 2012.

ARA endorsement, 2012

The [245]Alliance for Retired Americans endorsed Tim Kaine in 2012.[246][21]

2012 meeting

[247]

[248]Alliance for Retired Americans President Easterling and Senator Kaine, November 28, 2012

July 25 VARA meeting
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[249]

July 2015.

External links

• [250]DNC website
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Sega Saturn was a worse failure then Wii U (2016-07-01 23:06)

The Sega Saturn and the Wii U- both share so many similarities. Both were systems that were coming off of an
unprecedented high for their respective companies (the Genesis and the Wii, respectively), both were systems that
entirely failed to catch on, seeing a catastrophic decline in their marketshares, as well as a mass exodus of the third
party support that had characterized their previous systems. Both saw their companies and their brands sink into
near irrelevance, and both received some niche third party support. Both saw a huge loss of mindshare, and both
saw their respective companies preparing to ditch them in just about four years, as they hurriedly readied successors.
The question is, which was the bigger failure?
SEGA SATURN:
Market Life- 3 years six months (in Japan), 3 years in North America, Less than 3 years in Europe and Australia
Total Damage- $1.07 billion lost
Best Territory- Japan, where the Sega Saturn actually went toe to toe with the PlayStation for at least 18 months, and
received several high profile third party games
Games- Several- the Saturn received some niche but sought after titles from Japanese third parties that make it a
desirable console for collectors today. Unfortunately, less than 1/4th of those games made it over to Japanese shores.
Sega’s own first party output also suffered on the Saturn- while Virtua Fighter II, NiGHTS, and Panzer Dragoon are
undeniably great, the lack of a proper Sonic game, the persistent delays and cancellations of several high profile Sega
games, as well as the fact that the first batch of Sega’s games on the Saturn (notably the original Virtua Fighter) were
buggy is inescapable
The Saturn ended up being a respectable second place to the PlayStation in Japan- think of it as the PS Vita to the
3DS’s PlayStation in the country. However, in the west, it was a complete nonentity, selling less than 2 million units in
the US, and less than a million in Europe. It had no market relevance or presence, no mindshare, and was dropped by
several retailers publicly. It had an abysmal software attach ratio, and its highest selling game sold little over 2 million
units worldwide.
WII U
Market Life- Still on market after 3 years and 2 months; unofficially projected to be 4 years
Total Damage- $190 million in net profits so far
Best Territory- North America
Games- Not a whole lot at all- the Wii U may go down as the mainstream console with the smallest retail game
presence in history. Its retail games situation is roughly the same worldwide, unlike Saturn, which at least claimed
some presence in Japan. It had a fair few high profile third party multiplatform games in its first year and a half,
but then support entirely dropped up. That said, Nintendo’s first party has been on fire on the Wii U, with several
games that are widely considered to be the best in their series- such as Mario Kart 8, Super Smash Bros. 4, Xenoblade
Chronicles X, Super Mario Maker, and Donkey Kong Country: Tropical Freeze. In general, Nintendo has managed
to maintain a steady and high standard of quality on the Wii U with their own games, ensuring that it has a small-
but desirable- library. Third party exclusives, like The Wonderful 101, Monster Hunter 3, and Bayonetta 2, also help.
Several high profile indie games on the Wii U also add to its library.
TheWii U has been a massive loss of marketshare and support for Nintendo- and it has no territory where it has done
well (while the Wii U currently leads in Japan, and is overall in second place in several mainland European countries,
such as Germany and France, this has not translated to third party support, like it did in the Saturn’s case). However, it
has not lost Nintendo any money overall (and certainly not lost as much money as Saturn did)- as a matter of fact, it’s
made Nintendo some money overall, and Nintendo has managed to keep the console retain somemindshare thanks
to several high profile releases such as Splatoon andMario Kart 8. It’s also got some pretty respectable software sales,
and it still has the highest selling exclusive game of this generation so far in Mario Kart 8. The Wii U’s biggest blow
will probably be in terms of long term third party support- whether or not the exodus of third parties it saw from
Nintendo’s platform is permanent or not remains to be seen.
—
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Alright, so those are the facts, as they are, with as little commentary or editorializing as possible. Which one do you
think was the bigger failure? And why?

chenlina (2016-07-20 22:36:08)
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Sony’s entire future now rests on PlayStation (2016-07-04 20:14)

As Kaz Hirai’s painful restructuring comes to a close, a new Sony emerges - one whose growth is almost entirely
centered on the success of PlayStation Sony Interactive Entertainment Sony is over the hump. That’s themessage that
the company wanted investors and market watchers to understand from its presentations earlier this week. Though
it expressed it in rather more finessed terms, the core of what Sony wanted to say was that the really hard part is over.
Four years after Kaz Hirai took over the corporation, the transition - a grinding, grating process that involved thousands
of job losses, the sale or shuttering of entire business units and protracted battles with the firm’s old guard - is over.
The restructuring is done. Now it’s time for each business unit to knuckle down and focus on profitability. It’s not
all sunshine and rainbows, of course; even as Hirai was essentially declaring "Mission Complete" on Sony’s seemingly
never-ending restructuring, the company noted that it’s expecting sales in its devices division (largely focused on
selling Xperia smartphones) to decline this year, and there are concerns over soft demand for products from the
imaging department, which provides the camera components for Apple’s iPhones among others. Overall, though,
Sony is in a healthier condition than it’s been in for a long time - and it owes much of that robust health to PlayStation,
with the games and network services division’s revenue targets rising by enough to make up for any weakness in
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other divisions. When Hirai took over Sony, becoming the first person to complete the leap from running PlayStation
to running Sony itself (Ken Kutaragi had long been expected to do so, but dropped the ball badly with PS3 and missed
his opportunity as a consequence), it was widely expected that he’d make PlayStation into the core supporting pillar
of a restructured Sony. That’s precisely what’s happened - but even Hirai, surely, couldn’t have anticipated the success
of the PS4, which has shaved years off the firm’s financial recovery and given it an enviable hit platform exactly when
it needed one most. Looking into the detail of this week’s announcements, there was little that we didn’t already
know in terms of actual product, but a lot to be read between the lines in terms of broad strategy. For a start, the
extent of PlayStation’s role as the company’s "pillar" is becoming ever clearer. Aside from its importance in financial
terms, Sony clearly sees PS4 as being a launchpad for other devices and services. PlayStation VR is themost obvious of
those; it will start its lifespan as an added extra being sold to the PS4’s 40 million-odd customer base, and eventually,
Sony hopes, will become a driver for additional PS4 sales in its own right. The same virtuous circle effect is hoped for
PlayStation Vue, the TV service aimed at PlayStation-owning "cable cutters", which has surpassed 100,000 subscribers
and is said to be rapidly growing since its full-scale launch back in March. Essentially, this means that two major Sony
launches - its first major foray into VR and its first major foray into subscriber TV - are being treated as "PlayStation-
first" launches. The company is also talking up non-gaming applications for PSVR, which it sees as a major factor
from quite early on in the life cycle of the device, and is rolling out PlayStation Vue clients for other platforms - but
it’s still very notable that PlayStation customers are being treated as the ultimate early adopter market for Sony’s
new services and products. To some degree, that explains the company’s desire to get PS4 Neo onto the market -
though I maintain that a cross-department effort to boost sales of 4K TVs is also a key driving force there. In a wider
sense, though, Neo is designed to make sure that the platform upon which so much of Sony’s future - games, network
services, television, VR - is being based doesn’t risk all of those initiatives by falling behind the technology curve. Neo
is, of course, a far less dramatic upgrade than Microsoft’s Scorpio; but that’s precisely because Sony has so much of
its corporate strategy riding on PS4, while Microsoft, bluntly, has so little riding on Xbox One. Sony needs to keep
its installed base happy while encouraging newcomers to buy into the platform in the knowledge that it’s reasonably
up-to-date and future proof. Microsoft can afford to be rather more experimental and even reckless in its efforts to
leapfrog the competition. Perhaps the most impressive aspect of Sony’s manoeuvring thus far is that the company
has managed to position the PlayStation as the foundation of such grand plans without making the mistake Microsoft
made with the original Xbox One unveiling - ignoring games to the extent that the core audience questioned whether
they were still the focus. PSVR is clearly designed for far more than just games, but the early focus on games has
brought gamers along for every step of the journey. PlayStation Vue, though a major initiative for Sony as a whole,
is a nice extra for PlayStation owners, not something that seems to dilute the brand and its focus. On the whole,
there’s no sign that PlayStation’s new role at the heart of Sony is making its core, gaming audience love it any less.
On the contrary; if PlayStation Plus subscriptions are any measure, PlayStation owners seem a pretty happy bunch.
Subscriptions topped 20 million recently, according to the firm’s presentation this week, which means that over 50
% of PS4’s installed base are now paying a recurring subscription fee to Sony. PlayStation Plus is relatively cheap,
but that’s still a pretty big chunk of cash once you add it up - it equates to an additional three or four games in the
console’s attach ratio over its lifetime, which is nothing to be sniffed at, and will likely increase the profitability of
the console by quite a few percentage points. In Andrew House’s segment of this week’s presentation, he noted that
the division is shifting from a packaged model towards a recurring payments model; PlayStation Plus is only one step
on that journey and it’s extremely unlikely that the packaged model (be it digital or a physical package) will go away
any time soon, but it does suggest a future vision in which a bundle of subscriptions - for games, TV, VR content and
perhaps others - makes up the core of many customers’ transactions with Sony. That the truly painful part of Sony’s
transition is over is to be celebrated - a healthy Sony is a very good thing for the games business, and we should all be
hoping Nintendo gets back on its feet soon too. The task of the company, however, isn’t necessarily about to get any
easier. PS4’s extraordinary success needs to be sustained and grown, and while early signs are good, the whole idea
of using PlayStation as a launchpad for Sony’s other businesses remains an unproven model with a shaky track record
(anyone remember the ill-fated PSX, a chunkywhite PVRwith a PS2 built into it that was supposed to usher in an era of
PlayStation-powered Sony consumer electronics?). But with supportive leadership, strong signs of cooperation from
other parts of the company (the first-party Spiderman game unveiled at E3 is exactly the kind of thing the relationship
between PlayStation and Sony Pictures should have been yielding for decades) and a pipeline of games that should
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keep fans delighted along the way, PlayStation is in the strongest place it’s been for over a decade.

Wii U was expected to sell 100 million units (2016-07-09 14:38)

Nintendomanagement addressed a host of issues about the state of its business, including the dismal performance of
the Wii U. Naively, many people within the company expected the Wii U to sell close to 100 million units. The reality
is it’s only managed to sell a paltry 13 million units lifetime compared to the Wii’s more than 100 million. Nintendo
president Tatsumi Kimishima commented, "In an internal sales representative meeting, someone projected that we
would sell close to 100 million Wii U systems worldwide. The thinking was that because Wii sold well, Wii U would
follow suit. I said that, since the Wii had already sold so well, we need to clearly explain the attraction of the Wii
U if we are to get beyond that and sell the new system, and that this would be no easy task. I was responsible for
selling theWii U, and I knewwhat was good about it, so I talked with those in charge of sales about the importance of
conveying the attractiveness of Wii U to consumers." ShigeruMiyamoto still believes in theWii U, but for now the top
brass at Nintendo recognizes that it must do a better job with the NX. "It is true that we are having a hard time with
Wii U sales, due to its price and the added fact that tablets are distributed free of charge in the market. I do think Wii
U continues to be attractive as a media device that changes life in the living room. A similar challenge continues with
NX," Miyamoto noted. Kimishima added, "I am not currently able to talk about concrete figures for unit sales, but we
are planning for NX to make up for falling Wii U sales. Software for NX will also contribute to sales and profit." What
form the NX ultimately takes is still anyone’s guess, but Miyamoto dropped more hints about Nintendo’s possible
jump into VR/AR. "As for VR, we are researching not just VR but AR and many other technologies. We have a range of
core technology including 3D, and we are also considering the possibility of implementing these in our own hardware
development. For VR in particular, we are continuing our research, and looking into development with a mind to
how our current core products are meant to be played for a relatively long period of time," he said. "We are looking
into the possibilities of providing an experience that gives value when played for a short time, and how to eliminate
the concerns of long-duration use. We are also looking into how to make sure that a parent doesn’t need to worry
when their child puts on a VR device in their living room. At this year’s E3, I was on the show floor, and it did not feel
like VR was that big of a topic. This could be because VR is not that much to look at for the spectator, even while it
might be highly appreciated for the person actually experiencing it. It might also not be clear how the experience can
be made into a product." Another interesting point that Miyamoto made during the Q &A is that Nintendo can do
a much better job in leveraging its incredible stable of IP. There’s clearly potential for the company to use the IP for
entertainment beyond games, and that could do a lot to keep Nintendo relevant. "Video content is a really interesting
area for us. Going forward, it is extremely important for Nintendo to move beyond the limits of game systems and
make good use of its character resources in order for Nintendo not to be forgotten," Miyamoto said. "Nintendo has
a variety of characters. That one company has all the rights to so many characters is something that is recognized as
unprecedented. To avoid any misunderstandings, we have never said that we will produce a movie. We have talked
about our expansion into video and other areas, but we are not saying anything official about the details. What I can
say is that video is one of the business areas where Nintendo is making good use of its IP. Three years ago I created
an about 20-minute video content of Pikmin’s short movie, and just recently I made a 15-minute PR movie for Star
Fox Zero. These were made in association with video production companies. "We can make video content by mostly
leveraging the knowledge and capabilities of outside companies. For the production of those two short films, I was
basically the only person from Nintendo involved. Nintendo needs to make a lot more products, but when a company
gets too big, it faces continual problems nurturing its employees. Besides video content, we have begun to provide
Nintendo characters for theme park attractions through a basic agreement with Universal Parks & Resorts. By working
on development with others outside of Nintendo, I am working actively to expand the number of Nintendo products.
These projects will take time to bear fruit, but they are something to look forward to." Moving forward with the
business, Miyamoto said that Nintendo has to aim higher with its software sales in order to succeed. "...while it’s
important that we do not overextend by putting an excessive amount of content in our games, the only solution is
how to make software that sells well. There will be big hits somewhere in our business, and they support the games
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that fail and allow us to take on other challenges. So our basic premise is to create software that will sell in the range
of at least two million units. We simply couldn’t recoup our costs if we only released games in Japan that had sales of
around 300,000 units, so the global market is our standard," he explained. \

will Donald Trump bring more Hispanic votes then Romney or McCain (2016-07-11 12:14)

[1]Yes, says Byron York, based on comparisons between a Pew Research poll in June and comparable Pew Polls during
the previous two presidential cycles. York writes at the Washington Examiner that Trump’s at “roughly the recent
Republican norm,” and notes that a Trump surrogate calls this an answer to GOP “bellyaching.”
And that might be true … if the “recent Republican norm” wasn’t an utter disaster:

A [2]new poll from Pew Research Center found Hillary Clinton with a whopping 42-point lead over Trump
among Hispanic registered voters, 66 percent to 24 percent. It’s a grim number for Republicans — but
actually a little less than the 48-point lead Barack Obama had over Mitt Romney in Pew polling from
October 2012, and also less than the 43-point lead Obama had over comprehensive immigration reform
champion John McCain in July 2008.
Romneywent on to lose to Obama by 44 points (71 percent to 27 percent) among Hispanic voters in 2012,
and McCain lost by 36 points (67 percent to 31 percent) among Hispanics in 2008.

Well … yeah. Notice a pattern? Republicans lost those elections in part because they didn’t compete for Hispanic
votes. In 2004, George Bush won 44 % of the Hispanic vote on his way to a three-point win over John Kerry. McCain
lost 13 points off of Bush’s performance among Hispanics, and it wasn’t because of policy differences. Romney lost
17 points off of Bush’s high-water mark. Also worth noting: the improvement over 2012 is a bit outside the margin
of error, but the comparison to 2008 is better described as a virtual tie rather than an improvement.
For some reason, the Trump campaign sees a continuation of this failure as some sort of vindication:

“For all the bellyaching by GOP party elites, Trump is roughly where Romney was in 2012 and McCain
was in 2008 among Hispanic voters,” said Kellyanne Conway, the respected Republican pollster who has
recently joined the Trump campaign as a senior adviser, in an email exchange.

Again — that’s the problem. Hispanics made up 8 % of the electorate in 2004; it was 10 % in 2012. Hispanic citizens
make up [3]a growing percentage of younger voters (noted in [4]another Pew poll from April), which means that
their slice of future presidential elections will only grow larger. Maintaining what now appears to be the absolute
floor of Hispanic support will only ensure that Republicans become less and less competitive than they were in 2012
as time goes on.
York shrugs at whether it’s possible to do any better:

Of course, from the standpoint of the GOP’s loss in 2012, the whole idea for 2016 was to do better with
Hispanic voters. Trump isn’t doing that, or he’s just barely doing it. But it’s impossible to say whether
any other candidate in the 2016 field, including Mitt Romney and Marco Rubio, would be doing appre-
ciably better. The Republican Party’s problems with Hispanic voters pre-date Trump, and may be more
consequential to the party’s standing with those voters than anything Trump has done so far.

Nonsense. Bush nearly won the demographic just 12 years ago, meaning that most of the voters in this demographic
who voted for him are still around. Republicans just stopped engaging Hispanic voters at the ground level, opting
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instead for national messaging and a one-sized-fits-all approach to Hispanic voters …when they bothered to approach
at all. Romney, for instance, barely spent any money at all on Spanish-language ads, let alone connecting with the
diverse communities that make up the Hispanic demographic.
In late April, I [5]reminded people of the failures noted in my book Going Red:

The key question is this: Can Republicans change? … In researching my book [6]Going Red, I spoke with
people in minority communities who echoed those findings, but went further. Too often, Republican
campaigns treat these communities almost as destinations for anthropological research rather than as
communities to engage and embrace. In the past two election cycles, the GOP dispensed with the kind
of peer-to-peer politics at which Barack Obama excelled in favor of national messaging that sounded too
much like lectures.
And too often, the GOP remained ignorant of the specific Hispanic communities it tried to address, offer-
ing the samemessage to voters of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Colombian, Venezuelan, and Central American
descent. Voters in these ethnic groups have many common interests, but they’re often as different as
white Americans of Italian and Irish descent. Plus, much depends on where in the country they live. His-
panics in Jefferson County, Colorado, for instance, have roots that go back generations, and as such are
not focusing on immigration as much as they are issues at play in their lives now. State Rep. Jon Keyser
calls them “the four Es” — the economy, education, energy, and the environment. “I hope that we don’t
have presidential candidates that come to Jeffco and just want to talk about illegal immigration,” Keyser
told me.
People in these communities want honest engagement, even when potential disagreements arise. E.J.
Otero, a retired Air Force colonel who became the first Hispanic to win a major-party nomination to
Congress from West Tampa, expressed his frustration when fellow Republicans don’t show up to com-
pete. “You’re not going to [win] as a Republican and have a TV ad and say Vote for me because I’m a great
guy,” Otero explains about West Tampa, “and not go to their local meetings in their neighborhoods. It all
comes down to the handshake.”

Finally, Republicans had a real opening to regain the ground lost over the last eight years. Barack Obama had put
together a ground-up operation that focused appeals to Hispanic communities, but Obamawon’t be on the ticket this
year. If the Republican candidate is still stuck at Romney-McCain levels with Obama out of the picture, then that’s an
even larger failure — and one that bodes ill for 2016 and beyond.
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mini NES in November (2016-07-14 22:44)

Today the company announced what it’s calling the Nintendo Entertainment System: NES Classic Edition. It
looks just like a NES, only a lot tinier, and it comes with 30 games built in. You can connect it to your TV via a
HDMI cable, and it also includes a controller designed to work just like the iconic rectangular NES gamepad. (The
new controller will also connect to aWii Remote, so that you can use it to play Virtual Console games on aWii orWii U.)

In addition to HDMI support and a lack of cartridges, the new mini-console also features one useful modern
convenience: multiple suspend points, so that you won’t have to fumble around with passwords when you start
playing a game again. The NES Classic Edition will be available on November 11th for $59.99.
Here’s the complete list of games:

• Balloon Fight

• Bubble Bobble

• Castlevania

• Castlevania II: Simon’s Quest

• Donkey Kong

• Donkey Kong Jr.

• Double Dragon II: The Revenge

• Dr. Mario

• Excitebike
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• Final Fantasy

• Galaga

• Ghosts’N Goblins

• Gradius

• Ice Climber

• Kid Icarus

• Kirby’s Adventure

• Mario Bros.

• Mega Man 2

• Metroid

• Ninja Gaiden

• Pac-Man

• Punch-Out!! Featuring Mr. Dream

• StarTropics

• Super C

• Super Mario Bros.

• Super Mario Bros. 2

• Super Mario Bros. 3

• Tecmo Bowl

• The Legend of Zelda

• Zelda II: The Adventure of Link
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Democrats tried to repeal First Amendment (2016-07-20 20:23)

A Democratic election year push to amend the Constitution and roll back campaign-spending free speech rights ran
out of steam Thursday and fell victim to a [1]Senate filibuster.
Holding the vote, even in defeat, was amajor political goal for Democrats during the two-week session of [2]Congress.
They hope the fight will help them rally their base ahead of November’s elections, arguing that changing the Consti-
tution is needed to prevent wealthy conservatives from improperly influencing elections.
The amendment Democratic leaders proposed would have given [3]Congress and state legislatures the ability to set
“reasonable” limits on howmuch candidates could raise and spend during their campaigns and to enact outright bans
on interest groups that wish to use their money to influence elections.
The amendment would overturn the First Amendment’s protection of free speech as interpreted by the [4]Supreme
Court.
“This, make no mistake, is an attack on the First Amendment’s most important protection,” said Sen. Mike Lee, Utah
Republican.
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5. http://www.coachfactoryoutlet-online.eu.com/
6. http://www.kevindurantshoes.name/
7. http://www.ghdhairstraighteners.com.co/
8. http://www.jordan8.net/
9. http://www.cheaprolexwatches.name/
10. http://www.louisvuitton-outlet.name/
11. http://www.jordanretro.name/
12. http://www.airmax90.me.uk/
13. http://www.coachfactoryoutletclearances.us.com/
14. http://www.toryburch-outlets.in.net/
15. http://www.michaelkorsoutletonline.us.org/
16. http://www.adidasshoes.net/
17. http://www.toms-outlet.name/
18. http://www.adidasshoes.name/
19. http://www.michaelkorsoutletsaleonline.us.com/
20. http://www.adidassuperstar.name/
21. http://www.louisvuitton-purses.com/
22. http://www.nikerunningshoes.me.uk/
23. http://www.rolex-watches.in.net/
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24. http://www.coachoutletstoreonlineclearances.us.org/
25. http://www.nikeoutletstore.us.com/
26. http://www.louisvuittonoutlet.net.co/
27. http://www.christianlouboutinoutlet.com/
28. http://www.cheapjordansshoes.us.com/
29. http://www.supra-shoes.net/
30. http://www.coach-factory-outlet.us.org/
31. http://www.celine-outlet.us/
32. http://www.louboutinshoes.cc/
33. http://www.katespadeoutletsale.in.net/
34. http://www.louis-vuittonoutlets.us.com/
35. http://www.ghdhairstraighteners.com.co/
36. http://www.ray-bansunglasses.in.net/
37. http://www.michaelkorsoutletdeals.us.com/
38. http://www.coachfactoryoutlet-online.eu.com/
39. http://www.louisvuittonoutlet.com.co/
40. http://www.polo-ralphlauren.cc/

Unknown (2016-10-24 02:17:27)
There’s definately a great deal to learn about this issue
[1]http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-20.html
[2]http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-19.html
[3]http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-18.html
[4]http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-17.html
[5]http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-16.html
[6]http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-15.html
[7]http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-14.html
[8]http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-13.html
[9]http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-12.html
[10]http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-11.html

1. http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-20.html
2. http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-19.html
3. http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-18.html
4. http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-17.html
5. http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-16.html
6. http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-15.html
7. http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-14.html
8. http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-13.html
9. http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-12.html
10. http://www.prokr.net/2016/09/water-leaks-11.html

donfloyd139 (2017-05-26 02:45:42)
Using this tutorial [1]puzl.com you could additionally [2]official source You could likewise download [3]Tutu Helper APK
Download - Android, iPhone, PC Tutu App for Pokemon Go on your phone [4]TuTu without jailbreak. There are several
applications of Play Store as well as [5]TuTu App has applications.

1. http://all4webs.puzl.comom/tutuhelperforguide/home.htm
2. https://tutuhelperonguide4.puzl.official%20sourceom/
3. http://tutuhelpertoguide.over-blog.Tutu%20Helper%20APK%20Download%20-%20Android,%20iPhone,%20PCom/2017/04
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http://all4webs.puzl.comom/tutuhelperforguide/home.htm
https://tutuhelperonguide4.puzl.official%20sourceom/
http://tutuhelpertoguide.over-blog.Tutu%20Helper%20APK%20Download%20-%20Android,%20iPhone,%20PCom/2017/04/tutu-helper-download-pTutu%20Helper%20APK%20Download%2
http://tutuhelpertoguide.over-blog.Tutu%20Helper%20APK%20Download%20-%20Android,%20iPhone,%20PCom/2017/04/tutu-helper-download-pTutu%20Helper%20APK%20Download%2


/tutu-helper-download-pTutu%20Helper%20APK%20Download%2
4. http://tutuhelperandroid.webgarden.TuTuom/
5. http://www.briTuTu%20Appksite.TuTu%20Appom/tutuhelperforiphone

spencermeyer (2017-07-11 02:45:47)
you’ll have to begin thinking as very early as [1]wixsite.com/ feasible about just what type of attributes you want.[2]Click
Through to This Article Your initial factor to consider is area. Some high chairs look fantastic and do every little thing they
should, but are big. [3]Finest Infant Car Seats of 2017 - Safety, Comfort This could not matter if it could be kept away.

1. https://valeponomareva19860.wixsite.com/infantcarseatsweb
2. http://infantcarseatsworld.blog.fc2.com/blog-entry-1.html
3. https://www.behance.net/gallery/54210221/Finest-Infant-Car-Seats-of-2017

����� (2019-11-01 14:33:15)
I definitely love this site.
[1]https://www.tumblr.com/blog/prokr2020
[2]https://prokr2020.doodlekit.com/blog
[3]http://prokr2020.emyspot.com/blog/
[4]https://www.prokr.net/ksa/jeddah-water-leaks-detection-isolate-compani es/

1. https://www.tumblr.com/blog/prokr2020
2. https://prokr2020.doodlekit.com/blog
3. http://prokr2020.emyspot.com/blog/
4. https://www.prokr.net/ksa/jeddah-water-leaks-detection-isolate-companies/

yanmaneee (2020-01-31 05:28:12)
[1]golden goose
[2]golden goose
[3]supreme t shirt
[4]goyard handbags
[5]golden goose
[6]supreme clothing
[7]goyard handbags
[8]goyard
[9]moncler jackets
[10]golden goose

1. http://www.goldengoosesneakers.us/
2. http://www.goldengoose-sneakers.us/
3. http://www.supremeoutlet.us.com/
4. http://www.goyard-handbag.us/
5. http://www.goldengoosesonline.com/
6. http://www.supremeoutlet.us.com/
7. http://www.goyards.us.org/
8. http://www.goyard-handbag.us/
9. http://www.monclers.us.org/
10. http://www.goldengooseoutlet.us/
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Revisit The Moon is a Hollow Spacecraft Theory (2016-07-23 21:26)

Several science fiction books of the early 20th century, including H.G. Wells’ “The First Men in the Moon,” take place
within a hollow moon inhabited by aliens. In 1970 two Soviet scientists took this seemingly whimsical premise a
step further, proposing that the moon is actually a shell-like alien spacecraft built by extraterrestrials with superior
technology and intelligence. According to astronomers, the moon—though admittedly enigmatic as far as celestial
bodies go—couldn’t maintain its mass and gravitational field if it lacked a dense core.
The Spaceship Moon Theory, also known as the Vasin-Shcherbakov Theory, is a theory that claims the Earth‘s moon
may actually be an alien spacecraft. The theory was put forth by two members of the then Soviet Academy of
Sciences, Michael Vasin and Alexander Shcherbakov, in a July 1970 article entitled “Is the Moon the Creation of Alien
Intelligence?”.
Vasin and Shcherbakov’s thesis was that the Moon is a hollowed-out planetoid created by unknown beings with
technology far superior to any on Earth. Huge machines would have been used to melt rock and form large cavities
within the Moon, with the resulting molten lava spewing out onto the Moon’s surface. The Moon would therefore
consist of a hull-like inner shell and an outer shell made from metallic rocky slag. For reasons unknown, the
“Spaceship Moon” was then placed into orbit around the Earth.

Their theory relies heavily on the suggestion that large lunar craters, generally assumed to be formed from meteor
impact, are generally too shallow and have flat or even convex bottoms. Small craters have a depth proportional to
their diameter but larger craters are not deeper. It is theorized that small meteors are making a cup-shaped depres-
sion in the rocky surface of the moon while the larger meteors are drilling through a five mile thick rocky layer and
hitting a high-tensile “hull” underneath.
Additionally the authors note that the surface material of the moon is substantially composed of different elements
(chromium, titanium and zirconium) from the surface of the Earth. They also note that some moon rocks are older
than the oldest rocks on Earth. They postulate that the moon comprises a rocky outer layer a fewmiles thick covering
a strong hull perhaps 20 miles thick and beneath that there is a void, possibly containing an atmosphere.
In 1975, DonWilson published OurMysterious SpaceshipMoon in which he compiled what he considered supporting
facts for this theory. In 1976 George H Leonard published Someone else is on the Moon in which he reprinted nu-
merous NASA photographs of the lunar surface and suggested that large scale machinery was visible in these pictures.
Readers have generally not been able to see these artifacts.

Instagram is decreasing in viewership (2016-07-25 20:54)

All the numbers have been pointing upwards for Instagram. In fact, a recent analysis shows that Instagram will be
used by 1 in 3 person, in the US, by 2020. With 400 million active users today, it is the only platform where people
exclusively take and share visual content and nothing else.

It is an extremely well-guarded walled garden (even more so than Facebook) which jealously keeps its traffic
internal by making posting ad sharing from third-party location either impossible or very cumbersome. However, in
the last year, signs of cracks have started to appear.

The key to most advertising revenue-based platform, engagement rates, which have been historically around 4
% for top brands, are seemingly slowing down. By the end of 2015, engagements were closer to 1.76 % across all
posts (not just top brands) and as low as .84 % according to another study.
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And here is an explanation of why:

It has been a very busy year for the company who has been, in the past, shy and careful to innovate.

February 2015: Launch of infinitely looping video.

March 2015: Launch of Carousel ads.

March 2015: Launch of Layout

March/April 2015: New filters, new editing tools, and emojis inside comments

June 2015: Search and discovery feature (USA only)

August 2015: Lifted restriction on the square format. All aspect ratios now accepted.

September 2015: Instagram ads are pushed universally. Started serving ads in the stream once every five or
six photos. 60 seconds video ads.

September 2015: The ability to switch between multiple accounts (testing begins).

March 2016: Launch of the algorithmic feed.

All but of a few of these enhancements were aimed at advertisers. Looking at their growth numbers, Insta-
gram probably figured out that their core users were already happy with the available sets of features and needed
little to no additional candies, which makes sense. Offer too much, and your user base either ignores it or rapidly
become confused. After all, simplicity has always been at the core of the platform’s success.

However, Instagram series of effort have been almost entirely aimed at pleasing advertisers, with the trou-
bling effect of alienating its photographers and user base. A recent study shows that follower growth slowing down
(from 21 % to 16 % and slowing down to a predicted full stop in 24 months). What’s more, interaction to posts is
down 40 % from the same time last year, especially in high follower accounts (over 1,000 followers). What this
means is that, on the surface, Instagram users are less engaged than before.

One reason could be the maturation of the platform. As active users grow, follow more accounts, they just
don’t have the time to see and thus interact with all the content posted.

The other, more worrisome, could be advertising fatigue. Bombarded by branded content, up to one every 6
posts, users might be becoming more detached from their feeds and thus skipping the “like” or comment feature.
According to another study, 6 out of 10 daily Instagram users are unhappy with the ad frequency in their feeds.

The good news for Instagram is that there is nowhere to go. No other platform today offers the simplicity of
just sharing visual content with others. Twitter and Facebook are mostly links and text, and Snapchat is too busy with
filters, stories, paid add-ons while catering to a much younger audience. It is also more of a one-on-one chat than a
universal sharing platform.

The second good news is that for the time being, advertising is curated for the platform. Unable, by deci-
sion, to connect via API, advertisers are forced to use the app and thus create platform specific content (instead of
mass produced programmatic advertising). By adjusting their aim, they can retain, or regain some of the engagement.
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Finally, Instagram has not played its algorithmic feed card yet. It has just launched the project for a very small
set of users. With time, it should be able to balance the right amount of authentic content versus advertising so that
users do not feel overwhelmed. While it might curtail its earnings by limiting how many views organic posts receive,
it will also allow them, a la Facebook, to charge more to reach a larger audience.

The challenge hasn’t changed: cram as much high paying ads as possible without alienating the user base.
While every step the platform has made has been a tightly calculated risk, it is never far away from breaking its own
house of cards. It certainly can, and does, follow the lead of its bigger, stronger big Facebook brother, but it should
continue to do so carefully. It is much easier to lose 400 million users than 1 billion, especially if the only thing that
keeps them coming back is the authenticity of the content.

Instagram declines to disclose its revenue, but research firm eMarketer predicts it will generate nearly $1.5
billion in revenue this year.

Facebook views decreasing (2016-07-25 21:02)

Forecast of social network’s impending doom comes from comparing its growth curve to that of an infectious disease

Bubonic plague bacteria. Scientists argue that, like bubonic plague, Facebook will eventually die out. Photograph:
AFP/Getty Images

Facebook has spread like an infectious disease but we are slowly becoming immune to its attractions, and the
platform will be largely abandoned by 2017, say [1]researchers at Princeton University (pdf).
The forecast of Facebook’s impending doom was made by comparing the growth curve of epidemics to those of
online social networks. Scientists argue that, like bubonic plague, [2]Facebook will eventually die out.
The social network, which celebrates its 10th birthday on 4 February, has survived longer than rivals such as Myspace
and Bebo, but the Princeton forecast says it will lose 80 % of its peak user base within the next three years.
John Cannarella and Joshua Spechler, from the US university’s mechanical and aerospace engineering department,
have based their prediction on the number of times Facebook is typed into Google as a search term. The charts
produced by the [3]Google Trends service show Facebook searches peaked in December 2012 and have since begun
to trail off.
"Ideas, like diseases, have been shown to spread infectiously between people before eventually dying out, and have
been successfully described with epidemiological models," the authors claim in a paper entitled Epidemiological
modelling of online social network dynamics.
"Ideas are spread through communicative contact between different people who share ideas with each other. Idea
manifesters ultimately lose interest with the idea and no longer manifest the idea, which can be thought of as the
gain of ’immunity’ to the idea."
Facebook reported nearly 1.2 billion monthly active users in October, and is due to update investors on its traffic
numbers at the end of the month. While desktop traffic to its websites has indeed been falling, this is at least in part
due to the fact that many people now only access the network via their mobile phones.
For their study, Cannarella and Spechler used what is known as the SIR (susceptible, infected, recovered) model of
disease, which creates equations to map the spread and recovery of epidemics.
They tested various equations against the lifespan of Myspace, before applying them to Facebook. Myspace was
founded in 2003 and reached its peak in 2007 with 300 million registered users, before falling out of use by 2011.
Purchased by Rupert Murdoch’s News Corp for $580m, Myspace signed a $900m deal with Google in 2006 to sell its
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advertising space and was at one point valued at $12bn. It was eventually sold by News Corp for just $35m.

Advertisement

The 870 million people using Facebook via their smartphones each month could explain the drop in Google searches
– those looking to log on are no longer doing so by typing the word Facebook into Google.
But Facebook’s chief financial officer David Ebersman admitted on an earnings call with analysts that during the pre-
vious three months: "We did see a decrease in daily users, specifically among younger teens."
Investors do not appear to be heading for the exit just yet. Facebook’s share price reached record highs this month,
valuing founder Mark Zuckerberg’s company at $142bn.

1. http://arxiv.org/pdf/1401.4208v1.pdf
2. https://www.theguardian.com/technology/facebook
3. http://www.google.co.uk/trends/explore#q=facebook

Top 250 beers (2016-07-26 16:02)

Top 250 Beers

1

[1]Good Morning
[2]Tree House Brewing Company
[3]American Double / Imperial Stout / 8.40 % ABV 4.72200 | 977

2

[4]Kentucky Brunch Brand Stout
[5]Toppling Goliath Brewing Company
[6]American Double / Imperial Stout / 12.00 % ABV 4.785 | 513

3

[7]Mornin’ Delight
[8]Toppling Goliath Brewing Company
[9]American Double / Imperial Stout / 12.00 % ABV 4.67159 | 920

4

[10]Pliny The Younger
[11]Russian River Brewing Company
[12]American Double / Imperial IPA / 10.25 % ABV 4.66927 | 2,960

5

[13]Heady Topper
[14]The Alchemist
[15]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.662,229 | 12,543
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6

[16]ManBearPig
[17]Voodoo Brewing Company
[18]American Double / Imperial Stout / 14.10 % ABV 4.6449 | 125

7

[19]King Julius
[20]Tree House Brewing Company
[21]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.30 % ABV 4.6491 | 527

8

[22]Hunahpu’s Imperial Stout - Double Barrel Aged
[23]Cigar City Brewing
[24]American Double / Imperial Stout / 11.00 % ABV 4.64113 | 1,256

9

[25]Dinner
[26]Maine Beer Company
[27]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.20 % ABV 4.64212 | 1,739

10

[28]Marshmallow Handjee (Bourbon Barrel Aged Vanilla Bean Dark Lord)
[29]3 Floyds Brewing Co.
[30]Russian Imperial Stout / 15.00 % ABV 4.63284 | 1,403

11

[31]Founders CBS Imperial Stout
[32]Founders Brewing Company
[33]American Double / Imperial Stout / 10.60 % ABV 4.62979 | 4,207

12

[34]King JJJuliusss
[35]Tree House Brewing Company
[36]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.40 % ABV 4.6156 | 241

13

[37]Julius
[38]Tree House Brewing Company
[39]American IPA / 6.80 % ABV 4.61439 | 2,919

14

[40]Very Hazy
[41]Tree House Brewing Company
[42]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.60 % ABV 4.6166 | 374

15

[43]Juice Machine
[44]Tree House Brewing Company
[45]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.20 % ABV 4.6171 | 331

16
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[46]Trappist Westvleteren 12 (XII)
[47]Brouwerij Westvleteren (Sint-Sixtusabdij van Westvleteren)
[48]Quadrupel (Quad) / 10.20 % ABV 4.611,806 | 6,042

17

[49]Pliny The Elder
[50]Russian River Brewing Company
[51]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.63,602 | 13,868

18

[52]Barrel-Aged Abraxas
[53]Perennial Artisan Ales
[54]American Double / Imperial Stout / 11.00 % ABV 4.59107 | 1,196

19

[55]King Sue
[56]Toppling Goliath Brewing Company
[57]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.59164 | 1,454

20

[58]Rare Bourbon County Brand Stout (2015)
[59]Goose Island Beer Co.
[60]American Double / Imperial Stout / 14.50 % ABV 4.58122 | 786

21

[61]Focal Banger
[62]The Alchemist
[63]American IPA / 7.00 % ABV 4.58199 | 2,009

22

[64]Bourbon County Brand Coffee Stout
[65]Goose Island Beer Co.
[66]American Double / Imperial Stout / 13.40 % ABV 4.571,149 | 6,792

23

[67]Fundamental Observation
[68]Bottle Logic Brewing
[69]American Double / Imperial Stout / 14.30 % ABV 4.5794 | 489

24

[70]Founders KBS (Kentucky Breakfast Stout)
[71]Founders Brewing Company
[72]American Double / Imperial Stout / 12.40 % ABV 4.563,040 | 11,857

25

[73]Abner
[74]Hill Farmstead Brewery
[75]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.20 % ABV 4.56360 | 2,442

26

[76]Green
[77]Tree House Brewing Company
[78]American IPA / 7.60 % ABV 4.56244 | 1,750
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27

[79]Sip Of Sunshine
[80]Lawson’s Finest Liquids
[81]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.55476 | 4,054

28

[82]Citra Double IPA
[83]Kern River Brewing Company
[84]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.55382 | 1,640

29

[85]Morning Wood
[86]Funky Buddha Brewery
[87]American Porter / 12.00 % ABV 4.5573 | 458

30

[88]JJJuliusss
[89]Tree House Brewing Company
[90]American IPA / 6.80 % ABV 4.5550 | 269

31

[91]Double Sunshine IPA
[92]Lawson’s Finest Liquids
[93]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.55333 | 2,074

32

[94]Ann
[95]Hill Farmstead Brewery
[96]Saison / Farmhouse Ale / 6.50 % ABV 4.5475 | 313

33

[97]Double Dry Hopped Congress Street
[98]Trillium Brewing Company
[99]American IPA / 7.20 % ABV 4.5498 | 821

34

[100]Zombie Dust
[101]3 Floyds Brewing Co.
[102]American Pale Ale (APA) / 6.20 % ABV 4.531,487 | 9,593

35

[103]Parabola
[104]Firestone Walker Brewing Co.
[105]Russian Imperial Stout / 14.00 % ABV 4.531,159 | 6,110

36

[106]Triple Sunshine IPA
[107]Lawson’s Finest Liquids
[108]American Double / Imperial IPA / 10.50 % ABV 4.5354 | 565

37
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[109]Alter Ego
[110]Tree House Brewing Company
[111]American IPA / 6.80 % ABV 4.53202 | 1,349

38

[112]Double Galaxy
[113]Hill Farmstead Brewery
[114]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.53201 | 1,239

39

[115]Society & Solitude #4
[116]Hill Farmstead Brewery
[117]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.52131 | 985

40

[118]AleSmith Speedway Stout - Vietnamese Coffee (Bourbon Barrel Aged)
[119]AleSmith Brewing Company
[120]American Double / Imperial Stout / 12.00 % ABV 4.5251 | 522

41

[121]Cantillon Fou’ Foune
[122]Brasserie Cantillon
[123]Lambic - Fruit / 5.00 % ABV 4.51513 | 2,710

42

[124]Hunahpu’s Imperial Stout
[125]Cigar City Brewing
[126]American Double / Imperial Stout / 11.00 % ABV 4.51756 | 3,887

43

[127]Very Green
[128]Tree House Brewing Company
[129]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.60 % ABV 4.539 | 282

44

[130]Duck Duck Gooze
[131]The Lost Abbey
[132]American Wild Ale / 7.00 % ABV 4.5268 | 1,629

45

[133]Galaxy Dry Hopped Fort Point Pale Ale
[134]Trillium Brewing Company
[135]American Pale Ale (APA) / 6.60 % ABV 4.5130 | 1,205

46

[136]Doppelganger
[137]Tree House Brewing Company
[138]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.20 % ABV 4.576 | 520

47

[139]Swish
[140]Bissell Brothers Brewing Co.
[141]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.5125 | 872
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48

[142]Bourbon County Brand Stout
[143]Goose Island Beer Co.
[144]American Double / Imperial Stout / 13.80 % ABV 4.52,852 | 11,745

49

[145]PseudoSue
[146]Toppling Goliath Brewing Company
[147]American Pale Ale (APA) / 5.80 % ABV 4.5529 | 3,829

50

[148]Supplication
[149]Russian River Brewing Company
[150]American Wild Ale / 7.00 % ABV 4.491,431 | 6,099

51

[151]Double Citra
[152]Hill Farmstead Brewery
[153]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.49200 | 1,657

52

[154]Master Of Karate
[155]Aslin Beer Company
[156]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.40 % ABV 4.4948 | 134

53

[157]Haze
[158]Tree House Brewing Company
[159]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.20 % ABV 4.49192 | 1,464

54

[160]Bourbon Barrel Aged Dark Lord Imperial Stout
[161]3 Floyds Brewing Co.
[162]Russian Imperial Stout / 15.00 % ABV 4.49187 | 770

55

[163]Cantillon Blåbær Lambik
[164]Brasserie Cantillon
[165]Lambic - Fruit / 5.00 % ABV 4.49238 | 728

56

[166]Resolute - Coconut
[167]Brothers Craft Brewing
[168]American Double / Imperial Stout / 13.50 % ABV 4.4944 | 172

57

[169]Bell’s Black Note Stout
[170]Bell’s Brewery, Inc.
[171]American Double / Imperial Stout / 11.40 % ABV 4.49578 | 3,893

58
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[172]Double Dry Hopped Fort Point Pale Ale
[173]Trillium Brewing Company
[174]American Pale Ale (APA) / 6.60 % ABV 4.4981 | 849

59

[175]Fuzzy
[176]Side Project Brewing
[177]American Wild Ale / 8.00 % ABV 4.4961 | 579

60

[178]Double Shot
[179]Tree House Brewing Company
[180]American Stout / 7.60 % ABV 4.4972 | 725

61

[181]Kuhnhenn Bourbon Barrel Fourth Dementia
[182]Kuhnhenn Brewing Company
[183]Old Ale / 13.50 % ABV 4.48407 | 1,856

62

[184]Atrial Rubicite
[185]Jester King Brewery
[186]American Wild Ale / 5.80 % ABV 4.48144 | 1,591

63

[187]Bourbon Barrel Aged Abominable: Coffee And Cinnamon
[188]Fremont Brewing Company
[189]American Strong Ale / 14.00 % ABV 4.4889 | 681

64

[190]The Abyss
[191]Deschutes Brewery
[192]American Double / Imperial Stout / 12.20 % ABV 4.481,888 | 6,728

65

[193]Bourbon County Brand Barleywine Ale
[194]Goose Island Beer Co.
[195]English Barleywine / 12.10 % ABV 4.48531 | 4,880

66

[196]Sunday Brunch
[197]Kane Brewing Company
[198]American Porter / 9.20 % ABV 4.4740 | 356

67

[199]Cutting Tiles
[200]Trillium Brewing Company
[201]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.50 % ABV 4.47129 | 856

68

[202]BOMB!
[203]Prairie Artisan Ales
[204]American Double / Imperial Stout / 13.00 % ABV 4.47806 | 5,419
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69

[205]Trappist Westvleteren 8 (VIII)
[206]Brouwerij Westvleteren (Sint-Sixtusabdij van Westvleteren)
[207]Dubbel / 8.00 % ABV 4.47797 | 2,050

70

[208]Black Tuesday
[209]The Bruery
[210]American Double / Imperial Stout / 19.20 % ABV 4.47660 | 3,694

71

[211]Founders Breakfast Stout
[212]Founders Brewing Company
[213]American Double / Imperial Stout / 8.30 % ABV 4.473,677 | 15,905

72

[214]Ephraim
[215]Hill Farmstead Brewery
[216]American Double / Imperial IPA / 10.00 % ABV 4.47228 | 1,001

73

[217]Trappistes Rochefort 10
[218]Brasserie de Rochefort
[219]Quadrupel (Quad) / 11.30 % ABV 4.472,790 | 8,918

74

[220]Todd The Axe Man
[221]Surly Brewing Company
[222]American IPA / 7.20 % ABV 4.47322 | 1,926

75

[223]Scaled Way Up
[224]Trillium Brewing Company
[225]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.4748 | 300

76

[226]Assassin Imperial Stout
[227]Toppling Goliath Brewing Company
[228]American Double / Imperial Stout / 12.00 % ABV 4.4788 | 1,034

77

[229]Snowed In - Bourbon Barrel Aged
[230]Funky Buddha Brewery
[231]American Double / Imperial Stout / 11.00 % ABV 4.4736 | 240

78

[232]Black Gold (2015)
[233]Central Waters Brewing Co.
[234]American Double / Imperial Stout / 11.00 % ABV 4.4764 | 462

79
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[235]Notorious Triple IPA
[236]Boneyard Beer Company
[237]American Double / Imperial IPA / 12.00 % ABV 4.4686 | 644

80

[238]Dark Horse Bourbon Barrel Aged Plead The 5th
[239]Dark Horse Brewing Company
[240]Russian Imperial Stout / 12.00 % ABV 4.46419 | 2,993

81

[241]Abrasive Ale
[242]Surly Brewing Company
[243]American Double / Imperial IPA / 9.00 % ABV 4.46927 | 4,370

82

[244]Fuzzy Baby Ducks IPA
[245]New England Brewing Co.
[246]American IPA / 6.20 % ABV 4.4681 | 686

83

[247]Cantillon Lou Pepe - Kriek
[248]Brasserie Cantillon
[249]Lambic - Fruit / 5.00 % ABV 4.46345 | 1,654

84

[250]Cable Car
[251]The Lost Abbey
[252]American Wild Ale / 7.00 % ABV 4.46222 | 912

85

[253]The Crusher
[254]The Alchemist
[255]American Double / Imperial IPA / 9.60 % ABV 4.4659 | 790

86

[256]Beatification
[257]Russian River Brewing Company
[258]American Wild Ale / 5.50 % ABV 4.46547 | 2,535

87

[259]Fort Point Pale Ale
[260]Trillium Brewing Company
[261]American Pale Ale (APA) / 6.60 % ABV 4.45160 | 1,568

88

[262]BDCS
[263]Ozark Beer Co.
[264]American Double / Imperial Stout / 10.20 % ABV 4.4546 | 262

89

[265]Society & Solitude #5
[266]Hill Farmstead Brewery
[267]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.10 % ABV 4.45151 | 1,292
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90

[268]§ucaba
[269]Firestone Walker Brewing Co.
[270]English Barleywine / 12.50 % ABV 4.45858 | 4,849

91

[271]Bourbon Barrel Champion Ground
[272]Jackie O’s Pub & Brewery
[273]American Double / Imperial Stout / 11.00 % ABV 4.4556 | 274

92

[274]Prairie Pirate Bomb!
[275]Prairie Artisan Ales
[276]American Double / Imperial Stout / 14.00 % ABV 4.45185 | 1,784

93

[277]Everett Porter
[278]Hill Farmstead Brewery
[279]American Porter / 7.50 % ABV 4.45372 | 2,507

94

[280]Drie Fonteinen Oude Geuze Golden Blend
[281]Brouwerij Drie Fonteinen
[282]Gueuze / 7.50 % ABV 4.45176 | 956

95

[283]Congress Street IPA
[284]Trillium Brewing Company
[285]American IPA / 7.20 % ABV 4.45176 | 1,585

96

[286]AleSmith Speedway Stout - Bourbon Barrel Aged
[287]AleSmith Brewing Company
[288]American Double / Imperial Stout / 12.00 % ABV 4.45335 | 1,983

97

[289]Susan
[290]Hill Farmstead Brewery
[291]American IPA / 6.20 % ABV 4.45173 | 1,640

98

[292]Mosaic Dry Hopped Fort Point
[293]Trillium Brewing Company
[294]American Pale Ale (APA) / 6.60 % ABV 4.4588 | 793

99

[295]No Rules
[296]Perrin Brewery
[297]American Porter / 15.00 % ABV 4.45165 | 802

100
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[298]Evil Twin Double Barrel Jesus
[299]Evil Twin Brewing
[300]American Double / Imperial Stout / 12.00 % ABV 4.4467 | 554

101

[301]Double Dry Hopped PseudoSue (Citra)
[302]Toppling Goliath Brewing Company
[303]American Pale Ale (APA) / 5.80 % ABV 4.4440 | 177

102

[304]Drie Fonteinen Oude Geuze Vintage
[305]Brouwerij Drie Fonteinen
[306]Gueuze / 6.00 % ABV 4.44121 | 655

103

[307]Grande Negro Voodoo Papi - Bourbon Barrel Aged
[308]Voodoo Brewing Company
[309]American Double / Imperial Stout / 12.50 % ABV 4.4437 | 182

104

[310]Columbus Bodhi DIPA
[311]Columbus Brewing Company
[312]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.50 % ABV 4.44170 | 1,315

105

[313]Parabajava
[314]Firestone Walker Brewing Co.
[315]Russian Imperial Stout / 14.00 % ABV 4.4463 | 482

106

[316]Hopslam Ale
[317]Bell’s Brewery, Inc.
[318]American Double / Imperial IPA / 10.00 % ABV 4.443,440 | 12,578

107

[319]Framboise Du Fermier
[320]Side Project Brewing
[321]Saison / Farmhouse Ale / 8.00 % ABV 4.4428 | 170

108

[322]Caffè Americano
[323]Cigar City Brewing
[324]American Double / Imperial Stout / 11.00 % ABV 4.4497 | 818

109

[325]Permanent Funeral
[326]3 Floyds Brewing Co.
[327]American Double / Imperial IPA / 10.50 % ABV 4.44309 | 2,701

110

[328]Keene Idea
[329]Alpine Beer Company
[330]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.88 % ABV 4.4462 | 439
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111

[331]Wide Awake It’s Morning
[332]Funky Buddha Brewery
[333]American Double / Imperial Stout / 10.00 % ABV 4.4393 | 505

112

[334]Sosus
[335]Toppling Goliath Brewing Company
[336]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.43125 | 1,171

113

[337]Maple Bacon Coffee Porter
[338]Funky Buddha Brewery
[339]American Porter / 6.40 % ABV 4.43221 | 1,633

114

[340]Miami Madness
[341]J. Wakefield Brewing
[342]Berliner Weissbier / 3.50 % ABV 4.4330 | 193

115

[343]Imperial Russian Stout - Bourbon Barrel Aged
[344]Stone Brewing
[345]Russian Imperial Stout / 13.50 % ABV 4.43165 | 1,109

116

[346]Imperial Biscotti Break Bourbon Barrel Aged
[347]Evil Twin Brewing
[348]American Double / Imperial Stout / 11.50 % ABV 4.43133 | 1,486

117

[349]Adam From The Wood
[350]Hair of the Dog Brewing Company / Brewery and Tasting Room
[351]Old Ale / 12.00 % ABV 4.43164 | 912

118

[352]Upper Case
[353]Trillium Brewing Company
[354]American Double / Imperial IPA / 9.00 % ABV 4.4280 | 666

119

[355]A Deal With The Devil
[356]Anchorage Brewing Company
[357]American Barleywine / 17.30 % ABV 4.42122 | 919

120

[358]Drie Fonteinen Zenne Y Frontera
[359]Brouwerij Drie Fonteinen
[360]Lambic - Unblended / 7.00 % ABV 4.4224 | 77

121
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[361]Stickee Monkee
[362]Firestone Walker Brewing Co.
[363]Quadrupel (Quad) / 12.00 % ABV 4.42235 | 2,178

122

[364]Barrel Aged Bomb!
[365]Prairie Artisan Ales
[366]American Double / Imperial Stout / 11.20 % ABV 4.42137 | 833

123

[367]St. Bernardus Abt 12
[368]Brouwerij St. Bernardus NV
[369]Quadrupel (Quad) / 10.00 % ABV 4.422,726 | 9,194

124

[370]Double Shot - Sumatra Mandheling
[371]Tree House Brewing Company
[372]American Stout / 7.80 % ABV 4.4242 | 374

125

[373]Last Snow
[374]Funky Buddha Brewery
[375]American Porter / 6.40 % ABV 4.42207 | 1,558

126

[376]Cantillon Saint Lamvinus
[377]Brasserie Cantillon
[378]Lambic - Fruit / 5.00 % ABV 4.42472 | 1,964

127

[379]Double Dry Hopped Sleeper Street IPA
[380]Trillium Brewing Company
[381]American IPA / 7.20 % ABV 4.4159 | 496

128

[382]Drie Fonteinen Framboos
[383]Brouwerij Drie Fonteinen
[384]Lambic - Fruit / 5.00 % ABV 4.41103 | 591

129

[385]Temptation
[386]Russian River Brewing Company
[387]American Wild Ale / 7.50 % ABV 4.411,011 | 3,541

130

[388]Darkness
[389]Surly Brewing Company
[390]Russian Imperial Stout / 10.30 % ABV 4.41842 | 3,586

131

[391]Heavy Mettle
[392]Trillium Brewing Company
[393]American Double / Imperial IPA / 9.30 % ABV 4.4169 | 683
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132

[394]Epiphany
[395]Foundation Brewing Company
[396]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.41116 | 761

133

[397]Hop JuJu Imperial IPA
[398]Fat Head’s Brewery & Saloon
[399]American Double / Imperial IPA / 9.00 % ABV 4.41235 | 1,941

134

[400]Orange Starfish
[401]Aslin Beer Company
[402]American IPA / 5.70 % ABV 4.4127 | 93

135

[403]Chocolate Rain
[404]The Bruery
[405]American Double / Imperial Stout / 18.50 % ABV 4.41325 | 2,533

136

[406]Afterimage
[407]Grimm Artisanal Ales
[408]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.4161 | 348

137

[409]Oro Negro
[410]Jackie O’s Pub & Brewery
[411]American Double / Imperial Stout / 10.00 % ABV 4.4195 | 553

138

[412]Juicy
[413]Hill Farmstead Brewery
[414]Saison / Farmhouse Ale / 7.40 % ABV 4.4174 | 421

139

[415]Brew 1000 - Bourbon Barrel Aged
[416]Fremont Brewing Company
[417]English Barleywine / 13.10 % ABV 4.4128 | 144

140

[418]Bad Boy
[419]Alpine Beer Company
[420]American Double / Imperial IPA / 9.00 % ABV 4.41128 | 545

141

[421]Imperial Eclipse Stout - Elijah Craig (12 Year)
[422]FiftyFifty Brewing Co.
[423]American Double / Imperial Stout / 11.90 % ABV 4.41286 | 1,807

142
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[424]Peg’s G.O.O.D. RareR D.O.S.
[425]Peg’s Cantina & Brew Pub
[426]American Double / Imperial Stout / 10.00 % ABV 4.41105 | 703

143

[427]Cantillon Lou Pepe - Framboise
[428]Brasserie Cantillon
[429]Lambic - Fruit / 5.00 % ABV 4.41278 | 1,191

144

[430]Mother Of All Storms
[431]Pelican Pub & Brewery
[432]English Barleywine / 14.00 % ABV 4.41449 | 1,869

145

[433]Rodenbach Caractère Rouge
[434]Brouwerij Rodenbach N.V.
[435]Flanders Red Ale / 7.00 % ABV 4.4188 | 1,295

146

[436]Consecration
[437]Russian River Brewing Company
[438]American Wild Ale / 10.00 % ABV 4.41,128 | 5,099

147

[439]Bourbon Barrel Aged Dark Star: Coffee Edition
[440]Fremont Brewing Company
[441]Oatmeal Stout / 14.50 % ABV 4.449 | 477

148

[442]Second Fiddle
[443]Fiddlehead Brewing Company
[444]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.20 % ABV 4.4179 | 1,633

149

[445]Vicinity
[446]Trillium Brewing Company
[447]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.4130 | 1,074

150

[448]Samuel Adams Utopias
[449]Boston Beer Company (Samuel Adams)
[450]American Strong Ale / 29.00 % ABV 4.4527 | 2,402

151

[451]Weihenstephaner Hefeweissbier
[452]Bayerische Staatsbrauerei Weihenstephan
[453]Hefeweizen / 5.40 % ABV 4.42,469 | 8,003

152

[454]Ground State - 2nd Anniversary Beer
[455]Bottle Logic Brewing
[456]American Double / Imperial Stout / 12.50 % ABV 4.450 | 295
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153

[457]Society & Solitude #6
[458]Hill Farmstead Brewery
[459]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.10 % ABV 4.471 | 654

154

[460]Dreadnaught IPA
[461]3 Floyds Brewing Co.
[462]American Double / Imperial IPA / 9.50 % ABV 4.41,701 | 5,883

155

[463]Abraxas
[464]Perennial Artisan Ales
[465]American Double / Imperial Stout / 10.00 % ABV 4.4272 | 2,231

156

[466]Headroom Double IPA
[467]Trillium Brewing Company
[468]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.434 | 180

157

[469]Flora Plum
[470]Hill Farmstead Brewery
[471]Saison / Farmhouse Ale 4.3932 | 213

158

[472]Bourbon Barrel Aged Dark Star Oatmeal Stout
[473]Fremont Brewing Company
[474]Oatmeal Stout / 14.50 % ABV 4.3948 | 323

159

[475]Matt
[476]Hair of the Dog Brewing Company / Brewery and Tasting Room
[477]American Strong Ale / 11.50 % ABV 4.39237 | 814

160

[478]Born Yesterday Pale Ale
[479]Lagunitas Brewing Company
[480]American Pale Ale (APA) / 6.50 % ABV 4.39312 | 1,779

161

[481]Great
[482]Alpine Beer Company
[483]American Barleywine / 14.00 % ABV 4.39157 | 636

162

[484]XHOPS (Gold Label)
[485]Toppling Goliath Brewing Company
[486]American Pale Ale (APA) / 5.30 % ABV 4.3971 | 371

163
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[487]Citra Showers
[488]Noble Ale Works
[489]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.80 % ABV 4.3964 | 445

164

[490]Triple Shot
[491]Tree House Brewing Company
[492]American Double / Imperial Stout / 9.00 % ABV 4.3927 | 237

165

[493]All Green Everything
[494]Other Half Brewing Co.
[495]American Double / Imperial IPA / 10.50 % ABV 4.39104 | 880

166

[496]Cascade Sang Noir
[497]Cascade Brewing / Raccoon Lodge & Brewpub
[498]American Wild Ale / 9.50 % ABV 4.39197 | 1,548

167

[499]Coriolis
[500]New England Brewing Co.
[501]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.20 % ABV 4.3949 | 453

168

[502]Darkness - High West Rye Whiskey Barrel Aged (2015)
[503]Surly Brewing Company
[504]Russian Imperial Stout / 12.00 % ABV 4.3940 | 304

169

[505]Péché Mortel
[506]Brasserie Dieu du Ciel!
[507]American Double / Imperial Stout / 9.50 % ABV 4.391,792 | 4,915

170

[508]Prairie Apple Brandy Noir
[509]Prairie Artisan Ales
[510]American Double / Imperial Stout / 12.00 % ABV 4.39149 | 1,187

171

[511]AleSmith Speedway Stout - Vietnamese Coffee
[512]AleSmith Brewing Company
[513]American Double / Imperial Stout / 12.00 % ABV 4.39121 | 1,448

172

[514]Stone Enjoy By IPA
[515]Stone Brewing
[516]American Double / Imperial IPA / 9.40 % ABV 4.391,425 | 10,425

173

[517]Double Dry Hopped Scaled
[518]Trillium Brewing Company
[519]American IPA / 7.00 % ABV 4.3957 | 402
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174

[520]Leche Borracho
[521]Bottle Logic Brewing
[522]American Double / Imperial Stout / 11.00 % ABV 4.3829 | 147

175

[523]Spotted Puffer
[524]Pipeworks Brewing Company
[525]American Double / Imperial IPA / 9.50 % ABV 4.3842 | 279

176

[526]Nut Smasher
[527]Willoughby Brewing
[528]American Double / Imperial Stout / 11.00 % ABV 4.3852 | 262

177

[529]West Ashley
[530]Sante Adairius Rustic Ales
[531]American Wild Ale / 7.30 % ABV 4.3876 | 860

178

[532]Ghost In The Machine
[533]Parish Brewing Company
[534]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.3875 | 462

179

[535]Drie Fonteinen Hommage
[536]Brouwerij Drie Fonteinen
[537]Lambic - Fruit / 6.00 % ABV 4.38173 | 789

180

[538]Softly Spoken Magic Spells
[539]SingleCut Beersmiths
[540]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.60 % ABV 4.3883 | 335

181

[541]Edward
[542]Hill Farmstead Brewery
[543]American Pale Ale (APA) / 5.20 % ABV 4.38336 | 2,468

182

[544]Saison Bernice
[545]Sante Adairius Rustic Ales
[546]Saison / Farmhouse Ale / 6.50 % ABV 4.3865 | 769

183

[547]Scaled Up
[548]Trillium Brewing Company
[549]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.3859 | 400

184
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[550]Saison Du Fermier
[551]Side Project Brewing
[552]Saison / Farmhouse Ale / 7.00 % ABV 4.3843 | 594

185

[553]Sculpin IPA
[554]Ballast Point Brewing Company
[555]American IPA / 7.00 % ABV 4.382,416 | 13,323

186

[556]Yellow Rose
[557]The Lone Pint Brewery
[558]American IPA / 6.80 % ABV 4.38196 | 1,494

187

[559]Montmorency Vs Balaton
[560]Jester King Brewery
[561]American Wild Ale / 6.70 % ABV 4.3845 | 604

188

[562]Madagascar
[563]4 Hands Brewing Co.
[564]Milk / Sweet Stout / 9.30 % ABV 4.3862 | 580

189

[565]Kuhnhenn Raspberry Eisbock
[566]Kuhnhenn Brewing Company
[567]Eisbock / 15.50 % ABV 4.38449 | 1,207

190

[568]Tweak
[569]Avery Brewing Company
[570]American Double / Imperial Stout / 17.81 % ABV 4.37250 | 1,957

191

[571]Exponential Hoppiness
[572]Alpine Beer Company
[573]American Double / Imperial IPA / 11.00 % ABV 4.37397 | 1,285

192

[574]Stone Enjoy By Unfiltered IPA
[575]Stone Brewing
[576]American Double / Imperial IPA / 9.40 % ABV 4.37173 | 885

193

[577]Westly
[578]Sante Adairius Rustic Ales
[579]American Wild Ale / 8.50 % ABV 4.3727 | 202

194

[580]Dragon Fruit Passion Fruit Berliner
[581]J. Wakefield Brewing
[582]Berliner Weissbier / 3.50 % ABV 4.3736 | 246
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195

[583]Nelson
[584]Alpine Beer Company
[585]American IPA / 7.00 % ABV 4.37818 | 3,978

196

[586]Sure Bet
[587]Pipeworks Brewing Company
[588]American Double / Imperial IPA / 9.50 % ABV 4.3754 | 468

197

[589]Cantillon Gueuze 100 % Lambic
[590]Brasserie Cantillon
[591]Gueuze / 5.00 % ABV 4.37619 | 3,023

198

[592]Peche ’n Brett
[593]Logsdon Farmhouse Ales
[594]Saison / Farmhouse Ale / 10.00 % ABV 4.37158 | 1,205

199

[595]Tesseract
[596]Grimm Artisanal Ales
[597]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.3763 | 397

200

[598]Firestone 19 - Anniversary Ale
[599]Firestone Walker Brewing Co.
[600]American Strong Ale / 13.80 % ABV 4.3787 | 475

201

[601]AleSmith Speedway Stout
[602]AleSmith Brewing Company
[603]American Double / Imperial Stout / 12.00 % ABV 4.371,626 | 6,449

202

[604]Buxton / Omnipollo Yellow Belly
[605]Buxton Brewery
[606]American Double / Imperial Stout / 11.00 % ABV 4.3741 | 182

203

[607]Péché Mortel En Fût De Bourbon Américain
[608]Brasserie Dieu du Ciel!
[609]American Double / Imperial Stout / 9.50 % ABV 4.3785 | 418

204

[610]Dialed In (w/ Sauvignon Blanc Juice)
[611]Trillium Brewing Company
[612]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.50 % ABV 4.3650 | 359

205
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[613]Grey Monday
[614]The Bruery
[615]American Double / Imperial Stout / 19.50 % ABV 4.36134 | 1,616

206

[616]Aaron
[617]Hill Farmstead Brewery
[618]English Barleywine 4.3629 | 312

207

[619]Barrel-Aged Silhouette
[620]Lift Bridge Brewery
[621]Russian Imperial Stout / 10.00 % ABV 4.3637 | 315

208

[622]The Pupil
[623]Societe Brewing Co.
[624]American IPA / 7.80 % ABV 4.3689 | 854

209

[625]Dusk Trill Dawn
[626]Trillium Brewing Company
[627]American Double / Imperial Stout / 11.50 % ABV 4.3626 | 147

210

[628]Monsters Park - Bourbon Barrel Aged With Coconut And Cacao Nibs
[629]Modern Times Beer
[630]American Double / Imperial Stout / 13.00 % ABV 4.3627 | 216

211

[631]Zhukov’s Final Push
[632]Cigar City Brewing
[633]Russian Imperial Stout / 11.50 % ABV 4.3627 | 140

212

[634]Cantillon Lou Pepe - Gueuze
[635]Brasserie Cantillon
[636]Gueuze / 5.00 % ABV 4.36196 | 1,053

213

[637]Double Dry Hopped Melcher Street
[638]Trillium Brewing Company
[639]American IPA / 7.30 % ABV 4.3668 | 610

214

[640]Breakfast Exorcism
[641]Clown Shoes
[642]American Double / Imperial Stout / 11.00 % ABV 4.3651 | 300

215

[643]Hop Venom Double IPA
[644]Boneyard Beer Company
[645]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.90 % ABV 4.36116 | 876
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216

[646]Box Set Track #10 - Bat Out Of Hell
[647]The Lost Abbey
[648]American Double / Imperial Stout / 13.50 % ABV 4.36114 | 876

217

[649]ScareCity #3: High West-ified Imperial Coffee Stout
[650]Lagunitas Brewing Company
[651]American Double / Imperial Stout / 12.10 % ABV 4.36179 | 1,283

218

[652]Wisconsin Belgian Red
[653]New Glarus Brewing Company
[654]Fruit / Vegetable Beer / 4.00 % ABV 4.35988 | 3,422

219

[655]See The Stars
[656]Creature Comforts
[657]Russian Imperial Stout / 10.90 % ABV 4.3545 | 193

220

[658]Bourbon Abominable Winter Ale
[659]Fremont Brewing Company
[660]American Strong Ale / 14.00 % ABV 4.35162 | 981

221

[661]Callipygian
[662]Avery Brewing Company
[663]American Double / Imperial Stout / 17.10 % ABV 4.3539 | 178

222

[664]Nooner Batch 10
[665]Peg’s Cantina & Brew Pub
[666]American Double / Imperial Stout / 12.00 % ABV 4.3527 | 200

223

[667]Mexican Cake
[668]Westbrook Brewing Co.
[669]American Double / Imperial Stout / 10.50 % ABV 4.35300 | 2,532

224

[670]Damon (Bourbon Barrel Aged)
[671]Hill Farmstead Brewery
[672]Russian Imperial Stout / 10.50 % ABV 4.3586 | 630

225

[673]Locust Reign
[674]New England Brewing Co.
[675]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.50 % ABV 4.3532 | 261

226
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[676]The Abyss (Rye Whiskey Barrel-Aged)
[677]Deschutes Brewery
[678]American Double / Imperial Stout / 13.20 % ABV 4.3550 | 260

227

[679]Bourbon Barrel Black Maple
[680]Jackie O’s Pub & Brewery
[681]American Porter / 11.00 % ABV 4.3583 | 828

228

[682]Live Oak HefeWeizen
[683]Live Oak Brewing Company
[684]Hefeweizen / 5.20 % ABV 4.35430 | 1,486

229

[685]Victory At Sea Coffee Vanilla Imperial Porter
[686]Ballast Point Brewing Company
[687]American Porter / 10.00 % ABV 4.351,347 | 6,549

230

[688]Project Dank
[689]La Cumbre Brewing Co.
[690]American IPA / 7.50 % ABV 4.3493 | 764

231

[691]Birth Of Tragedy
[692]Hill Farmstead Brewery
[693]American Porter / 9.00 % ABV 4.34170 | 1,110

232

[694]Uncle Jacob’s Stout
[695]Avery Brewing Company
[696]American Double / Imperial Stout / 17.10 % ABV 4.34364 | 2,438

233

[697] &+
[698]Peg’s Cantina & Brew Pub
[699]American Double / Imperial Stout / 10.50 % ABV 4.3431 | 205

234

[700]What Is Enlightenment?
[701]Hill Farmstead Brewery
[702]American Pale Ale (APA) / 5.40 % ABV 4.34104 | 865

235

[703]Masala Mama India Pale Ale
[704]Minneapolis Town Hall Brewery
[705]American IPA / 6.00 % ABV 4.34675 | 1,348

236

[706]Lambo Door
[707]Grimm Artisanal Ales
[708]American Double / Imperial IPA / 8.00 % ABV 4.3476 | 379
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237

[709]The Event Horizon
[710]Olde Hickory Brewery
[711]American Double / Imperial Stout / 8.50 % ABV 4.34282 | 1,676

238

[712]Bretta Rosé
[713]Firestone Walker Brewing Co.
[714]Berliner Weissbier / 5.30 % ABV 4.3466 | 634

239

[715]Stone Imperial Russian Stout
[716]Stone Brewing
[717]Russian Imperial Stout / 10.60 % ABV 4.342,714 | 8,223

240

[718]Serendipity
[719]New Glarus Brewing Company
[720]Fruit / Vegetable Beer / 4.00 % ABV 4.34271 | 2,701

241

[721]Sherry Barrel Atrial Rubicite
[722]Jester King Brewery
[723]American Wild Ale / 7.00 % ABV 4.3321 | 112

242

[724]Arctic Devil Barley Wine
[725]Midnight Sun Brewing Co.
[726]English Barleywine / 13.20 % ABV 4.33365 | 1,299

243

[727]Raspberry Tart
[728]New Glarus Brewing Company
[729]Fruit / Vegetable Beer / 4.00 % ABV 4.33923 | 3,718

244

[730]Lumen
[731]Grimm Artisanal Ales
[732]American IPA / 6.40 % ABV 4.3334 | 191

245

[733]Old Stock Cellar Reserve (Aged In Bourbon Barrels)
[734]North Coast Brewing Co.
[735]Old Ale / 13.16 % ABV 4.33351 | 1,037

246

[736]Mocha Wednesday
[737]The Bruery
[738]American Double / Imperial Stout / 19.20 % ABV 4.33105 | 1,180

247
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[739]Pipeworks / 4 Hands Emerald Grouper
[740]Pipeworks Brewing Company
[741]American Double / Imperial IPA / 9.50 % ABV 4.3368 | 705

248

[742]Lunch
[743]Maine Beer Company
[744]American IPA / 7.00 % ABV 4.33719 | 4,895

249

[745]Drie Fonteinen Oude Geuze
[746]Brouwerij Drie Fonteinen
[747]Gueuze / 6.00 % ABV 4.33712 | 2,627

250

[748]Compunction
[749]Russian River Brewing Company
[750]American Wild Ale / 5.40 % ABV 4.3387 | 284
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Nintendo NX runs a Nvidia Tegra APU in 900p. (2016-07-29 01:50)

At the end of the last console generation, publishers were funding games with development budgets in excess of
$100 million. Few of those ever made that back. So with the news that Nintendo and keeping the technical potency
of the NX at a sane minimum, it means that developers and gamers can focus on actual gameplay again. However,
this will likely annoy publishers.

This is because large games publishers like to have a one size fits all solution to game production, as in one
game that can be released across multiple platforms. In general, this means that you need each platform to have an
equivalent degree of technical potency and also a shared input method.

This limited a lot of the third party publisher support on the original Wii and actively undermined the Wii U,
though more to do with the input rather than just the technical power. After all, why spend money developing a
game when you can only release it on just one console.

Now, with massive budgets that is indeed a very valid argument. However, these massive budgets are now a
ticking time bomb for console gaming.

When people like Epic’s Tim Sweeney openly come out and say that spending $100 million on a console game
is no longer viable, it’s time the industry as a whole woke up to that.

While much of the actual operating costs for games are hidden from public view, it’s now an open secret that
ballooning console budgets can no longer be sustained in the long term.

This is why the NX is actually a smart move, not only are the leaked technical specifications of the console
kept at a rational minimum but the overall input setup is not completely left field either.
Recommended by Forbes

Considering that Nintendo’s handheld consoles have been so successful, it makes a lot of sense to embrace
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that with the upcoming NX.

The only obstacle Nintendo needs to overcome is that they need third party publisher support for the NX. If
publishers can get it into their heads that the blockbuster game budget approach is a route to long term ruin, then
the NX may stand a chance after all.

Nvidia is providing the core technology that powers Nintendo’s next generation NX console. Multiple sources
have confirmed that the newmachine is based around Nvidia’s mobile-orientated Tegra processor, with development
kits currently using the Tegra X1 chip found in the [1]Shield Android TV console and the Google Pixel C tablet.
The news is bound to come as some surprise to those - [2]including ourselves - who suspected that AMD would
provide the technology guts to the new Nintendo machine, but what’s clear is that the firm is planning to go into a
completely new, potentially revolutionary direction. Right now, it is simply not interested in providing hardware that
directly competes with PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. It has its own ideas on where to take next-gen gaming.
NX is a mobile games machine, albeit one with a twist - principally that the unit can plug into a base station that
transforms it into something more akin to a conventional console. However, the handheld’s side-mounted control
areas are apparently detachable, becoming individual pads for two-player gameplay - as revealed in today’s [3]big
Nintendo NX news story on this site. At a really basic level, NX is effectively a reversal of the Wii U GamePad concept.
It’s a fully integrated mobile games machine you can plug into an HDTV, as opposed to a console with a semi-portable
gaming component, bolstered with a unique ’go anywhere’ take on local multiplayer.
And the compromise there is clear - a relatively lower level of performance compared to the existing current-gen
machines. Nvidia’s Tegra technology is built with a specific profile in mind: a delicate balance between performance
and power efficiency in order to maintain battery life, the life force of mobile gaming. What this means is that prior,
plausible rumours of an AMD-powered console with PS4-beating performance and utilising x86 architecture are
erroneous. NX is smaller, leaner, portable - and yes, less powerful.

1. http://www.eurogamer.net/articles/digitalfoundry-2015-nvidia-shield-android-tv-review
2. http://www.eurogamer.net/articles/digitalfoundry-2016-will-future-consoles-share-identical-hardware-specs
-in-theory
3. http://www.eurogamer.net/articles/2016-07-26-nx-is-a-portable-console-with-detachable-controllers

2.8 August

PlayStation division more than doubles profits, sells another 3.5m PS4 (2016-08-01 16:01)

Sony’s Game & Network Services division, which houses the PlayStation business, more than doubled its operating
income last quarter - despite a 1.3 billion Yen negative impact on its bottom line from currency fluctuations.
G &NS pulled in ¥330.4 billion ( $3.2bn, €2.9bn) in revenues, selling another 3.5 million PS4s to take its operating
income to ¥44 billion (€382m, $425m) - representing a 126 % rise year on year. Sony attributed the increase to an
upswing in software sales and a reduction in PS4 production costs. As a whole, the corporation didn’t fare quite as
well, dropping 10.8 % in revenues and losing 40.7 billion yen from operating income.
"This significant increase was primarily due to a significant increase in PS4 software sales including sales through
the network, partially offset by the impact of foreign exchange rates and decreases in PlayStation 3 hardware and
software sales."
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The remarkable quarter, in which Sold more PlayStation 4 consoles than in any other Q1, is made all the more
significant by its refutation of the predictions of many analysts, who predicted that the announcement of the
forthcoming Neo hardware upgrade would put a serious dent in the sale of what could now be seen as legacy
hardware.
Analyst ZhugeEx listed a [1]comprehensive breakdown of the numbers on his Twitter account, noting the disparity
between predictions and results.

1. https://twitter.com/ZhugeEX

SKUNK WORKS DIRECTOR SAYS ALIENS ARE REAL (2016-08-04 02:23)

[1]
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Extraterrestrial UFO Are Real : Ben Rich Lockheed Skunk Works Director Admitted In His Deathbed Confession

Ben Rich Lockheed Skunk Works director

had admitted in his Deathbed Confession that Extrat

errestrial UFO visitors are real and the U.S. Military travel among stars.

According to article published in May 2010 issue of the Mufon UFO Journal.

Ben Rich, the “Father of the Stealth Fighter-Bomber” and former head of

Lockheed

SkunkWorks, had once let out information about Extraterrestrial UFOVisitors Are Real AndU.S.Military Travel To Stars.
What he said might be new to many people today, but he revealed the information before his death in January 1995.
His statements helped to give credence to reports that the U.S. military has been flying vehicles thatmimic alien craft.

The

article was written by Tom Keller, an aerospace engineer who has worked as a computer systems analyst for NASA’s
Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

1 : “Inside the Skunk Works ([2]Lockheed’s secret research and development entity), we were a small, intensely
cohesive group consisting of about fifty veteran engineers and designers and a hundred or so expert machinists and
shop workers. Our forte was building technologically advanced airplanes of small number and of high class for highly
secret missions.”
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2 : “We already have the means to travel among the stars, but these technologies are locked up in black projects, and
it would t

ake an act of God to ever get them out to benefit humanity. Anything you can imagine, we already know how to do.”

3 : “We now have the technology to take ET home. No, it won’t take someone’s lifetime to do it. There is an error in
the equations. We know what it is. We now have the capability to travel to the stars. First, you have to understand
that we will not get to the stars using chemical propulsion. Second, we have to devise a new propulsion technology.
What we have to do is find out where Einstein went wrong.”

4 : WhenRichwas asked howUFOpropulsionworked, he said, “ Letme ask you. Howdoes ESPwork? ” The questioner
responded with, “All points in time and space are connected?” Rich then said, “That’s how it works!

[3]

” Lockheed Skunkworks Engineer USAF, and CIA Contractor Admitted : UFO Are Real

Don Phillips, “These UFOs were huge and they would just come to a stop and do a 60 degree, 45 degree, 10 degree
turn, and then immediately reverse this action”. During the Apollo landing, Neil Armstrong says, “They’re here.They
are right over there and looking at the size of those ships., it is obvious they dont like us being here”. When I was
working with the Skunkworks with Kelly Johnson, we signed an agreement with the government to keep very quiet
about this.

Anti-gravitational research was going on. We know that there were some captured craft from 1947 in Roswell, they
were real. And, yes, we really did get some technology from them. And, yes, we really did put it to work. We knew
each other from what we call an unseen industry. We can term it black, deep black, or hidden.

The knowledge I have of these technologies came from the craft that were captured here. I didn‘t see the craft, nor
did I see the bodies, but I certainly know some of the people that did. There was no question that there were beings
from outside the planet.

And if alien were hostile, with their weaponry they could have destroyed us a long time ago .We got these things that
are handhold scanners that scan the body and determine what the condition is. We can also treat from the same
scanner.
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I can tell you personally that we’ve been working on them. And we have ones that can diagnose and cure cancer. One
of the purposes I had for founding my technology corporation in 1998 was to bring forth these technologies that can
clean the air and can help get rid of the toxins, and help reduce the need for so much fossil fuel. Yes, it is time. I can
tell you personally that it has already started.

1. http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://worldufophotosandnews.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/ARTICLE-SKUNK
WORKS-DISC-EDIT.jpg
2. http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://www.amazon.com/Skunk-Works-Personal-Memoir-Lockheed/dp/0316743003?
ie=UTF8&tag=ufbl-20&link_code=btl&camp=213689&creative
3. http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://worldufophotosandnews.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/ARTICLE-SKUNK
-WORKS-PLANE-EDIT.jpg

Free Nintendo Power on Archive.org (2016-08-04 15:28)

free NES, Gameboy, SNES, and gameboy Color coverage. Never collected the magazine. It would be great to see free
Genesis, Saturn and Dreamcast magazines coverage.

https://archive.org/details/nintendopower &tab=collection

Nintendo NX has Mario platformer and Legend of Zelda within 6 months of launch (2016-08-04 15:38)

Nintendo is expected to introduce its NX console before the end of the year, with the platform likely arriving in
March, just a couple months after the crucial 2016 holiday season. The latest rumor is that it’s a portable, handheld
device that relies on cartridges instead of discs or cards, and packs a detachable controller on each side of a built-in
screen. On the software front, Nintendo will reportedly crank out triple-A titles within the console’s first six months.
[1]Sources close to MCV told the site that Game Freak is working on a new Pokémon game for the console, while
Nintendo will serve up a new Mario title and The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild. Meanwhile, Nintendo is
working closely with Activision, Sega, Square Enix, Ubisoft, and Warner Bros. Interactive Entertainment to secure
third-party content during that six-month window. Nintendo reportedly has no plans to follow the slow path it took
with its [2]Wii U and 3DS software launches.
With the NX, Nintendo is seemingly trying to close the gap between console and handheld. The machine will
supposedly be based on Nvidia’s Tegra [3]mobile processor, with the latest development kit including the same
chip found in Nvidia’s Shield [4]Android TV console, the Tegra X1. That’s surprising given that AMD GPUs have
been a major component in Nintendo’s consoles since the Gamecube. Then again, the company is trying to convert
[5]mobile gamers with its new device, so a Tegra chip seems appropriate in this case.
If you’re unfamiliar with the most-recent Tegra X1, it sports four ARM-based A57 CPU cores and 256 Maxwell-based
GPU cores. The chip supports DirectX 12, OpenGL 4.5, OpenGL ES 3.1, and Vulkan. It’s also capable of a 3,840 x 2,160
resolution at 60Hz and a 1,920 x 1,080 resolution at 120Hz.
What’s interesting here is that the Nintendo NX could potentially run Android apps if the console’s operating system
supports Google’s platform (it won’t be based on Android). Additionally, there’s a high likelihood that Nintendo
could introduce cellular connectivity to the NX console, allowing gamers on the go to download and play Android
games alongside their Nintendo favorites. Chances are, Nvidia could be cooking up a special Pascal-based Tegra chip
just for Nintendo’s mobile console.
Sources told MVK that reports regarding the Nintendo NX serving as a mobile console with detachable controllers is
100 percent correct. The graphics provided by the device will reportedly be somewhere between the PlayStation 3
and the [6]PlayStation 4, as the console’s target audience is the group of gamers residing between the PlayStation
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4/[7]Xbox One, and the smartphone/tablet.
“It’s a nice bit of kit, a bit of a novelty, but a good one,” one executive with hands-on experience told the site. “It
won’t appeal to [8]PS4 fans. Nintendo seems set on trying to upgrade smartphone gamers. That’s going to be a big
job for the marketing department.”
Given the Nintendo NX will be a mobile device, the company will supposedly provide a docking station used to
connect the “tablet” portion of the console to an HDTV. Since the NX will indeed sport a portable design, the
cartridges are expected to be rather thin, but larger than 3DS cards. The cartridges may also be 32GB in size, which
seems like a good capacity considering the console is addressing a wide [9]gaming market. Unfortunately, due to the
processor architecture, the Nintendo NX may not be backwards compatible without some kind of emulation.

1. http://www.mcvuk.com/news/read/pok-mon-mario-and-zelda-headline-nx-dream-line-up/0170678
2. http://www.digitaltrends.com/topic/wii-u/
3. http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/
4. http://www.digitaltrends.com/android/
5. http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/
6. http://www.digitaltrends.com/video-game-system-reviews/sony-playstation-4-review/
7. http://www.digitaltrends.com/video-game-system-reviews/microsoft-xbox-one-review/
8. http://www.digitaltrends.com/video-game-system-reviews/sony-playstation-4-review/
9. http://www.digitaltrends.com/gaming/

List of reported UFO sightings (2016-08-06 15:50)

DateNameCity, StateCountryDescriptionSources[1]Hynek Scale ca. 1440 BCE Fiery disks[2]Lower Egypt[3]Ancient
EgyptIt was reported by the scribes of the pharaoh, [4]Thutmose III encountered "fiery disks" floating over the skies. It
was later recorded on the [5]Tulli Papyrus.[6][1][7][2]1 DateNameCity, StateCountryDescriptionSources[8]Hynek Scale
214 BCE ships in the sky[9]Rome, [10]Italia[11]Roman Republic[12]Livy records a number of portents in the win-
ter of this year, including navium speciem de caelo adfulsisse ("an appearance of ships had shone forth from the
sky").[13]Livy’s [14]Ab Urbe Condita Libri[15][3]1 74 BCE flame-like "[16]pithoi" from the sky[17]Phrygia, [18]AsiaRo-
man RepublicAccording to [19]Plutarch, a Roman army commanded by [20]Lucullus was about to begin a battle with
[21]Mithridates VI of Pontus when "all on a sudden, the sky burst asunder, and a huge, flame-like body was seen
to fall between the two armies. In shape, it was most like a wine-jar, and in colour, like molten silver." Plutarch
reports the shape of the object as like a wine-jar ([22]pithos). The apparently silvery object was reported by both
armies.[23][4][24][5]1 66 BCE sparks of growing light[25]Rome[26]Roman RepublicThe Roman author and naturalist,
[27]Pliny the Elder, described a "spark" fell to earth, becoming as large as themoon before returning to the sky.[28][1]1
70 signs in the sky during the [29]siege of Jerusalem[30]Jerusalem, [31]Iudaea[32]Roman EmpireA bright light over
the [33]Temple in Jerusalem. On a later day, "ὤφθη μετέωρα περὶ πᾶσαν τὴν χώραν ἅρματα καὶ φάλαγγες ἔνοπλοι
διᾴττουσαι τῶν νεφῶν καὶ κυκλούμεναι τὰς πόλεις" ("there appeared in the air over the whole country chariots
and armed troops coursing through the clouds, surrounding the cities").[34]The Jewish War[35][6]1ca. 150100 foot
"beast" accompanied by a "maiden"[36]Via Campana, [37]Latium et CampanaRoman EmpireOn a sunny day near
the Via Campana, a road connecting Rome and Capua, a single witness, probably Hermas the brother of Pope Pius
I, saw "a ’beast’ like a piece of pottery (ceramos) about 100 feet in size, multicolored on top and shooting out fiery
rays, landed in a dust cloud, accompanied by a "maiden" clad in white. Vision 4.1-3. in [38]The Shepherd of Her-
mas.[39][5]3196[40]angel hair[41]RomeRoman EmpireHistorian [42]Cassius Dio described "A fine rain resembling sil-
ver descended froma clear sky upon the Forumof Augustus." He used someof thematerial to plate someof his bronze
coins, but by the fourth day afterwards the silvery coating was gone.[43][5]2 DateNameCity, StateCountryDescrip-
tionSources[44]Hynek Scale 776 Flaming shields of reddish color[45]Sigiburg, [46]Throtmanni[47]FranciaAccording
to a section from the [48]Annales Laurissenses maiores, [49]Saxons besieging the [50]Sigiburg Castle, encountered
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a craft bearing "the likeness of two large flaming shields reddish in color" floating overhead, thus frightening off the
invaders.[51][7] [52][8][53][9]2 DateNameCity, StateCountryDescriptionSources[54]Hynek Scale 815 Magonia[55]Lyons,
[56]Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes[57]FranciaThe [58]Carolingian archbishop, [59]Agobard of Lyons, described in hisDeGran-
dine et Tonitruis ("On Hail and Thunder") of a "certain region called [60]Magonia from whence come ships in the
clouds", and how he prevented the stoning death of "three men and a woman who said they had fallen from these
same ships."[61][10] [62][11]1 DateNameCity, StateCountryDescriptionSources[63]Hynek Scale1561-04-14[64]1561 ce-
lestial phenomenon over Nuremberg[65]Nuremberg[66]Holy Roman EmpireAt sunrise on the 14th April 1561, the
citizens of Nuremberg beheld "A very frightful spectacle." The sky appeared to fill with cylindrical objects from which
red, black, orange and blue white disks and globes emerged. Crosses and tubes resembling cannon barrels also ap-
peared whereupon the objects promptly "began to fight one another." This event is depicted in a 16th-century wood-
cut by Hans Glaser.[67][12]11566-08-071566 celestial phenomenon of Basel[68]Basel[69]SwitzerlandAt the morning
of 7 August 1566 the citizens of Basel saw numerous sphaerical objects appear in the sky. These objects flew at
high speed and seemed to do a fight in the sky. This event is depicted in a 16th-century woodcut by Samuel Coccius
(Samuel Koch) and Samuel Apiarius.[70][13]11609-09-26shiny object like "a bowl/washbasin" making "a thunderous
sound" and flying "fast like an arrow"[71]Ganseong-gun, [72]Wonju-mok, [73]Gangreung-bu, [74]Chuncheon-bu, &
[75]Yangyang-bu; [76]Gangwon-do Province, [77]Kingdom of Joseon (all of them located in present-day [78]Gang-
won Province (South Korea)).[79]Kingdom of JoseonBelatedly recorded in the Annals over a month late,[80][14] on
September 26, 1609,[81][15] over "clear and cloudless" skies (three places recorded Sa hour (9-11 AM), one recorded
Oh hour (noon), and one recorded Mi hour (1-3 PM)), a shiny object resembling "a bowl" or "a washbasin", suddenly
appeared over the skies, made "a thunderous sound" and flew "fast like an arrow", and that "heaven and earth shook".
It looked "as if it would land", but then it "tilted and rose", and then "it disappeared into sparks", with a comment
that "it looked as if it was in the air by some energy".[82]Annals of the Joseon Dynasty, Diary of [83]Gwanghaegun of
Joseon[84][16]1 DateNameCity, StateCountryDescriptionSources[85]Hynek Scale1803-02-22 or 03-24[86]Utsuro-bune
at Haratono-hamaEastern shore[87]JapanOn February 22 (or March 24) in 1803 local fishermen reportedly saw a ves-
sel drifting in close-by waters. They say when they investigated it, "a beautiful young woman" they described as
having red and white hair and dressed in strange clothes appeared. The fisherman claim she held a square box "that
no one was allowed to touch" and she spoke to them in a language they never heard before. Modern UFO believers
think this story was a credible document of a close encounter of third kind in early Japan. Historians and Ethnologists
consider it to be folklore.[88][17][89][18]3 1883-08-12 [90]José Bonilla ObservationZacatecas Observatory, [91]Zacate-
cas[92]MexicoOnAugust 12, 1883, the astronomer José Bonilla reported that he sawmore than 300 dark, unidentified
objects crossing the sun disk while observing sunspot activity at [93]Zacatecas Observatory in Mexico. He was able
to take several photographs, exposing wet plates at 1/100 second. It was subsequently determined that the objects
were highflying geese.[94][19]01886-10-24Maracaibo[95]Maracaibo[96]Venez uelaA letter from the US consulate in
Maracaibo Venezuela was printed in the December 18, 1886 issue of Scientific American reporting a meteorological
occurrence described as a bright light accompanied by a humming noise that caused occupants of a hut to become
ill.[97][20]21896–1897[98]Mystery airships
[99]United StatesNumerous reports of UFO sightings, attempted abductions that took place around the [100]United
States in a 2-year period.
1,2 and 31897-04-17[101]Aurora, Texas, UFO incident[102]Aurora, TexasUnited StatesA tale of a UFO crash and
a burial of its alien pilot in the local cemetery was sent to newspapers in Dallas and Fort Worth in April 1897
by local correspondent S.E. Hayden[103][21][104][22]3 DateNameCity, StateCountryDescriptionSources[105]Hynek
Scale1909[106]Mystery airships[107]Otago[108]New ZealandStrange moving lights and some solid bodies in the sky
were seen around Otago and elsewhere in New Zealand, and were reported to newspapers[109][23][110][24]11917-08-
13,
09-13,
10-13[111]Miracle of the Sun[112]Fátima, [113]SantarémDistrict[114]PortugalThousands of people observed the sun
gyrate and descend. This was later reinterpreted by [115]Jacques Vallée, Joaquim Fernandes and Fina d’Armada as a
possible UFO sighting, but not recognized as such due to cultural differences.[116][25][117][26][118][2 7]11940s[119]Foo
fighters
over [120]World War II theatersSmall metallic spheres and colorful balls of light repeatedly spotted and occa-
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sionally photographed worldwide by bomber crews during World War II.[121][28][122][29]21941Cape Girardeau UFO
crash[123]Cape Girardeau, [124]MissouriUnited StatesFirst responders and Baptist minister allegedly view crashed
spacecraft and alien bodies. Military arrives and swears witnesses to silence.[125][30][126][31][127][32] 31942Hopeh
IncidentTsientsien, [128]Hebei[129]Republic of ChinaPhotographs show what is reported to be a UFO.[130][33]21942-
02-24[131]Battle of Los Angeles[132]Los Angeles, CaliforniaUnited StatesUnidentified aerial objects trigger the firing
of thousands of anti-aircraft rounds and raise the wartime alert status.[133][34]21946[134]The Ghost Rockets
mostly in [135]Scandinavia, but also other European countriesNumerous UFO sightings were reported over Scan-
dinavia, causing the Swedish Defense Staff to express concern.[136][35]21946-05-18[137]UFO-Memorial Ängel-
holm[138]Ängelholm, [139]Kristianstads County[140]SwedenGösta Karlsson reports seeing a flying saucer and its
alien passengers. A model of it is now erected at the site.[141][36]31947-06-21[142]Maury Island incident[143]Puget
Sound near [144]Maury Island, [145]WashingtonUnited StatesHarold A. Dahl reported that his dog was killed and his
son was injured by debris in an encounter with four to six flying doughnut-shaped objects. He also claimed that a
witness was subsequently threatened by the [146]Men in Black.[147][37]21947-06-24[148]Kenneth Arnold UFO sight-
ingnorth of [149]Mount Rainier, [150]WashingtonUnited StatesThe UFO sighting that sparked the name flying saucers.
This sighting is considered as the start of the "Modern UFO era".[151][38]01947-06/07[152]1947 UFO sightingsmostly
[153]WashingtonUnited StatesSeveral UFO sightings reported after the sighting of [154]Kenneth Arnold.[155][38]
1947-06[156]Roswell UFO crashabout 30mi north of [157]Roswell, NewMexicoUnited States[158]United States Army
Air Forces allegedly captured a crashed [159]flying saucer and its alien occupants. The find was soon explained to be
a weather balloon but regained attention since 1978 after investigation of [160]S. T. Friedman.[161][39][162][40]31947-
07-23Bauru Close Encounter[163]Bauru, [164]São Paulo[165]BrazilJosé Higgins, a [166]topographer, reports a close
encounter with three humanoid figures emerged from a UFO.[167][41]31948[168]The Green Fireballs
United StatesObjects were reported over several United States military bases; an official investigation
followed.[169][42][170][43]21948-01-07[171]Th omas Mantell[172]KentuckyUnited StatesUS Air Force sent a fighter pi-
lot to investigate a UFO sighting over [173]Fort Knox, Kentucky; his aircraft crashed and the pilot was killedwhile pursu-
ing the UFO.[174][44]21948-07-24[175]Chiles-Whitted UFO encounter[176]AlabamaUnited StatesChiles and Whitted,
American commercial pilots, reported that their airplane had nearly collided with a UFO
11948-10-01[177]Gorman dogfight[178]North DakotaUnited StatesA US Air Force pilot sighted and pursued a
UFO for 27 minutes over [179]Fargo, North Dakota.[180][45][181][46]11948-10-15Fukuoka Incident[182]Kyushu Is-
land[183]JapanThe radar of a [184]F-61 Black Widow detected a target below the aircraft. While the aircrew
tried to intercept it, the pilot saw the object, which appeared as a stubby cigar; then the object accelerated and
disappeared.[185][47]21949[186]Aztec, New Mexico, UFO incident[187]New Mexico[188]United StatesAn alleged re-
trieval of a grounded UFO and its occupants from a plateau in New Mexico
31950-04-24[189]Varese Close EncounterAbbiate Guazzone, [190]Lombardy[191]ItalyA factory worker reported that
he sighted three "humanoids" near a craft and one "shot him with a beam".[[192] unreliable source? ][193][48]31950-05-
11[194]McMinnville UFO photographsa farm near [195]McMinnville, OregonUnited StatesA farmer took pictures of a
purported "flying saucer". These are among the best knownUFOpictures, and continue to be analyzed and debated to
this day.[196][49]21950-08-05 or 15[197]Mariana UFO incident[198]Great Falls, MontanaUnited StatesThemanager of
Great Falls’ pro baseball team took color film of two UFOs flying over Great Falls. The filmwas extensively analyzed by
the US Air Force and several independent investigators.[199][50]21951-08-25[200]Lubbock Lights[201]Lubbock, Texas-
United StatesSeveral Lights in V-Shaped formations were repeatedly spotted flying over the city. Witnesses included
professors from [202]Texas Tech University and photographed by a Texas Tech student.[203][51]21951-09-10Fort Mon-
mouth UFO Case[204]Monmouth County, New JerseyUnited StatesAt [205]Fort Monmouth Base, a radar operator
picked up an unknown target. Seventeen minutes later, the crew of a [206]T-33 saw a discus-shaped unidentified
object.[207][52]21952-07-12 to 29[208]1952 Washington, D.C. UFO incident[209]Washington, D.C.United StatesA se-
ries of sightings in July 1952 accompanied [210]radar contacts at three separate airports in the Washington area.
The sightings made front page headlines around the nation, and ultimately lead to the formation of the [211]Robert-
son Panel by the [212]CIA.[213][53]11952-07-161952 Salem, Massachusetts UFO incident[214]Coast Guard Air Station
SalemUnited StatesCoast Guard photographer Shell Alpert took a photograph of four roughly elliptical blobs of light in
formation through thewindowof his photographic laboratory. A Coast Guard press release described the lights as "ob-
jects", however Seaman Alpert subsequently issued a statement saying, "I cannot in all honesty say that I saw objects
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or aircraft, merely some manner of lights."[215][54]11952-07-24[216]Carson Sink UFO incidentnear [217]Carson Sink,
[218]NevadaUnited StatesTwo pilots saw three unusual [219]Delta wing aircraft flying in a V-formation over Carson
Sink.[220][55]11952-09-12[221]The FlatwoodsMonster[222]Flatwoods, West VirginiaUnited StatesSix local boys and a
woman report seeing a UFO land, and saw a spade-headed creature near the landing site.[223][56][224][57][225][58]31
953-05-21Prescott Sightings[226]Prescott, ArizonaUnited StatesThree Prescott residents sight a total of eight craft
at Del Rio Springs Creek, 20 miles north of Prescott.[227][59]01953-08-12[228]Ellsworth UFO sighting[229]Bismarck,
North DakotaUnited StatesA UFO appearing as a red glowing light is witnessed by 45 people. The sighting takes
place for two nights.[230][60]11953-11-23[231]The disappearance of FelixMoncla and RobertWilsonnear the [232]Soo
Locks over [233]Lake SuperiorUnited States/[234]CanadaU.S. Air Force pilot and radar operator and their [235]F-89C
disappeared while pursuing an unidentified radar return.[236][61]01953-12-16[237]Kelly Johnson/Santa Barbara Chan-
nel CaseSeen from [238]Agoura, California, and from aircraft flying over [239]Pacific OceanUnited StatesLegendary
[240]Lockheed aircraft engineer [241]Clarence "Kelly" Johnson, designer of the [242]F-104, [243]U-2, and [244]SR-71,
and his wife observed a huge Flying Wing over the Pacific from the ground in Agoura. Meanwhile, one of Johnson’s
flight test crews aboard an WV-2 (see [245]EC-121) spotted the craft from [246]Long Beach, California. [247]USAF
concluded these trained observers had seen a [248]lenticular cloud, even though Johnson considered and ruled
out that explanation.[249][62][250][63]11954-08-16Tananari ve UFO incident[251]Tananarive[252]MadagascarAt 5:00
p.m. a green ball was seen in the sky and disappeared behind a hill. It reappeared a minute later and flew over
the higher part of Tananarive. When the object flew in front of them, some witnesses could see a lentil-shaped de-
vice with silvery metallic aspect enveloped in electric luminous gas.[253][64][254][65]11954-09-15Manbhum UFO sight-
ing[255]Manbhum, [256]Bihar[257]IndiaA UFO was seen in the afternoon by about 800 people living in three villages
in Manbhum district of Bihar. According some witnesses the UFO was shaped like a saucer about 12 feet in diameter
and grey in colour.[258][66]11954-09-12 to 1954-11-30Autumn 1954 European UFO waveSouth and west of [259]Eu-
rope[260]France, [261]Italy and other countriesIn the autumn of 1954 there was a great wave of UFO sightings in
the countries of the south and the west of Europe. Most of the sightings occurred in France, followed by Italy. This
wave was the first large-scale European UFO wave.[262][67]1,2 and 31955-08-21/22[263]Kelly–Hopkinsville encoun-
terA farmhouse near [264]Hopkinsville, KentuckyUnited StatesAfter the sighting of a disc-shaped aircraft a group of
strange, goblin-like creatures are reported to have repeatedly approached a farm house and looked inside through
the windows. Members of the two families present shot at them several times with little or no effect. The encounter
lasted from evening to dawn.[265][68]31956-07-24Drakensberg Contactee[266]Drakensberg[267]South AfricaA well-
known photo series depicting a supposed UFO, was taken on 24 July near Rosetta in the [268]Drakensberg region.
The photographer, meteorologist Elizabeth Klarer, claimed detailed adventures with an alien race, besides having
had an alien lover, Akon, who would have fathered her son Ayling.[269][69]1, 5, 7?1957-05-03[270]Edwards Air Force
Base flying saucer filming[271]Edwards Air Force Base (about 22 mi northeast of [272]Lancaster, California)United
StatesJack Gettys and James Bittick, who were filming base installations on behalf of test pilot and later astronaut
[273]Gordon Cooper, observed the landing and departure of a silent flying disk. Their film evidence was sent to
Washington, D.C.[274][70]2?1957-05-20Milton Torres 1957 UFO Encounter[275]East Anglia[276]United Kingdom

U.S. Air Force fighter pilot Milton Torres reports that he was ordered to intercept and fire on a UFO displaying "very
unusual flight patterns" over [277]East Anglia. Ground radar operators had tracked the object for some time before
Torres’ planewas scrambled to intercept.[278][71]21957-06-17The RB-47 UFO EncounterForbes Air Force Base, Topeka,
KansasUnited States

Often listed as a "top ten" ufo case, a U.S. Air Force RB-47, equipped with the most advanced monitoring equipment
of the era, was tracked for 700 miles by a ufo.[279][72]21957-09Ubatuba UFO Explosion[280]Ubatuba[281]BrazilTwo
fishermen watched a UFO crash and explosion, and retrieved fragments of the object.[282][73]21957-09-04Portugal
"mothership" sightingBetween [283]Granada and [284]Portalegre[285]Spain / [286]PortugalThe crews of 4
fighter-bombers watched a large luminescent UFO and smaller attendant UFOs during a nighttime flight at
25,000 ft.[287][74]01957-10-16/17[288]Antonio Vilas Boas AbductionNear [289]São Francisco de Sales, [290]Minas
Gerais[291]BrazilOne of the very first abduction claims. Farmer Antonio Vilas Boas claimed to have been abducted
and examined by humanoid aliens while working in the fields at night. He also claimed to have had sex with an alien
woman aboard the egg-shaped aircraft.[292][75]41957-11-02[293]Levelland UFO Case[294]Levelland, TexasUnited
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StatesNumerous people describe seeing a glowing, egg-shaped object and a cigar-shaped object which caused their
vehicle’s engines to shut down.[295][76]21957-12Old-Saybrook UFO incident[296]Connecticut[297]United StatesRe-
ports of an elliptically-shaped UFO with square ports.[298][77]31958-01-16[299]Trindade UFO Incident[300]Trindade
IslandBrazil9 Separate sightings and 7 photos of UFO’s were reported in the Trinidade Island during the meteorolog-
ical and geological expeditions in the island.[301][78]21959-02-02/03[302]Dyatlov Pass incident[303]Kholat Syakhl,
[304]Sverdlovsk Oblast[305]Soviet UnionMysterious deaths of experienced cross-country skiers in the [306]Urals
are due to official investigation believed to have been caused by an unknown "compelling natural force". Some
claim relation to unidentified orange spheres.[307][79]21959-06-26/27Father William Booth Gill sightingBoianai,
[308]Territory of Papua and New Guinea[309]AustraliaMissionary and many natives saw several UFOs, one of them
seeming to be repaired by four human-like occupants; witnesses and aliens waved at each other. The case was
investigated by [310]J. A. Hynek and accompanied by other sightings.[311][80][312][81]31961-09-19[313]B etty and
Barney Hill abductionSouth of [314]Lancaster on [315]Route 3, [316]New HampshireUnited StatesThe first widely
publicized alien abduction experience. The Hills saw a huge flying disk while driving home in their car at late evening
and were abducted and medically examined by small extraterrestrials.[317][82]41964-04-24[318]Lonnie Zamora
incident[319]Socorro, New MexicoUnited StatesPolice officer Zamora reports a close encounter.[320][83]31964-
09-05Cisco Grove Encounter[321]Cisco Grove, CaliforniaUnited StatesHunter Donald Schrum claimed he saw a
flying white light in the forest and was pursued by men as well as "robots". [322]Condon Committee investigators
were skeptical of Schrum’s story because of its inconsistencies.[323][84]31965 to 1967Charles Hall[324]Las Vegas,
Nevada[325]United StatesCharles Hall claimed that while working at Nellis Air Force Base in Nevada he had contact
with tall white aliens who often traveled to Las Vegas casinos for entertainment with CIA agents.[326][85]31965-03-
09[327]The Incident at Exeter[328]Exeter, New Hampshire[329]United StatesNumerous reports of UFOs in Exeter,
New Hampshire.[330][86]21965-07-01[331]The Valensole UFO incident[332]Valensole, [333]Provence-Alpes-Côte
d’Azur[334]FrancePeasant Maurice Massé saw a landed spherical object and was paralyzed by two [335]grey-like
occupants.
31965-07-03UFO sightings in Antarctica[336]Deception Island[337]AntarcticaAt 7.20 P.M. nine meteorological
observers of Chilean Scientific Station watched in the sky a yellow-red object travelling at high speed. After about
20 minutes in Argentine Scientific Base 17 people observed a lens-shaped disc.[338][87]11965-09-161965 Craft
Landing[339]Pretoria–[340]Bronkhorstspruit[341]South AfricaPolice constables Lockem and de Klerk observed a
landed, copper-coloured craft on the Pretoria–Bronkhorstspruit freeway. It was described as being 30 feet (9.1 m)
wide and left a 6 feet (1.8 m) wide imprint on the asphalt after a rapid, fiery ascent. The incident was confirmed in
a press release by Lt. Colonel J.B. Brits, district commandant for Pretoria North[342][88]21965-12-09[343]Kecksburg
UFO incident[344]Kecksburg, PennsylvaniaUnited StatesMass sighting of a falling brilliant fireball dropping debris
and causing sonic booms, followed by a cordoning-off of the probable crash site, alleged intimidation of a reporter
by [345]men in black and cover-up and the unresolved death of said witness.[346][89]2?1966[347]The Mothman
Prophecies[348]Point Pleasant, West Virginia[349]United StatesA wave of reported sightings of a winged humanoid
are connected to other mysterious events including sightings of UFOs.[350][90]3?1966-03Michigan Swamp Gas Sight-
ings[351]WashtenawCounty& [352]Livingston County,Michigan[353]United StatesWidely reportedwave of sightings
attributed to [354]swamp gas by J. Allen Hynek.[355][91][356][92]21966-04-06[357]Westa ll UFO[358]Clayton South,
Victoria[359]AustraliaA sighting reported by hundreds of people. Witnesses of "The Clayton Incident" still gather
for reunions.[360][93]01966-04-15Catalina Island UFO[361]Catalina IslandUnited StatesCameraman Leman Hanson
shot 10 seconds of 16 mm color footage of a UFO.[362][94]21966-04-17Portage County UFO chase[363]OhioUnited
StatesSeveral police officers pursue what they believe to be a UFO for 30 minutes.[364][95]11967-01-25Betty
Andreasson Abduction[365]South Ashburnham, Massachusetts[366]United StatesA woman claims to have been
taken aboard UFOs by aliens many times over a number of years.[367][96]41967-05-20Falcon Lake incidentnear
[368]Falcon Lake in [369]Whiteshell Provincial Park, [370]ManitobaCanadaA man is reported to have been burned by
the exhaust of a landed cigar-shaped object.[371][97]31967-08-29[372]Close encounter of CussacOutside [373]Cussac,
[374]Auvergne[375]FranceA young brother and sister claimed to have witnessed a brilliant sphere and four small
black occupants while herding cattle outside their village.[376][98]31967-09-07[377]Snippy the Horse MutilationNear
[378]Alamosa in the [379]San Luis Valley, [380]ColoradoUnited StatesWidely considered to be the first unusual
animal death to be related by its witnesses to UFOs and aliens.[381][99]21967-10-04[382]Shag Harbour UFO in-
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cident[383]Gulf of Maine near [384]Shag Harbour, Nova ScotiaCanadaA large lit object was reported to have
crashed into waters near Shag Harbour. A Canadian naval search followed, and officially referred to the object
as a UFO. Some military persons involved claim the unknown object to be an alien spacecraft. There were other
UFO sightings in the area at the time.[385][100][386][101]2?1968-02-18Vashon Island incident[387]Vashon Island,
[388]Washington StateUnited StatesThree men reported seeing a shiny saucer shaped craft, which froze a pond over
which it had hovered.[389][102][390][103][391][104 ]21968-08-07Buff Ledge Camp AbductionNorth of [392]Burlington
at [393]Lake Champlain, [394]Vermont[395]United StatesTwo teenage employees of a summer camp reported
sighting UFOs over the lake and claimed to have experienced [396]missing time.[397][105][398][106]41968-11-28The
Sverdlovsk MidgetSverdlovsk (today [399]Yekaterinburg)[400]Soviet UnionNear Sverdlovsk discovered a falling
object in the Roshevski forest.[[401] clarification needed ] Some claimed that about the UFO and a Soviet Alien-autopsy
survived some film reel.[[402] clarification needed ] About the incident made a documentary film with [403]Roger
Moore.[[404] clarification needed ][405][107]11969-01-06[406]Jimmy Carter UFO incident[407]Leary, GeorgiaUnited
StatesLater U.S. president [408]Jimmy Carter’s sighting of a UAP, which he didn’t believe to be of extraterres-
trial origin and is, contrary to him, thought to be [409]Venus.[410][108]11970-01-01Cowichan District Hospital
UFO[411]Duncan, British Columbia[412]CanadaNurse Doreen Kendall claims she looked out a hospital window and
saw a UFO containing occupants seated at a control panel. Another nurse called over by Kendall saw only a bright,
featureless light.[413][109]31972-06-27[414]1972 UFO sightings in the eastern Cape[415]Fort Beaufort[416]South
AfricaA craft was observed near [417]Fort Beaufort in the [418]eastern Cape, which attracted the attention of the
military.[419][110][420][111][421][11 2][422][113]
1972-11-12[423]1972 UFO sightings in the eastern Cape[424]Rosmead[425]South AfricaA school headmaster seems
to have arrived at a still smouldering UFO landing site in the town of [426]Rosmead[427][111][428][114][429 ][115][430][116]
1973-05The Judy Doraty Abductionat a road from [431]Alta Loma to [432]Texas City, TexasUnited StatesWhile
under hypnosis, Judy Doraty claimed to have been abducted by aliens and to have witnessed a [433]cattle
mutilation.[434][117]41973-09-20Skylab 3 UFO Encounterspace station [435]Skylab 3 in Earth orbitouter spaceBlurred
photographs of an unknown object were taken by astronauts.[436][118]
1973-10Jeff Greenhaw[437]AlabamaUnited StatesAlabama policeman Jeff Greenhaw claims he encountered a
creature dressed in a shiny metal costume while investigating a UFO report.[438][119]31973-10-11[439]Pascagoula
AbductionNear [440]Pascagoula at the [441]Pascagoula River, [442]MississippiUnited StatesTwo men fishing on the
river claimed to be abducted by strange-looking humanoids.[443][120]41973-10-17[444]Eglin Air Force Base Sight-
ing[445]FloridaUnited StatesAn unidentified object was tracked by a [446]Duke Field radar unit during the same time
period, and within the same area, that 10 to 15 people observed four strange objects flying in formation between
[447]Milton, Florida, and [448]Crestview, Florida, along [449]Interstate 10, according to Eglin officials. Reports from
the base indicated that a bright glowing ball of light could be seen travelling parallel with an Air Force [450]C-130
aircraft but at a much higher altitude.[451][121]21974-01-23[452]Berwyn Mountain UFO incident[453]Llandrillo,
[454]Merionethshire, [455]North WalesUnited KingdomAn alleged UFO crash involving lights in the sky mo-
ments before a large impact shock. The cause of the incident was however soon revealed as a 3.5 magnitude
earthquake.[456][122][457][123]01974-05-311974 Abduction Event[458]Beitbridge[459]South AfricaTravellers Peter
and Frances MacNorman claimed an abduction event on 31May, which would have started near [460]Fort Victoria in
the current southern [461]Zimbabwe, andwhich would have continued to the vicinity of [462]Beitbridge on the South
African border.[463][124]41974-08-25Coyame UFO incident[464]Coyame, [465]Chihuahua[466]MexicoAn alleged mid-
air collision between a [467]UFO and a small airplane, near the town of [468]Coyame, [469]Chihuahua, close to the
[470]U.S.-Mexico border. Some people believe that a UFO crashed and was secretly recovered, but according to
local residents, UFO rumors arose after Mexican military authorities conducted a search to recover drugs and money
scattered across the landscape in the wreckage of a plane piloted by a U.S. resident in 1980.[471][125][472][126]41975-
01-12[473]Ston ehenge incident[474]North Bergen, New Jersey[475]United StatesA UFO was allegedly sighted
in North Hudson Park by a man, George O’Barski, while he was driving home at 2:45 AM.[476][127]21975-10-
30[477]Wurtsmith AFBNear [478]Oscoda, Michigan[479]United States[480]USAF security personnel reported an
unidentified craft flying within exceptionally-secure [481]Strategic Air Command airspace over a B-52 base housing
[482]nuclear weapons and delivery systems. An incoming [483]KC-135 tanker was later ordered to commence
pursuit over [484]Lake Huron. The object or objects, last seen back over the base’s weapons storage area, were never
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identified.[485][128][486][129]11975-11-05[487 ]Travis WaltonNear Turkey Springs in [488]Apache-Sitgreaves National
Forest, [489]ArizonaUnited StatesLogger Travis Walton reports being abducted by aliens for five days. Walton’s six
workmates claimed to have witnessed a bright hovering large silvery disk and fled the scene leaving him lying on
the ground. He reappeared on 11-10 at late evening in [490]Heber-Overgaard. Walton described the event and its
aftermath in the book The Walton Experience (1978), which was dramatized in the film [491]Fire in the Sky (1993)
(with the scenes aboard the extraterrestrials’ vessel significantly changed).[492][120]41976-01-06/07Stanford Abduc-
tionBetween [493]Stanford and [494]Hustonville on Route 78, [495]KentuckyUnited StatesThree women claimed to
be abducted after seeing a bright red object and a blue light while driving in a car on the highway.[496][130]41976-
06-221976 Canary Isles sightings[497]Canary Islands[498]SpainSeveral lights and a spherical transparent blue craft,
piloted by two beings was reported.[499][131]31976-08-26[500]Allagash AbductionsEagle Lake on the [501]Allagash
waterway, [502]MaineUnited StatesFour campers claimed to have been abducted by alien beings in the Allagash
wilderness.[503][132][504][133]41976-09-19[505 ]1976 Tehran UFO incidentNorth of and in [506]Tehran, [507]Mazan-
daran and [508]Tehran Provinces[509]Imperial State of IranA very bright object similar to a star was seen from
[510]Shemiran; after each approach to the UFO the electronic equipment of two [511]F-4 interceptor aircraft of the
[512]Imperial Iranian Air Force was disabled, along with ground control equipment in [513]Mehrabad International
Airport, an event thoroughly documented in the U.S. [514]DIA report. The Iranian generals involved in the incident
claimed the object was [515]extraterrestrial.[516][134]21977Colares UFO flap[517]Colares, Pará[518]BrazilClaims of
UFOs on a river island investigated by the air force in "[519]Operação Prato" and civilian researchers, among them
[520]J. F. Vallée.[521][135]21977[522]Broad Haven[523]Dyfed, [524]Wales[525]United KingdomIn the 1970s, the area
was the scene of alleged UFO sightings and nicknamed the Broad Haven Triangle[526][136][527][137]21978-05-10[528]E
milcin Abduction[529]Emilcin, [530]Lublin Voivodeship[531]PolandA farmer in Emilcin is said to have been abducted
and medically examined by short, green-faced, humanoid entities speaking an unearthly language in a white,
hovering, humming craft. There is now a memorial at the site.[532][138]41978-10-21[533]Valentich disappear-
ance[534]VictoriaAustraliaContacting air traffic control, an Australian pilot reported seeing a UFO before both he
and his aircraft vanished.[535][139][536][140]21978-12-21[537] Kaikoura lights[538]South Island[539]New ZealandA
series of sightings by a Safe Air freight plane; the airplane was escorted by strange lights that changed color and
size.[540][141]11979-01-031979 Mindalore Incident[541]Krugersdorp[542]South AfricaA mother and her 12-year-old
son ofMindalore, [543]Krugersdorp, both claimed an encounter with a group of human-like entities standing beside a
craft. One of them encouraged her to depart with them permanently. After she refused, they entered the craft which
then shot upwards and disappeared in 30 seconds.[544][142]51979-08-27[545]Val Johnson incident[546]Marshall
County, MinnesotaUnited StatesA deputy sheriff spotted a bright light which appeared to have collided with his patrol
car and damaged it. The deputy also suffered temporary retinal damage from the "light".[547][143][548][144]21979-11-
09[549]D echmont Woods Encounter[550]Dechmont Law near [551]Livingston, West Lothian, [552]ScotlandUnited
KingdomA forester, Bob Taylor, was pulled by two spiked globes towards a large spheroid object, which hovered on
a clearing. He lost consciousness and afterwards had trouble walking and speaking. He was also constantly thirsty
for several days.[553][145]21979-11-11[554]Manises UFO incident[555]Valencia, [556]Province of ValenciaSpainThree
large UFOs forced a commercial flight to make an emergency landing at [557]Manises Airport.[558][146]21980-12-24
to 28[559]Rendlesham-Woodbridge Incident[560]Rendlesham Forest, [561]Suffolk, [562]EnglandUnited KingdomA
sighting by [563]USAF personnel, which at first appeared to be a downed aircraft.[564][147]21980-12-29[565]Cash-
Landrum incidentOn state highway FM 1485 in [566]New Caney, TexasUnited StatesA huge diamond-shaped
object expelling flame and emitting heat irradiated three witnesses on an isolated road in dense woods, who all
required treatment for [567]radiation poisoning. The UFO was escorted by military helicopters including [568]CH-47
Chinooks. The victims have since sued the United States Government.[569][148]21981-01-08[570]Trans-en-Provence
Case[571]Trans-en-Provence, [572]Provence-Alpes-Côte d’AzurFranceRetired contractor Renato Nicolai said he saw
a flying object shaped like two inverted bowls that reportedly left circular traces on the grass.[573][149]21981-12-
31Hudson Valley Sightings/Hudson Valley Boomerang[574]Hudson Valley[575]United StatesA wave of reported
UFO sightings in the Hudson Valley which ran until 1987, peaking in 1983-84.[576][150]2, 3 & 41983-06-30Copely
Woods EncounterA suburb of [577]Indianapolis, [578]Indiana[579]United StatesHundreds of Basketball-Sized
ball of lights were sighted around a neighborhood, leaving unusually obvious marks behind. [580]Budd Hopkins
wrote his book "Intruders" about the case.[581][151][582][152][583][153] 41985-12-27[584]Communion[585]New
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York[586]United StatesAuthor [587]Whitley Strieber claims he was abducted by aliens while at his cabin in upstate
New York.[588][154]41986-01-29[589]Height 611 UFO incident[590]Dalnegorsk, [591]Primorski Krai[592]Soviet Union-
The inhabitants of the town watched a reddish ball which crashed into a mount known as Height 611. According
some ufologist there was an UFO crash.
2?1986-05-19São Paulo UFO sighting[593]São Paulo and [594]Rio de Janeiro[595]Brazil[596]Brazilian Air Force
allegedly detect and intercept UFOs in southeastern Brazil.
21986-11-17[597]Japan Air Lines flight 1628 incidentFrom eastern to south central [598]AlaskaUnited StatesFirst
two square-shaped, then one very large craft witnessed by the crew flew alongside Japan Air Lines Flight 1628 for 50
minutes above Alaska. One of the objects trailing the [599]Boeing 747 was detected by military radar.[600][155]21987-
11-11[601]Gulf Breeze UFO incident[602]FloridaUnited StatesEd Walters, a building contractor claimed to see a UFO
and take photos of it.
21990-03-30[603]Belgian UFO wave[604]Ans, [605]Wallonia[606]BelgiumReports of large, silent, low-
flying [607]black triangles, allegedly investigated by Belgium’s military.[608][156]21990-08-24Greifswald
Lights[609]Greifswald, [610]Bezirk Rostock[611]East Germany, [612]Central EuropeAt 8,30 p.m. many people
saw a group of 7 luminous spheres in the sky. The spheres took the form of a Y and were witnessed for about 30
minutes. Photographic evidence exists.[613][157]21991-04-07Baviaanspoort Sighting[614]Pretoria[615]South AfricaA
hovering [616]triangular craft with red central light, and white star-like lights on each extremity, was observed
by a family at Baviaanspoort, [617]Pretoria. A similar craft was sighted in the nearby [618]Eersterust township
on the evenings of 8 and 9 April, either stationary or moving.[619][158][620][159][621][160 ]11991-09-15[622]STS-48
incident[623]Space Shuttle Discovery while in [624]orbit[625]Outer spaceVideo taken during mission [626]STS-48
shows a flash of light and several objects, apparently flying in an artificial or controlled fashion. [627]NASA
explained them as ice particles reacting to engine jets.[628][161]01993-08-08Kelly Cahill Abductionat a road in the
[629]Dandenong Ranges near [630]Belgrave, Victoria[631]AustraliaHousewife Kelly Cahill reported seeing a large
craft and beings with glowing red eyes.[632][162][633][163]51993-11-18Sasolburg Sighting[634]Sasolburg[635]South
AfricaResidents of [636]Sasolburg observed a craft arriving from the direction of [637]Vereeniging. The craft departed
in a flash in the direction of [638]Parys, but returned some three minutes later. The craft, similar in appearance
to a water droplet, was observed to change colour and shape. With time individual lights were distinguished,
and the body was determined to be cigar-shaped. While contained in a yellowish to orange glow, it emitted a
downward blue light, before once again departing in a flash, upwards. A nearby town resident claimed to have
found imprints of a small craft’s landing gear some two months later.[639][164][640][165]1, 21994-09Warrenton Sight-
ing[641]Warrenton[642]South AfricaA farmer claimed to have made repeated observations of a noisy, nighttime craft
travelling at great speeds, besides what he described as a ’mother ship’. The craft’s noise was compared to the sound
of a helicopter or [643]Volkswagen Beetle engine. The farmer’s general claims were supported by four independent
observers.[644][166]11994-09-16Ariel UFO incident[645]Ruwa, [646]East Mashonaland[647]Zimbabwe62 children
saw a landed round aircraft and a small man next to it near their school.[648][167][649][168]31995-03South Africa UFO
Flap[650]South Africa[651]South AfricaA UFO flap swept South Africa from late March to mid April 1995, which was
widely reported in the media.[652][169][653][170][654][171] 21995-05-25America West Airlines Flight 564[655]Bovina,
Texas[656]United StatesA 300–400 foot long cigar-shaped UFO with rotating strobe light followed an America West
[657]Boeing 757[658][172]21996-01-20[659]Varginha UFO incident[660]Varginha[661]Brazil[662]Brazilian Armed
Forces allegedly captured extraterrestrial being after an UFO crash. The Brazilian government has officially denied
these claims. According to a military inquest, a local man with disabilities was mistaken for an alien.[663][173]31996-
07-28Erasmuskloof Sighting[664]Pretoria[665]South AfricaA glowing disc was sighted by Sergeant Becker near the
Adriaan Vlok police station, Erasmuskloof, [666]Pretoria. The pulsating light contained a red triangle and emitted
bright green tentacles, while a radar operator at [667]Johannesburg International confirmed its presence. A chase
ensued involving some 200 policemen and a police helicopter. The helicopter chase was given up at 10,000 ft near
Bronkhorstspruit, when the object made a vertical ascent.[668][174][669][175][670][176 ]11996-10-05Westendorff UFO
sighting[671]PelotasBrazilPilot observes a UFO emerge from a mother craft
11996-12-02STS-80 incidents[672]Space Shuttle Columbia while in [673]orbit[674]Outer spaceA video taken during
mission [675]STS-80 of the [676]Space Shuttle Columbia was analyzed by Mark J. Carlotto. It included three unusual
[677]phenomena: two slow-moving circular objects; a strange rapidly moving burst of light near the Earth’s surface;
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and a number of object traces near the shuttle. The first two may be shuttle debris and an unusual atmospheric
phenomenon. An analysis of the object traces near the shuttle suggested they were not shuttle debris or me-
teors, though [678]James Oberg deemed them to be nearby sunlit debris.[679][177][680][178]21997-03-13[681]Ph
oenix Lights[682]Phoenix, ArizonaUnited StatesLights and craft of varying descriptions, most notably a V-shaped
pattern, were seen by thousands of people between 19:30 and 22:30 [683]MST, in a space of about 300 miles,
from the [684]Nevada line, through [685]Phoenix, to the edge of [686]Tucson.[687][179][688][180]11997-07Trich ardt
SightingTrichardt[689]South AfricaA hovering, cylindrical light or shiny cloud, was filmed by Andreas Mathios in
the sky above the town of Trichardt, in the current western [690]Mpumalanga province. Besides Mathios, it was
independently observed by three other persons around 6:50am. The light suddenly dropped and rose again before
disappearing.[691][181]01998-12-27Graaff-Reinet sighting[692]Graaff-Reinet[693]South AfricaThe Laubscher family
videotaped a group of roundish triangular craft passing over the town of [694]Graaff-Reinet, at about 25,000 ft.
These were changing colour and sometimes circled one another, before being overtaken by a much larger, shiny,
gold-coloured craft. At this point all the objects departed to a cloud bank on the horizon.[695][182][696][183]02000-05-
08Warden Sighting[697]Warden[698]South AfricaPolice inspector Kriel claimed to have observed an approaching UFO
while travelling on the [699]N3 freeway, 70 km north of [700]Warden in the eastern [701]Free State province. The
orange, oval-shaped light was fitted with two cupolas, one above and another below, and was wide enough to cover
four lanes of the freeway. After a close approach the craft receded again. A follow up report claimed that the vicinity
is known for moving light apparitions.[702][184]1 DateNameCity, StateCountryDescriptionSources[703]Hynek Scale
2001-07-15 [704]Morristown UFO hoax[705]Carteret, New JerseyUnited StatesAt least 15 people, including 2 police
officers, stopped their cars along the New Jersey Turnpike to view light formations in the night sky.[706][185][707][186]1
2004-03-05 [708]2004 Mexican UFO incident
[709]MexicoA drug-smuggling air-patrol recorded on infrared camera what some claimed to be UFOs. The footage
was released by [710]JaimeMaussan. The objects were however convincingly correlatedwith the burn-off flares of oil
platforms.[711][187]22004-08-21 to 2006-10-31The Tinley Park Lights[712]Tinley Park, IllinoisUnited StatesA sequence
of five mass UFO sightings, first on August 21, 2004, two months later on October 31, 2004, again on October 1 of
2005, and once again on October 31, 2006, in Tinley Park and Oak Park, Chicago.[713][188][714][189][715][190 ]12006-11-
07[716]2006 O’Hare International Airport UFO sighting[717]Chicago, IllinoisUnited StatesUnited Airlines employees
and pilots claimed sightings of a saucer-shaped, unlit craft hovering over a Chicago O’Hare Airport terminal,
before shooting up vertically.[718][191]12007-04-23[719]2007 Alderney UFO sighting[720]Alderney[721]Bailiwick
of GuernseyTwo airline pilots on separate flights spot UFOs off the coast of Alderney.[722][192]12007-10-292007
Kolkata UFO sighting[723]Kolkata[724]IndiaA fast moving object was spotted at 30° in the eastern horizon between
3:30AM and 6:30AM and filmed on handycam. Its shape shifted from a sphere to a triangle and then to a straight
line. The object emitted a bright light forming a halo and radiated a range of colours. It was spotted by many
people and hundreds gathered along the [725]E.M. Bypass to catch a glimpse of the UFO, triggering a frenzy. The
video footage was released on a TV News channel and later shown to Dr. D.P. Duari, the director of MP [726]Birla
Planetarium, Kolkata, who found it to be "extremely interesting and strange".[727][193][728][194][729][19 5]12007-11-28
to 2011-12-13Dudley Dorito[730]West Midlands conurbation[731]United KingdomThe Dudley Dorito sightings
concerns multiple sightings of a [732]black triangle over the [733]West Midlands conurbation of the United Kingdom
which began in November 2007. The phrase was coined by the local press after hearing witness descriptions of the
object.[734][196][735][197]12008-01-08 to 2008-02-09[736]Stephenville, Texas UFO sightings[737]Stephenville, Texas,
[738]Dublin, Texas, [739]Crawford, TexasUnited StatesUFOs were, and are sometimes still reported from this area.
One was an object described as 1 mile (1.6 km) by 1.5 miles (2.4 km) in size, spotted over Bush Ranch in [740]Craw-
ford, Texas. The [741]Air Force has identified the objects as training fighter jets that went unreported due to a
"communications problem".[742][198]12008-05 to 2008-092008 Turkey UFO sightings[743]Istanbul[744]TurkeyOver
a four-month span in 2008, a night guard at the Yeni Kent Compound videotaped one or more UFOs over Turkey
at nighttime. Many witnesses confirmed the two and a half hours’ worth of video, leading the Sirius UFO Space
Science Research Center to dub it the "most important images of a UFO ever filmed".[745][199]22008-06-20Wales
UFO sightingsdifferent cities, [746]WalesUnited KingdomAccording to media reports, a police helicopter was almost
hit by a UFO, before it tried to pursue it. Hundreds of people reported to have witnessed a UFO on the same or
preceding days, from different areas of Wales.[747][200]22009-02-27Middelburg Witbank Sighting[748]Middelburg -
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[749]Witbank[750]South AfricaTwo formations of high-flying, orange-red objects, were seen by many witnesses, and
video-recorded by some, as they traveled between the towns of [751]Middelburg and [752]Witbank, 25 kilometres
(16 mi) apart. The first formation of 7 objects were seen at 21:51 on 27 February, as they flew westwards from
Middelburg towards Witbank. Due to their altitude they eventually disappeared behind clouds. At 20:00 on 6
March, they were noted again high in the sky, but this time greater in number, 23, and traveling in the opposite
direction.[753][201][754][202]12009-12-09[755] 2009 Norwegian spiral anomaly[756]FinnmarkNorway and SwedenA
large, circular spinning white light, trailed by a long blue tail over the skies of Norway was spotted by thousands for
two minutes around 8:45 am on December 9. The Norwegian media and space center were swamped with calls,
and the phenomenon was held to be anything from a UFO to a unique [757]aurora borealis event. The following
day Russian authorities confirmed a failed [758]Bulava launch, explaining the anomaly.[759][203][760][204]12010-01-
25Harbour Mille incident[761]Harbour Mille, [762]Newfoundland and LabradorCanadaAt least three UFOs were
spotted over Harbour Mille. The objects looked like missiles but emitted no noise.[763][205]12010-07-21Booysens
Sighting[764]Pretoria[765]South AfricaResidents of Booysens, Pretoria, observed a triangle of bright lights which
hungmotionless in the sky for two hours. In each instance the object commenced a slow descent towards the horizon
at 20:30. Binocular observation revealed nothing more than a blue and emerald light, with a white light which
shone straight downwards.[766][206]12010-10-23[767]Warren Air Force Base[768]Wyoming[769]United StatesUFO
sighting coincides with 50 nuclear missiles going off-line.[770][207]1, 22011-01-28Jerusalem Dome of the Rock UFO
incident[771]Jerusalem[772]IsraelLater shown to be a hoax.[773][208][774][209]02011-02-202011 Vancouver UFO
sighting[775]Vancouver, Washington[776]United StatesReports of purple and red flashing lights appearing in the
sky on the evening of February 20, 2011 were revealed as a hoax by the owner of a large Chinese made kite with
lights attached.[777][210]02011-05-11Tierpoort Sighting[778]Pretoria[779]South AfricaA host of silent, orange lights
with consistent luminosity were observed as they traveled faster than a commercial aeroplane over Tierpoort near
Pretoria (some 20 objects) and Krugersdorp respectively. On 15 June seven of these objects were observed and some
photographed as they crossed the sky in single file over Tierpoort.[780][211][781][212][782][2 13]12014-08-11Mass UFO
sighting[783]Houston, Texas[784]United StatesMany people in Houston, Texas saw a ring of lights, flying during a
thunderstorm and this was captured on video, object seemed to be transparent but the lights were arranged in a circle
with a central light visible on some pictures.[785][214][786][215]12014-10-03Colorado UFO sighting[787]Breckenridge,
Colorado[788]United StatesThe police in Breckenridge, Colorado received not only one but multiple reports of UFO
sightings over the city. The mysterious objects remained stationary for periods of up to 15 minutes at a time. After
that, a flash would appear and the “objects would take off across the mountain ridge”.[789][216]12014-11-11Airplane
Disc Sighting[790]Alborz[791]IranPlane passenger records speeding circular ’UFO’ zooming beneath the jet he was
in as it flies over Iran. According to the [792]Daily Mail, "the most likely explanation is that it is high tech drone
being operated by the Iranian military."[793][217]12015-06-252015 Kanpur UFO sighting[794]Kanpur[795]IndiaA
schoolboy claimed to have captured photographs of a UFO.[796][218][797][219][798][220] 12015-11-282015 Gorakhpur
UFO sighting[799]Gorakhpur[800]IndiaThe UFO, a huge disc-shaped flying object, was reportedly caught hovering
over Padri market in Gorakhpur. Rumours are doing the rounds on the web that the UFO was the same object that
was spotted in Lucknow and Kanpur a few months prior. The viral pictures were clicked by an individual identified
as Rinku, who reportedly said the object was rotating on its own. The photos have been widely circulated on
messaging apps such as WhatsApp and social networking sites including Facebook and Twitter. However, the district
administration has dismissed the rumours, saying it was just another hoax. The viral images are being studied by
experts from Gorakhpur University.
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Moon an alien artifact. (2016-08-12 21:39)

Called “the Rosetta Stone of the planets” by Dr. Robert Jastrow, the first chairman of NASA’s Lunar Exploration Com-
mittee, scientists had hoped by studying the composition of the Moon, to resolve some of the mysteries of how our
planet and solar system came into existence.
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However, six Moon landings later, science writer Earl Ubell declared, “… the lunar Rosetta Stone remains a mystery.
The Moon is more complicated than anyone expected; it is not simply a kind of billiard ball frozen in space and time,
as many scientists had believed. Few of the fundamental questions have been answered, but the Apollo rocks and
recordings have spawned a score of mysteries, a few truly breath-stopping.”
Among these “breath-stopping” mysteries or anomalies as scientists prefer to call them is the fact that the Moon is
far older than previously imagined, perhaps even much older than the Earth and Sun. By examining tracks burned
into Moon rocks by cosmic rays, scientists have dated them as billions of years old. Some have been dated back 4.5
billion years, far older than the Earth and nearly as old as the solar system.
The Moon has at least three distinct layers of rocks. Contrary to the idea that heavier objects sink, the heavier rocks
are found on the surface. And there is a definite disparity in the distribution of minerals. Ubell asked, “If the Earth and
Moon were created at the same time, near each other, why has one body got all the iron [the Earth] and the other
[the Moon] not much?” asked Ubell. “The differences suggest that Earth and Moon came into being far from each
other, an idea that stumbles over the inability of astrophysicists to explain how exactly the Moon became a satellite
of the Earth.”
TheMoon is extremely dry and does not appear to have ever hadwater in any substantial amounts. None of theMoon
rocks, regardless of where they were found, contained free water or even water molecules bound into the minerals.
Yet Apollo 16 astronauts found Moon rocks that contained bits of rusted iron. Since oxidation requires oxygen and
free hydrogen, this rust indicates there must be water somewhere on the Moon.
Furthermore, instruments left behind by Apollo missions sent a signal to Earth on March 7, 1971, indicating a “wind”
of water had crossed the Moon’s surface. Since any water on the airless Moon surface vaporizes and behaves like the
wind on Earth, the question became where did this water originate? The vapor cloud eruptions lasted 14 hours and
covered an area of some 100 square miles, prompting Rice University physicists Dr. John Freeman, Jr. and Dr. H. Ken
Hills to pronounce the event one of “the most exciting discoveries yet” indicating water within the Moon. The two
physicists claimed the water vapor came from deep inside the Moon, apparently released during a moonquake.
NASA officials offered a more mundane, and questionable, explanation. They speculated that two tanks on Apollo
descent stages containing between 60 and 100 pounds of water became stressed and ruptured, releasing their con-
tents. Freeman and Hills declined to accept this explanation, pointing out that the two tanks — from Apollo 12 and
14 — were some 180 kilometers apart yet the water vapor was detected with the same flux at both sites although
the instruments faced in opposite directions. Skeptics also have understandably questioned the odds of two separate
tanks breaking simultaneously and how such a small quantity of water could produce 100 square miles of vapor.
Moon rocks were found to be magnetized—not strong enough to pick up a paper clip, but magnetic nevertheless.
However, there is no magnetic field on the Moon itself. So where did the magnetism come from?
The presence of maria, or large seas of smooth solidified molten rock, also presented a mystery. These maria indicate
nothing less than a vast outpouring of lava at some distant time. It has now been confirmed that some of the Moon’s
craters are of internal origin. Yet there is no indication that the Moon has ever been hot enough to produce volcanic
eruptions. Another puzzle is that almost all — four-fifths — of the maria are located on the Moon’s Earthside hemi-
sphere. Few maria mark the far side of the Moon, often erroneously referred to as the “dark side.” Yet the far side
contains many more craters and mountainous areas.
In comparison to the rest of theMoon, the maria are relatively free of craters suggesting that craters were covered by
lava flow. Adding to this mystery are the mascons— large dense circular masses lying 20 to 40 miles below the center
of the Moon’s maria. The mascons were discovered because their denseness distorted the orbits of our spacecraft
flying over or near them. One scientist proposed that the mascons are heavy iron meteorites that plunged deep into
the Moon while it was in a soft, formable stage. This theory has been discounted since meteorites strike with such
high velocities, they would vaporize on contact.
Another mundane explanation is that the mascons are nothing more than lava-filled caverns, but skeptics say there
isn’t enough lava present to accomplish this. It would seem these mascons are huge disk-shaped objects possibly of
artificial construction. It is unlikely that large circular disks located directly under the center of the maria like a giant
bulls-eye happened by accident or coincidence.
Between 1969 and 1977, Apollo mission seismographic equipment registered up to 3,000 “moonquakes” each year
of operation. Most of the vibrations were quite small and were caused by meteorite strikes or falling booster rockets.
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But many other quakes were detected deep inside the Moon. This internal creaking is believed to be caused by the
gravitational pull of our planet as most moonquakes occur when the Moon is closest to the Earth.
An event occurred in 1958 in the Moon’s Alphonsus crater, which shook the idea that all internal moonquake activity
was simply settling rocks. In November of that year, Soviet astronomer Nikolay A. Kozyrev of the Crimean Astrophysi-
cal Observatory startled the scientific world by photographing the first recorded gaseous eruption on the Moon near
the crater’s peak. Kozyrev attributed this to escaping fluorescent gases. He also detected a reddish glow characteristic
of carbon compounds, which “seemed to move and disappeared after an hour.”
Some scientists refused to accept Kozyrev’s findings until astronomers at the Lowell Observatory also saw reddish
glows on the crests of ridges in the Aristarchus region in 1963. Days later, colored lights on the Moon lasting more
than an hour were reported at two separate observatories.
Something was going on inside the volcanically dead Moon. And whatever it is, it occurs the same way at the same
time. As the Moon moves closer to the Earth, seismic signals from different stations on the lunar surface detect iden-
tical vibrations. It is difficult to accept this movement as a natural phenomenon. For example, a broken artificial hull
plate could shift exactly the same way each time the Moon passed near the Earth.
There is evidence to indicate theMoonmay be hollow. Studies of Moon rocks indicate that theMoon’s interior differs
from the Earth’s mantle in ways suggesting a very small, or even nonexistent, core. As far back as 1962, NASA scientist
Dr. GordonMacDonald stated, “If the astronomical data are reduced, it is found that the data require that the interior
of the Moon be less dense than the outer parts. Indeed, it would seem that the Moon is more like a hollow than a
homogeneous sphere.”
Apollo 14 astronaut Dr. Edgar Mitchell, while scoffing at the possibility of a hollow moon, nevertheless admitted that
since heavier materials were on the surface, it is quite possible that giant caverns exist within the Moon. MIT’s Dr.
Sean C. Solomon wrote, “The Lunar Orbiter experiments vastly improved our knowledge of the Moon’s gravitational
field … indicating the frightening possibility that the Moon might be hollow.”
Why frightening? The significance was stated by astronomer Carl Sagan way back in his 1966 work Intelligent Life in
the Universe, “A natural satellite cannot be a hollow object.”
Themost startling evidence that theMoon could be hollow came on November 20, 1969, when the Apollo 12 crew, af-
ter returning to their command ship, sent the lunarmodule (LM) ascent stage crashing back onto theMoon creating an
artificial moonquake. The LM struck the surface about 40 miles from the Apollo 12 landing site where ultra-sensitive
seismic equipment recorded something both unexpected and astounding—theMoon reverberated like a bell formore
than an hour. The vibration wave took almost eight minutes to reach a peak, and then decreased in intensity. At a
news conference that day, one of the co-directors of the seismic experiment, Maurice Ewing, told reporters that sci-
entists were at a loss to explain the ringing. “As for the meaning of it, I’d rather not make an interpretation right
now. But it is as though someone had struck a bell, say, in the belfry of a church a single blow and found that the
reverberation from it continued for 30 minutes.”
It was later established that small vibrations had continued on the Moon for more than an hour. The phenomenon
was repeated when the Apollo 13’s third stage was sent crashing onto the Moon by radio command, striking with the
equivalent of 11 tons of TNT. According to NASA, this time the Moon “reacted like a gong.” Although seismic equip-
ment was more than 108 miles from the crash site, recordings showed reverberations lasted for three hours and 20
minutes and traveled to a depth of 22 to 25 miles.
Subsequent studies of man-made crashes on the Moon yielded similar results. After one impact the Moon reverber-
ated for four hours. This ringing coupled with the density problem on theMoon reinforces the idea of a hollowmoon.
Scientists hoped to record the impact of a meteor large enough to send shock waves to theMoon’s core and back and
settle the issue. That opportunity came on May 13, 1972, when a large meteor stuck the Moon with the equivalent
force of 200 tons of TNT. After sending shock waves deep into the interior of the Moon, scientists were baffled to find
that none returned, confirming that there is something unusual about the Moon’s core, or lack thereof.
Dr. Farouk El Baz was quoted as saying, “There aremany undiscovered caverns suspected to exist beneath the surface
of the Moon. Several experiments have been flown to the Moon to see if there actually were such caverns.” The
results of these experiments have not been made public.
It seems apparent that the Moon has a tough, hard outer shell and a light or nonexistent interior. The Moon’s shell
contains dense minerals such as titanium, used on Earth in the construction of aircraft and space vehicles.
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Many people still recall watching our astronauts on TV as they vainly tried to drill through the crust of a Moon maria.
Their specially designed drills could only penetrate a few inches. The puzzle of the Moon’s hard surface was com-
pounded by the discovery of what appeared to be processed metals.
Experts were surprised to find lunar rocks bearing brass, mica and amphibole in addition to the near-pure titanium.
Uranium 236 and Neptunium 237 — elements not previously found in nature — were discovered in Moon rocks,
according to the Argone National Laboratory. While still trying to explain the presence of these materials, scientists
were further startled to learn of rust-proof iron particles in a soil sample from the Sea of Crisis. In 1976, the Associated
Press reported that the Soviets had announced the discovery of iron particles that “do not rust” in samples brought
back by an unmanned Moon mission in 1970. Iron that does not rust is unknown in nature and well beyond present
Earth technology.
Undoubtedly the greatest mystery concerning our Moon is how it came to be there in the first place. Prior to the
Apollo missions, one serious theory as to the Moon’s origin was that it broke off of the Earth eons ago. Although
no one could positively locate where on Earth it originated, many speculated the loss of material explained the huge
gouge in the Earth, which forms the Pacific Ocean. However, this idea was discarded when it was found that there is
little similarity between the composition of our world and the Moon.
A more recent theory had theMoon created out of space debris left over from the creation of the Earth. This concept
proved untenable in light of current gravitational theory, which indicates that one large object will accumulate all
loose material, leaving none for the formation of another large body. It is now generally accepted that the Moon
originated elsewhere and entered the Earth’s gravitational field at some point in the distant past.
Here theories diverge — one stating that the Moon was originally a planet which collided with the Earth creating
debris which combined forming theMoon while another states theMoon, while wandering through our solar system,
was captured and pulled into orbit by Earth’s gravity. Neither of these theories are especially compelling because
of the lack of evidence that neither the Earth nor the Moon seem to have been physically disrupted by a past close
encounter. There is no debris in space indicating a past collision and it does not appear that the Earth and the Moon
developed during the same time period.
As for the “capture” theory, even scientist Isaac Asimov, well known for his works of fiction, has written, “It’s too big
to have been captured by the Earth. The chances of such a capture having been effected and the Moon then having
taken up nearly circular orbit around our Earth are too small to make such an eventuality credible.”
Asimov was right to consider the Moon’s orbit — it is not only nearly a perfect circle, but stationary, one side always
facing the Earth with only the slightest variation. As far as we know, it’s the only natural satellite with such an orbit.
This circular orbit is especially odd considering that the Moon’s center of mass lies more than a mile closer to the
Earth than its geometric center. This fact alone should produce an unstable, wobbly orbit, much as a ball with its
mass off center will not roll in a straight line. Additionally, almost all of the other satellites in our solar system orbit in
the plane of their planet’s equator. Not so the Moon, whose orbit lies strangely nearer the Earth’s orbit around the
Sun or inclined to the Earth’s ecliptic by more than five degrees. Add to this the fact that the Moon’s bulge — located
on the side facing away from Earth — thus negating the idea that it was caused by the Earth’s gravitational pull —
makes for an off-balanced world.
It seems impossible that such an oddity could naturally fall into such a precise and circular orbit. It is a fascinating
conundrum as articulated by science writer William Roy Shelton, who wrote, “It is important to remember that some-
thing had to put theMoon at or near its present circular pattern around the Earth. Just as an Apollo spacecraft circling
the Earth every 90 minutes while 100 miles high has to have a velocity of roughly 18,000 miles per hour to stay in
orbit, so something had to give the Moon the precisely required velocity for its weight and altitude … The point—and
it is one seldom noted in considering the origin of the Moon — is that it is extremely unlikely that any object would
just stumble into the right combination of factors required to stay in orbit. ‘Something’ had to put the Moon at its
altitude, on its course and at its speed. The question is: what was that ‘something’?”
If the precise and stationary orbit of the Moon is seen as sheer coincidence, is it also coincidence that the Moon is
at just the right distance from the Earth to completely cover the Sun during an eclipse? While the diameter of the
Moon is a mere 2,160 miles against the Sun’s gigantic 864,000 miles, it is nevertheless in just the proper position to
block out all but the Sun’s flaming corona when it moves between the Sun and the Earth. Asimov explained: “There
is no astronomical reason why the Moon and the Sun should fit so well. It is the sheerest of coincidences, and only
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the Earth among all the planets is blessed in this fashion.”
Is it merely coincidence? How does one explain this and many other Moon mysteries?
In July 1970, two Russian scientists, Mikhail Vasin and Alexander Shcherbakov, published an article in the Soviet jour-
nal Sputnik entitled “Is the Moon the Creation of Alien Intelligence?” They advanced the theory that the Moon is not
a completely natural world, but a planetoid that was hollowed out eons ago in the far reaches of space by intelligent
beings possessing a technology far superior to ours. Huge machines were used to melt rock and form large cavities
within theMoon, spewing themolten refuse onto the surface. Protected by a hull-like inner shell plus a reconstructed
outer shell of metallic rocky junk, this gigantic craft was steered through the cosmos and finally parked in orbit around
the Earth.
In their article Vasin and Shcherbakov wrote, “Abandoning the traditional paths of ‘common sense,’ we have plunged
into what may at first sight seem to be unbridled and irresponsible fantasy. But the more minutely we go into all the
information gathered by man about the Moon, the more we are convinced that there is not a single fact to rule out
our supposition. Not only that, but many things so far considered to be lunar enigmas are explainable in the light of
this new hypothesis.”
Outrageous as the spaceship moon theory might first appear, consider how this model reconciles all of the mysteries
of the Moon. It would explain why the Moon gives evidence of being much older than the Earth and perhaps even
our solar system and why there are three distinct layers within the Moon, with the densest materials in the outside
layer, exactly as one would expect of the “hull” of a spacecraft. It could also explain why no sign of water has been
found on the Moon’s surface, yet there is evidence it exists deep inside. This theory also would explain the strange
maria and mascons, perhaps the remnants of the machinery used to hollow out the Moon. The idea of an artificial
satellite could explain the odd, rhythmic “moonquakes” as artificial constructs reacting the same way during periods
of stress from the Earth’s pull. And artificial equipment beneath the Moon’s surface might be the source of the gas
clouds that have been observed.
Intelligent “terraforming” of the Moon could prove the solution to the argument between “hot moon” and “cold
moon” scientists — they are both right! The Moon originally was a cold world, which was transformed into a space-
craft by artificially heating and expelling vast quantities of its interior. This theory also could explain the seeming
contradictions over the question of a hollow moon. If the Moon originally was a solid world which was artificially
hollowed out, there would be evidence of both phases—exactly what we have with current Moon knowledge.
An artificially hollowed-out Moon would explain why the satellite rings like a bell for hours after struck and why spec-
imens of tough, refractory metals such as titanium, chromium and circonium; “rust-proof” iron; Uranium 236 and
Neptunium 237 have been found there.
In fact, the spaceship moon theory may come closer than any other in reconciling the questions over the origin and
amazing orbit of the Moon.

Huge Alien Spacecraft Hiding Behind Moon, Insider Reveals (2016-08-12 21:51)

On January 22, 2012, Dr. Norton was called to the MacDonald Observatory in Texas and saw “massive, three
dimensional black structures in space, in straight line formation advancing in the direction of planet Earth.
The object seemed to be emitting some sort of force field that deflected space particles from touching their surface,
almost like the magnetic field around the earth.
The objects were getting so close that, with our telescopes, we could see the structural features of these things in
high detail. They were shaped as a three dimensional “L” shaped craft.

By January 2013, the objects had been tracked to about 200,000 miles past the planet Mars. Once they reached this
point, almost instantaneously, the object vanished from our telescope lenses as if they had activated some sort of
invisibility shield at the flick of the switch. I knew that the upper echelons of government were worried about these
things because I was under a constant 24/7 guard by Secret Service agents.
For nearly the entire year of 2013, we watched the skies in disbelief. We didn’t know what was going on or where
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these things were. According to my calculations, these things would have been so close to us by now that we would
have no problem seeing them in the night sky had they stayed visible to us. We didn’t know if they were still coming
or had left the solar system.”
Dr. Norton was sent home and was awaiting additional order, if needed, but had not heard anything else about this
situation for approximately 6 months.
Upon all of the commotion around the government shutdown as well as the shutdown of numerous spacemonitoring
programs, Dr. Norton finally made a call to a close friend who he worked with confidentially who told Norton that
“the objects reappeared and had repositioned themselves behind the moon” in a circular type of alignment, which
allowed them to dock to the backside of the moon in order to remain invisible to skywatchers.
Norton added that the blackout of all space monitoring programs was essential in “keeping the lid on what had
happened.”
“We don’t know what they are, what they are doing or what they’re going to do. We do know that there have already
been fluctuations in Earth’s gravity field and the gravity field which links the moon to the Earth.”
According to Dr. Norton, if this information were to be revealed to the masses, it would cause a breakdown of all
religions as well as the “breakdown of society, itself”.

U.S. Begins Selling Commercial Land On The Moon (2016-08-13 22:52)

The Federal Aviation Administration, in a previously undisclosed late-December letter to Bigelow
Aerospace, said the agency intends to “leverage the FAA’s existing launch licensing authority to encour-
age private sector investments in space systems by ensuring that commercial activities can be conducted
on a non-interference basis.”
In other words, experts said, Bigelow could set up one of its proposed inflatable habitats on the moon,
and expect to have exclusive rights to that territory – as well as related areas that might be tapped for
mining, exploration and other activities.
However, the FAA letter noted a concern flagged by the U.S. State Department that “the national
regulatory framework, in its present form, is ill-equipped to enable the U.S. government to fulfill its
obligations” under a 1967 United Nations treaty, which, in part, governs activities on the moon.

The United Nations Outer Space treaty, in part, requires countries to authorize and supervise ac-
tivities of non-government entities that are operating in space, including the moon. It also bans nuclear
weapons in space, prohibits national claims to celestial bodies and stipulates that space exploration and
development should benefit all countries.
“We didn’t give (Bigelow Aerospace) a license to land on the moon. We’re talking about a payload review
that would potentially be part of a future launch license request. But it served a purpose of documenting
a serious proposal for a U.S. company to engage in this activity that has high-level policy implications,”
said the FAA letter’s author, George Nield, associate administrator for the FAA’s Office of Commercial
Transportation.
“We recognize the private sector’s need to protect its assets and personnel on the moon or on other
celestial bodies,” the FAA wrote in the December letter to Bigelow Aerospace. The company, based in
Nevada, is developing the inflatable space habitats. Bigelow requested the policy statement from the
FAA, which oversees commercial space transportation in the U.S.
The letter was coordinated with U.S. departments of State, Defense, Commerce, as well as NASA and
other agencies involved in space operations. It expands the FAA’s scope from launch licensing to U.S.
companies’ planned activities on the moon, a region currently governed only by the nearly 50-year old
UN space treaty.
But the letter also points to more legal and diplomatic work that will have to be done to govern potential
commercial development of the moon or other extraterrestrial bodies.
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Fully Self-driving Cars by 2021 (2016-08-15 21:30)

On Tuesday, during a hectic day of media interviews about the coming revolution being caused by autonomous
vehicles (AVs), Ford’s CEO Mark Fields [1]told Wall Street analysts that such vehicles “could have just as significant an
impact on society as [Henry] Ford’s moving assembly line did 100 years ago.” He told workers at a Ford plant in Palo
Alto, “This is a transformational moment in our industry … it is a transformational moment in our company. We are
making people’s lives better by changing the way the world moves.”
He said that his company’s foray begins with e-hailing services such as Uber and Lyft and will expand to the consumer
market by 2021 if not sooner.
He’s not alone. Johann Jungwirth, VW’s head of Digitalization Strategy, said in April that he expects the first
completely self-driving cars to be on the market no later than 2019, just three years from now. GM’s Richard Holman,
head of the company’s “foresight and trends” division, agrees, telling theWall Street Journal in April that they “will
be on the road by 2020, or sooner.”
Uber just might beat them all to the punch. By the end of this month, customers in downtown Pittsburgh will be able
to e-hail self-driving vehicles through their Uber phone app. And those rides will be free in order to acquaint them
with the new technology. In a partnership with Volvo (and an investment of $300 million), Uber will have 100 Volvo
XC90s responding to those e-hails. Uber’s goal, according to John Bares who joined the company from Carnegie
Mellon University’s robotics department last year, is to replace every one of Uber’s more than one million human
drivers with self-driving cars “as quickly as possible.”
Uber has the advantage over Ford and the other majors in that it already has self-driving delivery vehicles in its Uber
Eats service. That technology is being expanded to make the service available to everyone needing a ride.

[2]

The reason for the free rides in Pittsburgh, at least for the moment, is not only to acclimate customers to the new
technology, but to raise the likelihood that, over time, riding in Uber driverless cars, according to Uber CEO Travis
Kalanick, “will be cheaper ... than in a private car.”
That’s just the tip of the iceberg. Cheaper is good but it is only the beginning, according to McKinsey & Company.
Dead time driving to and fromwork can be turned into productive time: reading, writing, researching on the Internet,
Skyping, and so on. Drivers in Los Angeles spend on average three hours every weekday driving to and from work.
McKinsey says the average drive time across the country is 50 minutes per day per driver, every day of the week.
Added up, if turned to productive use, that amounts to more than a billion hours of time becoming productive each
year.
The AV revolution is already having an impact in unlikely places, such as employment in the robotics industry. As AVs
replace drivers, this will increase the need for engineers to develop the software. For instance, Ford first opened its
Research and Innovation Center in Palo Alto last year, occupying 30,000 square feet. It is planning to add two new
75,000-square-foot buildings to house the influx of engineers and designers needed to develop the new software.
That’s a five-fold increase in square footage in less than two years. Ford is planning on doubling its current workforce
of researchers, scientists, and engineers over that time period.
While AVs are shown to reduce emissions by as much as 60 percent, thanks to better optimized travel routes, the AV
revolution is likely to change the independent vehicle-service industry, whose small shops are unlikely to be able to
afford the technology required to maintain the new four-wheeled computers. In addition, according to McKinsey, AV
makers “will have a strong incentive to service these vehicles since regulators could ultimately force them to take on
the greatest portion of the responsibility and risk associated with crashes caused by AV technical failures.”
This could turn the insurance industry upside-down as well. Instead of issuing millions of individual policies to drivers
to insure them against driver error, the industry would likely insure just the manufacturers instead, much like they do
for cruise lines and shipping companies.
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The impact could be felt in unseen ways as well, such as the amount of real estate dedicated to parking. Since AVs
don’t require space to open the doors for entering and exiting passengers (they would just enter and depart at their
destination), parking spaces will be at least 15 percent tighter.
The savings in car crashes alone could be monumental. McKinsey says that “for every person killed in a motor-vehicle
accident, eight are hospitalized and 100 are treated and released.… Advanced technology operating AVs would reduce
accidents by up to 90 percent … potentially saving about $190 billion [annually].”
The impact on the home-care industry for the elderly could be enormous as well. Self-driving cars that can be sum-
moned with a phone call are likely to allow those currently forced to stay at home the freedom to shop, visit, and
travel. The demand for in-home care specialists could decline, along with the demand for off-site assisted-living facil-
ities.
The AV revolution could also impact residential land values. Living far away in the suburbs could becomemore attrac-
tive as drive time is turned productive, pressuring the value of properties closer to downtown.
Fields could be more correct than he knows. The moving assembly line turned the world upside down 100 years ago.
The AV revolution is likely to do the same.

1. http://www.freep.com/story/money/cars/ford/2016/08/17/ford-ceo-autonomous-vehicles-transform-industry/888
67946/
2. http://69.167.176.82/%7Eadserve/www/delivery/ck.php?n=ae06b907&cb=INSERT_RANDOM_NUMBER_HERE

Why the Office Dress Code Is Slowly Dying (2016-08-16 15:51)

The passionate internet debate over ’90s-era baggy shorts is just the latest example of why summertime has long
been the bane of the [1]office fashion police. Clothes get skimpier. Hot weather makes ties and jackets less appealing.
The dreaded [2]flip-flops threaten to emerge from the closet.
Some traditionally stuffy government offices, law firms, banks, and management consultancies are changing their
dress codes, often to help recruit or retain workers in a highly competitive job market–though flip-flops remain a
step or three too far. J. P. Morgan Chase is allowing most workers outside its investment bank to trade their suits
for business-casual clothing. Last year, Walmart loosened its dress code to allow its associates to [3]wear denim.
Accenture and PwC both recently adopted "Dress for Your Day" policies that let employees use their best judgment
when it comes to clothing.

"It depends on where you’re going and what you’re doing. If you’re in front of a CEO, you wear a suit," says
Anne Donovan, PwC’s people innovation leader, adding that the change answers the work force’s desire to wear
more comfortable clothes. "We’re competing in a market that’s a war for talent. We’re listening to people who say:
’This would make it better.’"
Accenture doesn’t explicitly ban any specific clothes, but asks people to be mindful of factors like T-shirt slogans
when dressing for work.
The formality of work clothes has been sliding downhill for years, with experts pointing to the rise of tech startup
culture–awash in hoodies and fancy sneakers–as leading the way. Now, startup Betabrand designs yoga pants
specifically for the office. A [4]survey of more than 300 senior managers released in June by staffing firm OfficeTeam
found that half said employees now wear less formal clothing than they did five years ago.

You can see the casualization of the workplace beginning a century ago but accelerating in recent years, with
the emergency of fast fashion and new clothing choices. "It’s been happening for the past 100 years with the
emergence of a middle class and many social rules and social classes disappearing," says Francois Kress, chief
executive officer of fashion label Carolina Herrera. "We have taken into account that people want more comfortable
clothes."
Carolina Herrera now sees perhaps 30 percent of its ready-to-wear sales in daywear separates, versus 70 percent in
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occasion or eveningwear. A few years ago the balance would’ve been 10-90 percent, and in the near future it’s likely
to be 50-50, Kress says.
Increasing sales of activewear, which has been booming for the last three years, feed into the growing informality of
work attire. Not only do people buy activewear for exercise, these same stretch fabrics are increasingly finding their
way into everyday and work clothes. Customers want more versatile clothes that they can wear to work but keep on
into the evening, whether for picking up kids after school or dinner out with friends.
As a result, even luxury brands are launching activewear lines, such as the collaboration between Stella McCartney
and Adidas or the recently announced partnership [5]between Givenchy and Nike. Or take Burberry’s line of
lightweight stretch suiting that’s easily packable for work travel.
At Takeda Pharmaceuticals, many U.S. employees can be found in jeans on a daily basis. The company relaxed its
dress code last August based on feedback in a regular survey.
"The new dress code was intended to provide an even more comfortable workplace where employees can do
their best work, a high priority for Takeda," says spokesman Jim Schwartz, adding that the company respects
individual expression in appearance and dress, as well as the variety of work. On days that employees are work-
ing with vendors or external partners, they’re expected to dressmore formally than if they’re primarily working alone.

At law firm Hunton & Williams, partner Rori Malech sees an increasing variety of options for men, who often
wear just dress pants and shirt, whereas women tend to be a bit dressier, in sleeveless dresses or elegant blouses.
"The most dressed down I will see is capri pants, but they’re work capris with a dressy fabric–not Banana Republic,"
says Malech. "There’s definitely a movement going more casual."
The New York City office tends to be more formal than the Richmond, Virginia office–where the firm was founded–
with Washington, D.C. and Texas offices being even more casual and California the most laid back.

Malech appreciates the more versatile work options available from fashion lines like MM.LaFleur, with com-
fortable dresses, fitted pants, and separates, and even has donned Betabrand "dress yoga pants" when she knew
she’d be working an 18-hour day in her office.
"Only if I’m going to be under a rock," she explains. "It’s not the norm."
In winter, women might wear dressy boots with a cute skirt, and you could see the occasional loafer. If Malech puts
on jeans for casual Friday, she’s sure to dress up the outfit with a jacket, nice heels, and pearls.
"I would never not have a suit jacket, sweater, or wrap in my office," she says. "At a white shoe, Southern-founded
firm, I don’t think things have changed that much."
Indeed, the challenge of a more casual and open environment is to strike the balance between comfort and a
professional look. "The benefits of a more regulated way of dressing at work is that it was easy to look a certain way.
There were only a few options," Kress says. "It’s much more challenging for people to dress more casually but also
look good."
Even with all this change, companies of all stripes still draw the line at flip-flops. "Absolutely not," Malech says.
PwC specifically asked employees not to wear flip-flops–or shorts. "We said: ’Use your judgment, and always
represent the brand,’" Donovan says.

1. http://www.inc.com/zoe-henry/ss/hottest-trends-from-fashion-week-to-wear-in-the-office.html
2. http://www.inc.com/scott-dudelson/company-culture-the-entrepreneur.html
3. http://fortune.com/2015/06/03/walmart-employees/
4. http://officeteam.rhi.mediaroom.com/index.php?s=247&item=1761
5. http://www.wsj.com/articles/givenchys-riccardo-tisci-designs-for-nike-1460990894

New Nintendo NX Patient needs second stick (2016-08-17 22:59)

As you can see in the initial images below, in its simplest form (mimicking the similar patent that emerged in the past
week) it allows a bespoke control option to be added in a modular way on the top right of the device.
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[1]

[2]

Some further images are interesting; the following indicate variations of more control options that can in theory be
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swapped in, included sets of three and four buttons.

[3]

[4]

1. http://images.nintendolife.com/news/2016/08/updated_nintendo_patent_for_a_modular_customisable_controller_g
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Nintendo NX now features Tegra X2 chip (almost as powerful as PS4) (2016-08-18 12:28)

the upcoming releases of both the Nintendo NX and the PlayStation Neo, there has been an interest in how the two
will stack up against each other. And while each generation of the Sony PlayStation has been known as one of the
most powerful consoles, the Nintendo NX is set to arrive with the dominant Tegra X2 Chip.

According to [1]Segment Next, individuals working on the NX project have confirmed that the console will come
powered by a Tegra chip. However, the publication claims that it will not be the X1 Chip, as previously thought. Instead,
it will comewith themore powerful Tegra X2 Chip, whichwill definitely set the NintendoNX up on a powerful platform.

The X1 chip was first released in 2015 and was packed with four ARM Cortex A53 cores. In addition, it also had a
Maxwell-based graphics processing unit. On the other hand, the Tegra X2 Chip will arrive with four ARM Cortex A57
cores and two Denver 2 cores. Further, it will make use of Pascal architecture for its GPU. With the chip in place, the
Nintendo NX will have faster communication between its central components. That is, its CPU and its GPU.

The Tegra X2 Chip is also being called the Tegra Parker, or Tegra-next.

The Tegra X2 [2]reportedly features a quad-core ARM Cortex-A57 cores, plus two additional, smaller cores as well.
But it’s on the graphics side where it’s really impressive: the Tegra X2 features a graphics chip built using Nvidia’s new
Pascal architecture, which powers the recently released GTX 1080 and 1070 series of graphics cards.
The increased power will also bring along better battery life, since it’s optimized for mobile and is built on a 16nm
process.
All in all, the new Tegra X2 is said to be almost as powerful as the Xbox One and PS4.

Release Dates

The Nintendo NX is expected to arrive in the market on March 2017, $250 - $350 price range. Meanwhile, the
PlayStation Neo is expected [3]to be launched on September 7 at an estimated price of $350.

1. http://segmentnext.com/2016/08/17/report-nintendo-nx-is-using-tegra-x2-chip-more-powerful-than-x1/
2. http://segmentnext.com/2016/08/17/report-nintendo-nx-is-using-tegra-x2-chip-more-powerful-than-x1/?
3. http://www.itechpost.com/articles/23978/20160810/sony-confirms-playstation-event-september-7-ps-neo-4-5.h
tm

10 Strange And Plausible UFO Sightings (2016-08-20 15:34)

10 McMinnville Incident
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In Oregon, in May of 1950, a farmer named Mr. Trent saw a UFO at his farm outside McMinnville. According to Mr.
Trent, his wife Evelyn first spotted the object, a silvery, metallic disk. She was outside feeding her rabbits when it
appeared in the early evening sky. She called out to her husband, who came outside and watched for a couple of
minutes. He then went and got a camera, and took [1]two pictures before the object sped off to the west.
The most striking thing lending credence to the story is the Trents’ behavior. They never made any money off the
photographs, and actually had to be convinced to let them be published by a local reporter—apparently, they were
afraid of getting into trouble with the government.
There are disagreements as to the veracity of the photos. The Condon Report, a 1967 study into UFO phenomena
conducted by the University of Colorado, concluded that relative photographic densities of objects in the photos
suggested that [2]the subject was distant, meaning they were somewhat likely to be genuine. A much more recent
examination concluded that the object’s geometry was consistent with a [3]small model hanging from a wire. But
that wire has never been spotted in either photo, and Evelyn and Paul Trent earnestly insisted, until their deaths in
1997 and 1998, respectively, that the photos were of an actual UFO.

9 Mariana Incident
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In 1950, on the night of August 15, minor league baseball manager Nick Mariana became the first person to capture

[4]film footage of a UFO. It happened as he was inspecting the diamond before a game in Great Falls, Montana,

which has since become a hotbed of UFO sightings, and is close to a US Air Force Base.

Mariana was able to capture two bright dots streaking across the sky on his 16mm movie camera, which he says he

[5]routinely kept in his car. After sending the film to be developed, he began to contact local newspapers—significant,

as he had not yet seen the developed film and so would not have known if any fakery looked convincing. In October,

he wrote a letter to the Air Force and was interviewed at Malstrom Air Force Base.

After examining the film, the Air Force concluded “possible aircraft” and dropped it. While two fighters were on

record as having landed at Malstrom at around the time of the sighting, Mariana insisted that he saw those, too—in

a different part of the sky. He also claimed that upon his film’s return, several frames that showed the spinning discs

more clearly were missing—presumably cut by the Air Force. While the debate has never been resolved, the incident

kicked off decades of over 100 sightings in Great Falls, and prompted the renaming of the minor league baseball

team to [6]the Voyagers.

8 Chicago O’Hare Incident
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When several people state flatly that they observed a saucer-shaped aircraft hovering around before bolting into the
sky at incredible speeds, it is tempting to assume that they don’t know much about aircraft. But when just such an
incident occurred in Chicago in 2006, it was pretty difficult to make that case—it took place at O’Hare International
Airport, and most of the people who saw it were [7]United Airlines employees.
No airline officials, air traffic controllers, or radar records indicated anything out of the ordinary, though a United
supervisor did call the tower to ask if any saucers were hovering nearby. The FAA has declined to investigate, which
has proved irritating to those who insist that they witnessed the incident. Officials have tossed out the usual balloons,
optical illusions, and weather phenomena as [8]possible explanations.
As for the witnesses, they counter that none of those could explain the hole that the craft punched in the clouds
while making its quick ascent, which lingered for several minutes. All witnesses agreed that the craft was dark gray,
didn’t have any lights or markings, and maintained its position steadily before blasting off.

7 Edwards Air Force Base Sighting
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One can’t blame the US Air Force for being sensitive about matters involving UFOs—in 1957, one supposedly landed

at Edwards Air Force Base. If that sounds like an insane myth, keep in mind that it was allegedly caught on film and

was reported by Gordon Cooper, a test pilot and astronaut in the United States’ first manned space program. He was

at Edwards supervising the installation of a new precision-landing system at the time, and his account of the incident

was [9]pretty unambiguous.

“I had a camera crew filming the installation when they spotted a saucer. They filmed it as it flew overhead, then

hovered, extended three legs as landing gear, and slowly came down to land on a dry lake bed. These guys were all

pro cameramen, so the picture quality was very good. The camera crew managed to get within 20 or 30 yards of it,

filming all the time. It was a classic saucer, shiny silver and smooth, about 30 feet across. It was pretty clear it was

an alien craft. As they approached closer, it took off.”

The camera crew reported this incident to Cooper and turned over the film. Cooper says that he reported the

incident to his superiors, and was told to develop the film and send it to Washington, which he did after watching it

and finding it to be [10]exactly as described. He says that, after that, the film vanished and didn’t come to light even

when the Air Force began Project Blue Book. He suggested using it as evidence and was told it had been lost—not
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that it would have mattered much. According to Cooper, “Blue Book was strictly a cover-up anyway.”

6 Socorro Encounter

On April 24, 1964, several witnesses in different parts of Socorro, New Mexico, reported different sightings of the

same event. Some saw a low-flying object in the sky, some heard loud sounds reminiscent of the takeoff and landing

of a powerful craft. But one man swears he actually saw it land and that it could only have been an alien spacecraft.

His name was Lonnie Zamora, and it was such an astonishing encounter that it distracted him from the high-speed

chase he had been engaged in when he first caught sight of the craft—at the the time of the sighting, Mr. Zamora

was an on-duty Socorro [11]police officer.

What grabbed Officer Zamora’s attention was a gigantic cone of blue light rising thousands of feet into the air, which

he took to be flames. Abandoning his pursuit, he went in the direction of what was presumably a crash or a miners’

shack explosion—and that was when his day got really intense. He spotted a vehicle in a gully, then two small

humanoids glimpsed from the corner of his eye seemed to “jump” at his approach before disappearing. He parked

the vehicle and got out, then heard a series of metallic clangs coming from the gully. The source was a huge, metallic

[12]oval object standing on girder-like legs. Immediately, a bluish flame shot out of the bottom of the vehicle, and it

rose before taking off quickly and silently, vanishing into the distance as the officer got on his radio to report what
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he had just seen.

A fellow officer responding to his call also saw evidence of the incident—angular indentations where the “landing

gear” had made contact and burned foliage from its takeoff—and several witnesses in the area reported either an

egg-shaped craft or a blue flame in the sky, some immediately afterward and independently of Zamora’s report.

Several who have interviewed the officer about the incident, including journalists and Air Force officials, have similar

conclusions to draw, such as former Project Blue Book head Hector Quintanilla Jr. “There is no doubt that Lonnie

Zamora saw an object which left quite an impression on him. There is also no question about Zamora’s reliability. He

is a serious police officer and a man well-versed in recognizing airborne vehicles in his area. He is puzzled by what he

saw, and frankly, so are we.”

5 The Westall UFO

On April 6, 1966, in Melbourne, Australia, witnesses say a silver, disc-shaped craft was spotted whizzing around, and
that it then landed in a paddock near a high school and took off again. It would be a somewhat typical report of the
type that is normally just a prank or misidentification of something else—except that this incident was observed by
over 200 people in [13]broad daylight, and no explanation has ever been offered.
Though eyewitness accounts vary, that is not unusual even in non-paranormal events when so many people are
involved. What witnesses agreed on was that a large group of students were finishing their physical education
class when several of them pointed out a [14]silver or silvery-green craft about twice the size of a car, buzzing and
hovering around a group of pine trees behind the school. After some time it landed among the pines. By that time,
more students had come outside to see what was going on and some witnesses claim that private aircraft were
approaching to investigate. In full view of this crowd, the craft rose from the trees, tilted at a 45-degree angle, flew
into the sky at a rate of speed the private planes were unable to match, and vanished.
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The nearest airport reported no private planes taking off in the area at that time, and neither did the military confirm
any activity. Those who propose conventional explanations for this event are confounded by the fact that the object
was in full view of hundreds of people for over 20 minutes, and was clearly not a plane or weather balloon—yet, no
photographic or film evidence exists, and no pilot has ever claimed to have participated in the “chase.” The Westall
incident remains one of Australia’s most debated unsolved UFO cases.

4 The Portage County Chase

According to Project Blue Book and the aforementioned Quintanilla, half a dozen or so police officers chased a

communications satellite—and then, after losing sight of that, [15]the planet Venus—into the Ohio wilderness and

across the state line into Pennsylvania in the pre-dawn hours of April 17, 1966. When this official report was released,

the police officers involved had a less-than-receptive response—in fact, they were infuriated by the insinuation that

they could be that stupid. Especially considering [16]this statement, signed by Deputy Sheriff Dale Spaur, one of the

first to observe the object.

“We found an abandoned car on the berm on Rt. 224 between Atwater and Randolph. We left our car to routinely

investigate this vehicle. Spaur noticed a light over the trees on the hill next to the berm, and called Neff’s attention

to it. As we watched, the light came closer and a large, self-illuminated object was seen as its source. The object

came directly overhead and hovered above us. Its light lit up the ground where we were standing, and our cruiser,

P-13. It was too bright to look at without hurting the eyes.”
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After they understandably retreated to their patrol car and called it in, at least five more officers assisted them in

pursuing the object for over half an hour before finally losing sight of it. But it gets stranger still—shortly before

Spaur and his partner’s encounter, Police Chief Gerald Buchert saw a saucer-like, illuminated object hovering near his

yard at home and snapped a picture of it. While he kept the original photo, he was persuaded to send the negative

to Quintanilla, who dismissed the image as a processing defect. The negative, of course, was never seen again.

3 Trans-En-Provence Incident

The French version of NASA documents UFO sightings a little more diligently than its American counterpart. The

incident that took place at Trans-en-Provence in January 1981 has been called the most carefully documented

sighting [17]of all time. While the incident doesn’t seem spectacular at first glance, its simplicity leaves little room

for interpretation.

Retired farmer Renato Nicolai was working in his garden when he heard a sudden whistling sound, accompanied by

the appearance of something that he immediately took to be an experimental aircraft. In broad daylight, he watched

as a saucer-shaped craft between five and six feet in diameter dropped out of the sky, stopping to hover for half a
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minute about two meters (six feet) off the ground. Then it rose into the sky, a plume of dust in its wake. Nicolai was

about 30 meters (100 ft) away.

The French government’s study found evidence of compacting and heating of the soil near the landing site, depleted

chlorophyll in plants around the site, and “black material” that was not oil or residue from combustion, but metallic

in nature. A technical report stated, “It was not the aim of the author to identify the exact nature of the phenomenon

observed on January 8, 1981 at Trans-en-Provence. But it can reasonably be concluded that something unusual did

occur that might be consistent, for instance, with an electromagnetic source of stress.”

2 Warren Air Force Base

Warren Air Force Base in Cheyenne, Wyoming, has been the site of a number of alleged UFO visitations since 1965,

when red and green flashing lights reported by civilians in the area had local missile sites like Warren on high alert.

That’s right—Warren’s UFO problem is part of a troubling larger trend of instances where nuclear missile armories

are visited by unexplained objects, and it’s [18]happened several times there.

In a famous 1976 incident reported by retired Minuteman missile launch officer Bruce Fenstermacher, a bright

white object with flashing red and blue lights was seen to the North. Guards stationed at the base observed the
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object, a [19]cigar-shaped craft a little under 20 meters (65 ft) long, moving near the missile silos. Military and

police personnel frantically converged on the site, by which time the craft had disappeared. The craft kept switching

positions, with the police experiencing car trouble every time they started to get close. Finally, more than two hours

after the incident began, the craft departed at blinding speed, becoming a bright white speck on the horizon.

Though several witnesses agreed on this account, it was not included in any official report. None of the other other

alleged sightings at the base have been either. As recently as 2010, a power failure to 50 intercontinental nuclear

warheads at the base meant that over 10 percent of the US nuclear arsenal was offline for [20]nearly an hour,

prompting renewed speculation from UFO enthusiasts.

1 Piney Woods Incident

One December night in 1980, friends Betty Cash and Vickie Landrum, alongwith Vickie’s grandson, Colby, were driving
along a lonely highway through the Piney Woods of Texas when they saw something none of them [21]would ever
forget. It was an encounter that left its mark on them all—mentally, emotionally, and physically.
The three came up on a water tower–sized, glowing, diamond-shaped object in the middle of the highway, blocking
their way. Flames periodically shot from its underside, making it rise slightly before settling back down. It radiated
intense light and heat. The twowomen, who exited the vehicle to examine the object—the seven-year-old boywanted
nothing to dowith it—would later say that they had to use their coats to avoid being burned on the door handleswhen
they re-entered their vehicle, and the plastic dashboard was soft enough to [22]leave a handprint in. As they watched
the UFO ascend, one to two dozenmilitary-style helicopters buzzed overhead, surrounding it—a Dayton police officer
also confirmed seeing helicopters of this type near the same area at the time. The women drove on, watching the
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craft and helicopters recede into the distance.
All three suffered [23]bizarre symptoms reminiscent of radiation poisoning or chemical contamination for some time
afterward—weakness, nausea, and the feeling of having been sunburned. Betty Cash’s symptoms were bad enough
for her to be hospitalized, and as such the Cash-Landrum encounter is one of very few UFO incidents to result in
litigation. Citing the presence of the helicopters, the family sued the US government for $20 million—and lost. The
military denied deploying any helicopters to that area, or possessing a gigantic, diamond-shaped UFO, and the judge
ruled in their favor.
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-hare-tower-united-plane
8. http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2007/01/02/tech/main2323918.shtml
9. http://www.ufoevidence.org/cases/case357.htm
10. http://rense.com/general4/filers92700.htm
11. http://rense.com/general4/lnz.htm
12. http://www.cufon.org/contributors/chrisl/socorro.htm
13. http://www.theage.com.au/articles/2005/10/01/1127804696941.html
14. http://www.ufoevidence.org/Cases/CaseSubarticle.asp?ID=895
15. http://www.clevescene.com/cleveland/strangers-in-the-night/Content?oid=1485939
16. http://alien-ufo-research.com/portagecountyufopolicechase/
17. http://books.google.com/books?id=Ts8DAAAAMBAJ&pg=PA64&lpg=PA64&dq=%22perhaps+the+most+completely+and+care
fully+documented+sighting+of+all+time%22&source=bl&ots=
18. http://www.ufoevidence.org/cases/case110.htm
19. http://www.ufohastings.com/articles/yet-another-nuclear-missile-launch-officer-talks-about-ufos-at-f-e-
warren-afb
20. http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2010/10/failure-shuts-down-squadron-of-nuclear-missiles/65207
/
21. http://ufo.whipnet.org/xdocs/Cash.Landrum/Piney.Woods.html
22. http://www.ufoevidence.org/cases/case86.htm
23. http://www.cufon.org/cufon/cashlani.htm

Top 10 UFO sightings since 2001 (2016-08-23 11:59)

BENGALURU: Unidentified Flying Object or UFO is a widely discussed topic by people who are curious of unnatural
sightings in the sky, which presumably could be an alien-driven vehicle from outer space – and if so, would be the
biggest discovery by mankind.
Over the years, UFOs have been reported from different parts of the world, but mostly from the US and UK. UFOs
garnered public interest through movies and serials during the latter half of the twentieth century and has become
part of the popular culture. Basically, UFOs are part of the theory that claims the existence of extra-terrestrial life
forms. The first reported UFO was sighted in Roma during 214 BCE, popularly known as “ships in the sky”.

The frequency of UFO sightings increased during the final leg of the 20th and into the 21stcentury which is attributed
to the advancements in technology that can record evidences of such sightings.
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Here is the list of top 10 UFO sightings of the 21st century:

O’Hare International Airport UFO sighting (2006)

United Airlines employees and pilots reportedly saw a flying saucer hovering over Chicago O’Hare Airport and
shooting up vertically making a hole in the cloud. Though the airport authorities claimed that it was just a weather
phenomenon, mystery surrounding hole in the cloud remains unexplained.

Kolkata UFO sighting (2007)
A fast movie bright UFO was spotted and filmed on handy-cam. The shape of the UFO kept changing time to time
from a triangle and then to a rectangle and finally disappeared into a straight line. The UFO was observed by
hundreds and was shown in TV News Channels.
The Dudley Dorito UFO (2007)
The Dudley Dorito sighting is one of the most famous UFO sightings. People saw a black triangle over the West
Midlands conurbation of the United Kingdom in November 2007. The phenomenon repeated three times in 2007,
2008 and 2009 but still there is no scientific evidence of what exactly is hovering above West Midlands. The name
was coined by the media after the eyewitness description which resembled a popular salty snack.
Stephenville, Texas UFO sightings (2008)
Stephenville has long been a place for UFO sightings and on this day people saw an object as big as of over 1 mile
hovering over Bush Ranch in Crawford, Texas. Interestingly, the US Air Force identified the anomaly as fighter planes
that went unreported due to a “communication problem”.
Wales UFO sightings (2008)
For the first time ever a police helicopter chased a UFO after it appeared suddenly, close enough for a mid-air
collision. On the preceding days, hundreds of residents in Wales saw the UFO hovering in the sky.
Warren Air Force Base (2010)
In first of its kind incident, 50 nuclear missiles went off-line inWarren Air Force Base for almost an hour and according
to three missile technicians, the anomaly happened during the same time when they spotted a UFO in the shape of
a large cigar hovering above the missile field. Of course, the military downplayed the incident as a “hardware issue”.
Harbour Mille incident (2010)
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In the night of January 25, 2010 people in Harbour Mille, Newfoundland and Labrador reportedly saw multiple UFOs
in the sky. Earlier reports stated that it was due to a missile launch but the Prime Minister’s office denied any military
activity on the particular day.
Vancouver UFO sighting (2011)

Purple and red flash light started to appear in the sky on the evening of February 20, 2011 and a flying saucer with
green and red light flew above the residential area of Vancouver at around 7:00 pm on the next day. According to
eyewitness account, the saucer hovered above Vancouver for a few minutes making slight movements. None of the
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witnesses heard any sound from the UFO.
UFO near ISS (2015)

UFO near ISSMany thousands saw a UFO hovering around International Space Station when two astronauts went out
for doing maintenance work which was streamed live on NASA’s website. NASA was accused of cutting live ISS feed
as the UFO hovered around so as to hide existence of alien life.
UFO sighting in Colorado (2015)
Two light sources reportedly hovered over Berthoud in Colorado which people first thought were helicopters but as
the phenomenon continued, the lights started changing color. Some believe the lights could be public drones but it’s
difficult to tell if this was a UFO or a drone.

Top 20 UFO sightings (2016-08-26 12:42)

Roswell, 1947
Ranking as one of the most famous UFO incidents in history - and now a pop culture phenomenon - the Roswell
incident saw UFO hunters claim that the US military had captured an alien aircraft. While the military maintain that
the ’flying saucer’ was actually a surveillance device froma classified operation, non-believers still cite extra-terrestrial
activity to this day.

Kenneth Arnold case, 1947
Newspapers had a field day with Kenneth Arnold’s story, even coining the term ’flying saucer’, after the American
businessman and pilot claimed he’d seen nine saucer-like objects flying in a chain near Mount Rainier in Washington.

Washington, D.C. sighting, 1952
The CIA Robertson Panel was formed after reports of UFOs appearing in the skies aboveWashingtonwere convincingly
backed up by mysterious radar contacts at three separate airports. However, the US Air Force allayed fears of an alien
invasion, suggesting that changes in the temperature had caused radar signals to bend and give false returns.
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The Hill Abduction, 1961
In 1961, Barney and Betty Hill from Portsmouth, New Hampshire, reported that they had been kidnapped by aliens.
According to the couple, they had been followed by a flying saucer while driving in their car, abducted and then
subjected to an intimate physical examination. They also recall observing a 3D ’star map’ inside the ship. Even under
hypnosis, the Hill’s maintained their story and aroused massive interest and publicity.

Rendlesham Forest Lights, 1980
One of the UK’s most famous UFO events involved the sighting of several unexplained lights near RAF bases at Rendle-
sham Forest, inland of the Suffolk coast. The authorities insist there was nothing mysterious going on and no risk to
national security, however, as the witnesses were on-duty servicemen, the reports were given a measure of credibil-
ity, and a belief persists that the lights were from an alien spacecraft. Even now, requests for more details are still
being made under the Freedom of Information Act.

Clyde W Tombaugh sighting, 1949
Respected American astronomer Clyde W Tombaugh poured cold water on the consensus that most UFO sightings
were recorded by publicity-seekers, when, two years after Roswell, Tombaugh recorded seeing up to eight rectangular
lights in the sky above Las Cruces in NewMexico, and on another occasion several green fireballs. As a serious-minded
astronomer used to studying the skies (one of his greatest achievements was the discovery of the dwarf planet Pluto
in 1930), his inability to explain the lights made his claims particularly hard to dismiss.

Levelland case, 1957
Drivers in Levelland, Texas reported that their car engines stalled when encountering a glowing, egg-shaped object,
and then mysteriously restarted again after the object had left. A police investigation followed and it was concluded
that an electrical storm had caused the sightings and vehicle failures.

Shag Harbour, 1967
The navy was drafted in after a large, unidentified object crashed into Shag Harbour in Nova Scotia. A search and
investigation was conducted, but later classified as unsolved by the Canadian Department of National Defence when
a clear conclusion could not be reached.

Maury Island incident, 1947
Sailor Harold Dahl experienced a run-in with the real ’men in black’, after claiming to have seen six UFOs while scav-
enging for driftwood in Washington’s Puget Sound. The next day he was approached by an unknown, black-suited
individual who warned him off repeating his story with threats against his family. However, it’s unclear whether the
UFO incident was actually real or a secret military exercise which had gone wrong.

Westall encounter, 1966
A UFO was allegedly witnessed by more than 200 students and teachers at two schools in Westall, Melbourne. The
object was spotted first descending into a grassy field before taking off over houses in a local suburb. While Aus-
tralian Skeptics, a non-profit organisation which investigates paranormal and pseudo-scientific claims by using scien-
tific methodologies, put the UFO down to being an experimental military aircraft, witnesses contunue to gather to
relive the extraordinary event.

Lonnie Zamora UFO sighting, 1964
When New Mexico traffic policeman Lonnie Zamora saw a huge, bluish-orange flame in the sky south of Socorro, he
went to investigate. The flame was accompanied by a deafening roaring sound, and as Zamora drew nearer he saw a
weird, doughnut-shaped silver machine and two white-clad individuals. Although the pair quickly flew off, Zamora’s
detailed testimony has provided one of the most comprehensive accounts of an alien encounter, and is often cited as
a significant spur in persuading the US Air Force to take the growing numbers of UFO sightings more seriously.
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Carson Sink incident, 1952
Two senior military pilots claimed to have spotted three aircraft of a type unknown to them while flying in a North
American B-25 Mitchell bomber over the Carson Desert. They said the three unidentified objects were moving about
three times faster than their B-25. While the B-25 wasn’t known to be a particularly fast machine, both men insisted
that the three crafts were not a new type of super-fast jet. 60 years later the sighting is still officially classified as
unexplained.

São Paulo sighting, 1986
Military aircraftwere sent to intercept around 20UFOs detected by radar in various parts of São Paulo, Brazil. However,
once the military began to give chase, the mysterious objects reportedly disappeared. Providing one solution to the
incident is Geoffrey Perry, a British space researcher. He put the sighting down to debris that were ejected by Soviet
space station Salyut-7 re-entering the Earth’s atmosphere around central-western Brazil.

Jimmy Carter sighting, 1969
Before becoming president of the USA, Jimmy Carter filed an official report in 1973 to say that four years earlier he
had seen a strange white light in the evening sky. He claimed he watched it change from white to blue, and then
to red, before changing back to white and appearing to gradually fade off into the distance. Although he believed
it was a UFO he saw in 1969, by the time he became president he put the incident down to military, rather than
extra-terrestrial, activity.

Tehran UFO incident, 1976
A UFO was believed to have disabled the electronic equipment of two F-4 interceptor jets as well as ground control
equipment in Tehran. Public records state that the Iranian generals involved said that they had thought the object
was an extra-terrestrial, although sceptics have put the encounter down to equipment malfunction.

Lubbock Lights, 1951
Three professors from Texas Technical College spotted an unusual light formation flying over Lubbock, Texas in 1951.
The 20 to 30 lights flew in a ’V’ shape over the town, and the occurance was eventually photographed by a student
from the college with the photographs later appearing in Life Magazine, although an explanation of the sightings is
yet to be found.

Belguim Wave, 1989 - 1990
Between 1989 and 1990, around 13,500 people claim to have observed large, silent, low-flying black triangles in the
skies above Belgium, with 2,600 written statements on file about what they had seen. The frequently-photographed
wave was also tracked by NATO radar and jet interceptors and investigated by Belgium’s military, although some put
the sightings down to ordinary helicopters.

Yeni Kent Compound, 2008
One plucky night guard at the Yeni Kent Compound in Turkey claimed to have videotaped a number of UFO sightings
witnessed over a period of four months. His allegations were also backed up by other witnesses, spurring the Sirius
UFO Space Science Research Center to say that the videos were the “most important images of a UFO ever filmed”.

Berwyn Mountains, 1974
Like the Roswell incident 27 years earlier, rumours of a UFO crash in the Berwyn mountains followed after reports of
shaking ground and strange lights in the sky. Investigations began and Gwynedd police recorded a statement from a
witness who claimed to have seen a "bright red light, like coal fire red. Large perfect circle. Like a big bonfire. Could
see lights above and to the right and white lights moving to bottom. Light changed colour to yellowish white and back
again." No remains were found and the unsteady groundwas likely to have been caused by the Bala Earthquake which
hit the area that night, but several locals still insist they saw a glowing, egg-shaped craft.

Captain William Schaffner incident, 1970
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When radar picked up an unidentified flying object over the North Sea, pilots quickly attempted tomake contact. Cap-
tain William Schaffner intercepted a ’conical object’ then all contact with him was lost. Three months later his plane
was discovered undamaged on the seabed, but his body was never recovered. However, official reports eschewed
the idea of an extra-terrestrial mystery, deeming the pilot’s likely death being caused by flying too low over the sea.

Rendlesham forest (2016-08-29 12:10)

The Rendlesham forest incident of Christmas 1980 is probably one of the most remarkable UFO incidents on record.
It has been dubbed the "British Roswell" but in reality is probably a far more intriguing case. Like the Roswell
incident this one occurred close to several top secret military establishments including two air bases. As such the
case profile couldn’t be higher yet getting at the truth has never been easy. The full answers may never be known,
but varying accounts from different people make for a story that is never anything less than sensational. A story that
seems to leap straight from the archives of the most exciting X - files episode.

On December, 26th 1980 military personal at the Woodbridge and Bentwater air-bases in Suffolk, England reported
witnessing over the next couple of days strange lights in the sky and a triangular craft landing in Rendlesham Forest
near the bases.

The two bases were being leased to the USAF at the time and were situated right outside of the 5.8 square miles (15
km2) Rendlesham Forest which is owned by the Forestry Commission.

At around 3am on December, 26th two military security patrol personnel saw lights descending into the forest which
was about onemile from the east gate of theWoodbridge base. They first thought it may have been a downed aircraft
and of course, went to investigate with one other patrolman. They proceeded to scout it out on foot.

When they got close they reported, according to the USAF Halt Memo below, that they saw a "strange glowing object"
in the woods. The object was triangular in shape, metallic, and approximately three meters across and two meters in
height. The whole forest was a glow with a white light. The UFO itself had a reddish light on top and blue lights on
the bottom. It appeared as though it was hovering or possibly standing on landing equipment. As the men moved
closer to the object though, it maneuvered away from them. They also reported that nearby farm animals were "in a
frenzy".

On the following morning when investigating the sighting in the Rendlesham Forest, landing marks were found in the
ground near where the patrol men first spotted the object as well as burn marks on nearby broken trees.

Therewere three depressions from the landing gear thatwere one and a half inches deep and seven inches in diameter.
Plaster casts were then made of the landing gear depressions, but no one was sure of what they truly were. Some
say they could have been made from common animals in the area.

Later beta/gama tests were done to detremine if there was radiation contamination and if there was how much. It
was determined that moderate radiation was found away from where the ship had landed at .05-.07 and the highest
readings were at the location of the landing.

That night a glowing objectwas spotted through the tree line pulsing red. It then broke off into five different pieces and
seemingly disappeared. Soon after three more objects were spotted two in the north and one in the south all moving
at rapid speeds and displaying red, blue and green lights. The lights would randomly shoot white lights towards the
ground and remained visible from one to three hours. All witnessed by multiple military men.

Lt. Col. Charles Halt, while investigating the UFO, brought a hand-held Lanier micro-cassette recorder that he would
often use for note taking. He recorded the investigation on the 28th of December when they were looking for the
impressions from the ship and taking radiation readings
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[1]

Summary: This is the official report filed by USAF Deputy Base Commander Lt. Col. Charles Halt concerning the UFO
incidents in Rendlesham Forest, near the Bentwaters/Woodbridge RAF bases.

Department of the Air Force
Headquarter 81st Combat Support Group (USAFE)
APO NEW YORK DY735

13 Jan 81
Reply to Attn of: CD
Subject: Unexplained Lights

To: RAF/CC

1. Early in the morning of 27 Dec 80 (approximately 0300L), two USAF security police patrolmen saw unusual
lights outside the back gate at RAF Woodbridge. Thinking an aircraft might have crashed or been forced down,
they called for permission to go outside the gate to investigate. The on-duty flight chief responded and allowed
three patrolmen to proceed on foot. The individuals reported seeing a strange glowing object in the forest. The
Object was described as being metallic in appearance and triangular in shape, approximately two and three meters
across the base and approximately two meters high. It illuminated the entire forest with a white light. The object
itself had a pulsing red light on top and a bank(s) of blue lights underneath. The object was hovering or on legs.
As the patrolmen approached the object, it manoeuvred though the trees and disappeared. At this time the ani-
mals on a nearby farmwent into frenzy. The objectwas briefly sighted approximately an hour later near the back gate.

2. The next day, three depressions 1 1/2" deep and 7" in diameter were found where the object had been
sighted on the ground. The following night (29 Dec 80) the area was checked for radiation. Beta/gamma readings
of 0.1 milliroentgens were recorded with peak readings in the three depressions and near the center of the triangle
formed by the depressions. A nearby tree had moderate (.05 - .07) readings on the side of the tree toward the
depressions.

3. Later in the night a red sun-like light was seen though the trees. It moved about and pulsed. At one point
it appeared to throw off glowing particles and then broke into five separate white objects and then disappeared.
Immediately thereafter, three star-like objects were noticed in the sky, two objects to the north and one to the
south, all of which were about 10 degrees off the horizon. The objects moved rapidly in sharp angular movements
and displayed red, green and blue lights. The objects to the north appeared to be elliptical through an 8-12 power
lens. They then turned to full circles. The objects to the north remained in the sky for an hour or more. The object
to the south was visible for two or three hours and beamed down a stream of light from time to time. Numerous
individuals, including the undersigned, witnessed the activities in paragraphs 2 and 3.

Charles I. Halt, Lt. Col. USAF
Deputy Base Commander

1. http://www.therendleshamforestincident.com/Halt_Memo_and_Tape.html

Nintendo NX is 32 GB (2016-08-30 21:37)

Eurogamer reported that the NX would be a portable console with its own display and a set of detachable controllers.
Unlike the PS4, Xbox One and even the Wii U, the report also claims that the NX will use cartridges, possibly similar
to what we see on the 3DS.
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This report came just hours after noted insider Emily Rogers tweeted that significant reports regarding the NX would
begin to appear in major publications soon.
Now, a month after that report, Rogers has followed up with her own report, which took the form of the following
four tweets:

• 1) This article about NX’s detachable controllers supporting force feedback and motion controls has
truth: [1]http://letsplayvideogames.com/2016/08/report-detatchable-nx-controller s-support-motion-control-
and-force-feedback/

• 2) NX prototype had a 6.2 inch 720p multi-touch touchscreen. Unknown if final product’s screen size will be
larger / smaller than prototype.

• 3) Prototype for dock station has USB ports. I heard 2 usb ports, but I don’t know if this number will change in
the final product.

• 4) [2]MCV’s report about GameFreak being involved with NX has some truth to it.

A day later, [3]Let’s Play Video Games followed up on its previous report with two new bits of information from
anonymous sources: the current NX prototype features a split D-pad (like the one on the DualShock 4) and a ‘Share’
button.
Rogers also continued with an interesting follow-up tweet of her own:

• NX dev kit / prototype = 32 GB of internal storage/memory. Similar to Wii U. Final product may see increase,
but prototype was at 32 GB.

All of these declarations come with a great deal of uncertainty, but a clearer picture of the NX is slowly beginning to
form. Nintendo might be unwilling to share many details about the console, [4]but in a recent interview, NoA CEO
Reggie Fils-Amie was very candid about the fact that things need to change at Nintendo:

“One of the things that we have to do better when we launch the NX—we have to do a better job com-
municating the positioning for the product. We have to do a better job helping people to understand its
uniqueness and what that means for the game playing experience. And we have to do a better job from a
software planning standpoint to have that continuous beat of great new games that are motivating more
and more people to pick up the hardware and more and more people to pick up the software. Those are
the critical lessons.”

1. http://letsplayvideogames.com/2016/08/report-detatchable-nx-controllers-support-motion-control-and-force-
feedback/
2. http://www.mcvuk.com/news/read/pok-mon-mario-and-zelda-headline-nx-dream-line-up/0170678
3. http://letsplayvideogames.com/2016/08/report-nx-to-feature-ps4-style-split-d-pad-and-share-button/
4. http://www.alistdaily.com/strategy/nintendo-president-reggie-fils-aime-discusses-nintendo-nx/

Skunkworks can travel the stars since 1990s (2016-08-31 02:02)

It’s quite remarkable howmany verified statements we have regarding UFOs (unidentified flying objects) and extrater-
restrials from people who have held the highest positions possible within the government, military, academia, politics
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and more. To be honest, it’s overwhelming, and when you put all of those statements together with all of the previ-
ously classified documentation that has been released over the past few years, it paints a startling picture. Anybody
who has done even a fair amount of research, and adheres to the philosophy of “condemnation without investigation
is the height of ignorance,” would not be able to deny this, and I have yet to come across someone who has done the
research that still subjects this topic to the “conspiracy theory” realm.

To view a fraction of these verified quotes, and documents, more you can click [1]HERE.

Below is an example, and a video I’ve used many times before, as it is an extremely powerful statement. I apologize
if you’ve seen it before, but it really hits home. There really is an “abundant amount of evidence.”

Again, to view a fraction of these verified quotes, and documents, more you can click [2]HERE. Apart from all the
verified statements that come directly from the source, we also have statement made that cannot be completely
verified, but are given a great deal of validity from some very credible people. These are also interesting and worth
examining. Some of these quotes comes from Ben Rich.

Rich was the second director of Lockheed Skunkwork’s from 1975-1991. He’s been called the Father of Stealth, having
overseen the development of the stealth fighter, the F-117A nighthawk. Before his death, Rich made several shocking
open statements about the reality of UFOs and extraterrestrials.

“We already have the means to travel among the stars, but these technologies are locked up in black projects, and
it would take an act of God to ever get them out to benefit humanity. Anything you can imagine, we already know
how to do it.” (1)

“We now have technology to take ET home. No it won’t take someone’s lifetime to do it. There is an error in the
equations. We know what it is. We now have the capability to travel to the stars.” (1)

“There are two types of UFOs — the ones we build and the ones ‘they’ build.” (1)

When Rich was asked how UFO propulsion worked, he said, “Let me ask you. How does ESP work?” The questioner
responded with, “All points in time and space are connected?” Rich then said, “That’s how it works!” (This seems
to be related to Quantum entanglement, you can read more about that [3]here.)

What Are The Sources For These Quotes?
One of the sources is aerospace journalist, James Goodall, who wrote for publications such as Jane’s Defense Weekly,
Aviation Week and Space Technology, and Interavia. He is an accomplished speaker specializing in the history,
development, and operations of the world’s only Mach 3 capable, manned air breathing aircraft, the SR-71 family of
aircraft. (1) ([4]source)([5]source)([6]source)
He is also an author, as well as the Associate Curator at the Pacific Aviation Meseum, HI. He was also the restoration
manager at the Museum of Flight in Paine Field, Everett, WA.
Goodall interviewed many from the classified black budget world (read more about that world [7]here.) He claimed
that some of his contacts told him that “we have things out there that are literally out of this world, better than
Star Trek or what you see in the movies.” (1)
From his work alone, James Goodall knew Ben Rich well. In a video interview, Goodall stated that he spoke to Rich
approximately 10 days before he died:
“About ten days before he died, I was speaking to Ben on the telephone at the USC Medical Center in LA. And
he said, ‘Jim, we have things out in the desert that are fifty years beyond what you can comprehend. They have
about forty five hundred people at the Lockheed Skunk works. What have they been doing for the last eighteen or
twenty years? They’re building something.”’ (1)
Another source comes from John Andrews, who was a legendary Lockheed engineer. He had written to Rich, stating
his own belief in UFOs, both manmade and extraterrestrial. Andrews has asked Rich if his own beliefs covered
extraterrestrial as well as manmade UFOs. Rich’s reply was as follows:
“Yes, I’m a believer in both categories. I feel everything is possible. Many of our man-made UFOs are Un-Funded
Opportunities. There are two types of UFOs, the ones we build, and the ones they build.” (1)
In Rich’s reply, he underlined the U, F, and O in “unfunded opportunities.”
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Thirdly, Jan Harzan, a senior executive with IBM, along with Tom Keller, an aerospace engineer who has worked as a
computer systems analyst for NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, discusses a talk Ben gave some time ago. On March
23rd, 1993 at a UCLA School of Engineering talk where he was presenting a general history of Sunk Works, he said
this:
“We now know how to travel to the stars. There is an error in the equations, and we have figured it out, and now
know how to travel to the stars and it won’t take a lifetime to do it. It is time to end all the secrecy on this, as it no
longer poses a national security threat, and make the technology available for use in the private sector. There are
many in the intelligence community who would like to see this stay in the black and not see the light of day. We
now have the technology to take ET home.” (1)
Here is a video of Jan telling the story:
] Another source was Bill McDonalds, a forensic illustrator for the aerospace industry, and a good friend of John
Andrews (mentioned above). He stated that:

“It was Ben Rich’s opinion that the public should not be told. He believed they could not handle the truth, ever. Only
in the lastmonths of his decline did he begin to feel that the international corporate Board of Directors’ dealingwith
the ‘Subject’ could represent a bigger problem to citizens’ personal freedoms under the United States Constitution
than the presence of off world visitors themselves.” (1)

Last but not least, Mr. Don Phillips, a CIA contractor whoworkedwith Lockheed Skunkworks and the USAF. Hewas one
of hundreds of other people with verified credentials who made headlines several years ago at a conference which
took place at the National Press Club in Washington, D.C.

He confirms Ben Rich’s statements and beliefs in an interview that you can watch [8]here.

The latest version of this type ofmajor press conferencewas the CitizensHearing on disclosure. It took place fromApril
29 to May 3, 2013 where researchers, activists, and military/agency/political witnesses representing ten countries
gave testimony in Washington, DC to six former members of the United States Congress. Their testimony was about
events and evidence which point to an extraterrestrial presence engaging the human race and the planet. You can
read more about that [9]here.

When it comes to the aerospace industry, UFOs are of high interest. For example, Mike Gold – Director of Operations
for Bigelow Aerospace – was recently asked about Bigelow’s involvement with UFO reports. He stated that it’s an
issue that “deserves serious attention,” and that he is glad someone is taking these UFO reports. He did mention that
he cannot comment on what they do with the reports. ([10]source)

1. http://www.collective-evolution.com/2014/09/25/nasa-bring-scientists-theologians-together-to-prepare-worl
d-for-extraterrestrial-contact/
2. http://www.collective-evolution.com/2014/09/25/nasa-bring-scientists-theologians-together-to-prepare-worl
d-for-extraterrestrial-contact/
3. http://www.collective-evolution.com/2015/05/03/quantum-entanglement-verified-why-space-is-just-the-constr
uct-that-gives-the-illusion-of-separate-objects/
4. http://www.public.navy.mil/surfor/lhd6/Pages/BonhommeRichardDeliversA3toPacificAviationMuseum.aspx#.VYXbd_l
Viko
5. http://aviationweek.com/author/james-c-goodall-0
6. https://www.linkedin.com/pub/jim-goodall/1a/319/9a1
7. http://www.collective-evolution.com/2013/08/31/snowden-reveals-first-ever-public-disclosure-of-secret-bla
ck-budget-programs/
8. http://ireport.cnn.com/docs/DOC-1063519
9. http://www.collective-evolution.com/2014/10/11/its-time-for-america-to-disclose-foreign-governments-have-
already-acknowledged-this-existence-u-s-congresswoman/
10. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ9fWIBzEIo
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PhD in economics is probably the best Professional degree (2016-08-31 15:32)

People often ask me: “Noah, what career path can I take where I’m virtually guaranteed to get a well-paying job

in my field of interest, which doesn’t force me to work 80 hours a week, and which gives me both autonomy and

intellectual excitement?” Well, actually, I lied, no one asks me that. But they should ask me that, because I do know

of such a career path, and it’s called the economics PhD.

“What?!!” you sputter. ! Don’t you know that PhDs are [1]proliferating like mushrooms even as [2]tenure-track jobs

disappear? Do you want us to be stuck in eternal postdoc hell, or turn into adjunct-faculty wage-slaves?!”

To which I respond: There are PhDs, and there are PhDs, and then there are econ PhDs.

Basically, I think of PhDs as mostly falling into one of three categories:

1. Lifestyle PhDs. These include math, literature and the humanities, theoretical physics, history, many social

sciences, and the arts. These are PhDs you do because you really, really, really love just sitting and thinking about

stuff. You work on your own interests, at your own pace. If you want to be a poor bohemian scholar who lives a pure

“life of the mind,” these PhDs are for you. I totally respect people who intentionally choose this lifestyle; I’d be pretty

happy doing it myself, I think. Don’t expect to get a job in your field when you graduate, though.

2. Lab science PhDs. These include biology, chemistry, neuroscience, electrical engineering, etc. These are PhDs you

do because you’re either a suicidal fool or an incomprehensible sociopath. They mainly involve utterly brutal hours

slaving away in a laboratory on someone else’s project for your entire late 20s, followed by years of postdoc hell for

your early 30s, with a low percentage chance of a tenure-track faculty position. To find out what these PhD programs

are like, [3]read this blog post. If you are considering getting a lab science PhD, please immediately hit yourself in

the face with a brick. Now you know what it’s like.

(Note: People have been pointing out that electrical engineering isn’t as bad as the other lab sciences, with somewhat

more autonomy and better job prospects. That’s consistent with my observations. But econ still beats it by a mile…)

3. PhDs that work. I’m not exactly sure which PhDs fall into this category, but my guess is that it includes marketing,

applied math and statistics, finance, computer science, accounting, and management. It definitely, however, includes

economics. Economics is the best PhD you can possibly get.

Why get a PhD in economics? Here’s why:

Reason 1: You get a job

Can I say it any more clearly? An econ PhD at even a middle-ranked school leads, with near-absolute certainty, to

a well-paying job in an economics-related field. I believe the University of Michigan, for example, has gone many,
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many years without having a PhD student graduate without a job in hand.

You will not always get a tenure-track job, though there are a lot more of those available right now than in other fields

(thanks, I am guessing, to the nationwide explosion in business schools, which hire a lot of econ PhDs, including yours

truly). But if you don’t get a tenure-track job, you will get a well-paid job as a consultant, or a well-paid job in finance,

or a decently-well-paid job in one of the many, many government agencies that hire armies of economists. All of

these are what are commonly referred to as “good jobs,” with good pay, decent job security, non-brutal working

conditions, and close relation to the economics field.

Now, this may be less true at lower-ranked schools; I don’t have the data. I imagine it’s not as certain, but still far, far

better than for lab science PhDs at similarly ranked schools.

Why do so very few newly minted econ PhDs face the prospect of unemployment? Part of it is due to the econ

field’s extremely well-managed (and centrally planned!) [4]job market. Part of it is due to the large demand from the

lucrative consulting and finance industries. And part is due to the aforementioned proliferation of b-schools. There

may be other reasons I don’t know. But in an America where nearly every career path is looking more and more like

a gamble, the econ PhD remains a rock of stability—the closest thing you’ll find to a direct escalator to the upper

middle class.

Reason 2: You get autonomy

Unlike the hellish lab science PhD programs, an econ grad student is not tied to an adviser. Since profs don’t usually

fund econ students out of grants (few even have big grants), economics students mostly pay their way by teaching.

This means you usually have to teach, but that is not nearly as grueling as working in a lab. Even when a professor

does support you with a grant, he or she generally employs you as a research assistant, and gives you ample time to

work on your own research.

Compare this to a lab science PhD, in which you basically do the project your adviser tells you to do, and you succeed

or fail in part based on whether your adviser chooses a project that works out. Your destiny is out of your hands, your

creativity is squelched, and your life is utterly at the mercy of a single taskmaster. In economics, on the other hand,

you can start doing your own original, independent research the minute you show up (or even before). Professors

generally encourage you to start your own projects. Unlike in lab science PhD programs (but as in “lifestyle” PhD

programs), your time is mostly your own to manage.

This means that as an econ grad student, you’ll have a life. Or a chance at having a life, anyway.

Reason 3: You get intellectual fulfillment
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Econ is not as intellectually deep as some fields, like physics, math, or literature. But it’s deep enough to keep you

intellectually engaged. Econ allows you to think about human interactions, and social phenomena, in a number of

different intellectually rigorous ways (e.g. game theory, incentives, decision theory, quantification of norms and

values, bounded rationality, etc.). That’s cool stuff.

And economists, even if their research is highly specialized, are encouraged to think about all different kinds of topics

in the field, and encouraged to think freely and originally. That’s something few people appreciate. In a lab science,

in contrast, you are encouraged to burrow down in your area of hyper-specialization.

In econ, furthermore, you get exposed to a bunch of different disciplines; you get to learn some statistics, a little

math, some sociology, a bit of psychology, and maybe even some history.

Also, as an economist, your status as an intellectual will not disappear when you get a job. Even if you go to work as

a consultant or a financier, your thoughts will be welcomed and considered by economists in the blogosphere. And

you can even publish econ papers as a non-academic.

In fact, it’s also worth pointing out that econ is a field in which outsiders and mavericks are able to challenge the

status quo. This is in spite of the economics profession’s well-known deference to intellectual authority figures. The

simple fact is that in econ, you don’t need money to advance new ideas, as you do in biology or chemistry. And you

don’t need math wizardry either, as you would if you wanted to introduce new ideas in physics.

Reason 4: The risk of failure is low
In economics PhD programs, the main risk of failure is not passing your preliminary exams. This happens to a

substantial fraction of people who get admitted to econ programs (maybe 25 % or fewer at Michigan). But if you

flunk out, you get a complimentary Master’s degree, which is probably worth the 2 years that you’ll have spent in

the program. And after you pass the prelims, there is little risk of not finishing a dissertation; unlike in most fields,

you do not have to publish to graduate.

Caveats about the econ PhD
Of course, I don’t want to make it seem like the econ PhD is an utterly dominant strategy for life fulfillment. There are
some caveats that you should definitely take into account.
First, there is the fact that an econ PhD program is still a PhD program. That means, first of all, that you will be
in poverty in your late 20s. That is not fun for most people (some “lifestyle PhD” students and bohemian artists
excepted). Also, econ PhD programs force you to manage your own time, while giving you very little feedback about
how well or badly you’re actually doing. That can be stressful and depressing.
Second, be aware that the culture of economics is still fairly conservative, and not in the good way. Econ is one of
the few places in our society where overtly racist and sexist ideas are not totally taboo ([5]Steve Landsburg is an
extreme example, but that gives you the general flavor). Discrimination against women, in particular, probably still
exists, though I’d say (or I’d hope, anyway) that it’s on the wane.
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Finally, there is the fact that if enough people read and believe this blog post, it will cease to be true. There’s a piece
of economics for you: as soon as people become aware that a thing is overvalued, they will start bidding up its price.
But information diffuses slowly. Expect the econ PhD to lose its luster in five to 10 years, but that still gives you a
window of time.
Anyway, despite these caveats, the econ PhD still seems like quite a sweet deal tome. And compared to a hellish, soul-
crushing, and economically dubious lab science PhD, econ seems like a slam dunk. There are very few such bargains
left in the American labor market. Grab this one while it’s still on the shelves.

1. http://www.census.gov/newsroom/releases/archives/education/cb13-13.html
2. http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2013/02/the-phd-bust-americas-awful-market-for-young-scientis
ts-in-7-charts/273339/
3. http://www.chemistry-blog.com/2010/06/22/something-deeply-wrong-with-chemistry
4. http://noahpinionblog.blogspot.com/2012/02/how-i-survived-economics-job-market.html
5. http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2013/04/03/university-pressured-to-fire-professor-steven-landsburg-over-rape-c
omments/

2.9 September

Lockheed Skunk Works director says ESP is the key to interstellar travel (2016-09-01 13:02)

According to a UCLA engineering alumnus, in 1993 a fellow alumnus, who happened to run one of the most advanced
and secretive aircraft development organizations in the world, says the key to the technology that will allow us to
travel to the stars, without taking a lifetime to get there, lies in ESP.

[1]

Ben Rich was the director of Lockheed’s Skunk Works from 1975 to 1991. Skunk Works is a division of Lockheed
Martin that develops super high-tech aircraft, and is responsible for developing the U-2, the SR-71 Blackbird, the
F-117 Nighthawk stealth bomber, and the F-22 Raptor.
In a recent interview with Open Minds, Jan Harzan, the new director of the [2]Mutual UFO Network, told us about a
presentation by Rich he attended in which he feels Rich shared some amazing insight. Like Rich, Harzan received an
engineering degree from UCLA. In 1993, Harzan received an invitation from the alumni association to attend a talk
by Rich at the alumni center.
Harzan attended the lecture with his friend Tom Keller, who is also an engineering alumnus of UCLA and shares
Harzan’s interest in UFOs. Keller wrote a book on the topic titled, [3]The Total Novice’s Guide to UFOs, which was
published in 2010. Harzan estimates there were about 200 engineers in attendance.
Rich’s presentation consisted of a slide presentation outlining his 40 years with Skunk Works. The last aircraft he
discussed was the F-117 which was developed in the early 80s, but was not revealed to the public until the late 80s.
Rich alluded to more advanced technologies which have been developed since the F-117 but still remain secret.

[4]
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F-117 Nighthawks (Credit: US Air Force)

Harzan says, “He intimated that there was a lot of other stuff going on that he could not talk about.” It was here that
Harzan says things began to get really interesting. Harzan told us, “He ended his talk with a black disk zipping out
into outer space, and he ended it with these words: ‘We now have the technology to take ET home.”’
Harzan says after this statement the crowd laughed, but he and Keller were shocked. He says, “Tom and I just looked
at each other, ‘Did he really just say that, and are these people really not getting that what he is saying is real?”’
After the lecture, Harzan says 20 or so engineers gathered up around Rich to ask more questions. One lady asked
about the technology to take ET home, but Rich sort of ignored the question. However, after being pressed by a
couple of the other attendees, Rich asked one of the engineers if they thought it was possible to travel to the stars.
The engineer replied, “I don’t know, it would just take a long time to get there.” To which Rich responded that it
would not. He told the group, “We found an error in the equations and we now know how to travel to the stars, and
it won’t take us a lifetime to do it.”
Harzan says Rich did not say what equations he was referring to, but Harzan assumes they are what are known as
Maxwell’s equations. However, he admits that this is just a guess.

[5]
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Ben Rich in front of an SR-71 Blackbird. (Credit: Lockheed Martin)

Finally, Rich excused himself and began walking towards the door. Harzan called to Rich to ask him one last question.
He told Rich, “I have a real interest in the propulsion you are talking about that gets us to the stars. Can you tell me
how it works?”
Harzan says Rich stopped and looked at him, then asked Harzan if he knew how ESP worked. Jan says he was taken
aback by the question and responded, “I don’t know, all points in space and time are connected?” Rich replied, “That’s
how it works.” Then he turned around and walked away.
Harzan doesn’t know if he gave the answer Rich was looking for, or if Rich was simply referring to ESP as being the key
to how the technology works, but he does believe there is something to Rich’s response.
Harzan says he feels he left the presentation with three very important clues, “One, we have the technology to take
ET home. Two is there is an error in the equations… Finally, the way ESP works is the same way that this technology
works. So there you have it. All that is left up to us is to go figure it out.”

1. http://www.openminds.tv/wp-content/uploads/Skunk-Works-logo.jpg
2. http://www.mufon.com/
3. http://www.amazon.com/Total-Novices-Guide-UFOs/dp/0982798806/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1374866983&sr
=1-1
4. http://www.openminds.tv/wp-content/uploads/F-117s.jpg
5. http://www.openminds.tv/wp-content/uploads/Ben-Rich.jpg

I guess the Clintons’ ties to Russian oligarchs don’t count, huh? (2016-09-02 20:10)

Isn’t it just terrible how Donald Trump has commented on Vladimir Putin’s perceived strength as a leader in his own
country? That sort of attitude should be an immediate disqualifier for the presidency as I’m sure you’ll all agree.
But when Bill Clinton contacts the State Department (run by his wife) on multiple occasions asking for guidance and
clearance on meeting with powerful Russian oligarchs, [1]that’s just good public policy. (Washington Examiner)

New emails show Clinton Foundation staff pushed Hillary Clinton’s State Department to approve a meet-
ing between Bill Clinton and a powerful Russian oligarch as her agency lined up investors for a project
under his purview.
The Clintons’ relationship with Viktor Vekselberg, the billionaire whose name appears in the documents,
has taken on new significance amid an expanding criminal investigation into his company. Last week, au-
thorities [2]raided the offices of Vekselberg’s firm, Renova Group, following allegations of bribery from
several of Renova’s subsidiaries.
Vekselberg had been named head of a partnership dubbed the “Russian Silicon Valley” just three months
before a Clinton Foundation employee began pushing the State Department to approve Bill Clinton’s pro-
posed meeting with Vekselberg and a handful of other Russian executives.

You need to go through the full article to truly appreciate the hypocrisy on display by the Clintons when they attack
Trump over matters pertaining to Russia. The list of powerful Russians with truly dubious track records and ties to all
manner of unsavory characters is too long to list here. It also likely won’t come as much of a surprise to learn that
several of them were extremely generous donors to the Clinton Foundation. One of Vekselberg’s companies donated
something in the range of $50,000 to $100,000 and that wasn’t the only one.
The email trail shows that back in May of 2010, one Clinton Foundation employee began pestering State to see if they
had any objections to Bill having a meet and greet with a variety of top level Russian executives while visiting their
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nation. These requests were repeated constantly until they got an answer. After that, Bill Clinton’s dealings with the
Russians, including paid speeches and other lucrative arrangements are well known. But somehow none of that is an
ethics problem either for the former president or his wife during her time at the head of the State Department.
But Donald Trump talking about Russia? We clearly need to run him out of town on a rail.

1. http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/emails-show-clinton-ties-to-russian-oligarch-under-investigation/articl
e/2601514
2. http://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-vekselberg-bribes-idUSKCN11B1AB

NX’ first task is to avoid Wii U’s pitfalls (2016-09-03 11:51)

Humility is not a trait one often associates with Reggie Fils-Aime, the bombastic and theatrical president of Nintendo
of America, but it was on display - to some degree, at least - in his recently published interview with [a]listdaily. Re-
flecting on what the failure of the Wii U has shown the company it must do to succeed with NX, Fils-Aime highlighted
two key problems, namely the failure to communicate what the console was, and the failure to deliver a steady
stream of high-quality software. These, he said, are the things Nintendo needs to do better next time; the dash of hu-
mility coming when he acknowledged that these aren’t complex insights, but "traditional lessons within the industry".

Traditional lessons; in other words, lessons that a company that’s been selling games and consoles for the
best part of 40 years should not only know, but should have utterly assimilated and integrated deeply into its DNA.
Effectively communicating what your platform is and what it does is one of the most crucial skills for a platform
holder, while giving consumers major titles to look forward to on a regular basis is not just an essential component
of a platform holder’s business, it is literally a description of pretty much their entire business.

Yet there’s no doubt that Fils-Aime is right in his diagnosis of the Wii U’s failure; these things are precisely
what Nintendo got wrong. It’s laudable and positive that he acknowledges these failures so openly, rather than
making hand-waving excuses about difficult market conditions or similar; acknowledging your failures means you’re
on the path to fixing them.

At the same time, it remains genuinely astonishing that Nintendo could have failed so badly at such funda-
mental, intrinsic parts of the business. It feels like a kind of madness possessed much of the company in the wake
of the success of the Wii and the DS; caught in some lunatic trance, Nintendo managed to mess up the market
communication and software scheduling of not one but two console launches. 3DS recovered from its desperately
flawed and miscommunicated launch after a bold, if embarrassing, about-face only a few months post-launch. Wii U
repeated almost exactly the same mistakes and never picked itself up after falling at the first hurdle.

Digging into the substance of those errors is revealing. In terms of communication, both the Wii U and the
3DS failed completely to explain themselves to consumers at the outset. The problems started with their names;
the transitions from DS to 3DS and from Wii to Wii U looked to a great many consumers like a mid-cycle refresh of
the hardware, not a console launch. The hardware looked the same, the names sounded the same, and the actual
advantages of the new consoles were never effectively conveyed. The failure to talk up and explain the new features
of the consoles was compounded by Nintendo’s reticence to ever talk about graphical prowess. While the refusal to
engage with Sony and Microsoft’s GPU arms race is probably wise, it seemed to lead Nintendo to baulk at actually
conveying to consumers that these new consoles were much more graphically powerful than the old ones. Perhaps it
believed that the casual consumers who came on board with the Wii and DS would be turned off by such messaging;
it would do well to note that Apple, whose iPhones sell in far larger quantity than any game console, sees no such
difficulty in making much of the technical prowess of its new chipsets.
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Perhaps the biggest problem that both consoles faced in communication terms, however, was an issue that
overlapped with their lack of software. Neither system had a software title in the launch window that really
functioned as a demonstration of the advantages and possibilities of the new hardware. The Wii, famously, had Wii
Sports; the DS, though slower out of the gate (especially in the USA, where it launched first and with a weaker line-up
than other territories), had the combination of WarioWare: Touched, Super Mario 64 DS and a handful of other
instantly popular titles like Zoo Keeper, which it followed up after just a few months with Brain Age and Nintendogs.
Neither 3DS nor Wii U, despite overall solid software line-ups, had any single title or combination of titles at launch
that you could point and and say, "here, this is the software that explains and demonstrates why this platform could
be great". Indeed, one could argue that even years after launch, neither platform has any software that makes a
watertight case for either the 3DS’ 3D screen or the Wii U’s Gamepad.

Of the two problems Fils-Aime identifies, the issue of communicating and explaining the console is by far the
easier to fix and thus the one which NX is least likely to repeat. Although the device sounds like being something of a
departure from the form factors and usage cases which consumers are used to, it’s also a clean break from consoles
which came before it - meaning that the company will be properly focused on marketing it as a new device rather
than trying to warm up the leftovers of a past success, as it did with 3DS and Wii U. Getting good software for the
launch window which appropriately and effectively explains the console’s advantages is more art than science, but
assuming that Nintendo’s uniquely talented software developers are on board with the console’s functionality, it’s
certainly within their competence to deliver that kind of compelling experience early on. At the very least, we can
hope that we’re not treated once more to the unedifying spectacle of Shigeru Miyamoto being trotted out to talk
about prototyping fun ideas for the console’s main features long after the console itself has launched, as happened
with the Wii U - prompting the obvious question, why weren’t you doing that two or three years ago...?

The second of the "traditional lessons" Fils-Aime claims to have taken to heart is going to be a tougher fix.
Wii U absolutely suffered from a failure of planning and scheduling in software terms, but also from a simple lack
of games. It has some fantastic games and the work of the teams who have been creating Wii U titles has been
of generally excellent quality, but the perception that it has been underserved in terms of software is absolutely
fair. Wii U has been squeezed on two sides, with an almost complete lack of high quality third party support being
compounded by Nintendo’s own focus often seeming to be on the better-performing 3DS, not to mention on new
projects like amiibo toys and mobile games.

How can NX fix this problem? There is a limit to Nintendo’s bandwidth as a game developer; if it wants to re-
tain its quality (which is vital, since the strength of its IP is the company’s primary value) then it cannot expand the
number of titles in simultaneous development indefinitely. Working with trusted third parties to deliver games like
the Wii U’s Bayonetta 2 and Xenoblade Chronicles X (arguably the best of the third-party efforts on the console) is a
promising approach that could definitely be upscaled to some degree. Tougher, perhaps, is the question of actually
getting third party publishers on board; Nintendo consoles are hostile environments for multi-platform games, and
risky gambles for third-party console exclusives. Short of a major expansion of its own third-party publishing efforts
that delivers more Nintendo-published games from top studios around the world, it seems eminently likely that NX
will run into the same problem.

One interesting possibility comes to mind, though; given the NX’s supposed straddling of handheld and home
console roles, might Nintendo intend ultimately to focus all of its development efforts on this single device? The
splitting of the company’s limited development resources across two consoles - handheld and home device - has
arguably done it no favours in recent years. If we have truly reached the point where a single device can provide
both a compelling handheld gaming experience and a good home console experience, it would make a lot of sense to
aim for the rationalisation of game development along those lines. Individually, the 3DS and Wii U’s lineups have left
something to be desired (though the 3DS has definitely fared better); the combined efforts of the teams working on
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both platforms, though, could deliver a pretty formidable line-up of first-party software. As yet, Nintendo has given
no indication that it views NX as the ultimate successor to the still-successful 3DS, and a new dedicated handheld
may also be in the works; if not, though, then Nintendo’s future as a company supporting a single device may be the
single biggest step it can take towards fixing its software scheduling problems.

Knowing so little about NX, we can only speculate about the details of how Nintendo will go about applying
the "traditional lessons" which Fils-Aime claims it has learned - and on a slightly sour note, it’s worth pointing out that
it’s not the first time Nintendo has identified these flaws. Nintendo of America senior VP George Harrison said back
in 2006 that the importance of good software scheduling was a lesson learned from the disappointing performance
of the GameCube. To see the same mistakes repeated only a few years later was disappointing. Perhaps, given the
humility of Fils-Aime’s tone now, we can hope that the mistakes of the 3DS and Wii U launches were made in a
genuine state of post-Wii delirium which has now passed.

Is Facebook Dying? What’s Killing It? (2016-09-05 22:42)

I never intentionally set out to be a social media “guru,” though now looking back it seems an inevitable choice.
Why? Not only do I love helping people but I also have an insatiable appetite for cracking codes and patterns…then
using that information to predict trends.

But this skill has come in handy and has allowed me to be at the leading edge of the evolution of the Digital
Age. By examining vast amounts of data, I can see patterns emerge almost with a life all their own. The best way to
describe it?

Remember those Magic Eye images that were so popular in malls in the 90s? They just looked like a jumble
of dots or colors or random images but if viewed in a certain way, made a larger three-dimensional image? Some
people could see the image easily and some to this day claim it was all a hoax designed to sell overpriced wall art.

But this is a lot of what I do when it comes to social media, to analyzing what is going to be the next vector.
What sites are gaining traction and which might be flagging or even dying. I ponder all the points and they come
together into a larger “whole.”

That was why, when writing my book Rise of the Machines—Human Authors of the Digital Age, I chose to fo-
cus on human patterns rather than technological ones. Humans are far more constant and techniques I teach in my
book will work no matter what changes the Digital Age throws our way. Why? Because my approach is based on
people not technology.

This said, there is a new trend that is piquing my interest and I think it’s going to make a radical shift in social
media that might even have the power to topple the mightiest of all. Looking at all the random dots? The larger
emerging Facebook picture is not pretty.

But before I go there, I want to warn you ahead of time that this post was longer than usual. Problem was, I
felt if I spaced this out over separate days that my assertions might lose critical integrity. Thus, to make viewing
easier, I have broken it up in the body so you can choose whether to read all at once or space it out.

Thank you!
Act One—The Life Evolution of the Digital Age

The Digital Age as we know it was, in a way, an unplanned pregnancy. The original Web 1.0 collapsed with
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the fall of the dot.coms and then *POOF* this new idea of how the Internet would work came to be. In the 90s (Web
1.0), web sites were the firm domain of professionals who knew how to write code.

Most regular people (as in those without a programming skills) were not on-line. Those who were on-line
used the web in a passive way. We weren’t actively a part of the web. We simply consumed what was given to us.

No one really ever imagined an Internet fueled by user-generated content (Web 2.0) as opposed to controlled
corporate content (Web 1.0). What do I mean? Well, a good example of this is the notion of the “Super Model.”

In the 90s, the fashion industry and corporations chose who would get the title Super Model. Many of us
grew up in the age of the Cindy Crawfords and Naomi Campbells. They graced every magazine cover.

Every cover.

Like ALL of them.

These days? Who graces the cover of a magazine is far more democratic. Popularity with the people is the
highest priority which is why we are seeing so many of the new fashion “icons” rising from places like Instagram. But
who would have imagined in 1993 that regular ordinary people would be determining who would be on the front of
Cosmopolitan and Vogue, as opposed to some big shot fashion photographer with an “eye” for the next big thing?

And of course it would be the next big thing because, really what choice did we have?
Back to Baby

If we go with this idea of Web 2.0 being an unplanned baby, then we see some patterns emerge. In the be-
ginning a baby is really cute…but can’t exactly do a lot. That was the beginning of the Internet (as we know it). Didn’t
do a lot, but it was sooooo adorable and had such potential!

Dial up? Baby learned to crawl. Awww look a the cute message boards.

Cable Internet. Learned to walk, climb and get into everything. We can shop? And not have to wear pants?

The early days of social media (in my opinion) were like the gilded years of childhood. It’s like watching Spawn play.
He doesn’t care what color a kid’s skin is, if the kid has expensive shoes, or what hairstyle said kid has. All kids are, as
he calls them, “My new best friend.”

We were that way in the beginning of sites like Facebook, MySpace and Twitter which all emerged at roughly
the same juncture in time.

You have a MySpace page? OMG! Me too! Lets be best friends!

Tweet me!

Granted it wasn’t all kisses and unicorns but compared to these days? Those were halcyon times for sure.

Now? I think the Digital Age is in all-out-want-to-stab-it-in-the face-adolescence.
Act Two—Invasion of the Mean Girls

I know all of this is very unscientific, but there is something to the saying, “Familiarity breeds contempt.” I
think when social media was new, regular people minded their manners better. We were caught up in the newness
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of it all. Then? It wasn’t as new. Then it was part of everyday life.

We got comfortable. Too comfortable. Things people would never say or do in person? Became fine on-line.
More folks began burping and farting and scratching themselves in blithe ignorance to the damage it was doing to
the overall social experience.
Social media is social. I have said this until I am blue in the face. When we forget that fundamental element, we
invite disaster.

Case in point. I was speaking on a panel at Thrillerfest a few years ago and an author was livid with me that I
criticized the use of automation.

I replied, “But I’m not on social media to talk to a robot. I can call AT &T if I want that.”

I explained that the problem with automation was it inevitably bred more. That eventually it would wreck
Twitter because no one wanted to just sit around for a bunch of automated link spam.

Now, is Twitter useless and gone? No. But for socializing? Pretty much. It’s harder and harder to find real
people because the relentless surge of automation has crowded them out.

I gave another prediction years ago. I cautioned users from posting too much on inflammatory topics like sex,
politics and religion. If we think of social media as social, this makes sense. Who wants to go to a cocktail party to be
yelled at and attacked?

What? No takers?

I postulated that, like automation would inevitably breed more automation, more toxicity would breed further
toxicity.

I cautioned that if people failed to employ the same kind of self-restraint used in person, that eventually even
mega-giants like Facebook would be abandoned and left the sole domain of bullies and trolls much like Twitter has
been left to bots.

Why? To be blunt, there would be too many jerks pissing on the party.

It takes no genius to surmise that regular people would eventually not tolerate non-stop venom. Even Psy-
chology Today wrote a recent article about how the presence of even one mean employee (not even a bully but
merely rude) can drag down the entire workplace. What is true at work is true on-line.

Back to my metaphor.
Teenagers

In humans, this is a critical and difficult stage of transformation that is key for determining not only a future
adult identity but the core elements of character. What kind of adult will the teen become?

On one hand teenagers can be dreamy and filled with hope. Wild with abandon and creativity.

But on the other?

They can also be selfish, cruel, unrestrained, reckless, and…drama queens. Everything is a big deal. Of course
what happens is that when everything is important, then nothing is.
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In earlier days of Facebook we would hit critical junctures where emotions would be more heightened than
normal (I.e election years). In the social media tween years? Wasn’t too bad. Was at least manageable.

Now, with the Digital Age being in full on adolescence? It is freaking moody and volatile and plain damn
MEAN. It’s selfish and emotionally out of control.

Full steam ahead and no one is sidetracking me from my drama du jour!!!
Drama, Drama and YES…More Drama

Everything has become a big deal and so many of the people I follow have morphed into pseudo-journalists
overnight. Here’s the thing, if I wanted to be hysterical, I’d stream CNN. But I don’t want to be hysterical. I want to
talk and laugh and…socialize.

Facebook used to have shorter and fewer cycles of distress. Therewould be somebig disaster/event/decision/election
and everyone would be in a tizzy for a few days. But then? FB would return to a relatively bucolic normal.

These days? The cycles have become so brief they are now overlapping and blurring into a singular rage-filled
constant. It seems everyone is upset about everything and to make matters worse? Too many folks insist on talking
about whatever is bothering them non-freaking-stop.

And God help anyone who disagrees.

I’m wondering if people are becoming meaner or if the mean ones are the only ones remaining on Facebook.

Not everyone mind you, but a far larger proportion than I’ve ever witnessed. What’s worse is the offenders
are also becoming far more aggressive and oblivious to any semblance of civility and decorum.

For instance, I never post about politics or anything else inflammatory. If you scroll any news feed on any of
my social sites, you are going to laugh. I love making people smile. If you follow me, you are not going to need a
bottle of Tums at the ready for what I post on my wall.

But the other day a friend of mine who resides on the opposite side of the political spectrum was pulling my
digital pigtails and I baited. We were all poking fun at one another and having fun.

enters troll*

This guy set his sites on me and no matter how politely I tried to get him to lighten up, he was hell bent on
proving how smart he was by going for my jugular. Eventually? I had to leave the conversation and block the person.

So y’all know…

I was never ON Facebook to defend myself non-stop from ruthless and brutal attack. I don’t think anyone
is…and that is what will be Facebook’s undoing.
The Unfollowed

Recently I have found myself doing something I thought I would never do but have been forced to in order to
maintain some semblance of sanity. I’ve started unfollowing people (many of them other writers). Not unfriending.
I don’t believe in that.
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I also don’t believe living in an ideological echo chamber is healthy and have all kinds of friends. I’ve never
blocked content I might disagree with…until recently.

But it had less to do with the type of content and more to do with the sheer VOLUME.

Sort of like automation. Automate a few links on Twitter? Meh. No biggie. Automate everything everywhere?

runs away screaming*

These writers—The Unfollowed—have mutated from friends into geysers of hysteria, hate, ranting, or general
pissed-offedness. And I think that’s sad. The same writer who’s spending time on social media might one day an-
nounce a book that I would have seen and maybe even bought…had they not pushed me to the point of unfollowing
anything they posted.

There are even some well known authors I used to read and buy their books…but now I no longer like them.
Deep down I resent how they’ve selfishly beaten me over the head with their opinions. Frankly, there are too many
nice and considerate authors to buy from instead.

What makes this all the more interesting is that we humans are by nature social creatures. It’s in our DNA.
We don’t socialize we go crazy or die or go crazy then die.

Whatever. Y’all get the point.

We have also come to accept that much of that socialization will be done digitally. I think Facebook was bullet-proof
so long as there was no other alternative. But now?

I bring you…The Pokemon GO.
Act Three—Can Pokemon Go Kill Facebook?

The Internet (and the following social component) has evolved dramatically since babyhood, from chatrooms
to increasingly advanced social sites. And though many new trends have come along, none in my estimation have
ever had the power to dent Facebook…until Pokemon Go.

Pokemon Go is basically geocaching but way “funner.” It’s made what used to be a relatively nerdy activity
“mainstream” just like Web 2.0 did to Web 1.0.

So are we witnessing the genesis of Web 3.0? Worth pondering� .

And yes I get that this gaming experience is new and there are problems (I.e. accidents/players being a nui-
sance) but I really don’t care because Pokemon Go is only the beginning, a sign of what will surely be ahead.

Pokemon Go is doing what no other social media site can do. It’s getting people out of the house to social-
ize.

Players enjoy the fun and the mental challenge of a scavenger hunt and their social needs are once again being
met in person (likely where the other humans are far less likely to suddenly start ranting in their face aboutMonsanto).
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Why I think Pokemon Go will change everything is because I follow the money. The problem with monetizing
any social site is that people there to mingle, not to shop. Advertising is either invisible or annoying and pure social
media sites have had always had a challenge monetizing (even Facebook).

But Pokemon Go doesn’t have that disadvantage.
Pokemon Go makes money off people buying stuff to play the game. Where there IS money is in merchants joining
in and promoting the experience.

Businesses have a vested interest in customers getting out of the house and coming to THEM…which means if
this catches on the way I think it will? Facebook will be hemorrhaging advertisers.

Seriously. I already see it happening.

Tuesday, I took my son rollerskating because I was fed up with Facebook and played hooky. Guess what I
saw? The skating rink was advertising that skating was a good way to get their “egg to hatch” (referencing Pokemon
Go).

According to my hair stylist (who blushed and confessed that she’d abandoned social media and taken up
Pokemon Go) the eggs hatch depending on the player’s overall level of physical activity. I can say that my stylist
looked remarkably trimmer, tanner and…happier.

I think Pokemon Go is going to be a major blow to the social aspect of Facebook.

Now, Facebook (at least from what I can see) will remain relevant and important…just in a very different way.

We will still post pictures, keep up with family and scan headlines…we just won’t stick around. Fewer and
fewer people are going to choose to socialize there, especially once developers start releasing better iterations and
even new variations of games like Pokemon.

For instance? They get a D &D GO and you may never hear from me again,� .

But back to my obsession with patterns. This evolution of the Digital Age toward social games of augmented
reality makes a lot of sense. Pokemon GO fills a lot of needs that Facebook either can’t or won’t.
Pokemon Go gets people out of the house.

That is NOT what Facebook wants. FB wants us to be glued to the screen non-stop and doesn’t care if we are
isolated, lonely, angry and have grown an extra ass from Cheetos and stress.
Pokemon Go gives us more exercise.

We need to get the heck out of the house and we need to remember how to talk to another actual human
being and have some manners when doing it.
Pokemon Go brings people closer.

It is bringing families closer. Instead of Dad scrolling FB and Mom immersed in Pinterest and Junior off on
Snap Chat? Isolated, not engaging. They can go for a walk together and hunt virtual critters. Grandma can engage
with the grandkids. Couples can do something together.
Pokemon Go is good for businesses.

Pokemon Go is an answer to what a lot of businesses have needed, what they have struggled with. How do
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we get customers to come to US? Anyone in sales knows that getting people in the door is the hardest part. That
roller rink? That was genius. I could see this at golf courses or gyms or malls. Get people walking out in the world
and playing together.

What if bookstores began integrating with some of these games? Bringing in people who might catch a crit-
ter, then cool off browsing some books?

When we put all these factors together? I see a major paradigm shift ahead. What this means for writers or
branding? I’m not entirely sure. I need more data, though I DO have some seriously exciting ideas (I.e. people
walking to audiobooks or author podcasts to unlock levels).

But even if I am wrong about Pokemon, I am right about one thing. If people don’t stop the hysteria and
grow the hell UP, help social media get past the teenage drama and onto adulthood? People won’t stick around.
They will uncouple from the crazy train.

What are your thoughts? I have not yet played Pokemon Go, but for anyone who has? What are your thoughts?
I’ve heard a lot of good things…namely from people suddenly missing from FB. Do you think FB has gotten
out of control with the emo stuff? Are you sick and tired of its eye-rolling and temper tantrums? Are you ready
for the Digital Age to just grow the hell up and get a job? Do you thinkwe can save Facebook’s social side? I am unsure.

I LOVE hearing from you!

To prove it and show my love, for the month of JULY, everyone who leaves a comment I will put your name in
a hat. If you comment and link back to my blog on your blog, you get your name in the hat twice. What do you win?
The unvarnished truth from yours truly. I will pick a winner once a month and it will be a critique of the first 20 pages
of your novel, or your query letter, or your synopsis (5 pages or less).

All W.A.N.A. classes are on-line and all you need is an internet connection. Recordings are included in the
class price.
We are doing ANOTHER round of Battle of the First Pages!!! August 5th

The first time we did this we had some tech issues doing this new format and we’ve since worked those out,
but for now I am still keeping the price low ( $25) until we get this streamlined to my tastes.

LIMITED SEATS. This is an open workshop where each person will submit his or her first page of the manuscript for
critique. I will read the page aloud and “gong” where I would have stopped reading and explain why. This is an
interactive workshop designed to see what works or what doesn’t. Are you ready to test your page in the fire?

PS4 Pro: "This could be the final nail in the coffin for Xbox One" (2016-09-08 11:37)

Sony’s two new hardware announcements didn’t come as a surprise to anyone, but the launch date and price of the
PS4 Pro did feel like an aggressive move by the company, if you ask analysts. "The pricing gives Sony a big advantage.
PS4 Slim is competitive with Xbox One S, but PS4 Pro is a bargain [at $399]. For the same price as the 2TB Xbox One
S, you get 1TB and future proof for 4K. I think this sells very well at holiday, and was surprised it was coming out this
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year," Wedbush Securities’ Michael Pachter
DFC Intelligence’s David Cole agreed, commenting, "The only big issue was when Pro would launch and they have a
firm date this year and a solid price. Really this could be a final nail in the coffin for Xbox One now that Microsoft has
told consumers to wait until 2017 [for Scorpio]. Sony will have the powerful system with VR now and a well-executed
plan that leaves consumers no reason to wait. It is just an all-around compelling proposition."
SuperData’s Joost van Dreunen added, "The relatively low price point for all available devices and the publisher sup-
port promises to supercharge the holiday season."
IDC games research director Lewis Ward acknowledged that the PS4 Pro launch date and price is "a shot across the
bow," but he also told us, "I don’t think there’s much of an impact on Scorpio at this point."
"The main course in the Pro upgrade is the roughly 2.2x boost in GPU power. That’s enough to drive one hell of a sexy
picture. Unfortunately, both 4K TVs and HDR TVs, let alone sets that do both, are barely off the drawing board. So
while Sony has staked out new territory as far as home consoles go on the rendering front, I question whether the
Pro will be a big seller this holiday season since there doesn’t appear to be a large installed base of 4K/HDR TVs out
there to take advantage of the sexy (AMD) silicon," Ward continued.
"This is more about getting out there early and future-proofing the PS4 as gamers and videophiles eventually shell
out for high-end TVs over the next several years. Having said that, the fact that Pro has a 1TB HDD may be more of a
near-term selling point for those who like to download lots of content. For an extra $100 that’s a decent deal by itself
when you realize that today’s PS4 with 1TB can cost $400- $500 depending on what’s in the bundle."
Piers Harding-Rolls, head of games research at IHS, agrees with Ward that PS4 Pro sales will be limited to "a minority
of PS4 buyers." IHS has provided a forecast of 1.5 million PS4 Pro units sold worldwide in 2016, and the firm expects
the overall PS4 installed base to reach 53.5 million by the end of the year. Interestingly, unlike the other analysts,
Harding-Rolls also believes that Xbox One S could have the upper hand. "Microsoft’s cheaper Xbox One S also steals
some of Sony’s Pro thunder, with a significant overlap in 4K features between the two consoles," he said.
Furthermore, asMike Goodman, Strategy Analytics’ director of digital media strategies, noted, Microsoft still has time
to adjust its own strategy with Scorpio. "Microsoft is in an unusual position in that it can sit back and see how the
market reacts to Sony and adjust plans accordingly," he said. It’s also hard to know at this point whether console
owners "are willing [to] buy into the cell phone model and purchase a new console every couple of years."
Ultimately, while it’s exciting for the industry to see new hardware, the PS4 Pro and Scorpio are only targeting a sliver
of the consumer market. According to Strategy Analytics, the global installed base of 4k UHD TV sets will be 83.8
million at the end of this year, and perhaps more importantly, the global installed base of HDR compatible televisions
will be between 3 and 3.5 million.

Xbox One S has Bluray UHD support and video streaming (2016-09-11 16:35)

The PlayStation 4 has consistently led console sales this generation, but the Xbox One may be gaining traction. Last
night, Microsoft’s corporate VP of Xbox marketing Mike Nichols cited the industry-tracking NPD Group with the news
that the Xbox One was the best-selling console in the US for August, making it two straight months atop the chart.
In July, [1]XboxOne saleswere bolstered by a price cut to themachine. Lastmonth, the system’s numberswere helped
by the launch of the Xbox One S, which adds 4K Blu-ray and video streaming, as well as HDR support for games.
Microsoft touting Xbox One’s sales performance relative to the competition is a reversal of the company’s position in
recent years, as it has [2]steadily downplayed the significance of unit sales and instead [3]pushed Xbox Live engage-
ment as a better metric of the business’ health. Nichols did offer an update on the engagement front as well, saying
that total global gaming hours on Xbox One increased 42 % year-over-year in August.

1. http://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2016-08-22-slow-july-sees-us-game-sales-dip-14-percent-npd
2. http://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2015-10-23-microsoft-stops-reporting-console-sales
3. http://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2016-06-15-why-scorpio-and-xbox-one-s-sales-dont-actually-matter
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PS4 Pro: Boom or Bust? (2016-09-13 12:25)

Sony’s latest console, the PS4 Pro, is the firm’s first 4K console, and it obliterates the traditional console life-cycle - a
big move as the market moves away from that familiar structure.
The new console is a turbo-charged version of the PS4, which means it plays all existing titles while giving graphical
boosts to both old and new games and outputting at 4K.
Look past the hype, and the PS4 Pro looks like a mixed bag - there are opportunities, but vast complications. We
examine the implications for developers, and wonder whether the PS4 Pro can continue Sony’s console dominance.
The PS4 Pro Explained
The new console enhances the existing AMD Jaguar CPU, but the biggest change is to the the AMD Radeon GPU. That
chip now wields 4.2 TFLOPs of power - a huge boost over the 1.84 TFLOPs of the original.
The revised GPU uses the Polaris architecture, and is based on the desktop RX 480. That card is a great GPU, but it’s
not capable of handling intense, triple-A games at 4K - and that’s true even with the PS4 Pro’s custom tweaks.

The architectural limits of the GPU makes the PS4 Pro’s status as a 4K console a little tricky.
Games will output at 3,840 x 2,160, but most won’t run natively - games will be rendered at lesser resolutions, then
upscaled. Sony includes an in-built "checkerboard" upscaling method that works well, but there’s no guarantee that
developers will use this - and so no guarantee of a standardised, effective upscaling technique on the new console.
Some games will look barely different from native 4K, but some might look barely different to 1080p.
The PS4 Pro doesn’t just offer a resolution boost. The Pro will run games at smoother, higher framerates, and
developers can deploy additional graphical affects - sharper textures, more objects, dense particle effects and
improved lighting all feature.
The extra horsepower means Sony can use HDR, too. High Dynamic Range technology serves up a wider range of
colours and higher contrast ratios, which means more vivid, detailed games. It makes a huge impact, but this feature
also comes with its own issues: you’ll need a compatible TV to run those games.

The PS4 Pro doesn’t just make new games better - existing games will be improved with patches, although Sony has
confirmed that third-party developers may charge for these updates.
There’s yet another thing to bear in mind: whether a game is displayed on a 1080p or a 4K screen. Sony says every PS4
game will play at 1080p on the Pro, but it’s also confirmed that games will offer different enhancements depending
on their output resolution - an inevitable result when loftier resolutions make more demands on GPU hardware and
when only certain TVs support 4K and HDR.
The Last of Us Remastered, for instance, is a rare title that runs at native 4K on the PS4 Pro - but only at 30fps. To
get 60fps, the resolution has to be dropped. The Witness renders at around 1440p and upscales to 4K to maintain a
60fps frame-rate, but running at 1080p sees improvements to anti-aliasing too, andMiddle Earth: Shadow of Mordor
provides super-sampled anti-aliasing at 1080p.
Sony also showed off Spider-Man, For Honor and Deus Ex: Mankind Divided at its launch event, but didn’t confirm
that the games were running at native 4K - just outputting to a 4K display.
The PS4 Pro doesn’t have a 4K Blu-ray drive because Sony reckons people stream more these days, and it’s not going
to have any exclusive games - the latter is certainly a smart move. The Pro will cost £349 for a 1TB model.
What About the Rest?
The PS4 Pro isn’t the only Sony console that’s getting an upgrade. The PS4 and PS4 Slim will both receive firmware
updates that enable HDR support, which will provide a significant visual boost without taxing the lesser hardware in
those older systems.
However, HDR on the vanilla PS4 won’t be a dramatic leap forward like it is on the PS4 Pro, largely because the older
consoles output at lower resolutions - so there just aren’t as many pixels to show off HDR’s improvements.
Microsoft’s Project Scorpio will arrive later and with a higher price than the PS4 Pro, but it justifies the added cost
with 6 TFLOPs of GPU power and support for 4K Blu-ray. That makes the Scorpio better for media, and it also means
that Microsoft’s console will have a better chance at running games at native 4K. Existing Xbox One games will have
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performance improvements, too.
Then there’s the Xbox One S. Released in August, this console supports 4K Blu-Ray and HDR in games, and games can
also be upscaled to 4K.

Days Gone impressed in 4K at Sony’s New York announcement event

Development in the PS4 Pro Era
The PS4 Pro offers ample opportunity to developers. The extra graphics horsepower means games can run at higher
resolutions, and developers will be able to deploy more visual detail and depth than on any console before.
It’s not certain if many games will run at native 4K, but it is certain that the PS4 Pro will provide a gigantic leap
forward.
The burgeoning PC game scene could lend a hand, too. Many of the graphics improvements available will already be
familiar to PC gamers, and studios that already work on comprehensive PC ports will surely find it easier to transition
to the PS4 Pro.
There’s opportunity here, but the PS4 Pro is a big gamble for Sony - and for developers - because the new hardware
represents a break from the traditional console life cycle.
We’re used to consoles being replaced by smaller, cheaper versions, but this is a rare occasion when a console has
been joined by a beefier version in the middle of its lifespan.
Developers usually become familiar with a console over its lifespan, optimising code to produce progressively better
games, but that’s not the case here.
We’re half-way through a generation, but developers will now need to become familiar with a newmachine, learning
its foibles to get the most out of the new hardware. To do that while still developing for the PS4 is a tall order - and
to do that while maintaining quality across the two different systems could prove insurmountable.

"It won’t help anyone if a game is lazily upgraded to the PS4 Pro, but it’s conceivable given the extra workload.
There’s also the issue of resources: the added concentration on graphics could see other development areas suffer"

Development decisions for PS4 Pro games could make it harder to scale back to the regular PS4: it’s easy if a title’s
Pro incarnation involves a higher resolution and a better framerate, but it’s harder if the Pro title is littered with
improvements that the base console can’t handle.
And what about games already being developed for PS4? It won’t help anyone if a game is lazily upgraded to the PS4
Pro, but it’s conceivable given the extra workload. There’s also the issue of resources: the added concentration on
graphics could see other development areas suffer, with the meat of the game falling behind in order to give the title
a little extra pizazz.
The best case scenario is that large studios will have known about the PS4 Pro for a while, and will have had time to
prepare - but, even then, the new console’s challenges are numerous.
Consumers, Marketing and the new Console Landscape
The PS4 Pro doesn’t just make life more complex for developers - it could hinder consumers and marketing depart-
ments, too.
The Pro’s visual improvements could be difficult to sell given the methods used to consume gaming news and reviews.
Twitch streams and YouTube videos don’t have the fidelity to show off subtle graphical improvements let alone the
transition to 4K, and it’s going to be near-impossible on smartphones, too.
Desktop PCs and laptops are better, but it’s still going to be challenging, especially with video - you’ll need a great
web connection to run a 4K trailer or comparison video.
At best, these formats will only show off some improvements that PS4 Pro can offer - and that’s no way to convince
customers to shell out.
The two-tier Playstation landscape means that many consumers will inevitably be left behind as early adopters
upgrade to the PS4 Pro.
There are pitfalls if the PS4 Pro sells in big numbers - and obvious issues if it doesn’t. A successful launch could see
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poorer games released for the vanilla PS4 as developers put more resource towards their Pro versions, which is no
good for Sony’s original console and for the goodwill of its gamers.
Conversely, a weak Pro launch means there’s little incentive for developers to spend time and money upgrading
games - or even releasing Pro versions at all. It’s a chicken-and-egg scenario: customers won’t buy without a hefty
slate of Pro-enabled games, but a poor customer base means those games just won’t appear.

"No matter how the launch goes, it leads to a fragmented market - and that’s already a thorny issue on other gaming
platforms"

No matter how the launch goes, it leads to a fragmented market - and that’s already a thorny issue on other gaming
platforms like PC and Android.
There’s no question that the PS4 Pro will make games look far better - but there are dozens of questions around every
aspect of Sony’s new console.
The PS4 Pro isn’t a pure 4K machine, no matter what the hype says. The number of native 4K games will almost
certainly be dwarfed by titles that only run at 4,096 x 2,160 because of upscaling.
HDR will offer a huge leap forward, but there’s so much confusion elsewhere. The different enhancements for 1080p
and 4K will need to be explained clearly, and there’s been little clarification about updates coming to existing games.
Then there’s the small matter of 4K TVs: if you don’t have one already, you’ll need one to make the most of the PS4
Pro, and they’re not exactly cheap.
Sony’s new console sees the firm staying at the forefront of gaming technology, and that’s no bad thing. We’ve no
doubt that higher resolutions, better framerates, improved graphics and proper HDR will make games look vastly
better, and delivering a 4K experience - or a near-4K experience - for £349 is an impressive achievement. But...to
get to this point, Sony has made everything more complicated. Development will be harder and more expensive,
consumers will be confused, and the PS4 Pro will be a tough sell. The Pro changes the console game, but I’m not sure
if the world is ready.

Top 250 movies (2016-09-13 13:05)

1. The Shawshank Redemption (1994) 9.2
2. The Godfather (1972) 9.2
3. The Godfather: Part II (1974) 9.0
4. The Dark Knight (2008) 8.9
5. 12 Angry Men (1957) 8.9
6. Schindler’s List (1993) 8.9
7. Pulp Fiction (1994) 8.9
8. The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King (2003) 8.9
9. The Good, the Bad and the Ugly (1966) 8.9
10. Fight Club (1999) 8.8
11. The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (2001) 8.8
12. Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back (1980) 8.7
13. Forrest Gump (1994) 8.7
14. Inception (2010) 8.7
15. The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers (2002) 8.7
16. One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest (1975) 8.7
17. Goodfellas (1990) 8.7
18. The Matrix (1999) 8.7
19. Seven Samurai (1954) 8.6
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20. Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope (1977) 8.6
21. City of God (2002) 8.6
22. Se7en (1995) 8.6
23. The Silence of the Lambs (1991) 8.6
24. It’s a Wonderful Life (1946) 8.6
25. The Usual Suspects (1995) 8.6
26. Life Is Beautiful (1997) 8.6
27. Léon: The Professional (1994) 8.5
28. Spirited Away (2001) 8.5
29. Once Upon a Time in the West (1968) 8.5
30. Saving Private Ryan (1998) 8.5
31. American History X (1998) 8.5
32. Casablanca (1942) 8.5
33. Interstellar (2014) 8.5
34. Psycho (1960) 8.5
35. City Lights (1931) 8.5
36. Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981) 8.5
37. Modern Times (1936) 8.5
38. The Green Mile (1999) 8.5
39. The Intouchables (2011) 8.5
40. Rear Window (1954) 8.5
41. Terminator 2: Judgment Day (1991) 8.5
42. The Pianist (2002) 8.5
43. The Departed (2006) 8.5
44. Back to the Future (1985) 8.5
45. Whiplash (2014) 8.5
46. Gladiator (2000) 8.5
47. Memento (2000) 8.5
48. Apocalypse Now (1979) 8.5
49. The Prestige (2006) 8.5
50. The Lion King (1994) 8.4
51. Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb (1964) 8.4
52. Sunset Boulevard (1950) 8.4
53. Alien (1979) 8.4
54. The Great Dictator (1940) 8.4
55. The Lives of Others (2006) 8.4
56. Cinema Paradiso (1988) 8.4
57. Paths of Glory (1957) 8.4
58. Django Unchained (2012) 8.4
59. The Shining (1980) 8.4
60. Grave of the Fireflies (1988) 8.4
61. WALL·E (2008) 8.4
62. The Dark Knight Rises (2012) 8.4
63. American Beauty (1999) 8.4
64. Princess Mononoke (1997) 8.4
65. Aliens (1986) 8.4
66. Oldboy (2003) 8.4
67. Citizen Kane (1941) 8.4
68. Once Upon a Time in America (1984) 8.4
69. Das Boot (1981) 8.3
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70. North by Northwest (1959) 8.3
71. Witness for the Prosecution (1957) 8.3
72. Vertigo (1958) 8.3
73. Star Wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi (1983) 8.3
74. M (1931) 8.3
75. Reservoir Dogs (1992) 8.3
76. Braveheart (1995) 8.3
77. Amélie (2001) 8.3
78. Requiem for a Dream (2000) 8.3
79. A Clockwork Orange (1971) 8.3
80. Taxi Driver (1976) 8.3
81. Double Indemnity (1944) 8.3
82. Lawrence of Arabia (1962) 8.3
83. Toy Story 3 (2010) 8.3
84. To Kill a Mockingbird (1962) 8.3
85. Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind (2004) 8.3
86. Amadeus (1984) 8.3
87. Full Metal Jacket (1987) 8.3
88. The Sting (1973) 8.3
89. 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) 8.3
90. Bicycle Thieves (1948) 8.3
91. Toy Story (1995) 8.3
92. Singin’ in the Rain (1952) 8.3
93. Snatch (2000) 8.3
94. Inglourious Basterds (2009) 8.3
95. The Kid (1921) 8.3
96. Monty Python and the Holy Grail (1975) 8.3
97. L.A. Confidential (1997) 8.3
98. For a Few Dollars More (1965) 8.3
99. Rashomon (1950) 8.3
100. The Apartment (1960) 8.3
101. Scarface (1983) 8.3
102. Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade (1989) 8.3
103. 3 Idiots (2009) 8.3
104. A Separation (2011) 8.2
105. Metropolis (1927) 8.2
106. The Hunt (2012) 8.2
107. Yojimbo (1961) 8.2
108. All About Eve (1950) 8.2
109. Good Will Hunting (1997) 8.2
110. Batman Begins (2005) 8.2
111. The Treasure of the Sierra Madre (1948) 8.2
112. Some Like It Hot (1959) 8.2
113. Up (2009) 8.2
114. Unforgiven (1992) 8.2
115. The Third Man (1949) 8.2
116. Children of Heaven (1997) 8.2
117. Downfall (2004) 8.2
118. Raging Bull (1980) 8.2
119. Die Hard (1988) 8.2
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120. Inside Out (2015) 8.2
121. The Great Escape (1963) 8.2
122. Chinatown (1974) 8.2
123. Heat (1995) 8.2
124. Pan’s Labyrinth (2006) 8.2
125. Room (2015) 8.2
126. On the Waterfront (1954) 8.2
127. My Neighbor Totoro (1988) 8.2
128. Ikiru (1952) 8.2
129. Ran (1985) 8.2
130. The Gold Rush (1925) 8.2
131. The Passion of Joan of Arc (1928) 8.2
132. Mr. Smith Goes to Washington (1939) 8.2
133. The Bridge on the River Kwai (1957) 8.2
134. The Secret in Their Eyes (2009) 8.2
135. Blade Runner (1982) 8.2
136. The Seventh Seal (1957) 8.2
137. Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels (1998) 8.2
138. Howl’s Moving Castle (2004) 8.2
139. Casino (1995) 8.2
140. Sunrise (1927) 8.2
141. Wild Strawberries (1957) 8.2
142. The General (1926) 8.2
143. Judgment at Nuremberg (1961) 8.2
144. The Elephant Man (1980) 8.2
145. A Beautiful Mind (2001) 8.2
146. Warrior (2011) 8.2
147. The Wolf of Wall Street (2013) 8.2
148. V for Vendetta (2005) 8.1
149. Incendies (2010) 8.1
150. Tokyo Story (1953) 8.1
151. Gran Torino (2008) 8.1
152. Star Wars: The Force Awakens (2015) 8.1
153. The Big Lebowski (1998) 8.1
154. The Deer Hunter (1978) 8.1
155. Dial M for Murder (1954) 8.1
156. Trainspotting (1996) 8.1
157. Gone with the Wind (1939) 8.1
158. Fargo (1996) 8.1
159. Rebecca (1940) 8.1
160. Cool Hand Luke (1967) 8.1
161. Finding Nemo (2003) 8.1
162. How to Train Your Dragon (2010) 8.1
163. The Sixth Sense (1999) 8.1
164. The Thing (1982) 8.1
165. No Country for Old Men (2007) 8.1
166. The Message (1976) 8.1
167. Into the Wild (2007) 8.1
168. Come and See (1985) 8.1
169. Mary and Max (2009) 8.1
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170. Gone Girl (2014) 8.1
171. Kill Bill: Vol. 1 (2003) 8.1
172. It Happened One Night (1934) 8.1
173. There Will Be Blood (2007) 8.1
174. Life of Brian (1979) 8.1
175. Rush (2013) 8.1
176. Nights of Cabiria (1957) 8.1
177. Hotel Rwanda (2004) 8.1
178. Platoon (1986) 8.1
179. The Wages of Fear (1953) 8.1
180. Network (1976) 8.1
181. The Maltese Falcon (1941) 8.1
182. Spotlight (2015) 8.1
183. Shutter Island (2010) 8.1
184. Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid (1969) 8.1
185. Mad Max: Fury Road (2015) 8.1
186. Stand by Me (1986) 8.1
187. In the Name of the Father (1993) 8.1
188. The 400 Blows (1959) 8.1
189. Persona (1966) 8.1
190. 12 Years a Slave (2013) 8.1
191. The Grand Budapest Hotel (2014) 8.1
192. Wild Tales (2014) 8.1
193. Ben-Hur (1959) 8.1
194. Amores Perros (2000) 8.1
195. Million Dollar Baby (2004) 8.1
196. Zootopia (2016) 8.1
197. The Princess Bride (1987) 8.1
198. Jurassic Park (1993) 8.1
199. Hachi: A Dog’s Tale (2009) 8.1
200. Touch of Evil (1958) 8.1
201. Nausicaä of the Valley of the Wind (1984) 8.1
202. The Grapes of Wrath (1940) 8.1
203. Stalker (1979) 8.0
204. Annie Hall (1977) 8.0
205. Memories of Murder (2003) 8.0
206. Before Sunrise (1995) 8.0
207. The Truman Show (1998) 8.0
208. The Bourne Ultimatum (2007) 8.0
209. Gandhi (1982) 8.0
210. Diabolique (1955) 8.0
211. Rocky (1976) 8.0
212. Donnie Darko (2001) 8.0
213. Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2 (2011) 8.0
214. 8½ (1963) 8.0
215. Monsters, Inc. (2001) 8.0
216. The Wizard of Oz (1939) 8.0
217. The Terminator (1984) 8.0
218. Twelve Monkeys (1995) 8.0
219. Groundhog Day (1993) 8.0
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220. The Best Years of Our Lives (1946) 8.0
221. Infernal Affairs (2002) 8.0
222. Jaws (1975) 8.0
223. Deadpool (2016) 8.0
224. Strangers on a Train (1951) 8.0
225. Prisoners (2013) 8.0
226. La Haine (1995) 8.0
227. Barry Lyndon (1975) 8.0
228. Sin City (2005) 8.0
229. The Revenant (2015) 8.0
230. Kind Hearts and Coronets (1949) 8.0
231. Catch Me If You Can (2002) 8.0
232. The Battle of Algiers (1966) 8.0
233. Dog Day Afternoon (1975) 8.0
234. Captain America: Civil War (2016) 8.0
235. Ip Man (2008) 8.0
236. The Martian (2015) 8.0
237. Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl (2003) 8.0
238. The Help (2011) 8.0
239. The Imitation Game (2014) 8.0
240. Gangs of Wasseypur (2012) 8.0
241. Fanny and Alexander (1982) 8.0
242. Castle in the Sky (1986) 8.0
243. A Fistful of Dollars (1964) 8.0
244. Roman Holiday (1953) 8.0
245. Guardians of the Galaxy (2014) 8.0
246. The King’s Speech (2010) 8.0
247. The Avengers (2012) 8.0
248. Throne of Blood (1957) 8.0
249. Lagaan: Once Upon a Time in India (2001) 8.0
250. Beauty and the Beast (1991) 8.0

Top 147 Power Ranger episodes (2016-09-14 22:16)

1 Power Rangers in Space: Countdown to Destruction: Part 2 8.6 1998
2 Power Rangers Wild Force: Forever Red 9 2002
3 Power Rangers Time Force: The End of Time: Part 3 9.1 2001
4 Power Rangers in Space: Countdown to Destruction: Part 1 8.7 1998
5 Power Rangers Time Force: The End of Time: Part 1 8.1 2001
6 Power Rangers Time Force: The End of Time: Part 2 9.1 2001
7 Power Rangers Time Force: Beware the Knight 6.2 2001
8 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: Day of the Dumpster 7.3 1993
9 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: Green with Evil: Part I 8.1 1993
10 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: Green with Evil: Part V 8.2 1993
11 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: Green with Evil: Part II 8 1993
12 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: Green with Evil: Part III 8 1993
13 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: Green with Evil: Part IV 8.1 1993
14 Power Rangers Turbo: Chase Into Space: Part 2 7.5 1997
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15 Power Rangers Turbo: Chase Into Space: Part 1 7.5 1997
16 Power Rangers S.P.D.: Reflection: Part 2 7.6 2005
17 Power Rangers Lost Galaxy: To the Tenth Power 8.4 1999
18 Power Rangers Lost Galaxy: Quasar Quest: Part 2 8.1 1999
19 Power Rangers Lost Galaxy: Heir to the Throne 8.2 1999
20 Power Rangers Zeo: Mondo’s Last Stand 7.5 1996
21 Power Rangers Zeo: Good as Gold 7.4 1996
22 Power Rangers Zeo: The Power of Gold 7.3 1996
23 Power Rangers Lost Galaxy: The Lights of Orion 8.3 1999
24 Power Rangers Time Force: Force from the Future: Part 2 8.5 2001
25 Power Rangers Lost Galaxy: Journey’s End: Part 1 8.2 1999
26 Power Rangers Lost Galaxy: Journey’s End: Part 3 8.2 1999
27 Power Rangers Lost Galaxy: Journey’s End: Part 2 8.4 1999
28 Power Rangers Zeo: A Golden Homecoming 7.5 1996
29 Power Rangers DinoThunder: Fighting Spirit 8.6 2004
30 Power Rangers in Space: The Great Evilyzer 7.3 1998
31 Power Rangers Lost Galaxy: The Magna Defender 8.4 1999
32 Power Rangers R.P.M.: Danger and Destiny: Part 2 7.8 2009
33 Power Rangers R.P.M.: Three’s a Crowd 8 2009
34 Power Rangers R.P.M.: Blitz 7.7 2009
35 Power Rangers Lightspeed Rescue: Trakeena’s Revenge: Part 2 8 2000
36 Power Rangers Lightspeed Rescue: Trakeena’s Revenge: Part 1 7.9 2000
37 Power Rangers Time Force: The Time Shadow 5.9 2001
38 Power Rangers Wild Force: The End of the Power Rangers: Part 2 8.2 2002
39 Power Rangers DinoThunder: The Passion of Conner 6.5 2004
40 Power Rangers Lightspeed Rescue: The Fate of Lightspeed: Part 2 8.6 2000
41 Power Rangers Time Force: Quantum Secrets 7.7 2001
42 Power Rangers S.P.D.: A-Bridged 7.1 2005
43 Power Rangers Jungle Fury: Now the Final Fury 8.1 2008
44 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: Doomsday: Part 1 7.5 1993
45 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: Doomsday: Part 2 7.5 1993
46 Power Rangers Time Force: Worlds Apart 7.1 2001
47 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: Return of an Old Friend: Part 2 7.8 1993
48 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: Return of an Old Friend: Part 1 7.9 1993
49 Power Rangers S.P.D.: Missing 7.6 2005
50 Power Rangers Mystic Force: Mystic Fate: Part 2 8.5 2006
51 Power Rangers Wild Force: The Wings of Animaria 8.6 2002
52 Power Rangers R.P.M.: Ranger Red 8 2009
53 Power Rangers Samurai: Samurai Forever 8.5 2011
54 Power Rangers Mystic Force: Dark Wish: Part 3 7.4 2006
55 Power Rangers Mystic Force: Dark Wish: Part 2 7.6 2006
56 Power Rangers DinoThunder: Thunder Struck: Part 2 8 2004
57 Power Rangers Time Force: Short-Circuited 6.3 2001
58 Power Rangers DinoThunder: White Thunder: Part 1 7.6 2004
59 Power Rangers DinoThunder: White Thunder: Part 3 7.7 2004
60 Power Rangers Wild Force: The Master’s Last Stand 9.4 2002
61 Power Rangers Wild Force: Reinforcements from the Future: Part 2 8.6 2002
62 Power Rangers Wild Force: Reinforcements from the Future: Part 1 8.6 2002
63 Power Rangers S.P.D.: Wormhole 8.2 2005
64 Power Rangers DinoThunder: Thunder Storm: Part 1 8.2 2004
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65 Power Rangers DinoThunder: Thunder Storm: Part 2 8 2004
66 Power Rangers DinoThunder: Day of the Dino: Part 1 7.1 2004
67 Power Rangers DinoThunder: Day of the Dino: Part II 7.6 2004
68 Power Rangers DinoThunder: Back in Black 7.3 2004
69 Power Rangers Wild Force: The Lone Wolf 7.7 2002
70 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: Happy Birthday, Zack 7.4 1993
71 Power Rangers Operation Overdrive: Once a Ranger: Part 2 8.2 2007
72 Power Rangers Operation Overdrive: Once a Ranger: Part 1 8 2007
73 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: White Light: Part 2 7.8 1993
74 Power Rangers in Space: From Out of Nowhere: Part 2 8.3 1998
75 Power Rangers R.P.M.: Heroes Among Us 8.1 2009
76 Power Rangers Wild Force: The Ancient Warrior 8.4 2002
77 Power Rangers Wild Force: Sealing the Nexus 8.9 2002
78 Power Rangers Wild Force: Unfinished Business 8.3 2002
79 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: The Power Transfer: Part 2 6.1 1993
80 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: The Power Transfer: Part 1 6.9 1993
81 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: Birds of a Feather 7.1 1993
82 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: Clean-Up Club 7.2 1993
83 Power Rangers Zeo: A Zeo Beginning: Part 1 7.4 1996
84 Power Rangers Zeo: A Zeo Beginning: Part 2 7.3 1996
85 Power Rangers S.P.D.: Shadow: Part 2 7.7 2005
86 Power Rangers S.P.D.: S.W.A.T.: Part 2 8.3 2005
87 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: The Mutiny: Part 3 7.6 1993
88 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: The Mutiny: Part 1 7.6 1993
89 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: The Mutiny: Part 2 7.5 1993
90 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: A Friend in Need: Part 1 6.6 1993
91 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: A Friend in Need: Part 2 6.5 1993
92 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: A Friend in Need: Part 3 6.4 1993
93 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: A Pressing Engagement 6.6 1993
94 Power Rangers in Space: The Rangers’ Mega Voyage 7.6 1998
95 Power Rangers in Space: Five of a Kind 8.5 1998
96 Power Rangers in Space: The Enemy Within 7.9 1998
97 Power Rangers Megaforce: Mega Mission 8 2013
98 Power Rangers Megaforce: Ultra Power 6.6 2013
99 Power Rangers R.P.M.: The Road to Corinth 8.4 2009
100 Power Rangers Megaforce: End Game 7.5 2013
101 Power Rangers Megaforce: The Human Condition 7.3 2013
102 Power Rangers Zeo: Graduation Blues 7.3 1996
103 Power Rangers Lost Galaxy: Redemption Day 8.2 1999
104 Power Rangers Samurai: Evil Reborn 7.4 2011
105 Power Rangers Samurai: The Sealing Symbol 8 2011
106 Power Rangers Time Force: Trip Takes a Stand 7.8 2001
107 Power Rangers Time Force: Destiny Defeated 8.3 2001
108 Power Rangers Time Force: The Quantum Quest 7.8 2001
109 Power Rangers Lost Galaxy: The Rescue Mission 5 1999
110 Power Rangers Turbo: Clash of the Megazords 7.2 1997
111 Power Rangers S.P.D.: Recognition 6.9 2005
112 Power Rangers DinoThunder: Legacy of Power 8.1 2004
113 Power Rangers DinoThunder: A Test of Trust 6.7 2004
114 Power Rangers R.P.M.: And... Action 7.5 2009
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115 Power Rangers Mystic Force: The Hunter 6.6 2006
116 Power Rangers Mystic Force: The Return 6.8 2006
117 Power Rangers Mystic Force: Heir Apparent: Part 2 7.2 2006
118 Power Rangers Mystic Force: Koragg’s Trial 6.2 2006
119 Power Rangers Mystic Force: Ranger Down 7.8 2006
120 Power Rangers Mystic Force: The Light 7.1 2006
121 Power Rangers Turbo: Passing the Torch: Part 2 7.4 1997
122 Power Rangers Turbo: Trouble by the Slice 7.1 1997
123 Power Rangers R.P.M.: Fade to Black 8.2 2009
124 Power Rangers R.P.M.: Rain 8 2009
125 Power Rangers Operation Overdrive: Things Not Said 7.1 2007
126 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: The Song of Guitardo 8.3 1993
127 Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: Gung Ho! 7.6 1993
128 Power Rangers Megaforce: The Messenger 6.8 2013
129 Power Rangers Time Force: A Calm Before the Storm 7.8 2001
130 Power Rangers Time Force: The Legend of the Clock Tower 7.4 2001
131 Power Rangers Megaforce: Super Megaforce 7.9 2013
132 Power Rangers Time Force: Something to Fight For 7.6 2001
133 Power Rangers Megaforce: Silver Lining, Part 2 8.4 2013
134 Power Rangers Megaforce: Silver Lining, Part 1 8 2013
135 Power Rangers Megaforce: The Perfect Storm 7.2 2013
136 Power Rangers Megaforce: All Hail Prince Vekar 7.5 2013
137 Power Rangers Turbo: The Wheel of Fate 7.8 1997
138 Power Rangers Megaforce: Legendary Battle 7.7 2013
139 Power Rangers in Space: Flashes of Darkonda 8.7 1998
140 Power Rangers in Space: TJ’s Identity Crisis 8.7 1998
141 Power Rangers in Space: Red with Envy 8.4 1998
142 Power Rangers in Space: The Impenetrable Web 8.2 1998
143 Power Rangers in Space: Satellite Search 6.5 1998
144 Power Rangers Turbo: Transmission Impossible 7 1997
145 Power Rangers R.P.M.: Control-Alt-Delete 8.4 2009
146 Power Rangers Jungle Fury: Path of the Righteous 7.9 2008
147 Power Rangers in Space: Zhane’s Destiny 8.1 1998

World of Warcraft at 5.5 million subscribers (2016-09-20 10:51)

wo bits of news were buried in Activision’s [1]grand announcement that they were buying mobile games giant King
for an eye-popping $5.9B. The first is that World of Warcraft subscriptions have again ticked down, [2]this time to
5.5M, the second is that Activision is [3]no longer going to be reporting World of Warcraft subscription numbers at
all, indicating that they’re not expecting terribly good news from this point forward.
The 5.5M number is almost holding steady from last quarter whenWoWhad 5.6M subs, but that number represented
[4]a loss of 44 % of total subscribers from sixth months earlier, after players had finished the latest expansion and
once again left the game for greener pastures.
Half a decade ago, this would have been akin to the apocalypse for Activision who has had an absolutely enormous
amount of revenue tied up in World of Warcraft subscriptions. The game was by far the biggest cash cow for the
company, and the playerbase now being close to a third of what it used to be represents a huge loss. It’s nearly im-
possible to get players to sign up for subscription-based games in this day and age, hence the shift of new MMOs to
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free-to-play, and the general turn away from the genre in general, as seen by Blizzard themselves scrapping their next
planned MMO, Project Titan, and turning it into an arena shooter.
But now? There’s really nothing to be all that worried about, for a few reasons.
That’s Still a Lot ofWarcraftMoney
I’m frankly amazed thatWorld of Warcraft still even has 5.5M subscribers, even if that number represents a big down-
ward shift from years past. With so many other games out there, Blizzard has managed to keepWarcraft attractive to
a healthy base of players, many of whom seem like they’ll be around until the end, if that ever actually comes. 5.5M
subscriptions is still a hefty amount of revenue, and not insignificant to Activision’s bottom line.

1. http://www.forbes.com/sites/davidthier/2015/11/02/activision-just-bought-candy-crush-developer-king-for-5
-9-billion/
2. http://www.mmo-champion.com/content/5225-WoW-Down-to-5-5-Million-Subscribers-Warcraft-Movie-Trailer-at-Bl
izzcon-WoW-Down-to-5-5-Million-Subscribers-Warcraft-Mov
3. http://www.gamespot.com/articles/blizzard-will-no-longer-report-world-of-warcraft-s/1100-6431943/
4. http://www.forbes.com/sites/insertcoin/2015/08/05/world-of-warcraft-has-lost-44-of-its-subscribers-in-six
-months-but-thats-okay/

Microsoft team blames PS4 for no UHD Bluray (2016-09-24 10:36)

A little bit of clarity can go a long way. A few weeks ago at the reveal of the PS4 Pro, in a staff roundtable I questioned
whether Sony’s new console would hurt Microsoft’s chances with the more powerful Scorpio. I also gave Sony an
edge because of its HDR rollout to all PS4s. As it turns out, the HDR update is practically useless (no games supported
yet and no video streaming) and the PS4 Pro itself will see most games upscaled, according to Sony Interactive boss
Andrew House.

While PS4 architect Mark Cerny did make it clear during the conference that the Pro does not render games
in true 4K resolution, many fans had no doubt assumed it would and likely glossed over his technical explanation
of the Pro’s "streamlined rendering techniques" and "temporal and spatial anti-aliasing." It’s hard to say how much
consumers will care when the Pro goes on sale in November, but Microsoft wasted no time in puffing up its chest to
declare its superiority with a console that won’t ship for many, many months.

Microsoft Studios Publishing general manager Shannon Loftis told USA Today, "Any games we’re making that
we’re launching in the Scorpio time frame, we’re making sure they can natively render at 4K." Moreover, Albert
Penello, senior director of product management and planning at Xbox, hammered home the point with our sister site
Eurogamer, commenting, "I think there are a lot of caveats they’re giving customers right now around 4K. They’re
talking about checkerboard rendering and up-scaling and things like that. There are just a lot of asterisks in their
marketing around 4K, which is interesting because when we thought about what spec we wanted for Scorpio, we
were very clear we wanted developers to take their Xbox One engines and render them in native, true 4K. That was
why we picked the number, that’s why we have the memory bandwidth we have, that’s why we have the teraflops
we have, because it’s what we heard from game developers was required to achieve native 4K."

That’s a punch to the gut in true console war fashion, and one that Microsoft is no doubt happy to get in dur-
ing a console cycle which has seen PS4 dominate. It may not seem like a big deal right now, as 4K TV sales are still
relatively minor, but the prices are falling and interest in 4K and HDR is picking up, not only with consumers, but also
with game developers and content providers for streaming services like Netflix. This could be a decent holiday for
the 4K TV market, and by the time Scorpio actually does launch there will be that many more 4K TV owners to target
with the only console that renders 4K natively. That’s a nice feather in Microsoft’s cap.
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This week we also featured an interesting writeup on VR and AR from DICE Europe. While VR proponents like
Unity’s Clive Downie said there will be over a billion people using VR in the next 10 years, others such as Niantic’s
John Hanke and Apple boss Tim Cook cast doubt on the long-term appeal and commerical success of VR. Of course,
this isn’t the first time that people have wondered whether VR will ever move beyond a niche category - and indeed,
our Rob Fahey talks about the over-investment in the space in his column today - but the idea that VR is merely an
intermediary step before AR comes into its own is the wrong way to think about these technologies in my view.

Just because they both offer altered realities and utilize headsets does not mean they should be lumped to-
gether. The use cases and experiences are vastly different for VR and AR, and while I agree that AR likely is the
better bet from a commercial standpoint, I don’t underestimate VR for one second. I’ve had way too many fun game
sessions using the tech already, and it’s early days. Beyond that, serious movie makers are starting to leverage the
great potential of the medium. Jon Favreau (Iron Man, The Jungle Book), for example, is working on a VR film called
Gnomes and Goblins and he’s even brought on veteran game designer Doug Curch (System Shock, Thief) to fine tune
the VR interactions.

The fact is VR has enormous storytelling potential and can immerse its users in ways that we’ve never expe-
rienced before. "As I work in film, so much has been done," Favreau commented. "There are technological
breakthroughs but there is less and less up in the air. You’re really writing a song in the same format that has been
going on for at least a hundred years. And what’s interesting about VR is that, although I really don’t know where it’s
going or if it’s going to catch on in a significant way culturally, I do know that there is a lot of unexplored territory and
a lot of fun things as a storyteller for me to experiment with. It’s exciting to have so much fresh snow that nobody
has walked through yet. There’s been no medium that I’ve felt that way since I’ve come into the business, where it
feels like you can really be a pioneer."

AR will be tremendously exciting in its own right, and I can’t wait for Magic Leap, HoloLens and castAR, but to
think that VR will be cast aside to make way for AR’s ascendancy is totally off base.

15 Reasons Why People Love To Hate Disney (2016-09-25 14:05)

15. The Disney Vault Is Annoying

via vudu.com

Disney has drawn the ire of many adoring fans because it only releases its movies to the public for home consumption

for a limited amount of time. They even coined a term for this tactic, “The Disney Vault.” Audiences think this is

corporate greed at its ugliest. Disney has a commodity, and they try to build fervor and revenue by only letting

the consumer have access to it for a short period. It’s basically the same business model McDonald’s uses with the

McRib – and we all know how much everyone hates that. Can you imagine if the Star Wars movies were only sold

periodically? That’d be an outrage, right? Well, you can expect it to happen since Disney bought the rights in 2012 to

all things Star Wars, from [1]George Lucas for over $4 billion. It’s no wonder why Disney movies have been pirated

since VCRs came on the scene in the 1980s.
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14. Everyone Is Sick Of Pixar

Remember the first major Pixar movie, Toy Story? It was a cool new type of animation that made you fall in love

with Disney all over again, and the story wasn’t half-bad, either. Disney struck gold by tapping into this market, and

bought Pixar in 2006 after numerous disagreements with the company about rights and revenue. [2]Steve Jobs and

Disney’s then-CEO Michael Eisner, butted heads repeatedly before the deal for the $7 billion acquisition was made.

Well, Disney wanted to make sure it got its money worth, so now all they seem to churn out are Pixar movies. Disney

is laughing all the way to the bank, because computer-generated animation is less expensive than the typical kind.

Cha-ching.

Critics have also complained that Pixar movies lack the simple sophistication of Disney classics like Snow White.

For example, Pixar movies have plot problems like having too many buddies in the picture, too many movies have

sequels, and storylines that are too linear. Another big criticism is that Pixar movies aren’t children’s movies that

adults can tolerate, but that they are really adult movies that children can tolerate.

13. Long Lines At Theme Parks

via bestorlandovacationpackages.com

When you spend hundreds of dollars on something, you expect excellent service. But this just isn’t the case with

Disney theme parks. They consider it a success if line times are long, because that means bigger profits. Meanwhile,

the customer gets the royal screw-job. Wait times for Space Mountain average 45 minutes, yet the ride is only three

minutes long. For those of you who aren’t good at math, this means that the wait time is 15 times longer than the

ride. And the cherry on top is that you get the pleasure of standing in line in the blinding heat while listening to a

bunch of children whine their heads off.

Where else in life would you tolerate this nonsense? Even the line to get through TSA isn’t this bad! You wouldn’t

wait 30 hours in line to see a two hour movie. You’d never sit in a restaurant for 15 hours waiting to eat a one

hour meal. And you certainly wouldn’t wait 75 minutes with a cart load of groceries before you are rung up at the

supermarket. We don’t know what’s worse – the company that operates this way, or the consumer who puts up with

it. Disney discovered the perfect business model – people waddle in, empty their pockets, then leave.

12. Everything Is So Expensive
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via disneyfanatic.com

Everything about Disney is expensive. It costs a family of four $3,500 to stay at Disney World for five days. A Disney

movie DVD costs $20. And everything at the Disney store is marked up at least 300 percent. And what do you get?

Another day older and deeper in debt! But people begrudgingly pay this because they are parents, and they have

to get the kids the Disney stuff. Disney forces you to play the whole game of “keeping up with the Joneses” for the

sake of the kids. As a parent, you can’t be the only one not to take your kids on a Disney vacation or you’ll scar them

for life and then you’ll have to pay thousands of dollars for them to be in therapy. You can’t have your kid not being

the only one not to see the latest Disney movie or else they’ll be social outcasts. And you can’t have your kid playing

with sticks and stones when there are princess costumes to dress up in.

Disney has you by the short and curlies, and you know it! You’d better start saving now for when your children grow

up and want a Disney wedding. And it won’t even be over then – because you’ll have the pleasure of doing the

Disney thing again with your grandchildren.

11. Disney Ran Out Of Ideas Long Ago

via videobuster.de

Disney ran out of ideas years ago. So what do they do now? They remake their old movies. On what planet is this

acceptable? War and Peace hasn’t been re-written, and neither has The Hungry, Hungry Caterpillar. But for some

reason, the public is expected to put up with this claptrap in the movies. Disney has taken classics like Flubber, The

Parent Trap and The Shaggy Dog and “modernized” them for new audiences to discover. What a load of garbage.

Disney is just recycling ideas and pushing them on the younger generation who don’t know any better. It’s disgusting

when you think that Disney queen [3]Hayley Mills, gave a seamless performance in the original Parent Trap movie,

but all kids these days know about the franchise is [4]Lindsay Lohan.

The newest craze is taking classic animated films and making them live action. Disney did this with Cinderella, and is

gearing up for a live action version of Beauty and the Beast to be released in 2017. They just can’t leave well enough

alone. Sorry, but there’s profit to be made. While they’re at it, maybe they should animate Gone with the Wind and

Casablanca.

10. Mickey Is A Has-Been

Fans have had it with Mickey Mouse. The last time he was popular was on The Mickey Mouse Club – and we’re not
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talking about the one with [5]Britney Spears and [6]Justin Timberlake – we’re talking about the one in the 50s with

Cubby and [7]Annette. MickeyMouse’s squeaky voice is grating, and his big ears have become a symbol for corporate

greed. His pals aren’t all they’re cracked up to be, either. Minnie isn’t hot. Donald Duck is a perv that doesn’t wear

pants, and Daisy Duck is only famous by proxy. Pluto doesn’t talk, and we’re pretty sure Goofy suffers from dementia.

It’s no wonder the gang only stars in straight to DVD movies these days. Mark our words, Disney will euthanize these

characters soon enough.

9. Planning World Takeover, Or What?

Now that Disney opened a theme park on mainland Communist China, it’s finally official that they are trying to

take over the world. They weren’t happy with just America, Europe, Japan and Hong Kong, so they had to plant

themselves in the most populous country in the world. In a country with uniformity gone mad, we can totally see

Disney and the Commies forming an unholy union. Imagine a bunch of Chinamen in a militarized zone sporting

mouse ears. Scary? Now, imagine them having a revolution and invading capitalist America. Each according

to his ability, and each according to his means. Living under Communist Disney rule will be the happiest place

on Earth…not. No one wants to wake up each morning living in a commune with the “It’s a Small World” song

blaring and having to pledge their allegiance to a stylized picture of Karl Marx and Mickey Mouse. The most outra-

geous thing is that Disney is being lauded for improving Chinese-American relationswith the opening of this new park.

8. Family Values Are Out The Window

via eonline.com

In the 1990s, Disney made a little movie titled Jungle 2 Jungle starring [8]Tim Allen. It was typical Disney fare, except

for the gratuitous depiction of a woman filmed in her bra. It’s only been downhill from there. Once Disney acquired

ABC, it showed that it was “evolving” with the times. Disney was no longer family friendly, but started to openly

pander to the lowest common denominator. The Bachelor is not appropriate for families, what with the catfights and

open sexuality. How to Get Away with Murder glamorizes the worst crime of all. And The Real O’Neals is criticized

for promoting homosexuality. It’s only a matter of time before Disney branches out into the hardcore p*rn industry.

Can’t you just see SnowWhite servicing all seven dwarves? And what about Beauty and the Beast getting busy? How

about a girl/girl movie with Ariel and Cinderella? That’d be barely legal.
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7. Disney Stars Are NOT Wholesome

via infokami.com

The Disney Channel has been making youth-oriented shows since its inception in the 1980s. And, while many of its

stars went onto illustrious careers like Justin Timberlake and [9]Ryan Gosling, way more of its stars have become

trainwrecks. Singer [10]Fergie was on Kids, Incorporated before she made it big with The Black Eyed Peas. Before she

found fame as an adult, she suffered from an addiction to crystal meth. But that’s nothing compared to the young

stars that are on screen today. [11]Jennette McCurdy of Sam & Cat fame made headlines when nude photos of her

were released. [12]Vanessa Hudgens of High School Musical also had a similar thing happen. And A.N.T. Farm star

Cameron Palatas was rumored to have bedded [13]Ariel Winter ofModern Family when she was underage.

Disney obviously can’t control its stars, and people understand that. What people can’t get over is how Disney plays

both sides to the middle. When their stars misbehave, Disney puts up a public front of disapproval. Yet, Disney still

employs these troublemakers. In reality, Disney enjoys the drama as they believe any publicity is good publicity.

6. Disney Is So Litigious

via photosugar.com

Disney has a reputation for being very, very litigious. A.K.A. sue crazy. Its C.E.O. has been quoted as saying that this

is due to protecting intellectual property. However, most people just see it as Disney being a big baby – and a big

bully. Disney has been accused of filing petty lawsuits, such ones against daycare centers portraying the likeness of

Mickey Mouse – which is, let’s face it, just three black circles intertwining. If they’re going to do that, they’d better

go after math textbooks that have Venn diagrams as well.

Disney has also been very active in backing anti-piracy laws. Disney is a big dog in court, so no one ever wins against

them. What is most outrageous, though, is that they are hypocritical. When thousands of tributes to Frozen emerged

online, Disney stayed quiet and didn’t shut any of them down. Why not? Because the fans were posting positive

things, and Disney saw this as free publicity. Disney, if you’re gonna talk the talk, then you’ve gotta walk the walk.

You can’t have it both ways.

5. Collaborations With Tim Burton Are Creepy

via sodahead.com
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[14]Tim Burton’s work on Disney films isn’t just postmodernism at its worst – it’s weird for the sake of weird. In a

desperate attempt to keep its brand fresh, Disney has partnered with Burton on films like The Nightmare Before

Christmas, Frankenweenie and most recently Alice Through The Looking Glass. These movies were dark, disturbed

and downright creepy. They didn’t do well at the box office, but have garnered a cult following. The Disney-Burton

films are evocative, but in the most terrible way as they make the audience’s skin crawl and confuse the viewer with

odd juxtapositions. And the fact that these movies are made for children is all the more hair-raising.

Disney recently announced that it has plans to collaborate with Burton on a live-action version of Dumbo. No one

wants to see a Burton-inspired Dumbo. The loveable Dumbo will likely be cachectic, extra-gray and melancholy. And

his magic feather will probably be replaced by some bizarre-Burton paraphernalia like a femur bone, a rusty nail or a

waxy Q-tip. Imagine what other Disney classics Burton can ruin, like Pinocchio, Lady and the Tramp and Fantasia.

4. Relies On Star Power, Not Plotlines

via hypable.com

Back in the day, Disney movies sold themselves because their plots were incredible. They showcased fairytales and

chronicled the rise of the underdog. This worked in Disney’s animated and live-action movies, and the company was

untouchable for decades. Then, they had a string of flops like Mulan, Pocahontas and Hercules. Suddenly, Disney

was fallible. So, instead of hiring better writers, they took the easy way out – they started to hire big name talent to

headline its projects. And they haven’t looked back. Disney has hired giants in the film industry to voice its characters,

like [15]Miley Cyrus and [16]Oprah. And of course, Disney puts the most popular celebs in its live action movies, like

[17]Johnny Depp and [18]Angelina Jolie.

Disney even has upcoming projects with [19]Emma Stone, [20]Reese Witherspoon and [21]Emma Watson. But what

good is it to have a big star in a movie if the plot is weak? The only good thing about this change in direction is that it

finally steered Disney away from cramming cultural sensitivity down everyone’s throats. There was a period of time

when it made sure to give every minority group its own movie, from Hawaiians in Lilo and Stitch to African Americans

in The Princess and the Frog. Audiences perceived this to be the pandering that it was.

3. Disney Steals Ideas

via cracked.com

For a company that fiercely protects its own intellectual property, Disney certainly doesn’t seem to have any qualms
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about “borrowing” ideas from others. The Disney movie A Bug’s Life was reported to be a rip-off of the movie Antz.

The Lion King was supposedly very much taken from a Japanese manga series call Kimba the White Lion – going from

a character named “Kimba” to “Simba” didn’t seem like much of a stretch. People have sued Disney for stealing the

ideas for Frozen andWreck-It Ralph.

Disney’s so-called duplicity hasn’t been limited to films, though. It has been accused of stealing ideas that it

later implemented in its theme parks, too. A court ruled that Disney illegally took ideas from two businessmen

in order to build a sports complex for its Wide World of Sports attraction in Disneyworld. Disney was ordered

to pay damages of $240 million, which is just a drop in the bucket for them. In this case, no one believed that

Disney was innocent. After all, the Disney theme park attractions are based off of the success of others: the In-

diana Jones ride, the Aerosmith ride, theWizardingWorld of Harry Potter, the Backdraft ride…we could go on and on.

2. Dysfunctional Families

via pinterest.com

Many people hate Disney for portraying skewed family values. To begin with, Disney films are largely criticized for

portraying absentee mothers. For example, Pinocchio, Peter Pan, Princess Jasmine and Belle didn’t have mothers.

And let’s not forget that Bambi’s mother was killed. Other characters have evil step-mothers, like Cinderella and

Snow White. Some say that this is because the death of Walt Disney’s mother haunted him. Others theorize this is

because Walt Disney hated women.

Another issue people have with Disney films is that they often portray a damsel in distress that is saved by a man.

Critics believe this is reinforcing a culture of patriarchy, and is also portraying an unrealistic ideal with the whole

happily-ever-after mentality. It’s also worth noting that most Disney villains are over the age of 50, and are portrayed

as being ugly. The problem many people have with this is that they contend it teaches children to hate adults.

Finally, Disney has been criticized by many groups for supporting same-sex couples. Disney made headlines in

the 1990s for giving domestic partnership benefits to homosexual couples. More recently, it came under fire for

portraying a lesbian couple on the children’s program Good Luck Charlie. Many believe that these are ways in which

Disney corrupts children.

1. People Loathe Walt Disney

via twitter.com
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Where do we start with [22]Walt Disney? He is a cultural icon. Originally, he was regarded as a warm, family-oriented
man. In reality, his outward personality was all for show. Close friends have revealed that he was painfully shy, and
enjoyed smoking and drinking. Professionally, he was known as a real stickler for high standards, and rarely gave his
employees praise. Over the decades, the public perception of Walt Disney has taken a dramatic downturn.
He is often regarded as a grand manipulator, and a purveyor of American imperialism. The rumor mill is rampant with
reports of Walt Disney being bigoted against minority groups and women. And the jury is still out on whether he was
a Nazi sympathizer or not. Perhaps the weirdest rumor, though, was that Walt Disney was cryogenically frozen after
his death. According to his family, this is false and he was cremated after he died of lung cancer.
Whatever your beliefs about Walt Disney are, the fact remains that he is a polarizing figure. Fans laud him for making
feel-good movies and for his artistic genius. Others loathe him for being a genesis of cultural debasement. If you’re a
hater of Disney’s corporate greed, a believer in the subversive subliminal messages in Disney movies, or are just tired
of the company’s generic work, you probably agree with the latter.
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Europa has more Earth-like properties, including vast ocean deposits and warmer weather than previ-
ously thought (2016-09-28 09:20)

NASA’s Juno spacecraft, which is tasked to observe Jupiter is about to reach the planet’s orbit, it is expected to reach
the planet in July this year. In sync with the mission, NASA scientists are performing in-depth studies of Jupiter
including the planets and satellites surrounding it.

Recent findings suggest that the icy surface of Europa has Earth-like properties which may enable life to exist.
But aside from Europa, Saturn’s moon called Titan also posseses Earth-like properties like bodies of water, making it
another candidate for hosting alien life forms.

Europa has more Earth-like properties, including vast ocean deposits and warmer weather than previously
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thought. While Saturn’s Titan also exhibits properties which will enable life forms to thrive according to a report by
TechTimes.

A new@NASA study suggests Europa could have necessary balance of chemical energy for life.

For decades, researchers and non-experts alike thought that Mars is the only planet capable of sustaining life
aside from Earth. But as technology progressed and as more planets and satellites were studied, their potential to
sustain life was discovered as well. The most basic requirement for life to thrive is water.

NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) suggests that there is a vast ocean underneath the icy surface of Eu-
ropa which increased its potential to host alien life forms.

Meanwhile, Saturn’s moon, called Titan, is another candidate habitat for alien life forms. Like Europa, Titan
also contains water. It is cloaked in hydrocarbons which scientists refer to as haze. The moon is also composed of
water and solid mass. The surface is also icy like that of Europa’s but the difference is the high concentration of
nitrogen-methane on its atmosphere.

HUGE Cigar shaped UFO was captured on camera (2016-09-30 09:05)

[1]
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Last month a HUGE Cigar shaped UFO was captured on camera next to the moon it appears. This UFO in size
‘could be’ up to at least a 100 miles in length – something which as been confirmed by some key Ufologists from
around the world who have (like U.I.P) analysed this capture in fine detail.

1. http://www.ufointernationalproject.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/a45.png

States Sue Obama Administration in Last-Ditch Effort to Stop US From Giving Up Control of Internet
(2016-09-30 09:30)

Republican attorneys general from Nevada, Texas, Arizona, and Oklahoma are [1]suing the Obama administration in
a last-ditch effort to stop the U.S. from giving up control of the internet’s domain name system.
“Trusting authoritarian regimes to ensure the continued freedom of the internet is lunacy,” Texas Attorney General
Ken Paxton said in a statement. “The president does not have the authority to simply give away America’s pioneering
role in ensuring that the internet remains a place where free expression can flourish.”

The AGs … asked a judge late Wednesday to step in and stop the transition to an international oversight
body, after GOP lawmakers failed to stall the move as part of a short-term spending bill.
Paxton was among the four Republican AGs who filed the [2]lawsuit in U.S. District Court Southern Dis-
trict of Texas, Galveston Division.
The U.S. government has been in charge of domain names for more than three decades, thanks to a Com-
merce Department agency’s oversight of an obscure, but powerful, Los Angeles-based nonprofit called
the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN).

The lawsuit argues that if the transfer takes place, as it’s scheduled to on Oct. 1, people will “lose the predictability,
certainty, and protections that currently flow from federal stewardship of the Internet and instead be subjected to
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ICANN’s unchecked control.”

The suit argues the looming transfer violates the property clause in the U.S. Constitution which prohibits
handing over government property without Congress’ approval. The suit also claims the handoff would
violate First Amendment rights and says ICANN, the nonprofit owners in control, would be unchecked
and could start to censor speech. […]
Republicans in Congress, though, have long-objected to the transfer, which they called a “giveaway” to the
rest of the world. They argue that handing over control to a non-government entity would give countries
like Russia and China the ability to control online speech – something supporters categorically deny.
The new lawsuit also claims ICANN “has a documented history of ignoring or operating outside of its
governing bylaws.”
“Nothing protects the Plaintiffs from additional occurrences of ICANN oversight failures,” the suit says.

FCC Commissioner Ajit Pai warned Americans on the “Sean Hannity Show”Wednesday that giving up control to ICANN
should be worrisome for anyone who values “free expression and free speech rights generally.”

1. http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2016/09/30/ags-file-suit-in-last-ditch-bid-to-stop-hand-off-internet-cont
rol.html
2. https://www.texasattorneygeneral.gov/files/epress/Net_Complaint_-_FILED.pdf?cachebuster%3A77=&utm_content=
&utm_medium=email&utm_name=&utm_source=govdelivery&utm

2.10 October

10 reasons for quitting IT (2016-10-01 11:21)

Raise your hand if you’ve nearly quit your job on at least a few occasions. Go on. You don’t have to be shy. We all

know that IT is one of the more stressful careers you can choose. And unfortunately, universities don’t teach you

coping mechanisms for getting through the days/weeks/months that can turn into long years. Let’s take a look at a

few reasons you might decide to leave that beloved career in IT.

1: Stress

Don’t let anyone ever tell you that a career in IT is easy going. It’s a rare occasion that someone will have a job in the

IT field where there isn’t stress. Remember, IT is disaster management. When a client or user calls you, it’s almost

always an emergency that must be taken care of immediately. And when you are working on those jobs, you had

better get everything right, as failure could cost you a contract or a job. What makes this worse is that the stress

rarely lets up. Every minute of the day, you are working and working harder than you might expect.

2: Hours
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If you want a Monday through Friday, 9-to-5 job, look elsewhere — IT seems to be a job you carry around with you

24/7. Not only do you put in more hours in the office (or the field) than your average professional, you also have to

work outside the office to keep your skills up and make sure you’re better than the guy standing next to you. And

the people who aren’t your clients or users (friends and family, for example) will want to take advantage of your

knowledge and keep their computers running smoothly for free.

3: Getting paid

If you are an independent contractor, one of the most stressful issues you face is getting paid. I can’t tell you how

many consultants I know who have had to make threats or use an attorney to get paid. And when you’re freelancing,

if they don’t pay you, you don’t eat. That is some serious stress there. You don’t have the advantage of having that

regular check coming in weekly or biweekly. Honing your interpersonal skills is key to keeping those relationships

as good as possible. Good relationships (even with not-so-good people) will go a long way to make sure you do

eventually get paid.

4: People (in general)
This one I hate to mention. A long time ago, I was a positive, upbeat, people-loving kind of person. But after
being in the consulting business, I’ve found myself getting taken advantage of, used, abused, unpaid, underpaid,
unappreciated, and more. It’s a constant fight to resist wanting to retreat to the woods and off the grid. That is not
to say that people, in general, are bad. It’s just that when you have your IT hat on, people seem to look at you in a
different light. You are both savior and sinner in one stressed-out package.

5: The chain of command

Let’s face it. Not many higher-ups understand your job. They think you should be able to get everything done on

a shoestring budget, with no help, and you should treat end users as if they were better humans than yourself.

And to make matters worse, the higher-ups want you to magically make those PCs last for more than a decade.

This misunderstanding of both duty and technology does one thing: It makes your job impossible. When the

powers-that-be begin to micromanage your department for you, every single bad element is exacerbated. You know

your job and you know you know your job. Management does not know your job, but they don’t know they don’t

know your job. It’s all a vicious Mobius strip of stress.

6: Technology

Have you ever had one of those days when it seems like the whole of technology has rebelled against you and it

looks like the singularity might very well be on the horizon? Those days will have you wishing you were walking out
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of the building with your belongings in a cardboard box. This has been one of the issues I have had to deal with since

working with a consultancy that deals primarily with Windows clients. It seems that entropy has a strong hold on

the Windows operating system, and every day is a battle to keep PCs and systems working. Some days you win that

battle, some days you lose it. The days you win are always lost in the pile of days you lose.

7: Competition
One thing you can count on — there will always be someone better than you. But in the IT industry, it isn’t a 1:1
ratio. Instead, it seems that for every one of you there are one hundred IT pros who are smarter, faster, and better
equipped. That ratio is quickly realized in dollar signs. Remember, the IT landscape is constantly changing, and if you
can’t keep up, you may not be hired or remain employed. The longer I am in this business, the more I realize it’s a
young person’s game. Being as agile as necessary, being able to work the necessary hours... it all adds up. I’m not
saying us older folks can’t run with the pack. We can. But every day we work is another day even more competition
is added to the field, and the competition is fierce.

8: The cloud

Every time I hear an actor on TV speak the phrase "to the cloud" I want to pull out my hair and kick in the television.

The cloud has been one of those aspects of IT whose definition has been, and probably always will be, in flux. What

exactly is the cloud? Should I be using it? Is the cloud safe? How much does the cloud cost? I get hit with these

questions all the time. Generally, I just answer by asking the clients if they’ve used Google Docs before. If they

say "yes," I tell them they are already using the cloud. But that is never satisfying. Clients and end users want the

cloud to be somemagical experience that will make all their work easier, better, and faster. If only they knew the truth.

9: Lack of standards

Our lives would be infinitely better if some sort of standards could be applied, across the board, in IT. Many open

source projects have done everything they can to achieve a set of standards, only to be knocked down by proprietary

software. Those proprietary software vendors want to keep their code closed and not compliant with standards so

they can keep their bottom line as padded as possible. I get that, I really do. But while they are refusing to conform

to any sort of standard, they are causing end users and IT pros any number of horrendous headaches on a daily basis.

There is no reason why standards can’t be followed without preventing proprietary software vendors from making a

killing.

10: Respect
The general public has a bad taste in its mouth for IT professionals. Why? There are many reasons. They’ve been
burned before. They’ve been ripped off before. They’ve had consultants who only seemed to want to sell them
bigger and better things. So long has this gone on, and so jaded has the public become, that IT pros have a hard time
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earning respect. Oh sure, when they see you walk in the door you are their best friend... for the moment. But the
minute you get that one "impending doom" issue resolved, it’s time to go off on you or insist you do more than they
hired you to do (or more than you have time to do).

Signs you arent cut or IT (2016-10-01 12:13)

1: Thick skin
Let’s face it. Workers in the IT industry get hit hard, from every direction. If you’re not getting your chops busted by

someone insisting you get a job done yesterday, you’re getting torn apart because the client’s QuickBooks data file

can’t be recovered. It doesn’t seem to matter how much skill you have. If you can’t take the biting comments and

accusations of clients, you won’t make it. Thick skin also helps you get through those periods when you, or your boss,

doubts those skills you have. You don’t want to have to leave at the end of the day thinking you have failed at every

job you’ve done, just because someone had it in for you that day.

2: Persistence
The IT industry is an ever-changing landscape, and every day a new problem makes itself known. In some cases,

those problems don’t ever seem to want to go away. Without the ability to grapple with an issue for extended

periods of time, you might find this industry more of a challenge than you care to take on. Viruses will always be an

issue. Updates that tank systems will happen with more consistency than you want to deal with. End users will never

really understand how computers work. If you don’t have the persistent, stubborn nature necessary to meet these

challenges, get out now or you will be beat down daily.

3: Youth
Although I like to think IT is a field not affected by age discrimination, it really is best suited for the younger
professionals. There are numerous reasons for this. First, there are the hours. IT often requires far more hours than
the usual 9-t0-5 job. When a company goes down, the administrator must respond— and this could easily mean any
time of day, night, or week. Those hours add up and (generally speaking) only the younger workers can keep those
types of hours up week after week. Add to that the energy required to keep systems and networks up, and it should
be obvious the best IT workers tend to fall into that 25 to 45 age range. The good news? Even if you start at the age
of 25, there’s a 20-year career waiting for you.

4: Patience
Users and clients are endlessly frustrating. If you have little or no patience, those people will quickly drive you out

of the field. And if they don’t completely drive you away, they will at least drive away your joy for the human race.

Without patience, you won’t stand a chance in the IT field. But it’s not only because of the people. Systems will
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test your patience as well. We’ve all seen the video of the IT admin going ballistic on a PC. It happens. A persistent

problem arises and it makes you want to ram your fist down the throat of the PC you’re working on. With enough

patience, you will save both your knuckles and your sanity.

5: Skills

This one should go without saying — but I must mention it. Too many times, you see people hop into the field

because they managed to get through the MSCE training. But those certified workers quickly realize their classes

only prepared them how to walk through a GUI. In the real world, problems arise that require numerous skills to

resolve. The skills necessary to work in the IT field don’t end with the ability to properly configure a domain or

Exchange server, they tend to be all inclusive. You never know what you’re going to be required to do on a given day.

Think about it this way. When you are seen as an IT administrator, you are not only a specialist in DB administration,

you are also a walking help desk who will be asked any and all questions related to work and home computers. And

if you don’t have the answers for the right person (at the right time), you might find yourself at the back of the line

watching someone else with the answers.

6: The ability to improvise
I mean this on many levels. Not only do you need to know how to improvise a conversation. Admit it — there will
be times when you’ll have to convince someone that you know exactly what you are doing, even when you don’t.
But you will also run into situations where you have to improvise a solution. I have witnessed (and experienced)
situations where the prescribed solution simply did not work. When that happens, the only way out is to come up
with a solution on your own.

7: A good sense of PR

If you’re a consultant, you have to be your own marketing firm. Most solo consultants do not have the budget to

hire out their PR work, so they wind up doing it all on their own. This means social networking, building a Web

site, writing and submitting advertisements, old-school networking, and much more. If you can’t do this, your

business will flounder. When you go into business for yourself, you must know the best routes for marketing

in your area. Whether this is TV, radio, social networks, or flyers, you have to have the motivation and skills to

handle that aspect of the business. Althoughword ofmouth is the best PR you can get, it still has to begin somewhere.

8: Connections

This might seem a bit strange, but as a member of the IT field (especially if you’re a solo consultant), you have to

have connections in many related and nonrelated industries. For example, you will have customers who need rooms
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cabled, so you might need someone who can do drywall finishing. You might need to have an electrician in your back

pocket. If you don’t have specific skills, you need to know those in the industry who do. The last thing you want to

tell a client is that you can’t do something. Instead, you can tell them you will get it done and then subcontract that

job. So long as the job gets done and the customer is happy, you will still look good. But if you can’t job something

out, and you have to tell the client no, the possibility of that client returning to you grows slimmer and slimmer.

9: The desire to learn

As I mentioned earlier, IT is an ever-changing industry. The minute a technology is released, it is out of date. So

anyone wanting to tackle a career in IT must have a strong desire to learn. You will be challenged on a daily basis

to learn something new. If you don’t like learning (be it on your own, with another person, or in a classroom), you

should forget about IT. Without the desire to learn, you will quickly fall behind the competition. And believe me, it’s

a competitive world out there, especially so with the economy still attempting to recover.

10: Passion

Passion for IT is an intrinsic need for every IT worker. If you don’t love technology and solving problems, IT is not

the right field for you. That passion is the intangible thing that will often get you through the day when everything

else on this list fails. And a strong passion for IT will also drive most of the other points here far beyond what sheer

intelligence and business savvy can manage. After years of working in the field, passion will also help you get up ev-

erymorning excited for theworkday ahead. Without passion, the IT field can quickly become an empty, soulless place.

When it’s right
I’ve been pretty hard on the IT industry over the past few months. But ultimately, it is an exciting field to work in.
Where else can you play with technology all day, solve problems, and make sure businesses continue to exchange
product for currency on a daily basis? But just because you know how to resolve Problem A with Solution X doesn’t
mean you are suited for the IT industry. It requires much more than what your local computer science program will
teach you. On top of all those Windows, Linux, and Mac skills, you need life, business, and marketing skills (with the
added benefit of youth). With all those qualities intact, you are sure to enjoy a long, successful career in the IT field.

10 alternative careers for burned-out IT workers (2016-10-02 12:15)

1: Auto repair

This might sound a bit crazy, but modern vehicles more and more depend upon computers. In fact, without the

computer at its core, the modern vehicle wouldn’t be able to accomplish half of what it does. From emission control
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to hybrid power to brake control, automobiles depend upon computers. These computers are nothing more than

embedded systems that depend upon another computer to troubleshoot, diagnose, and repair them. And since

most IT admins and consultants love the thrill of fixing things, becoming an automobile technician makes perfect

sense. Granted, you will need to get the proper training to make this leap.

2: Teaching

The educational system does not have enough good teachers willing to go the extra mile to help future IT pros

understand the career they are about to embark on. Does that mean you should step into education so you can

beat it into your students’ heads that they will suffer immeasurable frustration during their career as a consultant or

administrator? No. It does mean, however, that you can prepare them for the challenging road that lies ahead. And

many of you will certainly understand how much difference it would have made in your lives if someone had helped

prepare you for the challenges you have faced.

3: Working for a smaller company
If you’re unwilling to completely leave the field of IT, you could step down from that fortune 500 position and join
a much smaller company. Having a much smaller network to deal with, few computers, and users who don’t have
that same attitude toward you will remove a world of suffering from your shoulders. You could even step into the
not-for-profit world and really feel wanted and loved. Although the NFP field has its own set of headaches, they
aren’t nearly as intense as they can be in the upper echelons of capitalism.

4: Architecture

This is another career that would require more education. However, you like numbers. You like the order and design

of the world around you. And you could learn CAD more quickly than you learned subnetting. Architecture is one of

those fields where the sky could literally be the limit. You could spend some time in the great outdoors, you would

be using the numbers you love so dearly, you would have a modicum of control over your own fate (perhaps be-

ing self-employed), and youwouldn’t have to deal with downed networks, fail-over, end-users, and lazy programmers.

5: Programming

You’ve spent years dealing with bugs, bug squashing, and software in general, so why not join the developer ranks

and start coding yourself? Most of the programmers I know are good, although quirky, people. Some of them

live singular, solitary lives, work long hours, and are dedicated to what they do. The biggest difference between

programmers and admins/consultants? Programmers’ stress and headaches are specific in nature and tend to involve

only one or two major problems (code won’t compile, features need to be added, etc.). Now I won’t kid you into
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thinking that programming will be an easier, less stressful route than consulting or administration. But you won’t

have to deal with the avalanche of problems coming from nearly every corner of every building you walk into.

6: Writing
One of the biggest downfalls in the world of computer software and hardware is its documentation. Because software
and hardware are ever-evolving markets, the minute you put out a book or manual, it’s out of date. That means
those manuals must always be updated, renewed, refreshed. Take those skills of yours and build a brand for yourself.
Write the manual for a piece of software, hardware, or protocol. Or find a blog to write for. There are millions upon
millions of computer users out there, and most of them have no idea what they are doing. The world needs good
writers of computer manuals and how-tos, because we know the manufacturers aren’t creating these documents.

7: Management

Not that you would ever see me working the management side of the coin, but this field is a good fit for a lot of ad-

ministrators and consultants. This is especially true for consultants who have had to run their small shop or one-man

show and keep the ball rolling. Those types have the necessary marketing, management, and communication skills

necessary for management. But understand this: You will be trading one set of headaches for another.

8: Research and development

Companies thrive on research, and that includes tech companies. What R &D departments don’t need are people

who have no idea what they are talking about. As an administrator or consultant you have been out in the

trenches. You know how things do work versus how they should work. You are fully aware of the real-world needs

versus the company-created needs. A voice like yours could be of incredible value to a company creating the

next big thing in IT. Of course R &D tends to live only in bigger companies, so you would have to make your way

though themounds of resumes already piling up on theHR desks. Figure that out, and youmight have a perfectmatch.

9: Cosmetology

I know, I know. This one might seem crazy on the surface, but give it a chance. First, there is an elegant mathematic

to the art of hair design. I did a short stint in the field and really enjoyed it. Not only are you dealing with real people

with real issues (some issues a bit bigger than others), but you see instant results when you are done. There is no

sitting around and waiting for the rug to be pulled out from under you (as is inevitable in IT and consulting) no dealing

with budgetary constraints or security holes, no horrific hours, and no cloud!

10: Farming
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I couldn’t resist. Based on the amount of readers who truly wanted to pull way back to their "roots" and be

farmers, this seemed like the perfect way to end this piece. Farming might well be one of the single most rewarding

professions in the history of professions. Yes, it’s hard work, yes there is very little money to be made. But man, is it

a good way to reclaim yourself. Digging in the dirt, creating the very things that sustain life... what more could you

ask for? If you choose to go this route, I would highly recommend you bank a nice nest egg first, because you won’t

get rich off the fat of the land. Your soul might, but your bank account? Not so much.

Taking a break
Naturally these ideas are all subjective, but everyone has a skill other than IT they can bank on. Even if it’s not themost
marketable, profitable, or manageable skill known to man, you have something you can turn to when IT or consulting
loses its luster. And who knows, maybe a break from the field is all you need. Go be a farmer for a few years and then,
if you need to, come back to IT. Don’t worry — admin and consulting work will still be here. You’ll probably have to
play a massive game of catch-up, but you’ll get back into the race more quickly than you think.

10 things you gotta have to succeed in IT (2016-10-03 11:40)

1: Thick skin

Let’s face it. Workers in the IT industry get hit hard, from every direction. If you’re not getting your chops busted by

someone insisting you get a job done yesterday, you’re getting torn apart because the client’s QuickBooks data file

can’t be recovered. It doesn’t seem to matter how much skill you have. If you can’t take the biting comments and

accusations of clients, you won’t make it. Thick skin also helps you get through those periods when you, or your boss,

doubts those skills you have. You don’t want to have to leave at the end of the day thinking you have failed at every

job you’ve done, just because someone had it in for you that day.

2: Persistence

The IT industry is an ever-changing landscape, and every day a new problem makes itself known. In some cases,

those problems don’t ever seem to want to go away. Without the ability to grapple with an issue for extended

periods of time, you might find this industry more of a challenge than you care to take on. Viruses will always be an

issue. Updates that tank systems will happen with more consistency than you want to deal with. End users will never

really understand how computers work. If you don’t have the persistent, stubborn nature necessary to meet these

challenges, get out now or you will be beat down daily.

3: Youth
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Although I like to think IT is a field not affected by age discrimination, it really is best suited for the younger
professionals. There are numerous reasons for this. First, there are the hours. IT often requires far more hours than
the usual 9-t0-5 job. When a company goes down, the administrator must respond— and this could easily mean any
time of day, night, or week. Those hours add up and (generally speaking) only the younger workers can keep those
types of hours up week after week. Add to that the energy required to keep systems and networks up, and it should
be obvious the best IT workers tend to fall into that 25 to 45 age range. The good news? Even if you start at the age
of 25, there’s a 20-year career waiting for you.

4: Patience
Users and clients are endlessly frustrating. If you have little or no patience, those people will quickly drive you out

of the field. And if they don’t completely drive you away, they will at least drive away your joy for the human race.

Without patience, you won’t stand a chance in the IT field. But it’s not only because of the people. Systems will

test your patience as well. We’ve all seen the video of the IT admin going ballistic on a PC. It happens. A persistent

problem arises and it makes you want to ram your fist down the throat of the PC you’re working on. With enough

patience, you will save both your knuckles and your sanity.

5: Skills
This one should go without saying — but I must mention it. Too many times, you see people hop into the field

because they managed to get through the MSCE training. But those certified workers quickly realize their classes

only prepared them how to walk through a GUI. In the real world, problems arise that require numerous skills to

resolve. The skills necessary to work in the IT field don’t end with the ability to properly configure a domain or

Exchange server, they tend to be all inclusive. You never know what you’re going to be required to do on a given day.

Think about it this way. When you are seen as an IT administrator, you are not only a specialist in DB administration,

you are also a walking help desk who will be asked any and all questions related to work and home computers. And

if you don’t have the answers for the right person (at the right time), you might find yourself at the back of the line

watching someone else with the answers.

6: The ability to improvise
I mean this on many levels. Not only do you need to know how to improvise a conversation. Admit it — there will
be times when you’ll have to convince someone that you know exactly what you are doing, even when you don’t.
But you will also run into situations where you have to improvise a solution. I have witnessed (and experienced)
situations where the prescribed solution simply did not work. When that happens, the only way out is to come up
with a solution on your own.

7: A good sense of PR
If you’re a consultant, you have to be your own marketing firm. Most solo consultants do not have the budget to
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hire out their PR work, so they wind up doing it all on their own. This means social networking, building a Web

site, writing and submitting advertisements, old-school networking, and much more. If you can’t do this, your

business will flounder. When you go into business for yourself, you must know the best routes for marketing

in your area. Whether this is TV, radio, social networks, or flyers, you have to have the motivation and skills to

handle that aspect of the business. Althoughword ofmouth is the best PR you can get, it still has to begin somewhere.

8: Connections
This might seem a bit strange, but as a member of the IT field (especially if you’re a solo consultant), you have to

have connections in many related and nonrelated industries. For example, you will have customers who need rooms

cabled, so you might need someone who can do drywall finishing. You might need to have an electrician in your back

pocket. If you don’t have specific skills, you need to know those in the industry who do. The last thing you want to

tell a client is that you can’t do something. Instead, you can tell them you will get it done and then subcontract that

job. So long as the job gets done and the customer is happy, you will still look good. But if you can’t job something

out, and you have to tell the client no, the possibility of that client returning to you grows slimmer and slimmer.

9: The desire to learn
As I mentioned earlier, IT is an ever-changing industry. The minute a technology is released, it is out of date. So

anyone wanting to tackle a career in IT must have a strong desire to learn. You will be challenged on a daily basis

to learn something new. If you don’t like learning (be it on your own, with another person, or in a classroom), you

should forget about IT. Without the desire to learn, you will quickly fall behind the competition. And believe me, it’s

a competitive world out there, especially so with the economy still attempting to recover.

10: Passion
Passion for IT is an intrinsic need for every IT worker. If you don’t love technology and solving problems, IT is not

the right field for you. That passion is the intangible thing that will often get you through the day when everything

else on this list fails. And a strong passion for IT will also drive most of the other points here far beyond what sheer

intelligence and business savvy can manage. After years of working in the field, passion will also help you get up ev-

erymorning excited for theworkday ahead. Without passion, the IT field can quickly become an empty, soulless place.

When it’s right
I’ve been pretty hard on the IT industry over the past few months. But ultimately, it is an exciting field to work in.
Where else can you play with technology all day, solve problems, and make sure businesses continue to exchange
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product for currency on a daily basis? But just because you know how to resolve Problem A with Solution X doesn’t
mean you are suited for the IT industry. It requires much more than what your local computer science program will
teach you. On top of all those Windows, Linux, and Mac skills, you need life, business, and marketing skills (with the
added benefit of youth). With all those qualities intact, you are sure to enjoy a long, successful career in the IT field.

Top 10 Space ghost Coast to Coast episodes (2016-10-04 14:58)

[1]http://www.adultswim.com/videos/space-ghost-coast-to-coast

free episodes

[2]Baffler Meal

Season 8, Episode 1

This episode is famous for being the first introduction of the Aqua Teen Hunger Force. Space Ghost sells the show out

to a fast food restaurant named Burger Trench, but the restaurant’s mascots, the Aqua Teen Hunger Force, forcefully

disrupt the show with their constant jabbering and outward promotion of the chain restaurant. The bun is in your

mind!

[3]Pavement

Season 4, Episode 16

Guests: Colin Quinn, Pavement, Red Green, Goldie Hawn & Tommy Davidson

This episode is absolutely jam-packed with guests, and Pavement only adds to the chaos. The band finds time to play

bizarre noise-rock fits with lyrics consisting only of “Space Ghost” Space Ghost constantly mistakes Pavement for the

Beatles for some bizarre reason. After interviewing all of the guests, Space Ghost saves the planet from a rogue dog

named Fido. And who could forget the special cameo appearance of The Great Gazoo?

[4]Piledriver

Season 4, Episode 18

Guests: Rob Zombie & Raven-Symoné

Macho Man Randy Savage completely steals the show in this episode. He voices the grandfather of Space Ghost

(who really is just Space Ghost with a white beard slapped onto his face). He periodically interrupts Space Ghost

during his show, before taking over the reigns himself. Macho Man interviews a very young Raven-Symoné, asking
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her such questions about whether she has ever piledrived anyone at her school. The episode ends in an all-out

wrestling brawl between the cast of the show before Grandpa Ghost leaves.

[5]Chambraigne

Season 6. Episode 1

Guests: Bob Costas & Al Roker

A brand new product has hit the store shelves – Chambraigne! This shampoo is an ‘intelihancer’ that grants users

increased intelligence. The product is even endorsed by Al Roker. Space Ghost becomes a big fan of the product,

but his stupidity begins to upset some living brains who created it. After the brains stomach watching through the

talk show, they rush to Ghost Planet to try and stop Space Ghost from endorsing their fake product before his idiocy

exposes their scam.

[6]Kentucky Nightmare

Season 7. Episode 1

Guest: Willie Nelson

Ghost Planet is bought out by a failing liquor store, who’s mascot is “Old Kentucky Shark”. Due to agreements with

the liquor store owner, Old Kentucky Shark must be featured heavily throughout the talk show, and Space Ghost

asks plenty of questions in regards to this liquor. Later on, a crazed bear shows up and throws the entire show into

disarray. We also catch a few quick glimpses of Space Ghost’s documentary series about Sharks and Bears (Nature’s

Best Friends). Later on, the studio is overrun by killer bees after the crew feels the need to ‘crack a window’.

[7]Gallagher

Season 4, Episode 2

Bob Odenkirk and David Cross

Mr. Show duo Bob Odenkirk and David Cross visit the show and Space Ghost introduces a brand new segment called

“Space Time Quiz Fun 9000”. Space Ghost asks the guests a variety of questions, including what their super powers

are. Turns out, David Cross’ super power is he can detect when people are in trouble from far away, but has no way

of getting to them quickly. Bob’s super power is craving sweets. The Quiz Time segment results in a bunch of rapid

fire questions, as a result, Bob Odenkirk becomes addicted to Space Ghost’s power band blasts.

[8]Sleeper
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Season 2, Episode 7

Guests: Hulk Hogan & Slash

As Space Ghost, Moltar, and Zorak wait for the show to start, they spew some haikus before the opening credits.

Hulk Hogan is the first guest, and Space Ghost is overly concerned whether he is getting enough oxygen. The two of

them start debating on who’s the strongest person in the Turner organization – Ted Turner or Hulk Hogan. Later on,

Zorak and Moltar improvise guitar solos with their mouths.

[9]Jacksonville
Season 3, Episode 10

Guests: James Hetfield & Kirk Hammett (Metallica)

The second part of a two-part story arc, Moltar is on the run and his role is filled in by the bumbling Tansit. Tansit’s

inability to probably run the console leads to nonstop hijinks before the guest are introduced. The episode’s

presentation is broken down into bizarre “acts” with no rhyme or reason. With two of them involving bizarre

pregnancy’s that Space Ghost is shocked by. Space Ghost eventually grows tired of Tansit’s mistakes and fires him.

As it turns out, Moltar is on a bus to Jacksonville.

[10]Knifin’ Around
Season 7, Episode 3

Guests: Thom Yorke & Björk

Featuring blockbuster musical guests Thom Yorke of Radiohead and Icelandic singer Bjork, Space Ghost starts things

off on the wrong foot by attempting to burn 100 copies of the new Radiohead album. Zorak and Moltar discover

that Space Ghost is actually married and Bjork is his wife. Bjork calls into the show several times, asking Space Ghost

questions of no real importance, and Space Ghost does his best to come off as the most inconsiderate husband in

the world. Despite all of this, they attempt to get married again at the end of the episode before Space Ghost pulls

the plug on it.

[11]Fire Ant
Season 8, Episode 9

Guest: Conan O’Brien
Perhaps the most surreal of all Space Ghost episodes is Fire Ant, which guest stars The Late Show-era Conan O’Brien.
After the interview gets off to a rocky start, Space Ghost is bitten by a small aggressive fire ant. He does not take this
transgression lightly and vows to follow the ant all the back home so he could destroy his family. What proceeds is
an 11-minute long sequence of Space Ghost slowly flying behind the fire ant, mumbling and humming to himself.
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Nearly the entire episode consists of this drawn out slow chase, before ending in hilarious fashion (we won’t spoil it).

1. http://www.adultswim.com/videos/space-ghost-coast-to-coast
2. http://www.adultswim.com/videos/space-ghost-coast-to-coast/baffler-meal/
3. http://www.adultswim.com/videos/space-ghost-coast-to-coast/pavement/
4. http://www.adultswim.com/videos/space-ghost-coast-to-coast/piledriver/
5. http://www.adultswim.com/videos/space-ghost-coast-to-coast/chambraigne/
6. http://www.adultswim.com/videos/space-ghost-coast-to-coast/kentucky-nightmare/
7. http://www.adultswim.com/videos/space-ghost-coast-to-coast/gallagher/
8. http://www.adultswim.com/videos/space-ghost-coast-to-coast/sleeper/
9. http://www.adultswim.com/videos/space-ghost-coast-to-coast/jacksonville/
10. http://www.adultswim.com/videos/space-ghost-coast-to-coast/knifin-around/
11. http://www.adultswim.com/videos/space-ghost-coast-to-coast/fire-ant/

The Piney Woods Incident, Cash-Landrum (2016-10-05 18:27)

An extremely haunting UFO sighting which has well stood the test of time was an event which took place in the Piney
Woods of Texas, near the town of Huffman. On the chilly night of December 29, 1980, two women and one child
encountered a craft of unknown origin, and all three suffered not only emotional trauma, but severe physical injury
as well. A drive through the Piney Woods of Texas at night is a lonely, somewhat spooky one to begin with, but on
this particular night, a routine drive turned into a life-changing event for these three people. Fifty-one-year-old Betty
Cash was driving through the woods traveling from New Caney to Dayton on Farm to Market road 1485. Riding with
her was her friend, Vickie Landrum, fifty-seven-years-old, and Vickie’s seven-year-old grandson, Colby. They were
looking for an open Bingo game, but found all of them closed down for the Holiday season. They stopped for a meal
at a restaurant, and then continued their journey. Soon, the three began to see a light in the distance, and in a few
short minutes this light became a glowing object, slowly crossing the tops of the tall pine trees. The area that they
were in was densely occupied by pine and oak trees, surrounded by occasional swamps and small lakes. As they
proceeded along their way, their initial thought was that the object was an airplane or helicopter from one of the
airfields not too distant from their location. Suddenly, ahead of them loomed an immense diamond-shaped craft,
which was hovering over the road ahead of them! At regular, fast intervals, the object would shoot down a stream
of reddish-orange flames. Vickie would later describe it as being "like a diamond of fire." Being a devout Christian,
she had never believed in UFOs or extraterrestrials, and at this moment, she believed that she was witnessing the
end of the world. They could also hear a constant beeping sound as the strange craft spit out its fiery downspout.
Frightened, Betty came to a quick stop to keep from running under the craft. The car’s heater had been running to kill
the frosty air of the night, but now the inside of her vehicle was so hot she had to turn off her heater, and leave the
car, along with Vickie and Colby. Now outside of the vehicle, they could hear a steady roaring sound coming from the
frightening sight ahead of them. Young Colby became so afraid that his grandmother took him back into the car to
comfort him. Betty stayed outside. Betty Cash In some strange way, she was fascinated with the almost unbelievable
vision before her. As she stood watching the craft, suddenly the sky was full of helicopters. Betty said, "They seemed
to rush in from all directions... it seemed like they were trying to encircle the thing." She assumed that they were from
Tomball Airfield, northwest of Houston, or Ellington Air Force Base, south of Houston. The eerie object now began
to lift into the air, and proceed to the southwest, with helicopters in pursuit. As Betty returned to the car, the door
handle was so hot she could hardly open the front door. Her hand was burned getting inside. She immediately turned
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on her air conditioner to cool off the inside of the vehicle. After the object had left the area, they restarted their
vehicle, hoping to get home and never see the craft again. But after several miles of dark highway, they left the Farm
to Market road in favor of the freeway. Ahead in the distance, they could again see the object with its bright lights
illuminating the helicopters which were still trying to encircle it. At this vantage point, the two ladies could actually
count the number of copters in the air, 23. Some of them they identified as the double rotor CH-47 Chinook; the
others were the faster, single engine rotor type, which they thought were Bell-Huey. After a fast trip home, all three
of the witnesses became extremely sick within the next few hours. Betty’s head and neck were blistered, and soon
her eyes were swollen shut. She was also terribly nauseated. By the next morning, she was almost in a coma. Vickie
and Colby suffered very similar symptoms, yet not as severe as Betty’s. After a couple of miserable days being cared
for at Vickie’s home, Betty checked into a hospital where she was treated as a burn victim, remaining for 15 days. Her
hair began to fall out, and her eyes swelled so badly she could not see for about a week. Colby had problems with his
eyes, and Vickie was losing her hair also. In addition, her scalp was numb and painful. All three of the victims were
treated for radiation poisoning, and their condition was listed by doctors as life-threatening. Before long, skin sores
developed, weight loss began, and skin cancer was diagnosed. Vicki Landrum As to the origin of the helicopters, local
air bases were questioned, but would not admit to sending any helicopters out that night. The only public statement
made by military officials came from Fort Hood press officer Major Tony Geishauser. In an interview with the Corpus
Christi Caller newspaper, he stated that no Fort Hood aircraft were in the Houston area that night. "I don’t know any
other place around here that would have that number of helicopters," he said. "I don’t knowwhat it could be... unless
there’s a super secret thing going on and I wouldn’t necessarily know about it." The black top roadwas badly damaged
by the emissions from the craft that night, but it was very quickly repaired. Investigators were at a loss to explain the
events of that night, except to say that Betty, Vickie, and Colby had encountered a craft of undetermined origin, or
possibly an experimental government craft. The three unwilling participants in this event sued the U.S. Government
for medical damages, but during a congressional hearing, the Department of the Army Inspector General denied any
military involvement in the case, and disallowed any compensation for the three unwilling participants in the Piney
Woods affair. There would be several other witnesses to the strange craft / and or helicopters of that night. Among
them were: An off duty Dayton, Texas policeman and his wife who were driving home from Cleveland the same night
and saw a large number of CH-47s. A Crosby, Texasmanwhowas directly under the flight path, reported seeing a large
number of heavy military helicopters flying overhead. A Dayton, Texas, oilfield worker Jerry McDonald saw a large
UFO fly directly overheadwhile hewas in his back garden. He thought it might be a blimp at first, but soon knew it was
something more sinister. "It was kind of diamond-shaped and had two twin torches that were shooting brilliant blue
flames out the back," he said. He saw that it had two bright lights on it and a red light in the center. Colby, age 7 In a
freaky circumstance of luck, corroboration of the unknown object of that night would come in 1981. In April, a CH-47
flew into Dayton for the purpose of a public showing. This allowed local residents to view the machine, both inside
and out. Colby spotted the helicopter as it was flying into town, and became very upset. Vickie took him to the landing
site, hopefully to allay his fears. As they reached the Chinook, a long line of locals had already formed, waiting to see
the giant machine. When their turn finally came, Vickie and Colby entered the helicopter. Accompanied by another
visitor in addition to Colby, Vickie began to recount her experience in the PineyWoods. Vickie and the other unnamed
witness both claimed that the pilot said he had been in the air the night of the traumatic sighting. He was sent to
check on a UFO that was in trouble near Huffman! Vickie began to discuss her injuries due to the burns and radiation
poisoning. Upon hearing her confession, the pilot quickly clammed up, and moved them out of the craft. The pilot
was later found by the UFO group VISIT. He would only admit that he knew of the Cash/Landrum case, but refused
to admit that he had been in the area the night of the sighting. (written by B J Booth) MUTUAL UFO NETWORK 103
OLDTOWN RD. SEGUIN, TX 78155 December 30, 1998 INJURIES CAUSED BY UFO CLAIMS WOMAN’S LIFE Betty Cash,
one of three people injured in a UFO close encounter near Huffman, Texas, on December 29, 1980, died on the 18th
anniversary of the event, in Birmingham, Alabama. She had been in poor health ever since the encounter. At the
time of the event, Mrs. Cash operated her own businesses near Dayton, Texas. Betty Cash, along with Vickie Landrum
and grandson Colby Landrum, encountered a huge UFO accompanied by military helicopters on a dark road in the
east Texas Piney Woods. They were exposed to radiation from the object, which caused extreme medical problems
such as burns, eye damage, hair loss, diarrhea, and vomiting. Although they and others observed a large number of
military helicopters along with the UFO, the U.S. Government refused to acknowledge the event or assist them in any
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way. After the encounter, Betty Cash was hospitalized and treated for burns and the other maladies. The extent of
the injuries was so great, she was forced to close her businesses and never worked again. He life became a series
of hospital stays, many of them in intensive care. Eventually, she developed cancer, which was successfully treated.
In November 1998, Mrs. Cash suffered a stroke. On December 29, during her recovery, an unusual turn of events
claimed her life. Mrs. Cash was a hero in the fight against government UFO cover-ups and brought hope to other
victims of UFO incidents. She was devoted to family and friends and never allowed her illness to prevent her from
helping others to cope with the trauma of UFO close encounters. Betty Cash will be missed... but never forgotten.
Peter A. Gersten Director In 1981 I represented three People in a lawsuit against the United States Government for
injuries that resulted from their contact with an unusual aerial object. Betty Cash, Vicky Landrum and Colby Landrum
are the only three People to ever sue our government for injuries from a UFO. On the eighteenth anniversary of her
encounter, Betty Cash died. Betty Cash was a warrior and heroine. She fought the US government and, even in defeat,
showed a spirit and tenacity that will now be her epitaph. CAUS and I pay tribute to a very brave lady... and a victim
of this government’s callousness to the rights of the individual. From Peter Gersten, Attorney, 1-3-99

Ubuntu Bash shell in Windows 10 (2016-10-06 16:38)

Well folks, today we witness history. For the longest time, Microsoft and the Linux community have been like Ford
and Chevy, or Coke and Pepsi – bitter rivals. Users have often chosen a side, and then hated the other. Of course,
Windows has many more followers on the desktop – Linux is largely insignificant in that regard. Mobile and servers
are a different story, but I digress.
Today, pigs must be flying, as Microsoft does the unthinkable, and brings Ubuntu binaries and Bash Shell to Windows
10. Steve Ballmer would be rolling in his grave – if he were dead, that is.

This bombshell happened at the Build 2016 conference today. This new feature will be included in a Summer update
to Windows 10. There is a good chance testers could get earlier access, of course.
As the dust settles, the big question becomes, why? Well, this could makeWindows 10 more attractive to developers,
while establishing the operating system as one that is open and friendly – no longer closed and dreary.
Familiarity in Bash – a Unix command line tool often used on Linux – makes Windows a welcoming environment for
those that have traditionally preferred alternatives.
While you may be quick to pooh-pooh this as nothing more than a virtual machine, Microsoft’s Kevin Gallo stresses
this is not the case. Actually, the Windows-maker worked with Canonical to bring Ubuntu binaries to Windows 10.
"The native availability of a full Ubuntu environment on Windows, without virtualization or emulation, is a milestone
that defies convention and a gateway to fascinatingly unfamiliar territory. In our journey to bring free software to the
widest possible audience, this is not a moment we could have predicted. Nevertheless we are delighted to stand be-
hind Ubuntu forWindows, committed to addressing the needs ofWindows developers exploring Linux in this amazing
new way, and excited at the possibilities heralded by this unexpected turn of events", say Canonical’s Mark Shuttle-
worth.
Is Microsoft smart to integrate Ubuntu binaries and Bash Shell into Windows 10? Tell me in the comments.

Ubuntu has in Windows 10 Anniversary update (2016-10-07 16:44)

[1]Windows 10’s Anniversary Update brings a “Bash on Ubuntu on Windows” environment to Windows 10. But
don’t be deceived: This is more than just a Bash shell. It’s a full compatibility layer for running Linux applications on
Windows.
We’ve covered a lot of the things you can do in Windows 10’s new Bash shell, so we’ve rounded up all those guides
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into one mega list here, for your convenience.

Getting Started with Bash on Windows

You can install the Bash shell on any edition of Windows 10, including Windows 10 Home. However, it does require

a 64-bit version of Windows 10. You’ll just have to enable developer mode, add the feature to Windows, and then

run the Bash program.

When you run the Bash program, it will download the Ubuntu system files and set up a Bash environment for you.

Check out [2]our guide to installing it for more.

Install Linux Software

The easiest way to install Linux software inside Bash is with the apt-get command. This command downloads and

installs software from Ubuntu’s software repositories. You can download and install one or more applications with

just a single command.

As this is a more-or-less full Ubuntu userspace environment, you can also install software in other ways. You can

compile and install software from the source code just as you would on a Linux distribution, for example. See [3]our

guide to apt-get in Windows for more step-by-step info.

Access Windows Files in Bash, and Bash Files in Windows

Your Bash environment files and Windows files are normally separated, but there are ways to access your Bash files

fromWindows and your Windows files from the Bash environment.

When Bash downloads the Ubuntu system files to your hard drive, it also creates a home folder specifically for

that Bash Linux compatibility environment. These folders are normally hidden, but you can find them under your

Windows user account’s Application Data folder.

When you’re in the Linux environment, you can access your Windows drives from under the /mnt/ folder. Your C:

drive is located at /mnt/c and your D: drive is located at /mnt/d, for example. You can see more details in [4]our full

guide.

Use Zsh (or Another Shell) Instead of Bash

While Microsoft pitches this feature as “Bash shell” environment, it’s actually an underlying compatibility layer that

allows you to run Linux software on Windows. That means you can run other shells instead of Bash, if you prefer

them.

For example, you can [5]use the Zsh shell instead of Bash. You can even have Bash automatically switch to the Zsh
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shell when you open the Bash shell shortcut in your Start menu.

Use Bash Scripts on Windows

[6]

Thanks to this environment, it’s actually possible to write a Bash shell script on Windows and run it. Your Bash script

can access your Windows files stored under the /mnt folder, so you can use Linux commands and scripts to work on

your normal Windows files..

Unfortunately, there’s no way to actually launch a Windows program or run a Windows command from within a Bash

script or the Bash shell. However, you can incorporate Bash commands into a [7]Batch script or [8]PowerShell script,

which is pretty handy. For all this and more, see [9]our guide to bash scripts in Windows 10.

Run Linux Commands From Outside Bash

If you just want to quickly launch a program, execute a command, or run a script, you don’t even need to launch the

Bash environment first. You can use the “bash -c” command to directly execute a Linux command. Bash will simply

run the command and then quit. If you run this command from within a Command Prompt or PowerShell window,

the command will print its output to the Command Prompt or PowerShell consoles.

You can do a lot with bash -c. You can create desktop shortcuts to launch Linux programs, integrate them into batch

or PowerShell scripts, or run them any other way you’d run a Windows program. For more ideas, check out [10]our

instructions on using bash -c in Windows.

Run Graphical Linux Desktop Programs

Microsoft doesn’t officially support graphical Linux software on Windows. The Bash feature is just intended for

running command-line programs developers might need. But it’s actually possible to run graphical Linux desktop

programs on Windows using the Bash shell.

This won’t work by default, however. You’ll need to install an X server and set the DISPLAY variable before graphical

Linux desktop programs will run on your Windows desktop. The simpler the application, the more likely it is to work

well. The more complex the application, the more likely that it’ll try to do somethingMicrosoft’s underlyingWindows

Subsystem for Linux doesn’t yet support. The best you can do is [11]give it a shot with these instructions and hope

for the best.

Change Your UNIX User Account

When you first set up Bash, you’ll be prompted to create a UNIX user account and set a password. You’ll be

automatically signed in with this account each time you open the Bash window. If you want to change your UNIX
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user account–or use the root account as your default account in the shell–there’s [12]a hidden lxrun command or

changing your default user account.

Uninstall and Reinstall the Ubuntu Envrionment
After you’ve installed some programs or changed some settings, you might want to reinstall the Ubuntu environment
and get a fresh Linux slate. You can [13]do this with the lxrun command as described here, which allows you to remove
your installed Linux system files and either keep or delete the user files in your home folder.
Bash will automatically reinstall an Ubuntu environment the next time you launch it, but the lxrun command can also
be used to install the Linux environment. You can write a command that automatically responds to the questions
you’re asked when installing the Linux environment, for example.

1. http://www.howtogeek.com/248177/whats-new-in-windows-10s-anniversary-update/
2. http://www.howtogeek.com/249966/how-to-install-and-use-the-linux-bash-shell-on-windows-10/
3. http://www.howtogeek.com/261449/how-to-install-linux-software-in-windows-10s-ubuntu-bash-shell/
4. http://www.howtogeek.com/261383/how-to-access-your-ubuntu-bash-files-in-windows-and-your-windows-system-d
rive-in-bash/
5. http://www.howtogeek.com/258518/how-to-use-zsh-or-another-shell-in-windows-10/
6. http://www.howtogeek.com/261591/how-to-create-and-run-bash-shell-scripts-on-windows-10/
7. http://www.howtogeek.com/263177/how-to-write-a-batch-script-on-windows/
8. http://www.howtogeek.com/137803/geek-school-learn-how-to-automate-windows-with-powershell/
9. http://www.howtogeek.com/261591/how-to-create-and-run-bash-shell-scripts-on-windows-10/
10. http://www.howtogeek.com/262086/how-to-run-linux-commands-from-outside-the-bash-shell-on-windows-10/
11. http://www.howtogeek.com/261575/how-to-run-graphical-linux-desktop-applications-from-windows-10s-bash-s
hell/
12. http://www.howtogeek.com/261417/how-to-change-your-user-account-in-windows-10s-ubuntu-bash-shell/
13. http://www.howtogeek.com/261188/how-to-uninstall-or-reinstall-windows-10s-ubuntu-bash-shell/

Playstation VR to have quiet midnight launch next week (2016-10-10 13:14)

In a week’s time, what is arguably the first truly great commercial experiment of the new VR age will begin. For the
first time, consumers will be able to go out and buy a VR headset that’s (relatively) inexpensive, that doesn’t require a
costly hobbyist PC to operate, and that provides a "good enough" VR experience for gaming and other applications. If
there’s to be a sweet spot in the virtual reality market, Sony will be planting its flag firmly in it next Thursday. Reviews
of the device have started to appear and are pretty much what you’d expect. It’s good; we’ve known that from the
countless demos and trade show appearances PSVR hasmade this year. It’s not as technically accomplished as theHTC
Vive or theOculus Rift, but it’s a farmore comfortable, well-designed piece of hardware, and its technical shortfalls are
far fewer and less noticeable than you’d expect from such a cheap device running on such comparatively low-powered
hardware. It’s certainly an entirely different class of experience than any of the "toy" VR experiences currently offered
bymobile tech like Samsung’s Gear VR, a situationwhichGoogle’s newly announcedDaydreamheadset seems unlikely
to change. So yes, this is the sweet spot, if such a thing exists. Good enough to actually want to use, unlike current
mobile VR devices, cheap enough to be accessible to a wider audience of gamers and enthusiasts, and with common
sense (if occasionally frustrating) trade offs between complexity of setup and physical arrangement, and accuracy
of control. If a VR headset is to rescue this putative Year of VR from the somewhat disappointing launches of HTC
and Oculus’ consumer devices - both of which saw interest plateau in the post-launch period - then it’s going to
be PlayStation VR. Is that what Sony has in mind, though? One peculiarity of the PSVR launch is that beyond the
specialist press, it’s something of a non-event. Marketing support for the launch is minimal; there’s far less hype and
visibility around the product than there would be around, for example, the launch of a major game. Here in Japan,
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PSVR barely warrants a mention in Sony’s current barrage of advertising, which is promoting PlayStation 4 with TV
and streaming site commercials that highlight the launch of games like Persona 5 and Yakuza 6, the arrival of new
console hardware, and oh yeah, PSVR is a thing too. One could argue that Sony would be foolish to push PSVR too
hard given that pretty much the entirety of its early shipments are spoken for by pre-orders. We still don’t know
how many units of PSVR will ship for launch, or how many are projected to ship by year-end, but every indication is
that the numbers are relatively small, at least by comparison with the PS4’s installed base. It’s not unreasonable to
expect that PSVRwill be for all intents and purposes supply-constrained through into early 2017,making it comfortably
the most commercially successful of the tethered VR platforms - regardless of whether the company spends a single
cent on further marketing. However, the slightest glance back over the history of hardware launches in the games
business and beyond would demonstrate that companies generally do not row back their marketing budgets just
because of being supply-constrained; if anything, this encourages them to redouble their efforts. That’s because
supply constraints act as a multiplier on marketing budgets. When demand is outstripping supply, every extra notch
that you can ratchet up that demand through your marketing efforts guarantees more media coverage, more word of
mouth and more visibility for your product, creating a halo of desirability around the platform which can give a long-
term boost to sales that lasts for months or even years after the initial supply constraints are lifted. That Sony has
seemingly decided to eschew that strategy for PSVR is interesting, but probably speaks to a confluence of a number of
different factors. For a start, it’s rare for a platform holder to be putting not one but twomajor new pieces of hardware
on the market at once, which is what Sony is doing with PSVR in October and PS4 Pro in November. A huge marketing
push, widespread coverage of shortages and the resulting desirability halo that would build around PSVR would be
great for the VR headset, but might negatively impact the now overshadowed PS4 Pro. That would hurt all the more
if, as is likely, PS4 Pro is not supply constrained while PSVR is. That’s definitely a factor playing into Sony’s decision
making here. There’s something else in play too, though. Lots of software is on the way for PSVR, and there’s actually
a pretty respectable line-up at the outset - but reviews of the system are fairly blunt about the extent towhichmuch of
it feels more like it’s demoing the hardware, and the concept of VR itself, rather than being a proper, full-strength VR
game experience. The games aren’t just short, they expose kinks in the PSMove control system (which may be fixable
ormay be an innate problem PSVR just has to work around forever) and sidestepmajor issues instead of tackling them
- for example, the Batman VR title’s decision to make the player jump from location to location, rather than walking
between them, to avoid motion sickness. In short, while there’s interesting and even accomplished stuff in there, it
all sounds rather like the kind of thing that you play to show off a new system’s capabilities, rather than the kind of
thing that makes you say, "you’ve got to go out and get PSVR so you can play this game". The enthusiasts and the VR
faithful don’t need a killer app - they just need enough of a taster to convince themselves that the killer appswill come,
given time - but the general public absolutely does. It’s easy for enthusiasts - a category which, if you’re reading this,
probably encompasses you - to underestimate the psychological barrier VR needs to overcome. For many consumers,
the prospect of strapping on a headset that looks like a Daft Punk cosplay prop, isolating themselves from the world
around them and potentially looking like a complete tool as they flail around with objects nobody else in the room
can see is a pretty big ask. A great killer app game that gets the world gushing will overcome that barrier. That may
be on the way; all eyes are on January’s Resident Evil 7, which could potentially be VR’s first truly huge AAA title. Until
that kind of game is available, though, Sony may be well advised to focus on the VR faithful and keep its marketing
powder dry. That’s certainly what seems to have happened so far; this is entirely anecdotal, but I’ve been surprised at
just how few people have asked whether I’m getting a PSVR (and if they can bring an offering of beer around in order
to have a go on it). Far fewer people have asked me about PSVR than have asked about PS4 Pro, or even Xbox One S.
Enthusiasts know about it; the average gamer simply doesn’t seem to care yet. Given the hurdles facing mainstream
VR adoption, that may be for the best. It’s important that when the majority of consumers start to experience VR,
their experience of it is fantastic, not just a demo or a proof of concept but a game that makes them want to own this
technology right now. Saving themarketing blitz and letting PSVR’s software library mature first could be the best way
to prevent the so-called Year of VR from ending with the Winter of VR Discontent.
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Why Generation IV nuclear power plants take so long to build (2016-10-11 20:17)

Fusion energy, simply, is the exact opposite of fission energy, which comes from splitting an atom and is widely used
to power nuclear plants and weapons. Fusion occurs constantly on our sun, which produces most of its energy via the
nuclear fusion of hydrogen into helium. When nuclei fuse, they create a heavier nucleus and produce a little leftover
energy in the process. Fusion doesn’t produce runaway chain reactions the way fission can, so there’s no need to
worry about meltdowns. Nor do fusion reactions produce the large amounts of dangerous radioactive waste that
fission reactions do. That’s why it’s such a dreamy source of energy. So why do we have fission power, but not fusion
power? The answer is pretty simple, and very frustrating to a lot of physicists out there: For fusion to occur on Earth,
you need a temperature of at least 100 million degrees Celsius—six times hotter than the core of the sun. The sun
is a natural fusion reactor which makes up for its measly 15 million degrees with the intense pressure created by its
core’s gravity. Currently, here on Earth the amount of energy you’d need to put in to produce that kind of heat or
pressure is much, much higher than what you get out in usable energy. That’s where the term cold fusion, the hope
that fusion reactions can occur at relatively low temperatures, comes in. Once a promising theoretical goal, the field
was largely written off as pseudoscience the late 1980s, when electrochemists Stanley Pons and Martin Fleischmann
reported that their room-temperature electrolysis experiment had produced somuch excess heat—as well as nuclear
by-products like tritium—that only a nuclear reaction could be blamed. The attention led to a massive wave of cold-
fusion experimenting, but no one was able to replicate their heat anomaly. A Department of Energy review panel
debunked the evidence, and met again in 2004 to draw the same conclusion. That doesn’t mean scientists aren’t
still working on making (hot) fusion a viable energy source. In a New York Times op-ed in November, Stewart C.
Prager of the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory called the process of creating viable energy from fusion "a grand
scientific challenge." Today, fusion reactions occur in tokamaks—doughnut-shaped chambers where gas is pumped
into a vacuum chamber and electricity flows through the center (the doughnut’s hole). The gas becomes charged,
forming plasma that’s then locked inside the vacuum chamber by magnetic fields (which are created by massive
magnetic coils), mimicking the pressure of the sun’s core. Radio and microwaves are fired into the plasma to raise
its temperature, and at around 100 million degrees fusion can occur. The main barrier to a sustained reaction, other
than the high cost of the electricity needed to heat the chamber, is finding a material that can withstand that much
heat for more than a few seconds. Prager points out that reaction outputs have come a long way in the past few
decades—from milliwatts in the 1970s to 16 megawatts today, though the current record (at 65 percent output) was
made in 1997. He believes thatmore time and support are all scientists need tomake this "nearly ideal energy source"
a reality. Then again, claims that net fusion power is just around the corner have been made for decades. Still, Steve
Cowley, director of the Culham Centre for Fusion Energy, tells PM that the main barrier is getting government funding.
"It’s expensive research that can only be done at large scales," he says, "and nobody sees the need right now. Every
time there’s talk about climate change, funding goes up for awhile." But not enough to get the first power plants built.
"For $20 billion in cash," he says, "I could build you a working reactor. It would be big, and maybe not very reliable,
but 25 years ago we didn’t even know if we’d be able to make fusion work. Now, the only question is whether we’ll
be able to make it affordable."

Videogame Platformers like Legend of Zelda and Super Mario raises IQ (2016-10-12 21:20)

Puzzle/Platformers Improves: Brain function, IQ These brainteaser games are meant to give your mind a workout.
Puzzle games like Brain Age or Angry Birds — which use problem-solving, memory, spatial reasoning, and attention
to detail — can boost brain function and IQ, as well as slow down the brain’s aging process. But some games don’t
make it quite so obvious that players are flexing those skills. The Legend of Zelda and Mario Bros. franchises are
both well-known for challenging puzzles that you’re required to figure out in order to advance to the next area or
unlock some special item. Additionally, the platforming aspects (jumping from place to place, avoiding projectiles,
moving around obstacles, etc.) of some games can also improve motor skills and reaction time. Role-Playing Games
(RPGs) Improves: Problem-solving, strategy, logic, reasoning Mass Effect, the Elder Scrolls, and Final Fantasy are just
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a few famous franchises that are RPGs — games in which the player assumes the role of a character. Typically, RPGs
focus on player-driven choices, dialogue options, and the consequences of player actions. In essence, RPGs are much
more customizable than other games, which leads to unique experiences and no two games being quite the same.
Thoughmany cognitive elements are utilizedwhile playing these games, themost prevalent ones are problem-solving,
strategy, and reasoning. Socially, players can exercise their empathy and ethics, as they’re often faced with morally
difficult choices that can have lingering consequences — skills you can take back to the “real world.” Real Time Strat-
egy (RTS): Improves: Planning, Multitasking, Prioritization Flickr user JeffNelson Flickr user JeffNelson Sometimes you
have to think on your feet, a useful lifelong skill that can be developed and exercised in RTS games. As the name sug-
gests, these games use strategic planning in order to accomplish a task, defeat an enemy, or work with other players
(known as a co-op) to win. Games like StarCraft, Age of Empires, or World of Warcraft all challenge a player to think
ahead, think smart, and think together (if it’s co-op). And since it’s in real-time, things can go wrong. While players
increase their multitasking ability and prioritizing skills, they also learn to adapt to changing situations. Others game
types There are countless other genres in the gaming sphere, each of which has their own benefits. For example, re-
searchers are looking into how playing horror and action games can help players control emotions like anger and fear
in their everyday lives. Although there is some research suggesting there are negative effects to playing violent video
games, even games like Call of Duty or Halo have been linked to improved vision (to the point of preventing or curing
cataracts!) and building on multitasking, attention, and accuracy. Co-op games can improve teamwork, communica-
tion skills, and planning/strategic abilities. Video games in the classroom How can players harness their gaming skills
and apply them to schoolwork? Well, if your memory is sharper thanks to picking out patterns while treasure-hunting
in Uncharted, put it to work memorizing word definitions. If your attention to detail has been boosted by solving
crimes in Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney, you can work to see how a small pieces can have large effects on the whole
in chemistry or biology. Odds are, most of the gaming effects will be subconscious, but in the long run they can show
in your grades. In fact, with all the research done linking video games to being positive for academics, some people
are going as far as rearranging the traditional school set-up in favor of a game-based approach. At New York’s Quest
to Learn middle school, often just called Quest, specialized games are brought into the classroom in order to teach
students varying lessons while keeping them engaged. In addition to the digital learning style, Quest switched up the
grading scale, swapping out the typical As, Bs, and Cs, with titles like expert, apprentice, and novice. With tests known
as Boss Battles, kids are more focused and eager to learn. Students at the game-style school have actually outper-
formed their traditional-school peers in English and Math scores. Flickr user Michael Huang Even at more standard
schools across the country, teachers are implementing gaming in their lesson plans. Minecraft is a particular favorite
among educators, who say that the game teaches young students reading skills, the importance of cooperation, how
to problem solve, and stretches their critical thinking. Additionally, video games can be a great help to thosewho have
a more difficult time in school. Therapists can use games to help students with ADHD, depression, or anxiety manage
their symptoms and perform better in the classroom. With all the benefits we’ve seen, we still ought to mention the
negatives that can come with gaming. As with any activity, if too much time is spent on it rather than studying, it can
be detrimental to both school and social life. But if the right balance is struck between play and work, video games
can have positive effects on academics and everyday life. So go out and save galaxies, slay dragons, and capture digital
flags— you’re learning a lot more than you think. Bonus tip: Want to boost your focus while studying? Listen to video
game soundtracks; they’re designed to keep you engaged. (I’m listening to the Skyrim soundtrack while writing and
researching this piece — I highly recommend it!)

Rush Limbaugh on war (2016-10-13 15:49)

Claimed WMDs in Iraq even after Bush admitted no WMDs

After the invasion of Iraq in 2003, Limbaugh trumpeted Iraq’s nonexistent weapons of mass destruction: "We’re
discovering WMDs all over Iraq."Long after the Bush administration had admitted that there were no WMDs in
Iraq, Limbaugh in 2006 announced his plan to "get out the truth on weapons of mass destruction," blaming "the
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obdurate stubbornness and blindness of the Democrats and the drive-by media" for the failure to promote what
Limbaugh claimed was "the discovered news of weapons of mass destruction in Iraq." He said, "We’ve had a 3-year
propaganda program and ’no weapons of mass destruction, none have been found.’ The facts are coming out, and
there’s probably a lot more to be unclassified if somebody will just do it." The facts did come out, and Limbaugh was
wrong once again. By 2009 he eventually admitted the truth when it no longer mattered: "No weapons of mass
destruction of significance were found."

Source: [1]The Most Dangerous Man in America, by J.K.Wilson, p.161-162, Mar 1, 2011

[2]

Democrats want war in Iraq to fail

Did the Democrats want the war on Iraq to fail? They certainly did. They not only wanted the war in Iraq to fail, they
proclaimed it a failure. There’s Dingy Harry Reid waved a white flag. They called General Petraeus a liar before he
even testified. Mrs. Clinton said she had to willingly suspend disbelief in order to listen to Patraeus. We’re in the
process of winning the war. The last thing they wanted was to win. They hoped George Bush failed.

Source: Speech to 2009 Conservative Political Action Conference , Feb 28, 2009

1. http://www.ontheissues.org/Dangerous_Man.htm
2. https://www.blogger.com/null

Rush Limbaugh on healthcare (2016-10-15 15:47)

FactCheck: No, ObamaCare has no effect on capital in economy

"Health care, that’s 1/6–1/6!–of the US economy, 1/6 of our GDP," he declared in July 2009. "You take that out
of the private sector. That means the private sector has shrunk by 1/6. That means there’s less capital for people
to compete for and earn, and there’s less opportunity for that remaining 5/6 (and it’s going to be less than that
because all this other stuff’s going to take even more of the private sector) to grow." First of all, the Obama plan
maintains the private health insurance system and private health care providers. Second, even if the private health
care sector magically ceased to exist, it would not reduce the amount of capital available in the rest of the economy
for investment and opportunity.

Source: [1]The Most Dangerous Man in America, by J.K.Wilson, p.128-129, Mar 1, 2011

[2]

FactCheck: No, end-of life counseling isn’t a "death panel"

One of his most outrageous lies about health care spread the myth that "death panels" were part of Obama’s plan.
Limbaugh claimed, "Page 427: Government mandates program that orders end-of-life treatment. Government
dictates how your life ends." Absolutely nothing on page 427 (or anywhere else in the bill) says government will
dictate how a person’s life ends; in fact, it explicitly protects "enabling orders for life sustaining treatment." After a
conservative doctor called into the show supporting the plan to have end-of-life discussions with patients, Limbaugh
continued, "That’s what the counselors are preparing these people for: end of care, ’cause they’re getting old and
it isn’t going to be worthy of investment. It’s right in the House bill!" Once again there was nothing about hiring
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counselors in the House bill. There was nothing about imposing "end of care." Yet Limbaugh persisted with the fake
story of death panels.

Source: [3]The Most Dangerous Man in America, by J.K.Wilson, p.180-181, Mar 1, 2011

[4]

1994: Whitewater is about health care

Rush Limbaugh routinely told his 20million radio listeners that "Whitewater is about health care." I finally understood
that, yes, it was. The ongoing Whitewater investigation was about undermining the progressive agenda by any
means.One afternoon in Seattle at the end of July 1994, I pulled into town as part of the Health Security Express.
Inspired by the Freedom Riders who traveled by bus across the South in the early sixties to spread the message of
desegregation, health reform advocates organized this nationwide but tour in the summer of 1994.
Local and national radio hosts had been inciting protestors all week. One of them had urged listeners to come down
and "show Hillary" what they thought of me. At least half of the 4,500 people who came to my speech in Seattle
were protesters.
The protests were openly sponsored by a group called Citizens for a Sound Economy (CSE). Reporters eventually
discovered and disclosed the fact that CSE worked in concert with Newt Gingrich’s office.

Source: [5]Living History, by Hillary Rodham Clinton, p.245, Nov 1, 2003

[6]

Health care has problems, but no crisis for drastic change

Hillary Clinton is attempting to solve a phony crisis-health care. Yes, we’ve got a problem, but it is not a crisis, and
its solution should not be concocted in a crisis atmosphere. It’s the usual liberal modus operandi. They overstate a
problem and work society into a frenzied state in order to justify their invariable, big-government solution. What
Hillary and Bill are about to do is undermine the best health-care system in the world in the name of fairness and
equity. The Clintons stirred up passions and fear by citing the misleading statistic that 37 million Americans are
without health-insurance coverage. A CBO study, however, shows that 51 % of those were uninsured for less than
four months. Many others choose not to be covered.
There was no health-care crisis in this country, at least not until Hillary got her mitts on it. And the problems we
have-like escalating costs-were caused primarily by the very kinds of liberal interventionist programs Hillary is now
proposing.

Source: [7]See, I Told You So, p.167-69, Jul 2, 1993

[8]

Deregulate health care; government is the problem

Government intervention-specifically the Medicaid and Medicare programs-is the biggest reason costs are escalating
in health care today. When Medicare began in 1965, it cost taxpayers about $3 billion per year. It was projected
back them that by 1990 the price would rise to $9 billion per year. The 1990 bill was actually $67 billion per year.
The pointy-headed theoreticians who devised this program made the mistake of assuming they were operating in a
zero-sum game. They never imagined that the very creation of their program would increase demand for medical
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services. What happens when the government pays for all medical care is that limits must be placed on the amount
of care that can be offered. Thus, with Rodhamized medicine, you will always have rationing of care in one form or
another. Government is not the solution, Ronald Reagan used to say. Government is the problem. Further intrusion
is not the answer. Competition is. We need deregulation, not more government control.

Source: [9]See, I Told You So, p.170-72, Jul 2, 1993

[10]

Drug abuse & unsafe sex cause AIDS, not homophobia

Ever since the AIDS crisis became politicized I have been leery of those who claimed that their primary purpose was
to find a cure for the disease. My doubts were confirmed in January 1990. AIDS activists had begun to employ a
strategy of confrontation, accusing various government agencies for the spread of the disease. This was a transparent
attempt to deflect attention away from the drug abuse and unsafe sex, which are responsible for the spread of
over 90 % of all cases of AIDS, & focus blame for the disease on so-called homophobes who opposed sufficient
funding for research and a cure. As a result, the notion evolved that money-and only money-could rid us of the
horrors of the HIV virus.[Because some organizations won’t accept help or money from conservatives], there’s
good money and bad money in the fight against AIDS. This established that there were some things more impor-
tant than a cure; that ideologymattered as well! If you were a conservative you had no place in the fight against AIDS.

Source: [11]The Way Things Ought To Be, p. 79-81, Jul 2, 1992

1. http://www.ontheissues.org/Dangerous_Man.htm
2. https://www.blogger.com/null
3. http://www.ontheissues.org/Dangerous_Man.htm
4. https://www.blogger.com/null
5. http://www.ontheissues.org/Living_History.htm
6. https://www.blogger.com/null
7. http://www.ontheissues.org/Told_You_So.htm
8. https://www.blogger.com/null
9. http://www.ontheissues.org/Told_You_So.htm
10. https://www.blogger.com/null
11. http://www.ontheissues.org/Ought_To_Be.htm

Unknown (2016-10-27 06:45:22)
I am truly pleased to read this website posts which carries lots of helpful data, Really worth to read all info, thanks allot.

Optimized360 have designed the best [1]Dental Websites for their clients that resulted into growing number of pa-
tients that they have never experienced before.

1. http://optimized360.com/dentist-websites/

Iceland Today, the US Tomorrow (2016-10-18 14:35)

During the 2008 economic crisis, Iceland’s government froze offshore accounts held by foreign investors in that coun-
try’s currency, the krona. Recently, the government of Iceland announced it would unfreeze the accounts if the
account holders paid a voluntary “departure tax,” which could be as high as 58 percent. Investors who choose not
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to pay the departure tax would have their investment “segregated” into special funds that only invest in CDs issued
by Iceland’s central bank. These CDs are expected to only provide a rate of return of at most 0.5 percent a year. So
investors in offshore accounts can thus choose between having their money directly seized via the departure tax or
indirectly seized via the inflation tax. Iceland’s freezing of offshore krona accounts was part of a “stabilization and
recovery” program implemented under the guidance of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), which also provided
Iceland with a $1 billion loan. So US taxpayers not only helped the IMF bail out Iceland’s government, they may have
helped the IMF advise Iceland on how best to steal property from American investors! The IMF’s role in Iceland’s
seizure of the property of foreign investors shows the hypocrisy of IMF officials, who recently expressed concerns
about the increasing support for protectionism supposedly exemplified by the Brexit vote. However, freezing of as-
sets held by foreign investors is a particularly harmful form of protectionism, while Brexit was more about rejecting
the European Union’s bureaucracy than rejecting free trade. Perhaps what the IMF and its supporters are really wor-
ried about is losing their power to use taxpayers’ money to force other countries to adopt IMF bureaucrats’ favored
economic policies. Iceland is not the only government to turn to a departure tax to raise revenue. Just last year, in
order to raise revenue for federal transportation programs, Congress gave the IRS the power to revoke the passport
of any American accused of owing more than $50,000 in back taxes. As an increasingly desperate Congress looks
for new ways to squeeze money out of the American people to fund the welfare-warfare state, it is likely that more
Americans will have their liberties limited because the IRS accuses them of not paying their fair share of taxes. It also
is likely that the Federal Reserve will follow the example of its counterpart in Iceland and devalue the holdings of
anyone who dares to resist the IRS’s demands. Those hoping that the presidential election will result in real changes
are bound to be disappointed. While Donald Trump seems to appreciate how current Fed policies help the incumbent
administration while harming the people, he does not appear to understand that the problem is not with certain Fed
policies, but with the Fed’s very existence. While Mr. Trump does support tax cuts, he also supports increasing gov-
ernment spending on infrastructure at home, militarism abroad, protectionism, and an economic cold war with China.
Hillary Clinton has actually said it is inappropriate for candidates to criticize the Fed. Sectary Clinton has also called
for massive increases in government spending and taxes. Hillary Clinton may be more hawkish than Donald Trump,
since Mr. Trump has rejected Secretary Clinton’s calls for a new cold war with Russia. Instead of looking to politicians
to save us, those of us who understand the dangers of our current course must continue to spread the ideas of liberty
among our fellow citizens. Politicians will only change course when a critical mass of people stops falling for the war
party’s propaganda, stops demanding entitlements, and starts demanding liberty.

Americans still unafraid of Androids, robots, artifical intelligence unlike foreigners (2016-10-18 16:59)

R2-D2, Baymax and WALL-E may have you thinking all robots are cute and harmless, but you probably won’t feel that
way when they put you out of work. The more technology develops, the more human labor is rendered unnecessary
— and millennials could be the first generation to duel the droids for jobs. Ahead of the World Economic Forum in
Davos, Switzerland, this week, an Infosys study found that 40 percent of young people globally said they thought a
computer program, robot or artificial intelligence system could do their job within a decade. But millennial career
experts in the United States said the generation of 18- to 35-year-olds doesn’t appear to be panicking yet about their
would-be robot overlords. Coming off the Great Recession into a world where they’ll likely have a dozen jobs before
retirement, millennials are adapting by collecting tech-related skills they can use in a variety of positions and keep-
ing their job options open in an uncertain future. "Just being young, in general, there’s a little more flexibility," said
Aaron McDaniel, a San Francisco-based corporate consultant and author of "The Young Professional’s Guide to the
Working World." "Millennials are younger, more familiar with technology, still on their search of finding what their
dream job is— I think they’re muchmore willing to roll with the punches of some of their jobs becoming automated."
485154256 A prototype robot with two arms demonstrates its abilities at a warehouse in suburban Tokyo, on Aug.
25, 2015. Photo: TORU YAMANAKA/AFP/Getty Images This year’s World Economic Forum, a meeting of politicians,
business leaders, journalists and celebrities to discuss international economic and societal issues, kicked off Wednes-
day. Its theme centers around how best to handle a fourth industrial revolution, which by 2020 promises "advanced
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robotics and autonomous transport, artificial intelligence and machine learning, advanced materials, biotechnology
and genomics," according to a report released Monday. These trends and other technological leaps are expected
to lead to a global loss of 5.1 million jobs, primarily in white-collar sectors, as bosses find machines faster and more
efficient than people in a variety of fields. This revelation could hit millennials, who will make up half of the workforce
by 2020, particularly hard. A third of young respondents to the Infosys survey identified "AI and machine learning"
as one of the top three drivers of change they thought would impact their future working life, and a quarter said
"advanced robotics and autonomous transport." McDaniel said he hasn’t encountered anyone specifically daunted
by droids, but he noted that millennials wouldn’t be the first group of people to struggle with modernization. His
dad, for example, was a draftsman who never embraced computer-aided design and later left the field because of it.
Other jobs made obsolete by innovation including elevator and switchboard operators. To avoid this, millennials have
begun flocking toward training programs to boost their employment prospects. Coding bootcamps, which last year
turned out about 16,000 graduates, are one example. They help young people gain expertise that can transfer across
industries, said Jill Jacinto, an associate director and millennial expert with the career advice website WORKS. "It’s
about knowing that you have adaptable skills with whatever your career is," Jacinto said from New York City. "Even
though you have this job right now, it doesn’t mean it’s going to look the same 10 years from now." Neil Burton uses
a similar mantra at Clemson University in South Carolina, where he’s the executive director of the center for career
and professional development. Burton said no students have raised questions about a technological takeover, but he
does remind freshmen that some of the hottest jobs when they graduate probably haven’t even been invented yet. As
for robots, Burton said, they feel "far enough away that it’s not something to be too concerned with just yet." Some
industries could be more at immediate risk than others, and it’s unclear whether students are preparing in school.
The most popular majors in 2014 included history, English, accounting, education, biology, business and nursing —
most of which have been on top for years, according to USA Today. Accountants, retail salespeople and machinists
made the list of the jobs most likely to be stolen by robots. Gray Scott, a futurist in New York City, said students of all
ages need to understand how quickly technology is progressing. Everything will be automated soon, starting with the
fast food and customer service industries, he said. "There is no reason and no way that a human mind can keep up
with an artificial intelligencemachine by 2035," Scott said. Looking ahead, he suggestedmillennials and their younger
counterparts start learning how to code, build and maintain the robot workforce. Scott said every high school in the
country should have a humanoid robot for its students to learn and experiment with. Keeping up with C-3PO could
become a career within itself.

Movies seen 2016 (2016-10-19 14:59)

1

Alien

8.5

1979
2

Hak hap

6.1

1996
3

A Bridge Too Far

7.4

1977
4
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A Christmas Carol

7.9

1984
5

A Christmas Carol

6.4

1982
6

A Christmas Carol

7.5

1950
7

A Streetcar Named Desire

8

1951
8

A Walk in the Sun

7.3

1945
9

The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

7.6

1939
10

Alice in Wonderland

6.5

2010
11

Alien³

6.4

1992
12

AVP: Alien vs. Predator

5.6

2004
13

Aliens

8.4
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1986
14

An American Carol

4.3

2008
15

An American Werewolf in London

7.6

1981
16

The Aviator

7.5

2004
17

Band of Brothers

9.5

2001
18

Battlestar Galactica

8.6

2003
19

Battlestar Galactica

8.7

2004
20

Black Rain

6.6

1989
21

Dracula

7.5

1992
22

The Bridge at Remagen

6.7

1969
23
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The Brides of Dracula

6.8

1960
24

Broken Arrow

6

1996
25

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof

8.1

1958
26

Centennial

8.5

1978
27

The Changeling

7.3

1980
28

Collateral

7.5

2004
29

The Changeling

7.1

2006
30

The Curse of Frankenstein

7.2

1957
31

Night of the Demon

7.6

1957
32

Daybreakers

6.5
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2009
33

Death Hunt

7

1981
34

Defiance

7.2

2008
35

Dirty Harry

7.8

1971
36

Magnum Force

7.2

1973
37

Sudden Impact

6.6

1983
38

The Dead Pool

6.3

1988
39

How the Grinch Stole Christmas

6.1

2000
40

Dracula

6.5

1979
41

Dracula Has Risen from the Grave

6.6

1968
42
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Dracula A.D. 1972

5.9

1972
43

Dracula: Prince of Darkness

6.8

1966
44

East of Eden

8

1955
45

Enemy at the Gates

7.6

2001
46

Eight Below

7.3

2006
47

Final Fantasy: The Spirits Within

6.4

2001
48

Firefox

5.9

1982
49

Fright Night

7.1

1985
50

Halloween

7.8

1978
51

Hidalgo

6.7
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2004
52

Hide and Seek

5.9

2005
53

Dracula

7.4

1958
54

How the West Was Won

7.1

1962
55

Independence Day

7

1996
56

Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom

7.6

1984
57

Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

8.3

1989
58

Raiders of the Lost Ark

8.5

1981
59

Iron Man 2

7

2010
60

Iron Man

7.9

2008
61
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It’s a Wonderful Life

8.6

1946
62

Jurassic Park

8.1

1993
63

K-19: The Widowmaker

6.7

2002
64

The War

9.1

2007
65

Kiss of the Dragon

6.6

2001
66

Live Free or Die Hard

7.2

2007
67

The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring

8.8

2001
68

The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King

8.9

2003
69

The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers

8.7

2002
70

The Matrix

8.7
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1999
71

The Matrix Reloaded

7.2

2003
72

The Matrix Revolutions

6.7

2003
73

This Is It

7.3

2009
74

Minority Report

7.7

2002
75

Mirrors

6.2

2008
76

The Mummy

7

1999
77

The Mummy Returns

6.3

2001
78

My Fair Lady

7.9

1964
79

National Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation

7.6

1989
80
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The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes

7.2

1970
81

Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl

8

2003
82

Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest

7.3

2006
83

Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s End

7.1

2007
84

Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides

6.6

2011
85

Premonition

5.9

2007
86

Rat Race

6.4

2001
87

Rebel Without a Cause

7.8

1955
88

Robin Hood

6.7

2010
89

The Satanic Rites of Dracula

5.6
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1973
90

Saving Private Ryan

8.6

1998
91

Scars of Dracula

6.2

1970
92

Seabiscuit

7.3

2003
93

The Pearl of Death

7.4

1944
94

The Fatal Hour

5.5

1940
95

Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon

6.8

1942
96

Sherlock Holmes and the Voice of Terror

6.8

1942
97

Shutter Island

8.1

2010
98

Sleepy Hollow

7.4

1999
99
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Fainaru fantajî sebun adobento chirudoren

7.3

2005
100

Spider-Man

7.3

2002
101

Spider-Man 2

7.3

2004
102

Spider-Man 3

6.2

2007
103

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

6.7

1990
104

South Pacific

6.9

1958
105

TMNT

6.3

2007
106

Star Trek: The Next Generation

8.6

1987
107

Star Trek: Generations

6.6

1994
108

Star Trek: The Motion Picture

6.4
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1979
109

Star Trek: First Contact

7.6

1996
110

Star Trek: The Wrath of Khan

7.7

1982
111

Star Trek III: The Search for Spock

6.7

1984
112

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine

7.9

1993
113

Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home

7.3

1986
114

Dracula

7.6

1931
115

Son of Dracula

6.2

1943
116

Star Trek V: The Final Frontier

5.4

1989
117

Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country

7.2

1991
118
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Star Trek: Insurrection

6.4

1998
119

Star Trek: Nemesis

6.4

2002
120

Star Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace

6.5

1999
121

Star Wars: Episode II - Attack of the Clones

6.6

2002
122

Star Wars: Episode III - Revenge of the Sith

7.6

2005
123

Star Wars

8.6

1977
124

Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back

8.8

1980
125

Star Wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi

8.3

1983
126

State of Play

7.1

2009
127

It

6.9
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1990
128

Rose Red

6.8

2002
129

Silver Bullet

6.4

1985
130

Taken

7.8

2008
131

The Terminator

8

1984
132

Terminator 2: Judgment Day

8.5

1991
133

Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines

6.3

2003
134

Terminator Salvation

6.6

2009
135

Omen IV: The Awakening

3.9

1991
136

The Blue and the Gray

7.7

1982
137
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The Bourne Supremacy

7.8

2004
138

The Diary of Ellen Rimbauer

5.5

2003
139

The Exorcist

8

1973
140

The Final Countdown

6.7

1980
141

The Ghost Writer

7.2

2010
142

The Great Outdoors

6.6

1988
143

The Hound of the Baskervilles

7.6

1939
144

The Hound of the Baskervilles

7

1959
145

The Hound of the Baskervilles

6.6

2002
146

The Hustler

8
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1961
147

The Long, Hot Summer

7.5

1958
148

Per qualche dollaro in più

8.3

1965
149

Il buono, il brutto, il cattivo

8.9

1966
150

Per un pugno di dollari

8

1964
151

North and South

8.1

1985
152

The One

5.9

2001
153

The Pacific

8.3

2010
154

The Phantom of the Opera

7.3

2004
155

The Relic

5.7

1997
156
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The Thing

8.1

1982
157

Meet the Fockers

6.3

2004
158

The Thin Red Line

7.6

1998
159

The Three Burials of Melquiades Estrada

7.4

2005
160

The Verdict

7.8

1982
161

The Watcher

5.3

2000
162

They Were Expendable

7.3

1945
163

To Kill a Mockingbird

8.3

1962
164

Lara Croft Tomb Raider: The Cradle of Life

5.5

2003
165

Trailer Park Boys

8.4
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2001
166

Valkyrie

7.1

2008
167

Van Helsing

6.1

2004
168

Von Ryan’s Express

7.1

1965
169

Wall Street

7.4

1987
170

Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps

6.2

2010
171

War and Remembrance

8.4

1988
172

War of the Worlds

6.5

2005
173

White Christmas

7.6

1954
174

Without a Clue

7

1988
175
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The Winds of War

8.2

1983
176

WWII in HD

8.7

2009
177

X2

7.5

2003
178

The X Files

8.7

1993
179

X-Men

7.4

2000
180

X-Men: The Last Stand

6.7

2006
181

Lawrence of Arabia

8.3

1962
182

Dumb and Dumber

7.3

1994
183

The Hangover

7.7

2009
184

El laberinto del fauno

8.2
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2006
185

Resident Evil

6.7

2002
186

Resident Evil: Apocalypse

6.2

2004
187

Resident Evil: Afterlife

5.9

2010
188

Resident Evil: Extinction

6.3

2007
189

The Wolfman

5.8

2010
190

Mortal Kombat

5.8

1995
191

Doctor Zhivago

8

1965
192

The Searchers

8

1956
193

The Guns of Navarone

7.6

1961
194

664



Monty Python and the Holy Grail

8.3

1975
195

The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance

8.1

1962
196

Rio Bravo

8

1959
197

The Quiet Man

7.9

1952
198

The Shootist

7.7

1976
199

Rooster Cogburn

6.9

1975
200

True Grit

7.4

1969
201

The Undefeated

6.7

1969
202

Hellfighters

6.6

1968
203

The Green Berets

5.7
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1968
204

El Dorado

7.6

1967
205

The Sons of Katie Elder

7.2

1965
206

Donovan’s Reef

6.9

1963
207

The Longest Day

7.8

1962
208

The Comancheros

6.9

1961
209

North to Alaska

7

1960
210

The Alamo

6.9

1960
211

The Horse Soldiers

7.2

1959
212

Island in the Sky

7

1953
213

666



The High and the Mighty

6.9

1954
214

Gran Torino

8.1

2008
215

Blood Work

6.4

2002
216

Space Cowboys

6.4

2000
217

True Crime

6.6

1999
218

Absolute Power

6.7

1997
219

Ef: A Tale of Melodies.

7.7

2008
220

Kureimoa

8.1

2007
221

Angel Beats!

7.8

2010
222

The Bridges of Madison County

7.6
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1995
223

A Perfect World

7.5

1993
224

Unforgiven

8.2

1992
225

Pink Cadillac

5.3

1989
226

Pale Rider

7.3

1985
227

High Plains Drifter

7.6

1973
228

Joe Kidd

6.5

1972
229

Back to the Future

8.5

1985
230

Back to the Future Part II

7.8

1989
231

Back to the Future Part III

7.4

1990
232

668



Kelly’s Heroes

7.7

1970
233

Where Eagles Dare

7.7

1968
234

Batman

7.6

1989
235

Batman Returns

7

1992
236

Batman & Robin

3.7

1997
237

The Dark Knight

9

2008
238

Batman Begins

8.3

2005
239

Batman Forever

5.4

1995
240

Gung Ho

6.2

1986
241

Beetlejuice

7.5
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1988
242

Chinatown

8.2

1974
243

The Shining

8.4

1980
244

Reds

7.4

1981
245

The Two Jakes

6.1

1990
246

A Few Good Men

7.7

1992
247

Wolf

6.2

1994
248

About Schmidt

7.2

2002
249

The Departed

8.5

2006
250

The Fugitive

7.8

1993
251

670



Lonesome Dove

8.8

1989
252

Volcano

5.4

1997
253

Men in Black

7.3

1997
254

Men in Black II

6.1

2002
255

Rules of Engagement

6.4

2000
256

No Country for Old Men

8.1

2007
257

Real Genius

7

1985
258

Top Gun

6.9

1986
259

Thunderheart

6.8

1992
260

Heat

8.2
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1995
261

Days of Thunder

5.9

1990
262

Far and Away

6.5

1992
263

Australia

6.6

2008
264

American Graffiti

7.5

1973
265

Blade Runner

8.2

1982
266

Working Girl

6.8

1988
267

Patriot Games

6.9

1992
268

Air Force One

6.5

1997
269

Six Days Seven Nights

5.8

1998
270

672



Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull

6.2

2008
271

Firewall

5.8

2006
272

Hollywood Homicide

5.3

2003
273

The Godfather

9.2

1972
274

The Godfather: Part III

7.6

1990
275

The Godfather: Part II

9

1974
276

Invasion of the Body Snatchers

7.4

1978
277

Apocalypse Now

8.5

1979
278

Sling Blade

8

1996
279

Deep Impact

6.1
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1998
280

Gods and Generals

6.3

2003
281

Gone in Sixty Seconds

6.5

2000
282

Open Range

7.5

2003
283

Crazy Heart

7.3

2009
284

The Color of Money

7

1986
285

Born on the Fourth of July

7.2

1989
286

The Firm

6.8

1993
287

Mission: Impossible

7.1

1996
288

Jerry Maguire

7.3

1996
289
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Rain Man

8

1988
290

Mission: Impossible II

6.1

2000
291

Vanilla Sky

6.9

2001
292

Austin Powers: International Man of Mystery

7

1997
293

Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me

6.6

1999
294

Austin Powers in Goldmember

6.2

2002
295

The Last Samurai

7.7

2003
296

Tropic Thunder

7

2008
297

Mission: Impossible III

6.9

2006
298

Hud

7.9
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1963
299

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid

8.1

1969
300

The Sting

8.3

1973
301

Three Days of the Condor

7.5

1975
302

All the President’s Men

8

1976
303

The Horse Whisperer

6.6

1998
304

28 Days Later...

7.6

2002
305

Halloween II

6.6

1981
306

Halloween 4: The Return of Michael Myers

5.9

1988
307

Halloween III: Season of the Witch

4.7

1982
308

676



Halloween 5

5.2

1989
309

Halloween H20: 20 Years Later

5.7

1998
310

Halloween: Resurrection

4.1

2002
311

Virus

4.9

1999
312

Escape from New York

7.2

1981
313

Big Trouble in Little China

7.3

1986
314

Tequila Sunrise

6

1988
315

Backdraft

6.7

1991
316

Tombstone

7.8

1993
317

Stargate

7.1
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1994
318

Escape from L.A.

5.7

1996
319

Mad Max

7

1979
320

Mad Max 2

7.6

1981
321

Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome

6.3

1985
322

Lethal Weapon

7.6

1987
323

Lethal Weapon 2

7.2

1989
324

Lethal Weapon 3

6.7

1992
325

Lethal Weapon 4

6.6

1998
326

The Man Without a Face

6.7

1993
327

678



Braveheart

8.4

1995
328

Ransom

6.6

1996
329

The Patriot

7.2

2000
330

We Were Soldiers

7.2

2002
331

Signs

6.7

2002
332

Superman

7.3

1978
333

Superman Returns

6.1

2006
334

Superman II

6.8

1980
335

Superman III

4.9

1983
336

Superman IV: The Quest for Peace

3.7
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1987
337

The Pelican Brief

6.6

1993
338

The Hunt for Red October

7.6

1990
339

Erin Brockovich

7.3

2000
340

Steel Magnolias

7.2

1989
341

Mystic Pizza

6.2

1988
342

Courage Under Fire

6.6

1996
343

Crimson Tide

7.3

1995
344

The Siege

6.3

1998
345

The Bone Collector

6.7

1999
346

680



The Taking of Pelham 123

6.4

2009
347

Ghost Busters

7.8

1984
348

Ghostbusters II

6.5

1989
349

Animal House

7.6

1978
350

The Blues Brothers

7.9

1980
351

Blues Brothers 2000

4.8

1998
352

American Pie

7

1999
353

American Pie 2

6.4

2001
354

American Wedding

6.3

2003
355

Pitch Black

7.1
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2000
356

The Chronicles of Riddick

6.7

2004
357

Hannibal

6.8

2001
358

Manhunter

7.2

1986
359

Red Dragon

7.2

2002
360

The Silence of the Lambs

8.6

1991
361

Inception

8.8

2010
362

Transformers

7.1

2007
363

Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen

6

2009
364

Fargo

8.1

1996
365

682



Avatar

7.8

2009
366

Marley & Me

7.1

2008
367

The Money Pit

6.3

1986
368

Turner & Hooch

6.1

1989
369

A League of Their Own

7.2

1992
370

Forrest Gump

8.8

1994
371

From the Earth to the Moon

8.7

1998
372

You’ve Got Mail

6.6

1998
373

Cast Away

7.8

2000
374

The Running Man

6.7
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1987
375

Road to Perdition

7.7

2002
376

Catch Me If You Can

8.1

2002
377

The Terminal

7.3

2004
378

The Da Vinci Code

6.6

2006
379

Angels & Demons

6.7

2009
380

Young Frankenstein

8

1974
381

Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man

6.6

1943
382

The Curse of Frankenstein

7.2

1957
383

The Revenge of Frankenstein

6.9

1958
384

684



The Mummy

6.8

1959
385

The Evil of Frankenstein

6.1

1964
386

Frankenstein Created Woman

6.6

1967
387

The Gorgon

6.5

1964
388

Frankenstein Must Be Destroyed

6.9

1969
389

Frankenstein and the Monster from Hell

6.4

1974
390

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone

7.6

2001
391

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets

7.4

2002
392

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban

7.9

2004
393

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire

7.7
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2005
394

Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix

7.5

2007
395

Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince

7.6

2009
396

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2

8.1

2011
397

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1

7.7

2010
398

Rocky

8.1

1976
399

Rocky II

7.2

1979
400

Rocky III

6.8

1982
401

Rocky IV

6.8

1985
402

Rocky V

5.2

1990
403

686



First Blood

7.7

1982
404

Rambo: First Blood Part II

6.4

1985
405

Rambo III

5.7

1988
406

Cliffhanger

6.4

1993
407

Demolition Man

6.6

1993
408

Judge Dredd

5.5

1995
409

Cop Land

6.9

1997
410

Antz

6.6

1998
411

Driven

4.6

2001
412

Rocky Balboa

7.2
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2006
413

Rambo

7

2008
414

The Forbidden Kingdom

6.6

2008
415

The Arrival

6.3

1996
416

The Lost World: Jurassic Park

6.5

1997
417

Jurassic Park III

5.9

2001
418

The Fly

7.5

1986
419

Event Horizon

6.7

1997
420

Wall Street

7.4

1987
421

Red Dawn

6.4

1984
422

688



Platoon

8.1

1986
423

Uncommon Valor

6.4

1983
424

Ghost

7

1990
425

Dirty Dancing

6.9

1987
426

Road House

6.5

1989
427

Point Break

7.2

1991
428

Dracula

7.5

1992
429

Speed

7.2

1994
430

Chain Reaction

5.6

1996
431

The Devil’s Advocate

7.5
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1997
432

The Day the Earth Stood Still

5.5

2008
433

Bat*21

6.4

1988
434

Mississippi Burning

7.8

1988
435

Wyatt Earp

6.7

1994
436

The Quick and the Dead

6.4

1995
437

Enemy of the State

7.3

1998
438

Fong sai yuk

7.3

1993
439

The French Connection

7.8

1971
440

The Princess Bride

8.1

1987
441
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Twister

6.3

1996
442

Liar Liar

6.9

1997
443

Shadow of the Vampire

6.9

2000
444

Legends of the Fall

7.5

1994
445

Nixon

7.1

1995
446

The Mask of Zorro

6.7

1998
447

Instinct

6.6

1999
448

Little Fockers

5.5

2010
449

Ace Ventura: Pet Detective

6.9

1994
450

Ace Ventura: When Nature Calls

6.3
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1995
451

The Cable Guy

6.1

1996
452

The Mask

6.9

1994
453

Man on the Moon

7.4

1999
454

Bruce Almighty

6.7

2003
455

Entrapment

6.3

1999
456

The Legend of Zorro

5.9

2005
457

Titanic

7.8

1997
458

Interview with the Vampire: The Vampire Chronicles

7.6

1994
459

Se7en

8.6

1995
460

692



Twelve Monkeys

8

1995
461

Meet Joe Black

7.2

1998
462

Ocean’s Eleven

7.8

2001
463

Ocean’s Twelve

6.5

2004
464

Ocean’s Thirteen

6.9

2007
465

The Curious Case of Benjamin Button

7.8

2008
466

Inglourious Basterds

8.3

2009
467

Die Hard

8.2

1988
468

Die Hard 2

7.1

1990
469

Die Hard with a Vengeance

7.6
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1995
470

Le cinquième élément

7.7

1997
471

The Jackal

6.4

1997
472

Mercury Rising

6.1

1998
473

The Siege

6.3

1998
474

Surrogates

6.3

2009
475

Solaris

6.2

2002
476

Leatherheads

6

2008
477

Michael Clayton

7.3

2007
478

Up in the Air

7.4

2009
479

694



Shrek

7.9

2001
480

King Kong

7.2

2005
481

King Kong

5.9

1976
482

Tucker: The Man and His Dream

6.9

1988
483

The Big Lebowski

8.1

1998
484

K-PAX

7.4

2001
485

Seabiscuit

7.3

2003
486

Crazy Heart

7.3

2009
487

The Rainmaker

7.1

1997
488

Good Will Hunting

8.3
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1997
489

The Talented Mr. Ripley

7.4

1999
490

Titan A.E.

6.6

2000
491

The Bourne Identity

7.9

2002
492

The Bourne Supremacy

7.8

2004
493

The Good Shepherd

6.7

2006
494

The Bourne Ultimatum

8

2007
495

Invictus

7.4

2009
496

Green Zone

6.8

2010
497

O Brother, Where Art Thou?

7.8

2000
498

696



Starship Troopers

7.2

1997
499

Starship Troopers 2: Hero of the Federation

3.5

2004
500

Starship Troopers 3: Marauder

4.3

2008
501

Casablanca

8.5

1942
502

Mrs. Miniver

7.6

1942
503

To the Shores of Tripoli

6.1

1942
504

Mission to Moscow

5.4

1943
505

The Fighting Seabees

6.6

1944
506

They Were Expendable

7.3

1945
507

The Best Years of Our Lives

8.1
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1946
508

Sands of Iwo Jima

7.2

1949
509

Twelve O’Clock High

7.8

1949
510

Flying Leathernecks

6.5

1951
511

To Hell and Back

7.4

1955
512

The Bridge on the River Kwai

8.2

1957
513

The Longest Day

7.8

1962
514

The Great Escape

8.2

1963
515

Battle of the Bulge

6.8

1965
516

The Dirty Dozen

7.8

1967
517

698



The Devil’s Brigade

6.8

1968
518

MacArthur

6.6

1977
519

Das Boot

8.4

1981
520

Memphis Belle

6.9

1990
521

When Trumpets Fade

7.2

1998
522

Patton

8

1970
523

U-571

6.6

2000
524

The Wild Bunch

8

1969
525

The Alamo

6.9

1960
526

D-Day the Sixth of June

6.1
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1956
527

Midway

6.8

1976
528

Stalag 17

8

1953
529

Windtalkers

6

2002
530

On the Beach

7.3

1959
531

Missing in Action

5.4

1984
532

Missing in Action 2: The Beginning

5.2

1985
533

Full Metal Jacket

8.3

1987
534

Good Morning, Vietnam

7.3

1987
535

Hamburger Hill

6.7

1987
536

700



The Manchurian Candidate

8

1962
537

The Manchurian Candidate

6.6

2004
538

Dr. No

7.3

1962
539

From Russia with Love

7.5

1963
540

Goldfinger

7.7

1964
541

Thunderball

7

1965
542

You Only Live Twice

6.9

1967
543

Diamonds Are Forever

6.7

1971
544

The Man with the Golden Gun

6.8

1974
545

The Spy Who Loved Me

7.1
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1977
546

Moonraker

6.3

1979
547

For Your Eyes Only

6.8

1981
548

Octopussy

6.6

1983
549

A View to a Kill

6.3

1985
550

The Living Daylights

6.7

1987
551

Licence to Kill

6.6

1989
552

GoldenEye

7.2

1995
553

Tomorrow Never Dies

6.5

1997
554

The World Is Not Enough

6.4

1999
555
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Die Another Day

6.1

2002
556

Casino Royale

8

2006
557

Quantum of Solace

6.6

2008
558

Never Say Never Again

6.2

1983
559

Ben-Hur

8.1

1959
560

House on Haunted Hill

6.9

1959
561

House on Haunted Hill

5.6

1999
562

13 Ghosts

6.1

1960
563

Thir13en Ghosts

5.6

2001
564

Quatermass and the Pit

7.1
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1967
565

Damien: Omen II

6.3

1978
566

The Final Conflict

5.6

1981
567

Psycho

8.5

1960
568

Psycho II

6.4

1983
569

The Birds

7.7

1963
570

A Nightmare on Elm Street

7.5

1984
571

Poltergeist

7.4

1982
572

Poltergeist II: The Other Side

5.7

1986
573

Poltergeist III

4.6

1988
574
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Jaws

8

1975
575

Jaws 2

5.7

1978
576

Jaws: The Revenge

2.9

1987
577

Children of the Corn II: The Final Sacrifice

4.2

1992
578

Pet Sematary

6.6

1989
579

Pet Sematary II

4.8

1992
580

The Ninth Gate

6.7

1999
581

Scream

7.2

1996
582

Scream 2

6.1

1997
583

Scream 3

5.5
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2000
584

Scream 4

6.2

2011
585

Supernova

4.8

2000
586

The Ring

7.1

2002
587

Underworld

7

2003
588

Blade

7.1

1998
589

A Clockwork Orange

8.3

1971
590

The Grudge 2

5

2006
591

Underworld: Evolution

6.7

2006
592

The Hills Have Eyes II

5.1

2007
593
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The Hills Have Eyes

6.4

2006
594

Zombieland

7.7

2009
595

Army of Darkness

7.6

1992
596

The Grudge

5.9

2004
597

The Grudge 2

5

2006
598

Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: The Movie

5.1

1995
599

Easter Parade

7.5

1948
600

Perry Mason: The Case of the Avenging Ace

7

1988
601

Perry Mason Returns

7.2

1985
602

Perry Mason: The Case of the Silenced Singer

7.1
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1990
603

Perry Mason: The Case of the Defiant Daughter

7.2

1990
604

Perry Mason: The Case of the Desperate Deception

7.5

1990
605

Perry Mason: The Case of the Fatal Fashion

7

1991
606

Perry Mason: The Case of the Glass Coffin

7.1

1991
607

Perry Mason: The Case of the Killer Kiss

7.2

1993
608

Perry Mason: The Case of the Lady in the Lake

6.8

1988
609

Perry Mason: The Case of the Lethal Lesson

7.3

1989
610

Perry Mason: The Case of the Lost Love

6.9

1987
611

Perry Mason: The Case of the Murdered Madam

7

1987
612
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Perry Mason: The Case of the Musical Murder

7

1989
613

Perry Mason: The Case of the Poisoned Pen

7

1990
614

Perry Mason: The Case of the Reckless Romeo

7.2

1992
615

Perry Mason: The Case of the Sinister Spirit

7.1

1987
616

Perry Mason: The Case of the Skin-Deep Scandal

6.9

1993
617

Perry Mason: The Case of the All-Star Assassin

6.7

1989
618

Perry Mason: The Case of the Fatal Framing

6.9

1992
619

Perry Mason: The Case of the Heartbroken Bride

6.7

1992
620

Perry Mason: The Case of the Fatal Framing

6.9

1992
621

Perry Mason: The Case of the Maligned Mobster

7
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1991
622

Perry Mason: The Case of the Ruthless Reporter

7.2

1991
623

Perry Mason: The Case of the Scandalous Scoundrel

6.9

1987
624

Perry Mason: The Case of the Telltale Talk Show Host

7

1993
625

A Perry Mason Mystery: The Case of the Grimacing Governor

6.8

1994
626

A Perry Mason Mystery: The Case of the Jealous Jokester

6.4

1995
627

A Perry Mason Mystery: The Case of the Lethal Lifestyle

7

1994
628

A Perry Mason Mystery: The Case of the Wicked Wives

6.7

1993
629

X-Men Origins: Wolverine

6.6

2009
630

Old Dogs

5.4

2009
631
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Wild Hogs

5.9

2007
632

Grease

7.2

1978
633

Phenomenon

6.4

1996
634

Battlefield Earth

2.4

2000
635

Michael

5.7

1996
636

Saturday Night Fever

6.8

1977
637

The General’s Daughter

6.3

1999
638

Hook

6.7

1991
639

Jumanji

6.9

1995
640

The Peacemaker

5.9
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1997
641

The Perfect Storm

6.4

2000
642

Solaris

6.2

2002
643

Michael Clayton

7.3

2007
644

Leatherheads

6

2008
645

Up in the Air

7.4

2009
646

The Men Who Stare at Goats

6.2

2009
647

Conan the Barbarian

6.9

1982
648

Kull the Conqueror

4.8

1997
649

Conan the Destroyer

5.9

1984
650
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Commando

6.7

1985
651

Iron Eagle

5.4

1986
652

Predator

7.8

1987
653

Red Heat

6.1

1988
654

Total Recall

7.5

1990
655

True Lies

7.2

1994
656

Jingle All the Way

5.5

1996
657

End of Days

5.7

1999
658

The 6th Day

5.9

2000
659

Collateral Damage

5.5
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2002
660

Jennifer Eight

6.3

1992
661

Kill Bill: Vol. 1

8.1

2003
662

Kill Bill: Vol. 2

8

2004
663

Ging chaat goo si III: Chiu kup ging chaat

6.9

1992
664

Chao ji ji hua

6.2

1993
665

Revenge of the Drunken Master

4.7

1984
666

Pik lik foh

6.4

1995
667

Ging chaat goo si 4: Ji gaan daan yam mo

6.6

1996
668

Rush Hour

7

1998
669

714



Shanghai Noon

6.6

2000
670

Rush Hour 2

6.6

2001
671

Shanghai Knights

6.2

2003
672

The Tuxedo

5.3

2002
673

The Medallion

5.2

2003
674

Rush Hour 3

6.2

2007
675

Armageddon

6.6

1998
676

Zoolander

6.6

2001
677

Night at the Museum

6.4

2006
678

Night at the Museum: Battle of the Smithsonian

5.9
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2009
679

Marley & Me

7.1

2008
680

Dodgeball: A True Underdog Story

6.7

2004
681

Starsky & Hutch

6.1

2004
682

Blades of Glory

6.3

2007
683

A Night at the Roxbury

6.2

1998
684

Talladega Nights: The Ballad of Ricky Bobby

6.6

2006
685

Semi-Pro

5.8

2008
686

Step Brothers

6.9

2008
687

Event Horizon

6.7

1997
688
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Predators

6.4

2010
689

Apollo 13

7.6

1995
690

Mission to Mars

5.6

2000
691

Red Planet

5.7

2000
692

Ghosts of Mars

4.9

2001
693

The Fast and the Furious

6.7

2001
694

Fast & Furious

6.6

2009
695

Fast Five

7.3

2011
696

2 Fast 2 Furious

5.9

2003
697

Babylon A.D.

5.6
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2008
698

xXx

5.9

2002
699

2001: A Space Odyssey

8.3

1968
700

2010

6.8

1984
701

The Invisible Woman

6.1

1940
702

Flying Disc Man from Mars

5.8

1950
703

Destination Moon

6.4

1950
704

The Day the Earth Stood Still

7.8

1951
705

The Day the Earth Stood Still

5.5

2008
706

Bud Abbott and Lou Costello Meet the Invisible Man

7

1951
707

718



Duck Soup

8

1933
708

The Cocoanuts

7.2

1929
709

Animal Crackers

7.7

1930
710

Monkey Business

7.6

1931
711

Horse Feathers

7.7

1932
712

A Night at the Opera

8

1935
713

A Day at the Races

7.7

1937
714

Room Service

6.8

1938
715

At the Circus

6.9

1939
716

A Night in Casablanca

7.1
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1946
717

Love Happy

5.8

1949
718

The Thing from Another World

7.2

1951
719

When Worlds Collide

6.7

1951
720

Abbott and Costello Meet Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

6.7

1953
721

Invaders from Mars

6.5

1953
722

It Came from Outer Space

6.6

1953
723

Creature from the Black Lagoon

7

1954
724

Them!

7.3

1954
725

Earth vs. the Flying Saucers

6.4

1956
726

720



Day the World Ended

5.4

1955
727

Forbidden Planet

7.7

1956
728

Invasion of the Body Snatchers

7.8

1956
729

Invasion of the Saucer Men

5.5

1957
730

20 Million Miles to Earth

6.4

1957
731

Earth vs the Spider

4.1

1958
732

Journey to the Center of the Earth

5.8

2008
733

The Time Machine

7.6

1960
734

Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea

6.1

1961
735

Mosura tai Gojira

6.5
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1964
736

Fahrenheit 451

7.3

1966
737

Gojira, Ebirâ, Mosura: Nankai no daiketto

5.3

1966
738

Planet of the Apes

8

1968
739

Beneath the Planet of the Apes

6.1

1970
740

The Andromeda Strain

7.2

1971
741

The Andromeda Strain

6.2

2008
742

Escape from the Planet of the Apes

6.3

1971
743

Conquest of the Planet of the Apes

6.1

1972
744

Battle for the Planet of the Apes

5.5

1973
745

722



Close Encounters of the Third Kind

7.7

1977
746

Gojira no gyakushû

6

1955
747

Cocoon

6.7

1985
748

The Fly

7.5

1986
749

RoboCop

7.5

1987
750

RoboCop 2

5.8

1990
751

RoboCop 3

4

1993
752

The Lawnmower Man

5.4

1992
753

Gattaca

7.8

1997
754

Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb

8.4
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1964
755

The Wizard of Oz

8

1939
756

How to Train Your Dragon

8.1

2010
757

Ice Age

7.5

2002
758

Ice Age: The Meltdown

6.8

2006
759

Ice Age: Dawn of the Dinosaurs

7

2009
760

Sherlock Holmes

7.6

2009
761

Kôkaku Kidôtai

8

1995
762

Innocence

7.6

2004
763

Kôkaku kidôtai: Stand Alone Complex

8.5

2002
764

724



Macross Plus

7.9

1994
765

Chôjikû Yôsai Macross: Ai Oboeteimasuka

7.9

1984
766

Cowboy Bebop: Tengoku no tobira

7.9

2001
767

Akira

8.1

1988
768

Kôkyô shihen Eureka Sebun: Poketto ga niji de ippai

6.5

2009
769

Shin seiki Evangelion Gekijô-ban: Air/Magokoro wo, kimi ni

8.3

1997
770

Evangerion shin gekijôban: Jo

7.8

2007
771

Evangerion shin gekijôban: Ha

8

2009
772

Rupan sansei: Kariosutoro no shiro

7.8

1979
773

Shaun of the Dead

7.9
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2004
774

Det sjunde inseglet

8.2

1957
775

Rear Window

8.5

1954
776

Chinatown

8.2

1974
777

Vertigo

8.3

1958
778

The Maltese Falcon

8.1

1941
779

All the President’s Men

8

1976
780

Drag Me to Hell

6.6

2009
781

House of Usher

7

1960
782

Animal Kingdom

7.3

2010
783
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The King’s Speech

8

2010
784

True Grit

7.6

2010
785

Crazy Heart

7.3

2009
786

Hoffa

6.6

1992
787

The Social Network

7.7

2010
788

Face/Off

7.3

1997
789

Basic

6.5

2003
790

Under the Mountain

4.9

2009
791

Planet of the Apes

5.7

2001
792

Max Payne

5.4
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2008
793

The Ten Commandments

7.9

1956
794

Touch of Evil

8.1

1958
795

Treasure Island

7

1950
796

Call of the Wild

5.9

1992
797

Julius Caesar

7.4

1953
798

Julius Caesar

6.1

1970
799

The Omega Man

6.6

1971
800

Dorian Gray

6.3

2009
801

The Picture of Dorian Gray

7.6

1945
802
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The Final Destination

5.2

2009
803

Das Testament des Dr. Mabuse

7.9

1933
804

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

7.7

1931
805

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

5.2

1973
806

Clannad: After Story

8.5

2008
807

Kôdo giasu: Hangyaku no rurûshu

8.7

2006
808

Kaubôi bibappu

8.9

1998
809

Death Note: Desu nôto

9

2006
810

Higashi no Eden

7.7

2009
811

Kôkyô shihen Eureka Sebun

8.1
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2005
812

Hagane no renkinjutsushi

8.6

2003
813

Hagane no renkinjutsushi

9

2009
814

Full Metal Panic!

7.7

2002
815

Full Metal Panic! The Second Raid

8

2005
816

Gankutsu-ô

8

2004
817

Gangureivu

8

2003
818

Last Exile

8

2003
819

Seirei no moribito

8.4

2007
820

Mushishi

8.4

2005
821
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Shin Seiki Evangerion

8.6

1995
822

RahXephon

7.4

2002
823

Samurai chanpurû

8.6

2004
824

Tengen toppa gurren lagann

8.3

2007
825

12 kokuki

8.2

2002
826

Tenkû no Esukafurône

7.9

1996
827

Wolf’s Rain

8.1

2003
828

Trigun

8.3

1998
829

Erufen rîto

8.1

2004
830

Gakuen Mokushiroku: Highschool of the Dead

7.4

731



2010
831

Shin kidô senki GundamW

8.2

1995
832

Kidô senshi Gundam Seed

7.8

2002
833

Kidô butôden G Gundam

7.6

1994
834

Kidô senshi Gundam: Dai 08 MS shôtai

8

1996
835

Shin Kido Senki GundamWing Endless Waltz

8

1998
836

Kidô senshi Z Gundam

8.4

1985
837

Ef: A Tale of Memories.

7.6

2007
838

Ben-Hur

8.1

1959
839

C’era una volta il West

8.5

1968
840
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Escape from Alcatraz

7.6

1979
841

The Poseidon Adventure

7.1

1972
842

Highlander

7.2

1986
843

Universal Soldier

6

1992
844

Highlander II: The Quickening

4.1

1991
845

V for Vendetta

8.2

2005
846

Black Swan

8

2010
847

Crocodile Dundee

6.5

1986
848

’Crocodile’ Dundee II

5.5

1988
849

Crocodile Dundee in Los Angeles

4.8

733



2001
850

Cliffhanger

6.4

1993
851

300

7.7

2006
852

Murder by Decree

7

1979
853

Sunset Blvd.

8.5

1950
854

The Deer Hunter

8.1

1978
855

Paths of Glory

8.4

1957
856

Das Boot

8.4

1981
857

All Quiet on the Western Front

8.1

1930
858

The Pianist

8.5

2002
859

734



Unstoppable

6.8

2010
860

The Uninvited

7.4

1944
861

The Black Room

7

1935
862

Isle of the Dead

6.6

1945
863

Bedlam

6.9

1946
864

The Black Cat

7.1

1934
865

The Body Snatcher

7.4

1945
866

Corridors of Blood

6.5

1958
867

I tre volti della paura

7.2

1963
868

C’era una volta il West

8.5
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1968
869

The Haunting

7.6

1963
870

The Innocents

7.9

1961
871

The Curse of the Mummy’s Tomb

5.6

1964
872

Donnie Darko

8.1

2001
873

The Devil Rides Out

7

1968
874

The Seventh Victim

6.9

1943
875

Universal Soldier: Regeneration

5.2

2009
876

Command Performance

5.7

2009
877

The Thing

6.2

2011
878
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Juggernaut

6.6

1974
879

Transformers: Dark of the Moon

6.3

2011
880

Trainspotting

8.2

1996
881

Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil

6.6

1997
882

The Bad Lieutenant: Port of Call - New Orleans

6.6

2009
883

The Russia House

6.1

1990
884

Strangers on a Train

8

1951
885

The Fourth Protocol

6.5

1987
886

The Falcon and the Snowman

6.8

1985
887

Green Lantern

5.6
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2011
888

20,000 Leagues Under the Sea

7.2

1954
889

Gunfight at the O.K. Corral

7.2

1957
890

Lust for Life

7.4

1956
891

Ulysses

6.6

1967
892

The Fury

6.4

1978
893

The Brotherhood

6.1

1968
894

The Arrangement

6.6

1969
895

The Last Sunset

6.8

1961
896

The Devil’s Disciple

7.3

1959
897
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Ilusyon

8.1

2005
898

Real Men

6.2

1987
899

The Far Country

7.2

1954
900

The Naked Spur

7.4

1953
901

The Spiral Staircase

7.5

1946
902

Jesse Stone: Sea Change

7.3

2007
903

Jesse Stone: Thin Ice

7.3

2009
904

Stone Cold

7.2

2005
905

Jesse Stone: Death in Paradise

7.2

2006
906

Jesse Stone: Night Passage

7.3
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2006
907

The Spirit of St. Louis

7.2

1957
908

Horrible Bosses

6.9

2011
909

In Enemy Hands

6

2004
910

SnowWhite and the Seven Dwarfs

7.6

1937
911

Pinocchio

7.5

1940
912

Dumbo

7.3

1941
913

The Adventures of Ichabod and Mr. Toad

7.1

1949
914

Cinderella

7.3

1950
915

Treasure Island

7

1950
916
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Alice in Wonderland

7.4

1951
917

Peter Pan

7.3

1953
918

The Sword and the Rose

6.6

1953
919

20,000 Leagues Under the Sea

7.2

1954
920

Lady and the Tramp

7.3

1955
921

Old Yeller

7.3

1957
922

Sleeping Beauty

7.3

1959
923

Swiss Family Robinson

7.2

1960
924

One Hundred and One Dalmatians

7.2

1961
925

The Sword in the Stone

7.2
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1963
926

That Darn Cat!

6.7

1965
927

The Jungle Book

7.6

1967
928

Charlie, the Lonesome Cougar

6.8

1967
929

The AristoCats

7.1

1970
930

Robin Hood

7.6

1973
931

Escape to Witch Mountain

6.4

1975
932

Escape to Witch Mountain

6.6

1995
933

The Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh

7.6

1977
934

The Rescuers

6.9

1977
935
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The Rescuers Down Under

6.9

1990
936

Return fromWitch Mountain

5.9

1978
937

The Fox and the Hound

7.3

1981
938

The Great Mouse Detective

7.2

1986
939

Who Framed Roger Rabbit

7.7

1988
940

The Little Mermaid

7.6

1989
941

DuckTales the Movie: Treasure of the Lost Lamp

6.9

1990
942

Beauty and the Beast

8

1991
943

Honey I Blew Up the Kid

4.8

1992
944

The Mighty Ducks

6.5
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1992
945

Aladdin

8

1992
946

Homeward Bound: The Incredible Journey

6.9

1993
947

The Adventures of Huck Finn

6.2

1993
948

A Far Off Place

6.6

1993
949

Hocus Pocus

6.8

1993
950

The Three Musketeers

6.4

1993
951

Iron Will

6.5

1994
952

D2: The Mighty Ducks

6

1994
953

The Lion King

8.5

1994
954
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The Lion King II: Simba’s Pride

6.5

1998
955

Angels in the Outfield

6.1

1994
956

The Santa Clause

6.4

1994
957

The Santa Clause 2

5.6

2002
958

The Santa Clause 3: The Escape Clause

4.7

2006
959

The Return of Jafar

5.9

1994
960

The Jungle Book

6

1994
961

A Goofy Movie

6.8

1995
962

Pocahontas

6.7

1995
963

Operation Dumbo Drop

5
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1995
964

Toy Story

8.3

1995
965

Toy Story 2

7.9

1999
966

Toy Story 3

8.3

2010
967

Aladdin and the King of Thieves

6.4

1996
968

James and the Giant Peach

6.7

1996
969

The Hunchback of Notre Dame

6.9

1996
970

101 Dalmatians

5.7

1996
971

Hercules

7.3

1997
972

A Bug’s Life

7.2

1998
973

746



Monsters, Inc.

8.1

2001
974

The Incredibles

8

2004
975

National Treasure

6.9

2004
976

National Treasure: Book of Secrets

6.5

2007
977

The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe

6.9

2005
978

The Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian

6.5

2008
979

The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of the Dawn Treader

6.3

2010
980

Up

8.3

2009
981

Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time

6.6

2010
982

The Nightmare Before Christmas

8
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1993
983

TRON

6.8

1982
984

Tron

6.8

2010
985

Matlock

7.1

1986
986

The X Files

8.7

1993
987

Sherlock Holmes: A Game of Shadows

7.5

2011
988

Sherlock

9.2

2010
989

Race to Witch Mountain

5.7

2009
990

Clerks

7.8

1994
991

Clerks II

7.4

2006
992
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Mallrats

7.2

1995
993

Chasing Amy

7.3

1997
994

Dogma

7.3

1999
995

Brian De Palma, l’incorruptible

5.3

2002
996

The Stand

7.2

1994
997

The Amityville Horror

6.2

1979
998

The Amityville Horror

6

2005
999

Dracula 2000

4.9

2000
1000

House of Dracula

5.8

1945
1001

Death Wish II

6
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1982
1002

Death Wish 3

5.9

1985
1003

Death Wish 4: The Crackdown

5.4

1987
1004

Death Wish V: The Face of Death

4.8

1994
1005

Detroit Rock City

6.8

1999
1006

Fong sai yuk

7.3

1993
1007

Die unendliche Geschichte

7.4

1984
1008

The NeverEnding Story II: The Next Chapter

5.1

1990
1009

Die unendliche Geschichte III: Rettung aus Phantasien

3.2

1994
1010

The Princess Bride

8.1

1987
1011
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Prometheus

7

2012
1012

Super Mario Bros.

4

1993
1013

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II: The Secret of the Ooze

6

1991
1014

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles III

4.8

1993
1015

Sutorîto Faitâ II gekijô-ban

7.3

1994
1016

Dragonball Evolution

2.6

2009
1017

Red River

7.8

1948
1018

Fail-Safe

8

1964
1019

The Andromeda Strain

7.2

1971
1020

The Andromeda Strain

6.2
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2008
1021

World Without End

5.9

1956
1022

Sherlock Holmes: A Game of Shadows

7.5

2011
1023

Friday the 13th

6.5

1980
1024

A Nightmare on Elm Street Part 2: Freddy’s Revenge

5.4

1985
1025

Citizen Kane

8.4

1941
1026

Airport ’77

5.6

1977
1027

The Flight of the Phoenix

7.6

1965
1028

Airport 1975

5.6

1974
1029

The Odd Couple II

6.4

1998
1030
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Charade

8

1963
1031

Roman Holiday

8.1

1953
1032

Breakfast at Tiffany’s

7.7

1961
1033

Operation Petticoat

7.3

1959
1034

Notorious

8

1946
1035

Destination Tokyo

7.2

1943
1036

North by Northwest

8.3

1959
1037

Akira

8.1

1988
1038

Mononoke-hime

8.4

1997
1039

Sen to Chihiro no kamikakushi

8.6
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2001
1040

Jin-Rô

7.5

1999
1041

WALL·E

8.4

2008
1042

12 Angry Men

8.9

1957
1043

The Green Mile

8.5

1999
1044

American Beauty

8.4

1999
1045

One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest

8.7

1975
1046

Drive

7.8

2011
1047

Schindler’s List

8.9

1993
1048

The Artist

7.9

2011
1049
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Warrior

8.2

2011
1050

Futureworld

5.8

1976
1051

Westworld

7

1973
1052

Alphaville, une étrange aventure de Lemmy Caution

7.2

1965
1053

The Blob

6.4

1958
1054

I Married a Monster from Outer Space

6.4

1958
1055

The Day of the Triffids

6.1

1963
1056

Day of the Dead

7.2

1985
1057

Snatch

8.3

2000
1058

American Psycho

7.6
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2000
1059

Casino

8.2

1995
1060

L.A. Confidential

8.3

1997
1061

The Usual Suspects

8.6

1995
1062

Memento

8.5

2000
1063

Scarface

8.3

1983
1064

Annie Hall

8

1977
1065

Eyes Wide Shut

7.4

1999
1066

Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy

7.1

2011
1067

Midnight in Paris

7.7

2011
1068
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The Notebook

7.9

2004
1069

The Butterfly Effect

7.7

2004
1070

The Hunger Games

7.2

2012
1071

American Gangster

7.8

2007
1072

3:10 to Yuma

7.7

2007
1073

The Hurt Locker

7.6

2008
1074

District 9

7.9

2009
1075

American History X

8.5

1998
1076

Reservoir Dogs

8.3

1992
1077

Raging Bull

8.2
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1980
1078

Gladiator

8.5

2000
1079

Sin City

8

2005
1080

Moneyball

7.6

2011
1081

Män som hatar kvinnor

7.8

2009
1082

In Time

6.7

2011
1083

Bad Boys II

6.6

2003
1084

Children of Men

7.9

2006
1085

Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels

8.2

1998
1086

Revolutionary Road

7.3

2008
1087

758



Get Carter

7.5

1971
1088

(500) Days of Summer

7.7

2009
1089

Being John Malkovich

7.8

1999
1090

Reign Over Me

7.5

2007
1091

Identity

7.3

2003
1092

J. Edgar

6.6

2011
1093

Juno

7.5

2007
1094

A Beautiful Mind

8.2

2001
1095

Mystic River

8

2003
1096

Big Fish

8
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2003
1097

Layer Cake

7.4

2004
1098

Safe House

6.8

2012
1099

Kick-Ass

7.6

2010
1100

The Ides of March

7.1

2011
1101

The Muppets

7.1

2011
1102

All Good Things

6.3

2010
1103

The Illusionist

7.6

2006
1104

Superbad

7.6

2007
1105

Public Enemies

7

2009
1106
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The Hangover Part II

6.5

2011
1107

Law Abiding Citizen

7.4

2009
1108

Fracture

7.2

2007
1109

Brokeback Mountain

7.7

2005
1110

The Insider

7.9

1999
1111

Real Steel

7.1

2011
1112

Equilibrium

7.5

2002
1113

Groundhog Day

8

1993
1114

There’s Something About Mary

7.1

1998
1115

Zodiac

7.7
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2007
1116

The Sixth Sense

8.1

1999
1117

The Pursuit of Happyness

8

2006
1118

Shooter

7.2

2007
1119

Walk the Line

7.9

2005
1120

Basic Instinct

6.9

1992
1121

Meet the Parents

7

2000
1122

The Breakfast Club

7.9

1985
1123

Source Code

7.5

2011
1124

Con Air

6.8

1997
1125
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Lord of War

7.6

2005
1126

Swordfish

6.5

2001
1127

The Next Three Days

7.4

2010
1128

Death at a Funeral

7.4

2007
1129

Insomnia

7.2

2002
1130

The Bank Job

7.3

2008
1131

Bad Boys

6.8

1995
1132

The Exorcist III

6.3

1990
1133

The Hindenburg

6.2

1975
1134

The Cincinnati Kid

7.3
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1965
1135

Le Mans

6.8

1971
1136

The Sand Pebbles

7.7

1966
1137

Papillon

8

1973
1138

The Magnificent Seven

7.8

1960
1139

Cheyenne Autumn

6.8

1964
1140

My Darling Clementine

7.8

1946
1141

The Gunfighter

7.7

1950
1142

Billion Dollar Brain

6.1

1967
1143

The Eagle Has Landed

6.9

1976
1144
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Sleuth

8.1

1972
1145

Kidnapped

6.2

1971
1146

The Man Who Would Be King

7.9

1975
1147

The Italian Job

7.4

1969
1148

Battle of Britain

7

1969
1149

Zulu

7.8

1964
1150

Congo

5.1

1995
1151

Deathtrap

7

1982
1152

The Quiet American

7.1

2002
1153

Wrath of the Titans

5.7
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2012
1154

The Avengers

8.1

2012
1155

Idi i smotri

8.2

1985
1156

Hauru no ugoku shiro

8.2

2004
1157

Comrade X

6.5

1940
1158

The First Great Train Robbery

7

1978
1159

Pride & Prejudice

7.8

2005
1160

Salem’s Lot

6.2

2004
1161

Pride and Prejudice

9

1995
1162

The Last Legion

5.4

2007
1163
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Bridget Jones’s Diary

6.7

2001
1164

The English Patient

7.4

1996
1165

The Prestige

8.5

2006
1166

Bad Boy Bubby

7.4

1993
1167

The Apartment

8.3

1960
1168

Mr. Smith Goes to Washington

8.2

1939
1169

Miracle on 34th Street

7.9

1947
1170

On the Waterfront

8.2

1954
1171

The House of the Devil

6.4

2009
1172

Bend of the River

7.3
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1952
1173

Night Passage

6.7

1957
1174

The Rare Breed

6.4

1966
1175

Catch-22

7.2

1970
1176

Deliverance

7.7

1972
1177

The Odessa File

7

1974
1178

Singin’ in the Rain

8.3

1952
1179

The Charge of the Light Brigade

7.1

1936
1180

China Seas

7

1935
1181

The Adjustment Bureau

7.1

2011
1182
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Contagion

6.6

2011
1183

Hornblower: The Even Chance

8.2

1998
1184

Hornblower: The Frogs and the Lobsters

8.1

1999
1185

Hornblower: The Examination for Lieutenant

8.2

1998
1186

Hornblower: Duty

8.1

2003
1187

Hornblower: Loyalty

8.2

2003
1188

Hornblower: Mutiny

8.2

2001
1189

Hornblower: The Duchess and the Devil

8

1999
1190

Hornblower: Retribution

8.3

2001
1191

Let Me In

7.1
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2010
1192

Carlito’s Way

7.9

1993
1193

The Mission

7.5

1986
1194

Frankie and Johnny

6.7

1991
1195

Donnie Brasco

7.8

1997
1196

Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind

8.3

2004
1197

The Dead Zone

7.2

1983
1198

The Dogs of War

6.3

1980
1199

The Big Year

6.2

2011
1200

Shall We Dance

6.1

2004
1201
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Autumn in New York

5.6

2000
1202

Runaway Bride

5.5

1999
1203

Final Analysis

5.8

1992
1204

Sommersby

6.1

1993
1205

Internal Affairs

6.5

1990
1206

The Cotton Club

6.5

1984
1207

Primal Fear

7.7

1996
1208

An Officer and a Gentleman

7

1982
1209

The Mothman Prophecies

6.5

2002
1210

The Guard

7.3
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2011
1211

The General

7.3

1998
1212

Michael Collins

7.2

1996
1213

Cedar Rapids

6.3

2011
1214

The School of Rock

7.1

2003
1215

Torn Curtain

6.7

1966
1216

Enemy Mine

6.9

1985
1217

Hunter Prey

5.8

2010
1218

Say Anything...

7.4

1989
1219

Stand by Me

8.1

1986
1220
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2012

5.8

2009
1221

The Raven

6.4

2012
1222

Dark Passage

7.6

1947
1223

Somebody Up There Likes Me

7.5

1956
1224

High Society

7

1956
1225

High Time

6.2

1960
1226

The Emperor Waltz

6.1

1948
1227

Road to Rio

7.3

1947
1228

Going My Way

7.2

1944
1229

The Devil at 4 O’Clock

6.5

773



1961
1230

Ocean’s Eleven

6.6

1960
1231

The Joker Is Wild

7.1

1957
1232

Not as a Stranger

6.8

1955
1233

Cool Hand Luke

8.1

1967
1234

Hombre

7.4

1967
1235

The Prize

6.8

1963
1236

The Towering Inferno

6.9

1974
1237

Harper

7

1966
1238

Sweet Bird of Youth

7.4

1962
1239

774



The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo

7.8

2011
1240

Thunderbird 6

6.4

1968
1241

The Legend of Hell House

6.8

1973
1242

Tower Heist

6.2

2011
1243

Vanishing on 7th Street

4.9

2010
1244

Gettysburg

7.7

1993
1245

Arachnophobia

6.4

1990
1246

Infamous

7.1

2006
1247

As Good as It Gets

7.7

1997
1248

Fast Times at Ridgemont High

7.2
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1982
1249

Bull Durham

7.1

1988
1250

I Married a Witch

7.2

1942
1251

The Story of Temple Drake

7.2

1933
1252

The Heiress

8.2

1949
1253

Dredd

7.1

2012
1254

The Haunted Palace

6.8

1963
1255

Mark of the Vampire

6.3

1935
1256

Dracula’s Daughter

6.4

1936
1257

Bride of Frankenstein

7.9

1935
1258

776



Son of Frankenstein

7.2

1939
1259

The Ghost of Frankenstein

6.2

1942
1260

Mystery of the Wax Museum

6.9

1933
1261

The Reptile

6.2

1966
1262

Full Eclipse

5.6

1993
1263

Dead of Night

7.7

1945
1264

The Fog

6.8

1980
1265

Bud Abbott Lou Costello Meet Frankenstein

7.6

1948
1266

The Last Man on Earth

6.9

1964
1267

The Beast from 20,000 Fathoms

6.7
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1953
1268

Metropolis

8.3

1927
1269

Glengarry Glen Ross

7.8

1992
1270

Pride and Prejudice

7.4

1940
1271

Sullivan’s Travels

8.1

1941
1272

The Dark Knight Rises

8.4

2012
1273

A Christmas Carol

7.5

1938
1274

Scrooge

8.1

1951
1275

John Carter

6.6

2012
1276

One Special Night

7.3

1999
1277

778



Maverick

7

1994
1278

Atlas Shrugged: Part I

5.7

2011
1279

Skyfall

7.8

2012
1280

The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey

7.9

2012
1281

Lincoln

7.4

2012
1282

Looper

7.4

2012
1283

The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn - Part 1

4.9

2011
1284

The Rookie

5.9

1990
1285

Royal Wedding

6.7

1951
1286

Blue Skies

6.5
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1946
1287

Broadway Melody of 1940

7.4

1940
1288

Flying Down to Rio

6.7

1933
1289

The Story of Vernon and Irene Castle

7

1939
1290

Joyful Noise

5.7

2012
1291

Pacific Rendezvous

5.6

1942
1292

The Farmer’s Daughter

7.4

1947
1293

Captain Blood

7.8

1935
1294

The Adventures of Robin Hood

8

1938
1295

They Died with Their Boots On

7.3

1941
1296
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White Heat

8.2

1949
1297

These Wilder Years

6.8

1956
1298

Blood on the Sun

6.2

1945
1299

Yankee Doodle Dandy

7.8

1942
1300

The Strawberry Blonde

7.4

1941
1301

Here Comes the Navy

6.4

1934
1302

Ceiling Zero

6.9

1936
1303

Angels with Dirty Faces

8

1938
1304

13 Rue Madeleine

7

1946
1305

The Roaring Twenties

7.9
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1939
1306

Mister Roberts

7.8

1955
1307

Jezebel

7.6

1938
1308

The Woman in Black

6.4

2012
1309

Kill Your Darlings

6.5

2013
1310

Gilda

7.7

1946
1311

The Lady from Shanghai

7.7

1947
1312

Circus World

6.2

1964
1313

Blood and Sand

7

1941
1314

Criminals of the Air

7.2

1937
1315
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Life Begins with Love

4.7

1937
1316

The Devils

7.8

1971
1317

Witchfinder General

6.9

1968
1318

Sense and Sensibility

7.7

1995
1319

Game of Thrones

9.5

2011
1320

Battleship

5.8

2012
1321

Battle Los Angeles

5.8

2011
1322

Paul

7

2011
1323

Swingers

7.3

1996
1324

The Dark Half

5.9
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1993
1325

Hold Back the Dawn

7.5

1941
1326

Chronicle

7.1

2012
1327

Warm Bodies

6.9

2013
1328

The Outlaw Josey Wales

7.9

1976
1329

Jui kuen II

7.6

1994
1330

Zui quan

7.6

1978
1331

The Last Days of Disco

6.6

1998
1332

Red vs. Blue: Recreation

8.8

2009
1333

Red vs. Blue: Revelation

9

2010
1334
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Red vs. Blue: Project Freelancer

8.9

2012
1335

Red vs. Blue: Project Freelancer

8.2

2011
1336

Red vs. Blue

8.4

2003
1337

Sylvia

6.3

2003
1338

Django Unchained

8.4

2012
1339

TekWar: TekLab

6.1

1994
1340

TekWar: TekJustice

6.4

1994
1341

TekWar: TekLords

6.2

1994
1342

TekWar

6.1

1994
1343

My Week with Marilyn

7
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2011
1344

Take the High Ground!

6.2

1953
1345

Dial M for Murder

8.2

1954
1346

1984

7

1956
1347

Night of the Living Dead

7.9

1968
1348

Soylent Green

7.1

1973
1349

Scanners

6.8

1981
1350

Nineteen Eighty-Four

7.2

1984
1351

Stage Door

7.8

1937
1352

Hit Parade of 1941

6.2

1940
1353
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Time Out for Rhythm

6.7

1941
1354

Jam Session

6.4

1944
1355

On the Town

7.6

1949
1356

Oh, Men! Oh, Women!

5.2

1957
1357

We’re Not Married!

6.4

1952
1358

Storm Warning

7.2

1951
1359

Top Hat

7.8

1935
1360

Swing Time

7.7

1936
1361

Argo

7.7

2012
1362

Zero Dark Thirty

7.4
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2012
1363

Airplane!

7.8

1980
1364

Airplane II: The Sequel

6.1

1982
1365

Attack the Block

6.6

2011
1366

The Woman on Pier 13

5.9

1949
1367

Silver Linings Playbook

7.8

2012
1368

Les Misérables

7.6

2012
1369

The Perks of Being a Wallflower

8

2012
1370

Total Recall

6.3

2012
1371

Men in Black 3

6.8

2012
1372
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Evil Dead

6.5

2013
1373

A Good Day to Die Hard

5.3

2013
1374

The Full Monty

7.2

1997
1375

Dodsworth

8.1

1936
1376

The Treasure of the Sierra Madre

8.3

1948
1377

And Then There Were None

7.6

1945
1378

All That Money Can Buy

7.8

1941
1379

The Great Gatsby

6.4

1974
1380

Father of the Bride

7.2

1950
1381

Father’s Little Dividend

6.6
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1951
1382

3:10 to Yuma

7.6

1957
1383

The Great Lie

7.3

1941
1384

Kitty Foyle

7

1940
1385

Lonesome Ghosts

7.8

1937
1386

Trick or Treat

7.3

1952
1387

Pluto’s Judgement Day

7.4

1935
1388

Mickey’s Rival

6.9

1936
1389

Mickey’s Elephant

6.9

1936
1390

Mickey’s Steam Roller

6.8

1934
1391
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Steamboat Willie

7.7

1928
1392

The Haunted House

7.2

1929
1393

Mickey’s Parrot

7

1938
1394

The Nifty Nineties

7

1941
1395

Pluto’s Party

6.6

1952
1396

Lend a Paw

7.1

1941
1397

Mickey’s Birthday Party

6.8

1942
1398

Symphony Hour

7.7

1942
1399

Tugboat Mickey

7.2

1940
1400

The Whalers

7.1
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1938
1401

Mickey’s Surprise Party

6.5

1939
1402

The Fox Hunt

6.8

1938
1403

All Together

5.1

1942
1404

Fantasia

7.8

1940
1405

Mickey and the Beanstalk

7.7

1947
1406

The Palm Beach Story

7.7

1942
1407

Wake of the Red Witch

6.7

1948
1408

Le procès

7.8

1962
1409

Always

6.4

1989
1410
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The NewWorld

6.7

2005
1411

Ball of Fire

7.8

1941
1412

Double Indemnity

8.3

1944
1413

The Shop Around the Corner

8.1

1940
1414

The Caine Mutiny

7.8

1954
1415

From Here to Eternity

7.7

1953
1416

Alice in Wonderland

6.5

1933
1417

Star Trek: Voyager

7.7

1995
1418

Nachts, wenn Dracula erwacht

5.8

1970
1419

The Three Musketeers

5.8
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2011
1420

Where the Sidewalk Ends

7.6

1950
1421

The Last Tycoon

6.3

1976
1422

While the City Sleeps

7

1956
1423

Taking Chance

7.5

2009
1424

Star Trek: Into Darkness

7.7

2013
1425

Bad Moon

5.8

1996
1426

To Catch a Thief

7.5

1955
1427

Indiscreet

6.8

1958
1428

Spellbound

7.6

1945
1429
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Run Silent Run Deep

7.4

1958
1430

Mutiny on the Bounty

7.8

1935
1431

Boom Town

7.1

1940
1432

The Actress

6.6

1953
1433

Broken Lance

7

1954
1434

Inherit the Wind

8.2

1960
1435

Adam’s Rib

7.6

1949
1436

Bad Day at Black Rock

7.8

1955
1437

Pearl

6.8

1978
1438

The Bounty

7.1
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1984
1439

Boogeyman

4.2

2005
1440

Insidious

6.8

2010
1441

Heathers

7.3

1988
1442

The Last Stand

6.4

2013
1443

Heartbreak Ridge

6.8

1986
1444

The Eiger Sanction

6.4

1975
1445

Contraband

6.5

2012
1446

Tenderness

5.5

2009
1447

The Spanish Main

6.4

1945
1448
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36 Hours

7.3

1964
1449

Thunderbolt and Lightfoot

7.1

1974
1450

The Bourne Legacy

6.7

2012
1451

Great Expectations

7.9

1946
1452

Great Expectations

7.3

1999
1453

The Damned United

7.6

2009
1454

Executive Suite

7.4

1954
1455

Arbitrage

6.6

2012
1456

The Double

5.9

2011
1457

Oblivion

7
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2013
1458

Rope

8

1948
1459

The Night of the Generals

7.3

1967
1460

The Anderson Tapes

6.4

1971
1461

Journey 2: The Mysterious Island

5.8

2012
1462

Stranger Than Fiction

7.6

2006
1463

Lady Be Good

6.5

1941
1464

Saboteur

7.2

1942
1465

Lewis

8

2006
1466

Tales of Terror

6.9

1962
1467
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Iron Man Three

7.2

2013
1468

Killer Reality

5

2013
1469

The Bible

7.6

2013
1470

The Tomb of Ligeia

6.6

1964
1471

House of Wax

7.1

1953
1472

Tower of London

6.8

1939
1473

The Raven

6.7

1963
1474

Tower of London

6.4

1962
1475

The Mad Magician

6.5

1954
1476

Sinbad and the Eye of the Tiger

6.4
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1977
1477

The 7th Voyage of Sinbad

7.1

1958
1478

Jason and the Argonauts

7.4

1963
1479

Village of the Damned

7.3

1960
1480

Children of the Damned

6.2

1964
1481

Diary of a Madman

6.4

1963
1482

Ender’s Game

6.7

2013
1483

Mickey’s Christmas Carol

8.1

1983
1484

The Masque of the Red Death

7.1

1964
1485

Pork Chop Hill

7.1

1959
1486
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Men in War

7.3

1957
1487

Mama

6.2

2013
1488

It Should Happen to You

7.3

1954
1489

The Marrying Kind

7.1

1952
1490

The Solid Gold Cadillac

7.6

1956
1491

Bells Are Ringing

7.1

1960
1492

Killing Kennedy

6

2013
1493

The Civil War

9.1

1990
1494

Once an Eagle

8.1

1976
1495

Man of Steel

7.1
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2013
1496

You Can’t Take It with You

8

1938
1497

Roughnecks: The Starship Troopers Chronicles

7.6

1999
1498

Auntie Mame

8

1958
1499

David Copperfield

7.8

1999
1500

The Personal History, Adventures, Experience, & Observation of David Copperfield the Younger

7.5

1935
1501

Gaslight

7.8

1944
1502

Beyond Tomorrow

6.7

1940
1503

The Wolverine

6.7

2013
1504

Journey to the Center of the Earth

7.1

1959
1505
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The Last Days of Patton

6.4

1986
1506

Hugo

7.5

2011
1507

All Quiet on the Western Front

7.1

1979
1508

The Great Raid

6.7

2005
1509

The Sea Wolves

6.3

1980
1510

Between Heaven and Hell

6.6

1956
1511

So Proudly We Hail!

7.6

1943
1512

Battle of the Coral Sea

5.6

1959
1513

Weekend at Bernie’s

6.4

1989
1514

My Blue Heaven

6.2
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1990
1515

The Pee-Wee Herman Show on Broadway

7.6

2011
1516

Stir of Echoes

7

1999
1517

The Conjuring

7.5

2013
1518

The Amazing Spider-Man

7

2012
1519

Revenge of the Nerds

6.6

1984
1520

Revenge of the Nerds III: The Next Generation

3.9

1992
1521

Revenge of the Nerds II: Nerds in Paradise

5

1987
1522

The Secret of NIMH

7.6

1982
1523

Kôkaku kidôtai: Stand Alone Complex Solid State Society

8

2006
1524
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Tenkû no shiro Rapyuta

8.1

1986
1525

The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn - Part 2

5.5

2012
1526

Blood+

7.7

2005
1527

Serial Experiments Lain

8.2

1998
1528

Outlaw Star

7.9

1998
1529

Darker Than Black: Kuro no keiyakusha

7.8

2007
1530

Ôkami to kôshinryô

8

2008
1531

Black Lagoon

8.1

2006
1532

Ghost Hunt

8.1

2005
1533

Phantom: Requiem for the Phantom

7.8
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2009
1534

Steins

tvSeries

24
1535

Ergo Proxy

8.1

2006
1536

Suzumiya Haruhi no yûutsu

8

2006
1537

Arsenic and Old Lace

8

1944
1538

Mr. Lucky

7.2

1943
1539

The Philadelphia Story

8

1940
1540

The Bishop’s Wife

7.6

1947
1541

Suspicion

7.4

1941
1542

Garfield

5

2004
1543
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An Affair to Remember

7.6

1957
1544

Monkey Business

7

1952
1545

Anastasia

7.1

1997
1546

Anastasia

7.1

1956
1547

The Lion in Winter

8.1

1968
1548

The Canterville Ghost

7

1944
1549

Sunrise at Campobello

7.1

1960
1550

Der rote Baron

6.4

2008
1551

Blood on the Moon

6.9

1948
1552

The Soloist

6.7
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2009
1553

The Remains of the Day

7.9

1993
1554

Moon Over Miami

7

1941
1555

Courage of Lassie

6.4

1946
1556

The Bells of St. Mary’s

7.4

1945
1557

Blade II

6.7

2002
1558

Blade: Trinity

5.9

2004
1559

Walk Don’t Run

6.7

1966
1560

My Cousin Vinny

7.5

1992
1561

The Karate Kid

7.2

1984
1562
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Riddick

6.4

2013
1563

Watchers

5.3

1988
1564

Demon Seed

6.3

1977
1565

The Frozen Ground

6.4

2013
1566

The Wolf of Wall Street

8.2

2013
1567

The Place Beyond the Pines

7.3

2012
1568

Young Mr. Lincoln

7.6

1939
1569

The Host

5.9

2013
1570

Dr. Ehrlich’s Magic Bullet

7.5

1940
1571

My Sister Eileen

7.1
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1942
1572

The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug

7.9

2013
1573

Foreign Correspondent

7.6

1940
1574

Now, Voyager

8

1942
1575

Way Down East

7.9

1920
1576

West Point

7.8

1927
1577

Bullet to the Head

5.7

2012
1578

Alex Cross

5.1

2012
1579

Along Came a Spider

6.3

2001
1580

Kiss the Girls

6.6

1997
1581
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Topper

7.4

1937
1582

Wilson

6.8

1944
1583

The Haunted

6.5

1991
1584

The Ghost and Mrs. Muir

7.9

1947
1585

Lifeforce

6.1

1985
1586

Nothing Left to Fear

4.4

2013
1587

Stake Land

6.5

2010
1588

Sex and the Single Girl

6.5

1964
1589

Wild and Wonderful

6.7

1964
1590

The Great Race

7.3
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1965
1591

Need for Speed

6.5

2014
1592

Broken City

6.2

2013
1593

Slither

6.5

2006
1594

A Summer Place

7

1959
1595

42

7.5

2013
1596

The Good Witch

7.2

2008
1597

The Good Witch’s Garden

7.3

2009
1598

The Good Witch’s Gift

7.3

2010
1599

The Good Witch’s Family

7.2

2011
1600
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The Good Witch’s Destiny

7.3

2013
1601

The Good Witch’s Charm

7.2

2012
1602

How to Marry a Millionaire

7

1953
1603

Bus Stop

6.6

1956
1604

Sabrina

7.7

1954
1605

A Passage to India

7.4

1984
1606

Night Skies

4.7

2007
1607

Murder, My Sweet

7.6

1944
1608

High Sierra

7.6

1941
1609

Little Women

7.3
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1949
1610

Little Women

7.3

1994
1611

His Girl Friday

8

1940
1612

Meet Me in St. Louis

7.7

1944
1613

The King and I

7.5

1956
1614

Way Out West

7.7

1937
1615

Hollywood Party

6.3

1934
1616

The Devil’s Brother

7.2

1933
1617

Jitterbugs

6.4

1943
1618

The Flying Deuces

6.9

1939
1619
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Sons of the Desert

7.7

1933
1620

The Music Box

8.1

1932
1621

Count Dracula

7.6

1977
1622

Inside Man

7.6

2006
1623

Antwone Fisher

7.3

2002
1624

Joyeux Noël

7.8

2005
1625

Road to Utopia

7.5

1945
1626

Star Spangled Rhythm

6.8

1942
1627

The Ghost Breakers

7.3

1940
1628

The Princess and the Pirate

7
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1944
1629

My Favorite Brunette

6.9

1947
1630

My Favorite Blonde

7.2

1942
1631

Never Say Die

7.1

1939
1632

Road to Zanzibar

7.2

1941
1633

Fierce Creatures

6.4

1997
1634

The Hunger Games: Catching Fire

7.5

2013
1635

The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug

7.9

2013
1636

King of Kings

7.1

1961
1637

The Glass Slipper

6.5

1955
1638
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White House Down

6.4

2013
1639

Lone Survivor

7.5

2013
1640

Now You See Me

7.3

2013
1641

Gigi

6.8

1958
1642

Father Goose

7.4

1964
1643

An American in Paris

7.2

1951
1644

Daddy Long Legs

6.7

1955
1645

The Hunter

6.8

2011
1646

Bridge of Dragons

4.7

1999
1647

Universal Soldier: Day of Reckoning

5
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2012
1648

The Expendables 2

6.6

2012
1649

The Expendables

6.5

2010
1650

Missionary Man

5.2

2007
1651

Direct Contact

4.3

2009
1652

Icarus

5.2

2010
1653

With a Song in My Heart

7

1952
1654

The Snows of Kilimanjaro

6.2

1952
1655

Fatso

6.2

1980
1656

Gentleman’s Agreement

7.4

1947
1657
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It Could Happen to You

6.3

1994
1658

My Brilliant Career

7.3

1979
1659

Picnic at Hanging Rock

7.6

1975
1660

The Fighter

7.8

2010
1661

Traffic

7.6

2000
1662

The World’s End

7

2013
1663

The Song of Bernadette

7.7

1943
1664

The Dawn Patrol

7.6

1938
1665

The Tarnished Angels

7.2

1957
1666

How to Train Your Dragon 2

7.8
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2014
1667

X-Men: Days of Future Past

8

2014
1668

Mutiny on the Bounty

7.3

1962
1669

The Last Winter

5.6

2006
1670

Guys and Dolls

7.2

1955
1671

The Brave

6.4

1997
1672

The Missouri Breaks

6.6

1976
1673

The Nightcomers

6.1

1971
1674

Reflections in a Golden Eye

7

1967
1675

The Appaloosa

6.3

1966
1676
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Insidious: Chapter 2

6.6

2013
1677

Lone Survivor

7.5

2013
1678

The Big O

7.6

1999
1679

Sôru îtâ

7.9

2008
1680

Woman of the Year

7.3

1942
1681

Keeper of the Flame

6.8

1943
1682

Pat and Mike

7

1952
1683

Summertime

7.4

1955
1684

The Rainmaker

7

1956
1685

Suddenly, Last Summer

7.6
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1959
1686

Long Day’s Journey Into Night

7.8

1962
1687

Breaking Away

7.7

1979
1688

Super 8

7

2011
1689

Gallipoli

7.5

1981
1690

The Wings of Eagles

6.8

1957
1691

21

6.8

2008
1692

Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter

5.9

2012
1693

Young Man with a Horn

7.2

1950
1694

Out of the Past

8.1

1947
1695
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The Hook

6.6

1963
1696

The Seventh Cross

7.4

1944
1697

Heroes for Sale

7.8

1933
1698

Waterloo Bridge

7.8

1940
1699

Ivanhoe

6.8

1952
1700

Return of the Gunfighter

6.4

1967
1701

Bataan

7

1943
1702

Margin Call

7.1

2011
1703

Sydney

7.3

1996
1704

The Year of Living Dangerously

7.2
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1982
1705

Cat’s Eye

6.3

1985
1706

Jason Lives: Friday the 13th Part VI

5.9

1986
1707

Motel Hell

6.1

1980
1708

The Three Musketeers

7.3

1973
1709

The Return of the Musketeers

6.1

1989
1710

People Will Talk

7.5

1951
1711

Room for One More

7.2

1952
1712

DreamWife

6

1953
1713

Gunga Din

7.5

1939
1714
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Without Reservations

6.6

1946
1715

Tomorrow Is Forever

7.5

1946
1716

The Awful Truth

7.9

1937
1717

Holiday

7.8

1938
1718

Bishôjo senshi Sêrâ Mûn

7.7

1992
1719

Sailor Moon

7.7

1995
1720

Furious 6

7.1

2013
1721

Angry Video Game Nerd: The Movie

5.7

2014
1722

The Mouse That Roared

7

1959
1723

Tora! Tora! Tora!

7.5
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1970
1724

Buffalo Soldiers

6.3

1997
1725

Seinfeld

8.9

1989
1726

Friends

8.9

1994
1727

Home Improvement

7.2

1991
1728

Unsolved Mysteries

8.4

1987
1729

Murder, She Wrote

6.9

1984
1730

Dragon Ball Z

8.7

1996
1731

Clarissa Explains It All

7.2

1991
1732

The Adventures of Pete & Pete

8.3

1992
1733
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The Secret World of Alex Mack

7.7

1994
1734

All That

7.5

1994
1735

Are You Afraid of the Dark?

8.3

1990
1736

Godzilla

6.4

2014
1737

Doctor X

6.5

1932
1738

Portrait of Jennie

7.7

1948
1739

Scent of a Woman

8

1992
1740

Hearts in Atlantis

6.9

2001
1741

Needful Things

6.2

1993
1742

The Homesman

6.6
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2014
1743

To Have and Have Not

8

1944
1744

The Big Sleep

8

1946
1745

Key Largo

7.9

1948
1746

Thank Your Lucky Stars

7.3

1943
1747

Action in the North Atlantic

7

1943
1748

That Certain Woman

7

1937
1749

Watch on the Rhine

7.4

1943
1750

Juarez

7.3

1939
1751

Ex-Lady

7

1933
1752
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The Verdict

7.2

1946
1753

Bridge to Terabithia

7.2

2007
1754

Bambi

7.3

1942
1755

Ratatouille

8

2007
1756

Chicken Little

5.8

2005
1757

Freaky Friday

6.2

2003
1758

Re-Animator

7.2

1985
1759

Martin

7.2

1978
1760

The Cabin in the Woods

7

2012
1761

Peeping Tom

7.7
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1960
1762

The Night of the Hunter

8

1955
1763

Knights of the Round Table

6.3

1953
1764

The Omen

5.5

2006
1765

Back from Eternity

6.6

1956
1766

Five Came Back

7.1

1939
1767

The Time of Their Lives

7.9

1946
1768

Africa Screams

6.5

1949
1769

Jack and the Beanstalk

6.1

1952
1770

Abbott and Costello in the Foreign Legion

6.8

1950
1771
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Abbott and Costello Go to Mars

6.5

1953
1772

Dance with Me, Henry

6.3

1956
1773

Shadow of a Doubt

7.9

1943
1774

Edge of Tomorrow

7.9

2014
1775

Pandora and the Flying Dutchman

7.1

1951
1776

The White Cliffs of Dover

7.1

1944
1777

The Hucksters

6.7

1947
1778

The Killers

7.8

1946
1779

Singapore

6.6

1947
1780

The Bribe

6.7
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1949
1781

Sunday Punch

6

1942
1782

H.M. Pulham, Esq.

7

1941
1783

Two Girls and a Sailor

6.8

1944
1784

Baccano!

8.3

2007
1785

Haibane renmei

8.2

2002
1786

Herushingu

8

2001
1787

Kino no tabi

8.5

2003
1788

Kidô Senshi Gundam 00

8.2

2007
1789

Gekijouban Kidou senshi Gandamu 00: A wakening of the trailblazer

6.8

2010
1790
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Kidô senshi Gandamu Yunikôn: Yunikôn no hi

8.1

2010
1791

Toki o kakeru shôjo

7.8

2006
1792

N.H.K ni yôkoso!

8.4

2006
1793

Higurashi no naku koro ni

8.1

2006
1794

Fruits Basket

8.1

2001
1795

Dragon Ball

8.6

1995
1796

Samurai 7

7.8

2004
1797

Psycho-Pass

8.3

2012
1798

Shôjo kakumei Utena

8.2

1997
1799

The Others

7.6
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2001
1800

The House That Dripped Blood

6.6

1971
1801

Dr. Terror’s House of Horrors

6.8

1965
1802

From Beyond the Grave

6.8

1974
1803

Strait-Jacket

6.8

1964
1804

Twice-Told Tales

6.8

1963
1805

The Killers

7.1

1964
1806

The Big Heat

8

1953
1807

In a Lonely Place

8

1950
1808

The Woman in the Window

7.8

1944
1809
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Criss Cross

7.6

1949
1810

Brute Force

7.7

1947
1811

Kiss of Death

7.5

1947
1812

The Angriest Man in Brooklyn

5.7

2014
1813

Runner Runner

5.6

2013
1814

A Star Is Born

7.8

1954
1815

Byzantium

6.5

2012
1816

Ancient Aliens

7.4

2009
1817

The Kid from Brooklyn

6.7

1946
1818

The Court Jester

7.9
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1955
1819

A Song Is Born

7

1948
1820

Hans Christian Andersen

6.9

1952
1821

Frozen

7.5

2013
1822

Lonely Are the Brave

7.7

1962
1823

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo

7.5

1944
1824

A Midsummer Night’s Dream

7

1935
1825

Tin Man

7.2

2007
1826

Ring of Bright Water

7.2

1969
1827

A Yank in the R.A.F.

6.5

1941
1828
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Don’t Look Now

7.3

1973
1829

In the Good Old Summertime

7.2

1949
1830

The Real St. Nick

6

2012
1831

The Negotiator

7.3

1998
1832

The Interview

6.6

2014
1833

Cover Girl

6.9

1944
1834

In Harm’s Way

7.4

1965
1835

The Big Kahuna

6.6

1999
1836

Divergent

6.7

2014
1837

Outrageous Fortune

6.1
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1987
1838

Dune

6.6

1984
1839

Gunman’s Walk

7

1958
1840

The Chase

7.3

1966
1841

Ultimo tango a Parigi

7.1

1972
1842

The Night of the Following Day

6.2

1969
1843

The Freshman

6.5

1990
1844

The Young Lions

7.3

1958
1845

The Fugitive Kind

7.2

1960
1846

War and Peace

6.8

1956
1847
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War & Peace

8.3

1972
1848

Suisei no Gargantia

7.5

2013
1849

Blue Jasmine

7.3

2013
1850

The Chicken Chronicles

5.3

1977
1851

The Grass Is Greener

6.6

1960
1852

That Touch of Mink

6.7

1962
1853

Steiner - Das Eiserne Kreuz, 2. Teil

5

1979
1854

The Big Sleep

5.9

1978
1855

The Friends of Eddie Coyle

7.6

1973
1856

Man in the Middle

6.7
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1964
1857

Cape Fear

7.8

1962
1858

The Sundowners

7.2

1960
1859

The Enemy Below

7.6

1957
1860

Man with the Gun

6.7

1955
1861

Wuthering Heights

7.7

1939
1862

Wuthering Heights

7.7

2009
1863

Easy Rider

7.4

1969
1864

Five Easy Pieces

7.5

1970
1865

Carnal Knowledge

7

1971
1866
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Professione: reporter

7.6

1975
1867

Ruggles of Red Gap

7.7

1935
1868

JFK

8

1991
1869

Jûbê ninpûchô

7.9

1993
1870

Vampire Hunter D: Bloodlust

7.7

2000
1871

Kenpû denki beruseruku

8.5

1997
1872

Dragon Ball GT: Doragon bôru jîtî

6.9

1996
1873

Dragon Ball Z: Fukkatsu no Fusion!! Gokuu to Vegeta

7.8

1995
1874

Doragon bôru Z: Tobikkiri no saikyô tai saikyô

7.3

1991
1875

Doragon bôru Z: Gekitotsu!! 100-oku pawâ no senshi-tachi

7.2
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1992
1876

Doragon bôru Z: Ginga girigiri!! Butchigiri no sugoi yatsu

7.3

1993
1877

Doragon bôru Z: Moetsukiro!! Nessen ressen chô-gekisen

7.5

1993
1878

Doragon bôru Z: Ryûken bakuhatsu!! Gokû ga yaraneba dare ga yaru

7.6

1995
1879

Dragon Ball Z: Doragon bôru Z - Kami to Kami

7.2

2013
1880

Doragon bôru Z: Chikyû marugoto chô kessen

7.1

1990
1881

Doragon bôru Z: Kono yo de ichiban tsuyoi yatsu

6.9

1990
1882

Doragon bôru Z: Sûpâ saiyajin da Son Gokû

6.8

1991
1883

Doragon bôru Z: Kyokugen batoru!! San dai sûpâ saiyajin

7.3

1992
1884

Night of the Lepus

4

1972
1885

842



Stridulum

4.9

1979
1886

Darby O’Gill and the Little People

7.2

1959
1887

Finian’s Rainbow

6.3

1968
1888

Le salaire de la peur

8.2

1953
1889

Fury

7.9

1936
1890

It’s a Mad Mad Mad Mad World

7.6

1963
1891

Without Love

6.8

1945
1892

Sweet Smell of Success

8.2

1957
1893

Dead End

7.4

1937
1894

The Count of Monte Cristo

7.6
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1934
1895

The Ghost Goes West

6.9

1935
1896

They Met in Bombay

6.6

1941
1897

Thousands Cheer

6.4

1943
1898

Park Row

7.4

1952
1899

42nd Street

7.6

1933
1900

Berkeley Square

6.6

1933
1901

5th Ave Girl

6.9

1939
1902

Thoroughly Modern Millie

7

1967
1903

A Fish Called Wanda

7.6

1988
1904
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Life of Brian

8.1

1979
1905

And Now for Something Completely Different

7.6

1971
1906

Pulp

6.1

1972
1907

Mona Lisa

7.4

1986
1908

Into the Storm

5.8

2014
1909

The Prisoner of Zenda

7.7

1937
1910

The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies

7.4

2014
1911

Thank You for Smoking

7.6

2005
1912

Beyond a Reasonable Doubt

7

1956
1913

Spring Reunion

5.9
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1957
1914

The Omen

7.6

1976
1915

The Wicker Man

7.6

1973
1916

Taste the Blood of Dracula

6.4

1970
1917

Pit and the Pendulum

7.1

1961
1918

The Theory of Everything

7.7

2014
1919

The Imitation Game

8

2014
1920

San Francisco

7.3

1936
1921

Klute

7.2

1971
1922

Barabbas

7

1961
1923
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One Foot in Heaven

7

1941
1924

Return from the Sea

6.3

1954
1925

I Was an American Spy

6.8

1951
1926

Rome Adventure

6.5

1962
1927

Wayne’s World

7

1992
1928

Wayne’s World 2

6.1

1993
1929

Tommy Boy

7.1

1995
1930

Gei ba ba de xin

6.6

1995
1931

Angel on My Shoulder

6.9

1946
1932

Caccia alla volpe

6.5
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1966
1933

Test Pilot

6.9

1938
1934

The Wild Life

6.1

1984
1935

Dip huet seung hung

7.9

1989
1936

Ying hung boon sik

7.6

1986
1937

Lat sau san taam

7.9

1992
1938

Mou gaan dou

8.1

2002
1939

Mou gaan dou II

7.4

2003
1940

Wo hu cang long

7.9

2000
1941

Ying xiong

7.9

2002
1942
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Shi mian mai fu

7.6

2004
1943

Yip Man

8

2008
1944

Jing wu ying xiong

7.6

1994
1945

Fong sai yuk 2

7.1

1993
1946

Hung Hei Kwun: Siu Lam ng zou

6.4

1994
1947

The Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon Emperor

5.2

2008
1948

Mr. Deeds

5.8

2002
1949

Happiness Ahead

6.7

1934
1950

Doppelgänger

6.4

1969
1951

Mirage

7.4
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1965
1952

Quigley Down Under

6.8

1990
1953

The Bride Came C.O.D.

7.1

1941
1954

Love Me or Leave Me

7.2

1955
1955

Man of a Thousand Faces

7.2

1957
1956

On Moonlight Bay

7.1

1951
1957

Bringing Up Baby

8

1938
1958

Eureka Seven: Ao

6.9

2012
1959

Fright Night

6.4

2011
1960

Men of Honor

7.2

2000
1961
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Monty Python’s Flying Circus

8.9

1969
1962

D.O.A.

7.3

1949
1963

Super Bowl XXX

7.2

1996
1964

Super Bowl XLV

7.4

2011
1965

Super Bowl XXXVII

6.7

2003
1966

Super Bowl XLI

7.2

2007
1967

Super Bowl XXXI

7.3

1997
1968

Super Bowl XL

6.7

2006
1969

Super Bowl XLIX

7.9

2015
1970

Super Bowl XXXIX

6
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2005
1971

Super Bowl XXXVI

7.7

2002
1972

Super Bowl XLIII

8

2009
1973

Super Bowl XLVI

7.8

2012
1974

Super Bowl XXXIII

6.8

1999
1975

Super Bowl XXXII

7.5

1998
1976

Super Bowl XLIV

7.6

2010
1977

Super Bowl XLVII

7.1

2013
1978

Super Bowl XXXVIII

7.3

2004
1979

Super Bowl XXXIV

7.5

2000
1980
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Super Bowl XLII

8.1

2008
1981

Super Bowl XXXV

6.1

2001
1982

Super Bowl XXVII

6.7

1993
1983

Super Bowl XXVIII

7

1994
1984

Super Bowl XLVIII

6.1

2014
1985

2014 World Series

8.4

2014
1986

2004 World Series

7

2004
1987

2001 World Series

8.7

2001
1988

1997 World Series

7.2

1997
1989

2003 World Series

2003
1990
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2011 World Series

8.7

2011
1991

2010 World Series

7.1

2010
1992

1995 World Series

8.8

1995
1993

1996 World Series

6.3

1996
1994

2012 World Series

6.7

2012
1995

2013 World Series

7.8

2013
1996

2009 World Series

7.6

2009
1997

2008 World Series

2008
1998

2005 World Series

8.8

2005
1999

1989 World Series

7.7

1989
2000
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2002 World Series

8.1

2002
2001

2000 Official World Series

8

2000
2002

The Shield

8.7

2002
2003

Kaleido Star

7.8

2003
2004

Kiss Me Deadly

7.7

1955
2005

Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House

7.3

1948
2006

How Green Was My Valley

7.8

1941
2007

Baby Face

7.6

1933
2008

The Lady Eve

7.9

1941
2009

Love Me Tender

6.2
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1956
2010

Jailhouse Rock

6.5

1957
2011

Viva Las Vegas

6.4

1964
2012

Live a Little, Love a Little

5.9

1968
2013

Fun in Acapulco

5.9

1963
2014

Wag the Dog

7.1

1997
2015

Suicide Kings

7

1997
2016

Kung Fu Panda

7.6

2008
2017

Kung Fu Panda 2

7.3

2011
2018

The Tale of Despereaux

6.1

2008
2019
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I Am Legend

7.2

2007
2020

Hancock

6.4

2008
2021

The Big House

7.2

1930
2022

Walk on the Wild Side

6.8

1962
2023

Roustabout

6

1964
2024

Jeopardy

6.8

1953
2025

Clash by Night

7.2

1952
2026

What’s the Matter with Helen?

6.4

1971
2027

Dark Shadows

6.2

2012
2028

Edward Scissorhands

7.9
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1990
2029

The Devil’s Daughter

6.2

1973
2030

The Grand Budapest Hotel

8.1

2014
2031

The Twilight Saga: Eclipse

5

2010
2032

The Twilight Saga: New Moon

4.7

2009
2033

Twilight

5.2

2008
2034

Now Is Good

7.2

2012
2035

Queen Christina

7.8

1933
2036

Home from the Hill

7.5

1960
2037

The Good Guys and the Bad Guys

6.2

1969
2038

858



Stage Fright

7.1

1950
2039

Imitation of Life

7.9

1959
2040

Gidget

6.7

1959
2041

Pocketful of Miracles

7.3

1961
2042

Stella Dallas

7.5

1937
2043

Plein soleil

7.8

1960
2044

Miss Sadie Thompson

6

1953
2045

Love Affair

7.4

1939
2046

Dark Victory

7.6

1939
2047

My Favorite Wife

7.4
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1940
2048

Bigger Than Life

7.6

1956
2049

First Men in the Moon

6.7

1964
2050

Kraftidioten

7.2

2014
2051

The Last of Sheila

7.4

1973
2052

Campanadas a medianoche

7.9

1965
2053

The Tragedy of Othello: The Moor of Venice

7.7

1951
2054

Macbeth

7.6

1948
2055

The Tragedy of Macbeth

7.5

1971
2056

3 Godfathers

7.2

1948
2057
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Rio Grande

7.2

1950
2058

Rio Lobo

6.8

1970
2059

McQ

6.2

1974
2060

Cahill U.S. Marshal

6.5

1973
2061

The Train Robbers

6.5

1973
2062

The Cowboys

7.4

1972
2063

Big Jake

7.2

1971
2064

Chisum

6.9

1970
2065

Showdown

5.9

1973
2066

In Old Chicago

6.9
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1938
2067

How to Steal a Million

7.6

1966
2068

Love in the Afternoon

7.3

1957
2069

In the Mouth of Madness

7.2

1994
2070

Scaramouche

7.6

1952
2071

Ike: Countdown to D-Day

7.2

2004
2072

American Sniper

7.3

2014
2073

Boyhood

7.9

2014
2074

Friday

7.3

1995
2075

Sahara

7.6

1943
2076

862



The Stranger

7.4

1946
2077

The Late Show

7

1977
2078

Tekunoraizu

7.8

2003
2079

Time After Time

7.2

1979
2080

The Railway Man

7.1

2013
2081

The Scarlet Pimpernel

7.7

1982
2082

Saratoga

6.6

1937
2083

Bullitt

7.5

1968
2084

The Getaway

7.5

1972
2085

Bicentennial Man

6.8
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1999
2086

Mean Streets

7.4

1973
2087

Road to Singapore

7.1

1940
2088

The Road to Hong Kong

6.6

1962
2089

The Private Navy of Sgt. O’Farrell

5.9

1968
2090

The Facts of Life

6.6

1960
2091

Casanova’s Big Night

6.9

1954
2092

Off Limits

6.4

1952
2093

Here Come the Girls

6

1953
2094

Road to Bali

6.8

1952
2095
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Holiday Inn

7.5

1942
2096

The Gay Divorcee

7.6

1934
2097

Ice Station Zebra

6.6

1968
2098

The Judge

7.4

2014
2099

I’m No Angel

7

1933
2100

I Spit on Your Grave

6.3

2010
2101

I See a Dark Stranger

7.1

1946
2102

The Private Life of Don Juan

6.4

1934
2103

Hills of Home

6.8

1948
2104

Challenge to Lassie

6.4
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1949
2105

Lassie

6.8

2005
2106

Lassie

5.9

1994
2107

Greyfriars Bobby: The True Story of a Dog

7.4

1961
2108

San Andreas

6.1

2015
2109

Insidious: Chapter 3

6.1

2015
2110

Mad Max: Fury Road

8.1

2015
2111

Land of the Lost

5.4

2009
2112

Horror Express

6.5

1972
2113

Life with Father

7.3

1947
2114

866



Here Comes Mr. Jordan

7.7

1941
2115

Nobody Lives Forever

7

1946
2116

The More the Merrier

7.9

1943
2117

Georgy Girl

6.9

1966
2118

Good-bye, My Lady

7.3

1956
2119

Tangled

7.8

2010
2120

Despicable Me

7.7

2010
2121

Monsters University

7.3

2013
2122

Cars

7.1

2006
2123

The Quatermass Xperiment

6.7
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1955
2124

The Four Musketeers

7.1

1974
2125

22 Jump Street

7

2014
2126

21 Jump Street

7.2

2012
2127

The Mask of Dimitrios

7.2

1944
2128

Possessed

7.2

1947
2129

Neko no ongaeshi

7.3

2002
2130

Majo no takkyûbin

7.9

1989
2131

Tonari no Totoro

8.2

1988
2132

Gone with the Wind

8.2

1939
2133
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The Wolf Man

7.4

1941
2134

Modern Times

8.5

1936
2135

The African Queen

7.9

1951
2136

Mary Poppins

7.8

1964
2137

Point Blank

7.4

1967
2138

The West

8.4

1996
2139

The Dust Bowl

8.2

2012
2140

Prohibition

8.2

2011
2141

Gone Girl

8.1

2014
2142

Guardians of the Galaxy

8.1
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2014
2143

Kingsman: The Secret Service

7.7

2014
2144

The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 1

6.7

2014
2145

Captain America: The Winter Soldier

7.8

2014
2146

Olympus Has Fallen

6.5

2013
2147

The Great Gatsby

7.3

2013
2148

Thor: The Dark World

7

2013
2149

This Is the End

6.6

2013
2150

Elysium

6.6

2013
2151

Cloud Atlas

7.5

2012
2152

870



SnowWhite and the Huntsman

6.1

2012
2153

American Reunion

6.7

2012
2154

Megamind

7.3

2010
2155

Edge of Darkness

6.6

2010
2156

1776

7.6

1972
2157

Hellboy

6.9

2004
2158

Friday Night Lights

7.3

2004
2159

Finding Neverland

7.7

2004
2160

Secret Window

6.6

2004
2161

Shark Tale

6
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2004
2162

Kung fu

7.8

2004
2163

You Don’t Mess with the Zohan

5.5

2008
2164

Hellboy II: The Golden Army

7

2008
2165

Changeling

7.8

2008
2166

W.

6.3

2008
2167

Star Trek

8

2009
2168

Julie & Julia

7

2009
2169

The 40 Year Old Virgin

7.1

2005
2170

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory

6.7

2005
2171
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Jarhead

7

2005
2172

Constantine

7

2005
2173

Doom

5.2

2005
2174

Sweet Home Alabama

6.2

2002
2175

Lilo & Stitch

7.2

2002
2176

The Count of Monte Cristo

7.8

2002
2177

The Time Machine

5.9

2002
2178

Dog Soldiers

6.8

2002
2179

Eight Crazy Nights

5.3

2002
2180

Mulholland Dr.

8
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2001
2181

Lara Croft: Tomb Raider

5.8

2001
2182

Behind Enemy Lines

6.4

2001
2183

Spy Game

7.1

2001
2184

Cats & Dogs

5.1

2001
2185

Idiocracy

6.6

2006
2186

Silent Hill

6.6

2006
2187

The Pink Panther

5.6

2006
2188

The Beach

6.6

2000
2189

Little Nicky

5.3

2000
2190

874



102 Dalmatians

4.9

2000
2191

The Shawshank Redemption

9.3

1994
2192

Pulp Fiction

8.9

1994
2193

Clear and Present Danger

6.9

1994
2194

The American President

6.8

1995
2195

Casper

6.1

1995
2196

A Little Princess

7.7

1995
2197

First Knight

5.9

1995
2198

Johnny Mnemonic

5.6

1995
2199

Home Alone 2: Lost in New York

6.6
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1992
2200

Malcolm X

7.7

1992
2201

Beethoven

5.6

1992
2202

FernGully: The Last Rainforest

6.5

1992
2203

Sister Act

6.3

1992
2204

Medicine Man

6

1992
2205

Dutch

6.4

1991
2206

Hot Shots!

6.7

1991
2207

The Doors

7.2

1991
2208

Goodfellas

8.7

1990
2209

876



Dances with Wolves

8

1990
2210

Home Alone

7.5

1990
2211

Pretty Woman

7

1990
2212

Predator 2

6.3

1990
2213

Problem Child

5.3

1990
2214

Problem Child 2

4.6

1991
2215

Blank Check

5.2

1994
2216

Child’s Play 2

5.8

1990
2217

Hamlet

6.8

1990
2218

Driving Miss Daisy

7.4
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1989
2219

Sex, Lies, and Videotape

7.2

1989
2220

UHF

7

1989
2221

Funny Farm

6.1

1988
2222

The Gate

6

1987
2223

The Frog Prince

6.9

1988
2224

The Jewel of the Nile

6.1

1985
2225

Silverado

7.2

1985
2226

Ging chaat goo si

7.6

1985
2227

The Journey

7

1959
2228

878



The Giver

6.5

2014
2229

The Maze Runner

6.8

2014
2230

Brannigan

6.1

1975
2231

This Happy Breed

7.3

1944
2232

The Train

7.9

1964
2233

Giant

7.7

1956
2234

Lover Come Back

7.3

1961
2235

Strange Bedfellows

6

1965
2236

Horizons West

6.2

1952
2237

The Lawless Breed

6.3
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1953
2238

All That Heaven Allows

7.7

1955
2239

The Taming of the Shrew

7.2

1967
2240

Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?

8.1

1966
2241

Beau Brummell

6.4

1954
2242

Elephant Walk

6.4

1954
2243

National Velvet

7.4

1944
2244

Lassie Come Home

7.2

1943
2245

The Last Hurrah

7.4

1958
2246

Kansas City Confidential

7.4

1952
2247
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Since You Went Away

7.6

1944
2248

Cleopatra

6.9

1934
2249

The Third Man

8.2

1949
2250

The Barkleys of Broadway

7.1

1949
2251

Shall We Dance

7.6

1937
2252

The Thin Man

8.1

1934
2253

After the Thin Man

7.7

1936
2254

Another Thin Man

7.5

1939
2255

Shadow of the Thin Man

7.3

1941
2256

My Man Godfrey

8.1
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1936
2257

Emperor

6.5

2012
2258

Jurassic World

7

2015
2259

Avengers: Age of Ultron

7.4

2015
2260

The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer

7.3

1947
2261

Vengeance Valley

6

1951
2262

Atlantic City, USA

7.4

1980
2263

Funny Face

7.1

1957
2264

A Thousand and One Nights

6.1

1945
2265

The Thief of Bagdad

7.6

1940
2266
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The Big Store

6.6

1941
2267

Go West

6.9

1940
2268

A Girl in Every Port

5.3

1952
2269

Abe Lincoln in Illinois

7.4

1940
2270

The Lusty Men

7.5

1952
2271

Ted 2

6.3

2015
2272

Get Shorty

6.9

1995
2273

How Sweet It Is!

6

1968
2274

The Sorcerers

6.4

1967
2275

The Lair of the White Worm

5.9
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1988
2276

Silk Stockings

6.9

1957
2277

The Secret Garden

7.5

1949
2278

The Crossing Guard

6.3

1995
2279

The Man from Laramie

7.4

1955
2280

Flirting with Disaster

6.8

1996
2281

Born to Dance

6.8

1936
2282

Honeymoon for Three

6.1

1941
2283

No Time for Comedy

6.4

1940
2284

Les yeux sans visage

7.8

1960
2285
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Hush...Hush, Sweet Charlotte

7.7

1964
2286

Into the Woods

6

2014
2287

The Man Who Came to Dinner

7.6

1942
2288

American Heart

6.8

1992
2289

Dark Alibi

7.1

1946
2290

The Jade Mask

6.9

1945
2291

Charlie Chan in The Chinese Cat

7.1

1944
2292

Charlie Chan in the Secret Service

6.9

1944
2293

Murder Over New York

7.5

1940
2294

Charlie Chan at the Wax Museum

7.6
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1940
2295

Charlie Chan at Treasure Island

7.6

1939
2296

Charlie Chan in Panama

7.7

1940
2297

Castle in the Desert

7.6

1942
2298

Charlie Chan in Rio

7.5

1941
2299

The Shanghai Chest

6.4

1948
2300

The Sky Dragon

7.1

1949
2301

Westward Passage

5.6

1932
2302

Young Bride

6.4

1932
2303

Little Lord Fauntleroy

7.3

1936
2304
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The Hoax

6.7

2006
2305

10 to Midnight

6.3

1983
2306

The Evil That Men Do

6

1984
2307

Messenger of Death

5.6

1988
2308

Limelight

8.1

1952
2309

A Tale of Two Cities

7.8

1935
2310

A Matter of Life and Death

8.1

1946
2311

Romeo + Juliet

6.8

1996
2312

’I Know Where I’m Going!’

7.6

1945
2313

The Good Earth

7.7
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1937
2314

The Creeping Flesh

6.3

1973
2315

The Hoodlum Saint

6.2

1946
2316

East Side, West Side

6.9

1949
2317

The Curse of the Cat People

6.9

1944
2318

Cat People

7.4

1942
2319

The Letter

7.7

1940
2320

The Odd Couple

7.7

1968
2321

Planes, Trains & Automobiles

7.6

1987
2322

Taken 3

6

2014
2323
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Before Winter Comes

6

1969
2324

Friday the 13th Part 2

6.1

1981
2325

Friday the 13th Part III

5.7

1982
2326

Friday the 13th: The Final Chapter

6

1984
2327

Friday the 13th: A New Beginning

4.8

1985
2328

The Devil-Doll

7.1

1936
2329

Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb

6.2

2014
2330

Sea of Love

6.8

1989
2331

Quentin Durward

6.4

1955
2332

Out of Sight

7
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1998
2333

Monte Walsh

7.1

1970
2334

Shenandoah

7.4

1965
2335

High Noon

8

1952
2336

Hang ’Em High

7

1968
2337

She Wore a Yellow Ribbon

7.4

1949
2338

Winchester ’73

7.7

1950
2339

Edge of Darkness

7.2

1943
2340

Betrayed

6.1

1954
2341

Return to Nim’s Island

5

2013
2342
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The Corruptor

6

1999
2343

Ying hung boon sik II

7.4

1987
2344

Zong heng si hai

6.8

1991
2345

Am faa

7.5

1998
2346

Romeo and Juliet

7.6

1968
2347

Battleground

7.5

1949
2348

Kim

6.6

1950
2349

Desk Set

7.3

1957
2350

State of the Union

7.3

1948
2351

Puss in Boots

6.7
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2011
2352

Master and Commander: The Far Side of the World

7.4

2003
2353

Blood Diamond

8

2006
2354

Léon

8.6

1994
2355

Mary and Max

8.1

2009
2356

The Game

7.8

1997
2357

Ghost Rider

5.2

2007
2358

Kidô keisatsu patorebâ: The Movie 2

7.6

1993
2359

Kidô keisatsu patorebâ: Gekijô-ban

7.1

1989
2360

Kumo no mukô, yakusoku no basho

7.1

2004
2361
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Zathura: A Space Adventure

6.2

2005
2362

Inkheart

6.1

2008
2363

In Which We Serve

7.3

1942
2364

A Time to Kill

7.4

1996
2365

The Good German

6.1

2006
2366

Hooligans

7.5

2005
2367

Tango & Cash

6.4

1989
2368

The Greatest Game Ever Played

7.5

2005
2369

To End All Wars

7.1

2001
2370

Grumpier Old Men

6.6
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1995
2371

Madagascar

6.9

2005
2372

Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa

6.7

2008
2373

The Curse of the Were-Rabbit

7.5

2005
2374

Dark City

7.7

1998
2375

Evil Angels

6.9

1988
2376

The Madness of King George

7.2

1994
2377

Oliver Twist

7.8

1948
2378

Our Mutual Friend

8.2

1998
2379

Oliver Twist

7.9

1999
2380
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The Pride and the Passion

5.7

1957
2381

Never So Few

5.9

1959
2382

None But the Brave

6.5

1965
2383

The St. Louis Bank Robbery

5.9

1959
2384

The War Lover

6.7

1962
2385

Alfie

7.1

1966
2386

My Blueberry Nights

6.7

2007
2387

Dragon Ball Z: Doragon bôru Z - Fukkatsu no ’F’

7.4

2015
2388

Anatomy of a Murder

8.1

1959
2389

Star Wars: Episode VII - The Force Awakens

8
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2015
2390

Pumping Iron

7.4

1977
2391

The War of the Worlds

7.2

1953
2392

The Wrong Man

7.5

1956
2393

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes

7.2

1953
2394

The Prince and the Showgirl

6.7

1957
2395

The Last Picture Show

8.1

1971
2396

The Big Short

7.8

2015
2397

House of Games

7.3

1987
2398

Move Over, Darling

7

1963
2399
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Move Over, Darling

7

1963
2400

Midnight Run

7.6

1988
2401

Married to the Mob

6.1

1988
2402

Christmas in Connecticut

7.4

1945
2403

Days of Wine and Roses

7.9

1962
2404

The Frighteners

7.1

1996
2405

Song of the Thin Man

7.1

1947
2406

The Thin Man Goes Home

7.4

1944
2407

Murder, She Wrote: A Story to Die For

7.2

2000
2408

Murder, She Wrote: South by Southwest

7.2
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1997
2409

She

5.8

1965
2410

Cinderella

6.9

2015
2411

The Man Who Knew Too Much

7.5

1956
2412

Much Ado About Nothing

7.4

1993
2413

Apocalypse: La 2ème guerre mondiale

9.1

2009
2414

War & Peace

8.2

2016
2415

Phantom Lady

7.3

1944
2416

Captain Kidd

6.4

1945
2417

One False Move

7.2

1992
2418
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The Indian Runner

7.1

1991
2419

The Young Philadelphians

7.4

1959
2420

The Asphalt Jungle

7.9

1950
2421

Night and the City

8

1950
2422

Night and the City

5.8

1992
2423

Pat and Mike

7

1952
2424

Imitation of Life

7.6

1934
2425

The Man in the Iron Mask

7.2

1939
2426

Meet John Doe

7.7

1941
2427

Battle of the Atlantic

8
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2002
2428

The Story of Louis Pasteur

7.4

1936
2429

Blackboard Jungle

7.4

1955
2430

In the Heat of the Night

8

1967
2431

Midnight Cowboy

7.9

1969
2432

The Mist

7.2

2007
2433

The Postman

6

1997
2434

Night and Day

6.2

1946
2435

The Slipper and the Rose: The Story of Cinderella

7.1

1976
2436

A Foreign Affair

7.4

1948
2437
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Captains Courageous

8

1937
2438

The Sea Hawk

7.8

1940
2439

Marty

7.7

1955
2440

Fall of Grayskull

4.9

2015
2441

Mr. Holland’s Opus

7.3

1995
2442

The Birdcage

7

1996
2443

Goodbye, Mr. Chips

7.8

1939
2444

The Ipcress File

7.3

1965
2445

The Quiet American

6.8

1958
2446

The Lodger

7.2
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1944
2447

Rembrandt

7.2

1936
2448

Moonstruck

7.1

1987
2449

Humoresque

7.6

1946
2450

Three Came Home

7.4

1950
2451

Anne of the Thousand Days

7.5

1969
2452

Tightrope

6.3

1984
2453

Doctor Dolittle

6.2

1967
2454

Comanche Moon

7.2

2008
2455

Streets of Laredo

7.4

1995
2456
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Return to Lonesome Dove

7.3

1993
2457

Clueless

6.8

1995
2458

Easy A

7.1

2010
2459

Mogambo

6.7

1953
2460

Valley of the Kings

6

1954
2461

The Naked Jungle

6.9

1954
2462

Captain Horatio Hornblower R.N.

7.4

1951
2463

Near Dark

7

1987
2464

Tall in the Saddle

7.1

1944
2465

Stagecoach

7.9
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1939
2466

The Spy Who Came in from the Cold

7.7

1965
2467

Hart to Hart: Old Friends Never Die

6.9

1994
2468

The Big Trail

7.2

1930
2469

In Old California

6.4

1942
2470

The Spoilers

6.8

1942
2471

Pittsburgh

6.7

1942
2472

The Long Voyage Home

7.1

1940
2473

Three Faces West

6.3

1940
2474

The Night Riders

6

1939
2475
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Flame of Barbary Coast

6.4

1945
2476

In Old Oklahoma

6.6

1943
2477

Dr. Kildare’s Strange Case

6.2

1940
2478

Calling Dr. Kildare

6.3

1939
2479

The Secret of Dr. Kildare

6.3

1939
2480

The People vs. Dr. Kildare

6.3

1941
2481

Dr. Kildare Goes Home

6.5

1940
2482

Dolores Claiborne

7.4

1995
2483

Mr. Arkadin

7.4

1955
2484

Six Degrees of Separation

6.9
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1993
2485

The Great Ziegfeld

6.8

1936
2486

Libeled Lady

7.9

1936
2487

Nothing Sacred

7.3

1937
2488

Sergeant Rutledge

7.5

1960
2489

Huo yuanjia

7.7

2006
2490

Dinner at Eight

7.8

1933
2491

The Girl from Missouri

6.7

1934
2492

Bombshell

7.3

1933
2493

Red Dust

7.4

1932
2494
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Reckless

6.6

1935
2495

Hold Your Man

6.9

1933
2496

The World of Henry Orient

6.8

1964
2497

Gay Purr-ee

6.9

1962
2498

One Piece: Wan pîsu

8.6

1999
2499

The Ladykillers

7.8

1955
2500

God Told Me To

6.3

1976
2501

Raw Deal

5.5

1986
2502

A Stolen Life

7.4

1946
2503

All About Eve

8.3
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1950
2504

Love on the Run

5.7

1936
2505

Billy Budd

7.9

1962
2506

About Mrs. Leslie

7.2

1954
2507

Another Man’s Poison

7.1

1951
2508

Sometimes They Come Back

5.7

1991
2509

The Man Who Could Work Miracles

7.1

1936
2510

Ordinary People

7.8

1980
2511

The Hill

7.9

1965
2512

55 Days at Peking

6.8

1963
2513
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Behind the Rising Sun

5.5

1943
2514

Marine Raiders

5.7

1944
2515

Crisis

7.2

2014
2516

Crisis

6.7

1950
2517

The Blue Dahlia

7.2

1946
2518

The Glass Key

7.1

1942
2519

Warcraft

6.9

2016
2520

The Old Man and the Sea

7

1958
2521

All This, and Heaven Too

7.6

1940
2522

San Antonio

6.3
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1945
2523

The Flim-Flam Man

7

1967
2524

Alice Adams

7

1935
2525

Splendor in the Grass

7.8

1961
2526

Rover Dangerfield

6

1991
2527

Rock-A-Doodle

6

1991
2528

All Dogs Go to Heaven

6.7

1989
2529

An American Tail

6.9

1986
2530

An American Tail: Fievel Goes West

6.5

1991
2531

The Land Before Time

7.4

1988
2532
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Balto

7.1

1995
2533

Cutter’s Way

6.9

1981
2534

Poltergeist

4.9

2015
2535

Insurgent

6.2

2015
2536

The Prophecy

6.5

1995
2537

On Her Majesty’s Secret Service

6.8

1969
2538

Live and Let Die

6.8

1973
2539

Spectre

6.8

2015
2540

The Prophecy II

5.8

1998
2541

The Prophecy 3: The Ascent

5.6
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2000
2542

The Prophecy: Uprising

5.3

2005
2543

The Prophecy: Forsaken

4.6

2005
2544

Lord Love a Duck

6.6

1966
2545

Taps

6.7

1981
2546

The Outsiders

7.2

1983
2547

Losin’ It

4.8

1983
2548

All the Right Moves

5.9

1983
2549

Risky Business

6.8

1983
2550

Cocktail

5.8

1988
2551
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Knight and Day

6.3

2010
2552

Mission: Impossible - Ghost Protocol

7.4

2011
2553

Mission: Impossible - Rogue Nation

7.4

2015
2554

There Will Be Blood

8.1

2007
2555

School Ties

6.9

1992
2556

Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice

6.6

2016
2557

The Cheyenne Social Club

6.9

1970
2558

Firecreek

6.9

1968
2559

Richard III

7.5

1995
2560

Foxcatcher

7
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2014
2561

The Little Foxes

8.2

1941
2562

The Right Stuff

7.9

1983
2563

Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner

7.8

1967
2564

The Dark Corner

7.2

1946
2565

Yolanda and the Thief

6.1

1945
2566

Zootopia

8

2016
2567

Finding Nemo

8.1

2003
2568

Max Dugan Returns

6.6

1983
2569

The Transformers: The Movie

7.3

1986
2570

914



For Whom the Bell Tolls

7

1943
2571

Concussion

7.1

2015
2572

Tall Tale

5.9

1995
2573

The Barrens

4.6

2012
2574

The Express

7.3

2008
2575

We Are Marshall

7.1

2006
2576

Lone Star

7.5

1996
2577

Julia Misbehaves

7

1948
2578

The Law and the Lady

6.7

1951
2579

Strange Lady in Town

6.3
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1955
2580

Start the Revolution Without Me

6.6

1970
2581

Bonnie and Clyde

7.9

1967
2582

Silver Streak

6.9

1976
2583

Stir Crazy

6.8

1980
2584

The Adventure of Sherlock Holmes’ Smarter Brother

6.1

1975
2585

Another You

5.3

1991
2586

See No Evil, Hear No Evil

6.8

1989
2587

Desire Me

6

1947
2588

The Valley of Decision

7.4

1945
2589

916



Mrs. Parkington

7.1

1944
2590

Madame Curie

7.2

1943
2591

Random Harvest

8

1942
2592

Dazed and Confused

7.7

1993
2593

The Hound of the Baskervilles

6.1

2000
2594

The Woods

5.7

2006
2595

The Evil Dead

7.5

1981
2596

Evil Dead II

7.8

1987
2597

Rush

8.1

2013
2598

The X Files

7
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1998
2599

A Face in the Crowd

8.2

1957
2600

Made for Each Other

6.5

1939
2601

In Name Only

7.2

1939
2602

Penny Serenade

7.2

1941
2603

X-Men: Apocalypse

7

2016
2604

Captain America: Civil War

7.8

2016
2605

Bridge of Spies

7.6

2015
2606

The Martian

8

2015
2607

House of Frankenstein

6.3

1944
2608
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Killing Reagan

6.8

2016
2609

The Richest Girl in the World

6.4

1934
2610

The Strange Love of Martha Ivers

7.5

1946
2611

Detour

7.4

1945
2612

Born to Kill

7.3

1947
2613

Advise & Consent

7.8

1962
2614

Seven Days in May

7.9

1964
2615

Once Upon a Time in Mexico

6.4

2003
2616

Executive Action

6.7

1973
2617

The Goonies

7.8
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1985
2618

Black Hawk Down

7.7

2001
2619

Hot Fuzz

7.9

2007
2620

Galaxy Quest

7.3

1999
2621

Hellraiser

7

1987
2622

E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial

7.9

1982
2623

The Sandlot

7.8

1993
2624

Love Actually

7.6

2003
2625

Moonrise Kingdom

7.8

2012
2626

The Water Horse

6.5

2007
2627
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Pee-wee’s Big Holiday

6.2

2016
2628

Nanny McPhee

6.6

2005
2629

Tarzan

7.2

1999
2630

The Italian Job

7

2003
2631

Miracle on 34th Street

6.5

1994
2632

From Dusk Till Dawn

7.3

1996
2633

Scooby-Doo

5

2002
2634

Spy Hard

5.3

1996
2635

Nightcrawler

7.9

2014
2636

Cruel Intentions

6.8
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1999
2637

The Hateful Eight

7.8

2015
2638

The Woman in Red

5.9

1984
2639

To the Devil a Daughter

5.9

1976
2640

The Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll

6.5

1960
2641

Star Trek: Beyond

7.1

2016
2642

The Hunchback of Notre Dame

7.9

1939
2643

The Satan Bug

6.2

1965
2644

The Devil-Ship Pirates

6.1

1964
2645

The Oblong Box

6.1

1969
2646
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The Face of Fu Manchu

6

1965
2647

Caesar and Cleopatra

6.4

1945
2648

Our Mother’s House

7.5

1967
2649

Places in the Heart

7.4

1984
2650

Chappie

6.8

2015
2651

Remember the Day

7.2

1941
2652

Arise, My Love

7

1940
2653

Skylark

6.4

1941
2654

The Great McGinty

7.5

1940
2655

Unfaithfully Yours

7.7
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1948
2656

To Be or Not to Be

8.2

1942
2657

The Pirate

7

1948
2658

For Me and My Gal

7.2

1942
2659

Babes in Arms

6.5

1939
2660

Strike Up the Band

7

1940
2661

Babes on Broadway

6.8

1941
2662

Moscow on the Hudson

6.5

1984
2663

Tea for Two

6.6

1950
2664

My Dream Is Yours

6.6

1949
2665
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April in Paris

6.1

1952
2666

Tom Horn

6.9

1980
2667

Trading Places

7.5

1983
2668

Scrooged

7

1988
2669

It Happened on Fifth Avenue

7.7

1947
2670

Gremlins

7.2

1984
2671

Jonny’s Golden Quest

6.6

1993
2672

Jonny Quest Versus the Cyber Insects

6.5

1995
2673

Jonny Quest

7.9

1964
2674

Jonny Quest

7.3
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1986
2675

The Real Adventures of Jonny Quest

7.9

1996
2676

The Big Clock

7.7

1948
2677

No Way Out

7.1

1987
2678

The Lost Weekend

8

1945
2679

David and Bathsheba

6.1

1951
2680

Solomon and Sheba

6.2

1959
2681

The Lost Boys

7.3

1987
2682

Blue Hawaii

6.1

1961
2683

G.I. Blues

6.2

1960
2684
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King Creole

7

1958
2685

Wild in the Country

6.5

1961
2686

Coal Miner’s Daughter

7.5

1980
2687

Major Dundee

6.8

1965
2688

Of Mice and Men

7.5

1992
2689

The Night Before

6.4

2015
2690

Finding Dory

7.3

2016
2691

The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 2

6.5

2015
2692

The Meaning of Life

7.6

1983
2693

Sergeant York

7.8
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1941
2694

Once Upon a Time in America

8.4

1984
2695

Bedknobs and Broomsticks

7.1

1971
2696

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang

6.9

1968
2697

Heart and Souls

6.9

1993
2698

Road to Morocco

7.3

1942
2699

The Seven-Per-Cent Solution

6.8

1976
2700

Suzumiya Haruhi no shôshitsu

8.1

2010
2701

Only the Lonely

6.3

1991
2702

Okinawa

5.2

1952
2703
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Tomorrow

7.7

1972
2704

Robin Hood: Men in Tights

6.7

1993
2705

Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves

6.9

1991
2706

Office Space

7.8

1999
2707

Cidade de Deus

8.6

2002
2708

Amadeus

8.3

1984
2709

The Unsinkable Molly Brown

6.8

1964
2710

’A’ gai wak

7.4

1983
2711

’A’ gai wak 2

7.2

1987
2712

Ghostbusters

5.3
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2016
2713

’G’ Men

7.2

1935
2714

Destry Rides Again

7.7

1939
2715

Ranma ½

7.9

1989
2716

Kôkaku Kidôtai

6.8

2015
2717

Witness

7.4

1985
2718

The Hasty Heart

7.4

1949
2719

Hellcats of the Navy

5.4

1957
2720

Kings Row

7.7

1942
2721

An Uncommon Grace

6.7

2017
2722
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Maze Runner: The Scorch Trials

6.3

2015
2723

Allegiant

5.7

2016
2724

T2 Trainspotting

7.2

2017
2725

The Legend of Tarzan

6.3

2016
2726

Prescription: Murder

7.9

1968
2727

The Girl in the Red Velvet Swing

6.5

1955
2728

To Each His Own

7.8

1946
2729

Columbo: Ransom for a Dead Man

7.6

1971
2730

Ferris Bueller’s Day Off

7.8

1986
2731

Sleepless in Seattle

6.8
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1993
2732

The Drowning Pool

6.5

1975
2733

Blood Alley

6.4

1955
2734

Horns

6.5

2013
2735

Moana

7.6

2016
2736

Masters of the Universe

5.4

1987
2737

Twins of Evil

6.6

1971
2738

The Vampire Lovers

6.6

1970
2739

Lust for a Vampire

5.8

1971
2740

Uchû daikaijû Girara

4.9

1967
2741
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Ghost in the Shell

6.4

2017
2742

Power Rangers

6

2017
2743

Beauty and the Beast

7.2

2017
2744

Rogue One

7.8

2016
2745

Doctor Strange

7.5

2016
2746

That Thing You Do!

6.9

1996
2747

Man on a Tightrope

7.1

1953
2748

How I Met Your Mother

8.4

2005
2749

The Seven Year Itch

7.2

1955
2750

Rushmore

7.7
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1998
2751

When Harry Met Sally...

7.6

1989
2752

Hairspray

6.7

2007
2753

Ted

7

2012
2754

Me, Myself & Irene

6.6

2000
2755

Thor

7

2011
2756

Click

6.4

2006
2757

The Pink Panther

7.2

1963
2758

French Connection II

6.8

1975
2759

Enter the Dragon

7.7

1973
2760
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The Abyss

7.6

1989
2761

Ride the High Country

7.5

1962
2762

Birdman or (The Unexpected Virtue of Ignorance)

7.7

2014
2763

The Truman Show

8.1

1998
2764

The Naked Gun: From the Files of Police Squad!

7.6

1988
2765

Appaloosa

6.8

2008
2766

The Professionals

7.4

1966
2767

Jeremiah Johnson

7.6

1972
2768

River of No Return

6.7

1954
2769

The Big Country

7.9
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1958
2770

Fast Company

6.7

1938
2771

Scarlet Street

7.9

1945
2772

Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them

7.4

2016
2773

Interstellar

8.6

2014
2774

The Last Witch Hunter

6

2015
2775

The Naked City

7.6

1948
2776

Pawn Stars

7.2

2009
2777

American Pickers

7

2010
2778

The Hound of the Baskervilles

8

1988
2779
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The Sign of Four

8.2

1987
2780

The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

8.7

1984
2781

The Return of Sherlock Holmes

8.7

1986
2782

Purple Hearts

5.8

1984
2783

The Bad and the Beautiful

7.9

1952
2784

Behemoth the Sea Monster

5.8

1959
2785

Bound for Glory

7.3

1976
2786

Rob Roy

6.9

1995
2787

San ging chaat goo si

7

2004
2788

Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No Tales

6.6
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2017
2789

Inside the Afghanistan War

7.5

2012
2790

Inside the Iraq War

7.5

2009
2791

Last Stand at Saber River

7

1997
2792

The Man from Snowy River

7.3

1982
2793

Hornets’ Nest

5.7

1970
2794

Action in Arabia

6.3

1944
2795

Journey Into Fear

6.6

1942
2796

The Desert Rats

6.8

1953
2797

Anne of Green Gables

7

1934
2798
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Anne of Green Gables

8.4

1985
2799

Anne of Green Gables: The Sequel

8.3

1987
2800

The Babe

5.9

1992
2801

Cop

6.4

1988
2802

Transformers: Age of Extinction

5.7

2014
2803

Still of the Night

6.1

1982
2804

The Mighty Quinn

6.1

1989
2805

True Confessions

6.3

1981
2806

Some Kind of Wonderful

7.1

1987
2807

Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2

7.7
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2017
2808

Percy Jackson & the Olympians: The Lightning Thief

5.9

2010
2809

Miss Congeniality

6.2

2000
2810

Topaz

6.3

1969
2811

I Love You Again

7.5

1940
2812

Gun Crazy

7.7

1950
2813

Star Wars: Episode VIII - The Last Jedi

7.3

2017
2814

Logan

8.1

2017
2815

Inside Daisy Clover

6.3

1965
2816

Independence Day: Resurgence

5.2

2016
2817
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Deadpool

8

2016
2818

Sweet Land

7.3

2005
2819

The Nickel Ride

6.7

1974
2820

Brigadoon

6.9

1954
2821

Holiday Affair

7.2

1949
2822

His Kind of Woman

7.1

1951
2823

Crossfire

7.4

1947
2824

One Minute to Zero

5.9

1952
2825

Edge of the City

7.2

1957
2826

Dark Horse

7.3
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2015
2827

Against the Wind

6.5

1948
2828

The Desert Song

6.3

1943
2829

The Very Thought of You

7.1

1944
2830

Kiss Them for Me

5.8

1957
2831

Captains of the Clouds

6.5

1942
2832

The West Point Story

6.2

1950
2833

The Gallant Hours

7.1

1960
2834

Joy Ride

6.6

2001
2835

52 Pick-Up

6.4

1986
2836
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Almost Famous

7.9

2000
2837

Billy the Kid Versus Dracula

3.2

1966
2838

The Return of Dracula

5.7

1958
2839

Blade Runner 2049

8.1

2017
2840

Spider-Man: Homecoming

7.5

2017
2841

The Cat and the Canary

7.3

1939
2842

Dallas Buyers Club

8

2013
2843

Plymouth Adventure

6.4

1952
2844

Little Nellie Kelly

6.5

1940
2845

Hannah and Her Sisters

8
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1986
2846

Coco

8.5

2017
2847

The House on Carroll Street

6.2

1988
2848

Wind River

7.8

2017
2849

The Leopard Man

6.9

1943
2850

American Made

7.2

2017
2851

Kidou Senshi Gundam: Tekketsu no Orphans

7.9

2015
2852

Kidô senshi Gandamu: Gyakushû no Shâ

7.5

1988
2853

Kidô senshi Gundam 0083: Stardust Memory

8

1991
2854

Dark Command

6.9

1940
2855
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Wonder Woman

7.5

2017
2856

The Angry Video Game Nerd

8.5

2004
2857

The Lives of a Bengal Lancer

7.3

1935
2858

The Talk of the Town

7.6

1942
2859

Inferno

6.2

2016
2860

Justice League

6.6

2017
2861

Scouts Guide to the Zombie Apocalypse

6.3

2015
2862

Dragon Ball Super: Doragon bôru cho

8.1

2015
2863

Ready Player One

7.7

2018
2864

The Sound of Music

8
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1965
2865

Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory

7.8

1971
2866

Pacific Rim: Uprising

5.7

2018
2867

Avengers: Infinity War

8.8

2018
2868

Pretty in Pink

6.8

1986
2869

Amityville: The Awakening

4.8

2017
2870

From the Terrace

6.7

1960
2871

Garage Sale Mystery: Murder by Text

6.7

2017
2872

Garage Sale Mystery: The Art of Murder

6.9

2017
2873

Garage Sale Mystery: The Wedding Dress

7

2015
2874
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Garage Sale Mystery: The Deadly Room

7

2015
2875

Garage Sale Mystery: All That Glitters

7.1

2014
2876

Garage Sale Mystery: The Novel Murders

7.3

2016
2877

Garage Sale Mystery: Guilty Until Proven Innocent

7.2

2016
2878

Garage Sale Mystery: Murder Most Medieval

7

2017
2879

Aurora Teagarden Mystery: A Bone to Pick

6.8

2015
2880

Dead Over Heels: An Aurora Teagarden Mystery

7

2017
2881

The Julius House: An Aurora Teagarden Mystery

7.1

2016
2882

Murder, She Baked: A Peach Cobbler Mystery

7

2016
2883

Murder, She Baked: A Plum Pudding Mystery

7
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2015
2884

Murder, She Baked: A Chocolate Chip Cookie Mystery

6.7

2015
2885

Solo: A Star Wars Story

7.2

2018
2886

The Magnificent Ambersons

7.9

1942
2887

Death Wish

6.4

2018
2888

Tomb Raider

6.5

2018
2889

Contact

7.4

1997
2890

Sap ji sang ciu

6.1

2012
2891

Ging chaat goo si juk jaap

7.2

1988
2892

Fei ying gai wak

7.3

1991
2893
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The VietnamWar

9.2

2017
2894

Operation Pacific

6.8

1951
2895

Back to Bataan

6.7

1945

Donald Trump on social security (2016-10-20 15:25)

I will save Social Security with more jobs, less waste

I’m going to save Social Security. You have tremendous waste, fraud and abuse. We have in Social Security thousands
of people over 106 years old. You know they don’t exist. There’s tremendous waste, fraud and abuse, and we’re going
to get it. But we’re not going to hurt the people who have been paying into Social Security their whole life and then
all of a sudden they’re supposed to get less. We’re bringing jobs back.

Source: 2016 CBS Republican primary debate in South Carolina , Feb 13, 2016

[1]

I’ll give up my Social Security; leave it to each person

Q: Chris Christie says billionaires and people who make and earn far less should no longer get Social Security, or there
should be limits based on income.A: I’m OK with it. I would be willing to say I will not get Social Security. As a policy,
I would leave it up to the people. Don’t forget they pay in, and maybe they do well, and maybe some people want
it. But the fact is that there are people that truly don’t need it, and there are many people that do need it very, very
badly.

Source: 2015 Republican two-tiered primary debate on CNN , Sep 16, 2015

[2]

Cannot change Medicare or Soc.Sec. and still win elections

[At CPAC, Trump said }: "As Republicans, if you think you are going to change very substantially for theworseMedicare,
Medicaid and Social Security in any substantial way, and at the same time you think you are going to win elections,
it just really is not going to happen," Mr. Trump said, adding that polls show that tea partyers are among those who
don’t want their entitlements changed. "What we have to do and the way we solve our problems it to build a great
economy."
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Source: 2013 Conservative Political Action Conf. in Washington Times , Mar 15, 2013

[3]

Social Security isn’t an "entitlement"; it’s honoring a deal

Social Security faces a problem: 77 million baby boomers set to retire. Now I know there are some Republicans who
would be just fine with allowing these programs to wither and die on the vine. The way they see it, Social Security
and Medicare are wasteful "entitlement programs." But people who think this way need to rethink their position. It’s
not unreasonable for people who paid into a system for decades to expect to get their money’s worth–that’s not an
"entitlement," that’s honoring a deal. We as a society must also make an ironclad commitment to providing a safety
net for those who can’t make one for themselves.Social Security is here to stay. To be sure, we must reform it, root
out the fraud, make it more efficient, and ensure that the program is solvent.
Same goes for Medicare. Again, people have lived up to their end of the bargain and paid into the program in good
faith. Of course they believe they’re "entitled" to receive the benefits they paid for–they are!

Source: [4]Time to Get Tough, by Donald Trump, p. 68-69, Dec 5, 2011

[5]

Disability Racket: $25B in fraudulent disability filings

The top estimates are $2,340,000,000 in Medicare fraud over a decade–or 16 % of America’s entire national
debt!Then there’s the disability racket. Did you know that one out of every 20 people in America now claims
disability? That adds up to $170 billion a year in disability checks. Between 2005 and 2009, it is estimated that $25
billion were eaten up in fraudulent Social Security Disability Insurance filings. On and on, scam after scam it goes; as
always, taxpayers are the ones getting stiffed.

Source: Time to Get Tough, by Donald Trump, p. 77 , Dec 5, 2011

[6]

Pay off debt; put $3T interest savings into Trust Fund

I would impose a one-time, 14.25 % tax on individuals and trusts with a net worth over $10 million. That would raise
$5.7 trillion in new revenue, which we would use to pay off the entire national debt. We would save $200 billion in
interest payments, which would allow us to cut taxes on middle-class working families by $100 billion a year or $1
trillion over ten years. We could use the rest of the savings– $100 billion-to bolster the Social Security Trust Fund.
By 2030, we [will have] put $3 trillion into the trust Fund, which would make it solvent into the next century. [In
addition to shoring up Social Security for the long term], I say it’s high time to separate Social Security from the
general treasury. It is time to lock-box it and throw away the key.
The rich will scream. Only the top 1 % of people-those with a net worth of $10 million or more-would be affected by
my plan. The other 99 % would get deep reductions in heir federal income taxes.

Source: [7]The America We Deserve, by Donald Trump, p.169-171 & 201, Jul 2, 2000

[8]
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Let people invest their own retirement funds

The solution to the Great Social Security crisis couldn’t be more obvious: Allow every American to dedicate some
portion of their payroll taxes to a personal Social Security account that they could own and invest in stocks and bonds.
Federal guidelines would make sure that your money is diversified, that it is invested in sound mutual funds or bond
funds, and not in emu ranches. The national savings rate would soar and billions of dollars would be cycled from
savings, to productive assets, to retirement money. And unlike the previous system, the assets in this retirement
account could be left to one’s heirs, used to start a business, or anything else one desires. Privatization would be
good for all of us. Directing Social Security funds into personal accounts invested in real assets would swell national
savings, pumping hundreds of billions of dollars into jobs and the economy. These investments would boost national
investment, productivity, wages, and future economic growth.

Source: [9]The America We Deserve, by Donald Trump, p.198-199 & 203, Jul 2, 2000

[10]

No government investment of retirement funds

I would never supportwhat has to be the craziest ideas in the history of U.S. politics: allowing the government to invest
Social Security retirement funds in the stock market. Not only would a market downturn spell disaster for millions of
retirees, but the process by which government would choose stocks would also be entirely political, making lobbyists
and other political hacks the new masters of the universe.

Source: The America We Deserve, by Donald Trump, p.273-74 , Jul 2, 2000

1. https://www.blogger.com/null
2. https://www.blogger.com/null
3. https://www.blogger.com/null
4. http://www.ontheissues.org/Get_Tough.htm
5. https://www.blogger.com/null
6. https://www.blogger.com/null
7. http://www.ontheissues.org/America_We_Deserve.htm
8. https://www.blogger.com/null
9. http://www.ontheissues.org/America_We_Deserve.htm
10. https://www.blogger.com/null

Donald Trump on healthcare (2016-10-22 15:23)

Keep pre-existing condition coverage; not individual mandate

Q: Senator Rubio, you said that Mr. Trump thinks part of ObamaCare is pretty good. Which part?RUBIO: The
individual mandate. He said he likes the individual mandate portion of it; I don’t believe that should remain there.
We need to repeal ObamaCare completely and replace it with a system that puts Americans in charge of their health
care money again.
TRUMP: I agree with that 100 %, except pre-existing conditions, I would absolutely get rid of ObamaCare. I want to
keep pre- existing conditions. It’s a modern age, and I think we have to have it.
Q: The insurance companies say is that the only way that they can cover people with pre-existing conditions is to
have a mandate requiring everybody purchase health insurance. Are they wrong?
TRUMP: I think they’re wrong 100 %. Look, the insurance companies take care of the politicians [and vice-versa]. The
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insurance companies are making an absolute fortune. Yes, they will keep preexisting conditions, and that would be a
great thing.

Source: [1]2016 CNN-Telemundo Republican debate on eve of Texas primary, Feb 25, 2016

[2]

Removing cross-state barriers solves many insurance issues

TRUMP: We should have gotten rid of the lines around the state so there’s competition. The insurance companies
are making a fortune on every single thing they do. You’re going to see preexisting conditions, but the price will be
down, and the insurance companies can pay. Yes, they will keep preexisting conditions, and that would be a great
thing. Get rid of ObamaCare, we’ll come up with new plans. But, we should keep preexisting conditions.RUBIO:
Here’s what you didn’t hear in that answer. What is your plan? I understand the lines around the state, whatever
that means. This is not a game where you draw maps. What is your plan, Mr. Trump?
TRUMP: You get rid of the lines, it brings in competition. So, instead of having one insurance company taking care of
New York, or Texas, you’ll have many. They’ll compete, and it’ll be a beautiful thing.
RUBIO: So, that’s the only part of the plan? Just the lines?

Source: [3]2016 CNN-Telemundo Republican debate on eve of Texas primary, Feb 25, 2016

[4]

Chief Justice Roberts: a disaster who gave us ObamaCare

Justice Roberts gave us ObamaCare. Might as well be called Roberts-care. Two times of the Supreme Court, Justice
Roberts approved something that he should have never raised his hand to approve. AndweendedupwithObamaCare.
That judge has been a disaster in terms of everything we stand for because there is no way – no way that he should
have approved ObamaCare.

Source: 2016 CNN-Telemundo Republican debate on eve of Texas primary , Feb 25, 2016

[5]

Taking care of poor sick people isn’t single-payer

Q: If Obamacare is repealed & there’s no mandate for everybody to have insurance, why would insurance companies
insure somebody who has a pre-existing condition?TRUMP: Well, I like the mandate. I don’t want people dying on
the streets. The Republican people, they don’t want people dying on the streets, but sometimes they’ll say "Donald
Trump wants single payer."
Q: Will people with pre-existing conditions be able to get insurance?
TRUMP: Yes. Now, the new plan is good. It’s going to be inexpensive. It’s going to be much better for the people
at the bottom, people that don’t have any money. We’re going to take care of them through maybe concepts of
Medicare. Now, some people would say, "that’s not a very Republican thing to say." That’s not single payer, by the
way. That’s called heart. We gotta take care of people that can’t take care of themselves.

Source: [6]2016 CNN GOP Town Hall in South Carolina, Feb 18, 2016
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[7]

Insurance companies love a lack of competition

I have thousands of employees. If I’m negotiating for health insurance for my people in New York or California
of Texas, I usually have one bidder in each state. Competition brings down prices, and the way the law is now, it
discourages real competition between insurance companies for customers. They have virtual monopolies within the
states. That makes no sense. It’s very stupid and unfair for us. You know who loves a lack of competition? Those
insurance companies, who are making a fortune because they control the politicians. They’ve paid for them with
their contributions, and it’s a good investment from their perspectives. For our country, not so much. They give
money to almost all the politicians.

Source: [8]Crippled America, by Donald Trump, p. 75, Nov 3, 2015

[9]

Replace Obamacare with Health Savings Accounts

Q: On health care, Ben Carson’s calling for health savings accounts. What do you think of that?TRUMP: Well, I’m
OK with the savings accounts. I think it’s a good idea; it’s a very down-the-middle idea. It works. It’s something
that’s proven. The one thing we have to do is repeal and replace ObamaCare. It is a disaster. People’s premiums are
going up 35 percent, 45 percent, 55 percent. Their deductibles are so high nobody’s ever going to get to use it. So
ObamaCare is turning out to be a bigger disaster than anybody thought.
Q: So if you agree with these health savings accounts idea, do you also agree with Ben Carson when he says Medicare
probably won’t be necessary?
TRUMP: Well, it’s possible. You’re going to have to look at that, but I’ll tell you what, the health savings accounts, I’ve
been talking about it also. I think it’s a very good idea.

Source: [10]ABC This Week 2015 interview by Martha Raddatz, Oct 25, 2015

[11]

Stockpile treatments against future pandemics & bioterrorism

A few of Trump’s proposals in his 2000 book "The AmericaWeDeserve" did showhewas both forward-looking and ide-
ologically flexible. Among themwas a project to develop and stockpile treatments in anticipation of future pandemics
or the release of biological agents by terrorists.

Source: Never Enough, by Michael D’Antonio, p.250 , Sep 22, 2015

[12]

Ebola virus in America is Obama’s fault

Trump could bypass the gatekeepers in the press to reach people directly with his messages. Trump said he did
own writing online, and given the wide range of tones in his comments, this seemed true. A devoted tweeter, his
online statements address everything from a doctor in New York with the Ebola virus–"Obama’s fault"–to the notion
that the Big Apple could actually benefit from global warming, if the phenomenon is real, because it suffers from
uncomfortable cold snaps in the winter.
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Source: Never Enough, by Michael D‘Antonio, p.331 , Sep 22, 2015

[13]

I’m for vaccines, but in smaller quantities to avoid autism

Q [to Carson]: Donald Trump has publicly and repeatedly linked autism to childhood vaccines. Your opinion?CARSON:
There have been numerous studies, and they have not demonstrated that there is any correlation between vaccina-
tions and autism.
Q [to Trump]: As president, you would be in charge of the Centers for Disease Control and the National Institutes of
Health, both of which say you are wrong.
TRUMP: Autism has become an epidemic. It has gotten totally out of control. I am totally in favor of vaccines. But
I want smaller doses over a longer period of time. You take this little baby, and you pump–I mean, it looks like it’s
meant for a horse, not for a child. Just the other day, a 2-year-old child went to have the vaccine, and got a fever;
now is autistic. I’m in favor of vaccines, do them over a longer period of time, same amount. And I think you’re going
to see a big impact on autism.
CARSON: We are probably giving way too many in too short a period of time.

Source: [14]2015 Republican two-tiered primary debate on CNN, Sep 16, 2015

[15]

The insurance companies have total control over politicians

Q: ObamaCare is one of the things you call a disaster.TRUMP: A complete disaster, yes.
Q: Saying it needs to be repealed & replaced.
TRUMP: Correct.
Q: Now, 15 years ago, you called yourself a liberal on health care. You were for a single-payer system, a Canadian-style
system. Why were you for that then and why aren’t you for it now?
TRUMP: As far as single payer, it works in Canada. It could have worked in a different age. What I’d like to see is a
private system without the artificial lines around every state. I have a big company with thousands of employees.
And if I’m negotiating in BY or NJ or CA, I have like one bidder. Nobody can bid. You know why? Because the
insurance companies are making a fortune because they have control of the politicians. They’re making a fortune.
Get rid of the artificial lines and you will have yourself great plans. And then we have to take care of the people that
can’t take care of themselves. And I will do that through a different system.

Source: [16]Fox News/Facebook Top Ten First Tier debate transcript, Aug 6, 2015

[17]

We didn’t have a free market before ObamaCare

Q: in 2000, you wrote that you’re a liberal on health care, and you supported a Canadian-style system, where the
government acts as an insurer. Is that what you still believe? A: You know, I looked at that. I looked at it very
seriously. Some people don’t agree with me on this: I want everyone to have coverage. I love the free market, but
we never had a free market. Even before ObamaCare, it wasn’t really free market. As an example, in New York, when
I wanted to bid out my health insurance, we had boundaries. I could only go in New York. If I wanted to bid it out to
a company from California or New Jersey, anywhere–you get no bids.
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Q: But the single payer, you’re not interested anymore?
A: No. No, these are different times. And over the years, you are going to change your attitudes. You’re going to
learn things and you’re going to change. And I have evolved on that issue. I have evolved on numerous issues.

Source: [18]CNN SOTU 2015 interview series: 2016 presidential hopefuls, Jun 28, 2015

[19]

ObamaCare is a catastrophe that must be repealed & replaced

What does Donald Trump believe? ObamaCare: Repeal it. Replace it.Speaking at the Iowa Freedom Summit in
January, Trump said ObamaCare is a catastrophe that must be repealed and replaced. In 2011, Trump suggested that
the health insurance industry have more ability to cross state lines. In "The America We Deserve" Trump wrote that
he supported universal healthcare and a system that would mirror Canada’s government-run healthcare service.

Source: PBS News Hour "2016" series on 2015 Iowa Freedom Summit , Jun 16, 2015

[20]

Don’t cut Medicare; grow the economy to keep benefits

What does Donald Trump believe? Entitlements: Do not cut Social Security or Medicare benefits. Grow the economy
to save those programs.The real estate tycoon told CPAC in 2013 that Republicans should not cut Social Security or
Medicare because most Americans want to keep the benefits as they stand now. His solution is unclear, but he has
indicated that general economic growth would play a role. Trump tweeted in May that he knows "where to get the
money from" and "nobody else does."

Source: PBS News Hour "2016 Candidate Stands" series , Jun 16, 2015

[21]

ObamaCare deductibles are so high that it’s useless

We have a disaster called the big lie: ObamaCare. Yesterday, it came out that costs are going for people up 29, 39,
49, and even 55 %, and deductibles are through the roof. You have to be hit by a tractor, literally, to use it, because
the deductibles are so high, it’s virtually useless. It is a disaster.And remember the $5 billion Web site? $5 billion we
spent on a Web site, and to this day it doesn’t work. I have so many Web sites, I have them all over the place. I hire
people, they do a Web site.
And it’s going to get worse, because remember, ObamaCare really kicks in, in 2016. It is going to be amazingly
destructive. Doctors are quitting. I have a friend who’s a doctor, and he said to me, "Donald, I never saw anything
like it. I have more accountants than I have nurses."
We have to repeal ObamaCare, and it can be replaced with something much better for everybody. Let it be for
everybody. But much better and much less expensive for people and for the government. And we can do it.

Source: [22]2015 announcement speeches of 2016 presidential hopefuls, Jun 16, 2015

[23]
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Make health insurance premiums tax-deductible

Our elected representatives in the House & Senate must allow individuals to fully deduct health insurance premium
payments from their tax returns under the current tax system. Businesses are allowed to take these deductions so
why wouldn’t Congress allow individuals the same exemptions? As we allow the free market to provide insurance
coverage opportunities to companies and individuals, we must also make sure that no one slips through the cracks
simply because they cannot afford insurance. We must review basic options for Medicaid and work with states to
ensure that those who want healthcare coverage can have it.There are other reforms that might be considered if
they serve to lower costs, remove uncertainty & provide financial security for all Americans. And we must also take
actions in other policy areas to lower healthcare costs and burdens. Enforcing immigration laws, eliminating fraud
and waste and energizing our economy will relieve the economic pressures felt by every American.

Source: [24]2016 presidential campaign website, DonaldJTrump.com, Mar 15, 2015

[25]

Save Medicare & Medicaid without cutting them to the bone

He pledged to save Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid "without cutting it to the bone" by "making the country
rich again." He vowed to repeal Obama’s Affordable Care Act and replace it with something better, although he didn’t
provide any details. Trumpmade no effort to woomainstreamGOP elected officials. He remarked, "I am a Republican,
and I am disappointedwith our Republican politicians because they let our president get awaywith absolutemurder."

Source: Des Moines Register on 2015 Iowa Freedom Summit , Jan 24, 2015

[26]

Kill ObamaCare before it becomes a trillion-ton weight

Obamacare can’t be reformed, salvaged, or fixed. It’s that bad. Obamacare has to be killed now before it grows into
an even bigger mess, as it inevitably will. Obamacare takes full effect in 2014. If it’s not repealed before then, it will
be more than just another failed government entitlement program–it will be the trillion-ton weight that finally takes
down our economy forever. Obamacare is a heat-seeking missile that will destroy jobs & small businesses; it will
explode health-care costs; and it will lead to health care that is far less innovative than it is today. Every argument
that you’d make against socialism you can make against socialized health care, and any candidate who isn’t 100 %
committed to scrapping Obamacare is not someone America should elect president. Repealing Obamacare may be
one of the most important and consequential actions our next president takes.

Source: [27]Time to Get Tough, by Donald Trump, p.121-122, Dec 5, 2011

[28]

Increase insurance competition across state lines

Even if we elect a real president who will get tough and repeal Obamacare, we still need a plan to bring down
health-care costs and make health-care insurance more affordable for everyone. It starts with increasing competition
between insurance companies. Competition makes everything better and more affordable. One way to infuse more
competition into the market is to let citizens purchase health-care plans across state lines.
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This could be easily accomplished if Congress got some guts and did the right thing. The U.S. Constitution gives
Congress control over interstate commerce. But for whatever reason, the Congress has never exercised this power
regarding health insurance. They need to.

Source: [29]Time to Get Tough, by Donald Trump, p.131, Dec 5, 2011

[30]

1988: Flew sick kids cross-country on his private jet

On the day before the Rosh Hashanah holiday each year for the past eighteen years, I receive a message from a Rabbi
in Los Angles. The reason the Rabbi calls me every year is because back in 1988, he and his wife had a three-year-old
son who had an illness that was confounding the doctors in Los Angeles. One day the boy’s father called me to see if
they could borrow my jet. He didn’t know me, and I didn’t know him. But he explained that no commercial airline
would fly his son due to the extreme equipment required to sustain his life. It was considered too big of a risk. I
had small children at the time, and I immediately said yes to his request. How could I say no? I sent my jet out
and brought the little boy and his parents to NYC with the hope that doctors here might find a cure for the severe
breathing illness from which he was suffering. His cure was not to be, but his parents remained grateful to this day.

Source: [31]Think Like a Champion, by Donald Trump, p. 13-4, Apr 27, 2010

[32]

We must have universal health care

I’m a conservative on most issues but a liberal on health. It is an unacceptable but accurate fact that the number of
uninsured Americans has risen to 42 million. Working out detailed plans will take time. But the goal should be clear:
Our people are our greatest asset. We must take care of our own. We must have universal healthcare. Our objective
[should be] to make reforms for the moment and, longer term, to find an equivalent of the single-payer plan that is
affordable, well-administered, and provides freedom of choice. Possible? The good news is, yes. There is already a
system in place-the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program-that can act as a guide for all healthcare reform. It
operates through a centralized agency that offers considerable range of choice. While this is a government program,
it is also very much market-based. It allows 620 private insurance companies to compete for this market. Once a
year participants can choose from plans which vary in benefits and costs.

Source: [33]The America We Deserve, by Donald Trump, p.206-208 & 218, Jul 2, 2000
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Donald Trump on Immigration (2016-10-24 15:22)

I take advantage of H1-B visas; but stop them

Q: Your critics say your campaign platform is inconsistent with how you run your businesses, noting that you’ve
brought in foreign workers instead of hiring Americans. Why should voters trust that you will run the country
differently from how you run your businesses?TRUMP: Because nobody knows the system better than me. I know
the H-1B. I know the H-2B. Nobody knows it better than me. I’m a businessman. These are laws. These are rules.
We’re allowed to do it. So I will take advantage of it; they’re the laws. But I’m the one that knows how to change it.
Q: So what would you do with H-1B visas?
TRUMP: It’s something that I frankly use and I shouldn’t be allowed to use it. We shouldn’t have it. Very, very bad
for workers. And second of all, I think it’s very important to say, well, I’m a businessman and I have to do what I have
to do. When it’s sitting there waiting for you, but it’s very bad. It’s very bad for our workers and it’s unfair for our
workers. And we should end it.

Source: [1]2016 GOP primary debate in Miami, Mar 10, 2016

[2]

Let the good ones come back in; that’s not amnesty

CRUZ: The people that get forgotten in this debate over immigration are the hardworking men and women of this
country, millions of Americans who are losing their jobs. We have always welcomed legal immigrants, but I think it is
a mistake to forgive those who break the law to allow them to become U.S. citizens, and that’s why I’ve led the fight
against granting citizenship to those here illegally. TRUMP: We have at least 11 million people that came in illegally.
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They will go out. Some will come back, the best, through a process. They have to come back legally. It may not be a
quick process, but I think that’s fair. They’re going to get in line with other people.

Source: [3]2016 CNN-Telemundo Republican debate on eve of Texas primary, Feb 25, 2016

[4]

No apology for banning Muslims from entering America

Q: Your comments about banning Muslims from entering the country created a firestorm. Is there anything you’ve
heard that makes you want to rethink this position?TRUMP: No. (APPLAUSE) Look, we have to stop with political
correctness. We have to get down to creating a country that’s not going to have the kind of problems that we’ve
had with people flying planes into the World Trade Centers, with the shootings in California, with all the problems
all over the world. We have to find out what’s going on [with Muslim immigrants]. I said temporarily. I didn’t say
permanently. And I have many great Muslim friends. And some of them, I will say, not all, have called me and said,
"Donald, thank you very much; you’re exposing an unbelievable problem and we have to get to the bottom of it."
We have a serious problem. And we can’t be the stupid country any more. We’re laughed at all over the world.

Source: [5]Fox Business 2016 Republican 2-tier debate, Jan 14, 2016

[6]

It’s not fear of terrorist refugees; it’s reality

It’s not fear and terror, it’s reality. When I look at the migration, I looked at the line, I said, where are the women?
It looked like very few women. Very few children. Strong, powerful men, and people are looking at that and they’re
saying what’s going on? We can’t let people come into our country and break our borders.

Source: Fox Business Republican 2-tier debate , Jan 14, 2016

[7]

Need to keep database of Muslim refugees

Q: You did stir up a controversy with those comments about a database for all US Muslims–but are you now
unequivocally now ruling out a database on all Muslims? TRUMP: No, not at all. I want a database for the refugees
that come into the country. We have no idea who these people are. When the Syrian refugees are going to start
pouring into this country, we don’t know if they’re ISIS, we don’t know if it’s a Trojan horse.
And I definitely want a database and other checks and balances. We want to go with watchlists.
Q: Just for the record, though, the statistics do show the majority of the refugees coming in are women and children.

Source: [8]ABC This Week 2015 interview on Syrian Refugee crisis, Nov 22, 2015

[9]

We must stop illegal immigration; it hurts us economically
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He of the executive order, because nobody wants to listen to him, including the Democrats, so he just goes around
signing executive orders. We have to stop illegal immigration. It’s hurting us economically. It’s hurting us from every
standpoint. It’s causing tremendous difficulty with respect to drugs and what that does to our inner cities.

Source: Fox Business/WSJ Second Tier debate , Nov 10, 2015

[10]

351,000 criminal illegal aliens in our prisons

In 2011, the Government Accountability Office reported that there were three million arrests that could be attributed
to the incarcerated alien population, including tens of thousands of violent criminals. There were 351,000 criminal
illegal aliens in our prisons–that number does not include the crime of crossing our borders. It costs us more than
a billion dollars a year just to keep these people in prison. I understand that the vast majority of these people are
honest, decent, hardworking people who came here to improve their own lives and their children’s lives. Nonetheless,
illegal immigration has to stop. A country that can’t protect its borders isn’t a country. We are the only country in the
world whose immigration system places the needs of other nations ahead of our own. There is a word to describe
people who do that: fools.

Source: [11]Crippled America, by Donald Trump, p. 21-2, Nov 3, 2015

[12]

Cut off federal funds to sanctuary cities

We have to cut off federal grants to sanctuary cities–those places that refuse to cooperate with federal law enforce-
ment and actually abet criminal behavior–we have to end them. I repeat, we either are a nation of laws or we’re
not. We also need to do what is necessary to enforce our visa regulations. People get a visa and come here legally,
andwhen that visa expires,many stay here illegally. If they get caught, nothing happens to them. That’s got to change.

Source: Crippled America, by Donald Trump, p. 27 , Nov 3, 2015

[13]

I don’t care how they come in, if they come in legally

Q: You said about Marco Rubio that he was [Facebook founder] Mark Zuckerberg’s personal senator because he was
in favor of the H1B visa.TRUMP: I never said that.
Q: So this was an erroneous article the whole way around? My apologies.
Q [after commercial break]: I found where I read that before. It was from the donaldjtrump.com website and it
says, "Mark Zuckerburg’s personal senator, Marco Rubio has a bill to triple H-1Bs that would decimate women and
minorities." Are you in favor of H-1Bs or are you opposed to them?
TRUMP: I’m in favor of people coming into this country legally. As far as the visas are concerned, if we need people
they have–it’s fine. They have to come into this country legally. We have a country of laws. It’s fine if they come in,
but they have to come in legally.

Source: [14]GOP ‘Your Money/Your Vote‘ 2015 CNBC 1st-tier debate, Oct 28, 2015
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[15]

Syrian refugees are a Trojan Horse

Q: Does the U.S. get involved in making a safe zone for Syrian refugees?TRUMP: I would help them economically,
even though we owe $19 trillion. What I won’t do is take in 200,000 Syrians who could be ISIS. I have been watching
this migration. They’re mostly men, and they’re strong men. They look like prime-time soldiers. Now, it’s probably
not true, but where are the women? You see some women. You see some children. But for the most part, I’m
looking at these strong men. So, you ask two things. Number one, why aren’t they fighting for their country?
And, number two, I don’t want these people coming over here. Two hundred thousand people? This could be the
greatest Trojan horse. This couldmake the Trojan horse look like peanuts if these people turned out to be a lot of ISIS.

Source: [16]CBS Face the Nation 2015 interview on Syrian Refugee crisis, Oct 11, 2015

[17]

Syrian refugee crisis partly our fault; but don’t take any

Q: A few weeks back, you said we’d have to take some Syrian refugees in on humanitarian grounds. But just this week
you seemed to reverse it. What changed?TRUMP: I saw the migration and it seems like so many men. There aren’t
that many women or childr It looked like mostly men and they looked like strong men.
Q: Half the refugees are children.
TRUMP: We don’t know where they’re coming from. We don’t know who they are. They could be ISIS. I understand
the whole thing with migration. It’s a horrible thing. It should have never happened in the first place. We screwed
up the Middle East so badly, with breaking up Iraq. We have so destabilized the Middle East. So I said there’s no way
they come in. If they do come in, if I win for president, they’re going out.
Q: Even the kids?
TRUMP: Look, Europe should take some probably, because you have the Gulf States, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Qatar–
some of the richest countries and they’re not taking any in.

Source: [18]ABC This Week 2015 interview on Syrian Refugee crisis, Oct 4, 2015

[19]

We’re only country dumb enough for birthright citizenship

Q: You say that babies born in the United States to undocumented immigrants should not any longer get automatic
American citizenship; isn’t that in the 14th Amendment? TRUMP: The 14th Amendment says very, very clearly to a
lot of great legal scholars that it is wrong. It can be corrected with an act of Congress, but probably doesn’t even
need that. A woman gets pregnant. She’s nine months, she walks across the border, she has the baby in the United
States, and we take care of the baby for 85 years? I don’t think so. Mexico–and almost every other country anywhere
in the world–doesn’t have that. We’re the only ones dumb enough, stupid enough to have it. And this is not just
with respect to Mexico–people are coming from Asia to have babies here, and all of a sudden, we have to take care
of the babies for the life of the baby. The 14th Amendment [should] go through the Supreme Court, but there are a
lot of great legal scholars that say that is not correct.

Source: [20]2015 Republican two-tiered primary debate on CNN, Sep 16, 2015
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[21]

Illegal immigrants populate many criminal gangs

[First], I want to build a wall. Second of all, we have a lot of really bad dudes in this country from outside. They go, if
I get elected. Gangs all over the place. We have a country of laws, they’re going to go out, and they’ll come back if
they deserve to come back. If they’ve had a bad record, if they’ve been arrested, if they’ve been in jail, they’re never
coming back. Right now, we don’t have a country, we don’t have a border, and we’re going to do something about it.

Source: 2015 Republican two-tiered primary debate on CNN , Sep 16, 2015

[22]

This is a country where we speak English, not Spanish

We have a country, where, to assimilate, you have to speak English. And I think that where he was, and the way it
came out didn’t sound right to me. We have to have assimilation–to have a country, we have to have assimilation.
I’m not the first one to say this. We’ve had many people over the years, for many, many years, saying the same thing.
This is a country where we speak English, not Spanish.

Source: 2015 Republican two-tiered primary debate on CNN , Sep 16, 2015

[23]

Half of the undocumented residents in America are criminals

What does Donald Trump believe? Immigration: No path to citizenship for undocumented workers. Allow more
European immigration and a legal status to those graduating from U.S. colleges. In his January speech to the
Iowa Freedom Summit, Trump called for securing the southern border and indicated that he believes half of the
undocumented residents in America are criminals. In 2013 at CPAC, the businessman said Republicans should block
any path to citizenship or voting status for undocumented immigrants but should expand legal immigration from
Europe. In addition, Trump would give a legal status to foreign students who complete a degree at an American
university.

Source: [24]PBS News Hour "2016 Candidate Stands" series, Jun 16, 2015

[25]

We need strong borders; we need a wall

Trump knocked former Florida governor Jeb Bush, calling him "weak on immigration." Trump specifically men-
tioned a view Bush espoused in a 2014 Fox News interview that immigrants cross the U.S.-Mexico border as
an "act of love.""We need strong borders. We need a wall," Trump said, addressing his solutions to the immigra-
tion issue. "The king of building buildings, the king of building walls–none of them can build them like Donald Trump."

Source: CBS News on 2015 Conservative Political Action Conf. , Feb 27, 2015

[26]
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Citizenship for illegal immigrants is a GOP suicide mission

Donald Trump said the Republican party will lose elections if it reforms the nation’s entitlement programs and will
hand Democrats 11 million votes if Congress grants citizenship to illegal immigrants, likening the reform efforts to
a "suicide mission." "The fact is 11 million people will be voting Democratic. You can be out front. You can be the
spearhead. You can do whatever you want to do, but every one of those 11million people will be voting Democratic,"
he said. "It is just the way it works.""You have to be very, very careful, because you could say that to a certain extent
the odds aren’t looking so great for Republicans, that you are on a suicide mission," he said. "You are just not going
to get those votes."

Source: [27]2013 Conservative Political Action Conf. in Washington Times, Mar 15, 2013

[28]

351,000 illegal aliens are in our prisons; costing $1.1B

America’s prisons house 351,000 criminal aliens who committed a crime after having already broken the law by
entering American illegally. Making taxpayers pay for 351,000 criminals who should never have been here in the
first place is ridiculous. The annual price tag to incarcerate these thugs is $1.1 billion. And get this: criminal aliens
have an average of seven arrests. That’s at least seven crimes committed against American citizens by each of these
criminals who should never have been allowed to cross our borders. One out of every three federal prison inmates
is a Latino, and three quarters of these are here illegally.

Source: [29]Time to Get Tough, by Donald Trump, p.136, Dec 5, 2011

[30]

Anchor babies were NEVER the intent of the 14th Amendment

The root cause of all the welfare payments to illegal aliens is the so-called "anchor baby" phenomenon, which is
when illegal immigrant mothers have a baby on American soil. The child automatically becomes an American citizen,
Though this was NEVER the intention of the Fourteenth Amendment, which states, "All citizens born or naturalized
in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and the state wherein
they reside." The clear purpose of the Fourteenth Amendment, ratified in 1868, three years after the end of the Civil
War, was to guarantee full citizenship rights to now emancipated former slaves. It was not intended to guarantee
untrammeled immigration to the United States.

Source: [31]Time to Get Tough, by Donald Trump, p.140-141, Dec 5, 2011

[32]

Invite foreigners graduating from college to stay in US

Our country’s leaders are just so plan stupid. As an example, foreign students come over to our colleges, learn
everything there is to learn about physics, finance, mathematics, and computers, and graduate with honors. They
would love to stay in this country, but we don’t allow them to. We immediately ship them back to their country to
use all of the knowledge they learned at the best colleges in the United States back in their country rather than keep
it here in ours. When we have gifted people in this country we should cherish them and let them stay. But instead
we fling our arms wide open to the lowlifes, the criminals, the people who have no intention to contribute to our
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country.
Wouldn’t it be better if we invited foreign student graduating from our colleges to stay to build American companies,
instead of foreign companies that will be wreaking havoc against Boeing, Caterpillar, and many other of our great
American companies in the future?

Source: [33]Time to Get Tough, by Donald Trump, p.145, Dec 5, 2011

[34]

Control borders; even legal immigration should be difficult

America is experiencing serious social and economic difficulty with illegal immigrants who are flooding across our
borders. We simply can’t absorb them. It is a scandal when America cannot control its own borders. A liberal policy
of immigration may seem to reflect confidence and generosity. But our current laxness toward illegal immigration
shows a recklessness and disregard for those who live here legally. The majority of legal immigrants can often make
significant contributions to our society because they have special skills and because they add to our nation’s cultural
diversity. They come with the best of intentions. But legal immigrants do not and should not enter easily. It’s a long,
costly, draining, and often frustrating experience-by design. I say to legal immigrants: Welcome and good luck.
It comes down to this: we must take care of our own people first. Our policy to people born elsewhere should be
clear: Enter by the law, or leave.

Source: [35]The America We Deserve, by Donald Trump, p.143-45, Jul 2, 2000

[36]

Limit new immigration; focus on people already here

Trump was firm concerning restrictions in immigration. “I’m opposed to new people coming in,” he said. “We have
to take care of the people who are here.”

Source: nytimes.com/library/politics , Dec 10, 1999

[37]

Donald Trump on Mexico
[38]

We have no borders; and yes, I am angry

I’m very angry because our country is being run horribly and I will gladly accept the mantle of anger. Our military is
a disaster. Our healthcare is a horror show. Obamacare, we’re going to repeal it and replace it. We have no borders.
Our vets are being treated horribly. Illegal immigration is beyond belief. Our country is being run by incompetent
people. And yes, I am angry. And I won’t be angry when we fix it, but until we fix it, I’m very angry.

Source: Fox Business Republican 2-tier debate , Jan 14, 2016

[39]
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Ship millions back to Mexico, like Eisenhower did

Q: Can we just send 5 million people back with no effect on economy?TRUMP: You are going to have to send people
out. Look, we either have a country or we don’t have a country. We are a country of laws. [Those who entered
illegally are] going to have to go out and hopefully they get back. But we have no choice if we’re going to run our
country properly & if we’re going to be a country.
KASICH: If people think that we are going to ship 11 million people who are law-abiding, who are in this country, &
somehow pick them up at their house & ship them out to Mexico, think about the families. Think about the children.
It’s a silly argument. It is not an adult argument. It makes no sense.
TRUMP: Dwight Eisenhower, a great president, moved 1.5 million illegal immigrants out of this country, moved them
just beyond the border. They came back. Moved them again beyond the border, they came back. Didn’t like it.
Moved them way south. They never came back. They moved 1.5 million out. We have no choice.

Source: [40]Fox Business/WSJ First Tier debate, Nov 10, 2015

[41]

Walls on borders work; just ask Israel

We are a country of laws. We need borders. We will have a wall [on the Mexican border]. The wall will be built. The
wall will be successful. And if you think walls don’t work, all you have to do is ask Israel. The wall works, believe me.
Properly done. Believe me. [OnTheIssues note: Trump refers to the "separation barrier" that Israel built surrounding
the Palestinian areas of the West Bank. It has reduced terrorist attacks, but is controversial in the peace process].

Source: Fox Business/WSJ First Tier debate , Nov 10, 2015

[42]

Mexico will pay for wall, but not through tariffs

Q: You haven’t told us how you’re going to get Mexico to pay for the wall (on US-Mexico border).TRUMP: I’ll tell
you right now. We have a trade imbalance of $40 billion, $45 billion with Mexico a year. We give Mexico billions of
dollars a year. The wall is going to cost $6 billion or $7 billion.
Q: So tariffs?
TRUMP: No, I’m not saying that. I’ll get Mexico to pay for it one way or the other. I guarantee you that.

Source: Meet the Press 2015 interview moderated by Chuck Todd , Nov 8, 2015

[43]

Building 1,000-mile wall is possible, if we make commitment

Nobody can build a wall like me. I will build a great wall on our southern border. It’s probably about 1,000 miles we
will need to secure with the new wall. There are people who say it can’t be done, that it’s not possible to build a wall
1,000miles long. Except beginningmore than 2,000 years ago the Chinese built awall that eventually stretched almost
13,000 miles that could never be breached. It was a combination of massive walls, impassible trenches and ditches,
and rugged natural terrain, as well as an estimated 25,000watchtowers. Believeme, our wall- building technology has
improved a lot in 2,000 years. What we don’t have that the Chinese had is the commitment to do it. They understood
the danger of leaving their border unprotected and they did something about it. We talk about it and do nothing.
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Source: [44]Crippled America, by Donald Trump, p. 23-4, Nov 3, 2015

[45]

I can get Mexico to pay for border wall; politicians can’t

Q: You’re promising to build a wall and make another country pay for it?TRUMP: Right. We’re going to build the wall;
we’re going to create a border. We’re going to let people in, but they’re going to come in legally. They are going
to come in legally. And it’s something that can be done. They built The Great Wall of China. That’s 13,000 miles.
Here, we actually need 1,000, because we have natural barriers. We can do a wall. We’re going to have a big, fat
beautiful door right in the middle of the wall. We are going to have people come in, but they are coming in legally.
And Mexico is going to pay for the wall, because Mexico–I love the Mexican people, I respect the Mexican leaders,
but the leaders are much sharper, smarter and more cunning than our leaders. And people say, "Oh, how are you
going to get Mexico to pay?" A politician cannot get them to pay. I can.

Source: [46]GOP ‘Your Money/Your Vote‘ 2015 CNBC 1st-tier debate, Oct 28, 2015

[47]

The border wall will be well-managed and built correctly

Q: How is a Mexican wall even feasible?TRUMP: I’m telling you, it’s called management. You can do this and we can
expedite the good immigrants to come back in. And everybody wants that. But they have to come in legally. We
have to be a country of laws and borders. We have wonderful Border Patrol people, but they’re not allowed to do
their job. I will get the best people to build this wall and we will do it properly and we will do it humanely and get the
good ones back in.

Source: ABC This Week 2015 interviews of 2016 presidential hopefuls , Aug 23, 2015

[48]

We need wall on Mexican border, but ok to have a door in it

Q: You say that the Mexican government is sending criminals–rapists, drug dealers–across the border. TRUMP: If it
weren’t for me, you wouldn’t even be talking about illegal immigration. This was not a subject that was on anybody’s
mind until I brought it up at my announcement. The fact is, since then, many killings, murders, crime, drugs are
pouring across the border, our money going out and the drugs coming in. And I said we need to build a wall, and it
has to be built quickly. And I don’t mind having a big beautiful door in that wall so that people can come into this
country legally. But we need to build a wall, we need to keep illegals out.

Source: [49]Fox News/Facebook Top Ten First Tier debate transcript, Aug 6, 2015

[50]

Mexican government is sending criminals across the border
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Q: You have repeatedly said that you have evidence that the Mexican government is sending criminals across the
border, but you have refused or declined to share it. Could you share your proof? TRUMP: Border Patrol people that
I talk to, they say this is what’s happening. Because our leaders are stupid. And the Mexican government is much
smarter, much sharper, much more cunning. And they send the bad ones over because they don’t want to pay for
them. They don’t want to take care of them. Why should they when the stupid leaders of the United States will do it
for them? And that’s what is happening whether you like it or not.

Source: [51]Fox News/Facebook Top Ten First Tier debate transcript, Aug 6, 2015

[52]

Building a wall will save money because it stops bad dudes

Q: Assuming President Trump is able to stop the flow of illegal immigration through building a wall or some parts of
a wall, what do you think should be done with the estimated 11 million undocumented workers and their families al-
ready here? Would you be open-minded about a path to citizenship? A: First of all–we have to stop it. We can do that
with combinations of walls and Border Patrol. And it won’t cost the kind of money–in fact, we will save money, be-
cause people that are coming in here that shouldn’t be coming in here illegally. We have some really bad dudes right
here in this country, and we’re getting them out and we’re sending them back to where they came from. And I don’t
meanMexico; they come from all over. We have some real bad ones, and they’re in our prisons that we’re paying for.

Source: [53]CNN SOTU 2015 interview series: 2016 presidential hopefuls, Jul 26, 2015

[54]

OpEd: businesses & Republicans condemn anti-Mexico terms

Trump released a statement restating the controversial comments he made almost three weeks ago when he an-
nounced he was running for president: "What can be simpler or more accurately stated? TheMexican Government is
forcing their most unwanted people into the United States. They are, in many cases, criminals, drug dealers, rapists,
etc.," Trump’s statement said. Trump’s comments have resulted in the termination of a number of his business
relationships, but it wasn’t until the past week that fellow Republican candidates began to forcefully condemn his
comments.Former Gov. George Pataki (R-NY) laid out what he calls are "practical" policy solutions for the issue of
securing the southern U.S. border, as well as what to do with the millions of illegal immigrants already living in the
country. Trump "has tapped into a chord of people who do not want to see millions of people come here illegally,
but that does not justify demonizing an entire group of people," said Pataki. .

Source: [55]CNN.com 2015 coverage of 2016 presidential hopefuls, Jul 6, 2015

[56]

Make Mexico pay for wall with severe economics

Q: Why do we need a wall?A: You have people coming through the border that are from all over. And they’re bad.
I’m talking about people that are from all over that are killers and rapists.
Q: How exactly are you going to get Mexico to pay for building a wall?
A: You force them because we give Mexico a fortune.
Q: So you would cut off business or impose tariffs unless they built the wall?
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A: I would do something very severe unless they contributed or gave us the money to build the wall.

Source: CNN SOTU 2015 interview series: 2016 presidential hopefuls , Jun 28, 2015

[57]

Mexico & Latin America send us drugs, crime, and rapists

Mexico is beating us economically. They are not our friend, believe me. But they’re killing us economically. The U.S.
has become a dumping ground for everybody else’s problems.When Mexico sends its people, they’re not sending
their best. They’re sending people that have lots of problems, and they’re bringing those problems. They’re bringing
drugs. They’re bringing crime. They’re rapists.
And some, I assume, are good people. But I speak to border guards and they tell us what we’re getting. And it only
makes common sense. They’re sending us not the right people.
It’s coming from more than Mexico. It’s coming from all over South and Latin America, and it’s coming probably–
probably–from the Middle East. But we don’t know. Because we have no protection and we have no competence,
we don’t know what’s happening. And it’s got to stop and it’s got to stop fast.

Source: [58]2015 announcement speeches of 2016 presidential hopefuls, Jun 16, 2015

[59]

Build great wall on southern border; have Mexico pay for it

I would build a great wall, and nobody builds walls better than me, believe me, and I’ll build them very inexpensively,
I will build a great, great wall on our southern border. And I will have Mexico pay for that wall.

Source: 2015 announcement speeches of 2016 presidential hopefuls , Jun 16, 2015
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Donald Trump on War and Peace (2016-10-24 15:30)

We would be better off if Gadhafi were in charge right now

Sen. Ted CRUZ: Both Donald and Senator Rubio have agreed with both Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama: in Libya,
they agreed with the Obama/Clinton policy of toppling the government in Libya. That was a disaster. TRUMP: I was
in favor of Libya? I never discussed that subject. We would be so much better off if Gadhafi were in charge right now.
If these politicians went to the beach and didn’t do a thing, and we had Saddam Hussein and if we had Gadhafi in
charge, instead of having terrorism all over the place, at least they killed terrorists, all right? And I’m not saying they
were good–because they were bad, they were really bad–but we don’t know what we’re getting. You look at Libya
right now, ISIS, as we speak, is taking over their oil. As we speak, it’s a total mess. We would have been better off if
the politicians took a day off instead of going into war.

Source: [1]2016 CNN-Telemundo Republican debate on eve of Texas primary, Feb 25, 2016
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[2]

Cease-fire in Syria only if all parties involved

Q: Do you support the ceasefire in Syria? CRUZ: We’re hopeful that the violence will cease, but there’s reason to
be highly skeptical. Russia has enhanced its position because of Obama’s weakness in the Middle East, weakness in
Syria.
TRUMP: I don’t because it not working and the countries aren’t agreeing to it and the rebels aren’t agreeing and
Syria is not agreeing. It’s a meaningless ceasefire. I would love it, but all parties have to be part of it.

Source: 2016 CNN-Telemundo Republican debate on eve of Texas primary , Feb 25, 2016

[3]

FactCheck: Supported Iraq invasion in 2002; opposed in 2003

Trump has claimed that he opposed the Iraq War before the invasion began–as an example of his great judgment.
But in a 2002 interview with Howard Stern, Donald Trump said he supported an Iraq invasion. In an interview on
Sept. 11, 2002, Stern asked Trump directly if he was for invading Iraq. "Yeah I guess so," Trump responded. "I wish
the first time it was done correctly."Trump has repeatedly claimed that he was against the Iraq War before it began,
despite no evidence of him publicly stating this position. Trump’s comments on Stern’s show are more in line with
what he wrote in his 2000 book, The America We Deserve, where he advocated for a "principled and tough" policy
toward "outlaw" states like Iraq.
Asked at the CNN town hall about the Stern interview, Trump said, "I could have said that. I wasn’t a politician. It was
probably the first time anyone has asked me that question. By the time the war started, I was against it, and shortly
thereafter, I was really against."

Source: [4]Buzzfeed FactCheck on 2016 CNN GOP Town Hall, Feb 19, 2016

[5]

We’ve spent $5T in the Mideast and gotten nothing

Gov. Jeb BUSH: Donald Trumpwants to accommodate Russia. Russia is not taking out ISIS. They’re attacking our team,
the team that we’ve been training and the team that we’ve been supporting. It is absolutely ludicrous to suggest
that Russia could be a positive partner in this. I would restore the military; the sequester needs to be reversed.Q [to
Trump]: You said that you could get along very well with Vladimir Putin. You did say let Russia take care of ISIS.
TRUMP: Jeb is so wrong. You fight ISIS first. You have to knock ’em out. You decide what to do after, you can’t fight
two wars at one time. If you listen to him, that’s why we’ve been in the Middle East for 15 years, and we haven’t won
anything. We’ve spent $5 trillion dollars in the Middle East with thinking like that. We’ve spent $5 trillion dollars; we
have to rebuild our country. We have to rebuild our infrastructure. you listen to that you’re going to be there for
another 15 years. You’ll end up with world war three.

Source: [6]2016 CBS Republican primary debate in South Carolina, Feb 13, 2016

[7]
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Get rid of ISIS, quickly: dry up their oil & their money

Q: You’ve said, "we’ve got to get rid of ISIS, quickly, quickly." How?TRUMP: Well, four years ago, I said, bomb the
oil and take the oil. And if we did that, they wouldn’t have the wealth they have right now. Now, we’re doing little
pinpricks. If somebody’s driving a truck, they give notice to the person driving the truck, "we’re going to bomb." If
they don’t get out of the truck, the truck sails away with the oil. We don’t want to bomb the oil, because we don’t
want to pollute the atmosphere. Can you imagine General Douglas MacArthur or General Patton saying we can’t
bomb because we’re gonna hurt the atmosphere? You have to knock the hell out of the oil. And you have also
back channels of banking. You have people that you think are our great allies in the Middle East, that are paying
tremendous amounts of money to ISIS. So we have to stop those circuits. So between the oil and the banking, you
will dry them up. But it should have been done four years ago, not now.

Source: [8]2016 ABC Republican debate on eve of N.H. primary, Feb 6, 2016

[9]

Assad is a bad guy, but his replacement could be worse

Gov. Jeb BUSH: We should have a no fly zone in Syria.TRUMP: Assad is a bad guy, but we have no idea who the
so-called rebels–nobody even knows who they are.
Carly FIORINA: Governor Bush is correct. We must have a no fly zone in Syria.
TRUMP: So, I don’t like Assad. Who’s going to like Assad? But, we have no idea who these people, and what they’re
going to be, and what they’re going to represent. They may be far worse than Assad. Look at Libya. Look at Iraq. Look
at the mess we have after spending $2 trillion dollars, thousands of lives, wounded warriors all over the place–we
have nothing. And, I said, keep the oil. And we should have kept the oil, believe me. We should have kept the
oil. And, you know what? We should have given big chunks of the oil to the people that lost their arms, their legs,
and their families, and their sons, and daughters, because right now, you knowwho has a lot of that oil? Iran, and ISIS.

Source: [10]Fox Business/WSJ First Tier debate, Nov 10, 2015

[11]

Let Russia make moves in Syria; it’s a quagmire

Q: Let’s turn to ISIS and what should the United States do about it?TRUMP: But we’re going to have to do something
very strong over there. We’re going to have to take away the energy, the fuel, the money from ISIS, because, in the
case of ISIS– I’ve been saying this for years. We have to stop the source of money. And the source of money is oil.
Q: So you’d step up the campaign against ISIS even though you believe that Vladimir Putin is getting stuck in a
quagmire by going in?
TRUMP: Well, I’m not looking to quagmire, I’m looking to take the oil. The Middle East is one big, fat quagmire. If you
look at the Soviet Union, it used to be the Soviet Union. They essentially went bust and it became Russia, a much
smaller version, because of Afghanistan. They spent all their money. Now they’re going into Syria. I’m all for Russia
going in and knocking and dropping bombs on ISIS. As far as I’m concerned, we don’t have to have exclusivity on that.

Source: [12]ABC This Week 2015 interview by Martha Raddatz, Nov 8, 2015

[13]
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We should have demanded a deal with Kuwait to liberate them

When Kuwait was attacked by Saddam Hussein, all the wealthy Kuwaitis ran to Paris. They didn’t just rent suites–they
took up whole buildings, entire hotels. They lived like kings while their country was occupied. Who did they turn to
for help? Who else? Uncle Sucker. That’s us. We spent billions of dollars sending our army to win back Kuwait. Our
people were killed and wounded, but the Iraqis went back to their country.
About two months after the war, several Kuwaitis came up to my office. They told me, "We want to invest outside
the United States." We had just handed them back their country! They were watching TV in the best hotel rooms in
Paris while our kids were fighting for them. And they didn’t want to invest in this country?
How stupid are we? Why didn’t the United States make a deal with them that outlined that how they would pay for
us to get their country back for them? They would have paid anything if just asked.

Source: [14]Crippled America, by Donald Trump, p. 34-5, Nov 3, 2015

[15]

Blunder to announce withdrawal timetable from Afghanistan

Unfortunately, it may require boots on the ground to fight the Islamic State. I don’t think it’s necessary to broadcast
our strategy. (In fact, one of the most ridiculous policy blunders President Obama has committed was to announce
our timetable for withdrawal from Iraq and Afghanistan.) If military advisers recommend it, we should commit a
limited–but sufficient–number of troops to fight on the ground.

Source: Crippled America, by Donald Trump, p. 37 , Nov 3, 2015

[16]

Afghanistan war made a mess, but troops need to stay

Trump said the US was right to invade Afghanistan after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks–a reversal of his position
earlier this month when he called the war a "mistake.""We made a mistake going into Iraq. I’ve never said we made
a mistake going into Afghanistan," Trump told CNN. Trump said on October 6 that he believed entering Afghanistan
was a mistake and worried about U.S. forces getting stuck there.
"At some point, are they going to be there for the next 200 years? It’s going to be a long time," Trump said, when
asked about Afghanistan. "We made a terrible mistake getting involved there in the first place. We had real brilliant
thinkers that didn’t know what the hell they were doing. And it’s a mess. And at this point, you probably have to stay
because that thing will collapse about two seconds after they leave."
Trump first signaled his backtrack when he said Afghanistan is "where we should have gone," meaning the US should
have focused its attention on Afghanistan over Iraq.

Source: Tom LoBianco on CNN, "Afghanistan war not a mistake" , Oct 20, 2015

[17]

Strengthen military, but act defensively

Q: You say, in personal relations, you’re a counterpuncher. You don’t hit until you are hit. Is that a good way to think
about the way you would use military force as a president?TRUMP: I’m the most militaristic person on your show. I
want to have a much stronger military. I want it to be so strong that nobody is going to mess with us. I want to take
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care of our vets, who are treated terribly, like third-class citizens.
Q: Well, let’s take an example of some case where you may or may not use military force. It turns out Assad
apparently used chemical weapons on his own people.
TRUMP: Well, you know, the time to have done it would have been when he drew the line in the sand.
Q: So, you would have done it in that case?
TRUMP: I might have gone in. Now it’s such a mess over there, with everybody involved, and the airspace is very
limited. It’s not that big of an area. The airspace is very limited. So are we going to start World War III over Syria?

Source: [18]CBS Face the Nation 2015 interview by Bob Schieffer, Oct 11, 2015

[19]

Good that Russia has entered Syrian conflict

Q: We’ve seen Russia go heavily into Syria this week. Yesterday, Hillary Clinton; today, John Kasich; both say we
should establish a no-fly zone in Syria. Would you do that?TRUMP: I don’t think so. I think what I want to do is I want
to sit back and I want to see what happens. You know, Russia got bogged down, when it was the Soviet Union, in
Afghanistan. They thought that would be quick and easy and they’ll go in and they’ll clean it up...
Q: You think Putin’s falling into a trap?
TRUMP: I think it’s not going to be great for them, there are so many traps. There are so many problems. When I
heard they were going in to fight ISIS, I said, "Great."
Q: But they’re not bombing ISIS.
TRUMP: Well, not yet. But they don’t want ISIS going into Russia, either. So they’re not bombing them yet.

Source: [20]ABC This Week 2015 interview by Martha Raddatz, Oct 4, 2015

[21]

Radical violent Islam that must be feared, not Islam itself

I feel strongly that Muslims are excellent. I know so many Muslims that are such fabulous people. But there is a
problem. I mean, there’s no question about it. And, you know, we can be politically correct, and we can say there
is no problem whatsoever. But the fact is, there is a problem with some. And it’s a very severe problem. And it’s a
problem that’s taking place all over the world. But I have such great respect and love for so many of the people. I
mean, they are great people.

Source: Meet the Press 2015 interviews of 2016 presidential hopefuls , Sep 20, 2015

[22]

I’m pro-military but I opposed invading Iraq in 2003

TRUMP: I am the only person on this dais that fought very, very hard against us going into Iraq, because I said going
into Iraq–that was in 2003, you can check it out–I’ll give you 25 different stories. In fact, a delegation was sent to my
office to see me because I was so vocal about it. I’m a very militaristic person, but you have to know when to use the
military. I’m the only person up here that fought against going into Iraq. Sen. Rand PAUL: I’ve made my career as
being an opponent of the Iraq War. We have to learn sometimes the interventions backfire. The Iraq War backfired
and did not help us. We’re still paying the repercussions of a bad decision.
Dr. Ben CARSON: When the issue occurred in 2003, I suggested to President Bush that he not go to war. So I just
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want that on the record.

Source: [23]2015 Republican two-tiered primary debate on CNN, Sep 16, 2015

[24]

If Obama had attacked Syria, we wouldn’t have refugees now

Somehow, [President Obama] just doesn’t have courage. There is something missing from our president. Had he
crossed the line and really gone in with force, done something to Assad–if he had gone in with tremendous force, you
wouldn’t have millions of people displaced all over the world.

Source: 2015 Republican two-tiered primary debate on CNN , Sep 16, 2015

[25]

Opposed Iraq war in 2004 & predicted Mideast destabilization

In July of 2004, I came out strongly against the war with Iraq, because it was going to destabilize the Middle East. And
I’m the only one on this stage that knew that and had the vision to say it. And that’s exactly what happened. And the
Middle East became totally destabilized.

Source: Fox News/Facebook Top Ten First Tier debate transcript , Aug 6, 2015

[26]

Disgraceful deal gives Iran a lot & gets nothing for us

Q: On Obama’s Iranian nuclear deal?TRUMP: I would be so different from what you have right now. Like, the polar
opposite. We have a president who doesn’t have a clue. I would say he’s incompetent, but I don’t want to do that
because that’s not nice. But if you look at the deals we make, whether it’s the nuclear deal with 24 hour periods–and
by the way, before you get to the 24 hours, you have to go through a system. You look at Sgt. Bergdahl, we get
Bergdahl, a traitor, and they get 5 of the big, great killer leaders that they want. We have people in Washington that
don’t know what they’re doing. Now, with Iran, we’re making a deal, you would say, we want out our prisoners. We
want all these things, and we don’t get anything. We’re giving them $150 billion dollars plus. I’ll tell you what, if Iran
was a stock, you folks should go out and buy it right now because you’ll quadruple–this, what’s happening in Iran, is
a disgrace, and it’s going to lead to destruction in large portions of the world

Source: [27]Fox News/Facebook Top Ten First Tier debate transcript, Aug 6, 2015

[28]

Bomb the oil fields in Iraq to take on ISIS

Q: You said you want to bomb the oil fields in Iraq to take on ISIS?A: The only way you’re going to beat them is that.
You know why they’re rich? Because they have the oil.
Q: But I don’t think the government of Iraq would want us to bomb their oil fields.
A: There is no government in Iraq. The so-called government in Iraq went to Iran to meet with Iran. Iran is going to
take over Iraq. That’s as simple as that. I don’t care about the government of Iraq. They’re totally corrupt. Who cares?
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Source: CNN SOTU 2015 interview series: 2016 presidential hopefuls , Jun 28, 2015

[29]

Boots on the ground to fight ISIS

What does Donald Trump believe? Islamic State and Iraq: Send a limited number of combat troops on the ground.In
early 2015, Trump told CPAC that he felt the U.S. may need "boots on the ground" to fight the Islamic State. Soon after,
he clarified to Fox News that he would send limited numbers of troops if all of his military advisers recommended it.

Source: PBS News Hour "2016 Candidate Stands" series , Jun 16, 2015

[30]

I said "don’t hit Iraq," because it destabilized Middle East

I said it very strongly, years ago, I love the military, and I want to have the strongest military that we’ve ever had, and
we need it more now than ever. But I said, "Don’t hit Iraq," because you’re going to totally destabilize theMiddle East.
Iran is going to take over the Middle East, Iran and somebody else will get the oil, and it turned out that Iran is now
taking over Iraq. Think of it. Iran is taking over Iraq, and they’re taking it over big league. We spent $2 trillion in Iraq,
$2 trillion. We lost thousands of lives, thousands in Iraq. We have wounded soldiers all over the place, thousands
and thousands of wounded soldiers. And we have nothing. We can’t even go there. We have nothing. And every
time we give Iraq equipment, the first time a bullet goes off in the air, they leave it.
Last week, I read 2,300 Humvees–these are big vehicles–were left behind for the enemy. 2,300 sophisticated vehicles,
they ran, and the enemy took them.

Source: [31]2015 announcement speeches of 2016 presidential hopefuls, Jun 16, 2015

[32]

Hit ISIS hard and fast

From the dispute over funding the Department of Homeland Security ("the answer is ’we’re going to fund, we’re
going to keep doing it"), to repealing ObamaCare ("which is a total lie"), Trump just wants to see a more aggressive
approach.When asked about ISIS, Trump said he "would hit them so hard and so fast that they wouldn’t know what
happened." He later claimed his approach would be one that historical military figures General Douglas McArthur
and General George Patton would approve of.

Source: CBS News on 2015 Conservative Political Action Conf. , Feb 27, 2015

[33]

Take $1.5T in oil from Iraq to pay for US victims

Mr. Trump said that the United States should "take" $1.5 trillion worth of oil from Iraq to pay for the cost of the war
and give $1 million to each of the families that lost someone in the effort– sparking applause from the thousands
gathered for the American Conservative Union’s 40th annual Conservative Political Action Conference (CPAC).
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Source: 2013 Conservative Political Action Conf. in Washington Times , Mar 15, 2013

[34]

Iraq should pick up the tab for their own liberation

When you do someone a favor, they say thank you. When you give someone a loan, they pay you back. And
when a nation like the US sacrifices thousands of lives of its own young servicemen and women and more than a
trillion dollars to bring freedom to the people of Iraq, the least the Iraqis should do is pick up the tab for their own
liberation.How much is it worth to them to be rid of the bloodthirsty dictatorship of Saddam Hussein and to have
gained a democracy? In reality, that’s a priceless gift. When I say they should pay us back, I’m not even talking
about cash out of their pockets. All I’m asking is that they give us, temporarily, a few flows of oil–enough to help pay
us back and help take care of the tens of thousands of families and children whose brave loved ones died or were
injured while securing Iraqi freedom.
But does Iraq do that? No. In fact, they’ve made it clear they have no intention of ever doing so. Ever. The ingratitude
of Iraq’s leadership is breathtaking.

Source: [35]Time to Get Tough, by Donald Trump, p. 9-10, Dec 5, 2011

[36]

Stop Iran’s nuclear programs by any & all means necessary

America’s primary goal with Iran must be to destroy its nuclear ambitions. Let me put them as plainly as I know
how: Iran’s nuclear program must be stopped–by any and all means necessary. Period. We cannot allow this radical
regime to acquire a nuclear weapon that they will either use or hand off to terrorists. Better now than later!Pres.
Bush authorized a covert program to "undermine the electrical and computer systems" at Natanz, Iran’s uranium
enrichment facility. What came out of that initiative was the Stuxnet cyber worm. It was unleashed against Iran’s
nuclear centrifuges and made them spin so fast they destroyed themselves. The operation was very successful and
destroyed roughly 1/5 of Iran’s centrifuges. No one knows for sure how many months or years we put back on Iran’s
nuclear clock. Some analysts say 6 months, others 1 or 2 years, But that’s the point: the clock is still ticking.

Source: [37]Time to Get Tough, by Donald Trump, p. 98, Dec 5, 2011

[38]

John McCain’s actions in Vietnam were not "heroic"

In a televised interview, Donald Trump–in his assessment of the candidates–wondered aloud about McCain’s war
record. Reading the McCain story, Trump opined, one might hesitate to call McCain’s experience "heroic." Of course,
McCain never pointed to his own experience as heroic–quite the contrary. "Incidents of surpassing courage and
defiance were commonplace.and they made my own attempts at rebellion seem minor in comparison." Throughout
Faith of My Fathers, McCain referred to the heroism of his comrades, whose actions and bravery, McCain suggests,
far exceeded his. He was fortunate to serve in the company of heroes, who lifted up and improved McCain, and the
others, by their selfless example.

Source: [39]John McCain: An Essay, by John Karaagac, p.117-118, Sep 20, 2000

[40]
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Use force to stop North Korean nuke development

[In a Trump presidency], North Korea would suddenly discover that its worthless promises of civilized behavior would
cut no ice. I would let Pyongyang know in no uncertain terms that it can either get out of the nuclear arms race or
expect a rebuke similar to the one Ronald Reagan delivered to Ghadhafi in 1986. I don’t think anybody is going to
accuse me of tiptoeing through the issues or tap-dancing around them either. Who else in public life has called for a
pre-emptive strike on North Korea?

Source: The America We Deserve, by Donald Trump, p.274 , Jul 2, 2000

[41]

Support Israel, our unsinkable Mideast aircraft carrier

The U.S. must continue to nurture and safeguard our special relationship with the state of Israel. This relationship
must remain the cornerstone of our policy tactics through the entire Middle-East region, as it has been for adminis-
trations of both parties for more than half a century.Why do we have this special relationship? It is not out of charity,
guilt, or what some call “ethnic lobbies.” We have been there for Israel because Israel is there for us. Israel is a stable
democracy in a region filled with dictatorship.
As Israel has matured, our close ties also bring America a fair trading partner and a fellow pioneer on the high-tech
frontier of medicine and communications that will enrich Americans’ lives in the coming century. Our two countries
must continue to stand strong together as pillars of freedom and progress.

Source: [42]The America We Deserve, by Donald Trump, p.132-33, Jul 2, 2000

[43]

No humanitarian intervention; only to direct threats

My rules of engagement are pretty simple. If we are going to intervene in a conflict it had better pose a direct threat to
our interest- one definition of “direct” being a threat so obvious that most Americans will know where the hot spot is
on the globe and will quickly understand why we are getting involved. The threat should be so direct that our leaders,
including our president, should be able to make the case clearly and concisely, which has certainly not been the case
regarding the terrible events in Yugoslavia. At the same time, we must not get involved in a long-festering conflict for
humanitarian reasons. If that’s our standard, we should have troops stationed all over Africa, andmuchof Asia aswell.

Source: [44]The America We Deserve, by Donald Trump, p.141-42, Jul 2, 2000
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Donald Trump on education (2016-10-24 15:38)

FactCheck: More than figurehead at Trump U

One key issue in the ongoing class-action lawsuits against Trump University is whether Donald Trump was just a
figurehead (and any responsibility for wrongdoing is on his subordinates) or instead was personally involved (and any
responsibility for wrongdoing is on him).Our conclusion: Trump was involved in guiding Trump U in the same manner
he guides any real estate development project. Trump doesn’t do any construction on his buildings: he designs them
and oversees implementation. Similarly, he designed a lot of Trump U and oversaw its operations.
One strong piece of evidence is the location of Trump U–at 40Wall Street. That building is featured in its own chapter
in Donald’s book "The Art of the Comeback" (1997)–Donald worked for years on that building. Donald located Trump
U at the jewel in the crown of the Trump empire–he meant Trump U not as just a money-making venture, but as a
showpiece for his name. Trump U may have failed, but Donald Trump intended it to succeed.

Source: [1]OnTheIssues FactCheck on Trump 101, by Donald Trump, Jun 9, 2016
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[2]

No federal government profit from student loans

A four-year degree today can be expensive enough to create six-figure debt. We can’t forgive these loans, but
we should take steps to help students.The big problem is the federal government. There is no reason the federal
government should profit from student loans. This only makes an already difficult problem worse. The Federal
Student Loan Program turned a $41.3 billion profit in 2013.
These student loans are probably one of the only things that the government shouldn’t make money from, and yet
it does. And do you think this has anything to do with why schools continue to raise their tuition every year? Those
loans should be viewed as an investment in America’s future.

Source: [3]Crippled America, by Donald Trump, p. 58-9, Nov 3, 2015

[4]

Let schools compete: charters, vouchers, and magnets

Competition is why I’m very much in favor of school choice. Let schools compete for kids. I guarantee that if you
forced schools to get better or close because parents didn’t want to enroll their kids there, they would get better.
Those schools that weren’t good enough to attract students would close, and that’s a good thing.For two decades
I’ve been urging politicians to open the schoolhouse doors and let parents decide which schools are best for their
children. Professional educators look to claim that doing so would be the end of good public schools. Better charter
or magnet schools would drain the top kids out of that system, or hurt the morale of those left behind. Suddenly,
the excellence that comes from competition is being criticized.

Source: [5]Crippled America, by Donald Trump, p. 53-4, Nov 3, 2015

[6]

Dept. of Education runs top-down one-size-fits-all system

A lot of people believe the Department of Education should just be eliminated. Get rid of it. If we don’t eliminate
it completely, we certainly need to cut its power and reach. Education has to be run locally. Common Core, No
Child Left Behind, and Race to the Top are all programs that take decisions away from parents and local school
boards. These programs allow the progressives in the Department of Education to indoctrinate, not educate, our
kids. What they are doing does not fit the American model of governance. I am totally against these programs and
the Department of Education. It’s a disaster. We cannot continue to fail our children–the very future of this nation.

Source: [7]Crippled America, by Donald Trump, p. 50-1, Nov 3, 2015

[8]

Cut Department of Education and Common Core

Q: Would you cut departments?TRUMP: We’re going to be cutting tremendous amounts of money and waste and
fraud and abuse. But, no, I’m not cutting services, but I am cutting spending.ÿBut I may cut Department of Education–
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Common Core is a very bad thing. I think that it should be local education. If you look at a Jeb Bush and some of
these others, they want children to be educated by Washington, D.C. bureaucrats.

Source: Fox News Sunday 2015 Coverage of 2016 presidential hopefuls , Oct 18, 2015

[9]

We spend more per student than any other nation

• Education spending: "People are tired of spending more money on education than any nation in the world per
capita."

• Local control of education: "Education has to be local."

• American education in an international context: "We’re 26th in the world. 25 countries are better than us at
education. And some of them are like third world countries. But we’re becoming a third world country."

Source: Fordham Institute EduWatch 2016 by Brandon White , Jun 18, 2015

[10]

Common Core is a disaster

[As president I’d] end Common Core. Common Core is a disaster. Bush is totally in favor of Common Core. I don’t see
how he can possibly get the nomination. He’s weak on immigration. He’s in favor of Common Core. How the hell can
you vote for this guy? You just can’t do it. We have to end–education has to be local.

Source: 2015 announcement speeches of 2016 presidential hopefuls , Jun 16, 2015

[11]

Cut the Department of Education way, way down

Here are some of Trump’s views on education:

• Department of Education: "You could cut that way, way, way down." – South Carolina Tea Party Convention,
Myrtle Beach, January 2015

• Common Core curriculum standards: "I am totally against Common Core." – South Carolina Tea Party Conven-
tion, Myrtle Beach, January 2015. "That’s a disaster. That’s bad. It should be local and all of that." – Iowa
Freedom Summit, Des Moines, Iowa, January 2015

• Infrastructure: "Fixing a country’s infrastructure–our bridges, our schools, our airports–that, I can tell you, no
one is close to Trump." – Iowa Freedom Summit, Des Moines, Iowa, January 2015

• Local control: "Education has to be local." – Announcement speech, New York City, June 16, 2015

Source: [12]Forbes Magazine "2016 Candidates Want You to Know" series, Jun 16, 2015
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[13]

Founded Trump University to teach the art of deal-making

Back in 2005, he started an online school called Trump University to teach the art of deal-making, but it didn’t offer
degrees. The New York Department of Education complained and he changed the name to Trump Entrepreneur
Initiative in 2010.

Source: Forbes Magazine "2016 Candidates Want You to Know" series , Jun 16, 2015

[14]

Opposes Common Core

Donald Trump doesn’t think the GOP is demanding enough. "Republicans have to toughen up," Trump said in a
speech at CPAC. "Toughen up on the IRS, toughen up on Benghazi, toughen up on everything."Trump bashed Jeb
Bush on education, who Trump said was "in favor of common core."
"I thought Romney could do it," Trump, who backed the candidate during the last election, said. "I don’t want what
happened to Mitt Romney to happen again."

Source: CBS News on 2015 Conservative Political Action Conf. , Feb 27, 2015

[15]

Common Core means Washington tells you what to study

Q: What’s Donald Trump think about Common Core?Trump: Well first of all, I think it’s going to kill Bush, and I think
that education should be local, absolutely. I think that for people in Washington to be setting curriculum and to be
setting all sorts of standards for people living in Iowa and other places is ridiculous.
Q: Why is it going to kill Bush?
Trump: Because I think people don’t want to have somebody from Washington looking down and saying this is what
you’re going to be studying.
Q: But do you think he’s responsible for that part of it?
Trump: No, but he’s responsible for supporting it."

Source: [16]Hugh Hewitt radio interview on 2016 presidential hopefuls, Feb 25, 2015

[17]

Americans don’t know their roots: study your ancestry

I was listening to some Europeans once and they seemed to agree that Americans didn’t seem to know their roots.
Of course, their roots go back for many more centuries than ours and may be easier to decipher because many of
us have ancestors from different countries. But it gave me a reason to think about what they said, and I realized in
many cases they were right. I recently went to Scotland, as my mother’s side of the family is of Scottish ancestry,
and I’ve spent time studying that country & therefore my heritage. It could even explain why I love golf so much–it
originated in Scotland.I found that I enjoyed learning about Scotland and it has broadened my horizons as well as my
interests as a businessman. I am building a golf course in Aberdeen that will be spectacular, and I very much enjoyed
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my visiting and meeting the people from the culture and country. I also realized I still have a lot to learn, which will
no doubt lead me into more interesting ventures as well as adventures.

Source: [18]Think Like a Champion, by Donald Trump, p. 37, Apr 27, 2010

[19]

Comprehensive education instead of limiting subjects

Comprehensive education dissolves the lines between knowing too much and knowing too little on a variety of
subjects–subjects that are necessary for success. Recently, I interviewed a young man who was very well versed
in his field of expertise and almost uneducated in every other subject. It was like he had tunnel vision, and although
I admired his knowledge of his field, I had to realize that, considering the scope of my enterprises, he might not be a
great fit because of his limited interests.

Source: Think Like a Champion, by Donald Trump, p. 47 , Apr 27, 2010

[20]

I’m deeply and actively involved in Trump University

I have a real passion for learning. My books and my professional experience always included a strong education
or "lessons learned" slant. This book is a collection of my beliefs and about business and life-my basic rules and
principles. It also contains questions submitted tome on the Trump University blog andmy answers.Another purpose
of this book is to introduce you to Trump University, which grew out of my desire to impart the business knowledge I
accumulated over the years and to find a practical, convenient way to teach success. Trump University doesn’t just
bear my name; I’m actively involved in it. I participated in creating the curricula, and my words, ideas, and image
have been woven into the courses we provide.
I’m deeply and actively involved in Trump University because I firmly believe in the power of education and its
function as an engine of success. I want to help people, and, simply put, the Trump University students want to be
successful. I’m on their side.

Source: [21]Trump 101, by Donald Trump, p. xix-xx, Oct 20, 2006

[22]

Teach citizenship; stop “dumbing down”

Our schools aren’t safe. On top of that, our kids aren’t learning. Too many are dropping out of school and into the
street life-and too many of those who do graduate are getting diplomas that have been devalued into “certificates of
attendance” by a dumbed-down curriculum that asks little of teachers and less of students. Schools are crime-ridden
and they don’t teach. How long do we think the U.S. can survive schools that pretend to teach while our kids pretend
to learn? How can a kid hope to build an American Dream when he hasn’t been taught how to spell the word
“dream”?
Public education was never meant to only teach the three R’s, history, and science. It was also meant to teach
citizenship. At the lower levels it should cover the basics, help students develop study habits, and prepare those who
desire higher education for the tough road ahead. It’s a mandate the public schools have delivered on since their
inception. Until now.
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Source: [23]The America We Deserve, by Donald Trump, p. 67, Jul 2, 2000

[24]

End “creative spelling,” “estimating,” & “empowerment”

The people running our public schools don’t want to damage a student’s self-esteem. They’re concerned about
“empowerment.” They’re worried kids will feel bad if they get a problem wrong or flunk a spelling test. It’s better to
pat a kid on the head and praise his “creative spelling” than point out that there is a traditional name for people with
poor spelling skills. We call them illiterates.Some educators think being “judgmental” is the worst of all sins. The
problem is that life tends to judge-and harshly at that. There’s no room for error when you’re launching the space
shuttle. Or mixing the concrete for the foundation of Trump Tower, for that matter. Try giving a number “in the
neighborhood of” on your tax returns and you may end up in a place where there’s a very definite number stamped
on the back of your shirt.

Source: [25]The America We Deserve, by Donald Trump, p. 69, Jul 2, 2000

[26]

Bring on the competition; tear down the union walls

Our public schools have grown up in a competition-free zone, surrounded by a very high union wall. Why aren’t we
shocked at the results? After all, teachers’ unions are motivated by the same desires that move the rest of us. With
more than 85 % of their soft-money donations going to Democrats, teachers’ unions know they can count on the
politician they back to take a strong stand against school choice. Our public schools are capable of providing a more
competitive product than they do today. Look at some of the high school tests from earlier in this century and you’ll
wonder if they weren’t college-level tests. And we’ve got to bring on the competition -open the schoolhouse doors
and let parents choose the best school for their children.
Education reformers call this school choice, charter schools, vouchers, even opportunity scholarships. I call it
competition-the American way.

Source: [27]The America We Deserve, by Donald Trump, p. 80-81, Jul 2, 2000

[28]

School choice will improve public schools

Defenders of the status quo insist that parental choice means the end of public schools. Let’s look at the facts. Right
now, nine of ten children attend public schools. If you look at public education as a business- and with nearly $300
billion spent each year on K-through-twelve education, it’s a very big business indeed-it would set off every antitrust
alarm bell at the Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission. When teachers’ unions say even the
most minuscule program allowing school choice is a mortal threat, they’re saying: If we aren’t allowed to keep 90
% of the market, we can’t survive. When Bell Telephone had 90 % of the market, a federal judge broke it up. Who’s
better off? The kids who use vouchers to go to the school of their choice, or the ones who choose to stay in public
school? All of them. That’s the way it works in a competitive system.

Source: [29]The America We Deserve, by Donald Trump, p. 83, Jul 2, 2000
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Donald Trump on Crime (2016-10-24 15:44)

[1]

Police can’t act due to disrespect; but weed out bad ones

Q: The FBI director said there’s a chill wind blowing through law enforcement because of increased scrutiny. How
do you bridge the divide?TRUMP: The police are absolutely mistreated and misunderstood, and if there is an
incident–whether it’s an incident done purposely, which is a horror, and you should really take very strong action–or
if it is a mistake, it’s on your newscasts, and it never ends. The police in this country have done an unbelievable job
of keeping law and order, and they’re afraid for their jobs, they’re afraid of the mistreatment they get, and I’m telling
you that not only, me speaking, minorities all over the country, they respect the police of this country and we have
to give them more respect. They can’t act. They’re afraid for losing their pension, their job. They don’t know what
to do. They want to do their job. And you’re going to have abuse and you’re going to have problems, and you’ve got
to solve the problems and you have to weed out the problems.
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Source: [2]2016 ABC Republican debate on eve of N.H. primary, Feb 6, 2016

[3]

The police are the most mistreated people in America

I want security for this country. I want to find out why those two horrible young people in California when they shot
the 14 people. Many people saw pipe bombs and all sorts of things all over their apartment. Why weren’t they
vigilant? Why didn’t they call the police? And by the way, the police are the most mistreated people in this country. I
will tell you that. The most mistreated people. We need vigilance. There’s something going on and it’s bad. And I’m
saying we have to get to the bottom of it.

Source: Fox Business 2016 Republican 2-tier debate , Jan 14, 2016

[4]

1989 full-page newspaper ads: "Bring Back the Death Penalty

In April 1989, Trump saw an opportunity to speak his mind when a young white woman was raped and beaten while
out for a jog in Central Park. As media reports shocked the city and the victim struggled for survival, police mounted
an intense investigation that ended with the apprehension of five black youths between the ages of 14 and 16. The
five implicated themselves under interrogation, but would later recant, saying they had been pressured into making
false statements. Donald Trump bought full-page advertisements in the city’s four big daily papers to proclaim BRING
BACK THE DEATH PENALTY. BRING BACK OUR POLICE!Although he avoided naming the accused in the jogger case,
Trump’s reference to "roving bands of wild criminals" left no doubt about why he had paid for the ads. Newspaper
accounts had described "wolf pack" gangs marauding in the park.

Source: [5]Never Enough, by Michael D’Antonio, p.192, Sep 22, 2015

[6]

Black lives matter, but we need strong police presence

Q: Do you see a crisis in the US of white police officers shooting unarmed blacks?TRUMP: It’s a massive crisis. It’s a
double crisis. I look at these things, I see them on television. And some horrible mistakes are made. But at the same
time, we have to give power back to the police because crime is rampant. I believe very strongly that we need police.
Cities need strong police protection. But officers’ jobs are being taken away from them. And there’s no question
about it, there is turmoil in our country on both sides.
Q: Do you understand why African Americans don’t trust the police right now?
TRUMP: Well, I can certainly see it when I see what’s going on. But at the same time, we have to give power back
to the police because we have to have law and order. And you’re always going to have mistakes made. And you’re
always going to have bad apples. But you can’t let that stop the fact that police have to regain control of this
tremendous crime wave that’s hitting the US.

Source: [7]Meet the Press 2015 interviews of 2016 presidential hopefuls, Aug 2, 2015

[8]
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Capital punishment isn’t uncivilized; murderers living is

Civilized people don’t put up with barbaric behavior. Would it have been civilized to put Hitler in prison? No-it would
have been an affront to civilization. The same is true of criminals who prey on innocent people. They have declared
war on civilization. I don’t care if the victim is a CEO or a floor sweeper. A life is a life, and if you criminally take an
innocent life you’d better be prepared to forfeit your own. My only complaint is that lethal injection is too comfortable
a way to go

Source: The America We Deserve, by Donald Trump, p.102-3 , Jul 2, 2000

[9]

Death penalty deters like violent TV leads kids astray

I can’t believe that executing criminals doesn’t have a deterrent effect. To point out the extreme, 100 % of the people
who are executed never commit another crime. And it seems self-evident (we can’t put numbers to this) that a lot of
people who might otherwise commit a capital crime are convinced not to because they know there’s a chance they
could die for it. Young male murderers, we are constantly told, are led astray by violent music and violent movies.
Fair enough. I believe that people are affected by what they read, see, hear, and experience. Only a fool believes
otherwise. So you can’t say on one hand that a kid is affected by music and movies and then turn around and say
he is absolutely not affected when he turns on the evening news and sees that a criminal has gone to the chair for
killing a child. Obviously capital punishment isn’t going to deter everyone. But how can it not put the fear of death
into many would-be killers?

Source: [10]The America We Deserve, by Donald Trump, p.102-4, Jul 2, 2000

[11]

Hold judges accountable; don’t reduce sentences

Criminals are often returned to society because of forgiving judges. This has to stop. We need to hold judges more
accountable, and the best way to make that happen is to elect them. Whey they hurt us, we need to make sure
we can vote them out of the job. The rest of us need to rethink prisons and punishment. The next time you hear
someone saying there are too many people in prison, ask them how many thugs they’re willing to relocate to their
neighborhood. The answer: None.

Source: The America We Deserve, by Donald Trump, p.106-7 , Jul 2, 2000

[12]

For tough anti-crime policies; not criminals’ rights

We can have safe streets. But unless we stand up for tough anticrime policies, they will be replaced by policies that
emphasize criminals’ rights over those of ordinary citizens. Soft criminal sentences are based on the proposition that
criminals are the victims of society. A lot of people in high places really do believe that criminals are victims. The
only victim of a violent crime is the person getting shot, stabbed, or raped. The perpetrator is never a victim. He’s
nothing more than a predator.

Source: The America We Deserve, by Donald Trump, p. 93-94 , Jul 2, 2000
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Nintendo Switch downgrades to 720p, but is multi-touch (2016-10-28 00:30)

It’s been a week since NX became Nintendo Switch and we finally learned all about Nintendo’s next home console -
except, actually we didn’t learn all there is to it.

Last week’s slick trailer gave a solid overview of Switch’s core mechanics, but Eurogamer has learned about other
features which were not shown or talked about.
A number of sources, including those who informed me of the [1]Switch’s design and detachable controllers back in
July, have all confirmed other capabilities which Nintendo is currently keeping quiet.
Let’s start with the Nintendo Switch’s screen. It is 6.2" in size, 720p and - for the first time in any Nintendo device -
boasts a capacitive multi-touch screen.
(Both 3DS andWii U featured resistive touchscreens, reliant on pressure and less precise. They were also single-touch
only.)
As is standard for capacitive devices such as most modern smartphones, Switch’s screen is a 10-point multitouch
display, meaning multi-finger gestures are supported.
Why not mention the touchscreen in the trailer, or show users playing with it? Perhaps Nintendo did not want to
confuse its messaging of Switch being able to play standard home console games on the go.
Switch does not carry the DS or Wii U branding, for example, and both of those were defined - for better and worse
- by their tablet-esque stylus controls. Demonstrating touchscreen on Switch now might suggest a continuation of
both those brands rather than a brand new device.

The Switch trailer also focuses on a number of control methods already - playing using the JoyCon controllers with
the main unit docked, then play with each JoyCon attached to the Switch itself on the go, then various multiplayer
options.
Explaining how the touchscreen will work - and how it is an optional feature - is perhaps another level of complexity
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than is needed in a three-minute ad, which already has a lot of information to convey.
So, how will the touchscreen work when the Switch is docked? While connected to your TV the Switch itself is out
of reach - you play either with both JoyCon controllers attached to the system’s grip or with a Pro Controller. The
Switch’s touchscreen is almost entirely obscured within the console’s dock.
The answer may lie hidden in the right-hand JoyCon, which houses a short-range IR sensor in its base. This could be
used to point at the TV to replicate basic touchscreen functionality, picked up by a corresponding IR sensor in the
docked Switch.
Nintendo declined to comment when contacted about this article, although last week said it had "[2]nothing to an-
nounce" on the possibility of a touchscreen.
A [3]Nintendo Switchmedia briefingwill be held on 13th Januarywheremore system featureswill likely be announced,
as well as its exact release date and software launch line-up.

1. http://www.eurogamer.net/articles/2016-07-26-nx-is-a-portable-console-with-detachable-controllers
2. http://www.eurogamer.net/articles/2016-10-21-nintendo-refuses-to-say-whether-switch-has-a-touchscreen
3. http://www.eurogamer.net/articles/2016-10-27-nintendo-switch-launch-date-price-games-line-up

Volient videogames decrease crime (2016-10-29 14:23)

So why not take a look at the science? So far, no study has conclusively linked violent video games to violent crime
or youth violence, and a number have pointed to just the opposite.

Recommended by Forbes

In August of 2007, Dr. Christopher J. Ferguson of Texas A &M[1] published a study showing that many studies of
violence in video games have ‘publication bias’ baked into the reports, and even then, of the 25 studies he surveyed,
none show any causal link between violence in video games and violence in real life.
In 2010, Dr. Fergusson and Dr. Stephanie M. Rueda [2]published another study in which they took a sample of 103
young adults and had them solve a “frustration task.” Separating the participants into four groups, the researches
had one group play no video game, one play a non-violent video game, one play as good guys in a violent game, and
one play as bad guys in a violent game.
They found that the games had no impact on aggressive behavior whatsoever, and that the group which played no
game at all was the most aggressive after the task, whereas the group that played the violent games were the least
hostile and depressed.
There are many other studies which come to the same conclusions – or lack of conclusions – about the risk of violent
video games affecting behavior in real life.
Many social and behavioral researchers point out that violence in the home and poverty are better indicators of anti-
social or violent behavior.
Add to this the fact that the gaming industry is now measured in the tens of billions of dollars every year, with global
revenue well over $60 billion annually.
At the very same time as video games started going mainstream, violent crime began to fall.
Indeed, the correlation between the growth in the gaming industry and the fall in violent crime is startling even if it
is only a correlation.
Violent crime is at an all-time low in America. Here’s [3]a look at falling violent crime numbers, courtesy of the FBI.

[4]
Meanwhile, games [5]sales are on the rise in the US (in billions US $):

[6]
It’s not hard to combine the two graphs in your mind’s eye and see the two lines cross.
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As The Economist [7]put it several years ago: “The opposition to gaming springs largely from the neophobia that has
pitted the old against the entertainments of the young for centuries. Most gamers are under 40, and most critics are
non-games-playing over-40s.”
Why themedia keeps spinning this same tale is not particularly perplexing. The news plays to our fears, whether sub-
stantiated or no, and since video games first rolled on to the scene, parents have been fearful of the effects violent
video gamesmight have on their kids. Find some correlation and you’ve got yourself a clickable headline. The Norway
shooter played a violent video game? Send it to print!
Why are violent crimes down? It may not have anything to do with video games. Still, it’s also possible that relatively
cheap, accessible, and time-consuming electronic diversions keep people occupied who might otherwise be out get-
ting into trouble. Maybe the more time people spend playing games, the less time and motivation they’ll have to go
out and commit crimes. Or maybe there’s no link at all.
But on a purely intuitive level, I can’t help but think that the more people we have playing games the better. The
more people who can gain access to the internet and to other relatively cheap and engaging diversions, like games
and social media, the better off our society will become.

1. http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1359178907000055
2. http://bit.ly/GXKHPM
3. http://motherjones.com/kevin-drum/2010/09/raw-data-crime-rate-continues-fall
4. http://blogs-images.forbes.com/erikkain/files/2012/04/blog_fbi_crime_rate_2009_1.jpg
5. http://videogames.procon.org/viewsource.asp?ID=009486
6. http://blogs-images.forbes.com/erikkain/files/2012/04/salesgrowthindollars96.jpg
7. http://www.economist.com/node/4247084

2.11 November

Nintendo Switch has 4 GB of RAM (Wii U had 2 GB RAM) (2016-11-02 00:13)

This time around it’s Emily Rogers posting about the system. She [1]shared a blog post earlier in the year that was
rather on the money, and from our understanding does have multiple and solid sources. As always though, details
like these should never be considered 100 % final, although we feel the track record and detail here is worth sharing.
In any case, Rogers has posted on the RAM in Switch, pegging it at 4GB.

Alright. I have some good news. I can confirm that Switch has 4GB of ram in RETAIL units. Not just the
dev kits. Double the Wii U’s ram.

— Emily Rogers (@ArcadeGirl64) [2]October 30, 2016

Let’s break down some key points on RAM. For one thing, it’s not just the volume of RAM that’s relevant, but the
type and speed of that RAM that are also important. There’s also always a percentage of RAM locked away from
developers, which is needed to run the console’s operating system.
How does 4GB, just as a number, stack up? The Wii U has 2GB, which at the time of its release was double that of
Xbox 360. Both PS4 and Xbox One current have 8GB of RAM, with a little over half of that available to developers
along with extra small boosts through some additional tricks. The PS4 Pro will also offer a little more, so off the bat
these current home consoles have more RAM for developers than the entirety of the rumoured 4GB of Switch.
It’s worth noting, though, that it’s not entirely a simple case of numbers. As the Switch console is effectively a portable
device, and as it’s utilising a formof Nvidia’s Tegra technology, issues around bandwidth and the ease / speed of access
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to that RAMare also relevant. As far as portable systems go, for a basic comparison the current iPad Pro 9.7-inchmodel
has 2GB of RAM, while the 12.9-inch model has 4GB of RAM.
Naturally there are plenty of relevant factors that determine the capabilities of any device, including the Switch. It’ll
be interesting to see whether this 4GB RAM claim plays out, and if so how that connects to the broader specifications
of Nintendo’s upcoming system.

1. https://arcadegirl64.wordpress.com/2016/09/02/rumor-what-should-we-expect-from-the-final-nx-product/
2. https://twitter.com/ArcadeGirl64/status/792616520308314112

Trans-Pacific Partnership (2016-11-05 14:19)

AHillary Clinton Presidencywould enact the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)
and lead to a massive jobs depression in the same pattern of Clinton’s
career according to Republican presumptive presidential nominee Donald
Trump who laid out a litany of Clinton misconduct in a highly anticipated
Wednesday morning address.
“If [Hillary Clinton] is elected President she will adopt the Trans-Pacific Partnership and we will lose millions of jobs
and our economic independence for good,” said Trump.

Just as she has betrayed the American worker and trade at every single stage of her career and it will be
even worse than the Clinton’s NAFTA deal. And I never thought it could get worse than that. We will lose
jobs. We will lose employment. We will lose taxes. We will lost everything. We will lose our country.

Hillary Clinton’s husband, former President Bill Clinton [1]signed NAFTA (the North American Free Trade Agreement)
into law on December 8, 1993. CNN [2]reported that Clinton promoted NAFTA during her tenure as First Lady.
Clinton’s position on free trade vacillated as she was elected to the U.S. Senate and as she competed with then Sen.
Barack Obama for the Democratic Party presidential nomination in 2008 she was accused of flip flopping by the
candidate that later beat her.
Trump continued, “I want trade deals, but they have to be great for the United States and for our workers.”
“We don’t make great deals anymore, but we will once I become President. I promise you that.”
During his speech Trump accused Clinton of giving America’s best jobs, millions of jobs to China, of allowing billions
of dollars in intellectual property to be taken by China all while she enriched her own financial position during her
time as Secretary of State. “She gets rich making you poor.”
Trump quoted Peter Schweizer’s book Clinton Cash:

At the center of U.S. policy toward China was Hillary Clinton. At this critical time for U.S.- China relations,
Bill Clinton gave a number of speeches that were underwritten by the Chinese government and its sup-
porters. These funds were paid to the Clintons’ bank account directly, while Hillary was negotiating with
China on behalf of the United States.

Trump said that Clinton has falsely portrayed that she would be against the TPP deal when in reality she has and will
support it.
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At least 45 times Clinton pushed for TPP between 2010 and 2013 as she held the position of Secretary of State [3]ac-
cording to a CNN article posted one year ago.
Clinton espoused an anti-TPP position during a March rally in Youngstown, Ohio [4]according to Politico. Clinton
Democratic presidential opponent Sen. Bernie Sanders warned that Clinton would eventually support the trade deal
and that it would cost around half a million American jobs.
Trump pointed out the [5]many millions of dollars Clinton has received from foreign sources, saying that “Clinton has
perfected the politics of personal profit and even theft. She ran the State Department like her own personal hedge
fund, doing favors for oppressive regimes and many others…in exchange for cash.”

1. http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/nafta-signed-into-law
2. http://www.cnn.com/2015/01/14/politics/hillary-clinton-trade/
3. http://www.cnn.com/2015/06/15/politics/45-times-secretary-clinton-pushed-the-trade-bill-she-now-opposes/
4. http://www.politico.com/tipsheets/morning-trade/2016/03/clinton-steps-up-anti-tpp-rhetoric-klobuchar-emme
r-also-going-to-cuba-us-zeroing-takes-another-hit-at-wt
5. http://www.breitbart.com/2016-presidential-race/2016/06/13/trump-calls-on-clinton-foundation-to-return-25
m-in-saudi-arabia-money/

Nintendo Switch competition is iPad (2016-11-07 23:02)

The Nintendo Switch, however, is throwing a wrench into the works by its very nature. While it does function as a
home console, its heavily advertised main gimmick is that is transforms into a mobile tablet-ish handheld to play the
same games on the go. So, who exactly is it competing with now? Some may still say Sony and Microsoft, but based
on what we’ve seen, I fully believe that Nintendo is going to be squaring off against the iPad.
First, let me talk about why I don’t really think that Nintendo is competing with PS4 and Xbox One anymore, and they
really haven’t been for some time. I believe this is true about the PS4 Slim and Xbox One Slim, which are what most
price-focused consumers will be picking up these days, but also about the upcoming PS4 Pro and Xbox Scorpio, the
high-end, ultra-powerful variants of each system.
At this point, Nintendo consoles have become one of two things for most buyers. Either A) it’s an additional system
to bolster something you already own like a gaming PC or an Xbox or PlayStation, or B) it’s your only system if you
are a die-hard Nintendo fan or someone completely focused on family gaming. The Wii U failed because of this very
dynamic. When it came down to a choice between aWii U and an Xbox One or PS4, there simply wasn’t a comparison
in most instances. The Wii U was a less powerful system that yes, had access to some great first party Nintendo
games, but lacked almost the entire third party catalog that the other two systems (and PC) took for granted, which
were dozens of the most high profile games released every single year. Because of that, you either had to be content
only playing Nintendo games, or buying it as a supplementary system.
I am not convinced this narrative is going to change with the Switch. While there were a great many things to be
excited about during the reveal of this console, one selling point I am hugely skeptical of is Nintendo trying to tout
tremendous third-party support right out of the gate. We have to keep in mind that Nintendo also tried to play this
card with the Wii and Wii U, and those systems had many brands “supporting” them initially until suddenly, they
weren’t, and nearly every major multiplatform series had fled Nintendo.

Trump Outperformed Romney....Big League (2016-11-09 22:57)

You’re going to see this a lot from me today, so let me just confess this right now: I was wrong about Trump. No, I
was very wrong about our next president, but I’m so glad that Hillary Clinton is not going to be our next president,
and that this family’s chapter on American politics is now closed. Last night was a shocking upset, mostly due to a
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few uncertain factors, specifically the hidden Trump vote that existed and turned out big league for the billionaire. As
someDemocrats, like Democratic strategist Paul Begala warned, Trump has a path to the presidency if he’s able to ride
the Rust Belt; areas where the electorate (33 percent) is chock full of non-college educated white working class voters.
These voters stuck with Obama more or less in 2012. So, lets go down the states that Trump won that Romney was
unable to clinch in the last election and the states that Clinton lost, which went handily for Obama. Van Jones [1]also
warned that progressives had dumb reasons for why Trump would lose in May, specifically noting that the Rust Belt
is hanging by a thread for Democrats. He later called this election a "whitelash," despite the 2016 electorate being a
mirror image of the 2012 one, but we’ll get to that briefly in a second.
There are quite a few of them.
Trump took a sledgehammer to Obama and the Democrats’ Blue Wall:
Trump won Pennsylvania, Wisconsin (first time it’s gone GOP since 1984), Ohio, and is most likely Michigan.
In 2012, Romney lost Wisconsin 53/46 to Obama; Trump won it 47/46.
Pennsylvania went for Obama over Romney 52/47; Trump reclaimed for the GOP for the first time since 1988 in a
48/47 win over Clinton. Ohio went for Obama in 2012 50/48. It went big league for Trump 52/43. Yes, Trump lost the
key counties of Hamilton and Cuyahoga County, but he made up for it in the various rural counties, running up the
score there that Romney failed to do in 2012.
We’re still waiting on Michigan, but all the precincts are in and Trump is a little over 12,000 votes ahead. If he wins,
it’ll be a squeaker 47.6/47.3.
Moving down south, Trumpwas able to win Florida 49/47 over Clinton; a state that eluded Romney four years ago in a
50/49 loss to Obama. Trumpwon Pinellas County, which Romney lost in 2012 that offset Clinton’s gains in neighboring
Hillsborough County, which accounted for half of Romney’s vote deficit and he lost it by six points overall (McCain lost
it by seven in 2008). You can read more about this in Ed Morrissey’s book Going Red.
Out west, in Iowa, the state pretty much flipped from its 2012 designation. Obama won 52/46; Trump clinched it
51/42 over Clinton.
So, in the end, Trump was able to bring five to six states, some of which were reliably Democratic states, into the GOP
column. Also, on the demographic front, Trump did get one point less than Romney in the white vote, but turnout
among Hispanic and Black voters dipped, and Trump was able to get a point or two better among non-whites.

[2016 electorate]

[2012 electorate]
In all, Trump out-performed Romney, was able to tap into the white working class that dominates the rural regions,
and expand the map, which everyone missed. Make sure to read Cortney’s post on increased Hispanic turnout. Also,
don’t forget [2]Guy’s analysis.

1. http://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2016/05/12/van-jones-yes-trump-can-be-elected-presidentand-progres
sives-have-dumb-reasons-for-why-he-cant-be-n2162258
2. http://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2016/11/09/analysis-six-thoughts-on-donald-trumps-breathtaking-sur
real-upset-victory-n2243477

Unknown (2018-05-22 22:07:47)
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Publisher Reach on Facebook Is Down 42% The ’pretty notable drop’ happened over the past 5 months
(2016-11-10 13:19)

Publishers who have noticed their overall reach on Facebook has dramatically declined over the past few months can
at least have peace of mind that they’re not alone.

According to an analysis by [1]SocialFlow, publishers on Facebook have experienced a rapid decline in overall reach
during the past few months. The social analytics company examined 3,000 Facebook pages, most of which are pub-
lishers who have a collective annual impression count of around 500 billion reaching 600 million unique users. And
what it found might be a bit depressing to all the hard working journalists of the world: In May, publishers produced
around 550,000 posts that went through SocialFlow’s platform—up from 470,000 in April—but overall reach from
January to May was down 42 percent per post.

That’s a "pretty notable drop," said SocialFlow CEO Jim Anderson.

"We said, wait a minute, if the reach is staying flat but the posts are going up, the only possible conclusion there is
that my reach per post is going down," he said in an interview.

According to SocialFlow data, total media reach across all pages had been steadily increasing from June 2015 through
January 2016. And while post counts have continued to go up—now more than double the 220,000 count in June
2015—reach per post peaked in January at nearly 120,000.

"It’s hard to look at that data and say that doesn’t hurt publishers, right?" Anderson said. "It’s a 42 percent drop in
the reach per post. It’s hard to objectively look and say, ’Wow, that’s a good thing if I’m a publisher and I’m the one
publishing the content, because I want reach, I want traffic, I want eyeballs.’"

It’s tough to tell what exactly caused the shift at the beginning of the year, but Andersonmentioned a few possibilities:
Facebook’s algorithm might be adjusting to give more prominence to personal posts—a way to prevent the reported
decrease in engagement on the platform—or it could be that the algorithm is choosing to only show users a limited
number of posts from any given publisher to prevent newsfeed overload.

According to [2]data last year from the Pew Research Center, about 47 percent of a survey of 2,000 adults using
Facebook said they get their news from Facebook, while about 40 percent of all U.S. adults did the same. The study
also found that Twitter users had a more diverse range of topics and were more likely to follow media organizations
on the platform.

While Anderson doesn’t think Facebook is necessarily doing anything maliciously to hurt publishers in favor of others,
he said there’s no denying that the results aren’t rosy. However, it said Facebook is facedwith the challenge of balance
the needs of competing entities in a way that’s good for not just publishers but also brands and users.
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"I think these algorithms are a bit of a dark art to many people," he said. "We think it’s important and we are excited
to provide some visibility to what’s going on. Because even when you can’t control it, knowing what’s happening
and understanding how your volatility compares to the rest of the industry or similar publications lets you run your
business more effectively."

If anything he said the results are a sign that publishers should spend time examining their content to see what’s going
well and what’s not. If their reach is higher than before, they’re bucking the trend. If not, media companies struggling
for more page views can rest assured that they’re not alone.

"It’s sort of like if I got wet on the way to work because it was raining outside. There was water coming from the
sky—that’s why you got wet. And you can argue whether you should have had an umbrella, but it’s that kind of
thing. There’s just no good way for media companies to know on a systematic basis what’s going on with other media
companies."

1. http://www.socialflow.com/
2. http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/07/14/5-key-takeaways-about-twitter-facebook-and-news-use/?vers
ion=meter+at+1&module=meter-Links&pgtype=article&conten

Nintendo Switch $299 (2016-11-15 19:12)

We know some things about the Nintendo Switch, but there are still a whole lot of questions about Nintendo’s
new hybrid living room/portable console. Chief among them is the price: it’s a competitive gaming market out
there, and Nintendo is going to have to strike the right balance between affordability and profitability if it wants
to push these console as effectively as possible. We’ve heard some hints from [1]Nintendo president Tatsumi
Kimishima that the company will be selling the hardware at a profit, and that the Switch will be priced in line with
previous Nintendo offerings. Now, a since-removed listing from the [2]Canadian Toys “R” Us website puts the price
at $329.99 Canadian, which translates to about [3] $245 US (likely rounded up to $249 if this turns out to be the price).

Standard leak/rumor caveat: nothing is official until it’s official, and we’ve all been duped before. Here’s Nin-
tendo’s official statement: “At a later date, before launch, we’ll be talking about things like price, exact launch date,
and of course, the games.”

I had previously been predicting $299, which was the price of the basic Wii U at launch. But this number is
still generally in line with what we might consider a “Nintendo-like” pricing, just on the slightly lower end. If it’s true,
that’s good news for Nintendo. I could see the Switch moving pretty fast at a price like that. There already seems to
be a fair amount of enthusiasm for the Switch, something that an appropriately low price point could help Nintendo
take advantage of. Despite the handheld focus, I have the feeling that the Xbox One and PS4 remain the machine’s
primary competition, or at least the primary comparison point. Both of those are selling for $299 (with bundled
games) right now, and going down to $299 for Black Friday. Holiday pricing sometimes becomes permanent, so keep
an eye on that into December.

There are also rumors of a “deluxe” SKU at $299, which would also fit in well with Nintendo’s history with the
Wii U, and it’s worth noting that the deluxe bundle sold much stronger with the Wii U. Regardless, I tend to agree
with Michael Pachter that $299 is both a ceiling and a totally comfortable price for the Nintendo Switch. Anything
below that just sweetens the deal.

1. http://www.forbes.com/sites/davidthier/2016/11/04/nintendo-drops-a-big-hint-about-the-switchs-price-point
/#6ecfff5f6246
2. http://www.toysrus.ca/search/index.jsp?fv=2510384&f=Taxonomy&fd=&fg=&keywords=nintendo+switch&x=-1190&y=-
170
3. http://www.slashgear.com/nintendo-switch-pricing-leaked-by-toysrus-14463747/
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Accountants vs. Lawyers: A Pointless Debate (2016-11-16 13:31)

A lawyer and an accountant walk into a bar. Everyone else in the bar doesn’t care.

Our friends over at [1]Above the Law published a debate between an ex-lawyer and ex-accountant over which profes-
sion was more god-awful. I didn’t read the whole thing but whatever the conclusion, it matters not. This is a pointless
conversation that will be argued until the end of civilization or when robots take over both professions, whichever
comes first.

Yet, the debate rages on. Why? I have ideas:

Lawyers – Lawyers like to have this conversation because they like talking about money even more than accountants
do. They also like to use the farcical prestige of their profession to belittle a profession that they consider to be just
an army of simpleton number crunchers.

Accountants – Accountants like to have this conversation because they enjoy pointing out that lawyers make bad life
choices. Seriously, what kind of person willingly pursues a career that is stacked in the favor of the students at the
most elite schools, results in a six-figure school loan debt, an evaporated jobmarket, and no useful skills? The answer:
A very stupid person.

Despite the futile nature of this discussion, in the spirit of good Internet sport, I will extend this fruitless debate further,
thus continuing the endless circle of petty bickering that both accountants and lawyers relish. Don’t wanna to do it,
but feel like I owe it to you.

I’ve come up with four main areas of discussion to compare the two professions. After reading them, feel free to add
your comments should you believe I missed anything. I plan to nail this, though, so maybe don’t bother. Anyway, let’s
do this.

The Work

There are lawyers who say law is awesome and accounting is boring. There are accountants who say accounting is
awesome and law is boring. There are lawyers and accountants who will tell you that the work of both profession is
boring. To this latter group, I would say shut up and stop obsessing over money.

What it comes down to is fear. That is, do you fear numbers or words? Your opinion on how “boring” either law or
accounting is based solely on how you answer that question. Which your fear is, you’re just ignorant and incapable
of empathy which makes you a bad person.

Money

Lawyers make more starting out; they make more over the long haul. I’m sure any enterprising accountant could
prove me wrong with an elaborately designed spreadsheet but I don’t give a fuck. Not a single one.

Money is a pointless topic within this debate because anyone who is motivated primarily by money is myopic and
soulless. I’d avoid any profession that is populated with these type of people (which probably explains why I work at
home, ALL ALONE *sob*)

If you want to be rich, you’re going to have to start a business and make it wildly successful. In this highly unlikely
event, then you will have enough money to throw scraps to the ground and watch lawyers and accountants fight over
them just to serve you, while you laugh maniacally. Fun!

Colleagues

Ahhhhh, there’s nothing quite like the incessant bitching of over-educated, entitled professionals who have an inflated
sense of self-worth. Determining which group of professionals suck the life out of your soul more effectively is also
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a futile exercise. In either law or accounting, misery loves company that loves company that loves misery. You’re
doomed to be surrounded by people you don’t like or want to talk to.

Speaking of conversation – you can pick your poison: Do you want to talk about legal work or accounting work?
Because that’s what your colleagues are going to talk to you about 99 % of the time. The other 1 % of the time, you’re
[2]discussing sports or your Plan B commute or the camera on your new smartphone or how you need to get back into
your workout routine or the real estate values in your neighborhood or any other topic that your average white-collar
working stiff thinks is interesting to someone else.

Career Prospects

Don’t getme started on the empty ambitions of these two groups. Lawyers all think they can either be Senators or that
they want to save the children/whales/Africa with their scholarly legal intellect. Or maybe they’ll just give it all up and
become the next John Grisham! In reality, they can’t accept the fact that most of them will either do estate planning
for people far, far wealthier than they’ll ever be or chasing ambulances and shooting low-budget commercials that
will air after midnight.

Accountants, on the other hand, all want to be Gordon Gekko except they don’t have the smarts or the charisma or
the guts to take a chance on anything but the cream cheese they want on their bagel. When they’ve realized that the
best options they have are either being a partner at a small accounting firm or controller of a real estate company
that specializes in storage units, they lose all ambition because those two jobs allow you a somewhat decent life.

Except for the part where you’re a partner a small accounting firm or controller of a real estate company that special-
izes in storage units.

Conclusion

To sum it up, lawyers and accountants tie for the worstest and this post will undoubtedly go down in history as the
authoritative literature on the subject. Discuss.

1. http://abovethelaw.com/2015/02/whats-worse-being-a-lawyer-or-an-accountant/
2. http://goingconcern.com/post/lets-discuss-why-everyone-public-accounting-obsessed-sports

SNES games for SNES Classic Edition (2016-11-16 22:52)

Chrono Trigger

A strong focus on character development, side quests, and multiple endings put Chrono Trigger far ahead of its time

in terms of storytelling in games and made it an all-time great.

Donkey Kong Country

One of the best all-around games of the era, Donkey Kong Country was a terrific platformer, had one of the best

soundtracks on the SNES, and was one of the first games to use pre-rendered 3D graphics.

The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past

Arguably the best game in the series, A Link to the Past fleshed out the Zelda canon, had a dozen temples to explore,

and both the Light and Dark World for you to travel between.
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Tiny Toon Adventures: Buster Busts Loose

This addictive platformer combined all the humor from the kids cartoon with the difficulty of other games from the

era to create a surprise classic.

Earthbound
EarthBound‘s extraordinary circumstances set in a rather ordinary world and offbeat humor would serve as the
inspiration for many modern RPGs.

Super Mario World

The pack in game for the SNES was also one of its best. Super Mario World perfected the formula begun in Super

Mario Bros. 3, and it introduced our dino pal Yoshi.

Maximum Carnage

A slew of Marvel-licensed video games hit the SNES over its lifespan, but this recreation of the classic Spider-Man

storyline was one of the most satisfying beat ’em ups of the era.

Zombies Ate My Neighbors

This hilarious LucasArts game has you taking on aliens, werewolves, and—yes—zombies as you attempt to save your

neighbors.
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Star Fox

Using the Super FX chip to create the first accelerated 3D experience on a home console, Star Fox paved the way for

polygon use in graphics, and had stellar on-rails action to boot.

Super Mario RPG: Legend of the Seven Stars
The final collaboration between Square and Nintendo before Square moved to the PS1, this RPG had cutting edge
graphics and combat that has fans still clamoring for a proper sequel to this day.

TMNT IV: Turtles in Time

A reimagining of the arcade game, taking on classic bad guys from the popular 80s cartoon alongside a friend defined

many children’s memories with the SNES.

Aladdin

Completely different from the Sega version of the game, the SNES Aladdin was the superior of the two, focusing

more on platforming and traversal than combat.

Super Star Wars

Recreating the best scenes of the movie via run and gun and platforming gameplay, your world changed forever for

the better when you got the lightsaber.
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Super Street Fighter II

Beginning Capcom’s long history of updating our favorite games repeatedly over a single console generation, this

third version of the classic fighter introduced T. Hawk, Cammy, Fei Long, and Dee Jay.

NBA Jam
Ported from the arcades, the highly entertaining 2-on-2 basketball action was easy to pick and play with friends and
lent itself to instant rivalries in the living room.

Super Castlevania IV

In many ways this was a recreation of the original Castelvania, but more control over Simon Belmont and his whip

made this an instant favorite.

F-Zero

Nothingmakes an amazing racing game quite like hover-cars. F-Zero set the bar for high-speed racing, while delivering

memorable racers like Captain Falcon.

Final Fantasy VI

One of the most amazing RPGs of all time, Final Fantasy VI (released as Final Fantasy III in the United States) is a

must-have game on any SNES list.
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Super Punch-Out!!

Building off of the NES classic, Super Punch-Out!! marks the return of Little Mac against a bevy of hilarious enemy

boxers.

X-Men: Mutant Apocalypse
Take control of five of your favorite X-Men in this game, each with their own unique powers to help you take down
the mighty Apocalypse.

Super Metroid

Samus is the queen of action and platforming, and Super Metroid finds her at her finest. See what set the tone for

an entire genre of games to come.

Mega Man X

A new Blue Bomber in an even more distant future must take down Sigma and his Maverick army. This game included

new ways to explore, including dashing and wall-climbing, combined with classic Mega Man shooter action.

The Lost Vikings

Utilize the abilities of three adventurous vikings as you work your way through this puzzle-platformer from Blizzard

Entertainment.
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Earthworm Jim

Beautiful level design complimented with crisp controls and a sense of humor make Earthworm Jim another game

that you simply must play.

Mario Paint
It’s time to get creative with this outside-the-box title. Not so much a game, Mario Paint has you make your own
music, create your own art, and more.

Final Fight

Take back the streets and save your loved one in this classic beat-em-up. Don’t forget to pick up a pipe—it’s

dangerous out there.

Rock n’ Roll Racing

This title has you not just trying to make it to the finish line, but also to survive! Spend your winnings on upgraded

weapons to be the ultimate racer.
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Secret of Mana

An early Square RPG, Secret of Mana features intense real-time battles contrasted by a gorgeous soundtrack.

Harvest Moon

Tend to the crops and maintain the farm in Harvest Moon. You’ll want to optimize every acre to get the best harvest!

Breath of Fire
Another amazing SNES RPG for the list, but in this one you can turn into an awesome, fire-breathing dragon!

Ranking of NES Classic Edition (2016-11-19 14:58)

30. Galaga

Galaga is a pretty faithful port of the arcade game original. This was one of the NES games that proved Nintendo’s

game console could bring the experience of mall video arcades into your living room, sans all the people crowding

around you and calling “next game” when you died.

29. Pac-Man

Another arcade port. The sound is a little off between the original arcade game and the NES version, but the mazes

are faithful, so it almost felt like owning your own Pac-Manmachine when this game was first released!

28 and 27. Donkey Kong and Donkey Kong Jr.

Another pair of arcade ports, this time starring Nintendo’s first iconic character, who recently celebrated his 35th

anniversary!

26. Balloon Fight
Balloon Fight [1]NESguide.com/YouTube
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Balloon Fight has a lot in common with the arcade game Joust. You float around the game level with a handful of

balloons, and land on top of enemies who are also floating around with balloons. If you land on your opponent

correctly, you pop their balloons and send them parachuting to the ground. The second hit kills them.

25. Ice Climber

A launch title for the NES, Ice Climber is a vertical platformer where the player scales an ice mountain. You have a

mallet to break rocks and ice that gets in your way or to smash enemies. There’s a bonus stage at the top of every

mountain where you have to grab as many items as possible to bring you to the next stage before a giant condor flies

past.

24. Mario Bros.

Yet another arcade port. The pair of plumbers star in what would become a prologue game to the “super” versions

that would make Mario and Luigi household names.

23. Double Dragon II: The Revenge

This side-scrolling beat-em-up is a sequel to the original Double Dragon. Up to two players simultaneously walk

through the streets beating up gang members and criminals using nothing but good timing, their fists, and their feet.

Double Dragon II improved upon the first game with animated cutscenes, better level designs, and cooler fighting

moves. And if you turn on the option where players can hurt one another, Double Dragon II can provide for some

excellent trolling material.

22. Excitebike

Excitebike was also a launch title for the NES. It’s a motocross game in which the player not only has to navigate the

tracks correctly, but also make sure their engine doesn’t overheat while sticking jumps and avoiding obstacles.

You could also design your own courses, but this was long before the days of [2]Super Mario Maker. Once you turned

Excitebike off, you lost your custom designs because the cartridge had no batteries to power save game storage. The
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NES Classic Edition will hopefully allow save files.

21. Tecmo Bowl

Tecmo Bowl was the football game when it was released on the NES. It had nine players on either side of the line of

scrimmage—a lot for a home football game at the time—and used the names of real NFL players (but not the names

of real NFL teams, due to licensing issues).

Tecmo Bowl has a 2-player mode, though the basic gameplay is pretty simple. The player on defense tries to guess

which of only four plays the offense will select, and if the player on defense guessed correctly they have the best

defensive formation possible.

20. StarTropics

This may be one of the least recognizable games on the list. StarTropics is an adventure game with a Legend of Zelda

vibe about a kid named Mike who’s on an adventure to find his missing uncle. Mike is armed with baseball bats,

yo-yos, and other kid-like weapons as he wanders an overworld looking for villages and information that will lead

him to the dungeons he needs to conquer.

19. Ghosts ‘n’ Goblins
Ghosts ’n’ Goblins [3]World of Longplays/Youtube

Ghosts ‘n’ Goblins is a somewhat faithful port of the arcade game. The player takes the role of Arthur, a knight on a

mission to rescue a princess. If he gets hit once, Arthur’s armor flies off and he’s running around in his underwear.

This is pretty funny, given how hectic with enemies Ghosts ‘n’ Goblins almost always is. Arthur spends a lot of time

running around in his boxer shorts.

Arthur also has a punishingly short time limit to beat each level, or he dies and had to start over. That part is not funny.

18. Super C

The second game in the Contra series on the NES, Super C pits a pair of Rambo-like commandos on a mission to

destroy an alien named Red Falcon and his armies. Super C is a fast-moving side-scroller where the screen is almost
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always filled with bullets and enemies flying at you from all directions.

Powerups give you shotgun rounds or lasers that do much more damage than ordinary bullets, but this is a game

practically made for two-player co-op, especially when it comes to fighting the bosses.

17. Dr. Mario

Dr. Mario is a puzzle game in which the player has a bottle that’s full of red, blue, and yellow viruses. The player has

to color-match pills to the viruses until four items of the same color are in a row, after which all four pieces vanish

from the inside of the bottle. The goal is to empty the bottle of viruses entirely.

This is also a game that might warrant a purchase of a second NES Classic Edition controller, becauseDr. Mario has a

two-player mode in which you race your opponent to see who can empty their bottle first.

16. Gradius

Gradius is a side-scrolling shooter from Konami that introduced the Vic Viper starfighter, who would later appear in

Gradius II and Life Force. Gradius depends heavily on finding powerup tokens for the Viper that players can spend on

different ship upgrades that fit with their play style. The levels can get very tight and hectic with enemies quickly,

and the bosses have very specific weak points that players need to target.

15. Zelda II: The Adventure of Link

Zelda II: The Adventure of Link is a direct sequel to the original Legend of Zelda. Link has grown up and has to save

Princess Zelda from a sleeping spell. The path to her rescue lies in six palaces in the land of Hyrule that Link has to

find and beat.

This is a totally different game from the original. There’s a huge overworld map that resembles something out of

[4]Final Fantasy or Dragon Warrior, with wandering monsters that Link has to fight if they catch him. Whenever the

game changes to a fight scene, it turns into a side-scrolling platformer.

Zelda II has an experience point system, leveling up, towns with non-player characters that can teach skills to Link,

and other RPG elements that are entirely absent in the original game.

14. Castlevania II: Simon’s Quest
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The second game in the Castlevania series is a marked departure from the original. Castlevania II: Simon’s Quest is

an adventure game with recursive map elements instead of a linear platformer game.

Hero Simon Belmont had to recover six pieces of Dracula’s body and bring them together to destroy them all at once

and banish Dracula for good. That means finding six mansions, each of which has one piece of Dracula’s body. That

means traveling through a large overworld filled with towns and merchants, with a day/night cycle that changes

which enemies spawn and how powerful they are.

Castlevania II also has an experience point system, townspeople characters who will give Simon clues, and uses items

to give Simon permanent abilities that make him stronger as the game goes on. It’s a very different game from the

original.

13. Castlevania

The original Castlevania, a platforming game, was one of the first games to popularize the Konami brand name. Hero

Simon Belmont is on a mission to destroy Dracula, by fighting his way through the vampire’s mansion using a magic

whip. The whip became synonymous with all the Castlevania games that followed over the decades.

Castlevania has an extremely catchy soundtrack, colorful graphics, a nice aesthetic variety between levels, and a

who’s-who of old-school monster movie villains as stage bosses.

12. Bubble Bobble

Bubble Bobble is another game that might make you want to purchase a second controller for your NES, because

couch co-op Bubble Bobble is fantastic. The game has hundreds of stages for the dragons Bub and Bob to beat. They

move by blowing bubbles that Bub and Bob can jump onto to float through the level. They also use the bubbles

to capture enemies, and they kill the enemies by popping the bubble. There’s a ton of variety and creativity in the

game’s hundreds of levels.

11. Kirby’s Adventure

Kirby’s Adventure was like a promotion for Kirby, who first appeared on the Game Boy and then graduated to the

NES. It was another platformer that like the Super Mario Bros. series was split into worlds and levels, but what made
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Kirby special was his ability to eat things and gain powers and abilities. Kirby’s Adventure is also loaded with a ton of

minigames and other side activities.

10. Kid Icarus

Kid Icarus isn’t as huge as icon as most others in Nintendo’s lexicon of characters, which is a shame because the

original Kid Icarus is one of the coolest adventures on the system. The music and the art aesthetic were unique

compared to other games released on the system early in the NES life cycle.

The game takes place in Angel Land, a world influenced by Ancient Greece. The hero, Kid Icarus uses a bow and

arrow to defeat enemies as he conquers horizontal and vertical platforming levels, defeats fortress levels that contain

bosses, and makes use of an extensive network of merchants and shops to upgrade his gear. And the final level turns

the game into a shooter, not a platformer, which makes for an awesome ending.

9. Super Mario Bros. 2

Did you know that Super Mario Bros. 2 did not begin as a Super Mario Bros. game? It was originally called Doki

Doki Panic, but the art was swapped (with other changes) to create the second game in the Super Mario Bros. series.

Super Mario Bros. 2 was the first Mario game in which players could choose to play as the Princess or Toad. Super

Mario Bros. 2 also introduced a health meter to the series.

8. Ninja Gaiden

The original Ninja Gaiden is punishingly difficult and is generally considered one of the most challenging games made

for the NES. It also featured some of the slickest cutscenes and cinematics of any game at the time.

Ninja Gaiden introduces series hero Ryu Hayabusa, a ninja warrior on a mission to avenge the death of his father.

You wall-hang with Ryu to set up ambushes on enemies, destroy lamps on the walls to reveal power-ups (a system

that was obviously influenced by Castlevania), and face a boss at the end of each level.

7. Punch-Out!!! Featuring Mr. Dream
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Originally released as Mike Tyson’s Punch Out!!!, this miniaturized version of the arcade game Punch-Out!!! is an

exercise in carefully observing your opponent for tells, to see what punch they are going to throw and to prepare

your counter punch.

Your eccentric opponents are defined by their nationalities, and you fight your way around the world until you faced

Mike Tyson himself. Unfortunately, when the licensing deal ran out Tyson was replaced by Mr. Dream, and this is the

version that will be included on the NES Classic Edition.

6. Metroid

Metroid is a mind-bending platformer adventure where you constantly backtrack your way through the planet

Zebes to earn new items that unlock doors that had previously been closed to you. The goal is to destroy the evil

supercomputer called Mother Brain.

Metroid has spooky sci-fi music, introduces Samus Aram (one of Nintendo’s most popular icons), and is also

associated with the birth of the early speedrunning movement.

5. Super Mario Bros.

Of course Super Mario Bros. is on the new NES Classic—it’s been ported to almost every Nintendo game console

ever. This was one of the games packaged with the NES back in 1984. Everybody had Super Mario Bros. It’s the birth

of the Mario legend, the game that made side-scrolling platformers popular, and a defining moment in Nintendo’s

history as a company.

4. Final Fantasy
Final Fantasy [5]World of Longplays/YouTube

The original Final Fantasy caught criticism for being a “clone” of Dragon Warrior, another RPG series on the NES, but

Final Fantasy’s superior story is what ultimately made it the grandfather of the Japanese Role Playing Games (JPRG)

genre and the start of a mega franchise that continues to thrill gamers today.

3. Mega Man 2
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MegaMan 2 improved on the first game with better graphics, audio, level designs, game mechanics, and even added

a password system so players could save their games. Mega Man 2 become a smash hit, and it’s venerated as one of

the best games ever made for the NES.

2. Super Mario Bros. 3

Super Mario Bros. 3 took the structure and elements of the original Super Mario Bros. and blew them up into an

extravaganza. Now “worlds” weren’t just numbers before a game level: Mario actually moved through map screens

that made each world look unique.

Super Mario Bros. 3 introduced fresh ideas like Mario wearing suits that would give him special abilities and Toad

houses with mini-games that would become popular design elements for many Mario games to follow.

1. The Legend of Zelda

The original Legend of Zelda was one of the most engaging adventures ever released for the NES. You had to fully
immerse yourself in the world to discover the locations of dungeons, shops, and secrets. It had unique enemies,
interesting weapons and equipment to use, and puzzles to solve. And because The Legend of Zelda was released so
early into the life cycle of the NES it became a standard entry in anyone’s collection.
The Legend of Zelda was also the very first game cartridge to include batteries, so that you could save your game
without needing to enter a save game code.

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JMY2dMnK_E
2. http://www.dailydot.com/tags/super-mario-maker/
3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZgqugtReso
4. http://www.dailydot.com/tags/final-fantasy
5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fTdlzqhSdt8

bought nes classic edition (2016-11-19 15:27)

I loved Super Mario Bros. 3, Legend of Zelda, Kirby’s Adventure. The emulation is better than Wii U’s NES emulator.

Alien CXPAC5 genes (2016-11-26 23:02)

A new genetic study suggests a lineage of Egyptian pharaohs were subjected to willful genetic manipulation by a
technologically advanced civilization. Some would call this definitive proof that the builders of the pyramids had a
strong connection with beings that originated elsewhere in the universe.
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Stuart Fleischmann, Assistant Professor of Comparative Genomics at the Swiss University in Cairo and his team have
recently published the results of a 7-year [1]study that mapped the genomes of 9 ancient Egyptian Pharaohs. If
proven correct, their findings could potentially change the world’s history books.
Fleischmann and his team subjected the precious samples of ancient DNA to a process called Polymerse Chain
Reaction (PCR). In the field of molecular biology this technique is often used to replicate and amplify a single copy of
a piece of DNA, giving researchers a clear picture of someone’s genetic fingerprint.
Eight out of nine samples returned interesting but typical results. The ninth sample belonged to Akhenaten, the
enigmatic 14th century BC pharaoh and father of Tutankhamun. A small fragment of desiccated brain tissue had
been the source of the DNA sample and the test was repeated using bone tissue but the same results were obtained.
One of the culprits was a gene called CXPAC-5, which is responsible for cortex growth. The anomaly is visible in the
image below.

[2]

The right section shows the prevalence of the CXPAC5 gene in a normal human. On the left we have Ahenaten’s DNA
sample.

It appears this increased activity in Akhenaten’s genome would suggest he had a higher cranial capacity because of
the need to house a larger cortex. But what mutation would have caused a human brain to grow? We have yet to
discover such a technique despite years of breakthroughs in genetics. Could this 3,300 year-old evidence point out
ancient genetic manipulation? Was it the work of advanced extraterrestrial beings?
Is the mythology of ancient Egypt more than a collection of allegoric tales? Prof. Fleischmann explains:

Telomerase [a genetic enzyme] is only expended by two processes: extreme aging and extrememutation.
Genetic and archaeological data suggests Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten lived to about 45 years of age. That
is not nearly enough to consume all the chromosomal telomerase, leaving behind one inconvenient but
possible explanation.
This hypothesis is also backed up by the fact that electron microscope analysis revealed signs of nucleo-
tidic cicatrix, which is a telltale sign of the DNA helix healing after being exposed to strong mutagens.”

Does this suggest that Akhenaten, one of ancient Egypt’s most mysterious pharaohs, was subjected to genetic
modification during his life? If anything, this allegation supports the theory that ancient aliens once visited the
civilization that lived along the banks of the Nile.
Another interesting piece of evidence provides backing to this hypothesis. The image below shows two microscope
photographs of osseous tissue sampled from the skull of Akhenaten and that of a different mummy of the same age.

[3]
The bone tissue on the left is far denser and fundamentally different at a nanoscopic scale. Could this increase in
strength of the skull bones be an indicator of increased brain development?

This is an exciting finding, to say the least,” Fleischmann told press. “My team and I have submitted the
papers for peer review and we’ve done and redone the tests enough times that we’re confident they’re
accurate.
I don’t know the full implication of our findings but I certainly believe they should at least point the
scientific community in a direction that would have been immediately dismissed just a few decades ago.”

If this study is correct, it could trigger an unprecedented paradigm shift. If aliens were actively involved in the life of
the most powerful individuals thousands of years ago, does that mean they’ll return? Perhaps they never left at all.
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But the most important aspect would be the existence of individuals, direct descendants of ancient Egypt’s royal
lineage, that still posses the alien genes implanted in their ancestors’ genomes.

1. http://www.medicalalumni.org/bulletin/summer_2008/clinicopathological.html
2. http://i1.wp.com/locklip.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/c3sdf54f1d-f6.jpg
3. http://i0.wp.com/locklip.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/c3sc51731d-f3.jpg

yanmaneee (2020-01-31 09:42:13)
[1]supreme clothing
[2]jordan 6
[3]yeezy shoes
[4]golden goose sneakers
[5]balenciaga
[6]golden gooses
[7]hermes belts for men
[8]nmd
[9]nike foamposite
[10]hermes online

1. http://www.supremehoodies.us/
2. http://www.jordan6.us.com/
3. http://www.yeezyshoes.in.net/
4. http://www.goldengoosesneakers.us/
5. http://www.balenciaga-sneakers.us.com/
6. http://www.goldengoosesneakersstore.com/
7. http://www.hermesbelt.us.org/
8. http://www.adidasnmdr1.us.com/
9. http://www.nikefoamposite.us.com/
10. http://www.hermesonlineshop.com/

The Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt Were Alien Hybrids (2016-11-28 22:52)

[1]
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Are we alone in the whole universe? You would get different answers to this question from different people. No
matter what the skeptics or the debunkers have to say, but there is hardly any doubt that alien life does exist and
they have been visiting out planet since the ancient times. A study on the ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics would
confirm this further. Here is some of the best hieroglyphic evidence that points towards the existence of alien life.
(1) The Temple of [2]Seti I at Abydos has a hieroglyphic panel that bears symbols resembling the helicopter, spaceship
and fighter jet planes. These hieroglyphic panels were made three to five thousand years ago, when man had no
idea about these modern day vehicles.

(2) An Egyptian woman is seen sitting with an alien looking being in her laps in one of the hieroglyphic panels that
has been recovered. Human structures can be easily made out in other hieroglyphic hence it is obvious that the
being in question is certainly not human, but an alien.
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(3) Many hieroglyphs bear images of humans with extra elongated craniums. As naturally human cranium is not
supposed to be that long, it is believed by the alien enthusiasts that ancient Egyptians tried ropes on the skulls of
their babies to make the cranium look elongated. This was a measure to emulate the appearances of the aliens is
what is widely believed.

(4) A flying saucer is seen in one of the hieroglyphic panels that are found on the walls of ancient Egyptian
monuments. The shape and structure of the alleged flying saucer is so accurate, that someone might think that
the ancient Egyptians had referred to a sci-fi movie to draw that. This however, proves that ancient Egyptians did
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encounter alien spaceships and that is why these objects have found their place in the different work of hieroglyphics.

(5)Mysterious alien looking creatures are being found in many hieroglyphic panels all across [3]Egypt. These beings
have large black eyes and look humanoid, but certainly they are far from being humans.
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(6) There is another hieroglyph that is found in the Temple of the Pharaohs where an alien is found that resembles
exactly the little grey men about whom we keep on reading in the various tales of alien encounters.

(7) Another work of hieroglyphic art depicts a flying object that is emitting some rays pointed towards an animal. This
hieroglyph is concrete evidence that not only aliens exist, but they also have been abducting animals and humans
since the ancient times.
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(8) The hieroglyphic depiction of the ancient light bulb makes it evident that ancient Egyptians had developed the
technology of how to generate electricity and work with electric light bulb. The hieroglyph at the Dendera complex
shows that with support from some super intelligent extraterrestrial support, ancient Egyptians had made such
objects.

(9) The strange appearance of the various Egyptian gods that are seen in the ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs certainly
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point out that these gods were unearthly and they were extraterrestrial visitors. Sphinx, Anubis etc. is examples of
beings that are thought to be aliens in reality.

(10) Various hieroglyphic panels bear images of humans interacting with beings that do not like humans. These
beings are mostly characterized by large craniums and large eyes and look more like those green men that you would
get to see in the sci-fi movies of these days.
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1. http://proofofalien.com/top-10-ancient-egyptian-alien-hieroglyphics-proof-of-aliens-life/
2. http://proofofalien.com/what-is-seti-search-for-extraterrestrial-intelligence/
3. http://proofofalien.com/10-evidences-to-prove-the-existence-of-the-ancient-civilizations-aliens/

worldstoriainfo (2017-11-25 01:28:56)
I agree with you. That is a very valid point you bring up. Thank you for sharing this very informative and well explained post
with us
…………………………………….

[1]Crash Course World History

1. http://www.worldstoria.com/

Unknown (2018-05-22 22:03:03)
qzz0523
[1]marc jacobs outlet
[2]knicks jerseys
[3]canada goose outlet
[4]coach outlet
[5]burberry outlet
[6]jordan shoes
[7]ugg outlet
[8]fitflops sale clearance
[9]moncler outlet
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[10]adidas nmd
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3. http://www.canadiangooseoutlet.ca/
4. http://www.coachfactoryoutletoutlet.us.com/
5. http://www.burberrysaleoutlet.us.com/
6. http://www.jordanshoesshop.us.com/
7. http://www.uggoutlet.ca/
8. http://www.fitflopssale.in.net/
9. http://www.moncleroutletonline.us.com/
10. http://www.adidasnmduk.org.uk/
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[2]air max
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[6]nike air max 95
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[9]supreme new york
[10]supreme t shirt

1. http://www.yeezyboost-350.uk/
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6. http://www.airmax95.us/
7. http://www.supremesclothing.us/
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1. http://www.retrojordanssale.com/
2. http://www.jordans.net.co/
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3. http://www.air-vapormax.com/
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